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PREFACE

This Space Propulsion Hazards Analysis Manual was prepared by Martin
Marietta Astronautics Group, Denver, Colorado, under contract
F04611-84-C-0003. It was sponsored jointly by the Air Force and the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration. Program management and contract
administration were provided by the Air Force Astronautics Laboratory, Edwards
Air Force Base, California. Technical direction was provided principally by
both the Astronautics Laboratory and the Eastern Space and Missile Center,
Patrick Air Force Base, Florida. The project msnager was Mr. John W.
Marshall, Air Force Astronautics Laboratory.

This manual is intended to be a source of information, methods and data
useful to hazards analysis for space propulsion and space vehicles. It is not
intended to be used as a regulatory document, nor is it to be construed as a
complete, definitive and authoritative work.

The complete Space Propulsion Hazards Analysis Manual (SPHAM) consists of
these two volumes that are bound separately to facilitate their handling and
use as reference material:

Volume I SPHAM Technical Chapters
Volume II SPHAM Appendices
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APPENDIX A
FOREWORD

This annotated bibliography documents are hazard analysis and failure mnode~
data obtained from an extensive literature search and field survey of the
rocket propulsion and aerospace community. The acquired data provides
information on the potential hazard environment and the credible failure
scenarios associated with space vehicle liquid and solid propellant systemE'
and subsystems. Each bibliography entry has a reference number, rank,
referenct ider~tification and reference application.

The reference number is the number assigned to the document for listing in
the bibliography.

Rank is a number from a system that ranks each document from 1 to 10,
where 10 is the material most relevant to the SPHAM program.

The reference identification is intended to provide all information
necessary to obtain the document; e.g., title, author, organization, document
number, date and AD number, if available. The reference identification is
most complete for technical reports, journul. articles, seminar minutes and
conference proceedings. It is less complete for personal memoranda, viewgraph
presentations and, in some cases, material abstracted from documents without a
reference.

The reference application includes:

1) a brief description of the docitment;
2) list of the hazardous materials that are discussed;
3) description of the failure scenarios;
4) type of post-accident environment that is discussed; e.g., blast,0

fire, fragmentation, toxicity or acoustics;
5) methodology used for failure mode analysis (quartitative or

qualitative);
6) the location (or person) from which the reference document was

obtained, and
7) the initials of the person that reviewed the document.

A cross-reference matrix provides a ready tool to identify the documents
that contain information on specific vehicles, hazardous materials and
post-accident environments. Each document is identified by its reference
number that corresponds to its entry in the Annotated Bibliography. The rank
or value rating of the document is also listed. Note that this matriP
summarizes vehicles, and marks with an "X" i-11formation on hazardous materials,
arnd post-accident environments. Failure scenarios and methodologies are
obtained from the annotated bibliography entries themselves.



APPENDIX A

SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS

The following symbols and abbreviations are used in the annotated
bibliography and the cross-reference matrix.

ANNOTATFD BIBLIOGRAPHY

Ref No. - Reference Number TRS a Teleoperator Retrieval
NA = Not Applicable System
NI = Not Identified USAF - United States Air Force Base
*/0 Internal Audit Symbols VAFB - Vandenberg Air Force Base
AFAL W Air Force Astronautics Lab WSMC - Western Space and Missile
AFRPL - Air Force Rocket Propulsion Center

Laboratory
A-50 - Aerozine 50
DOD - Department of Defense CROSS-REFERENCE MATRIX
DSP a Defense Systems Program
DSCS a Defense Satellite X a Item(s) included in Document

Communications Systems RK a Rank
DTIC W Defense Technical Information DOC - Document

Center He - Helium
FMEA - Failure Modes and Effect N2  = Nitrogen

Analysis LHe Liquid Helium
GIDEP - Government Industry Data LH2  = Liquid Hydrogen

Exchange Package LOX = Liquid Oxygen
GPS = Global Positioning System Sl.l - Solid 1.1 (7)
ICBM M Intercontinental Ballistics S1.3 - Solid 1.3 (2)

Missile N2 H4  - Hydrazine
ISPM - International Solar Polar UDMH - Unsymmetrical Dimethyl

"Mission Hydrazine
IUS - Inertial Upper Stage MMH Monomethyl Hydrazine
JANNAF - Joint Army Navy, NASA, N2 04  - Nitrogen Tetroxide

Al.r Force NH3  = Ammonia
JSC - Johnson Space Center CO2  = Carbon Dioxide
KSC - Kennedy Space Center CO = Carbon Monoxide
LH 2  M Liquid Hydrogen H2 02  - Hydrogen Peroxide
LO2 Liquid Oxygen LF2  Liquid Fluorine
MH = Monomethyl Hydrazine LCH4  - Liquid Methane
MMU - Manned Maneuvering Unit NF3  Nitrogen Trifluoride
N2 04  W Nitrogen Tetroxide Hg = Mercury
N2 H4  M Hydrazine RTG - Radioisotope
NASA - National Aeronautics and Thermoelectric Generator

Space Administration A50 Aerozine 50
OTV = Orbit Transfer Vehicle TNT EQ - TNT Equivalent
PAM-D - Payload Assist Module-Delta BLST - Blast

Type FRGMNT - Fragment
RTG - Radioisotrope Thermoelectric TOXIC - Toxicity

Generator ACOUST - Acoustics
SPHAM - Spaee Propulsion Hazard

Analysis Manual
SRB M Solid Rocket Booster
SRM = Solid Rocket Motor
STS - Space Transportation Syutem
TDRS - Tracking and Data Relay

Satellite
TOS = Transfer Orbit Stage

iii
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CHAPTER B1
INTRODUCTION

B1.1 PURPOSE

B1.1.1 PIIgo.e

This Appendix is intended to provide general information to those responsible
for minimizing the hazards associated with the handling, storage, use and
transportation of liquid propellant and solid propellants, and to those
responsible for the design of systems and operations which use them.

B1.1.2 act

Information contained in this document bas been prepared to ass•.st Federal and
Military Departments, Agencies and contractors in the design of systems and
operations which include chemical liquid and solid propellants. The vser is
hereby forewarned that the applicability of the information to any specific
location, situation or operation depends upon proper interpretation by experts
in the fields of chemical propulsion and safety engineering.

B1.2 BAQKGRO

The data of this document were extracted primarily from CPIA (Chemical
Propulsion Information Agency) Publication 394, Hazards of Chemical Ro&ckts
anidPr&MqIljn, Volumes II and III, September 1984. Exceptions to this will
be specifically identified.

B1.3 APPLICA3ILITY

This manual is intended as a source of information and as a general guide for
Federal Departments, Agencies and contractors to assist them in understanding
the hazardous nature of chemical liquid and solid propellants. Specific
design or analysis efforts should include review of CPIA 394 or the raferences
provided.

B1.4 LIOUID MATERIAL CLASSTFIPATION TARLE

Information on liquid propellants, explosives and propellant ingredients are
included in Figure B1-1. The table consists of the material name, its formula
and any synonyms or common names. For each material the storage compatibility
group assigned by the DOD is listed, the explosive hazard class, the National
Fire Protection Agency hazard identification classification for health,
flammability and reactivity, the DOT classification and labeling requirements,
the United Nations and Chemical Abstract numbers, and the EPA (RCRA)
classification. These classification systems are described below:

A1.4.1 Storage C Rnatibility Group

To assure a high degree of safety in ammunition storage, a system to classify
materials according to characteristics such as chemical and physical -

properties, quantity-distance criteria, sensitivity and other factors was
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developed. Dissimilar materials are separated end dtored in a safe manner.
Gryen Storage Compatibility Groups (SCG) have been developed and are described
in CPIA 394, Appendix C. The SCG for each material is press aited in Figure

B1.4.2 Raolosive Hazad Class

The DOD has % hazard classliicaLion procedure which assigns a group number to
denote the types and degrees of hazards other than the themnical compatibility
of the liquid propellants. This classification system is described in CPIA
39., Appendix D.

51.4.3 NfPA Hazard IdentfLication

The National Fire Protection Association has developed a general
classification system to describe the inherent hazards of various chemicals
and the order of severity of tiese bazards under emergency conditions. The
order of severity of each hazard is indicated by use of five numerical
gradings ranging from 4 (indicating a severe or extreme danger) to 0
(indicating no hazard).

The fnllowing paragraphs from the National Fire Code (Reference 1) summarize
tbe definitions of the numbers in each hazard category and explain what a
number should tell fire fighting personnel about protecting themselves and how
to ftght fires where the hazard exists.

B1.4.3.1 fealth

Level 4. A few sniffs of the gas or vapor could cause death; or the gas,
vapor, or liquid could be fatal on penetrating the fire fighters' normal full
protective clothing which is designed for resistance to heat. For most
chemicals having a aealth 4 rating, the normal full protective clothing
available to the average fire department will not provide adequate protection
against skin contact with these materials. Oaly special protective clothing
designed to protect against the specific hazard should be worn.

Level 3. Materials extremely hazardous to health, but areas may be entered
with extreme care. Full protective clothing, including self-contained
breathing apparatus, rubber gloves, bocts and bauds around .egs, arms and
waist should be provided. No skin surface should be exposed.

Level 2. Materials hazardous to health, but areas may be entered freely with
self-contained breathing apparatus.

Level 1. Haterials that are slightly hazardous to health. It may be
desirable to wear self-contained breathing apparatus.

Level 0. Materials which on expos*are under fire conditions would offer no
health hazard beyond that of ordinary combustible material.
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B11.4.3.2 ZJ~uuablItiy

Level 4. Very flammable gases, very volatile flasmable liquids, and materials
thait in the form of dusts or mists readily form explosive mixtur,.V when
dispersed in air. Shut off flow of gas or liquid and keep cooling water
streams on exposed tanks or containers. Use water spray carefully in the
vicinity of dusts so as not to create dust clouds.

Level 3. Liquids which can be ignited under almost all normal temperature
conditions. Water may be ineffective on these liquids because of their low
flash points. Solids which form coarse dusts, solids in shredded or fibrous
form that create flash fires, solids that buin rapidly, usually because they,
contain their own oxygen,-and any material that ignites spontaneously at
normal temperatures in air.

Level 2. Liquids which must be moderately heated before ignition will occur
and solids that readily give off flammable vapors. Water spray may be used to
extinguish the fire because the material can be cooled to below its flash
point.

Level 1. Materials that must be preheated before ignition can occur. Water
may cause frothing of liquids with this flammability rating nu~mber if it gets
below the surface of the liquid and turns to steam. However, water spray
gently applied to the surface will cause a frothing which will extinguish the
fire. Most combustible solids have a flammability rating of I.

Level 0. Materials that will not burn.

B1.4.3.3 Reactivyity

~ i.Level 4. Materials which in themselves are readily capable of detonation or
of explosive decomposition or explosive reaction at normal temperatures and
pressures. Includes materials which are sensitive to mechanical or localized
thermal shock. If a chemical with this hazard rating in in a advanced or
massive fire, the area should be evacuated.

Level 3. Materials which in themselves are capable of detonation or of
explosive decomposition reaction but which require a strong initiating source
or which must heated under confinement before initiation. Includes materials
which are sensitive to thermal or mechanical shock at elevated temperatures
and pressures or which react explosively with water without requiring heat or
confinement. Fire fighting should be done from an explosion-.resistant
location.

Level 2. Materials which in themselves are normally unstable and readily
undergo violent chemical change but do not detonate. Includes materials which
can undergo chfAnical change with rapid release of energy at normal
temperatures and pressure or which can undergo violent chemical change at
elevated temperatures and pressures. Also includes those materials which may
react violently with water or which may form potentially explosive m~ixtures
with water. In advanced or massive fires, fire fighting should be done from a
protected location.
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Level 1. Materials which in themselves are normally stable but which may
tecome unstable at elevated temperatures and pressures or which may react with
water with some release of energy but not violently. Caution must be used in
approaching the fire and applying water.

Level 0. Materials which are normally stable even under fire exposure

conditions and which are not reactive with water. Normal fire fighting
procedures may be used.

B1.4.4 DOT Clasasficalion

The Department of Transportation has established a hazards classification
system for regulated materials and requires special colorcoded labeling on
packages containing these materials. The following des,.riptions are used.
These classifications of specific materials are found in 49 CFR 172.101 and
172.102 (Reference 2).

Explosives Class A, B or C
Flammable gas
Non-f lamabie gas
Flammable liquid
Flammable solid
Oxidizer
Poison A or B
Radioactive material
Corros ives
Irritating substances
Other Regulated Material A. B, C, D or E
Combustible liquid or solid
Forbidden

B1.4.5 United Nations Number and Ch-mical Abstract Registry Nuher

The United Nations (UN) has developed a serial number sy-tem to describe
specific materials. This number is required on all packages containing
regulated material. A complete listing of these codes is available in
"Transport of Dangerous Goods" published by the United Nations (Reference 3).
Those numbers preceded by a "UN" are associated with description' considered
appropriate for international shipments as well as domestic shipments. Those
preceded by an "NA" are associated with descriptions that are not recognized
for international shipments, except to and from Canada. If an identification
number is in the "NA9000" series, it is either associated with the description
or a material that is not appropriately covered by international hazardous
materials (dangerous goods) shipping standards or not appropriately addressed
by such standards for emergency response information purposes, except for
transportation between the United States and Canada.

Chemical Abstracts maintains a registry system for chemicals that assigns a
unique number to specific chemicals and chemical compounds. Specific
information on the chemical or compound can be referenced through use of the
registry number.
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B1.4.6 _CBA Classifications and Reportable quantitieS

In Figure BI-1, Column 8, code letters and limits are listed, that describe
the waste category of a material as established by the Environmental
Protection Agency under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) of
1976.

RCRA Class has six categories established and are identified by letter codes.
The tests and conditions which are used to classify wastes as hazardous are
detailed in 40 CFR 261.20 through 261.33 and auimarized below (Reference 4).

a. Code I - Ignitable Waste. A waste with the characteristic of
ignitability is:

(1) a liquid with a flash point less than 333 K (140OF)

(2) not a liquid, but is capable of causing fire

(3) an ignitable compressed gas as defined in 49 CFR 173.00, or

(4) is an oxidizer as defined in 49 CFR 173.151.

Ignitable wastes are given an EPA hazardous waste number of DO01
unless it is listed in Subpart D of 40 CFR 261.

b. Code C - Corrosive Waste. A waste with the characteristic of
corrosivity has a pH less than 2 or greater than 12.5 or is a
liquid.

c. Code R - Reactive Waste. The characteristic of reactivity is
present if the solid waste is:

(1) Normally unstable and undergoes violent change without

detonating, or

(2) reacts violently with water, or

(3) forms potentially explosive mixture with water

(4) generates toxic gases, vapors or fumes when mixed with water,
or

(5) is a cyanide or sulfide which generates toxic gases, vapors or
fumes upon exposure to a pH of less than 2 or greater than 12.5

(6) is capable of detonation or explosive reaction when initiated
or heated in confinement, or

(7) is capable of detonation or explosive charge at standard
temperature and pressure, or

(8) it is a Class A or B explosive.
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Reactive solid wastes are given an EPA Hazardous Waste number of
D003.

d. Code E - SP Toxic Waste. The characteristic of EP toxicity is
present in a waste whose exempt quantity contains more than
prescribed amounts of specified metals or organic compounds. The
materials, limits and hazardots waste numbers are given ir. Figure
BI-l or 40 CFR 261.24.

e. Code T - Toxic Waste. Wastes are considered acutely toxic or toxic
by listing in a series oi Tables in 40 CFR 261.30-261.33. Thee
tables are also used to define the limits of exclusion for a site
and contain the hazardous waste numbers for the compounds in the
table.

f. Code H - Acute Hazardous Waste.
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Figure 11-1 Liquid Propellant, Explosives and Propellant Ingredient:;
Classif icat'ions
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Figu.re BI-1 Liquid Propellant, Explosives and Propellant lugredients
Classifications (continued)
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Figure Bl-1 Liquid Propellant, Explosives and Propellant Ingredients
Cl,%ssifications kecuntinued)
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Figure Bl-l Liquid Propellant, Explosives and Propellant Ingredients
Classifications (continued)
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Figure Dl-1 Liquid Propellant, Explosives and Propellant Ingredients
Classifications (continued)
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Figure Bl-l Liquid Propellant, Explosives and Propellant Ingredients
Clasuificav~ions (continued)
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PROPELLANT PORMULA/ COMPAT. HAZARDS HAZARD CLASSIPICATION UN NO./ CLASSI.

OR ITEM SYNONYM IB1LITY CLASS 0IDNTIVICATION SHIPPING LAML CAS NO. PICATION
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Figure Bl-1 Liquid Propellant, Explosives and Propellant Ingredients
Classifications (cont-Ainued)
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Figure El-i Liquid Propellant, Explosives and Prcpellant Ingredients
Classificaitions (contiLnued)
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STORAGS 3XLOSIV NPPA DOT IlORA
PROPELLANT PORMULA/ COMPAT- HAZARDS HAZARD CLASSIICATION UN NO./ CLASSI-
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Figure BI-1 Liquid Propellant, Explosives and Propellant Ingredients
Classifications (continued)
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CHAPTER B2
HYDROCARBON FUELS (RP-1, METHANE)

B2.1 PROPERTI

A list of the hydrocarbon fuels discussed in CPIA 394 is given in Table B2-1,
with the pertinent military specifications. In this Appendix to SPHAM, the
physical properties for RP-1 and methcne only are provided.

In this chapter, the phrase "liquid hydrocarbon fuel" refers to those
hydrocarbon fuel& which are liquid at ambient temperatures RP-1 is included.
The phrase "cryogenic fuel" refers to liquid methane which is a gac at ambient
temperatures and requires refrigeration for storage an a liquid. Ethylene in
a liquified compressed gas. The phrase "hydrocarbon fuel" is applia.d to all
the fuels identified.

B2.1.2 General App2aran e

All of the liquid bydrocarbon fuels are clear liquids ranging in color from
waterwhite to a very pale fellow.

Methane and ethylene are colorless gases at ambient conditions (References 1
and 2). Liquified fuels boil vigorously at ambient temperature and pressure,
creating a voluminous cloud of condensed water-fuel vapor. Liquid methane is
the primary constituen. of liquefied natural gas, LNG.

B2.1.3 Physical and Chucal Preparties

The specifications listed in Table B2-1 require that hydrocarbon fuels "shall
consist entirely of hydrocarbon compounds," with certain additives permitted.
The JP-5 and RP fuels may be described as high-boiling kerosene fractions, and
JP-4 as a wide cut containing both kersene and gasoline fractions. RJ-4 is
also known as Tetra-dimethylcyclopentadiene or TH-dimer. Hydrocarbon fuels
vary greatly in volatility.

B2.1.3.1 Pblaical iProjrjj&a - The physical properties of RP-1 methane are
given in Figures B2-1 and B2-2, respectively.

B2.1.3.2 S1,jjj&jy - All of the hydrocarbon fuels are insoluble in water.
They are soluble in many organic solvents and are, themselves, excellent
solvents for many organic materials.

B2.1.3.3 jtaji - These fuels are chemically stable and insensitive to
shock. They are stable over a wide range of storage temperatures; exposure to
high temperatures accelerates the formation of gum and sediment.

B2.1.3.4 actiyJity - Some hydrocarbon fuels react violently under strong
oxidizing conditions or at extremes of pressure and temperature. They are
flammable at ambient conditions and their vapors form explosive mixtures with
air. Ethylene is the most reactive hydrocarbon fuel; it cau react explosively
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with strong oxidisers, Other hydrocarbon fuels may also react violently witha
strong oxidizers at specific operating conditions. The flashpoint of the fuel
is an indicator of the order of reactivity.

B2.1.3.5 Environmental Fate - Hydrocarbons contaminate the air, water, land
and sediments through disposal of waste by-products from manufacturing, spills
or leaks during transportation, use or storage and as chemical transformation
by-products during and after disposal (Reference 3). Thi major sources of
airborne hydrocarbons in the ztoapherz iv from automobilf a and industrial
processes.

Airborne hydrocarbons resist wastout and undergo photochemical
transformations. Nonaromatic hydrocarbons decompose in water; aromatic
hydrocarbons are re!atively per31stent (References 4 and 5). Some exchange of
hydrocarbons between air and kater occurs, dependent on the hydrocarbon,
temperature, mixing rates, turbulence, water quality, and concentrations.

In soil, hydrocarbons are degraded by soil organisms or evaporate. Recent

data indicates that some migration of the water table may occur (Reference 6).

B2.2 HUAM

B2.2.1 Health Fnzarda

B2.2.1.1 Toxicity - The hydrocarLon fuels are moderate skin-irritants;
repeated contact can cause scaling and fissuring of skin and, rarely,
blistering (Reference 7).

Inhalation of aliphatic hydrocarbon vapors can cause narcosis; however, the
most severe hazards occur if they are ingested. Aliphatic hydrocarbons are
not especially toxic; however, gaspiut while swallowing or aspiration from
vomiting can introduce the liquid into the lungs and cause chemical
pneumonit is.

Liquid hydrocarbon fuels with a high aromatic content are more toxic.
Exposure to aromatic components, such as benzene, can cause toxic effects on
blood-forming tissues. At this time no arumatics have been demonutrated
harmless although some, such as benzene, are considered more toxic than others.

The cryogenic fuels have low toxicity and their health hazards are related to
their low temperatures and asphyxiant potential. N-hexane, often a major
component of JP-4 and possibly JP-5 (though less likely), can cause motor
neuropathy to exposed workers when inhaled.

B2.2.1.2 EQ•posure Limits - Exposure limits for the liquid hydrocarbon fuels
are composition dependent. TLVs for fuels not containing aromatic
hydrocarbons are higher - usually 500 ppm or more, while those for the
aromatic hydrocarbons toluene and xylene are 100 ppm. The TLV for benzene is,
at 10 ppm, the lowest. Values for mixtures may be derived as described in
Appendix C.1 of Reference 8.
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Table B2-1 Identification of Hydrocarbon Fuels

NAME SPECIFICATION

FUEL: Aircraft Turbine and Jet Engine, Thermally MIL-F-25524
Stable

Compression Ignition and Turbine Engine MIL-F-46005
Multipurpose, Antarctic MP-1 MIL-F-23188

Ramjet Engine, Grade RJ-l
Ramjet Engine, Grade RJ-4 MIL-F-32522

Ramjet Engine,,Gr~de RJ-5
JET FUEL: Grades JP-4 and JP-5 (Turbine Fuel, Aviation) MIL-T-5624

Grade JP-6 (Jet Fuel)
Grade JP-7 MIL-T-38219A
Grade JP-8 MIL-T-83133A
Grade JP-9 NIL-P-87107B
Grade JP-10 MIL-P-87107B
Grades I and II (Jet Fuel, Referee) MNL-J-5161

ROCKET FUEL: RP-1 (Propellant, Kerosene) MIL-P-25576
OTHER: Methane

Ethylene
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Exposur- limits for cryogenic fuels are set at 10 percent of their lower
explosion limite (LELW) in aL to mitigate hazards of fire and explosion (See
Section B2.3.6). Concentrations in air of one percent or lower for methane
and 0.6 percent for ethylene are recommended.

Specific Eme:gency Exposure limits also are composition dependent for
hydrocarbon fuels; operational limits will be defined by the safety officer,
industrial hygienist and other cognizant personnel (Reference 9).

B2.2.2 FireaadS Cubtitian Product Hazards

Hydrocarbon fuel vapors readily form ignitable mixtures with air. The
ignition hazard of the fuels varies with temperature and fuel. Toxic products
can be produced in a fuel rich fire. The figures at the end of this chapter
give temperature ranges over which the fuels form vapors that can burn or
explode.

B2.2.3 ExplosoAn Hazards

Hydrocarbon fuel vapors can form explosive mixtures with air.

If hydrocarbon fuels and rocket oxidizer3 are spilled and they or their vapors
mix, the resultant mixtures can be exploded by rechanical shcck, heat, or
spark.

B2.2.4 Environmental Effects

The principal environmental effects of hydrocarbons are in air and are
associated with their conversion in the presence of light and nitrogen oxides
to photochemical oxidants. These oxidants are reaponsible for the plant
damage and eye irritation associated with smog. Since methane is not
photocheamically active, hydrocarbon emisaion standard& are divided into
methane and non-methane hydrocarbon emissions.

B2.3 RRARKMEI

B2.4 RESERVED

B2.5 MATERIALS AND EOUIPMENT COMPATIBILITY

B2.5.1 fttrrialja

Except for cryogens the prime consideration is choosing materials for use with
hydrocarbon fuels is related to their solvent action ou most organic matter.
Corrosion associated with hydrocarbon fuels at ambient temperatures is
negligible for storage and handling of liquids. Limitations which should be
observed are outlined in this section.

B2.5.1.1 Metals - Common ferrous and non-ferrous alloys are suitable for the
fabrication of containers (fixed or mobile drums and tanks), associated piping
and fittings, pumping equipment, valves, and other metal parts. Long tgrm
storage of hydrocarbon fuels may require special consideration of compatible
metal containers and associated equipment or parts.
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B2.5.1.2 h - Liqted below are some of the recommended and. pzohiblted non-metals:

p o t nTable B2-2 Materia l Com ratibility

RECOMMENDED PROHIBITED

Cork, or paper gasket Acrylics
materials designed for Polyisobutylenes
this service Polyurethane, soften at

Nitrile, Duna N, or NBR high temperatures
Fluorocarbons (Teflon, Methylene Propylene, or

Kel-F, Halon TFE, Nordel, Epear,
Fluorel, Viton) Vistalon, Epsyn, Royalene

Fluorosilicone, or LS Natural Rubber
(for static operations) Synthetics, other than

Polyamides those listed as usable
Polyethylene
Polyurethane (high tensile

strength, shock loads),
or Adeprene, Cyanoprene,
Formrex

Neoprene (especially good
in refrigeration systems)

Vinyls
Vamac, or Ethylene Acrylate

(excellent resistsnce to
oxidation)

B2.5.1.3 Lubricants - Graphite-base, molybdenumdisulfide, some silicone and
fluorocarbon lubricants may be used.

Since hydrocarbon fuels are excellent solvents for most organic matter,

petroleum lubricants are not recommeitded.

B2.5.2 £±iuk

B2.5.2.1 Coners - Hydrocarbon fuels are drumed or stored in tanks of
approved design and construction, which may be either permanent or
transportable. See DOT regulations for container requirements. Portable
containers should be gas-tight (See Venting, Section B2.5.2.8).

B2.5.2.2 Zrm= - Since storage tanks in this service are usually built with
bottom outlets, standard centrifugal pumps may be used. Permanently installed
pumps in main storage systems may also be equipped with a liquid reservoir to
serve as a primer for the pump used to empty tank cars, trucks, drums, etc.,
not equipped with bottom outlets.

Only pumps specifically designed and qualified by tests should be used for
cryogenic liquids.
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B2.5.2.3 Lgh.. - Temporary portable extension cords with lights, used in
inspecting the interior of containers, should be of a type apprived by the
Bureau of Mines.

Flash lights or storage battery lamps, where permitted for une, should be of
the safety type approved by the Bureau of Mines, or as accepted by the current
edition of the National Electrical Code (Reference 23).

B2.5.2.4 Pisa and FittinMg - Pipes and fitting should be made of approved
materials (See Section B2.5.1), and should be hydrostatically tested.
Although threaded connections with the proper thread sealing compound are
permitted for this service, flanged or welded connections are preferred. Top
loading lines should extend into the bottom of the tank. For cryogen fuel
service, liquid piping settions which can be accidentally blocked should be
provided with small pressure-relief valves discharging to the atmosphere to
prevenL destructive overpressure.

B2.5.2.5 Hose and Gaskets - Hoses used in hydrocarbon fuel service may be
constiucted of materials as listed in Section B2.5.1.2. Gasketa may be made
of any of the following materials:

Commercial cork or paper gasket material
Fluorocarbons (Teflon Kel-F, TFE or equivalent)
Neoprene
Polyethylene

Hoses for cryogenic fuels should be of a proper design and engineered
specifically for this service.

B1.5.2.6 Presnure Gag - Standard-type pressure gages can be used in
hydrocarbon fuel service. In order to minimize operator reading errors, all
pressure gages used for a common purpose should have identical scales.

Liquid cryogen equipment should be monitored with approved types of pressure
gauges aj required. Gages should be protected with blowout relief backs or
plugs.

B2.5.2.7 V - A steel or TFE (Teflon or equivalent) plug va.ve is
recommended as the most suitable closure for liquid hydrocarbon fuels. Valves
once used for liquid hydrocarbon fuel service aust not be used in the transfer
or storage of oxidizers unless thoroughly cleaned.

Valves must conform to particular specifications for their use with cryogenic
fuels. Extended-stem globe or gate-type valves are recommended but plug or
ball-type valves may be used. The valves should be provided with venting
devices. Relief valves should preferably discharge vertically upward above
the top of the protected vessel through stacks that are the same size as the
outlet connection of the relief valve. Vessels which contain cryogenic fuels
should be individually relieved. However, where two or more vessels are
connected by piping without valves, the group may be treated as a whole.
Relief valves chould be connected into the vapor space. The relief valve
setting should be such as to protect the vessel or vessels involved and should
be sized for operating emergencies or exposure to fire.
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B2.5.2.8 Venting System. and Pressure Relief - All opening@ in the storage
system should terminate outdoors, and should be protected by approved flame
arrestors. Vents should be sized according to the specifications given in the
National Fire Cides (Reference 24). All vents and pressure-relief systems
will terminate ft a height mad location that will give adequate protection for
personnel and buildings. Vents on atmospheric tanks should be of the
pressure-vacuum type to avoid collapse of tanks when withdrawing fuel and to
relieve pressure when filling.

Relief valves should preferably discharge ioertically upward above the top of
the Protected vessel through stacks that are dhe same sie as the outlet
connection of the relief valve. Vessels which contain cryogenic fuels should
be individually relieved. However, where two or more vessels are connected by
piping without valves, the group may be treated as a whol-w. Relief valves
should be connected into the vapor space. The relief valve setting should be
such as to protect the vessel or vessels involved, and sbould be sized for
operating emergencies or exposure to fire.

B2.5.2.9 goimd•jng - Since hydrocarbon fuels are highly flaueable, all
stationary or mobile tanks should be bonded and grounded to prevent fuel
ignition by otatic electricity. The ground resistance should be monitored
regularly; it should not eAceed 25 ohms.
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0

PROPERTY ENGLiSH UNITS I SI UNITS

Doiiing Point 350 - 3254F 40 - 547 K

Freezirl Point -40OF I3I K

Density (Gas)

(Liquid) .7 - 6.8 lb/gal 0.1 - 0.8 1 mg/rns
at 66OF at 293 K

Specific Grivity . Vapor 42.0 - 45.5 API 0.790 - 0.801
(relative to STP air)

Vapor Pressure 0.20 - 0.8 psi& 1.4 - 6.5 kPa"
at5 F at 283 K

0.35 - 1.2 psia 2.4- 8.3 kPa
at IOOF at 311 K

CoeMcient of Kinematic 1., centistokes 1.f5 x 10-s mi/s
Viscosi0y at -30OF at 293 K

Absolute

Autoignition Temperature

Flash Point, Closed Cup (P-M(1)) I10F 316.5 K

Flammability Range Lean: 1108F 316.5 K
Rich: 175 - 185OF 352.6 - 358 K

(I)Pensky-Martin Closed Cup

Figure B2-1 Physical Properties of Rocket Fuel RP-1 (Propellant, Kerosene)
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PROPERTY ENGLISH UNITS Si UNITS

Boiling Point -258.70F 111.63 K

Frering Point -20905F 00)65 K

Density (0u) 1.57x10-' b/IWO 0.252 kg/m 3

(Liquid) 3.54 lb/gal 0.451 Mg/rm
at -258.78F at 111.65 K

Specifc Gravity - Vapor 0.554 0.554
(rnlative to STP air) at 706F at 2•03 K

Critical Density 1.35 lb/gid 0.163 Mg/m 3

Critical Pressure 667 psi& 4.60 NW&

Critical Temperature -*l!.67F ?20.SS5 K

Vapor Pressure 32.5 psia at -238'F 2244.1 kPa at 123 K
14.7 psi[ .258.70F 101.4 kPa at !11.63 K

Coeffdient of Kinematic 0.0252 centistokes 2.52 x I0-9 ms/s
Viscosity at 6O8F at 423 K

Absolute 0.0107 centipoiues 1.07 x 10- Pas
atT OF at 298 K

Autoignitik Temperature 600F 810 K

Flash Point -305OF 85.0 K

Flammability Limits Lower: 5 vl %in air
Upper: 14 Y'I" ,in air

Figure B2-2 Physical Properties of Methane (MWml6.04g) Reference 1,31
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CHAPTER B3
ANHYDROUS ALBIONIA

B3.1 kBQUIES

B3.1.1 Identification'

Propellant grade anhydrous ammonia in 99.5 percent (by weight) basic aemonia
(NH3 ); the remainder is primarily water. Military Specification MIL-P-27406
Propellant, Ammonia (Reference 1) covers this grade. The molecular weight
(MW) of ammonia is 17.03 g mol.

B3.1.2 General ARoearance andJogn Uses

At atmospheric temperatures and pressures, ammonia is a pungent, colorless
vapor. The liquid is clear and colorless., It is used in the manufacture of
nitric acid, explosives, synthetic fibers and fertilizers (References 2, 3, 4
and 5).

B3.1.3 Physical and Chemical Properties

See Figure B.3-1.

B3.1.3.1 S - Ammonia is soluble in water, alcohol, ether, and many
other solvents. Ammonia is an ionizing solvent for a large number of
inorganic and organic salts.

EB3.1.3.2 ftabillty - Ammonia is very stable and is not shock sensitive. It
is thermally stable at temperatures as high as 755 K (900*F) with dissociation
to nitrogen and hydrogen beginning above this temperature.

B3.1.3.3 Rentivyj - Anmmonia is highly reactive, alkaline in nature, and a
reducing agent. Concentrations of 16 of 27 percent burn in air. Ammonia
reacts with organic or inorganic acids and forms white fumes in the presence
of acid vapors. Hoist ammonia corrodes copper, zinc, and many alloys,
particularly copper alloys. The reaction of ammonia with oxidizing agents may
be violent.

SB3.1.3.4 EnvirQFmal fZte - Any spill or leak of anhydrous ammonia, would
vaporize into the atmosphere. Once in the atmosphere, it would be absorbed
rapidly into rain droplets. After absorption, the ammonia would react with
the constituents of the water droplets such as sulfates and nitrates. These
forms would be re-deposited on land in a precipitation event. Small amounts
of ammonia not absorbed by the rain droplets may difuse into the stratosphere.

B3.2 HAZA7DS

B3.2.1 Health Hazards (References 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11)

B3.2.1.1 Toxicity - Anhydrous liquid ammonia produces severe burns on
contact, due to its caustic action and freezing during evaporation.
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Ammonia gas at concentrations of 1 percent by voltme can cause death in a few
minutes; 0.2 percent can cauea fatal reepiratory tract irritation in 30
minutes. Irritation of the eyes, respiratory tract, and throat can result
from concentrations of 0.05 to 0.1 percent. The maximum concentration
tolerated by the skin is 2 percent by volume in air (Reference 8). A
concentration of 500 pp•a (350 mg/m 3 ) is considered "imediately dangerous to
life or health" (Reference 11).

B3.2.1.2 E&poar, s ULi

13.2.1.2.1 ThreshoId Limit Valuea (References 8, 9 and 10) - Ammonia: 23 ppm
(18 ig/m3). NIOSH (reference II, 12) recommends a ceiling value of 50 ppm
(35 mg/0 3 ) for 5 minute exposures. The TLV-STEL for ammonia is 35 ppm (27
mg/! 3•) and the IDLH is 500 ppm (350 mg/m 3 ).

B3.2.1.2.2 Imea w- ExJogsurg Limits - The emergency exposure limit (EEL)
defines the "single brief accidental exposures to air-borne contaminants that
can be tolerated without permanent toxic effects. These limits are not
intended to replace accepted safe practices and should be accompanied by
appropriate medical surveillance" (Reference 13).

10 min. 500 pp. (350 mg/m 3 )
30 min. 300 ppm (210 mg/m3)

B3.2.1.3 jISc al M le Infomtion - The immediate threat to life is
respiratory tract irritation and severe skin damage. Recommendations for
prevention and medical care are contained ni the References 14 through 21.

B3.2.2 FXL and Combustion kroduct Hazards - The flamability range of ammonia
(16 to 25 percent by volume) in air is higher than for moat hydrocarbons but
large spills of anhydrous ammonia will represent a fire hazard. In the
presence of a high oxygen concentration, ammonia vapors burn vigorously. The
flammable concentration range in oxygen is brcader than in air.

B3.2.3 E•xlosion Hazard& - The ready detection of ammonia at low
concentrations due to its odor and prompt irritant action affords enough
warning so that explosive concentrations can normally be prevented. Pressure
ruptures of explosive violence can result from overfilling, dropping, or
subjecting containers to high temperatures. Also, violent pressure ruptures
can result from using equipment and piping that do not have safety valves to
relieve excessive pressure, and from repairs in inadequately purged equipment.

The explosive range of ammonia is broadened by the admixture of oxygen to air
and by temperatures and pressures above one atmosphere. Contact of ammonia
with certain chemicals, including mercury, chlorine, iodine, bromine, calcium,
silver oxide, or hypochlorite, can form explosive compounds. Mercury
instruments should never be employed in contact with liquid or gaseous
anhydrous anmonia.
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B3.2.4 Envjrogitnal Effects - A background concentration of ammonia always
exists in the atmosphere, however is on the order of ppb. Ammonia, as such,
would be expected to exist only for a short time in the tatmosphere before
transformaticn. For an atmospheric release, therefore, other than occupational
effects resulting Immediately from the release, the environmental exposure
effects are associated with the return of the ammonium compounds to the land
in precipitation.

Ammonia and other nitrogen compounds are natural constituents of natural water
systems. A sudden addition of ammonia, however, to a surface water would be
toxic to aquatic life in large amounts, and cause biostimulation of aquatic
life in small amounts. The more toxic form is the ionized ammonia the amount
of which is a function of the pH, but is also enhanced by dissolved oxygen,
carbon dioxide, elevated temperatures and bicarbonate alkalinity. Acute
toxicity has been reported at levels of 10 mg/m 3 to 2 g/m 3 (6.24 x 10-7
to 1.25 x 10-4 lb/ft 3 ) of amnonia-nitrogen.

B3.3 RPSPRliZ

"B3.4 Ef.M D

B3.5 MATERIALS ]_ZEQIUjPMENT COMPATIBILITY (Reference 23)

B3.5.1 M - Ammonia should be stored in cylinders of approved design,
materials and construction and suitably housed. When selecting materials for
liquid service, consideration should be given to physical properties at high
pressures and the reactivity of the material with liquid ammonia. Elevated
temperatures may cause containers to explode. Contact with strong oxidizers
may cause fire and explosions. The presence of calcium, hypochlorite
bleaches, gold, mercury, and silver may lead to highly explosive products.
Contact with halogens may cause violent spattering (Reference 12).

B3.5.1.1 Metals - Moil.G ammonia will not corrode iron, steel, or aluminum
but will react rApidly with copper, zinc, and many alloys, especially those
containing copper. Only steel should be used for ammonia containers, piping,
and pipe fittings. Such items as gauging devices and safety relief valves may
be made of aluminum or other approved materials. Inconel is the best metal
fcr high temperature operation.

a. Metals compatible with liquid anhydrous ammonia or ammonia gas:

nickel (all temperatures)
stainless steel, 300 and 400 series (all temperatures)
steel (ambient temperatures)

b. Metals compatible with ammonia gas containing significant moisture:

nickel
copper-free steel
stainless steel, 300 and 400 series

Do not use copper, zinc, or their alloys.
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B3.5.1.2 K21"l - In the following list are non-metals approved for
service with ammonia:

Tetrafluoroethylene polymer
(TFE, Halon TFE, Teflon, or equivalent)

Chlorotrifluoroethylene polymer
(Kel F, Halon CTF, or equivalent)

Other materials which have been tested and approved for ammonia service may be
used.

B3.5.1.3 LvbhrjrcajU - Refrigeration-grade petroleum oil may be used for
pumps and compressors. Specialized lubricants, such as the fluorolubes or the
perfluorocarbons, are required in missiles contact systems with oxidizers is a
possibility, except that they should not be used with aluminum. Silicone
greases may be used.

B3.5.1.4 Seaat - Materials listed in Paragraph B3.5.1.2 in tape or paste
form may be used as thread sealants. Glycerine-litharge joint cement may be
used for semipermanent joints. Also see Sections B3.5.2.4 and B3.5.2.5 for
specific material applications.

B3.5.2 Zqiiment

B3.5.2.1 fP.±ntra - Containers for ammonia may be cylinders, portable
tanks, tank trucks, or single or multiple unit tank cars. Ammonia may be
stored in the foregoing equipment or in refrigerated or non-refrigerated bulk
storage tanks.

B3.5.2.2 hjjusjmijgr_ - When pumps are used in the ammonia transfer
system, only pumps and shaft seal3 designed and suitable for liquid ammonia
service should be used. Hoses must be suitable for ammonia service. Detailed
information for pumps ana seals may be procured from manufacturers of liquid
ammonia or of ammonia-handling equipment. (Ammonia hose specifications can be
obtained from the Rubber Manufacturers Association, 346 Connecticut Avenue
N.W., Washington, DC 20036).

B3.5.2.3 LUghU - Temporary portable extension cords with lights, used in
inspecting the interior of containers, should be of a type approved by the
Bureau of Mines.

Flash lights or storage battery lanps, where permitted for use, should be of
the safety type approved by the Bureau of Mines, or as accepted by the current
edition of the National Electrical Code (Reference 24).

B3.5.2.4 f eaL. and Fitng - Piping should be extra-heavy steel (ANSI
B36.10-1975, schedule 80) on the supply side of pressure-reducing valves, and
of standard steel (ANSI B36.10-1975, schedule 40) on the discharge side of
reducing valves. Galvanized pipe should never be used. Welled joints are
preferred to threadcd joints. Under no circumstances should brazed joints be
used; they will deteriorate rapidly. Where threaded connections must be made,
only schedule 80 pipe should be used. Freshly made glycerine-litharge joint
cement may be used. There are also plastic-lead thread compounds and
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tetrafluoroethylene polynar tape which do not freeze thread joints as
glycerine-litharge cement does. The joints should be made up tight.
Ammonia-type tongue and groove glanges may be used, but other standard flanges
are also satisfactory. Two-bolt fl&nges of this cype are satisfactory for
pipe sizes under 1 inch in the 2,000-pound class o- far pipe sizes under
one-half inch n the 6,000-pound class. Above tht' '.leters use 300-pound
ANSI flanges in high pressure systems and 150-pouad SlS flanges in reduced
pressure systems. Wherever there is a possibility that an awmonia line may be
closed at both ends while liquid-filled, the line should be protected by a
hydrostatic relief valve. Ammonia piping systems should be clearly identified
(Reference 25).

33.5.2.5 Caakets - Gaskets of any of the following types =-y :e used:

a. Tetrafluoroethylene polymer (sbeets)
b. Tetrafluoroethylene polymer (envelope)
c. Chlorotrifluoroethylene polymer
d. Ammonia-resistant rubber

B3.5.2.6 P.nure Gaggej - All tron asuonia-type gauges are suitable for
ammonia transfer and storage service. In order to minimize operator reading
errors, all pressure gauges used for a common purpose should have identical
scales.

B3.5.2.7 Valves - Tank and line shutoff valves should be steel or ductile
iron (nodular) and desigaed for ammonia service. No valve part sboutd contain
copper, zinc, or other metals or alloys not resistant to ammonia. Valve seats
may be steel, tin, or ammonia resistant resilent material. Properly designed
lead seats are satisfactory in certain services. The above materials also are
desirable for relief valves and pressure reducing valves, although aluminum
(noncopper bearing) may be used in the smaller sizes (under 2 in IPS). Ensure
that all valves, fittings and regulators are rates at a gauge pressure of 2069
kPa (300 psi).

When ordering such equipment, always specify that it must be suitable for
ammonia service and must have no brass or bronze parts.

All liquid and gar, connections to containers, except for relief valves and
liquid level pressure-gauging devices, should be equipped either with suitable
excess-flow check valves, back-pressure check valves, or remotely controlled
block valves. In addition, all connections except safety-relief connections
should have manually operated shutoff valves. Connections for galuging devices
need not include excess-flow check valves if they incorporate orifices no
larger than a lo. 54 drill size to restrict the flow.

Excess-flow valves are rated by the manufacturer to close automatically at
certain flow rates. Connec'ions and fittings should have greater capacity
than the rated flow of the excess-flow valve. To permit reopening the
excess-flow check valves after closing a downstream valve, excess-flow valves
should incorporate a passageway no larger than a No. 60 drill size in order to
equalize pressures. Excess-flow and back-pressure check valves should be
inside the tank or at a point outside where the line enters the tank. In the
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latter case, installation should be made so that any unusual strain beyond the
excess-flow or the back-pressure check valve would not cause breakage between
the tank and the valves.

Fach permanently installed tank should have an ammonia pressure gauge with an
adequate pressure range, installed to indicate vapor pressure at the tank top.

B3.5.2.8 VentingSystma and Pressure Relief - All storage containers should
be protected with relief valves. Relief valves should be set to discharge at
pressures which comply with the ASlE code (Reference 26); the applicable
federal, state, o- municipal regulation3; and the application insurance
restrictions. Initial discharge pressure and maximum control pressure are
based on the design working pressure of the container.

Relief valves should be tested at least once each year. Inspection problems
can be simplified by using dual relief valves on a three-way valve to meet
each relief valve requirement. The size of the relief valves should be in
accordance with the flow-rate requirements of the ASME code (Reference 26).
The discharge from these valves should be vented upward into the atmosphere so
as not to contaminate the area nearby or endanger workers or passers-by. The
exhaust end of the discharge pipe should be designed to prevent the entrance
of rain. Provision should be made to drain any condensation which might
accumulate in the vent lines.

:-hutoff valves should not be installed between the safety-valves and the
tank. Safety-relief valves should be directly connected with the vapor space
of the tank. Safety-relief valves should begin to discharge at a pressure in
excess of the design working pressure (to 110 percent), and their total
relieving capacity should be sufficient to prevent a maximum pressure of more
than 120 percent of the design working pressure. (A convenient table which
relates ammonia container surface areas to the size of relief valves, and thus
to air relief capacity, is available la "Unfired Pressure Vessel Safety
Orders," Title 8, Section 58.7, Paragraph 511, a publication of the California
Division of Industrial Safety.)

On refrigerated storage, there should be at least two safety-relief valves on
every storage container, each set to open at the design working pressure and
to maintain the pressure at not more than 120 percent of the design working
pressure.

B3.5.2.9 Grounding - All electrical equipment should be properly grounded.
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PROPERTY ENGLISH UNITS SI UNITS

Boiling Point -28*F 230.8 K

Freezing Point -107.90F 105.4 K

Density (Gas)

(Liquid) 6.7 lb/gal 0.682 Mg/m3
at -28F at 240 K

Specific Gravity - Vapor 0.50 0.50
(relative to STP air)

Critical Density 14.71 lb/ft3  0.235 Mg/mr

Critical Pressure 1667 psti 11.427 MPa

Critical Temperature 271.40F 406 K

Vapor Pressure 124.5 psi& 0.8678 NPa
at 6SF at 0.03 K

22,5.5 psia 1.554 MNPa
at 104 0F at 313 K

Coefficient of Kinematic
Viscosity

Absolute 0.26 centipoises 2.6 x 10-4 Pa-9
at -280F

0.15 centipoises 1.5 x I0-4 Pa's
at 68°F at 293 K

AutoignitLion Temper.ture 1204°F 924.3 K

Flash Point

Flammabiiity Limits Lower: 16 percent by volume
in air

Upper: 26 pernent by volume
in air

Figure B3-1 Physical Properties of Ammonia (MW - 17.03g)
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CHAPTFR B4
THE HYDRAZ INE FUELS

B4.1 M M=

B4.1.1 Identificatin

B4.1.1.1 Hydrazine (DinAwide,..DMiine. HydrazInea H vgo
- Propellant-grade hydrazine contains a minimum of 97.5 parcent hydrazine
(N2 H4), the remainder is primarily water. Military Specification
MIL-P-265363 (USAF), "Propellant, Hydrazine," (Reference 1) covers this
grade. The molecular weight of hydrazine in 32.05 g rol.

B4.1.1.2 Mongethylhydramins - Propellant-grade monomethylhydrazine (W1H)
contains a minimum cf 98 percent basic MWH (CH3 NHNH2 ); the remainder is
primarily water. Military Specification MIL-P-27404 (USAF), "Propellant,
Monomethylhydrazine," (Reference 2) covers this grade. The molecular weight
of MMH i& 46.07 g mol.

B4.i.I.3 UnsgystrIcal DimethylhyddrAgne (UDM)1 - Propellant grade UDMH
contains a minimum of 98.0 percent UIDM, (CH3 ) 2N2 82 ; the remainder is
related amines and water (0.3 percent maximum). Military Specification
MIL-P-25604C, "Propellant, Unsymmetrical Dinethylhydrazine," (Reference 3)
covers this grade of fuel. The molecular weight of UDiH is 60.11 g mol.

B4.1.1.4 Hj&PAmjnq._.Eusi. (AF) - MAF is composed primarily of UDMH and
diethylenetriamine (DETA) combined in varying percentages, Technical grade
DETA, 97 percent (NH 2 C2H4 )2 N1, is covered in Federal Specification
O.-D-1271 "Diethylenetriamine, Technical" (Reference 4). The mixed amine fuels

MAF-1, MAF-3, and MAF-4 are described in the following paragraphs:

B4.1.1.4.1 fAF-1 - This fuel is covered in Military Specification
NIL-P-23741A, "Mixed Amine Fuel., MAF-I" (Reference 5). It has the following
composition:

UlHE 39.0 percent by weight

DETA 49.7 percent by weight

Acetonitrile 10.1 p~rnent by weight
(CH3CN)

Water 1.0 percent by weight (maximum)

B4.1.1.4.2 MAF-3 - This fuel is covered in Military Specification MIL-P-23686A
"Mixed Amine Fuel, MAF-3" (Reference 6). It has the following composition:

UDMH 20.0 percent by weight

DETA 80.0 percent by weight

Water 1.0 percent by weight (mak.mum)
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B4.1.1.4.3 MAE-4 - This fuel, also called U-DETA and Hydyne (Reference 7), has

the following composition:

UDMK 60 percent by weight

DETA 40 percent by weight
B4.1.1.4.4 fdsdrazin- razine t - The mixture of

hydrasine and UDMI (also know as Aerczine-50) is a 1:1 bleud of hydrasine and
LBMH containing a Ainimm of 98.2 percent of the combined liquids (Reference
8). Information and safety procedures in this chapter are applicable for this
fuel mixture. Where procedures differ, the more stringent should be
followed. If the mixture freemen, the UDMW and hydrasine will separate into
two distinct layers which will not blend unlems a special mixir•g operation is
cnmpleted. See MIL-P-27402A (USAF) "Propellant, Hydrasine - Unsymmetrical
Dimethylhydrazine, 50-N 2H4 50-UOMI" (Reference 9). Vapors from a standing
source of A-50 will initially be almost entirely UDMI. The remaining liquid
will ultimately be almcst eutiroly hydrazine (Reference 10).

34.1.2 General A2ooarances and Uses (Reference 11)

Hydrauine, MME end UDMH at ordinary temperatures are clear, oily, water-white
liquids with fishy amine odor. Mixed amine fuels are water white to light
amber in color.

Hydraxine, VM and UDMH are used as rocket fuels and hydrasine is commonly
used as monoprope.lants.

B4.1.3 Phyainal and Chemical Propttrtien (References 12, 13 and 14)

The chemical properties of hydrazine, MME, UDMW and A-50 are shown in Figures
B4-1 through B4-4.

B4.1.3.1 i-biJit. Hydrazine and N9H mix with water and with low
molecular weight alcohols. Hydrasine is insoluble in hydrocarbons while NNM
is soluble. UDMH is completely miscible with water, hydrasine,
diethylene-triamine, ethanol, and most petroleum fuels. The solubility of
mixed amine fuels with gasoline and JP-4 is limited.

B4.1.3.2 Stability - Hydrazine and 4MH are stable liquidc under the extremes
of heat and cold expected in long term storage. They will freeue, but bccause
they contract upon freezing there is no danger to storage vessels. Freezing
has no effect upon the chemical properties. Hydrazine, MNH, UDNH and MAF are
4ll stable to friction and shock. Catalysts such as copper, platinum metals,
copper alloys, molybdenum, and Iron oxide can cause decomposition and possible
ignition of hydrazine and MItH. Hydrazine begins to decompose at about 548 K
(518"F) (See Figure B4-0). The presence of catalyst reduces this
decomposition temperature. WMH is stable up to its boiling point if kept from
contact with air. Nitrogen gas blankets should be used on all hydrauines as
they are hygroscopic and moisture in air can contaminate fuel. UDMH and KAF
show good thermal stability, although some carbonization takes place at 644 to
700 K (700 to 8000F). The spontaneous decomposition temperature of UfMH in an
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atmosphere of nitrogen or helium has been determined to be 655 to 672 K (740
to 750"F) at 101 kPa (1 atmosphere); the decomposition does not become
explosive up to at least 873 K (1112"F).

B4.1.3.3 Boac.tJ~ U - Hydrazine, MIH, UDH and the mixed amine fuels are
strong reducing agents, weakly alkaline, and very hygroscopic. They will
react with carbon dioxide and oxygen in air (Reference 15). Exposure to air
from a large surface, as from saturated rags, may result in spontaneous
ignition of hydrasins of MMH, due to the heat evolved from oxidation with
atmospheric oxygen. A film of hydrazine or PHI in contact with metallic
oxides or other oxidizing agents may ignite spontaneously. These fuels
decompose on contact with some metals including iron, copper, platinum,
molybdenum, and their alloys and oxides.

B4.1.3.4 Zoyrome=tal Fate - Hydrazine, monomethylhydrasine and
unsymetrical dimethylhydrazine are all heavier than air, and if not oxidized
when airborne will react and/or possibly ignite with the porous earth or will
form the ammonia, methylamine and dimethyl semine, respectively, and the
oxides or nitrogen. All of these substances are soluble in water and are
toxic and injurious to plant and lower animal life if present in sufficient
concentrations. On further oxidation of the ammonia, methylamine and
dimethylamine, the amino substances serve as nutrient to plant life. Airborne
nitrogen oxides will return to earth as nitric acid rains in precipitation
events and will react with calcium and magnesium to form the nitrates which
are also utilized as fertilizer for plant life.

B4.2 HA&MAD

S B4 .2.1 Health Hazards

B4.2.1.1 Txicity - Hydrauine, MME and UDMH are convuleant agents, irritants
to the respiratory trect and eyes, and may irritate the skin. They are
absorbed by the skin, oral, and inhalation routes. Hydrazine fuels form
carcinogenic nitrosamine compounds. The hydraxines are classified as animal
carcinogens by the Registry of Toxic Effects of Chemical Substances issued by
NIOSH, 1981-82, and listed as Industrial Substances Suspected of Carcinogenic
Potential to Man by the American Conference of Government Industrial
Hygienists, 1982.

If spilled on the skin or splashed in the eyes, liquid hydrazine can cause
severe local damage or burns and can cause dermatitis. In addition, it can
penetrate skin to cause systemic effects similar to those produced when the
compound is swallowed or inhaled. If inhaled, the vapor causes local and
systemic effects. On short exposure, systemic effects involve the central
nervous system. Resultant symptoms include tremors; on exposure to higher
concentrations, convulsions and possibly death follow. Repeated exposures may
cause toxic damage to the liver (fatty liver) and kidney (interstitial
nephritis), as well as anemia.

Monomethylhydrazine is a volatile caustic liquid which can cause systemic
toxicity through cutaneous absorption, as well as by inhalation. It is
irritating both to the skin and pulmonary tract since it is alkaline.
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Diethylenetrlmiine (DETA), also known as one of the major constituents in MA?
causes burns in contact with skin or eyes. Repeated skin contact with DITA
may lead to skin sensitisations while an asthmatic type response may result
from inhalation of the vapors. Due to the low vapoz pressure of DETA it is
not a significant contributor as a toxic agent in mixed amino, fuels via the
inhalation route.

B4.2.1.2 Ez~uaUrA~j.'li

14.2.1.2.1 Threahcd Lim4t Values-Tims Weaghted Average (TLV-ZA) (References
18 and 19).

Hydrazine: The TLV-TWA is 0.I ppm (0.1 mg*.d3), Skin warning, Suspected
carcinogen. The IDLU is 80 ppm (80 mg/m 3 ).

I*4H: The TLV-TWA is 0.2 ppm (0.35 mg/r 3 ), Ceiling value, Skin
warning, Suspected carcinogen. The IDLE is 5 ppm (8.8 mg/r 3 )

UDIMI: The TLV-TWA is 0.5 ppm (1 mg/m 3 ), Skin warning, Suspected
carcinogen. The IDLH is 50 ppm (100 mg/&m).

DSTA: TLV-TWA is 1.0 ppm (4 mg/m 3 ) with skin warning.

B4.2.1.2.2 Ewrgency Expoaure Limits - The emergency exposure limit (EEL)
defines the "single brief accidental exposures to air-borne contaminants that
can be tolerated without permanent toxic effects. These limits are not
intended to replacf accepted safe practices and should be accompanied by
appropriate medical surveillance" (Reference 17).

Hydraz inse:
10 min. 30 ppm (39 mg/m 3 )

30 min. 20 ppm (26 mg/n3 )
60 min. 10 ppm (13 mg/r 3 )

MfG:
10 min. 90 ppm (158 mg/m 3 )
30 min. 30 ppm (53 mg/m 3 )
60 min. 15 ppm (26 mg/m 3 )

UDMH:
10 min. 100 ppm (or less) (2490 mg/m3)
30 min. 50 ppm (125 mg/m 3 )
60 min. 30 ppm (75 mg/m 3 )

B4.2.1.3 Special Medical Information

B4.2.1.3.1 By•rAzing - If convulsions occur, quick acting barbiturates
administered only by direction of a physician, with due regard for synergistic
depression of respiration, should help. Induction of diurec.'s will aid in the
elimination of hydr'azine from the body (See References 20 through 51).
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54.2.1.3.2 Mo=CmOthylbhujraain - Syiptomatology following exposure is unknown
i,% man and is quite varied in animals. Central Nervous Symptom (CNS) symptoms
ranging from tremors to convultsions are seen in all species but at widely
varying doses. The degree of kidney damage and methemoglobin production found
at convulsant doses varies with mpecies. Therefore, following human exposure,
any or none of the following may occur: CNS convulsions, methemoglobinemia,
kidney proximal tubule damage, and anemia. The possibility of deranged
carbohydrate metabolism resulting in a hypoglycemia should also be considered.

Pyridoxine may be of value in treatment of the convulsions. If the victim
becomes hypoglycemic or develops a methemoglobinemia, treat using accepted
practices. CN8 depressants should be used with care (References 21, 22, and
52 through 62).

B4.2.1.3.3 UM (References 63 through 75) - Barbiturates and muscle relaxants
may be of value in treatment of the convulsions. Pyridoxine has been shown to
abort convulsions in animals exposed to UDMI. UDM is rapidly excreted in the
urine and elimination can be hastened by the -.se of diuretics.

B4.2.1.3.4 MIJzkuez - If a mixture of hydrazines such as Aerosine-50
(UINI-Hydrasine) is spilled on the skin, the exposure should be regarded
primarily as one to hydrazine. The volatility of the two compounds favors
greater absorption of the hydrasine into the skin. eaution may be necessary
if pyridoxine is used under these conditions since it is of little value in
hydrazine toxicity. If 25 mg/kg (2.5 x 10-5 lb/lb) pyridoxine does not
abort convulsions, further doses may provoke rather than help the condition.

If a spill of the mixture of hydrauines is the cause of toxicity via the
inhalation route, UDFi4 toxicity is of primarily concern and pyridoxine is the
drug of choice. If four doses of 25 mg/kg (2.5 x 10-5 lb/lb) pyridoxine at
two hour intervals fail to abort the symptoms, further administration of the
compound may actually be of no use or even detrimental.

B4.2.2 Fire and Combustion Product HazardS

Hydrazine, WMH, UDM and DETA are hypergolic with oxidants, such as hydrogen
peroxide, nitrogen tetroxide, fluorine, halogen fluorides, and nitric acid. A
film of hydrazine or M9H in contact with metal oxides, such as those of iron,
copper, lead, manganese, and molybdenum, may ignite owing to the heat of
chemical reaction. Rags, cotton waste, sawdust, excelsior, or other materials
of a large surface area that have absorbed hydrazine, MM1, UDMH, or MAF may
eventually cause spontaneous ignition. Such materials should not be stored
under conditions that prevent dissipation of the heat that can accumulate by
the gradual process of air oxidation. In enclosed spaces all personnel must
be evacuated when the atmosphere reaches 10 percent of the lower explosive
limit (LEL).

B4.2.3 Explosion Hazards

Vapors of hydrazine, M9H, and UItD can be exploded by an electric spark or by
an open flame. Due to high vapor pressure and a wide flammability range, th"
possibility of an explosive mixture forming over UDME or MAF it very high.
Hydrazines and MAF should be stored and handled at all times under an
atmosphere of nitrogen.
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B4.2.4 Environmental W=fUe.a

The hydrazines and their respective oxidation by-products such as the amines
and the oxides of nitrogen (See Section B4.1.3.4) are toxic and injurious to
plant and lower animal life if present in sufficient concentration. If
dissolved in natural water, the hydrazines would deplete the oxygen supply
causing serious effect on the aquatic ecosyatems.

B4.3 REII8Y.

B4.4 RPEBRLEn

B4.5 MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT COMPATIBLIIz (Reference 78)

B4.5.1 Materia

Hydrazines are a highly reactive propellant and are considered
thermodynamically unstable. The rate of decomposition of purified hydrauine
is a function of both temperature and presence of a catalyst. At ambient
temperatures, 294 K (700F), and in the disence of a catalyst. The
decomposition of hydrazine is minimal.

B4.5.1.1 1&a.a - Some metals to show excellent corrosion resistanze tto
hydrszine. Some contaminants, (e.g., carbon dioxide, chloride ion) reduce the
corrosion resistance of metals. For long-term storage of uncontaminated
hydrazine, the major concern is the degree that the metal being considered
accelerates the N2 H4 decomposition rate.

The following metals may be used with hydrazine, PitH, UDMH, Aerozine-50, H-70,
and MAF:

Stainless steel - types 304,1(1,2); 304L,I(1); 316,1(1,2); 317(2);
347(1), 355(1,2); 17-4PH(2); 17-7PH (Carpenter 20 Cb[1,2]); 410,
416(2); 430(1,2); A-286.
Aluminum alloys - types 1100(2); 300(2); 2014(1,2),R; 2017(2); 2024,
2219, 4043, 5052, 5456(2); R; 6061(1,2); 6066, 7075, 716, 356, 409(2).
Miscellaneous - Chromel A, Chromium Plating, Monel(2); Stelite-21,
Tantalum, Tin, Titanium 5Al-2.5, Sn(2), Titanium 6A1-4V(4) and
Zirconium.

Unsatisfactory metals are:

Cadmium( 2)
Cobalt
Copper and its alloys, Bras,(4), Bronze(5)
Aluminum (ASML-40E)
Hasteloys
Iron
Lead
Magnesium
Zinc
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Molybdenum(4)
Mild Steel(4)
Nickel

(1) (Reference 80), based on 10-year tests
(2) (Reference 81), A restriction code, R, is used where restricted

compatibility exists. A restriction code, I, indicates an insufficient
amount of data (Reference 80). This notation io after the appropriate
reference listing.

(3) (Reference 82), 20 Dec 78, Chapter 4.
(4) Based on one reference, thin metal showed excessive decomposition at 316.5

K(110"F), with 50/50 N2 H4 /IMN.
(5) The authors (2) stated that these metals were considered unacceptable

because their oxides act as catalysts for decomposition of hydrazine at
elevated temperatures.

B4.5.1.2 -e - The attack of btorage materials is usually connidered
a problem for non-metals, most of which show poor corrosion resistance to neat
N2 H4 . For long-tetm storage with non-metals, both catalytic and material
attack must be considered.

The following non-metals may be used:

AF-E-332(l),I
High density polyethylene (tested below 344 K [160*F] exposure less
than 4 weeks)
Hydropol OT plastic or equivalent
Tetrafluoroethylene (TFR, Halon TFE, Teflon, or equivalent)
Butyl rubber (2) (tested below 368 K) (950F)
Ethylene propylene rubber

The following non-metals indicate poor compatibility (2):

Viton unplasticized chlorotrifluoroethylene polymer (KEL F, Halon CTF,
or equivalent)

(1) (Reference 80), based on 10-year tests
(2) (Reference 81), A restriction code, R, is used where restricted

compatibility exists. A restriction code, I, indicates an insufficient
amount of data (Reference 80). This notation is after the appropriate
reference listing.

B4.5.1.3 Lubriants - A completely satisfactory lubricant has not been
developed for use with these propellants due to their solvent properties. The
following materials have been used:

Krytox PR-240AC
Apiezon L
Quigley "Q" seal
Dow Corning silicon compound 11
Fluorolube CR-470
Kel-F grease
Reddy Lube 200
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Based on Reference 80 several preferred lubricants include;

Propellant Lubricant

Hydrazine Varnation Oyseal
Dow Corning DC-11

UUMH and MME Mixture of Apiezon L
and H Graphite,
Versilube F-50
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PROPERTY SI UNITS

Boiling Point (760 Torr) 236.30F 386.8 K

Freezing Point 35°F 275 K

Density (Gas)

(Liquid) 8.415 lb/gal 1.008 Mg/M 3

at 680F at 293 K

Specific Gravity - Vapor 1.1 1.1
(relative to STP air) at 320F at 273.15 K

Critical Density 1.93 lb/gal 0.2313 Mg/m 3

Critical Pressure 2135 psia 14.7 MPa

Critical Temperature 7160F 653 K

Vapor Pressure 0.07 psia 0.483 kPa
at 40"F at 277.6 K

0.28 psia 1.92 kPa

at 77"F at 298 K

0.31 psia 2.14 kPa
at 80"F at 299.8 K

1.04 psia 7.17 kPa 0
at 120"F at 322 K

2.9 psia 20 kPa
at 160"F at 344 K

Kinematic 0.952 centistokes 9.52 x 10-7 m2/9
Coefficient of at 776F at 298 K
Viscosity

Absolute 0.96 centipoises 9.6 x 10-4 Pa a
at 68"F at 293 K

Automdecomposition Rust Surface 435"F 497 K
Temperature Class Surface 5186F 543 K
(air at 1 atm)

Flash Point Oper Cup 100 - 125.60F 310 - 325 K
Closed Cup 100"F 310.9 K

---- ~-- ------ --- - - -- --- - ---

Flammability Limits Lower: 4.7 volume %in air at 2120F (373 K)
SUpper: 1 100 volume %in air at 212°F (373 K)

Figure E4-1 Physical Properties of Hydrauine (MW - 32.05 g mol)
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PROPERTY NCGLISH UNITS SI UNITS

Boiling Point 189.5"F 360.7 K

Freezing Point -651F 210 K

Density (Gas)

(Liquid) 7.334 lb/gal 0.8788 Mg/rn3

at 68"F at 293 K

Specific Gravity - Vapor 1.59 1.59
(relative to STP air) at 32"F at 293 K

Critical Density 2.42 lb/gal 0.29 Mg/M 3

Critical Pressure 1194 psia 8.24 MPa

Critical Temperature 593.60F 585 K

Vapor Pressure 0.31 psia 2.14 kPa
at 40"F at 277.6 K

1.0 psia 6.9 kra

at 806F at 299.8 K

3.1 psia 21.4 kPa
at 120"F at 322 K

7.9 psia 54.5 kPa
at 160"F at 344 K

Kinematic 0.97 centistokes 9.7 x 10-7 *2/s

Coefficient of at 77"F at 298 K
Viscosity

Absolute 0.85 centipoises 8.5 x 10-4 Pa a

at 68*F at 293 K

Autoignition Temperature 382"F 467.6 K
(air at 1 atm)

Flash Point Closed Cup 179F 265 K
Open Cup 34"F 274 K

Flammability Limits Lower: 2.5 volume %in air
Upper: 98 volume %in air

Figure B4-2 Physical Properties of ?MH (MW - 46.07 g mol)
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PROPA]f- ENGLISH UNITS _S_1IILWIT .

Boiling Point 146"F 336.5 K

Freezing Point -71'? 215.9 K

Density (Gas)

(Licuid) b.6 lb/gal 0.791 Mg/m3

at 770F at 298 K

Specific Gravity - Vapor 2.1 2.1
(relative to STP air) at 320F at 273.15 K

Critical Density

Critical Pressure 786 psia 5.42 MPa

Critical Temperature 482*F 523 K

Vapor Pressure 0.3 psi. 2.07 kPa

at O0F at 255.4 K

1.0 psi& 6.90 kPa

at 406F at 277.6 K

3.1 psia 21.4 kPa
at 80"F at 299.8

8.4 psia 57.9 kP&

at 2100F at 372 K

Kinematic 0.65 centistokes 6.5 x 10-7 *2/s
Coefficient of at 77"F at 298 K
Viscosity

Absolute 0.56 centipoises 5.6 x 10-4 Pa s
at 68*F at 293 K

Autoignition Temperature 482"F 523 K

Flash Point Open Cup 5"F 258 K

Closed Cup 34"F 274 K

Flammability Limits Lower: 2 volume %in air

Upper: 90 volume %in air

Figure B4-3 Physical Properties of UDMH (MW = 60.11 g mol)
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PROPERTY ENGLISH UNITS SI UNITS

Boiling Points PNO2 235*F 386 K
UIDMH(l) 1.460F 336 K

Freezing Point(2) 18.80F 266 K

Density (Gap)

(Liquid)(2) 56.1 lb/ft 3  0.899 Mg/m3

Specific Gravity - Vapor
(relative to STP air)

Critical Density

Critical Pressure (cal c) 1696 psia 11.7 MPa

Critical Temperature (cal c) 634"F 607.6 K

Vapor Pressure( 3 ) 2.75 psia 18.97 kPa
at 77*F at 298 K

Kinematic
Coefficient of
Viscosity .. . ..

Absolute(2) 0.817 centipoise 8.17 x 10-4 Pa s
at 77'F at 298 K

Autoignition Temperature

Flash Point

Flaumability Limits Lower:
Upper:

(1) Fuel blend is nnt a constant boiling mixture
(2) Measured on samples of the fuel blend of typical composition (51.01)

N2 H4 , 48.5%UIDH, and 0.5%H20
(3) Fuel blend composition (51.02N 2H4 , 48.4%UDNH, and 0.61120)

Figure B4-4 Physical Properties of Aerozine-50 Fuel Blend
(Average MW 45.0 g mol)
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CHAPTER B5
NITR(OX11THANE

B5.l1 PROERTIES

B5 .1.1 Identification

NiLtromethane has a chemical formula of CH3 NO2 . It is commercially
available in grades from 95 to 99Z purity (References 1, 2). The molecular
weight of nitromethane is 61.04 g mol.

B5.1.2 General Appearance and CO mn-jhm

Nitromethane is an oily, colorless liquid with a mild fruity odor. It is used
as a solvent, fuel additive and propellant.

B5.1.3 fhysical and Chemical Properties

The physical properties of nitromethane are listed in Figure B5-1.

B5.1.3.1 Sijakility - Nitromethane is slightly soluble in water: 9.5g/lOOg
water at 298 K (68OF). It sinks and mixes slowly with water. It is soluble in
alcohol.

B5.1.3.2 Stabiit - Conditions contributing to the instability of
nitromethane are overheating of closed containers, and exposure to heat or
flame. Nitromethane may detonate when shocked.

B5.1.3.3 Nitromethane is incompatible with amines, strong acids and alkalies
which may sensitize it so that it will readily explode. Contact with strong
oxidizers may cause fires and explosions. Mixtures of nitromethane and
hydrocarbons are highly flammable. Contact with some metallic oxides amy
cause decomposition and development of pressure.

Special precaution should be taken with liquid nitromethane since it will
attack some forms of plastics, rubber and coatings.

B5.1.3.4 ZnYjrtnitne1LaJ - Nitromethane that evaporates into the
atmosphere would be absorbed in atmospheric moisture and washed down in a
rainfall. In soil environments, the solubilized nitromethane would be
biodegraded. In surface waters, the diluted nitromethane solution could also
be biodegraded. See Section B5.2.4.

B5.2 HAZADS

B5o2.1 Health Hazards

B5.2.1.1 Toxicity - Contact with liquid nitromethane may cause irritation of
the skin or eyes. Breathing large amounts of the vapor may cause respiratory
irritation or breathing difficulty. In cases of overexposure, anesthesia or
convulsions may result. It may also cause anorexia, nausea, vomiting, and
diarrhea. Based omi animal exposures, kidney, liver and spleen damage are also
possible. On decomposition nitromethane emits highly toxic fumes of oxides of
nitrogen. It is not considered to be carcinogenic (Reference 3).
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P5.2.1.2 Exnsurm Liits - The threshold limit value-time weighted average
(Mv-TWA), is 100 ppm (250 mg/r 3 ) and the IDLR value is 1000 ppm (2500
Mg/.3) (Reference 4, 5, 6 and 7) and :he IDLH value is 1000 ppm (2500
mg/m3). The .^DLJH value is "immediatsly dangerous to life or health,"
meaning that it is the maxiamm level from which one could escape in 30 minutes
without escape-impairing symptoms or any irreversible health effects
(Reference 5). The TLV-STEL is 150 ppm (375 mg/r 3 ).

B5.2.2 Fire and Combustion Product Hazard

Nitromethane posen a moderate fire hazard when exposed to heat or flame
(Reference 8). it has an autoignition temperature of 691 K (784"F) and a
flash point of 308 K (95"F). Contact with oxidizing materials may cause fire
or explosion. A nitromethane spill is a fire hazard and a persistent source
of toxic vapor. Toxic gases such as oxides of nitrogen and carbon monoxide
are released in fires involving nitromethane.

B5.2.3 Explosion Hazards

Nitronethane poses a moderate explosion hazard and may be initiated by shock,
heat, or flame. its vapors have a lower explosion limit of 7.3 percent.
Overheating in a closed container may cause detonation. Amintes, strong acids,
and alkalies may sensitize it to initiation of an explosion. Contact with
metal oxides my cause decomposition resulting in pressure buildup. It can
also react violently with AlC1 3 mixed with organic matter, Ca(O) 2
Ca(OCl)2, hexamthylbensene, hydrocarbons, inorganic bases, hydroxides,
organic amines, KOH and NaOH. (Reference 8).

B5.2.4 Environmental Effects

Nitromethane in an equeous waste, would be biodegradable in a biological
wastewater treatment facility, or as part of natural wastewater treatment
purification capabilities. The bio-oxidation of nitramethane under aerobic
conditions would be expected to produce carbon dioxide, nitrates and water,
all harmless byproducts that naturally occur in surface water syrtems. This
biological degradation would be expected provided the amount spilled does not
exceed the capabilities of the systems.

B5.3 RESERVED

B5.4 REISRVED

B5.5 MATElRILS AND EOUIPMENT COMPATIBILITY

B5.5.1 aeil

Nitromethane in itself is readily capable of detonation or of explosive
decomposition or explosive reaction at normal temperatures and pressure
(Reference 9). Also, contact with some metallic oxides may cause
decomposition and development of pressure (Reference 3, 12, 14 and 15).
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PROPERTY ENGLISH UNITS SI UNITS

Boiling Point 214*F 374.3 K

Freezing Point -20.2*F 244 K

Density (Gas)

(Liquid) 9.35 lb/gal 1.12 Mg/m 3

at 77"F at 298 K

Specific Gravity - Vapor 1.139 1.139
(relative to STP air)

Critical Density

Critical Pressure 915.1 psia 6.311 MPa

Critical Temperature 599*F 588 K

Vapor Pressure

Kinematic
Coefficient of
Viscosity

Absolute

Autoignition Temperature 784.4*F 691 K

Flash Point (Closed cup) 95*F 308 K

Flammability Limits Lower: 7.3 percent by volume in air
Upper:

Figure B5-1 Physical Properties of Nitromethane (MW - 61.04 g mol)
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CHAPTER B6
ETHYLENE OXIDE

B6.1 POETE

B6.1.1 Ident ificati

Ethylene oxide (Oxirane, 1.2-epoxyethane) is essentially 100 percent C 2H40
(Reference 1). The molecular weight of ethylene oxide is 44.05 g mol.

B6.1.2 General ADpe!rance and Common Uses

Ethylene oxide is a gas at room temperature and a clear, colorless, mobile
liquid at lower temperatures. It has a characteristic ether-like odor that is
irritating in high concentrations. Ethylene oxide will volatilize rapidly at
atmospheric temperatures and pressures. When used with a catalyst and as a
monopropellant, it is a gas generator.

B6.1.3 Chemical and Physical Properties

Refer to Figure B6-1 for the physical properties of ethylene oxide.

B6.1.3.1 Bgjility - Ethylene oxide is completely soluble in water at 283 K
(500F).

B6.1.3.2 iity - Liquid ethylene oxide is stable when pure, but the
vapor will explode when exposed to common igniters. See Section B6.1.3.3
below.

B6.1.3.3 Reactivity - Ethylene oxide gas is flammable in air in all
proportions above three percent by volume. It is a reactive material, forming
compounds with water, alcohols, amines and organic and mineral acids.
Ethylene oxide can violently polymerize exothermally in the presence of such
materials as pure anhydrous chlorides of iron, tin and aluminum, oxides of
iron, aluminum and magnesium, the alkali metal hydroxides and weak acids.
Before it becomes nonflammable, liquid ethy.ene oxide must be diluted with a
quantity ot water which is 22 times it volwoe.

B6.1.3.4 Environmental Fate - Ethylene oAide is a colorless gas at room
temperature. The general mode of entry into the environment could be either
by air or water; however, its major transportation mode would be by air. In
air, the lifetime of ethylene oxide would be very short, as it is rapidly
degraded by hydroxyl radicals in the atmosphere. Ethylene oxide in surface
waters would be quickly hydrolyzed to ethylene glycol.

B6.2 H&ZARDM

B6.2.1 Health Hazards

B6.2.1.1 Toxicit - The gas will cause eye and nasal irritation when present
in excessive amounts. The liquid or solutions on the exposed skin do not
cause skin irritation immediately, but when spilled in the shoes or on the
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clothing, delayed skin burns can occur if contaminated clothing and shoes are
not promptly removed. The liquid or solutions may cause severe eye burns.
Contact has been known to produce skin irritation and burns from its
absorption by perspiration in aream of moisture and heat about the body. When
excessive amounts of ethylene oxide are inhaled, they have a general
anesthetic effect as well as causing coughing, due to irritation of the
respiratory system. The victim may become nauseated and vomit. "'igh
concentrations can cause pulmonary edema" (Reference 2).

36.•2.1. 2 E.noat:.e Limit,

36.2.1.2.1 Threshold Limit Value-Time Weigshted A.al ( - (Referencas
3, 43 5 and 6) - The TLV-TWA is I ppm (2 Lg/m3). The IDIJ is 8OO ppm (1600
mg /m). Ethylene oxide is now listed as a suspected carcinogen.

B6.2.1.2.2 Kmergenc]e hposure Limits (Reference 6) - The emergency exposure
limit (EEL) defines the "single brief accidental exposures to air-borne
contaminants that can be tolerated without permanent toxic effects. These
limits are not intended to replace accepted safe practices and should be
&ccompanied by appropriate medical surveillance" (Reference 6).

60 minutes 250 ppm (500 m*/el3)
30 minutes 400 ppm (800 mg/m 3e
10 minutes 650 ppm (1250 mg/mJ)

B6.2.1.3 Special Medical Information - The reactions and injuries resulting
from skin, eye mad systemic ethylene oxide exposures are nonspecific.
Treatment is based on clinical evaluation of the patient and the system
affected. Contradictory evidence from animal data suggests the possibility of
liver and kidney damage.

B6.2.2 Fire and Combustion Product ftzards

Ethylene oxide has a flash point below 255.4 K (O0F) and an autoignition
temperature of 702 K (8040F). It is flammable at any concentration above 3
percent in air. Because of the wide flammability limits and relatively high
vapor pressure of the material, flamable mixtures will be produced by spills
at all prevailing temperatures. Firefighting personnel must be provided with
respiratory and eye protection because of the toxicity and volatility of the
material.

Ethylene oxide can react with oxidizing materials. Ignition of ethylene oxide
vapor may be prevented by diluting the vapor with gases such as nitrogen to
point below the flammable limit. Such a gas must be free of impurities such
as air, acetylene, sulfur, hydrogen sulfide, water or amonia. Ignition frcm
static sparks, fire and heat must be guarded against by adequate electrical
insulation, heat insulation, approved (regulating authority) bonding and
grounding, and automatic water-spray systems. Fire fighting should be done
from an explosion-resistant location. Water should be used from unmanned
monitors or hose-holders to keep fire-exposed containers cool.
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B6.2.3 Kxzlasion a&Ard"

Liquid ethylene oxide is not sensitive to mechanical shock, but its vapor
explodes when exposed to an electric spark, static electricity, heat, or an
open flame. MIxtures of vapor and air are more explosive than vapor alone
thus storage tanks and equipment muat be kept free from air.

Ethylene oxide may decompose and/or polymarixe violently when in contact with
active catalytic surfaces, such as anhydrous chlorides of iron, tin, and
aluminum, oxides of iron and aluminum, metallic potassium, alkali metal
hydroxides, acids and organic bases. Above 302.6 K (85"F) the reactions are
accelerated and may result in an explosion.

B6.2.4 Environmental Effects

A a ic test of ethylene oxide at 40 kg/m 3 (2.49 lb/ft 3 ) for 96 hours
showed no adverse effects on fish. Ethylene glycol, its hydrolysis product,
in a similar test at 100 kg/m 3 (6.24 lb/ft 3 ) showed no adverse effects.
Ethylene oxide has a low partition coefficient and is therefore probably not
bioaccumulative. The rate of reaction of ethylene oxide In the environment is
so rapid, that exposures and effects are considered low level.

B6.3 RES•UYV

B6.4 UASLIRV

B6.5 MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT COMPATIBILITY

Ethylene oxide is a very flammable gas at normal conditions. Ethylene oxide is
in itself capable of explosive reaction but r-juires a strong initiating
source, or must be heated under confinement before initiation. It is also
sensitive to thermal shock at elevated temperatures and pressures. Contact
with oxidizing materials may result in fires (Reference 16). Metal fittings
containing copper, silver, or mercury or magnesium should not be used in
ethylene oxidize service, since traces of acetylene could produce explosive
acetylides capable of detonating ethylene oxide vapor (References 18, 19).

-16.5.1 teil

B6.5.1.1 Mgtal - Containers for the storage and transfer of ethylene oxide

may be constructed of any of the following acceptable metals:

a. Mild steel, properly protected to prevent rust formation.

b. Pure aluminum (99.6% pure or better)

c. Stainless steel (316, 420, 440)

The following metals must not be used with ethylene oxide:

a. Stainless steel (416 and 442)

b. Copper and copper alloys
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c. Magnesium and magnesium alloys

d. Silver and silver alloys

e. Cast iron

B6.5.1.2 Non-Metalm - Non-metals r--ommended for use with ethylene oxide are
as follows:

a. When temperature does not exceed 344 K (160OF)

(1) Glass

(2) Chlorotrifluoroethylene (Kcl-F), Halon CT? or equivalent

(3) Tetrafluoroethylene (Teflon) TFE, Halon TFE or equivalent

b. For periods of short duration or intermittent use, and at ambient
temperatures only:

(I) Buan N synthetic rubber

(2) Nylon

(3) Polyvinyl butyral

B6.5.1.3 Lubrant - Fluorinated hydrocarbon lubricants should be used for
ethylene oxide equipment. Petroleum-based lubricants are not recommended.

B6.5.2 Eu•Z~•snt

B6.5.2.1 Q nezM - Storage tanks for ethylene oxide should be constructed
of mild steel, properly protected, stainless steel or pure aluminum. Tanks
should be lagged with non-combustible insulation. Glass wool is the preferred
insulation material.

B6.5.2.2 ZugW&A __j1!of - Centrifugal pumps, gravity flow, or inert
pressurizing gas may be used when the tanks are equipped with bottom outlets.
A minimum flow bypass valve on the pump discharge line should be provided.

Comercially available vaporizers may be used for producing gaseous ethylene

oxide. The pump should be explosion proof.

Hoses constructed of materials listed in section B6.5.1 may be used.

B6.5.2.3 Light& - Temporary portable extension cords with lights, used in
inspecting the interior of containers, should be of a type approved by the
Bureau of Mines.

Flashlights or storage battery lamps, where permitted for use, shoul1 be of
the safety type approved by the Bureau of Mines, or as accepted by :he current
edition of the National Electrical Code (Reference 20).
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B6.5.2.4 i _s ittings - All pipes and fittings should be made of
approved materials (See Section B6.5.1), and must be hydrostatically tested
for a working pressure of at least M•034 MPa (150 psig). All pipe connections
should be either welded or flanged, the flange being welded to the pipe.
Threaded connections should be avoided, especially where directly exposed to
liquid ethylene oxide. Liquid ethylene oxide lines should be insulated to
prevent condensation of air or excessive heat transfer. Ethylene oxide piping
should be clearly identified (Reference 18).

B6.5.2.5 faj~t&U - Gaskets may be made of chlorotrifluoroethylene (Kel-F),
tetrafluoroethylene (Teflon) TFE, Halon CTE or TFE, or equivalent materials
(See Section B6.5.1.2).

B6.5.2.6 PrMsaurs Gaug. - Approved-type pressure gauges should be of
compatible materials. In order to minimize operator reading errors, all
pressure gauges used for a comon purpose should have identical scales.

B6.5.2.7 Valves - The valves should be fabricated from approved construction
materials (See Section B6.5.1) and should be tested for at least 1.034 MPa
(150 psig). The valves may be of gate, globe, plug, or ball type; if either
gate or globe type valves are used, the stem packivg material must be
compatible with ethylene oxide.

B6.5.2.8 M n y~ j= and Pressure Relief - All vents and pressure-relief
systems should be extended to the atmosphere and should be protected by
approved flame arresters. Each vent's termination should be at a height and
location that will give adequate protection to personnel and buildings; they
should be sized according to the specifications given in National Fire Codes
(Reference 13, 14 and 15).

B6.5.2.9 9roQLu~4g - All vehicles, propellant containers, missiles, filling
hoses, electrical equipment, pumps, etc., should be groundP4 to safely
discharge static accumulations. The resistance to grou )uld be checked
and logged regularly.
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PROPERTY ENGLI[H UNITS SI UNITS

Boiling Point 51'F 283.7 K

Freezing Point -170 - -168"F 160.9 - 162 K

Density (Gas)

(U!•uid) 7. 4Ib/;al 0.887 Ng/R3

at 510# at 283.7 K

Specific Gravity - Vapor 1.5 s. 1.5
(relative to STP air)

Critical Density 2.7 lb/gal 0.32 Mg/m3

Critical Pressure 1042 psia 7.19 MPa

Critical Temperature 383"F 468 K

Vapor Pressure 4.2 psia 29 kPa
at 0"F at 255.4 K

11.5 psia 79.3 kPa
at 40*F at 277.6 K

27.0 psia 186 kPa
at 80*F at 299.8 K

55.0 psia 379 kPa
at 120*F at 322 K

Kinematic 0.31 centistokes 3.1 x 10-7 m2/s
Coefficient of at 51'F at 283.7 K
Viscosity

Absolute 0.28 centipoises 2.8 x 10-4 Pa a
at 519F at 283.7 K

Autoignition Temperature 804"F 702 K
(air at 1.0 atm)

Flash Point (Open Cup) O'F 255.4 K

Flammability Limit (includes 3-100% by volwne 60-100 g/m3
explosive range where applicable) in air at 68"F

Decomposition Temperature 10600F 844 K (101 kPa)
(pure vapor at 1.0 atm) (14.7 psia)

Figure B6-1 Physical Properties of Ethylene Oxide (MW 4 44.05 g mol)
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CHAPTER B7
OTTO FURL II

B7.1 UQULTIU

B7.1.1 Identification

Otto Fuel II is a stable, liquid monopropellant composed of a nitrate eater in
solution with a desensitizing agent and a stabilizer. The chemical
composition and specifications for Otto Fuel II are listed in Table B7-1 and
MIL-O-82672)(OS) (Reference 1 end 2).

Table B7-1 Chemical Requirements (Moisture-Free Basis)

REQUIREMENTS
COMPONENT MINIMUM MAXIMUM

(% by wt) (% by wt)

Propylene glycol
dinitrate 75.8 76.2

2-Nitrodiphenylamine 1.4 1.6
Di-n-butyl sebacate 22.2 22.8
Sodium 0.8

B7.1.2 General A1oparance

Otto Fuel II is a bright-red, free-flowing oily liquid which is heavier than
water. When in a thin layer (i.e., spill, stain, or leak), Otto Fuel is a
yellow-orange color.

B7.1.3 Chemical and Physical Properties

Refer to Figure B7-1 for physical properties.

B7.1.3.1 Solubility - Otto Fuel II is insoluble in water for all practical
purposes. It is also insoluble in ethylene glycol and propylene glycol. It
is slightly soluble in fuel oil, heptane, kerosene and petroleum ether. Otto
Fuel II is soluble in acetone, alcohols, benzene, carbon tetrachloride,
chlorOlorm, dibutyl pthalate, gasoline, methylene chloide, toluene, and
trichloroethylene.

B7.1.3.2 Stability - Otto Fuel II is thermally stable at temperatures up to
339 K (150*F) for several years, up to 355 K (180"F) for a few months, and up
to 394 K (250"F) for perhaps 30 minutes. Above 394 K (250*F) there is danger
of exothermic decomposition.
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At temperatures exceeding 416 K (290"F) rapid )xothermic decomposition will
occur with container rupture and fire as a very likely consequence. The
storage life of Otto Fuel II is dependent upon time and temperature as shown
in Table B7-2. A sample of Otto Fuel II has been held at a temperature of 323
K (.22"F) for over seven years with no sign of deleterious effects. A "safe
life" in excess of 100 years, based on high temperature stability studies, has
been predicte' for Otto Fuel II held at 323 K (1221F).

B7.1.3.3 AlatiJyLy - Otto Fuel II is a noncorrosive liquid monopropellant
with an extremely low vapor pressure which minimises the explosive and toxic
hazards usually aspociated with other monopropellants. Otto Fuel has a high
flash point and other safety'chnracteristies which permit it to be classified
as a relatively low fire hazard material.

In developing the monopropellant, the ingrecients were selected to minimize
the possibility of the components being separated and leaving a possibly
hazardous material. For example, all components are insoluble in water so
that a spill cleaned up with water does not leave an explosive residue. The
components have essentially the same vapor pressure; the vapor pressure of the
energy containing constituent being slightly higher. than that of the
desensitizer (di-n-butylsebacate) and stabilizer (2-nitrodiphenylamine). The
inergetic ingredient would therefore be the first to evaporate on heating and
would leave a completely stable residue.

IL h,)s betn ,roven that although Otto Fuel can be made to detonate, the
conditiins and stimulus required are so extreme that it is considered a
nonexplosive, relatively low fire hazard, for shipping and storage purposes.
Otto Fuel II is routinely shipped by commercial carriers as a nonregulated
item, chemical NOIUN (Nc-t Otherwise indexed By Name).

B7.1.3.4 9nyrana _a - Otto Fuel is a stable liquid that is insoluble
in water. Its transport in the environment in water would be expected to be
limited, due to this hydrophobicity. In a land spill, the Otto Fuel would
probably absorb into clays and biological particles rather than leach
downward. In a surface water spill, the Otto Fuel would be sorbed into bottom
sediments. In small concentrations, the Otto Fuel should be biodegradable
both in surface water and in the soil (Reference 3).

B7.2 "ZLS

B7.2.1. lealth Hazard.

Otto Fuel Ul is relatively safe to handle. The ingredient of medical concern
in Otto Puel II is the nitrated ester, propylene glycol dinitrate (PGDN).
Nitrated esters are known for their acute effects on the human body (Reference
4).
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Table B7-2 Safe Life of Otto Fuel II at Various Temperatures

STORAGE MINIMUM SAFE LIFE (DAYS)
TEMPERATURE

364 K (1950F) 24
355 K (180"F) 112
347 K (165"F) 500
33P K (150OF) 2,256 (6 yrs)
330 K (135"F) 10,000 (27 yrs predicted)
323 K (1220F) 37,500 (102 yrs predicted)

B7.2.1.1 Ticit - Toxic effects may occur from the inhalation of Otto Fuel
II vapors, absorption from direct skin contact or ingestion. Severity of
these effects may vary with the concentration, time of exposure, and
temperature of the propellant. OTTO Fuel II causes vasodilatation and may
produce low levels of methemoglibin (Reference 4).

Intoxication results in a characteristically intense, throbbing headache,
presumably owing to cerebral vasodilatation, often associated with dizziness
arH nausea, and occasionally with vowiting and abdominal pain. More severe
exposure also causes hypertension, flushing palpitation, low levels of
methemoglobinemia, delirium, and depression of the central nervous system.
Aggravation of these symptoms after alcohol ingestion has been observed. Upon
repeated exposure, a tolerance to headache develops but is usually lost after
a few days without exposure. Ingestion can cause death or at least severe
disorders of the gastrointestinal tract, mucous membranes, and severe nausea
(Reference 2).

B7.2.1.2 Exposure Limits

B7.2.1.2.1 Threshold Limit Values - The TLV is 0.05 ppm (0.3 mg/m 3 ) for
propylene glycol dinitrate, the energetic component of OTTO Fuel. The
TLV-STEL is 0.1 ppm (0.6 mg/m 3 ) (References 5, 6, 7 and 8) (skin warning for
HCN), (Reference 6). In concentrations above 100 ppm (110 mg/m 3 ) it can be
absorbed through the skin. Measured concentrations of HCN in Otto Fuel
operational areas are normally below 10 ppm (Reference 9).

B7.2.1.3 a - In the event of spills solvents must
never be used to cleanse Otto Fuel II from the skin because they speed
absorption into the skin and accelerate and magnify the effects of the
exposure.
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B7.2.2 Fire and Combustion Product Hazards

Otto Fuel II is classified an a relatively low fire hazard by military service
regulations. Attempts to burn Otto Fuel II in bulk at atmospheric pressure 4
and temperatures under 394 K (250"F) have been unsuccessful; however, a finely
dispersed spray of Otto Fuel II can be ignited in an oxygen-containing
atmospher3. Furthermore, the propellant may be ignited in bulk when heated
above 402 K (264"F). When porous or absorbent materials, such as paper, rags,
fiberglass, are present to act as a wick, Otto Fuel II can be easily ignited
at ambient temperatures. The by-products from the combustion of Otto Fuel II
include carbon monoxide (CO), carbon dioxide (C0 2 ), hydrogen (H2 ), methane
(CH 4 , and hydrogen cyanide (HCN), The CO, C02 , and HCN gases present
toxic hazzards to personnel.

B7.2.3 Explosion Hazards

Otto Fuel II can be detonated when a sufficiently strong booster is employed.
However, an exhaustive series of tests including drop tests, projectile impact
tests, bullet impact tests, and card gap tests have resulted in its
classification as a nonexplosive (References 10 and 11). Under the
recommended storage conditions, Otto Fuel II presents no explosive hazard.
However, when highly confined (as in heavy-walled steel containers with no
pressure-relief device) it will mass detonate if a sufficiently strong booster
is employed, or if it is heated above its decomposition temperature. Tanks
must be equipped with pressure relief devices to prevent internal pressure
buildup over 414 kPa (60 psig).

B7.2.4 Environmental Effects

The Otto Fuel is a nitrated ester with a stabilizer and a desensitizer. In
the environment, a simple nitrated ester would be biodegradable. However the
other constituents of the Otto Fuel may cause its somewhat persistence.
Biodecomposition products of the nitrated enter would include nitrates, which
are very mobile anions in soil-water systems, and hydrocarbons, which are
biodegradable. Larger spills into surface waters could have serious effects
on the aquatic life, including the fish.

B7.3 RESER.

B7.4 RESERV

B7.5 MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT COMPATIBILITY

Otto Fuel II must be stored in fixed or mobile drums or tanks of approved
design and construction and made with properly selected materials (Reference
12).

B7.5.1 Materials

B7.5.1.1 M1etasJ - Most common metals may be used with Otto Fuel II; however,
long-term contact with copper-based metals is to be avoided.
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B7.5.1.2 lion-Metals - The following non-metals are approved for Otto Fuel II

a. Teflon-impregnated asbestos
b. Fluorocarbons
c. Polyethylene
d. Glass
e. Natural rubber
f. Butyl rubber
g. Ethylene-propylene rubber

The following materials should be avoided:

a. Viton - excessive swelling, but not hazardous
b. Buna-N - excessive swelling, but no hazard
c. Neoprene - swells slightly, but no hazard
d. Polysulfide rubber - chemically incompatible

B7.5.1.3 lubricants - Most fluorocarbon-based and silicon-based lubricants
may be used with Otto Fuel IT, petroleum-based lubricants are to be avoided.

B7.5.1.4 P - Epoxy paints appear to offer the greatest protection
against Otto Fuel II. Any epoxy paint conforming to MIL-P-22808A (Reference
13) is recommended. To ensure satisfactory service, any previously untested
paint should be subject to tests with Otto Fuel II prior to use. A minimum of
three coats of fully cured epoxy paint has been found to provide adequate
protection for concrete surfaces.
Enamel, water-base latex, and varnish should be avoided. Although they do not

react chemically with Otto Fuel II, the fuel does remove the paint finish.

B7.5.. Eq-AignA

Otto Fuel II can be stored in either fixed or mobile drums or tanks of
approved design, materials, and construction; and suitably housed. All
storage areas should be equipped with impervious flooring and must be kept
neat and free from any trash and combustibles. These must be inspected
frequently and safety regulations must be strictly enforced. All leaks and
spills must be cleaned up at once.

B7.5.2.1 Cnutair•a - Storage tanks should be of high-quality welded
construction, made of compatible materials, and should be properly tested for
leaks prior to service. The tanks must be equirped with pressure relief
devices to prevent internal pressure build-up over 414 kPa (60 psig).

Copper-based alloys are not approved for tank construction.

B7.5.2.2 ms and Hose - When pumps are used in the Otto Fuel II system,
only pumps and shaft materials suitable for this service should be used. In
general, ensure cooling oil used in stator housing is compatible with Otto
Fuel II. Ensure that internal seals will not allow contaminants to bypass
filter element.

Hose should also be compatible with Otto Fuel II and constructed of approved
materials listed in Sections B7.5.11 and B7.5.1.2.
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B7.5.2.3 Light - Temporary portable extension cords with lights, used in
inspecting the interior of containers, should be of a type approved by the
Buteau of Mines.

Flash lights or storage battery lamps, where permitted for use, should be ofthe safety type approved by the Bureau of Mines, or as accepted by the current 0edition of the National Electrical Code (Reference 14).

B7.5.2.4 WiAs and Fittings - Pipes and fittings should be made of approved
materials and should be pressure tested prior to use. Flanged, welded AN-type
connections are suitable. Threaded connections are acceptable but not
recommended.

B7.5.2.5 *G.Akgj_- Teflon-impregnated asbestoe, Kel-F, Teflon, polyethylene,
butyl rubber, and silicon rubber may all be used in Otto Fuel XI gaskets.
Polysulfide rubber" is to be avoided.

B7.5.2.6 Pressure Gautes - Standard-type pressure gauges can be used in Otto
Fuel service. In order to minimize operator reading errors, all pressure
gauges used for a common purpose should have identical scales.

B7.5.2.7 Valves - Valves must always provide positive closure; ball, plug or
the balanced poppet designs are recommended. All wetted parts of the valve
must be of approved materials. Once used, valves must not be used for
transfer or storage of oxidizers.

B7.5.2.8 Venting Systems and Pressure Relief - In a pressure system only,
aluminum piping segments should be installed on each side of the transfer pump
as detonation traps. These "soft" sections in the system should provide
protection against detonation propagation. Design of these sections will be
such that they conform in mize to the remainder of the system but with wall
thickness sufficiently thin to insure that these sections will, in fact, be a
"weak link."

B7.5.2.9 Grounding - All electrical equipment should be properly grounded.
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PROPEWTy ENGLISH UNITS SI UNITS

Boiling Point

Freezing Point (1) -18.4"F 245 K

Density (Liquid) 10.28 lb/gal 1.23 Mg/m 3

at 770F at 298 K

Specific Gravity
(relative to water - 1) 1.23

Critical Density N/A

Critical Pressure N/A

Critical Temperature N/A

Vapor Pressure 0.0877 om Rg 77*F 11.7 Pa
(l.7xlO- 3 psia) at 298 K

Smrface Tension 6.33x10 3  34.45 dynes/cm
poundal/in at 77"F at 298 K

Water Saturation Point 0.31% at 77*F

Kinematic 3.285 centistokes 3.285xl0 6-
Coefficient of at 77*F u 2/s at 298 K
Viscosity

Absolute 4.04 centipoised 4.04 x 10-3
at 77*F Pas at 298 K

Autoignition Temperature

Flash Point (Cleveland Open Cup) 265"F 403 K

Flammability Limits Lower:
Upper:

(1) Depending on water content, data given for sample containing 0.1% of water.

Figure B7-1 Physical Properties of Otto Fuel II
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CHAPTER B8
HYDROGEN (AND DEUTERIUM)

Compressed hydrogen and deuterium safety should incorporate the fire and
explosion hazards discussed below and the precautions given in CPIA 394, Vol.
III, Appendix F-29 for compressed gases. Liquified deuterium is similar to
liquid hydrogen in its safety considerations.

B8.1 PROP MTIES

Knowledge of the general properties of liquid hydrogenis of value to all
personnel concerned with its handling or storage.

B8.1.1 Identification

The hydrogen molecule (H2 ) (molecular weight: 2.016 g mol) exists in two
forms, ortho and para, depending on the relative direction in which the nuclei
of the atoms spin. As ortho hydrogen changes to para-hydrogen, heat is
released. This heat would increase venting requirements, but current use of
catalysts at production facilities has eliminated the problem by producing
almost pure para-hydrogen in liquid form. This is commonly called equilibrium
hydrogen (eH2 ). Equilibrium liquid hydrogen is 99.79 percent para-bydrogen
and 0.21 percent ortho-hydrogen. Military Specification MIL-P-27201B covers
liquid hydrogen (Reference 1). Deuterium (D2 or D) (molecular weight: 4.032
g mol) is a stable isotope of hydrogen with an atomic weight of 2. One atom
of deuterium is found mixed with 6000 ordinary hydrogen atoms.

S1B8.1.2 General Appearance and Common Use.

High-purity liquid hydrogen is a transparent, colorless, odorless liquid.
When observable, it is usually boiling vigorously because of its low boilitig
point, and when exposed to the atmosphere it creates a voluminous cloud of
condensed water vapor. Hydrogen is used as a rocket fuel, for welding, for
production of hydrochloric acid, and for the reduction of metallic ores.

B8.1.3 Physical and Chemical Properties

The physical properties of hydrogen is given in Figure BS-1 (References 2, 3,
4, 5, 6).

B8.1.3.1 1ilkblit - All known substances are essentially insoluble in
liquid hydrogen. Helium is slightly soluble (about 1 percent in pressurized
liquid storage tanks).

B8.1.3.2 Stability - Liquid hydrogen is chemically stable. Because of its
low boil.ing point, it is physically stable only when stored under suitable
conditions. When stored in properly designed containers, the 24 hour
evaporation rate may be as low as 1.5 percent, or less, for a 3.784 m3 (1000
gal) container.
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58.1.3.3 Reactivity - Liquid hydrogen is non-corrosive. It will form
combustible mixtures with oxidizers. Hydrogen gas is combustible with air
over a wide range ot mixtures. Liquid or gaseous hydrogen will ignite
spontaneously with either liquid or gaseous fluorine and chlorine trifluoride.

B8.1.3.4 Invironmental Fate - There are no cuncerns in this area.

58.2 HAZAMD

58.2.1 Health Hazards

The low temperature of liquid hydrogen may cause frostbite when the liquid, or
uninsulated piping containing it, contacts the skin. In the gaseous form,
hydrogen acts as a simple asphyxiant. It can be breathed in high
concentrations without producing systemic effects. However, if the
concentration is high enough to significantly reduce the amount of oxygen
normally present in the air, the effects of oxygen deprivation will be
produced (Reference 7).

B8.2.2 Fire and Laumtion Product Easards

A fire hazard always exists when hydrogen gas is present. Hydrogen-air
mixtures containing as little a 4 percent or as much as 73 percent hydrogen by
volume are readily ignited. Hydrogen-oxygen mixtures are flamable oves the
range of 4 to 94 percent hydrogen by volume. When no impurities are present,
hydrogen burns in air with an invisible flame. In enclosed spaces, all
personnel nust be evacuated when the atmosphere reaches 10 percent of the LEL
(lower explosive limit - same as lower limit of flamability).

B8.2.3 Exnlosion Hazards

Unconfined hydrogen-air mixtures generally burn rapidly but without
detonation, when initiated by heat, spark, or flame. Since hydrogen diffusea
rapidly by air, it will not form persistent flaxmable mixtures when the liquid
evaporates in open, unconfined areas. However, in confined areac, or when
ignition of the hydrogen-air mixture is caused by a shock source equivalent to
a blasting cap or small explosive charge, the mixture can detonate.

An explosion hazard can exist if liquid hydrogen is contaminated with solid
oxygen or solidified oxygen-enriched air, formed by exposure ok the liqui6
hydrogen to air or oxygen.

B8.2.4 Environmental Effects

There are no concerns in this area.

B8.3 R•.ER5&D

B8.4 L'ERM

B8.5 MATERIALS AND EOUIPMENT COMPATIBILITY
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The ability of materials to retain satisfactory physical properties at liquid
hydrogen temperatures and to withstand thermal stresses caused by large

temperature ;hanges is of prime importance. Where hydrogen is used, special
equipment complying with pertinent industrial standards must be provided.
Buildings where cylinders of hydrogen are stored should be isolated and used
solely for that purpose when practicable.

B8.5.1.1 fZt1la - The ferrous alloys, except for the
austenitic-nickel-chromium alloys, lose their ductility when subjected to the
low temperatures of liquid hydrogen and become too brittle for this service.
Metals used for this service are as follows:

stainless steel (300 and Monel
other austenitic series) aluminum, pure

copper Everdur (copper alloy)
bronze Inconel 286
brass

B8.5.1.2 H=njht-[.a - Nonmetal materials must also be selected to withstand
the low temperature of liquid hydrogen. Non-metals found suitable for this
service are as follows:

polyester fiber (Dacron or equivalent)
tetrafluoroethylene (TFE, Halon TFE, Teflon, or equivalent)
unplasticized chlorotrifluoroethylene (Kel F, Halon CTF, or equivalent)
asbestos impregnated with TFE
Mylar or equivalent
nylon

B8.5.1.3 Iubric~anta - Lubricants are generally not practical in the presence
of liquid hydrogen, for they solidify and become brittle at liquid hydrogen
temperature. Vacuum grease is satisfactory as a sealant with "0" rings.
Based on (Reference 11). Molybdate may be used with liquid hydrogen.

B8.5.2 ZgUJn.L

B8.5.2.1 QJ•ntneira - Liquid hydrogen containers should be of approved
design and materials.

B8.5.2.2 Pumps and Hose - Only pumps and shaft seals specifically designed
and qualified by test for use with liquid hydrogen should be used. Hoses
should be of a proper design and engineered specifically for liquid hydrogen
service.

B8.5.2.3 4gh• - Temporary portable extension cords with lights, used in
inspecting the interior of containers, should be of a type approved by the
Bureau of Mines.

Flash lights or storage battery lamps, where permitted for use, should be of
the safety type approved by the Bureau of Mines, or as accepted by the current
edition of the National Electrical Code (Reference 12).
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B8.5.2.4 Pipes and Fitting- - Pipes and fittings should be of approved
materials and construction and should be hydrostatically tested at prescribed
pressures. Welded as well as welded flanged connections are recommnded.
Kutectic brazing procedures are satisfactory with stainless steel. Threaded
connections should be avoided, especially whers directly exposed to liquid
hydrogen temperatures. Liquid hydrogen lines should be insulated to prevent
condensation of air or ezcassive heat transfer. All lines in which liquid
hydrogen may be trapped between closed val%.s should be equipped with safety
relief devices.

38.5.2.5 faakan" - Gaskets may be made of the material listed in Sections
38.5.1.1 and B8.5.1.2, depending upon the application.

385.2.6 Pressure -Gaues - Liquid hydrogen systems should be monitoxed with
approved types of pressure gauges, as required. Clean standard gauges
equipped with blowout backs and plastic face plates and with proper bourdon
tube material are acceptable. In order to minimize operator reading errors,
all pressure gauges used for common purpose should have identical scales.

38.5.2.7 Ypaym - Valves must conform to particular specifications, for
their use with liquid hydrogen. Extended stem, globe-type or fate-type valves
aie recommended, but plug-type or ball-type valves may also be used. It must
be possible to purge valves efficiently. Also, they must hrve an adequate
packing design to provide good sealing and to prevent plugging or air
condensation.

B8.5.2.8 Mmknning Systems and Pressure Relief - In general, vessels which
contain liquids (or gases of low boiling point) should be individually
relieved. However, where two or more vessels are connected by piping without
valves the group may be treated as a whole. Relief valves should be connected
into the vapor space. The relief valve setting should be such as to protect
the vessel or vessels involved and should be sized for operating emergencies
or exposure to fire. Common practice is to vent through an approved flare
stack.

38.5.2.9 9j•mnding - Since hydrogen-air and hydrogen-oxygen mixtures are
highly flamnable, all stationary or mobile tanks should be bonded and grounded
to prevent ignition by static electricity. The ground resistance should be
monitored regularly.
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PROPERTY ENGLISH UNITS SI UNITS

Boiling Point -423*F 20.4 K

Freezing Point -435OF 13.7 K

Density (Gas)
(Liquid)( 1 ) 0.59 Ib/ral 0.07077 Mg/m3

at -423'F at 20.4 K

Specific Gravity - Vapor 0.07 0.07
(relative to STP air) at 32'F at 273.15 K

Critical Density( 2 ) 0.262 lb/gal 0.03142 Mg/M 3

Critical Pressure 188 psia 1.30 MPa

Critical Temperature -400*F 33 K

Vapor Press~ire 1.9 psia 13.1 kPa
at -433*F at 14.8 K

14.7 psia I101 kPa
at -423"F at 20.4 K

23.7 psie 163 kP&
at -420*F at 22 K

120 psia 827 kPa
at -405OF at 30.4 K

163 psia 1.12 kPa
at -402"F at 32 K

Kinematic 0.20 centistokes 2.0 x 10-7 m2/s
Coefficient of at -423"F at 20.4 K
Viscosity ---- --

Absolute 0.014 centipoises 1.4 x 10-5 Pa s
at -423'F at 20.4 K

Autoignition Temperature 1075"F 853 K

(air at 1 atm)

Flash roint

Flamnability Limits Lower, 4 percent by volume in air (3.2 g/m 3 )

at 68"F (293*K) Upper* 75 percent by volume in air (60 g/m 3 )

Figure B8-1 Physical Properties of Hydrogen (MW = 2.016 g mol)
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-PROPERT ENGLISH UNITS q UNITS

Volume Expansion (Liquid) B.P. to gas
at 701F, 840:1

Vapor Density( 3 ) 0.083 lb/ft 3  1.3295 kg/m3
at -4230T at 20.4 K

Gas Density( 4 ) 0.0056 lb/ft 3  8.97 x 10-2 kg/m3

(1) Density decreases to 53.9 kg/m 3 (0.45 lb/gal) at 30.4 K (-4059F) where
vapor pressure is 827.6 kPa (120 psia)

(2) See Reference 5
(3) 1.02 times heavier than air at 273 K (32'F)
(4) 14.5 times lighter than air at 273 K (32*F)

Figure B8-1 Physical Properties of Hydrogen (MW = 2.016 g mol)(continued)
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CHAPTER B9
THE BORANES

B9.1.1 Identification

Dibarane (B 2 H6 ) is also known as diboron hexahydride and boroethane. The
propellant grade contains approximately 99 percent by weight diborane; the
remainder is dissolved hydrogen and higher boron hydrides. No miliLary
specification covers this grade. The molecular weight of dibcrane is 27.67 g
mol.

Pentaborane (B 5 H9 ) is also known as pentaboron anhydride, and
pentaborane-9. The propellatiL grade contains 99.0 percent by weight
pentaborane and 1.0 percent dissolved solids (maximuw). Military
Specification MIL-P-27403, (Reference 1) "Propellant, Pentaborane," rovers
this grade. The molecular weight of pentaborane is 63.13 g mol.

B9.1.2 General.,Aurn

Diborane is a colorless gas at room temperature and a pressare of one
atmosphere, and it has a characteristic pungent odor.

Pentaborane is a clear colorless liquid and has a characteristic pungent odor.

B9.1.3 Ph canland. Chemical Prooerties

B9.1.3.1 Solubility - Diborane is completely hydrolyzed in seconds whey, the
gas is brought into contact with water. Diborane is soluble without reaction
in dry hydrocarbon solvents such as pentane and hexane. With oxygenated or
halogenated solvents, diborane is soluble but may form shock-sensitive
mixtures.

Pentaborane is soluble with3ut reaction in hydrocarbon solvents such as
kerosene, hexane, benzene, and toluene. With oxygenated or halogenated
solvents, pentaborane is soluble but forms shock-sensitive mixtures. It is
insoluble in, but reacts with, water.

B9.1.3.2 Stabiity - In the absence of air or contaminants, diborane is
stable indefinitely at 193 K (-112*F). At room temperature, diborane
decomposes slowly. Hydrogen inhibits diborane decomposition. At temperatures
above 573 K (572*F), diborane decomposes rapidly into its elements. It reacts
readily with water and forms a mist of boric acid when in contact with moist
air. Diborane, by Itself, is insensitive to shock.

In the absence of air or contaminants, pentaborane is stable at room
temperature. It decomposes at 423 K (302*F), but not explosively. Small
amounts of oxygen or moisture will cause solid deposits to form in pentaborane
and metal, oxides affect its stability. Pentaborane, by itself, is insensitive
to shock.
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B9.1.3.3 Amctkyiiy - Diborane is a strong reducing agent and reacts
violently with oxidizers. It is pyrophoric in air. Diborane hydrolyzes
rapidly in contact with water. It is hypergolic with hydrazine and oxygen
difluoride. Diborane is toxic both as a liquid and as a vapor.

Pentaborane will react with any organic compound containing a reducible
functional group. It may react explosively or form shock-sensitive solutions
with highly halogenated or oxygenated solvents such as carbon tetrachloride,
trichlorethylene, acetone and other ketones, aldehydes and carbon disulfide.
it reacts with hydrazine and other amines, it is pyrophoric in air.
Pentaborane hydrolyses slowly in water at room temperature but at elevated
temperatures it can be hydrolyzed completely. The addition of dioxane or
alcohols greatly enhances the hydrolysir.

B9.1.3.4 Environmental Fate - Diborane exists as a gas, and pentaborane a
liquid at room temperatures. Both diborane and pentaborane are pyrophoric in
air. As atmospheric pollutants, therefore, only borate and other oxidized
boron Zorms would be expected. Although there are occupational suggested
limits on boron oxide and borates in the workplace, there are no ambient air
quality standards as such. As atmospheric pollutants, however, boron
compounds would be expected to wash-out and be returned to land in
precipitation events. Di and pentaborane rapidly hydrolyze to borates and
hydrogen in water. The hydrogen would probably vaporize into the atmosphere,
and the birates would react with substances in the water.

B9.2 BhZABDS

B9.2.1 HeaJth Hazanla

B9.2.1.1 Toxiity - Diborane, pentaborane, and related boranes are highly
toxic by inhalation, ingestion, and skin and eye contact.

B9.2.1.2 Exposure Limits

B9.2.1.2.1 1hreshold Limit Values-Time Weighted Averages and Short Te M
Expgosure Limits (Reference 3, 4 and 5)

diborane(TWA) 0.1 ppm (0.1 mg/rn3 )
diborane(IDLH) 40 pppm (40 mg/m 3 )
pentaborane(1WA) 0.005 ppm (0.01 ,mg/m3 )
pentaborane(STEL) 0.015 ppm (0.03 mg/i 3 )
pentaborane(IDLH) 3 ppm (6 mg/n 3 )

Threshold limit values for all of the alkyl boranes have not been established;
in view of their high toxicity, It is likely that any values set (TLV-TWA)
will be very low, i.e., on the order of 0.01 parta per million (ppm).
Appropriate precautions must be taken to prevent cutaneous absorption.
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B9.2.1.2.2 berzgl.jy.Exposure Limits (Reference 6)

Diborane 10 minutes - 10 pp. (10 mg/rm3 )
S30 minutes -5 ppm (5 mg/m )

60 minutes - 2 ppm (2 mg/m3)

Pentaborane 5 minutes - 25 ppm (50 mg/lm 3 )

(Reference 7) 15 minutes- 8 pthu (16 mg/m-)a
30 joinu-tes -4 ppm (a mg/m3)
60 minutes -2 ppm (4 mg/m3)

No emergency exposure limits have been set for other related boranes.

B9.2.1.3 S.eci igal Information (References 8 through 16) - In acute

intoxication, symptomsusually occur promptly after exposure but can be
delayed. Initial symptoms are lightheadedness with loss of memory and may be
followed by headaches and nausea. Nervousness, muscle tightness, muscle
tremors, or convulsions, depending on the degree of exposure, may occur. A
reserpine-like depletion of neurotransmitter amines is seen in animals which
show an initial hypertension followed by hypotension. The signs of central
nervous system (CNS) depression sometimes seen as a sequel to pentaborane
poisoning in humans may result from a similar mechanism.

Depressants of the polysynaptin pathways in the spinal cord (such as
methocarbamol) and general CNS depressants (such as barbiturates and
tranquilizers) may be used to control the peripheral muscular CNS
manifestations . Supportive care should be given as indicated, keeping in
mind the possibility of a reserpine-like activity similar to the reaction seen
in animals. The onset of symptoms is usually delayed and can occur up to 24
hours after exposure. Frontal headache and lightheadedness is followed by
general signs of CNS depression such as drowsiness, lethargy, and complete
fatigue.

B9.2.2 Fire and Combustion Product Hazards

Diborane is a very flammable gas with extremely wide combustion limits. It is
flammable at concentrations between 0.8 and 98 percent by volme in air and
has an autoignition temperature of 311 to 325 K (100 to 1260F). Due to
contaminants or moisture, it should be considered pyrophoric at about 293 K
(689F). Below this temperature, diborane may not be spontaneously flammable,
but may be ignited by a static npark, heat of reaction, or heat of
absorption. "Contact with aluminum, and other active metals form hydrides
which ignite spontaneously. Diborane reacts with many oxidized surfaces as a
strong reducing agent" (Reference 17). Fires involving diborane may produce
toxic gases and vapors such as boron oxide smoke (Reference 17).

Pentaborane is a highly flammable compound and, for all practical
considerations, is pyrophoric. Its flash point is 303 K (860F) (pure material
in closed cup). Impurities cause it to ignite spontaneously in air. It has
an autoignition temperature of 308 K (95"F) for the pure material, and a lower
flammable limit of 0.42 percent by volume in air.

Boranes burn more intensely and are more dangerous than burning hydrocarbon
fuels. Combustion can be sustained over a wide range of conditions.
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1•9....3 Emplosion lastarda

If a significant quantity of diborane becomes mixed with air before
spontaneous ignition takes place, as in the case of a leak, there will be an
explosive ignition followed by quiet burning.

PentaboranQ is usually pyrophoric; therefore, explosive concentrations of
vapor are not normally present in air. The decomposition of pentaborane in
storage containers liberates hydrogen which will cause pressure build-up in
the containers if not relieved. Excessive pressure build-up should be
relieved with care to avoid causing a fire or explosion. Pentaborane forms
highly explosive mixtures by reaction with oxidizers. Explosions may be caused
by contact with halogens or halogenated compounds (Refexence 17). /

B9.2.4 Environmental Effects

In natural surface waters, borates form complexes with major metal cations in
the water. Boron is background in freshwater and seawater in concentrations
up to 5 g/m 3 (3.1 x 10-4 lb/ft 3 ) typically as a sodium or calcium borate
salt. Boron is an essential element for growth of plants, although long-term
irrigation would show some damage to sensitive crops. A suggested criterion
for freshwater to be used for long-term irrigation of sensitive crops is 0.75
g/m3 (4.7 x 10-5 lb/ft 3 ). The maximu lethal dose for minnows exposed
to boric acid at 293 K (68"F) for 6 hours was 19 to 20.2 kg/m3 (1.12 to 1.19
lb/ft 3 ).

19.3 UqUES

B9.4 uALVM

B9.5 MATERIALS AND EOUIPMENT COMPATIBILITY

B9.5.1 ftnria"

It is difficult to predict the compatibility of materials under all conditions
and it is recommended that preliminary tests be conducted prior to their use.
Materials should retain satisfactory physical requirements when stored in "dry
ice" (i.e., Solid carbon dioxide) or at temperatures greater than 423 K
(302'F). It should be noted that diborane reacts with many oxidized surfaces
as a strong reducing agent. Pentaborane reacts with oxidisers to form highly
explosive mixtures. Contact of diborane and pentaborane with air or
balogenated compounds will cause fires and explosions. Both may ignite
spontaneously in air (Reierances 26, 27). Materials are listed below that
have proven satisfactory under ordinary conditions.
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B9.5.1.1 Metal - The following metals and alloys are recommended for use

with boranes:

a. Diborane:

brass low carbon steel
nickel stainless steel
K-Monel series 18-8
Monel stainless steel
lead serleR 300
copper

b. Pentaborane (These alloys may be anodized.):

Aluminum types, 5052-S
6061-T6
7075-T6
2024-T3
3003-H14
356-T6
Cadmium coated (Reference 26)
Chromated (Reference 26)

Stainless steel types, 302 (Reference 26)
304 (Reference 26)
321 (Reference 26)
Series 18-8

Titanium alloys, Rem-C.u No. C-11OAM
Rem-Cru No. C-130AM

Magnesium alloys, Fed-QQ, M-44A
Fed-QQ, M-56A763 (Reference 26)
Fed-QQ, M-46A261

Pure aluminum
Low - carbon steels
Cadmium plated steel (Reference 26)
Brass
Chromium - (Reference 27)
Copper cobalt alloy
Iron
Nickel, nickel alloy
Hastelloy No. X-1258 (Reference 26)
K - Monel
Monel M-8330-B, Soft
Nichrome "V"

B9.5.1.2 Nln-etala - The following non-metals have been used successfully

with boranes:

a. Diborane:

Saran
Viton A, Fluorel, or equivalent
asbestos-graphite (Garlock or equivalent)
tetrafluoroethylene (TFE, Halon TFE, Teflon, or equivalent)
polychlorotrifluoroethylene (Kel F, Halc-i CTF, or equivalent)
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b. Pentaborane:

polychlorotrifluoroethylene (Kel F, Halon CTF, oi equivalent)
fluorosilicone rubbers, Neoprene rubber
tetrafluoroethylene (TFE, Halon TFE, Teflon, or equivalent)
glass T u
pure carbon
Fluoroflex T or equivalent

Viton A and B or equivalent
Garlock 230 or equivalent
molybdenum disulfide (Reference 26)

B9.5.1.3 LubxJ&n - The follo6wing lubricants may be used with boranes:

a. Diborane:

perfluorocarbon lubricants

b. Pentaborane:

graphite (Reference 27)
perfluorocarbon lubricants
Graphitar No. 39
Rockwell Nordstrom Lube No. 921
Gulf Harmony Oil Nos. 44 and 69
Hercules No. 571 Kaobestos

B9.5.1.4 Prohib•tedMateials - The use of the following materials with

boranes is not recommended:

a. Diborane:

all rubbers

b. Pentaborane:

water-based lubricants
natural rubber
butyl rubber
GR-S rubbers
Garlock Silicone Rubber No. 9383
Buna rubber
nitride rubber or nylon
Mylar
Tygon
Saran
neoprene
silicones
Fiberfrax Nos. XSW, SLF
Rubatex No. 5. G-207-N, R-103-J
Karoseal, Viton A
Dow Corning Foam R-7007, R-7003
Nopco Foam F-10, B-49
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Pittsburgh - Corning Fosmgla3
Dow Coming Nk. 916
Dow Corngng Silastic No.. 50-24-480, 80-24-480
Garlock Silastic Nc. 250
Rockwell Nordstrom Lube Nos. 833, P-21, 860, 386, 852-5, P-55, 942-S
Johns-Manville Packing Nos. 2008, C-255
Swedlow Plastic X5G-146-101
Kel-F 5500, 3700 (Reference 27)
vinylidine plastics
epoxy cements
graphite and carbon with binders

c. Ths following is a partial list of solvents which will form
shock-sensitive mixtures with pentaborane:

chloroform trichlorethane
dioxane special fluorinated
acetone solvents
aldehydes trichlurethylene
ketones halogenated
carbon t~trachloride compounds

B9.5.2 EquiEin

B9.5.2.1 fgntaujxna - Boranes may be stored in either shipping cylinders or
storage tanks. The storage tanks are to be designed to the latest
requirements of the ASME Code (Reference 28).

a. Diborane is a liquified compressed gas and should be kept at a
miximum temperature of 253 K (-41F) to prevent decomposition.

b. Pentaborane storage tanks should be designed and fabricated in
accordance with at least a 10 percent volumetric allowance for
ullage. A well must be provided at the bottom of each storage tank
to permit almost complete erainage.

B9.5.2.2 Rumps .nd..osre

a. Dihorane: There is no acceptable pump available at present for
diborane. Tetrafluoroethylene (TFE) or polychlorotrifluoroethylene
(CTFE) lines or all-metal bellows-type hoses may be used.

b..Pentaborane: Canned rotor or centrifugal pumps with double
mechanical seals or packid seals of grapbite, TFE, or CTFE
impregnated asbestos are acceptable. TFE or CTFE lines or
all-metal bellows-type hoses may be used. Hoses of the metal
interlocking type shoulA be avoided.
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Storage and handling area should be provided with personnel emergency showers,
eye baths, fire blankets, portable fire extinguishers, first aid kits, and a
water deluge system, preferably of the fog type. Safety equipment should be
strategically located and easily accessible. All operating personnel should
be thoroughly familiar with the location and operation of each piece of safety
equipment. T7ae o.eration of the equipment should be verified periodically. A
reliable borane detector should be used to helr in monitoring storage and
drainage collection points. An adequate water supply should be provided for
flushing, decontamination, and fire fighting.

B9.5.2.3 Lights - Temporary portable extension cords with lights, used in
inspecting the interior of cortainers, should be of a type approved by the
Bureau of Mines.

Flashlights or storage battery lamps, where permitted for une, should be of
the safety type tpproved by the Bureau of Mines, or as accepted by the current
edition of the National Electrical Code (Reference 29).

B9.5.2.4 Pipes and Fittiuz - Pipes and fittings will be fabricated of
approved material and installed in accordance with pertinent codes. All
transfer lines should slope in one direction to prevent the accumulation of
boranes in places that cannot be easily drained. Nitrogen taps should be
provided in the transfer system as a means of completely purging the system.

Flared, welded, or flanged fittings are preferred. Threaded pipe fittings
should be avoided as possible sources of fuel leakage. All joints and
fittings should be accessible for pressure and leak tests. Piping and
equipment systems should be electrically bonded and grounded. Piping
containing boranes should be clearly identified.

B9.5.2.5 s - Gaskets and O-rings should be fabricated of approved
materials listed in Section B9.5.1.2.

B9.5.2.6 ZreawrAaugr - Pressure gauges must be of approved materials and
shculd have solid case front, blow-out back, and be provided with a surge
shut-off. In order to minimize operator reading errors, all pressure gauges
used for a common purpose should have identical scales.

B9.5.2.7 Valves - The primary considerations for selection are that the
valves be leakproof and made of compatible materials. Non-lubricated valve
designs acceptable for use with other toxic and corrosive liquids may be used
with boranes. Valves used with boranes must be thoroughly cleaned, inspected,
and tested for leaks prior to installation and use.

Particle migration is a problem whenever valve parts rub, turn, or wedge on
plastic sealing materials such as polychlorotrifluoroethylene or
tetrafluoroethyiene. This can cause problems in seal life such as plugging of
minute orifices and instruments and fouling of close-tolerance fits.
Migration is a particular problem in butterfly and soft-seated gate valves.

Plug, needle, and globe valves have been employed satisfactorily in borane
service
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B9.5.2.8 Ventd Presaure Relief - Vent &ases containing borane
fumes should be flared or scrubbed with a 3 to 5 percent ammonia solution
before being released to the atmosphere. For safety relief, any high quality
valve with good relief-reset characteristics, constructed of approved
materials, may be used. An an additional relief device, rupture discs in
parallel with the valve are recommended.

B.9.5.2.9 fnimudng - Since borances are highly flammable, all stationary or
mobile tanks should be bonded and grounded to prevent fuel ignition bystatic
electricity. The ground resistance should be monitored regularly.
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CHAPTER B10
CARBON MONOXIDE

B10.1 U TTE R (References 1,2)

B1O.1.1 Identification

The chemical formula of carbon monoxide is CO. It is formed as a by-product
of combistion and ia toxic. It is available commercially in five grades
ranging from 98.0 mole % to 99.8 mole % as a nonliquified gas. The molecular
weight of CO is 28.01 g mol.

B1O.1.2 General An~earance and Comon Uses

Carbon Monoxide is a colorless, odorless gas that has no warning properties to
alert the human body of its presence. The largest amount of carbon moniside
is industrially utilized in fuel gas mixtures with hydrogen and other gases
for heating. It is also used in the manufacture of a variety of chemicals.

B10.1.3 Physical and Chemjialropertjes

The physical properties of carbon monoxide are listed in Figure B10-1.

B10.1.3.1 SQlibilit - Carbon monoxide is soluble at STP in water at 3.5
g/10Oml at 273 K (32"F) and 1.5 g/lOOml at 333 K (140"F).

B10.1.3.2 Stability - Carbon monoxide is stable with respect to
decomposition into carbon and oxygen. At 673 to 973 K (752 to 12921F) almost
any surface is sufficiently active to cause disproportionation. It oxidizes
to carbon dioxide in ambient air.

B10.1.3.3 Ractivity - At temperatures of 573 to 1773 K (572 to 2732"F)
carbon monoxide reduces many metal oxides (like those of cobalt, copper, iron,
lead, manganese, molybdenum, nickel, silver and tin) to lower metal oxides,
metals or metal carbides. "'ontact with 3trong oxidizers may cause fires and

explosions. Carbon monoxide reacts with steam to give carbon dioxide and
hydrogen.

B10.1.3.4 EniroMental Fate - Carbon monoxide emitted into the environment
is ultimately oxidized to carbon dioxide.

B10.2.1 Health Hazards

B10.2.1.1 ZQxjsclogy - Inhalation may cause headache, nausea, dizziness,
weakness, rapid breathing, unconsciousness and death. High concentrations may

be fatal without producing significant warning symptoms. Fxposure to carbon
monoxide may aggravate heart disease and artery disease, and may cause chest
pains in those with heart disease. Pregnant women are more susceptible to its
effects. The effects of exposure are more severe when involved in heavy
labor, at high temperatures, or at altitudes above 610 m (2,000 ft). Skin
exposure to liquid carbon monoxide may produce frostbite.
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Carbon monoxide in eliminated through the lungs when air free form CO is
inhaled. Over half the CO is eliminated in the first hour, when the exposure
has been moderate.

Concentrations up to 10 percent of CO-hemoglobin in the blood rarely cause 0
noticeable symptoms. Concentrations cf 20 to 30 percent cause shortness of
breath on moderate exertion and slight headache. Concentrations from 30 to 50
percent cause severe headache, mental confusion and dizziness, impairment of
vision and hearing, and collapse and fainting on exertion. With
concentrations of 50 to 60 percent, unconsciousness results, and death may
follow if exposure is long. Concentrations of 80 percent result in almost
immediate death. For additional information see SAX, 1931 (Referenci 3).

B10.2.1.2 rtQqU dt - Carbon monoxide has a threshold limit volume
(TLV) of 50 ppm (55 mg/ml, (References 4, 5 and 6) and STEL of 400 ppm (440
mg/i 3). NIOSH gives 35 ppm (44 mg/m 3 ) as the 10-hour time weighted
average (TWA) value and a 200 ppm cailing. The IDLH of 1500 pm (1875 mg/m 3 )
value is "imnediately dangerous to life or health," meaning thLt it is the
maximum level from which one could escape in 30 minutes without
escape-impairing symptoms or any irreversible health effects (Reference 7).

B10.2.1.3 Special Medical Information - Carbon ionoxide can enter the body
by inhalation or by contact with the skin when in liquid form. The organs
affected are the cardiovascular system, lungs, blood, and Lhe central nervous
system. Symptoms include headache, tachypnea, nuusea, weakness, dizziness,
confusion, hallucination, cyanosis, depressior, ST of electroeardiogram,
angina, syncope, and frostlite (for liquid) (aeference 2).

B10.2.2 Fire avid Combustion Product Hazard

Carbon monoxide has an autoignition temperature of 882 K (1128"F). Its
flammable limits are 12.5 percent to 74 percent in air. It is a fire hazard
when exposed to flame, but does not have hazardous composition products.

B10.2.3 Explosion Hazard

Reference 3 categorizes CO as posing a severe explosion hazard when it is
exposed to heat or flame. On contact with strong oxidizers a fire or
explosion may result.

B10.2.4 Environmental tZfects

Environmental effects of carbon monoxide are limitei to areas of high
concentration where it can pose a threat to unimal life. It is one of the
ambient pollutants used to indicate pollution alerts, since excess ambient
levels impose a strain on human respiration. The effects are greater on
persons with impaired respiratory syrtems and among the elderly.

B10.3 RESED
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BIO.5 MT RIALS AN4D EOUIPMENT COMPATIBILITY (References 1, 11, 12, 13, 14,
15, 17)

BIO.5.1 M1ajda"j

Carbon monoxide, a very flammable gas, should be stored in tanks or cylinders

of approved design and construction, made with pr'operly selected materials and

suitably housed. (See 49 CFR 178.36, 178.37, 178.42 adn 178.45, and Section
B10.9.2.1.)

Conditions contributing to instabi.lity consist of elevated temperatures which
may cause cylinders to explode (NIOSH). Contact with strong oxidizers may

cause fires and explosions

No other information is available at this time.
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PRlOPERTY ENI-11UIfTSJZ~ - 1 SI NIT

Boiling Point -312.7FT 81.65 K

Freezing Point -326.20F 74 K

Density (Gas) at b.p. 0.272 lb/ft 3  4.36 kg/m3

(Liquid) at b.p. 49.41 lb/ft 3  0.7915 Mg/m3

Speeific Gravity - Vapor 0.9678 at 700F 0.9678 at 294 K
(relative to ST? air) and 14.7 psia and 101 ka

Critical Density 19.13 lb/ft 3  0.3064 MN/m3

Critical Pressure 504.6 psia 3.48 MFa absolute

Critical Temperature -220.4*F 132.9 K

Vapor Presaure 14.7 psia at 101 kPa at
-312.8*F 81.6 K

Kinematic 0.0219 centiatokes 2.1 x 10-8
at 32"Y and 14.7 932/s at 273 K

Coefficient of psi& and 101 kPa
Viscosity

Absolute 0.0166 centipoise 1.66 x 10-5
at 32*F and 14.7 Pas at 273 K and
psia 101 kPa

Autoignition remperature 1128*F 882 K- -

Flash Point

Flammability Limit Lower: 12.5% by volume in air
Upper: 74% by volume in air

Figure B10-1 Physical Properties of Carbon Monoxide (MW - 28.01 g mol)
(Reference 1)
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CHtAPTER Bll

OXYGEN

BCH.1 APTFBl

Propellant grade liq'uid oxygen (LOX or L0 2 ) contains a minimum of 99.5
percent oxygen (02). The Marshall Space FlighL Center requirement for space
vehicle grade oxygen is 99.6 percent minimum. The major impurity in argon.
Military Specification MIL-P-255081 "Propellant, Oxygen," and MSFC SPEC-339
Grade 1, 2, oz 3 (References 1 and 2) covers propellant grade oxygen. The
molecular weight of oxygen is 32 g mol.

B11.I.2 General Apoearance and Common Use

High purity liquid oxygen is a light-blue transparent liquid. It boils
vigorously at arbient conditions and uninsulated containers are usually
frosted. Oxygen has no odor. It is used as a cryogenic rocket propellant
oxidizer.

BII.1.3 Physical and Chemical Properties (Reference 3)

The major physical properuies of oxygen are listed in Figure Bl1-1.

Bl1.1.3.1 SDJmbiJUU - Most common solvents are solid at liquid oxygen
temperatures. Liquid oxygen is completely miscible with liquid nitrogen and
methane. Light hydrocarbons are usually soluble in liquid oxygen; acetylene
is soluble only to about b parts per million.

311.1.3.2 Sabilit_ y - Liquid oxygen is chemically stable. It is not
shock-sensitive and will not decompose. At ordinary temperatures in properly
designed containers, the 24-hour evaporation rate may be as low as 1.4 percent
from a 1.7 m3 (450 gal) container, 0.4 percent from a 5.1 m3 (1,350 gal)
container.

B11.1.3.3 Reaivity - In either gaseous or liquid form, oxygen is a strong
cxidizer which vigorously supports combustion. The violence of some reactions
involving liquid oxygen is due to the highly reactive oxygen-rich atmosphere
surrounding the liquid.

B11.1.3.4 Environmental Fate - Oxygen becomes part of the atmosphere.

Bll.2 H&Z&=

B11.2.1 H H.aaL. szar•s

The health hazards of liquid oxygen are associated with its very low
temperature. The low temperature of liquid oxygen may cause frostbite when
the liquid, or uninsulated piping containing it, contacts the skin. Oxygen
gas will not cause toxic effects in propellant operations, except that
inhalation of very cold oxygen gas may cause some irritation to the upper
respiratory tract.
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B1l.2.2 FirteandLj l.• ustion Product Hazards

Liquid oxygen does not burn but vigorously supports combustion. Normally it
is not hyporgolic with fuels. Liquid oxygen will cause liquid fuels to cool
and freeze if both liquids are brought together. Such a mixture of frozen
fuel and liquifled oxygen is shock sensitive and can react with the violence
of a detonation. This hazard must be considered in fire control and
preventive measures taken in connection with spills of liquid oxygen. Fire
blankets must not be used to cover personnel whose clothing is impregnated
with oxygen. Somo of the materials that can react violently with oxygen are
oil, grease, asphalt, kerosene, cloth, wood, paint, tar, and dirt. When
working in an oxygen-rich environment, clothing .'ay become saturated and may
readily ignite.

B11.2.3 Explosion Hazards

When mixed with liquid oxygen, all materials that burn represent explosion
hazards. These mixtures can usually be exploded by static electricity,
mechanical shock, electrica:. spark, and other similar energy sources,
particularly when the mixtures are frozen. All personnel involved in handling
liquid oxygen should be made awat- that the ordinary burning of rocket fuels
or other combustile materials mixed with liquid oxygen, may progress to a
detonation.

Leaking or spillea liquid oxygen can form potontially dangerous high
concentrations of oxygen gas. During transfer operations, especially when
liquid oxygen enters a warmi system, large volumea of gas may be formed from
"boil off." In confined areas, static electricity, an electrical -park, or
flame will cause mixtures of gaseous oxygen and fuel vapors to explode.

When liquid oxygen is trapped in a closed system and refriLeration is not
maintained, pressure rurp.ure may occur. Oxygen cannot be kept liquid if its
temperature rises above 155 K (-180.4*F) regardless of the confining
pressure. Liquid oxygen trapped between valves can cause the pipe or tube to
rupture violently. Loss of refrigeratiou may lead to storage tank rupture if
the oxygen is not dumped or pressutre-relieved by suitable devices. The losm
of vacuum in vacuum jacketed tanks can cause increased evaporation and failure
of the venting system if the system is inadequate for the extra flow.

Bll. Envirom en Effects

None

Bll.3 RESERVED

B11.4 RESERV D

B11.5 MATERIALS AND EOUIFMENT COMPATIBILITY

Liquid oxygen is classified as a l4quifled compressed gas for transfer and
storage purposed, and must be handled and stored in fiaed or mobile containers
of approved design, materials, and construction.
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bll.5.1 Matrals

When selecting materials for liquid service, consideration should be given to
physical properties at low temperature, and the reactivity of the material
with liquid oxygen. The ability to withstand stress concentrations,
particularly those resulting from sudden temperature changes, is important.
Oxygen in air may create a dangerous fire hasard if it escapes or leaks into
combustible materials. Compressed oxygen in the presence of ails and greases
is almost certain to cause fire (Reference 6). Liquid oxygen in contact with
oxidizing materials cause explosion (Reference 7).

B11.5.1.1 HatA - Metals to be used in liquid oxygeis equipment should
possess satisfactory physical properties at extremely low operating
temperatures. The following metals are recommended for service with liquid:

a. Aluminum and aluminum alloy types

1000 3000 5083 5454 6063
201.. 5050 5085 5456 7075
2024 5052 5154 6062

b, Stainless steel types

304 316 304L
310 321 304ELC

c. 9 percent nickel steel alloy

d. Copper and copper alloys

copper aluminum bronse
naval brass cupro-nickel

e. Nickel and nickel alloys

nickel Inconel-X
Rene 41 Hantelloy B
K-Monel Inconel 718

f. Titan alloys should not be used.

Bll.5.1.2 IJOAeIA"a (Reference 8) - The number of acceptable non-metals is
small due to the extremely low temperatures ancouaitered, The following list
contains the acceptable non-metals:

tetrafluoroethylene Polymer (TFE, Halon TFE, Teflon, AFIAS or
equivalent)

Viton
i~nplasticized chlorotrifluoroethylene Polymer (Kel F, Halon CTF, or

equivalent)

B11.5.1.3 Lubrica - Some petroleum-based lubricants are not recomuended
because of their reactivity with compressed and/or liquid oxygen. Special
lubricants such as the fluorolubes or the perfluorocarbons are recommended.
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311.5.2 £gjainsn

B11.5.2.1 gair• Liquid oxygen should be stored in stationary or
mobile tanks of approved materials and construction. Storage and shipping
drums for other prnpellants are not to be used in this service. To insure
against defects in material or fabrication, the storage tanks should be tested
as required by the provisions of applicable ASHE or DOT specifications for
unfired pressure vessels. Materials used for pressure vessels operating at
temperatures less than 244 K (-20O1) should be impact-tested in accordance
with Paragraph UG-84, Section VIII, of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code (Reference 9). Containers for the shipment, storage, and transfer of
liquid oxygen fabricated in accordance with any standard that meets pertinent
structural requirements. Storage containers should be vacuum-jacketed; the
vacuum apace may contain reflective insulation or powders. The storage tank
itself should be of welded construction and should be uquipped with an
appropriate pressure-relief system (Section 111.5.2.8). Bottom outlets on
storage tanks are recomended, since they materially timplify the transfer
system design and the selection of pumping equipment.

311.5.2.2 Pumps and Hoses - Since the storage tanks may be designed with
bottom outlets, flooded-suction centrifugal pumps may be used when gravity
flow is not appliceble. Only plmps and shaft seals designed for liquid oxygen
service should be used. Details on these pumps and hoses may be secured from
manufacturers of oxygen handling equipment. Hoses should be of proper design
and engineered specifically for liquid-oxygen service.

B11.5.2.3 LJighU - Temporary portable extension cords with lights, used in
inspecting the interior of containers, should be of a type approved by the
Mine Safety and Health Administration (MSHA).

Flash lights or storage battery lamps, where permitted for use, should be of
the safety type approved by the MSHA or as accepted by the current edition of
the National Electrical Code (Reference 10).

Bli.5.2.4 figei and Fittings - The pip's and fittings should *s of approved
material and construction, and should be hydrostatically teated at specified
pressures. The use of welded and flanged connections whenever possible is
recommended.

B11.5.2.5 Gaskets -- Gaskets may be made of soft metals selected from those
listed in Section B11.5.1.

B11.5.2.6 PrehaUrjuL g ri - Liquid oxygen equipment should be monitored with
acceptable, LOX-clean types of pressure gauges as required. In order to
minimize operator reading errors, all pressure gaugen used for a common
purpose should have identical scales. Gauges should be protected with blowout
relief backs or plugs.

B11.5.2.7 Yalvea - The use of extended stem gate, globe, or ball valves
provided with venting devices is recommended.
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B11.5.2.8 ~LA~g..vtm n rauallgl-The storage container itself
should be equipped with a bursting disc snd a pressure-relief valve inn
parallel, both discharging to the outdoor atmosphere through an adequately
sized von'- line. The insulated area, between the inner and outer shells,
should be equipped with either a rupture disc ur a pressure-relief device, so
that pressure cannot build up and rupture the vessel. All lines andI vessels
in which liquid air may bq trapped between closed valves should have
pressure-relief valves; if it is likely that the relief valve may freeze, a
rupture disc should also be provided.

B11.5.2.9 Gms~dj~g, - Since oxygen supports combustion, all stationary or
mobile tanks should be properly bonded and grounded.
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PIoPRuTY _ •I L'_ i 1 •_

boilin& Point -Z97.,4F 90.2 K

Freehing PoJnt -361"F 54.8 K

Density (Gas) 0.083 lb/ft 3  1.3296 x. 10-2 M/rm3

at 701F and 14.7 pals at 294.3 K and IN. kPa

(Liquid) 9.53 lb/gal 1. 14 %$1i3
at -297.4"F at 90.2 K

Specific Gravity - Vapor 1.105 1.105
(relative to STP air) at 32"F at 273.'i5 K

Critical Detisity 26.8 lb/ft 3  0.430 Mg/m3

Critical Presoure 737 psia 5.09 MPa

Critical Temperature -181.10F 154.8 K

Vapor Pressure 37 psia 2.55 kPa
at -2800F at 99.8 K

167 psia 1.15 kPa
at -240'F at 122 K

492 psia 339 kPa
ut -200'F at 144.3 K

615 peia 4.14 kPa

at -190*F at 149.8 K

0.17 centistokes 1.7 x 10-7 m2/8
Coefficient of Kinematic at -297.4"F at 90.2 K
Viscosity

Absolute 0.19 centiposes 1.9 X 10- Pa a
at -297.4"F at 90.2 K

Figure BIl-1 Physical Properties of Oxygen (MW = 32 g mol)
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CHAPTER B12
FLUORINE AND FLUORINY MIXTURES

B12.1 PROPEIES

Information in this chapter is applicable to fluorine and fluorine-oxygen

(FLOX) mixtures unless otherwise specified.

B12.1.1 Idntification

The propellant flucrine (F 2 ) is used in its elemental form as a cryogenic
liquid. It is essentially pure containing only traces of oxygen, nitrogen,
hydrogen fluoride, and carbon tetrafluoride. MIL-P-27405 (Reference 1) is the
applicable specification covering this grade. The molecular weight of
fluorine is 37.997 g mol.

The propellant FLOX is a mixture of liquified fluorine (F 2 ) and oxygen
(02) containing only traces of argon, nitrogen, hydrogen fluoride, and
carbon tetrafluoride. FLOX, a mixture ratio of 30 percent fluorine and 70
percent oxygen, is optimum mixture in reaction with RP-1 for the maximum
specific impulse, I.P FLOX containing a greater fluorine content than 30
percent should be considered as fluorine for safe handling. Military Standard
14IL-P-25508E and NASA SP-3037 (References 2 and 3) are the applicable oxygen
specification to be blended with fluorine tu produce FLOX.

B12.1.2 Genera1 Aptearancr

Fluorine is a yellowish gas over a wide range of temperatures and pressures.
The liquid exhibits an amber color. The solid form is yellcw when near the
freezing point. At lower temperatures fluorine solid undergoes a change in
crystalline structure and is white in color.

FLOX has a bluish gray color in either the vapor or liquid for. Both FLOX and

fluorine have a characteristic pungent odor.

B12.1.3 Phy ical and Chemical Properties (Reference 4)

The physical propertiee of propellant fluorine is given in Figure B12-1.

B12.1.3.1 SoJbiliti - Fluorine reacts with nearly all materials and is
completely miscible with liquid oxygen and liquid oxygen and liquid nitrogen
in all proportions.

B12.1.3.2 StabiJ1iy - Fluorine and fluorine-oxygen mixtures are nnt affected
by heat or shock. Liquid and gaseous fluorine and FLOX are stable
indefinitely when stored ir containers properly constructed of approved
materials.
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B12.1.3.3 actiity - Fluorine is the strongest oxidizing agent and one of
the most reactive materials known. Under proper conditions, fluorine rnacts
with practically every known element and most compounds. Exceptions are some
of the rare gases, and some completely fluorinated t.ompouwds. (See Table
B12-1 for examples).

FLOX is a itrong oxidizing agent which vigorously supports combustion. The
degree of reactivity with other material is related to the percentage of
fluorine in the FLOX mixture.

B12.1.3.4 -vro.mntal Fate - Because of the highly reactive nature of
fluorine and fluorine mixtures, fluorine is almost never found in nature in
its elemental form. Inorganic fluorine compounds in the atmosphere are
rapidly hydrolyzed in water vapor and converted to less volatile compounds.
An air sampling program conducted by the NAPCA (National Air Pollution Control
Association) in 1966-67, revealed that 97% of the samples in non-urban areas
had fluoride concentrations below the detectable limits. The highest
non-urban air concentration of fluoride was 0.16 mg/m 3 (Reference 5).
Gaseous fluorine compounds in the atmosphere can either !e washed out by
precipitation or absorbed by plants.

Background concentrations of fluorides in soils are common from thm weathering
of natural deposits of fluorospar (calcium fluoride) and fluorapatite. High
concentrations of fluoride (4 ppm) in drinking water have been associated with
water pumped from wells ran~ing from 305 to 762 m (1,000 to 2,500 ft) in depth
(Reference 6). Surface water concentrations of fluoride are urually low, less
than I ppm.

B12.2 HZR

B12.2.1 Health Hazards

B12.2.1.1 Toxicit - Fluorine and FLOX are severely toxic in both liquid and
gaseous forms. The primary toxic effects are local discomfort and irritation
to the eyes, lungs, and skin. Liquid fluorine in direct contact rith the skin
will cause severe burn. Industrial experience and animal studies indicate
that acute exposures to fluorine or FLOX cause pathological lung changes prior
to liver damage, kidney damage, or significant biochemical, hematological,
weight, or skeletal changes (References 7 and 8). Concentrations in the order
of 25 ppm (42 mg/m 3 ) are slightly irritating to the eyes after 5 minutes but
could be inhaled without respiratory discomfort; 50 ppm (85 mg/m 3 ) is very
pungent and moderately irritating; 60 to 70 ppm (102 to 199 mg/m 3 ) is very
irritating and extremely uncomfortable in a few seconas.

Static testing of hycrogen-fluorine engines will produce hydrogen fluoride
exhaust products which are toxic. Hydrogen fluoride is less toxic than
fluorine and the threshold limit value-time weighted average 3 ppm (2.5
mg/m 3 ) is 3 times that of fluorine (Reference 9).
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Hydrogen fluoride is also formed when fluorine reacts with water, The rette at
which water and fluorine react increases with high concentrations of
fluorine. Laboratory measurements indicate that there is almost no r eactionunder conditions simulating a fluorine spill into moist air. At fluorine

pressures up to 40 mm of mercury (53,000 ppm or 90 g/m 3 in air at 1
atmosphere), negligible reaction occurred with water vapor, also precent at
pressures up to 40 m of mercury. The gas mixture was heated to 308 K (95*F)
in these laboratory tests, at which temperature a water vapor pressagre of 4 mm
of mercury corresponds to 95 percent relative humidity. Large icale spill
tests 1361 kg (3000 lbs) of 70/30 FLOX indicete that hydrolysis does occur
readily with atmospheric moisture. Thiu is significant in evaluating downwind
toxic concentrations from a spill since hydrogen fluoride (HF) gas is less
toxic than fluorine ýF2 ) gas. The emergency exposure limits of hydrogen
fluoride (HF) gas are as follows:

60 min 8 ppm (7 mg/m 3 )

30 min 10 ppm (9 m/rM3

10 mill 20 ppm (18 irg/m 3 )

B12.2.1.2 Exposhre Limita

B12.2.1.2.1 Ihxa•hqLaLimit Values-Time Weighted Average (References 9, 10,
11, 12 and 13).

ACGIH 1981 (Reference 9) recommends a TLV-TWA of 1 ppm (2 mg/m 3 ) for an
eight-hour exposure. The TLV-STEL is 2 ppm (4 mg/m-).

NIOSH (Reference 11) recommends a permissible exposure limit (PEL) of 0.1 ppm
(0.2 mg/m 3 ) with an IDHL level of 25 ppm (42 mg/m 3 ). The IDLH value is
"immediatily dangerous to life or health," meaning that it is the maximum
level from which one could escape in 30 minutes without escape-impairing
symptoms or any irreversible health effects.

B12.2.1.2.2 Emergency Exposure Limits - (Reference 14)

10 min 15 ppm (25 mg/m 3 )

30 min 10 ppui (17 mg/m 3 )

60 min 5 ppm ( 8 mg/m3 )

B12.2.1.2.3 Special Medical ol.ation (Reference 11) - Application of iced
70 percent isopropyl alcohol to the involved skin may provide considerable
relief from pain. Chemical injury to the respiratory tract by these compounds
should be treated as with any primary lumg irritant. Steroids should be
considered. Skin contact with wetted hydrogen fluoride may require the
injection of calcium ion to inhibit subcutaneous fluoride ion migration
(Reference 15). Further information should be obtainable from a medical text
on the treatment of hydrofluoric acid burns.
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B12.2.2 Fire and Combustion Product Hazards

Fluorine arid FLOX are highly reactive oxidizing agents. As such, they must be
considered fire hazards. They will react with many materials not normally
considered combustible such as sand and glass at elevated temperatures and 0
asbestos at rnor temperature. High concentratinns of gaseous fluorine, as

well as the liquid itself, will spontaneously initiate combustion with any
Flammable material.

The reaction of fuels with liquid fluorine or FLOX is frequently rapids and
attempts to extingu.ish the resulting fire may not be successful. After the
fluorine-fed fire has subsided or the fluorine has evaporated, efforts can be
made to control or extinguish the secondary fires, provided there is no
residual hydrogen fluoride or fluorine gas trapped within building
structures. With the exception of fire fighters and damage control personnel,
no one should be permitted in the area. Fire fighters entering the area must
wear protective clothing and self-contained air breathing apparatus until
there is no further indication of residual fluorine gas. After the fire,
containers and associated systems must be purged with an inevt gas and
responsible personnel must insure that fluorine gas or liquid is not trapped
in the system.

If a fluorine or FLOX spill occurs in an unconfined, open area, water fog or
soda ash should be remotely applied to promote smooth and rapid combustion of
the fluorine. Areas surrounding and downwind of the spill should b3 evacuated.

B12.2.3 Ex~lo.JIQ R dAza

Liquid fluorine and rocket fuels ignite hypergolically upon contact.
Uncontrolled mixing of liquid fluorine and liquid fuels will invariably result
in an explosive reaction. The possibility exists that gaseous hydrogen and
fluorine can form explosive mixtures. There have also been delayed explosive
reactions with water and liquid fluorine (excluding water fog which burns
smoothly).

Pressure rupture may occur when liquid fluorine, FLOX, or any cryogenic liquid
is trapped in a closed system and refrigeration is not maintained. Liquid
fluorine or FLOX trapped between closed valves, if allowed to vaporize, can
cause a violent rupture of the pipe and subsequeuit fires.

Hydrocarbon fuels and the hydrazines have been found to be hypergolic with
FLOX mixtures having greater than ten percent fluorine content. Fuels and
30/70 FLOX mixtures have very short ignition delays resulting in low order
detonations and fires. Hydrogen, however, to be reliably hypergolin with
FLOX, requires at least 35 percent fluorine in the FLOX mixture. A liquid
hydrogern-30/70 FLOX mixture could have significant ignition delay and result
in an explosion.
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B12.2.4 Environmental Effects

Atmospheric releases of fluorine compounds pose au indirect threat to public
welfare through their adverse effects on animals and vegetation. Major
emitters of fluorine compounds include phosphate .ertilizer, aluminum, steel,
fluorinated plastics and hydrocarbon manufacturers (Reference 16). Relatively
small quantities of fluorine gas and halogenated fluorine compounds are
released through rocket engine test firings.

Gaseous fluorine compounds are responsible for damage to vegetation, since
they are more easily absorbed through the leaves from the air. Soluble
fluorine forms are the most easily absorbed by the plants and therefore cause
the most damage. The sensitivity of plants to gaseous fluorine compounds
varies. Sensitive varieties exhibit damage at concentrations as low as 0.5 to
1.2 ppm (0.8 to 2 mg/m 3 ) for several consecutive days. The most obvious
damage is manifested in tip burn or necrosis of the plant tissue. Fluorine
and halogenated fluorine compounds cause injury to plants by oxidation of
tissues and deposition of fluoLide ion after hydrolysis.

Adveese effects to animals is usually not associated with the ingestion of
gaseous fluorine contaminants, rather with the ingestion of water and
vegetation containing high fluoride concentrations. In man, the soluble forms
of fluorides are absorbed in the gastrointestinal tract, 5C% is excreted and
the remainder is accumulated in the bones. High intake of fluorides in cattle
is related to a loss of appetite and other symptoms of fluorosis. High
concentrations of fluorides in drinking water are associated with mottled
teeth (2-7 ppm). See Reference 6.
Activated alumina and bone char have been used successfully for
-de-fluordation of drinking weter supplies (Reference 17).

B12.3 R ESE D

B12.4 RESEERIV

B12.5 MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT CC!IATIBILI

B12.5.1Maeil

The selection of the materials suitable for fluorine systems must be governed

by two important factors:

a. the resistance ot materials to fluorine attack

b. the material's mechanical strength characteristic at cryogenic
temperatures.
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It is important to note that elevated temperaturem may cause fluorine
cylinders to burst. Since fluorine is a dangerously reactive gas, precautions
should be taken against contact with water which causes formation of toxic
hydrogen fluoride gas. 3ther incompatibilities include: (1) vigorous
reaction with most oxidizable materials at roost temperature, frequently with
igJ on, and (2) reaction with nitric acid to form fluorine aitrate, an
explisive gas (Reference 18). From References 18 and 20, a lict of compatible
and a few examples of reactive materials is provided in Table B12-1.

B12.5.1.1 Hnta" - Metals considered satisfactory for handling gaseous
fluorine at temperatures up to 344 K (160*F) are as follows:

nickel copper
stainless steel magnesium
mild steel brass
Monel aluminum

NOTE

These and other metals may also be suitable for use at higher
temperatures ard with specific operating conditions.
Spray-coated or calcinated aluminum oxide is resistant to
gaseous and liquid fluorine under flow conditions at both low
and high temperatures 1973 K (3092"F).

For liquid fluorine, the following metals are recommended:

nickel stainless steel types
aluminum 304L, 316 and 321
copper brass
Monel

B12.5.1.2 No1M.als - Polytetrafluorethylenes (Teflon TFE, KEL F-81, Halon
TFE, or equivalent) are acceptable for use at moderate pressures and low flow
rates with gaseous fluorine. TFE tape has been used extensively as a thread
sealant for gaseous service, if care is taken not to cover the first three
internal threads.

1here are no non-metals recommended for use with liquid fluorine under flow
conditions.
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Table B12-1 Typical Compatible and Reactive Chemicals with Fluorine.

M:TEIA:i TYPE OF INCOMPATIBILITY

Compatible Chemicals:

Oxygen, all rate gases with t',e exception of xenon
Hydrogen fluoride
Tetrafluromethane and ottz- lerfluorocarbon compounds

Reactive Chemicals:

Ammonia Ignites on contact, explodes in
admixture.

Phosphorous Ignites on contact.
Pentachloride

Trichyloride Ignites on contact.
Chromyl chloride Ignites at high concentrations.
Cyanoguanidine By-products of reaction are extremely

explosive in gas, liquid and solid
states.

Carbon Tetrachior- Explosive reaction on direct, local
ide, Chloroform, contact with gaseous fluorine.
etc.

Bromine, Iodine, Ignites at ambient temperatures.
Dicyanogen

Chlorine Needs sparking before ignition
occurs, with explosion immediately
following.

Liquid Violent explosions with direct
hydrocarbons contact.

B12.5.1.3 Li~ut - There are no lubricants suitable for fluorine service.

B12.5.2 ZZ m-Al

B12.5.2.1 99ozaij - Liquid fluorine may be stored in either fixed or
mobile tanks of approved design and materials. Storage and shipping
containers designed for noncryogenic fluids should not be used in this
service. To insure against material or fabrication defects, storage tanks
should not be used in this service. To insure against material or fabrication
defects, storage tanks should be tested in accordance with the provisions of
applicable ASME, ASTM, or DOT specifications for pressure vessels. Materials
used for pressure vessels containing liquid fluorine should be impact-tested
in accordance with the ASME Code (d), Paragraph UG-84, Section VIII (Reference
19).
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Containers for shipping, storing, and transferring liquid fluorine should be
fabricated in accordance with the physical and structural requirements
dictated by the service for which it in intended. The tanks for storing
liquid fluorine are usually constructed with three horisontal, concentric
shells forming an outer shell, an intermediate shell, and an inner shell. As
dictated by the user, the two inner shells should be constructed of either

Honel or stainless steel. The inner shell contains liquid fluorine and the
intermediate shell contains liquid nitrogen. The outer shell forms a vacuum
jacket and may contain an insulating material of two thermal conductivity such
as Santocel or Perlite.

B12.5.2.2 Pumps and Hoses - When pumps are used in a fluorine/FLOX transfer
system, only pumps and shaft seals designed and suitable for fluorine/FLOX
service should be used. Detailed information for pumps and seals may be
procured from manufacturers of fluorine/FLOX-handling equipment.

Hoses should be of proper design and engineered specifically for liquid
fluorine service.

B12.5.2.3 •jght - Temporary portable extension cords with lights, used in
inspecting the interior of coatainers, should be of a type approved by the
Bureau of Mines.

Flash lights or storage battery lamps, where permitted for use, should be of
the safety type approved by the Bureau of Mines, or as accepted by the current
edition of the National Electrical Code (Reference 24).

312.5.2.4 PiesAd Fittings - Pipes and fitting used with liquid fluorine
should be fabricated form nicAel, Monel, stainless steel (304, 321, 316),
copper, or aluminum. All pipes and fittings should be cryocycled,
hydrostatically tested and leak tested at the prescribed pressures. Welded
and welded-flanged connections are recommended. All welds should be made
using inert gas shielding; welds should be of the butt type and should have
full penetration verified by X-ray as no occlusions can be tolerated.
Threaded connections, particularly where directly exposed to liquid fluorine,
should be avoided. Usually, liquid fluorine lines should be insulated to
prevent condensation of air or excessive heat loss. Metal tubing with
compression AN-type fittings of suitable materials are also recommended.
These AN-type fittings are suitable up to one inch sire. Fittings should be
used with soft copper or aluminum fitting rings and conical shaped seals to
prevent leakage. As no lubricants should be allowed, silver plating of
threads eliminates galling.
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B12.5.2.5 QaakatA - Gaskets made from any of the following materials are

recommended:

Gaseous service: aluminum, copper, lead, polytetrafluorethylene (TFE)

Liquid service: aluminum, copper,

Liquid-fluorine equipment should be monitored through the use of approved
pressure gauges as required. In order to minimize operator reading errors,
all pressure gauges used for a common purpose should have identical scales.
Pressure gauges should be fluorine clean and the bourdon tube should be made
of Monel or stainless steel of all welded construction. Pressure measuring
devices should be used in gas-phase service as much as possible. Special care
in selection, cleaning, and passivation should be exercised In ail devices.

B12.5.2.6 Valve - Materials recommended for valve fabrication are forged
stainless steel, Monel, or nickel. Packless-type bellow valves have proved to
be more reliable in both liquid and gaseous fluorine service and should be
used in fluorine installations.

In general, valves should be of an approved design for fluorine service; they
should be installed so they can be operated remotely, wl.th a barrier between
the operator and the valve.

B12.5.2.7 Venting Systems and Prgoaure Relief - Large storage containers
should be insulated, vacuum-jacketed, nitrogen-cooled tanks. The
vacuum-insulated space between the intermediate and outer shells should be
equipped with either a rupture disc or a pressure-relief device. The storage

Scontainer itself should be of welded construction. The liquid nitrogen system
should be equipped with an adequate vent line and a pressure-relief valve, but
no pressure-relief devices are to be installed in the inner fluorine tank
itself.
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-PROPnITY ENGLISE UNITS S1 UNITS

boiling Point -306.64oF 85.02 K

Yreesing Point -362.32*F 54.08 K

Density (GLa)

(LL~id)12.5 lb/sa1 1.50 Mg/03
at -306.320F at 85.02 K

Specific Gravity

(relative to STP air) 1.3 1.3

Critical Density 5.1 lb/gil 0.61 P/03

Critical Pressure 809.7 psia 5.583 MPa

Critical Temperature -199.571F 144.5 K

Vapor Pressure 19.7 psis 135.8 MPa
at -3000F at 88.7 K

164.7 psia 1.136 NP.
at -2500F at 116.5 K

794.7 "/sia 5.479 HPa
at -200*F at 144.3 K

Kinematic 0.127 ceitiatokes 1.27xl0-7
Coefficient of at -306.50F m2/s at 85 K
Viscosity

Absolute 0.257 centipoises 2.57 x 10-4
at -306.30F Pas at 85.2 K

0.414 centipoises 4.14 x 10-4
at -333.4"F Pas at 70 K

FIgure 12-1 Physical Properties of Fluorine (MW - 37.997 g mol)
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CHAPTER 313
B R THE HALOGEN FLUORIDES

113.1 Z~IZf

Information in this cihapter is applicable to Chlorine Trifluorid" (CTF) and
Chlorine Pentafluoride (CPF). Their molecular weights are 92.45 and 130.45 g
mole, respectively.

B13.1.1 IdentificatI'

Chlorine Pentafluoride (CPF) is covered by Military Specification MIL-P-27413
(Reference 1) and its chemical formula is CIF 5 Chlorine Trifluoride (CTF) is
covered by Military Specification MIL-P-81399A (Reference 2) and its chemical
formula Ia CIF 3.

B13.1.2 General Appearance and Cno-n Uses

Chlorine Trifluoride is a corrosive, colorless gas at room temperature and
pressure. It has a somewhat sweet odor and is highly irritating even at low
concentrations. Chlorine Trifluoride is the most reactive compound of the
halogen fluoride*. It is a powerful oxidizing agent and is used as an igniter
and propellant in liquid propellant engines. It is also used as an incendiary
and fluoritating agent (References 3, 4). Chlorine Pentafluoride is a
colorless vapor at temperatures above 291.3 K (64.6'F). The liquid is clear
with a slight greenish cast. !c is a toxic and corrosive oxidizing agent.

1.3.1.3 Ph]aical and Chmical Propertiex (Reference 5)

"B113.1.3.1 S1iit - Chlorine Trifluoride and Chlorine Pentafluoride react
with solvents rather than dissolve in them. Under normal conditions they
react violently with ice or water.

B13.1.3.2 StAhJjy - Chlorine Trifluoride decomposes above 493 K (428*F)
and may pressure rupture its container at that temperature. Chlorine
Pentafluoride is insensitive to shock, heat and electrical sparks.

B13.1.3.3 Iaatzity - Chlorine Trifluoride and Ck.lorine Pentafluoride react
with almost all elements except the inert gatis, nitrogen and a few metals.
They are not nombustible by themselves but are very reactive and may cause
fire on conLact with organic matter. They also react violently with water,
sand, silicon containing compounds, glass and asbestos. They are corrosive
oxidizing agents and similar to elemental fluorine in reactivity.

B13.1.3.4 Environmental Fate - Both Chlorine Trifluoride and Pentafluoride
exists as colorless vapors that are extremely toxic and corrosive. Both
compounds are strong oxidizers and hypergolic with water and most materials.
In water, hypochlorous, hydrochloric, and hydrofluoric acids are formed. In
the atmosphere, the halogen fluorides would be absorbed into atmospheric
moisture mnd form acids. These would be washed out in precipitation events.
The acids in the moisture would react with a number of compounds on land
forming chloride antA fluoride salts. These salts would be very soluble and
mobile in soil-water systems.
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31.2

B13.2.1 Hallh.laaard.

B13.2.1.1 Tnzjcd - Chlorine Trifluoride (CT?) and Chlorine Pentafluoride

(CPF) are highly reactive oxidizing compounds and the gases can cause
irritation of the skin, eyes and respiratory tract. Direct contact with
either of these liquids will cause severe chemical burns. Since they are 1,#
boiling liquids, a dangerous atmospheric concentration may result from
i.properly sealed -ontainers or lose of refrigeration. The odor of the gases
in air may not be objectionable to some persons at concentration levels which
are dangerous. The physiolcgical effects of these compounds closely resemble
those of fluorine and hydrofluoric acid. Almost all of the toxicity data
comes from investigations with experimental animals, thus the recommended
threshold limit values and emergency exposure limits are tentative and the
latest revision of the values should be obtained by users of these propellants.

B13.2.1.2 Kxpoaure Limit.

313.2.1.2.1 flbreahold Limit Vaoilu-Time Weighted Average (References 6, 7 and
8)

ChlorIne Trifluoride: TLV-TWA - 0.1 ppm
(0.4 mg/l 3 ) ceiling value

Chlorine Pentafluoride: No data

B13.2.1.2.2 Emuxggm~pgi uta (Reference 9) - The emergency exposure
limit (EEL) defines the "single brief accidental exposures to airborne
contaminants that can be tolerated without permanent toxic iffects. Ihese
1Vuits are not intended to replace accepted safe practices and should be
accompanied by appropriate medical surveillance" (Reference 9).

a. Chlorine Trifluoride

10 min 7 ppm (27 mg/r 3 )

30 min 3 ppm (11 mg/m 3 )

60 min I ppm (4 mg/m 3 )

Recent experimental work with fluorine inhalatior by Keplinger has resulted in
an increased emergency exposure limit value for fluorine. See Reference 4 and
Fluorine and Fluorine-Oxygen Mixtures. Chapter 312 of this volume. Data on
human exposures with CTF and CP. are not available, but it is believed that
the CTF value given above is conservativm.

b. Chlorine Pentafluoride (Reference 10)

10 min 3.0 ppm (13 mg/m 3 )*

30 i=in 1.5 ppm (7 mg/m3 )*
60 •tin 0.5 ppm (2 mg/m3 )*

*These limits are tentative.
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B13.2.1.3 SpecLal Medical InfotrMatJp9n - Exposure to CTF and CPF vapor can
cause severe irritation of the eyes, mucous membranes and the entire
respiratory tract. Exposure to high concentrations may result in acute
respiratory distress, pulmonary edema, and death. For most individuals the
odor of CTF and CPF is objectionable well before the emergency exposure limit
is reached.

Oxygen may be administered under positive pressure to counteract chemical
pnelumonitis and pulmonary edema. The application of iced magnesium sulfate
tEpsom salt) solution or iced 701 isopropyl alcohol to involved skin may
provide considerable relief from pain.

A momentary contact with the skin may produce a thermal burn, whereas if a
quantity of any of these halogen fluorides are trapped in contact with the
skin, a deep, painful che.jical burn may result (References 11 to 16). For
first aid Informetion, see Appendix E13.

The imininent danger of exposure to halogen fluoride compounds is that they
react violently in contact with water to form chlorine and hydrogen fluoride
gases. The hydrogen fluoride vapor is very soluble in water, whereas chlorine
(and possibly chlorine dioxide) is soluble to an appreciable extent about 0.7
to 0.8 g per 100 g of water. Extremely severe injuries caused by the halogen
fluorides can be attributed more to the hydrolysis of the hydrogen fluoride
gas than the less soluble chlorine product. Inhalation of halogen fluoride
gas in producing pulmonary edema was probably caused by this mechanism of
reaction. Severe inflammation of all mucosal surfaces resulting in
lacrimation, corneal ulceration, and burning of exposed area of skin may also
be attributed to the hydrofluoric acid reactant (Reference 16). Externally
the skin whitens; the tissues beneath the skin are destroyed, tie destruction
spreading even to the bones. Skin which has been expo, ed to the hydrotluoric
acid attack should be thoroughly washed with cold water until the whitening of
the tissue disappears. An ointment consisting of 0.085 kg (3 oz) of magnesium
oxide, 0.113 kg (4 oz) of heavy mineral oil, and 0.312 kg (11 oz) of white
Vaseline should then be applied (Reference 17). Medical assistance should be
obtained as soon as after an exposure to halogen fluoride ¶vapor as possible.

B13.2.2 Fire and Combustion Product Hazards

CTF and CPF are hypergolic with most materials. Both react violently with
small quantities or pools of water, but with a water spray or copious amounts
of water, CTF and CPF react smoothly forming hydrogen fluoride and chlorine as
major products of the reaction. Both compounds react strongly with
silicon-containing compounds and support combustion of sand, asbestos, ground
glass, etc.

The main product of reaction with water, water vapor, and combustibles is
hydrogen fluoride which is a)-o toxic and very corrosive (refer to Chapter 12
of this volume).
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313.2.3 Explosion HazardA

CTF and CPF are shipped as liquids in cylinders. They are hypergolic and
react violently with small quantities of water or ice and vigorously with most
combustible surfaces at room temperature, frequently igniting immediately.
They react with most metals and metal oxides at elevated temperatures. CTR
and CFF react on contact with water vapor, ammonia and hydrogen and with most
fuel and organic vapors.

B13.2.4 Environmental Effects

Gaseous halogen fluorides released into the atmosphere would be a short-lived,
nonpersistent contamination. The persistence of the hydrolysis products in
the atmosphere before washout, however, is a function of the climate. It is
likely that the compounds would be washed out befure they diffuse into the
stratosphere. Return to earth of the moisture with the acids, would result in
the formation of the fluoride and chloride salts. Hydrogen chloride and
fluoride would be expected to react with the major cations in the water and
soil and form calcium, sodium and magnesium salts. These salts would be
carried down into groundwater and through runoff into surface water. Chloride
and fluoride salts are found abundantly in natural surface and ground waters.

B13.3 RLmE

B13.4 RZSERV

B13.5 MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT COMPATIBILITY

B13.5.1Maeil

Nearly all materials not passivated will ignite when heated in the presence of
CFT and CPF. The amount of beating required for ignition varies with the
materials. "Hot Spots" developed from a trace of combustible materi4 als or by
a compression wave or friction from such as in turning a valve may be a source
of ignition (References 21, 22).

B13.5.1.1 Metals - Passivated metals considered satisfactory for handling
liquid and gaseous CTF and CPF at temperatures below 338.7 K (150"F) are as
follows:

nickel Aluminum 2024 Copper
Monel Aluminum 5052 Brass
Aluminum 1160 Aluminum 6063 Silver Solder
Aluminum 3003 All stainless steels Pure Aluminum
Aluminum 6061 Inconel Magnesium
Aluminum 6066

NOTE

These and other metals may also be suitable for use at higher
temperatures and or specific operating conditions. Spray-coated
or calcinated aluminum oxide is resistant to gaseous and liquid
halogen fluorides under flow conditions at both low and high
temperatures; 1973 K (3092"F) is the high temperature limit.
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The following metals are not satisfactory for handling liquid or gaseous CTF
and CPF.

Tantalum Niobium Titanium
Molybdenum Tungsten

B13.5.1.2 Non-Metals - Polytetrafluoroethylenes (Teflon TFE, KEL F-81, Hal
TFE, or equivalent) are acceptable for use at moderate pressures and low flow
rates with gaseous halogen fluorides. 'CFE tape has been used extensively as a
thread sealant for gaseous service, if care is taken not to cover the first
three internal threads.

There are no plastics acceptable for use with liquid halogen fluorides under
flow conditions (See Section B13.5.2.5).

In general, Chlorine Trifluoride will attack all forms of plastics, rubber,
and resins, except the highly fluorinated polymers "Teflcn" and "KEL-F."

Refer to Section B13.5.2.5 for the metal laminated and non-metal gaskeLs which
can be used.

B13.5.1.3 Lubri•.azjA - The use of standard petrolaitm-base lubricants is
prohibited. Fluorinated hydrocarbons may form detonable mixtures.
Fluorocarbons may be used sparingly to lubricate seals if the amount of
lubricated surface is limited and in the gas phase exposure. Fluorocarbon
lubricants should not be used under conditions of dynamic flow (Reference 23).

B13.5.2 EquionL

All equipment shall be cleaned and passivated.

B13.5.2.1 Cnanr

The halogen fluorides may be stored in either fixed or mobile tanks of
approved design and materials. Storage and shipping containers furnished by
the producer are nut generally used as a part of e test system. An ASM1E code
pressure vessel should be employed and tested for defects in accordance with
the applicable specifications. If transfer by condensation is employed, the
materials for constructing CTF and CPF vessels should be impact tested in
accordance with the ASME code, Section VIII, Paragraph UG-84 (Reference 24).
The physical and structural requirements will be dictated by the service for
which the container is intended.

B13.5.2.2 hapamn jjgAt - Standard pumps possessing a stuffing box are not
suitable for CTF and CPF, but diaphragm pumps such as the Lapp Pulaafeeder (R)
and the Chempump (R) may be used.

B13.5.2.3 Lijgh• - Temporary, portable extension cords with lights, used in
inspecting the interior of containers, should be of a type approved by the
Bureau of Mines. Flash lights or storage battery lamps, where permitted for
use, shall be of the safety types approved by the Bureau of Mines, or as
accepted by the current edition of the National Electrical Code (see Reference
25).
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B13.5.2.4 Waend a _FittiM - Pipes and fittings for liquid halogen
fluorides shall be fabricated from nickel, Monel, stainleso steel (304, 321,
316), copper, or aluminum. All pipes and fittings should be properly tested
for at least 2.07 MPa (300 psi) working pressure for CTF, and 3.45 MPa (500
psi) for CPF. Piping systems and cylinders should be clearly identified.
Welded and welded-flanged connections are recomnended. All welds shall be
made using inert gas shielding; welds shall be of the butt type and shall nave
full penetration. Threaded connections, particularly where directly exposed
to halogen fluorides, should be &voided. Metal tubing with compression
AN-type fittings of suitable materials are also recommended. These AN-type
fittings are suitable up to one-inch sise. Fittings thould be used with soft
copper or aluminum fitting rings and conical shaped seola to prevent leakage.

B13.5.2.5 gast - Gaskets for CTF and CPF service may be made froQ sofL
copper, 1100 aluminum, or Teflon laminated with copper or another metal,
provided that no point on the exposed Teflon surface is more than 0.05 to 0.08
umm (0.002 to 0.003 in) removed from a metal heat conductor. Highly
fluorinated polymers such as Teflon, Kel-F and Halon, which are resistant only
to the vapor at ordinary temperatures, can be used as gasket materials if
properly cleaned and vacuum dried. Halogenated solvents are absorbed strongly
by the fluorinated polymers; therefore, solvent degreasing should be avoided.

B13.5.2.6 Pressure Gauges - Halogen fluoride equipment should be monitored
using compatible pressure gauges as required. Pressure measuring devices
should be used in gas-phase service only. In order to minimize operator
reading erroru, all pressure gauges used for a cosmon purpose should have
identical scales.

B13.5.2.7 Valves - Packless type valves have proven to be more reliable and
are recommended for this sorvice. Recommended materials for valve fabrication
are forged stainless steel, Monel or nickel. Valves should be of an approved
design and installed so they can be operated remotely, with a barrier betwed-n
the operator and the valve.

B13.5.2.8 Venting System and Pressure Relief - Vents and pressure relief
systems, as required, should be extended to the atmosphere. Their termination
should be at a height and location that will give adequate personnel
protection.
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CHAPTER B14

B14.1 

NITROGEN 
OXIDES

B14.1.1 Identification (References 1 and 2)

Nitrogen tetroxide is an equilibrium mixture of nitrogen tetroxide (N2 04 )
and nitrogen dioxide (N02 ) and is also known as dinitrogen tetroxide,
nitrogen peroxide or liquid nitrogen dioxide. Propellant grades of mixed
oxides of nitrogen are identified by percent weight N2 04 with no more than
0.17 percent water equivalent (See Table B14-1 for applicable grades).

The MON (mixed oxides of nitrogen) propellants consist of dinitrogen tetroxide
with 1 to 25 percent pungent nitric oxide (NO). The composition of the
various grades are listed in Table B14-1.

B14.1.2 General Appearance and Conmon Uses

N2 04 is a volatile reddish-brown liquid. It is a powerful oxidizing agent
containing about 701 available oxygen. The gas is yellowish to reddish brown
and has a characteristic pungent odor. The characteristic color is due to the
NO2 resulting from the N2 04 -N0 2 equilibrium mixture. Propellant mixed
oxide' of nitrogen, containing 991 N2 04 and 10• NO, resembles nitrogen
tetroxide in color and odor. Nitric oxide is a volatile blue liquid. The gas
is colorless.

B14.1.3 Physical and Chemical Properties (References 3 and 4)

Refer to Figure B14-1 for the physical properties of N2 04 .

Nitrogen tetroxide when mixed with nitric oxide forms MON-type oxidizers.
MON-type oxidizers have lower freezing points than N2 04 . MON's density is
lower than the density of N2 04 and MON's higher vapor pressure requires
the use of larger and heavier pumps.

Dry N2 04 (less than 0.1 percent water equivalent) may be stored in
low-pressure carbon-steel containers, since the vapor pressure at 333 K(140*K)
is only 510 kPa (74 psia) and the corrosiveness at this water content is
negligible for an indefinite period.

MON-type oxidizers, MON-1 and MON-3, are currently being specified for rocket
oxidizers because the addition of NO acting as an inhibiter against corrosion
of propellant tanks is anticipated. MON-3 is specified for Space Shuttle; to
assure that the NO content of the oxidizer will remain above 0.5 percent NO
after handling and storage of the oxidizer and ventingm of the oxidizer
tanks. The slight addition of NO does not change the thermophysical
properties of N2 04 .

The mixed oxides of nitrogen, MON-10 and MON-25, have higher vapor pressures
than that of nitrogen tetroxide at 338.71 K (150*F), and require containers
rated for these higher pressures.
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814.1.3.1 j0jJijt -. N204 in water reacts to form nitric and nitrous
acids. The nitrous acid decomposes forming additional nitric acid and
evolving nitric oxide (NO). On contact with oxygen the NO converts the N0 2 .

314.1.3.2 atabilitZ - N2 0 4 is very stable at room temperature. At 423 K
(302*F) it begins to dissociate into nitric oxide and free oxygen, but upon
cooling it reforms into N 204.

B14.1.3.3 B*,ijXj - Oxides of nitrogen are corrosive oxidizing agents.
In the presence of water the corrosiveness of these oxidizing agents are
enhanced. N2 0 4 ma- react the combustible materials and is hypergolic with
UDM. NO is stable at room temperature. As NO concentrations are increased,
the N2 04 mixture she-vs decreased hypergolicity. Oxides of nitrogen are
not sensitive to mechanical shock, heat or detonation. They are nonflammable
with air, but can support combustion.

B14.1.3.4 Envrnn.mentalAt - Nitrogen tetroxide is a highly toxic gas with
corrosive fumes. In water, nitrogen tetroxide reacts to produce nitric and
nitrous acids.

N2 0 4 + R2 0 KN03 + NO2

In the atmosphere, nitrogen dioxide is very rapidly photochemically decomposed
to nitrogen oxide and atomic oxygen. The typical half life for nitrogen
dioxide in sunlight is about 2 minutes. Atomic oxygen reacts with water for
form hydroxyl radicals which are significant in atmospheric reactions and the
formation of photochemical smog. Nitrogen oxides react with atmospheric
moisture to form nitric acid rain which can be returned to the land in
precipitation events.

B14.2 LkZAB

B14.2.1 Health Hazards

B14.2.1.1 Ixj4cit. - Because N2 0 4 and mixed oxides of nitrogen in liquid
form are corrosive, severe burns of the skin and eyes can result unless the
material is immediately removed. The liquid volatilizes readily, giving off
yellowish to reddish-brown vapors containing a mixture of N2 04 and NO2 .
The inhalation of toxic vapors is normally the most serious hazard in handling
N2 04 and mixed oxides of nitrogen. The color of the vapors is not a
reliable index of a degree of toxic hazard. The initial symptoms of poisoning
- irritation of the eyes and throat, cough, tightness of the chest, and nausea
- are slight and may not be noticed. Then, hours afterward, severe symptoms
begin; their onset may be sudden and precipitated by exertion. CoughinS,
feeling of constriction in the chest, and difficult breathing are typical.
Cyanosis (a blue tinge to the mucous membranes of the mouth, eyelids, lips,
and fingernail beds) may follow. Persons with such symptoms are in great
danger. Milder cases may show signs of bronchitis with cyanosis, and other
may vomits and suffer nausea and abdominal pain.

The health hazards associated with mixed oxides of nitrogen are the .-ame as
those for nitrogen tetroxide.
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Table B14-1 Identification of N2 04 and Mixed Oxides of Nitrogen
(References 1 and 2)

COMPOSITION NTO MON-I mON-3 MON-lO MON-25
(Red- (Green) (Green)
Brown_)

Nitrogen tetroxide assay
(N204 percent by weight) 99.5 88.8 min 73.8 min

Nitric oxide (NO) content- (1) 1.0 3.0 11.0 26.0
max percent by weight- 0.6 1.5 10.0 25.0
minimum

N2 04 + NO - percent by 99.5 99.5
weight minimum

Water equivalent - percent 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17
by weight max

Chloride content - percent 0.040 0.040 0.040 0.040(2) 0.040(2)
by weight max

Iron (Fe)

Particulate g/m 3  10 10 10 10 10

(1) The NO content should be limited to that which does not change the
specified Red-Brown color of the propellant.

(2) This test need not be performed on propellant manufactured by the
ammonia-nxidatv.oa process.
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B14.2.1.2 Expgoosure LTA-4 s

314.2.1.2.1 I IA hcLd "uWit Values-Tim. Weighted Avera&eLTLVL-TW) (References
5, 6 and 7)

Nitrogen tetroxide: 3 ppm (6 mg/m3) (Given as the concentration of
NO2 gas).

TLV-STEL: 5 ppm (10 mg/M3
NIOSH: I ppm (1.8 mg/ml)
IDLE: 50 ppm (90 mg/m 3 )

Nitric Oxide: 25 ppm (30 mg/r 3 ) (Present in mixed oxides of
nitrogen).

TLV-STEL: 35 ppm (45 mg/m 3 )

IDLE: 100 ppm (12?9 mg/m 3 )

B14.2.1.2.2 Emergency Exposure Limit. (Reference 8) - The following
recommended emergency exposure lirlca for NO2 have been set:

10 minutes 30 ppm (60 mg/m 3 )
30 minutes 20 ppm (40 mg/m3 )
60 minutes 10 pp. (20 mg/m 3 )

The emergency exposure limit (EEL) defines the "single brief accidental
exposures to air-borne contaminants that can be tolerated without permanent
toxic effects. These limits are not intended to replace accepted safe
practices and should be accompanied by appropriate medical surveillance"
(Reference 9).

B14.2.2 Special Medical Information (Reference 9, 10, 11)

The development of pulmonary edema is the principal danger associated with the
inhalation of N2 04 gas. A person may breath an atmosphere containing a
daegerous concentration of N2 04 gas without serious discomfort at the
tioae, only to suffer severe effects several hours later. A detailed
therapeutic regimen is described in Reference 10.

Repeated exposure to low level concentrations of N2 04 gas may cause
ulceration of the nose and mouth, wearing down and decay of teeth and chronic
irritation of the entire respiratory tract. Bronchitis, bronchiectasis, and
secondary pulmonary emphysema may develop.

Treatment for exposure to mixed oxides of nitrogen is the same as that for
nitrogen tetroxide.

B14.2.3 Fire and Combustion Froduct Hazards

N2 04 and mixed oxides of nitrogen are normally stored and handled as
liquids without refrigeration. Liquid N204 and mixed oxides of nitrogen
will not burn; however, they will support combustion.
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The oxygen content of N2 04 is about 70 percent by weight. When mixed with
a fuel, it readily s..pports combustion. N2 04 is hypergolic with a number
of fuels, including 13H, UDMM, hydrazine, aniline and furfuryl alcohol. With
increasing concentrations of NO, mixed oxides of nitrogen are loss hypergolic.

B14.2.4 Explosion Hsiards

N2 04 and mixed oxides of nitrogen are oxidizers, but they are not
hypergolic with all combustible materials. Such non-hypergolic mixtures,
therefore, present an explosion hazard, particularly when subjected to
elevated temperatures, pressures or impact. If containers leak, the oxides of
nitrogen gases can form explosive mixtures with fuel vapors, especially in
confined spaces. N2 04 of commercial purity and mixed oxides of nitrogen
are stable at ordinary temperatures. There is a possibility that containers
in proximity to a fire may pressure rupture and the released gas can form
explosive mixtures.

Organic materials and partially halogenated solvents should not be used as
flushing or decontamination fluids unless specifically tested previously under
the conditions of usage. Mixtures of N2 04 and mixed oxides of nitrogen
and the following partially halogenated solvents can be initiated by heat and
shock, yielding violent explosions.

Methylene chloride
1,1,1 - Trichloroethane (Methylchlorofoxv)
Trichloroethylene
Perchloroethylene
Chloroform
Carbon Tetrachloride
Dichloroethylene
1,2 - Dichloroethane
Asymmetrical Tetrachloroethane

Mixtures of N2 04 and ethylene glycol when confined will react explosively.

B14.2.5 Environmental Effects

Because of human health and other risks associated with nitrogen oxides, the
Federal Ambient Air Quality Standard on nitrogen dioxide is 0.05 ppm. Other
environmental effects are associated with the generation of photochemical smog
and acid rain. Nitric acid in surface and soil water systems would react with
metals such as calcium and magnesium. The nitrate is a very common
constituent of surface water systems. Nitrate in drinking water supplies is
limited because of health effects associated with consumption of high
concentration of nitrate, particularly for infants.

B14.3 RESERVED

B14.4 REBMEID
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514.5 UTERALS AND ROUIPM'fTCOMT1ITI-lM

514.5.1 MateiJals

B14.5.161 Mlst/L - The selection of metals for oxide of nitrogen set-vice
should be governed by the oxidizer's oisture content, The following metals
are suitable:

a. When moisture is 0.1 percent or less

Car•-on steels
Aluminum
Stainless steels
Nickel
Inconel

b. When moisture content is above 0.1 percent

Stainless steel (300 series)

814.5.1.2 HgaEgtalg - The following non-metals may be used:

Ceramic (acid-resistant)
Pyrex glass
Polytetrafluoroethylene (TYR or equivalent)
Polyethylene (limited use)

B14.5.1.3 Lur•JcMU - Hydrocarbon lubricants react with oxidizers, and
therefore must be avuided. The following lubricants are resistant to strong
oxidizers and may be used:

Fluorocarbon oils, greases and waxes
Nordco seal-147 and DC 234S or equivalent
Polytetraf lunroethylene tape

B14.5.2 EquiMML

B14.5.2.1 Comn urs - Oxides of nitrogen are shipped in cylinders, tank
trucks and tank cars. They may be stored in cylinders and tanks (main storage
and mob~le). See Section B14.5.1.1 for the approved metals for container
construction.

The tanks should be of welded construction and should be coostructed according
to the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (Reference 15). Since oxides of
nitrogen do not present a corrosion hazard, the tank may be equipped with
bottom outlets for transfer and cleaning. The tanks should be equipped with
adequate pressure relief valves.

Storage tanks for service in mixed oxides of nitrogen require higher pressure
ratings than if used only for NTO. Storage tanks must be equipped with both
topfill lines and fw,,e-return (or vent) and pressure-balance lines. This
design is necessary to keep the system closed during transfer and filling
operations. The tanks should also be equipped with liquid-level gauges and,
if practical, a high- and low-level alarm system.
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The design and construct,.on of mobile tanks should, insofar as poasible,
comply with DOT regulations. This would avoid the use of low-pressure tanks
which may be satisfactory for stationary storage but too light for safe
handling in transit.

814.5.2.2 1 L. nd H•ae - Transferring nitrogen tetroxide and mixed oxides
of nitrogen by pump is preferred because it minimizes the possibility of
introducing moistur-e into the system. The pumps shell be constructed of an
approved material and may be of the centrifugel or rotary type. A ceal-less
pump of stainless steel construction is recommendedi as tht design includes no
exposed shafts. The pear type of rotary pump is widely used for seall volume
propellant service. This type of pump can use mechanical seals in place of
packing, and is quite reliable. The seal material should not contain carbon
or graphite. Hose* should be fabricated of polytetrofluoroethylene with
stainless steel braid and fittings. Flexible metal hoses of stainless steel
construction are also satisfactory. The hose mast be designed for the service
intended.

B14.5.2.3 Light& - Temporary portable extension cords with li~hts, used in
inspecting the interior of containers, should be of a type approved by the
Bureau of Mines.

Flash lights or storage battery lamps, where permitted for use, should be of
the safety type approved by the Bureau of Mines, or as accepted by the current
edition of the National Electrical Code (Reference 16).

B14.5.2.4 Piaes and Fitting& - The pipes and fittings should be of approved
construction material3 (Section B14.5.1.1) and should be tested for the design
working pressure. Whenever possible, piping and fittings shall be welded.
Threaded connections should be sealed with thread sealing compound of water
glass (disodium silicate) arid graphite and polytetrafluoroe-hylene tape.

B14.5.2.5 Gaskats - Gaskets and "0" rings may be fabricated from any of the
recommended non-metals listed in Section B14.5.1.2.

B14.5.2.6 nmurg GAaue - Stau.dard type.. of pressure gauges made of
compatible materials and cleaned for oxidizer service should be used with NTO
and MON. In order to minimize operator reading errors, all pressure gauges
used for a comon purpose should have identical scales.

B14.5.2.7 Valves - Leakage cannot be tolerated in valves selected for mixed
oxides of nitrogen service. Where full flow with minimum pressure drop is
required, ball valves may be used; however, seal design is critical. Needle
valves can be used for bleed, sampling, and purge systems.
Polytetrofluoroethylene chevron packing is recoamended for vlve stem seals.
Valve body, construction should be of stainless steel. Valve trim should be
polytetrafluoroethylene or polychlarotrifluoroethylane. Gate and butterfly
valves should be avoided for nitrogen tetroxide service due to particle
migration problems in a soft scaled valve of this type.

B14.5.2.8 Yiitijng. ynt=e and Pressure _Rlief - Venting and safety relief
equipment should be constructed of compatible materials as given in Section
B14.5.1, and provided as required.

B14.5.2.9 Groundng - All tanks should be properly grounded.
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PROPERTY ENGLISH UNITS SI UNITS

Boiling Point 70.10 F 204.2T K

Freezing Point I 1.80F 261.05 K

Density (Gas) 0.206 lb/ht I ' kg/ms

at 700F 294 K

(Liquid) 12.1 lb/gal 1.45 Mg/mr
at UF at 203 K

Specific Gravity (Vapor) 2.8 2.8
(relative to STP air)

(Liquid) 1.45 1.45
[Water - I at 203 K (68 0Ffl

Critical Density 4.65 lb/gal 0.550 Mg/M 3

C.ý'tcal Pressure 1464.5 psi& 10.1 MPg

Critical Temperature 3162OF 431.4 K

Vapor Pressure 5.1 pals 35 kPM
at 320F at 273.15 K

11.31 psi& 78 kPa
at 50OF at 298.15 K

56.26 psi& 338 kPa
at 1120F At 323.15 K

200 psia 2.0 MP%
at 212OF at 373.15 KC

Coefficient of Kinematic 0.287 centistokes 2.87 x 10-7 m2/3
Viscosiý,y at 680F at 298 K

Absolute 0.416 centipoises 4.16 x 10-4 Pa.'

at 68°F at 203 K

Autoignition Temperature Non flammable

Flash Point Non flammable

Flammability Limits Lower: Non flammable in air
Upper:

Figure B14-1 Physical Properties of N2 04 (NTO) (MW - 92.014 g mol)
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CHAPTER B15

B15.1 

FUMING NITRIC ACID

B15.1.1 Identification

The fuming nitric acids, FNA, as specified in Military Specification
MIL-P-7254 3eries (Reference 1), are identified by chemical composition
(percentage by weight) with the limits as listed in Table B15-1. Type IIIB is
also known as inhibited red fuming nitric acid (IRFNA). Type IV is high
density acid (HDA) or inhibited maximum density fuming nitric acid (IMDFNA).

B15.1.2 General Apearance and Common Uses

The nitric acids discussed in this chapter are fuming liquids which, depending
upon the amount of dissolved untrogen oxides, vary from colorless to reddish
brown. Fuming nitric acid (FNA) is a light orange to orange-red (Reference
2), clear, strongly fuming, very corrosive liquid which evolves toxic nitric
acid vapor and yellow-red vapors of nitrogen oxides. They are used as Rocket
Propellant oxidizers.

B15.1.3 Physical and Chemical Properties

Fuming nitric acids (EWA) consist of concentrated nitric acid containing added
nitrogen dioxide. The water content is Low, and hydrogen fluoride is added as
an inhibitor. Vapors from these acids have a characteristic pungent odor.

B15.1.3.1 5D1uhijtX - Nitric Acids are soluble in water in all
"proportions: there is an accoupanying evolution of heat and oxides of
nitrogen.

B15.1.3.2 Stability - Fuming nitric acids are unstable i.leasing nitrogen
dioxide, nitric oxide and mists of nitric acid to the atmosphere.

B15.1.3.3 ReactivitiE - The fuming nitric acids are highly corrosive
oxidizing agents and will vigorously attack most metals. They reach with may
organic materials, spontaneously causing fire. In rare instances, on gross
contact with certain materials (e.g., hydrazine) and when spontaneous ignition
is delayed because of degraded materials, an explosion may occur. The nitric
acids will react with sea water, releasing large quantities of toxic nitrogen
oxides. THese chemicals are hygroscopic.

B15.1.3.4 Environmental Fate - Nitrogen tetroxide is a highly toxic gas with
corrosive mist. Nitrous oxide is relatively unreactive and inert to the
halogens, alkali metals ane ozone at room temperature. In water, nitrogen
tetroxide reacts to produce nitric and nitrous acids.

N2 04 + H2 0 HN0 3 + HN02
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In the atmosphere, nitrogen dioxide is very rapidly photochemically decomposed

to nitrogen oxide and atomic oxygen. The typical half life for nitrogen
dioxide in sunlight is about 2 minutes. Atomic oxygen reacts with water to
form hydroxyl radicals xhich are significant in atmospheric reactions and in
the formation of photochemical smog. Nitrogen oxides are caught up in an
oxidation cycle in the atmosphere. Within this cycle nitric acid is formed,
which can be washed out and returned to the land in precipitation events.

B15.2 HZ&ARDS

B15.2.1 Health Haiards

B15.2.1.1 Toxicit - FNA, in contact with any surfaces of the body (skin,
mucous membranes, eyes) destroys tissue by direct action. It stains the skin
and tissue yellow or yellowish brown. Sustained contact, more than
instantaneous, will result in a chemical burn. FNA vapors are highly
irritating and toxic to the respiratory tract. Immediately after exposure to
dangerous concentrations, there may be coughing, increased respiratory, rate,
asthmatic-type breathing, nausea, vomiting, and marked fatigue. A fatal
pulmonary edema may develop.

B15.2.1.2 Exposure Limit&

B15.2.1.2.1 Threshold Limit Value-Time Weighted Average (TL&VMW (See
References 4, 5 and 6) - FNA contaminates the surrounding atmosphere with
nitric acid mists nitric oxide, the nitrogen dioxide for (its dimer nitrogen
tetroxide). Consequently, a threshold limit value for FNA has not been
established. However, the atmospheric threshold limit values for its more
toxic components are as follows:

Nitric acid mist 2 ppm (5 mg/m 3 )

Nitrogen dioxide 3 ppm (6 mg/m31
Nitric Oxide 25 ppm (30 mg/mi)

Table B15-1 Fuming Nitric Acids - Chemical Composition
(Percentage by Weight)

NITROGEN DIOXIDE I HYDROGEN
TYPE COMMON NAME WATER (NITRIC ACIDS SOLIDS AS FLUORIDE

(No 2 ) (H20) 1 (HNO3) -NITRATES INHIBITOR

IIIB Inhibited red fuming 13-15 1.5-2.5 81.6-84.8 0.04 max 0.7
nitric acid (IRFNA)

IV High Density Acid (HDA) 42-46 0.5 max 52.7-57.4 0.04 max 0.7
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The following IDLH values are:

Nitric acid mist 100 ppm (250 rg/.3)
Nitrogen dioxide 50 ppm (100 mg/n3 )

Nitric Oxide 100 ppm (120 mg/m 3 )

The short term exposure limit (TLV-STEL) is as follows:

Nitric acid mist 4 ppm (10 mg/m 3 )
Nitrogen dioxide 5 ppm (10 mg/m 3 )
Nitric Oxide 35 ppm (45 mg/m 3 )

B15.2.1.2.2 EAerency Exposure Limits (See Reference 7) - The following
recommended emergency exposure limits for nitrogen dioxide have been set:

10 minutes 30 ppm (54 mg/m 3 )
30 minutes 20 ppm (36 mg/m 3 )
60 minutes 10 ppm (18 mg/m 3 )

B15.2.1.3 Special Medical Information (See References 7 and 8) - Exposure to
dangerous atmospheric concentrations of the oxides of nitrogen may cause spasm
of the terminal bronchioles and disturbance of reflexes affecting
respiration. Circulatory collapse may ensue, or the symptoms may subside and
reappear several hours later with the onset of pulmonary edema. Complete rest
from the moment of exposure is essential even if the initial symptoms are not
particularly alarming. The individual should be hospitalized promptly.
Certain signs indicating that aevere lung damage has occurred may appear
within the first few hours. They are an increase in platelets in the venous
blood, often as great as 60 to 100 percept, a decrease in blood pressure, and
an increase in the hemoglobin content of the blood. Spasmodic cough and
dyspnea appearing several hours after the exposure are evidence of the
development of pulmonary edema. Bronchopneumonia may be a complication.

Oxygen therapy is indicated if there are signs of hypoxia or if respiratory
distress is present. The use of respiratory depressant drugs should be
avoided and the use of cardiac drugs should be limited to threatened heart
failure. Antibiotics may be indicated in combating complications such as
pneumonia.

If aio symptoms develop during a 24-hour observation period, the individual may
be allowed to resume his normal activity, but he should remain under periodic
medical surveillance for at least two weeks as a precautionary measure against
the development of complications.

Chronic exposure to low concentrations of the oxides of nitrogen may produce
wearing down and decay of the teeth, pulmonary emphysema, and chronic
inflammation of the respiratory passages, often with ulceration of the nose or
mouth.
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RNA in contact with the eye causes irreparable damage in a matter of seconds;
therefore, emphasis should be on immediate eye irrigation and other adequate
first aid or self aid measures. After that, the individual should be seen
promptly by the physician and eye irrigation should be continued utilising
sodium bicarbonate as a chemical antagonist. Subsequent treatment should be
determined by an ophthalmologist. It is difficult to tell soon after exposure
how great the risk has been. Despite their protestations, persons so exposed
should be kept under observation for at least 24 hours; those known to have
been seriously exposed should be removed to a hospital. Absolute rest is
essential. Patients should be kept warm but not overheated. The
administration of oxygen is often desirable.

B15.2.2 Fire and Combustion Product Hazards

Nitric acids by themselves will not burn. The fumes liberated by the acids
support combustion. The type of fire that may occur in the presence of nitric
acid is governed by the combustible material or fuel involved. Acid spills
may ignite materials such as wood or rope, and the fire will be typical of the
materials buning. Aniline and other hypergolic fuels quickly ignite on
contact with acid. Both hypergolic and nonhypergolic fuels, once ignited,
undergo flare burning in contact with thn acids. The intensity of this type
of fire depends upon the rate at which fuel and acid mix and, if large
quantities of fuel and acid are mixed rapidly, there may be a violent reaction.

B15.2.3 ExRlosion Hazards

Although nitric acid is stable to mechanical shock and impact, upon contact
with certain fuelg (such as aniline or furfuryl &lcohol) it will react
violently. Nitric acid will form explosive mixtures with nonhypergolic fuels
(such as hydrocarbons) and with hypergolic fuels if either the fuels or the
nitric acid are not diluted with an excess of water. In rare instances, as in
gross contact with certain materials (e.g., H2 ) and when spontaneous
ignition is delayed because of degraded materials, an explosion may occur.
High temperatures in confined spaces may cause containers or other equipment
to rupture from pressure build-up.

B15.2.4 Environmental Effects

Because of human health and other risks associated with nitrogen oxides, the
Federal Ambient Air Quality Standard on nitrogen dioxide is 0.05 ppm (0.1
mg/m 3 ). Other environmental effects are associated with the generation of
photochemical smog and acid rain. Nitric acid in surface and soil water
systems would react with metals to form calcium and magnesium nitrates. The
nitrate, are very common constituents of surface water systems. Nitrates in
drinking water supplies are limited because of health effects associated with
consumption of high concentration of nitrate, particularly for infants.

B15.3 RESEVE

B15.4 R&UMZV

B15.5 MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT COMPATIBILITY

B15.5.1
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B15.5.1.1 Metals - The following types of metals are approved for use with

fuming nitric acids:

Aluminum Stainless Steel

1060 347
1100 19-9 DL
3003 19-9 DX
3004 304 ELC
6061 321
5052 303
5154 316

Durimet 20

All other ferrous and nonferrous metals and their alloys are prohibited
because they react with fuming nitric acid, producing toxic oxides of nitrogen
as well as failures from corrosion. Titanium metal and alloys of which
titanium is a major constituent must be particularly avoided in FNA and IFNA
systems because of a possible fire hazard.

B15.5.1.2 DIjl-_dgaja - The following non-metals are approved for use:

a. Kel-F-81, Teflon TFE, Halon TFE or equivalent

b. Resin-X (concrete protective coating) Epoxy, type MIL-P-22808A

B15.5.1.3 Lubrgnta" - Three types of lubricants approved for use with
fuming nitric acids are as follows:

Sa. Nordcoseal-147-S

b. Fluorolube

c. Perfluorocarbons

BUS '.2 Equ~iwent

L15.5.2.1 ontainers - All storage tanks should be resistant to fuming
nitric acids. See Section B15.5.1.1 for the approved metals for container
construction. Tanks should be constructed according to the ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code (See Reference 11). The tanks should be equipped with
adequate pressure relief devices.

B15.5.2.2 Pump and Hose - Acid hoses should be made of flexible braided
stainless-steel wire with TFE or stainless-steel bellows inner liner.

B15.5.2.3 IghtA - Temporary portable extension cords with lights, used in
"J- -tir- interior of containers, should be of a type approved by the
)utreau o. Mines.

Flash lights or storage battery lamps, where permitted for use, should be of
the safety type approved by the Bureau of Mines, or as accepted by the current
edition of ti ; National Electrical Code (Reference 12).
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B15.5.2.4p•ad £s•JuiJ"jtj - Pipes and fittings should be of approved
construction materials (Section B15.5.1.1) and should be tested for design
working pressure.

B15.5.2.5 Qua~keUc - Gaskets and "0" rings may be fabricated frcom any of the
recommended non-metals in Section B15.5.1.2.

B15.5,2.6 Z•rAJU..._Qauz,• - Acid-storage facilities should be monitored with
pressure gauges of approved stainless-steel construction and cleaned for
oxidizer service. Tn order to minimize operator reading errors, all pressure
gauges used for a common purpose should have identical scales.

115.5.2.7 Yalyes - Valve body construction should be of stainless-steel.

B15.5.2.8 !tnKjsjfystem and Pressure Relief - All acid-storage tanks should
be provided with a venting system and with a vapor-pressure-relief valve of
adequate size, set a safe working pressure which will be determined by the
material and construction of the tank.

B15.5.2.9 Grouding - All tanks should be properly grounded (See Chapter 7,
Section B7.6.2.6.
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CHAPTER B16
IODINE

B16.1 PRQPSBTTRS (References 1, 2)

B16.1.1 Identifiction

The chemical formula for iodine is 12 and its molecular weight in 253.809 g
mol. Iodine, a halogen, occurs naturally in sea water and nitrate bearing
earth. Ultrapure iodine can be obtained from the reaction of potassium iodine
with copper sulfate.

B16.1.2 general Appearanca and Common Uses

Iodine is a violet-black, metallic lustrous solid, subliming at ordinary
temperatures into a blue-violet gas with an irritatiag odor.

Iodine is used in the synthesis of chemical intermediates for the
pharmaceutical, photographic and chemical industries. It is also used during
the manufacture of photoelectric cells, rectifiers and specialty lubricants.
It forms compounds with many elements but is leas active than other halogens
which displace it from iodides.

B16.1.3 Physic& and Chgaiel Prooertias

B16.1.3.1 Soluiity - Iodine is only slightly soluble in water, but
dissolves readily in chloroform, carbon t6trachloride, or carbondisulfide t3
form beautiful purple solutions.

B16.1.3.2 SabiitX - Iodine is stable.

BIE.1.3.3 Re-activyL - Iodine is not comb's~tible by itself, but can react
vigorously with reducing materials.

B16.1.3.4 Evironaet - Iodine is a solid that is slightly soluble in
water and sublimes at atmospheric pressure to a violet vapor. Aq a vapor
emission, iodine would absorb into atmospheric particulates and to a limited
extent into atmospheric moisture. In both cases, the iodine will eventually
be redeposited on land during precipitation. In surface water, iodine would
dissociate over time into the iodate form. Iodate forms complexes with metal
ions, particularly calcium and sodium.

B16.2 lAUR

B16.2.1 Health Hazards

B16.2.1.1 ToDiXJt.' - Iodine can enter the body by inhalation of the gas,
ingestion, and contact with the skin or eyes. The organs affected included
respiratory system, lungs, eyes, skin, central nervous system and the
cardiovascular system. Symptoms include eye or nose irritation, lacrimation,
headache, chest constriction, skin burns, cutaneous hypersensitivity, mouth
burning, vomiting, abdominal pain, diarrhea and akin rash (Reference 1). It
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may cause severe breathung difficulty after some delay. The crystalline
material or strong solutions may cause severe irritation and skin burns. It
is difficult to remove from the skin. An allergic skin rash may develop.
Ingestion of iodine or solutions may cause burning in the mouth, vomiting,
abdominal pain and diarrhea, and can be fatal. Chronic exposure to iodine may
cause insomnia, eye or nasal inflammation, bronchitis, tremor, rapid heart
beat, diarrhea, and weight loss. Some persons may develop skin sensitization.

When heated, it emits highly toxic fumes of iodine and iodine compounds.
However, serious exposures seldom occur in industry due to the solid materials
low volatility at room temperatures (Reference 3).

E16.2.1.2 JaW r-&-ldmita - The threshold limit value (TLV) for iodine is
O1l&Ipm (0 .1 mg/i) (Rferences 4, 5 anD 6). The IDLN value in 1.0 ppm (100

*g/ml). The IDLH value is "iumediately dangerous to life or health,"
meaning that it is the maximum level from which one could escape in 30 minutes
without escape-impairing symptoms or any irreversible health effects
(Reference 7).

B16.2.1.3 Threshold Limit Value-Time Weight Averagea (TLV-TWA)

0.1 pra (I mg/Mrn) (ceiling value)

B16.2.1.4 Special Medical Information - For first aid information, see
Appendix E16, CPIA 394.

B16.2.2 fIre and Combustion Product Hazards

Iodine is non-combustible, but can react vigorously with reducing 04torisls.

B16.2.3 Explosion Hazards

Contact with gaseous or aqueous ammonia forms a water-insoluble, very shock
sensitive explosive solid. Contact with acetylene, acetaldehyde, powdered
aluminum or other active metals may cause firea and explosions.

B16.2.4 Enviromnmental Effects

Iodine is fouid in nature in brines as iodide and as sodium and calcium
i.odates. Elor-ental iodine is a strong oxidizing agent and has been considered
as an alternative to chlorine as a disinfectant. In saturated solutions in
water iodine dissociates to form hypoiodous acid and hypoiodate. Hypoiodous
and hypoiodate acids are unstable, however, and rapidly react to form
complexes with soluble metals.

B16.3 RF.Uyr

B16.4 RASER

B16.5 M&U&jA&S. D EQUIPMENT CO-PATIBILITY (References 1, 2)
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B16.5.1 MatnrL±4a

Iodine is not combustible by itself, but can react vigorously with reducing
agents.

Contact of iodine with gaseous or aqueous ammonia forms a water-insoluble
solid that is very sensitive to shock when dry and will explode, causing
fires. Contact with acetylene, acetaldehyde, powdered aluminum, or other
active metals may cause fires and explosions (NIOSH).

B16.5.1.1 QatJnAM - Iodine should be stored in fixed or mobile containers
of approved design and construction, made with propirly selected material and
suitably sealed. Materiais that are compatible for chlorine are recommended
for use with iodine (See Chapter B17, Section B17.5.1.1).
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CHAPTER B17
CHLORINE

B17.1.1 Identification

The chemical formula for chlorine ic Cl 2 and its molecular weight is 70.906
g mol. It is available commercially in two grades of purity. Research grade
has a minimum purity of 99.965 mole percent. high purity grade has a minimum

99.5 mole percent.

B17.1.2 General Appearance and Comcn Uses

Liquid chlorine is a clear amber-colored liquid. Gaseots chlorine is
greenish-yellow. It has a disagreeable and suffocating odor with an
irritating effect on the nose and throat. Chlorine has many uses. Some cf
the most important are the following:

a. for water purification

b. sanitation of swimming pools, industrial waste and sewage

c. manufacture of chemicals

d. bleaching of pulp and textiles

e. oxidizing agent

B17.1.3 Physical and Chemical Properties

B17.1.3.1 Subilit - The solubility of chlorine in water at 293K (68*F) is
0.7 g/lO0 g.

B17.1.3.2 Stabili - Chlorine is not combustible but is a strong oxidizer.

B17.1.3.3 Reactivitx - Chlorine combines directly with nearly all elements.
It will attack some forms of pJastics, rubbers and coatings, and it reacts
with practically all metals. Contact with combustible substances (such as
gasoline and petroleum products, turpentine, alcohols, acotylene, hydrogen,
ammonia and sulfur) and finely divided metals may cause fires and explosions.

B17.1.3.4 Environmental Fate - A spill or leak of chlorine gas would rapidly
volatilize into the atmosphere. Chlorine is highly soluble in water,
therefore a gaseous emission of chlorine would be rapidly absorbed into

atmospheric moisture, and returned to land during precipitation events. In
water, chlorine dissociates to form hypochlorowis acid, and hypochlorite, as
follows:

C12 + H20 = HOC + H+ + Cl-
HOMl - H+ OC1-
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Chlorine is a strong oxidizer. In natural water systems the chlorine and its
forms rapidly react with a variety of organic and inorganic compounds. A
major reaction with chlorine is that with nitrogen forming chloramines.

B17.2 &ZAM

B17.2.1 Health azardA

B17.2.1.1 Ticity - "Chlorine is extremely irritating to the mucous
membranes of the eyes and respiratory tract. It combines with moisture to
liberate nascent oxygen and form hydrochloric acid. Both these substances, if
present in quantity, cause inflammation of the tissues with which they come in
contact. If the lung tissues are attacked, pulmonary edema may result. A
concentration of 3.5 ppm produces a detectable odor; 15 ppm causes immediate
irritation of the throat. Concentrations of 50 ppm are dangerous for even
short exposures. 1,000 ppm may be fatal, even where the exposure is brief"
(Reference 5).

"Because of its intensely irritating properties, severe industrial exposure
seldom occurs, as the workman is forced to leave before he can be seriously
affected. In cases where this is impossible, the initial irritation of the
eyes and mucous membranes of the nose and throat is followed by cough, a
feeling of suffocation, and later, pain and a feeling of constriction in the
chest. If exposure has been severe, pulmonary edema may follow, with rales
being heard over the chest" (Reference 5).

Although chlorine can usually be detected below the TLV, olfactory fatigum

develops, so that the odor may not provide adequate warning.

Liquid chlorine can cause eye and skin burns on contact.

When heated, chlorine will react with water or steam to produce toxic and
corrosive HCl gas (Reference 4).

B17.2.1.2 Exposure Limits - Chlorine has a ceiling threshold limit
value-time weighted average (TLV-TWA) or 3 mg/m 3 (I ppm). Its threshold
limit value-short term exposure limit (TVL-STEL) is given 9 mg/m 3 ý3 ppm)
(References 6, 7 and 8). NIOSH gives a value of 0.5 ppm (1.5 mi/m3 ) for a
15 minute exposure. The IDLH value is given as 25 ppm (79 mg/mi).

The IDLH value is "immediately dangerous to life or health", meaning that it
is the maximum level from which one could escape in 30 minutes without
escape-impairing symptoms or any irreveroible health effects.

B17.2.1.3 Special Medical Information - Chlorine can enter the body by
inhalation or contact with the skin or eyes. It can cause damage to the lungs
and respiratory system. Symptoms include burning of the eyes, nose, and
mouth, lacrimation, rhonorrhea, coughing, laryngitis, shortness of breath,
choking, wheezing, nausea, vomiting, dubsternal pain, headache, dizziness,
syncope, pulmonary edema, pneumonia, hypoxemia, and dermatitis. If it
penetrates into the lower airway, it may produce bronchitis. Eye exposure to
high concentrations may cause ulceration of the conjunctive and cornea and
destruction of all ocular tissues (References 3 and 9).
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B17.2.2 Fire and Combustion Product Hazards

Chlorine is non-flammnable, but it is a strong oxidizer and supports combustion
even in the absence of oxygen. It can react upon contact with turpentine,
ether, ammonia gas, illuminating gas, hydrocarbons, hydrogen, and powdered
metals to cause fires or explosions. It does not have hazardous decomposition
products (References 3, 5 and 9).

B17.2.3 Explosion Hazard

It reacts vigorously with active metals, and corrodes most others. It reacts
with organic compounds, and forms explosive mixtures with flammable gases or
vapors. Contact with combustible materials may create a fire or explosion
hazard (References 3, 5 and 9).

B17.2.4 Environmental Effects (Reference 10)

Chlorine is not a natural constituent of fresh and marine water systems. Both
free and combined chlorine residuals have biocidial properties. Chlorine is
toxic to aquatic life. Some fresh water species are killed at concentrations
as low as 0.006 mg/l of combined chlorine. Any accidental release of chlorine
gas could have serious effects on a surface water (Reference 11).

B17.3 RMAM

B17.4 RESEZBM

B17.5 MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT COMPATIBILITY

B17.5.1 Materials

Chlorine should be stored in compressed gas cylinders in accordance with 29
CFR 1910.101. Contact with combustible substances (such as gasoline and
petroleum products, turpentine, alcohols, acetylene, hydrogen, ammonia and
sulfur) and finely divided metals may cause fires and explosions (Reference
13). It is not combustible, but is a strong oxidizer. Reactivity with metals
increases with temperature. This may result in a cylinder bursting at
elevated temperatures.

B17.5.1.1 Metals - At normal or moderately elevated temperatures, gaseous or
liquid chlorine is noncorrosive to most metals. At high temperatures,
however, corrosion presents a serious problem. Metals recomaended for use
with chlorine include:

Steel
Cast Iron
Wrought Iron
Copper alloys (most)
Nickel alloys (most)
Certain stainless steels
Lead
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Wet chlorine does not attack:

High silica iron
Monel 0
Platinum

Silver
Tantalum

More detailed material information may be obtained from manufacturer
specifications.

B17.5.1.2 NgnzKaUg1& - It is difficult to predict the compatibility of
materials in all cases, since chlorine will attack some forms of plastics,
rubber and coatings. At low pressures, wet chlorine may be handled in
chemical stoneware.

B17.5,2 Equipmnt

B17.5,2.1 Containgra - All tanks should be stored in containers resistant to
chlorine. See Section B17.5.1.1 for the approved metals for container
construction.

B17.542.2 Pipes and Fittings - Extra heavy black iron or steel pipe is
recommended for dry liquid or gaseous chlorine.

0
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CHAPTER B18
B. NITROGEN TRIFLUORIDE

"- 1 18.1 QIRZ

The information in this chapter is applicable to gaseous and liquid nitrogen

trifluoride unless otherwise specified.

B18.1.1 Idification (References 1 and Z)

The propellant nitrogen trifluoride (NF 3 ) may be used as an oxidizer in
either gaseous or liquid form. Air Products and Chemicals Co. is the only
known commercial producer of NF 3 and a typical composition of their product
analysis is shown in Table B18-1. The military specification for nitrogen
trifluoride was given by the Air Force in its procurement of NH 3 during the
1977-78 fiscal year (See Table B18-2). The molecular weight of nitrogen
trifluoride is 71.00 g mol.

B18.1.2 General Appearance (Reference 2)

Pure nitrogen trifluoride is a colorless gas at room temperature and
atmospheric pressure. It condenses to a colorlesa liquid at 144.12 K
(-200.250F). It is nearly odorLess and its toxicity requires special
precautions to limit the extent of Inhalation.

B18.1.3 Chemical and Physical Propertsjj (References 2 and 3)

The chemical and physical properties of nitrogen trifluoride are given in
Figure B18-3.

B18.1.3.1 Solubity (Reference 2) - The solubility of gaseous nitrogen
trifluoride is ve.y low in liquids such as water and anhydrous hydrogen
fluoride. The liquid is completely miscible in all proportions with the
following liquids: Oxygen, ozone, fluorine, oxygen fluorides, nitrogen, argon
and carbon tetrafluoride.

B18.1.3.2 Stblity (Reference 4) - Nitrogen trifluoride is reasonably
stable to hydrolysis by pure water and dilute aqueous acid and base. It has
been quantitatively recovered from aqueous solutions after a week at 405K
(270*F). Oxidation, reduction or fluorination processes are relatively
difficult to achieve without a high energy activation sources such as a glow
discharge system or high temperature reaction conditions.

When stored in a properly prepared container of approved materials, gaseous
and liquid nitrogen trifluoride are stable indefinitely.
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Table B18-1 Composition of "Typical" Air Products
NF3 (l) (Reference 1)

COMP0ONENT %- O

NF3 99.34

4 0.27

CO + 02 0 .30

N20 0.038

N2  0.042

Co2  0.006

Active Fluorides as HF 0.0024

(1) Mean values based on analyses of nine cylinders

Table B18-2 Air Force Procurement Specification for
NF3 (Reference 2)

COMPONENT % Weight

NF3 (win.) 98

Total Impurities (max.) 2

N2 + 0 2 + CO (max.) 1

CF4 (max.) 1

N2 (max.) 0.2

CO2 (max.) 0.1

N2 F2 (max.) 0.1

Total Active Fluorides
as HF (max.) 0.1
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B18.i.3.3 1as.iity - Nitrogen triflhoride at high temperatures is a
powerful oxidising agent but is less reactive than fluorine. It is
thermodynamically stable and inert to most materials at low and moderate
temperatures. It is similar to oxygen in reactivity. At temperatures which
cause appreciable dissociation of its molecuzles, it takes on the reactive
character more akin to that of fluorine. Nitrogen trifluoride reacts readily
with alkali metals and barium, but even with these elements, gentle heating is
required to achieve extensive rapid reactions (Reference 5). Nitrogen
trifluoride is also capable of reacting with many inorganic compcounds if the
energy for activation is available. When any reaction with NF3 occurs, high
heats of reaction are comon, many sufficiently energetic to cause ignition.
Gaseous mixtures with carbon monoxide are stable at room temperature but Are
known to explode on warming. Diborane mixtures with NF3 detonate on,
condensing the gaseous phase.

B18.1.3.4 Environmental Fate -- Gaseous nitrogen trifluoride being heavier
than air will settle in the low-lying areau and can be washed down into the
soil where it will eventually be reacted or absorbed by plants. Background
concentrations of fluorides in soils are common from the weathering of natural
deposits of fluorospar (calcium fluoride) and fluorapatite. High
concentrations of fluoride (4 ppm) in drinking water have been associated with
water pumped from wells ranging from 304.8 to 609.6 m (1,000 to 2,500 ft) in
depth (Reference 6). Surface water concentrations of fluoride are usually
low, less than 1 ppm. See Section B18.2.4.

B18.2 HAZ=DS

B18.2.1 Health Hazards

a Nitrogen trifluoride is nearly odorless but is toxic. Gaseous nitrogen
trifluoride Is innocuous in skin contact. Direct contact with the liquid,
however, would cause a cryogenic burn.

B18.2.1.1 Toxicity (References 2 and 5) - Gaseous nitrogen trifluoride is a
minor irritant to the eyes and 'iucuous membranes. It is nearly odorless but
is toxic when inhaled. Tht ., a toxic effect is formation of
methemoglobinemia, a modifitd form of hemoglobin incapable of transporting
oxygen to the tissues. High levels of exposure my cause chemical cyanosis.
Severe exposure in animals is accompanied by respiratory distress and
collapse, however the recovery is complete in the survivors. In chronic
intoxication there are no outward symptoms but damage to the liver and kidneys
have been observed in rats. Direct contact with liquid nitrogen trifluoride
will cause a cryogenic burn.

Additional information on the mean lethal dosage of NF3 in animals can be

found in Pisacane and Baroody, 1976 (See Reference 5).

B18.2.1.2 Exoosure Limits

B18.2.1.2.1 Threahold k•lt TjAer !&._ MA1 (References 2, 5,
7, 8 and 9) - For NF 3 the TLV-TWA is 10 ppm (30 mg/mr) as established by
the American Conference of Covernmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH) ard the
correspovding permissible exposure limit (OSHA) is 20 ppm (38 mg/,n3 ). The
IDLH value is 2000 ppm (5.8 g/m 3 ).
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B18.2.1.2.2 Emergaeny Exoosur. Limits (ERL) (References 1, 4 and 10) - The
emergency exposure limit (EEL) defines the "single brief accidental exposures
without permanent toxic effects. These limits are not intended to replace
accepted safe practices and should be accompanied by appropriate medical
surveillance" (Reference 11). National Academy of Sciences, National Rosearch
Council (Reference 12) Comittee on Toxicology recomeends that the EEL for
nitrogen trifluoride be the following:

Lu min 2250 ppm (7.13 $/m3)
30 min 750 ppa (2.38 S/03)

60 min 375 ppm (1.19 g/m 3 )

318.2.1.3 Special Medical Information - Nitrogen trifluoride is a pulmonary
irritant and also produces kidney, liver and possible spleen injuries
following sublethal exposures. Upon removal from the contaminated atmosphere,
the methemoglobin formed in the blood as a result of exposure spontaneously
reverts back to hemoglobin. Oxygen therapy should be started at once by
trained personnel and preferable under the direction of a physician. This
therdpy should continue for periods up to 6 hours. Allow the patient to rest
under close supervision until all possibility of secondary complications can
be discounted. Be aware of possib1le anemia and impaired kidney functions and
seek competent medical follow-np.

B18.2.2 Fire and Combustion Product Hazards (Reference 2)

Nitrogen trifluoride is a powerful cxidiser and can react violently with
fuels, e.g., grease, oil, etc. The energy released from the combustic.n of
fuels with NF3 is much greater than with 02. Burning rates of
,F 3-hydrocarbon mixtures are much higher than foi the corresponding 02
mixtures, and the flammability ranges are broader. Like 02, NF3 can be
mixed with gaseous fuels at room temperatures without reacting. However,
exposing the mixtures to an ignition source such as a hot surface, a sp&rk or
flame can initiate a violent reaction. This violent reaction may be

characterized as a rapidly propagating flame front, an explosion, or even a
detonation depending upon the nature of the mixture and its composition,
temperature, pressure, and degree of confinement.

Static testing of engines using nitrogen trifluoride produces hydrogen
fluoride as the major exhaust product. Hydrogen fluoride is more toxic than
nitrogen trifluoride and currently acceptable TLV is 3 ppm as compared to 10
ppm for NF3 . T,,e EEL's (NAS/NRC 1968, Referetce 12) of the exhaust gas
product hydrogen fluoride are as follows:

10 min 20 ppm 18 mg/m3
30 min 10 ppm 9 mg/m 3

60 min 8 ppm 7 mg/m 3

Nitrogen trifluoride is unlike fluorine in that it is relatively insoluble in
water and does not react spontaneously with atmosphmric moisture. However. an
electric spark will ignite gaseous NF3 in atmospheric moisture caus!.ng
violent reaction (Reference 4).
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B18.2.3 Explosion Hazards (Reference 4)
Nitrogen trifluoride is not shock sensitive. It is less reactive than
fluorine and when dry, it will not detonate with a spark input. In a moirt

atmosphere and with a spark input, the following explosive reaction will
proceed:

a. H20 + 2/3 NF3 = 2 HF + 1/3 NO + 1/3 N02 + 33.9 kcal
(proceeds with brown flame at 572 K)

b. H20 + 2/3 NF3 - 2 HF + 1/2 02 + 1/3 N2 + 41.5 kcal
(thermodynamically favored in explosion)

Pressure rupture may occur when liquid nitrogen trifluoride is trapped in a
closed system and refrigeration is not maintained. Liquid nitrogen
trifluoride trapped between closed valves can cause violent rupture of the
valves and associated piping. Storage and transfer equipment designed for
supercritical pressures must take these considerations into account.

B18.2.4 Enyironmental ERfeetg

Nitrogen trifluoride gas because of its relative inertness compared to other
inorganic fluoride compounds will in time degrade and react with the soil and
plant life. Damages to the plant and animal life are practically nil because
of this degree of inertness and its relative insolubility in water (Reference
2). Its degradation products eventually form the nitrates and fluoride salts
in reactions with the soil (See Section B18.1.3.4).

B18.3 RESERVE

W B18.4 RESERVE

B18.5 MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT COMPATIBILITY (keference 15)

B18.5.1 Materials

The selection of materials suitable for nitrogen trifluoride systems must be
governed by two important factors:

a. The resistance of the materials to nitrogen trifluoride attack

b. The material's mechanical strength and characteristics at
cryogenic temperatures.
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BlR.5..ol Metals - Metals considered satisfactory for handling gaseous
nitrogen trifluoride at temperatures up to 344 K (160'F) are an !ollows:

nickel stainless steel
mild steel Monel-K
copper aluminum
inconel

NOTE

These and ither metals uay also be suitable for use at higher
temperatures and with specific operating conditions. For liquid
nitrogen trifluoride the following metals are recommended:

aluminum stainleso e'eel
nickel types 301, 304L,
copper 316, 321, 309C0b,
Monel-K 310, and 347

In low temperature service, stainless steel has been used succesafully.

B18.5.1.2 NonKj:jeti - 2olytetrafluoroethylene (Teflon, TF, KEL F-81, Halon
TFE, or equivalent) are acceptable for use at moderate pressurea and low flow
rates with nitrogen trifluoride. TFE tape has been used extensively as a
thread sealant for gaseous service.

Plastics acceptable for use with liquid nitrogen trifluoride under flow
conditions are:

Carbon CJPS
polytetrafluoroethylene
PFA Teflon KEL F-81CTFE

These materials are also compatible for liquid flow system.

Glass has been used successfully in low temperature service.

B18.5.1.3 Lubricants - Lubricants suitable for use with nitrcgen trifluoride
at high-velocity compressed gas flow at moderate temperature below 450 K
(3500F) are:

Fluorocarbon Oil (FC-75)
Petroleum Jelly (vaseline)
Light-weight Machine Oil (Walco '985)

B18.5.2 Equi.mnn
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B18.5.2.1 Con Mn - Liquid nitrogen trifluoride may be stored in either
fixed or mobile tanks of approved design and materials. Storage and shipping
containers designed for noncryogenic fluids should not be used for this
Sservice. To insure against material or fabrication defects, storage tanks
should be tested in accordance with the provisions of applicable ASNS, ASTh,
and/or DOT specifications for pressure vessels. Materials used for pressure
vessels containing liquid nitrogen trifluoride should be impact-tested in
accordance with ASSE Code (d), Paragraph UG-84, Section VIII (Reference 16).

Containeis for shipping, storing, and transferring liquid nitrogen trifluoride
should be fabricated in accn'dance with the physical and structural
requirements dictated by the service for which it is intended. Containers for
storing liquid nitrogen trifluoride may be constructed with three horizontal,
concentric containers forming an outer shell, an intermediate shell, and an
inner shell. As dictated by the user, the two inner shells should be
constructed by either Monel or stainless steel. The inner shell contains
liquid nitrogen trifluoride and the intermediate shell contains liquid
nitrogen. The outer shell forms a vacuum jacket and may cintain an insulating
matcrial of low thermal conductivity such as Santocel or Perlite.

The moet comnmon storage condition has involved the gas at ambient temperature
and pressures up to approximately 7 MPa (1000 psig). Steel cylinders used as
shipping containers also serve as ground storage vessels.

B18.5.2.2 Pumpd and Hoses - Pumps for high pressure gaseous nitrogen
trifluoride service should be designed, fabricated and installed in accordance
with pertinent standards and codes.

Hoses for gaseous nitrogen trifluoride should conform to military or
industrial specifications. Hoses may be fabricated of steel, copper. brass,
polyethylene or tygon.

Hoses for liquid service should be of proper design, engineered specifically
for this service. Copper and brass tubing has been employed successfully.

B18.5.2.3 Lights - Temporary, portable extension cords with lights, used in
inspecting the interior of containers, should be of a type approved by the
Bureau of Mines. Flash lights or storage battery lamps, where permitted for
use, should be of the safety types approved by the Bureau oi Mines. or0 a
accepted by the current edition of the National Electrical Code (Reference 17).

B18.5.2.4 Pipes and it-nga - Pipes and fittings for liquid nitrogen
trifluoride should be fabricated from nickel, Monel, stainless steel (301,
321, 316, 347), copper, or aluminum. Welded and welded-flanged connectiou.s
are recommended for all applications, especially for piping over 1 inch in
diameter. All welds should be made using inert gas shielding; welds should be
of butt type and should have full penetration. Usually, liquid nitrogen
trifluoride lines will be insulated to prevent excessive heat transfer to the
product. Metal tubing with compression AN type fitting of suitable material
is alsc recommended in sizes up to and including 12.7 mm (1/2 in) O.D.
Fittings should be used with soft copper or aluminum fittings rings and
conical seals to prevent leakage. Swage type fittings with two pieze
compression swaged locking arrangement have been found suitabl: ir. sizes up to
12.7 mm (1/2 in) for use with gaseous and liquid nitrogen trifluoride cycling
between temperature of the boiling point of the liquid and 300 K (80"f).
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A18.5.2.5 Gaskets - Gaskets made from any of the following materials are
recommended:

a. For gaseous service: aluminum, copper, lead, and
polytetrafluoroethylene (TFE) "0--ring" seals have been used in
high pressure gas service.

b. For liquid service: aluminum-2S, copper and nickel can be used.

B18.5.2.6 Eresure 9augrA - Liquid nitrogen trifluoride equipment should be
monitored through the uoe of approved pressure gauges as required. In order
to h-nimize operating reading errors, all pressure gauges used for a common
purpose should have identical scales.

8]8.5.2.7 YA~ve - Materials recommended for valve fabrication are stainless
steels, Monel, nickel or brass (zinc free). Forged type valves with metal
bellows or diaphrams have proved to be the most reliable in both gaseous and
liquid nitrogen trifluoride service and are used most often in such
inatallaticns. The type of valve employed varies with application. Monel,
teflon and stainless steel may be used for valve seats. They show excellent
resistance to high pressure and high velocity flow conditions. Valves must be
froe of lubricant, grease, dirt and organic material prior to installation.

Valves designed for liquid or high pressure gaseous nitrogen trifluaride
service, should allow for remote operating. Valve packing nay be Teflon,
copper braid with teflon or Kel-F. Valve plugs may be made using Monel.

B111.5.2.8 Ycnqing Systems and Pressure Relief - Large storage containers
should be insulated, vacuum-jacketed, nitrogen-cooled tanks. The
vacuum-insulated apace between the intermediate and outer shells should be
equipped with either a rupture-disk or a pressure-relief device. The storage
container itself should be of welded construction. The liquid nitrogen system
should be equipped with an adequate vent line, a pressure-relief valve, and it
should be equipped with some alarm or other menein to indicate pressure
build-up, but no automatic pressure-relief devices are to be installed on the
inner nitrogen trifluoride product tank itself.

B15.5.2.9 enting Systems ad P urs e Reief - Safety-relief devices should
be used with compressed nitrogen trifluoride gas.
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PROPERTY ENGLISH UNITS SI UNITS

Boiling Point -200.30F 144.1 K

Freexing Point -340.20F 66.35 K

Density (Gas) 0.389 lb/ft 6.235 kg/m 3

(Liquid) 26 lb/ft3  1.538 Mg/m 3

at -200OF at 144.1 K

Specific Gravity - Vapor 2.45 2.45
(relative to STP air)

Critical Density 35.1 Ib/ft3 562.3 kg/m 3

Critical Pressure 646.7 psia 4.46 MPa

Critical Temperature 38.2 0F 234 K

Vapor Pressure 14.7 psia 101 kPa
at 880°F at 744 K

Coefficient of Kinematic
Viscosity

Absolute 0.0175 micropoise 1.75 x 10-6 Pa-s
at 320F at 273.15 K

Autoignition Temperature N/A

Flash Point N/A

Flammability Limits Lower: N/A
Upper: N/A

Figure B18-1 Physical Properties of Nitrogen Trifluoride (MW = 71.00 g mol)
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CHAPTER B19
HYDROGEN PEROXIDE

B19.1 ERTIES

B19.1.1 I den ti•fictin

Propellant-grade hydrogen peroxide contains from 90 (Type I) to 98 (Type II)
percent hydrogen peroxide (H2 0 2 ), the remainder being water. hilitary
Specification NIL-P-16005 "Propellant Hydrogen Peroxide" covers this grade
(Reference 1). Hydrogen peroxide of reduced strength, 70 to 90 percent, is
covered in MIL-H-22868 "Hydrogen Peroxide E-Stabilized" (Reference 2). The
molecular weight of pure hydrogen peroxide is 34.01 g mol.

B19.1.2 General Appearance and Common Use

High strength hydrogen peroxide is a clear, colorless liquid, slightly more
viscous than water. Hydrogen peroxide is used as a rocket propellant oxidizer
and as a monpropellant, as gas generator.

B19.1.3 Physical and Chemical Properties (Reference 3)

The physical properties of hydrogen peroxide at 70 to 90 percent, and 98
percent composition by weight are given in Figures B19-1, B19-2, and B19-3.

B19.1.3.1 lai~jility - Hydrogen peroxide is miscible with water, and thus,
reactivity can be qtickly reduced by dilution with water. it is also miscible
with a large number of water-soluble organic liquids, such as alcohols,
glyccls, acetates, acids, and ketones. It is nearly insoluble in petroleum
ether, toluene, styrene, carbon tetrachloride, chloroform, kerosene, fuel oil,
and gasoline.

B19.1.3.2 Stability - Pure hydrogen peroxide stored in proper containers
decomposes at a very slow rate. In a 113.6 1 (30 gal) aluminum shipping drum
stored at about 294.3 K (70*F) less than 1 percent of the hydrogen peroxide
decomposes in a year; in large tanks, the loss is as low as 0.1 percent per
year. If stored in containers of unsuiucable material or if contaminated,
hydrogen peroxide can decompose very rapidly, releasing large amounts of heat
and gas which may rupture the container.

The decomposition rate of hydrogen peroxide increases with temperature,
approximately doubling for each temperature rise of 8.33 K (15*F). If the
heat that is released cannot be dissipated, it may cause runaway
decomposition. The effect of temperature on the rate at which hydrogen
peroxide decomposes is shown in Table B19-1.

When a hydrogen peroxide solution is chilled, it is supercooled far below its
true freezing point. As the solution freezes, a slush forms. Final
solidification takes place at 218 K (-67*F). Solutions of more than 65
percent hydrogen peroxide (H 2 0 2 ) contract on freezing and will not burst
containers.
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Table B19-1 Effect of Temperature on Decomposition of
Hydrogen Peroxide

TE24PERATURE APPROXIMATE DECOMPOSITION RATE
K (F) (at I atm pressure)

303 ( 85) 1% per year
339 (150) Less than 1% per week
373 (212) Less than 21 per day
414 (285) Rapid with boiling (resulting

in explosion if confined)

B19.1.3.2.1 Che*icalStabilizerA - Certain organic and inorganic compounds,
when added in small quantities to hydrogen peroxide, act as stabilizers. Some
protection against minor contamination (of the order of 1 or 2 parts per
million of contaminant) can be secured by the addition of stabilizers, but no
additive will entirely counteract rapid decomposition if there is groas
contamination. The use of excessive quantities of stabilizer should be
avoided.

B19.1.3.2.2 Rmergency Stabilization - The decomposition of hydrogen peroxide,
at an accelerating rate, as evidenced by increasing temperature and gas
evolution, may be brought under control by the following emergency
stabilization procedure: Add 453.6 g (1 lb) of 85 percent phosphoric acid
solutiou (in water) for each 378.5 1 (100 gal) of hydrogen peroxide solution.
Mixing is not necessary because natural turbulence will disperse the
stabilizer.

If decomposition is controlled by phosphoric acid, the stabilized hydrogen
peroxide solution may be stored in aluminum containers until consumed or
otherwise disposed of. This solution must not be used in applications
involving catalytic decomposition chambers, because the stabilizer will poison
the catalyst.

B19.1.3.3 Reactity - Hydrogen peroxide, a monpropellant and an active
oxidizing agent, is an energy-rich material which can decompose, yielding
water (steam), oxygen, and heat. It does not burn but vigorously supports
combustion because of the oxygen it liberates upon decomposition. Because of
its strong oxidizing nature, it can initiate the combustion of many organic
materials such as wood, cotton, and paper. High strength hydrogen peroxide
reacts under certain conditions with many organic compounds and may form
detonable mixtures. It is hypergolic with many fuels. It decomposes rapidly
on contact with many inorganic compounds, such as potassium permanganate and
iron oxide. When decomposed by catalysts, it generates heat rapidly. If
completely decomposed, solutions stronger than 67 percent hydrogen peroxide by
weight generate enough heat to raise the temperature of the solution to its
boiling point and to convert all the decomposition products into vapor.
Stronger solutions, therefore, produce superheated vapors whose temperature
depends upon the concentration of the peroxide and the characteristics of the
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confining equipment. Hydrogen peroxide does not concentrate as a result of

adiabatic decomposition. There is a possibility that contaminated hydrogen
peroxide will explode under normal operating conditions. Mixtures of hydrogen
peroxide and organic materials (sugar, strach, alcohols, petroleum products)
in sufficient concentration form cnmbinations that are sensitive, and can
explode from shock or application of heat. In many cases such oxidizable
materials show no evidence of reaction on mixing with hydrogen peroxide. The
mixture may not appear dangerous, but the hazard is still present.

The contamination of hydrogen peroxide changes it decomposition rate. If it
13 contaminated with small quantities of active decomposition promoting
catalysts or with larger quantities of less active catalysts, runaway
decomposition may follow, possibly rupturing the container. Alkaline
contamination promotes active decomposition. Most of the heavy metals are
active decomposition catalysts. Decomposition also can be initiated by dirt,
cigarette ashes, rust, etc.

B19.1.3.4 Environmental Fate - Hydrogen peroxide is a strong oxidizing agent
and will react with many different compounds, including organics, nitrogen and
sulfur compounds and metals. Hydrogen peroxide oxidizes a number of
functional groups of organic material in surface waters. Further oxidation of
short chain hydrocarbons to carbon dioxide and water is possible. The major
transportation mode of hydrogen peroxide in the environment would be by water,
although in water, in the presence of impurities, it quickly decomposes into
non-toxic residuals.

B19.2 HAZARDS

B19.2.1 gealth HazardA

B19.2.1.1 Txicit - Contact with hydrogan peroxide liquid, mist, or vapor,
can cause irritation, prolonged skin contact causes bleaching and burns. The
eyes must be promptly flushed with water after contact or severe delayed
damage can occur. inhaling the vapor can cause respiratory tract irritation.

B19.2.1.2 Exposure Limits

B19.2.1.2.1 T d - e Weighted Average (TLV-TWA) (References
4, 5 and 6) - The TLV-TWA for hydrogen peroxide is given by the ACGIH as 1 ppm
(1.5 mg/m 3 ) in air. The Threshold Limit Value-Short Term Exposure Limit
(TLV-STEL) is 20 ppm (3 mg/m 3 ). The IDLH is 75 ppm (113 mg/m 3 ).

B19.2.2 Fire and Combustion Product Hazards

Hydrogen peroxide is not flannmable by itself but it is a powerful oxidizing
agent. It may react with flammable materials and generate enough heat to
cause ignition. It actively supports combustion resulting in a "flare" fire
that may terminate in an explosion. Liquid spillage of hydrogen peroxide on

ordinary clothing or shoes (particularly in the presence of dirt or grease)
can cause a fire.
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B19.2.3 Exolosion Hazards

An explosion hazard exists whenever hydrogen peroxide is contaminatad,
especially when it is raixed with fuels or organic solvents. Small amounts of
materials containing catalysts (silver, lead, copper, chromium, mercury, and
iron oxide rust) cause immediate decomposition. If hydrogen peroxide is
stored in a container made of improper materials, or if it is accidentally
contaminated with rust or another catalyst, it decomposes rapidly, releasing
large amounts of heat and gas. Contaminated hydrogen peroxide can decompose
so rapidly that a vented container may rupture. This situation is generally
preceded by a progressive rise in temperature.

At atmospheric pressure, vapor concentrations of hydrogen peroxide above 26
percent by volume (40 percent by weight) become explosive and can be ignited
by a spark in a temperature range below the boiling point of the liquie. The
explosive region of the vapor occurs above a liquid concentration of 74
percent of greater.

If confined, liquid hydrogen peroxide may propagate an explosion. Accidental
mixing of liquid hydrogen peroxide and liquid fuel will result in an explosion
unless diluted with water to lesa than 30 to 35 percent concentration.

B19.2.4 Environmental Effects

A large spill of hydrogen peroxide would hove serious consequences in a
surface water environment, as large concentrations would Lend to have
biocidial properties. Small spills would oxidize organics, precipitate metals
and so on. Generally, the hydrogen peroxide would dissipate in water into
harmless by-products.

B19.3 RESERVE

B19.4 REEEDV

B19.5 MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT COMPATIBILITY

Hydrogen peroxide decomposes slowly at ordinary temperatures and builds up
pressure if the container is closed. The rate of decomposition doubles for
each 10 K (18"F) rise in temperature and becomes self-sustaining at 413.7 K
(285'F). Hydrogen peroxide in concentrations up to about 90 percent does not
readily detonate. Higher concentrations or elevated temperatures may
facilitate detonation (Reference 7).

Contact with most organic or readily oxidizable materials and combustibles
causes fires and explopions. Contact with iron, copper, brass, bronze,
chromium, zinc, lead, manganese, silver, and other catalytic metals (or their
salts) causes rapid decomposition with evolution of oxygen gaa and heat which
may increase container pressure. It should be noted that if yellow or red
phosphorous is incompletely immersed while undergoing oxidation in hydrogen
peroxide solutions, heating at the air-solution interface can ignite the
phosphorous and lead to a violent reaction.
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Hydrogen peroxide must be stored in drums or tanks which are manufactured from
properly selected materials and are of approved design and construction.
Storage, transfer, and test areas must be kept neat and clean and absolutely
free from combustibles. All leaks and spills must be flushed away at once
with large amounts of water. These areas must be inspected frequently; safety
regulations must be strictly enforced.

B19.5.1 IateriAl.

In selecting materials for fabricating equipment, the effect the hydrogen
peroxide will have on the material is of much less importance than the effect
of the material on the hydrogen peroxide. As a general rule, the only
materials for construction or for surface treatments that should be used are
those which have been found to be compatible. !Wphasis should be placed on
compatibility testing under actual conditions of use and hydrogen peroxide
concentration. The following tables give the relative compatibility of
various materiais with 90 percent concentration. The tables are not complete,
but are specific in order to point out gross differences in compatibility due
to slight changes in material. In the tables, materials for service with
hydrogen peroxide are grouped in four general classes according to their
corpatibility and use, as follows:

a. Class 1 - These materials show no effect upon the hydrogen
peroxide and the material itself is not affocted.

Uses - Bulk storage tanL's, rail and truck tanks, and shipping
drums.

b. Class 2 - Materials that have a minor effect, such as increasing
the decomposition rate of the hydrogen peroxide or staining of the
material. Typical of these materials are the 300-series stainless
steel alloys. Contact time allowed for such materials is
determined by material finish: the smoother the finish, the
better the compatibility. A contact exposure guide is 4 hours at
294.8 K (160*F) and 1 week to 4 weeks at 294.3-295.4 K (70-72*Y).
Longer contact periods are allowable when specially stabilized
hydrogen peroxide is being used.

Uses - Typical examples are rocket engine chambers, high pressure
test tanks, high pressure feed lines, solenoid valves, and other
components.

c. Class 3 - Materials that upon direct contact, initiate a strong
reaction, or decomposition effect upon the hydrogen peroxide or
vice versa. Maximum contact time should be 1 minute at 344.3 K
(160*F) or 1 hour at 294.3 K (70*F) prior to immediate use.

Uses - Rocket engine chambers and gas generator and thrust motor
housings.

d. Class 4 - Materials such as copper, lead, 400-series stainless
steel, and other alloys, plastics, and lubricants should never be
used in hydrogen peroxide systems because of the violence of the
effect they produce.
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B19.5.1.1 Metals - Tables B19-2, B19-3, and B19-4 list the relative
compatibility of pure metals (alloys with controlled impurities), aluminum
alloys, and stainless steel alloys with concentrated hydrogen peroxide.

Table B19-2 Compatibility of Pure Table B19-3 Compatibility of Pure
Metals with H2 02 (90 Wt %) Aluminum Alloys with H2 0 2 (90 Wt 1)

MATERIAL CLASS MATERIAL CIASS.

Aluqminum 1 1060 1
Beryllium 4 1100 2
Cadmium 4 1260 1
Chromium 4 2017 chromic acid anodized 4
Copper 4 2017 sulfuric acid anodized 3
Iron 4 2024 chronic acid anodized 4
Lead 4 2024 sulfuric acid anodized 3
Magnesium 4 3003 2
Mercury 4 4043 2
Molybdenum 4 5052 2
Nickel 4 5054 2
Platinum 4 5056 2
Silver 4 5254 1
Tantalum 1 5652 1
Tin 2 6061 2
Titanium 4 6063 2
Tungsten 4 40E 3
Zinc 4 43 2
Z!rconium 1 214B 2

218 4
355F 4
B356 1

Table B19-4 Compatibility of
Stainless Steel Alloys with
H2 02 (90 Wt %)

MATERIAL CLASS

302 2
304 2
310 2
316 2
316 porous 4
329 3
347 2
AM355 3
410 4
416 4
420 4
440 4
440C 3

17-7PH, 37-45Rc 2
Durimet 20 3
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B19.5.1.2 Non-ejtAJUA - Table B19-5 lists the relative compatibility of
selected plastic materials with concentrated hydrogen peroxide.

Table B19-5 Competibility of
Plastic with H2 02 (90 Wt %)

MATERIAL CLASS

Aclar 1
Acrylon rubber BA-12 4
Bisolin No. 50 2
Buns N 4
Fluorel 2141 3
Fluorosilicone LS-53 2
GE 12601 4
GE 12650 2
Geon 404 (yellow) 3
Halgene 2
Hypalon S-2 4
Kel-F 1
Kel-F800 1
Kel-F820 2
50% Kel-F 5500/50% KeI.F 800 1
Koroseal 116, or equivalent 3
Koroseal 700, or equivalent 2
Mylar A 1
Nylon 4
Phenol-formaldehyde 4
Plexiglas 4
Polethylene 2
Polystyrene 2
Saran 2
Silastic 152 3
Silastic 9711 2
Silicone 407-B-217-1 3
Silicone Y-1749 2
Polytetrafluoroethylene, TFE 1
Tygon 360A 2
Vicone 2
Vinyl 29139 2
Vinylite VU1940 3
Viton A (271-7) (770545) 2
Viton A (V271-7) 4
Viton B 805 3

B19.5.1.3 Lij - Table B19-6 shows the relative compatibility of
various lubricauts with concentrated hydrogen peroxide.
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Table B19-6 Compatibility of Lubricants

with S202 (90 Wt %)

LTUIAL

Arochlo 1221 4
Bardahl 4
Ceresin Wax 4
Fluorolube FS 2
Fluorolube Heavy Grease 1021-4 2
Halocarbon Light Oil 11-14 2
Halocarbon Medium Oil 11-21 2
Kel-F Alkane 2
Kel-F Light Oil No. 1 2
Kel-F No. 90 Grease 2
Mineral oil 4
Lubriseal 4
Petrolatum 4
Silicone Oil DC-7 4
Tributyl Phosphate 4

B19.5.1.4 Miscellaneous Materials - Table B19-7 shows the compatibility of
various ceramic materials with concentrated hydrogen peroxide.

Table B19-7 Compatibility of Miscellaneous
Materials with H202 (90 Wt 1)

MATERIAL

Al-Si-Nag Porcelain 2
Aluminum silicate 2
Alundum La 11.6 2
Boron Nitride 4
Carbaloy 4
Ceramic AB-2 2
Ceramic AL--200 2
Graphite 4
Karbate 4
KT Silicon Carbide 2
Norbide 2
Pyroceram 1
Synthetic sapphire (polished) 1
Zirconium silicate 2

B19.5.2 Equipmnt

B19.5.2.1 Continet - Local. requirements shall determine the size and
number of storage containers.
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The horizontal-type atmospheric-pressure tanks for hydrogen peroxide storage
are normally used, but other well designed and well built types of tanks are
also suitable (Reference 13). Care should be taken during fabrication to
prevent occulsions of iron and other impurities which may cause catalytic
decomposition of the stored hydrogen peroxide.

B19.5.2.2 Em paHosa - Pumps manufactured from wrought or forged
300-series stainless steel (304, 316, 321. and 347), or aluminum alloys B356,
356, or 43 should be used for pumping hydrogen peroxide. Cast stainless steel
should be avoided because it is subject to chromium leaching, which seriously
contaminates the propellant and hastens decomposition. Self-priming pumps
should be used for transferring hydrogen peroxide from tank cars or other
tanks with top outlets. Stainless steel mechanical seals with glass-filled
PTFE plastic and ceramic faces are recommended. Where used, packing should be
lubricated with a fluorinated hydrocarbon. Pump packing should contain no
unsuitable materials. (See Tables B19-3 through B19-5 for compatible
materials.)

Hoses, if used, should be constructed of approved Class 1 or 2 materials
listed in Section B19.5.1.

B19.5.2.3 Lights - Temporary portable extension cords with lights, used In
inspecting the interior of containers, should be of a type approved by the
Bureau of Mines.

Flash lights or storage battery lamps, where permitted for use, should be of
the safety type approved by the Bureau of Hines, or as accepted by the current
edition of the National Electrical Code (Reference 14).

__ B19.5.2.4 Pipe. and Fittings - The most compatible piping in hydrogen
peroxide service is 1060 aluminum, and this is recommended, particularly if
the liquid remains in static contact with it. Where greater strength is
required, other than Class 1 or Class 2, aluminums may be used if the
classification permits. Piping of 300-series stainless steel may also be used
in certain applications. Tubing and fittings of 300-series stainless steel
are used almost exclusively for test systems. Welded and flanged construction
is recommended. Threaded fittings and connections should be avoided, but if
they must be used, the male threads should be wrapped with
polytetrafluoroethylene tape except for the first three threads. Hydrogen
perontide piping should be clearly identified and tested at one and one half
times working pressure (References 13 and 15).

B19.5.2.5 Gaskets - Gaskets may be made of any of the following materials:
silicv•, rubbers such as DC 9711, polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE),
polytrifluorochloroethylene, and a combination of stainless steel and
polytetrafluoroethylene plastic (Flexitallic) the last generally being used in
pressure systems. Whenever possible, contact between dissimilar metals should
be avoided to prevent electrolytic action.

B19.5.2.6 Preue- au - Gauges should be approved oxygen-clean types
with a stainless steel bourdon tube. A "gas-leg" or a diaphragm protector is
recommended to prevent direct exposure of gauges to propellant grade hydrogen
peroxide. In order to minimize operator reading errors, all pressure gauges
used for a common purpose should have identical scales. Blowout protected
gauges should be specified.
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319.5.2.7 Valves - Valves should be designed so that hydrogen peroxide is
not trapped in any part of the valve. Self-venting ball valves are
recommended. Gate end plug valves may be used b't must be mk)dified to inbhre
venting. Globe valves are approved for uce with hydrogen peroxide, as well as
Y-type valves. A MTE plastic must be used to prevent metal--to-eetal ccn'Uact

of plug and seat. Materials approved for gaskets may be vsed as a valve
packing.

019.5.2.8 Venting Systems ad Pressure Relief - Safety-relief devices for
tanks are discussed in Section B19.b, CPIA 394. All storage taks u ust be
vented and the vent should be located so as to adequately protect personnel
and equipment. A vent filter is required to prevent dirt from enLmring the
tAnk.

819.5.2.9 Grounding - All tanks should be properly grounded.
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PROPERTY ENGLISH UNITS SI UNITS

Boiling Point 257.0F 308.55 K

Freezing Point -40.58F 232.9 K

Density (Gas)

(Liquid) 10.8 lb/gal 1.29 Mg/ma
at S8F at 203 K

Specific Gravity - Vapor
(relative to STP air)

Critical Density

Critica! Pressure

Critical Temperature

Vapor Pressure 0.11 psia 0.75 kPa
at 6S0F at 203 K

0.37 psia 2.55 kPa
at 104 0F at 313 K

1.05 psia 7.24 kPa
at 140OF at 333 K

2.62 psia 18.07 kPa
at 1760F at 353 K

Coefficient of Kinematic 0.95 centistokes 0.5 x 10-7 m2/s
Viscosity at 680F at 293 K

Absolute 1.23 centipoises 1.23 x 10-3 Pas

at 68OF at 293 K

Explosive Range

Autoignition Temperature

Flash Point

Flammability Limit Lower: 26 volume %hydrogen peroxide in air
Upper: 100 volume %hydrogen peroxide in air

Figure B19-1 Physical Properties of Hydrogen Peroxide 70% Wt
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PROPERTY ENGLISH UNITS SI UNITS

Boiling Point 286.10F 414.3 K

Freezing P, int 1I.30 261.65 a5

Density (Ga.)

(Liquid) 11.6 lb/gal 1.30O Mg/m 3

aaSt F at 203 K

Specific Gravity - Vapor
(relative to STP air)

Critical Density

Critical Pressure

Critical Temperature

Vapor Preaure 0.0 psa 0.346 kPM

at Q' a2113K

0.170aii 1.17 kPa
"a 104F at 1i3 K

0.32 psi 3.5 kPa
at 14O*F at 313 K

1.38 psi& $.6 kPa
as 176F at 353 K

Coefficient of Kinematic 0.005 cmntistokm 0.05 z 10-? mo/s
Viscosity at .P at 203 K

Absolute 1.26 centipol.s 1.26 x IO Pa.$
at 6F at 2093 K

Explosive Range 26 - 100%by vo!ume in air

Autoignition Temperature

Flash Point

Flammability Limit Lower: 26 volume %hydiogen peroxide in air
Upper: 100 volume %hydrogen peroxide in sir

Figure B19-2 Physical Properties of Hydrogen Peroxide 90% Wt Type I
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PROPERTY ENGLISH UNITS SI UNITS

Boiling Point 302.4 0F 423.4 K

Freezing Point 31.2 0F 272.7 K

Density (Gas)

(Liquid) 12.1 lb/gal 1.448 Mg/rna
at 68°F at 293 X

Specific (Gravity - Vapor

(relative to STP air)

Critical Density

Critical Pressure 3130 psia 21.58 MPa

Critical Temperatuve 855F 730.4 K

Vapor Pressure 0.03 psia 0.207 tPa
at 680F at 2g3 K

0.10 psia 0.69 kPa
at. 1040F at 313 K

0.33 psia 2.28 kPa
at 140OF at 333 K

0.93 psia 6.41 kPa
at 176 0F at 353 K

Coefficient of Kinematic 1.863 centistokes 8.63 x l0-7 m2 /s
Viscosity at 68OF at 293 K

Absolute 1.25 centipoiscs 1.25 x 10-3 Pa's
at 68°F at 213 K

Explosive Range 25%- 100%by volume in air

Autoignition Temperature

Flash Point

Flammability Limit Lower: 26 voiume %hydrogen peroxide in air
Upper: 100 volume %hydrogen peroxide in air

Figure B19-3 Physical Properties of Hydrogen Peroxide 98't Wt Type II
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CHAPTER B20
NITROGEN

120.1 PROPERTIES

B20.1.1 Identification

Liquid and gaseous nitrogen (N2 ) are used in their elemental forms.
Nitrogen has a minimum purity of 99.5 percent, oxygen being the major
impurity. The applicable specifications are in the MIL-P-27401B and
MIL-V-2/1IB (Referencec 1 and 2). The molecular weight of nitrogen is 28.014
g mol.

B20.1.2 General Appearance and Common Uses

High purity liquid nitrogen is a colorless transparent liquid, slightly
lighter than water. Because of its low boiling point, it is usually boiling
vigorously. Uninsulated containers are generally frosted on the outside.
Gaseous nitrogen is colorless, odorless and tasteless. Gaseous nitrogen is
used as an inert atmosphere ia various process controls. Liquid nitrogen is
used as an Inert cooling agent.

B20.1.2 Pysical and Chemical Propertila

Refer to Figure B20-1 for the physical properties of liquid and gaseous
nitrogen.

B20.1.3.1 Solubility - Most common solvents are solid at liquid nitrogen
temperatures. Liquid nitrogen is miscible with liquid oxygen and liqu~d
fluorine at all temperatures. Gaseous nitrogen is only slightly soluble in
water.

B20.1.3.2 _tahbility - Liquid and gaseous nitrogen are stable to shock, heat
and electrical spark. At ordinary temperatures in properly designed
containers, the evaporation rate of liquid nitrogen is approximately as
follows:

Tank Volume Loss in 24 Hours
(Gallons) (Percentage)

50 (0.189 m3 ) 3.0
150 (0.568 m3) 2.1
500 (1.89 m3 ) 1.0

2000 (7.57 m3 ) 0.5

B20.1.3.3 Ractvij - Nitrogen in either gaseous or liquid form is inert.
It is noncorrosive and will undergo chemical reactions only at very high
temperatures. It is nonflammable and does not prevent a fire hazard.

B20.1.3.4 Environmental Fate - Nitrogen becomes part of the atmosphere.

0B
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B20.2 HA&ZhDfi

B20.2.1 Health Hazard.

B20.2.1.1 Txicit - Nitrogen is nontoxic at atmospheric pressure. Under
increased pressure it has been reported to cause "nitrogen narcosis" and to be
involved in the formation of gas bubbles causing "bends" when decompression is
inadequate.

Nitrogen leaks in confined areas pose a threat to personnel because it is an
odorless, tastelees, asphyxiant. The victim is not aware that his oxygen
supply is insufficient to sustain life. Entry into a suspected enriched
nitrogen atmosphere is not permitted without positive pressure self-contained
breathing apparatus until an oxygen analysis shows at least 16-17 percent by
volume oxygen.

Frostbite can result from liquid nitrogen contacts with the skin.

B20.2.1.2 Exposure Limits

B20.2.1.2.1 Threcholtd LmitValues-Time Weighted Average (TLA-_4&1 - None
established. With respect to oxygen displacement, (Oxygen at 16-17 percent by
volume at 760 mm Hg. total pressure is the generally accepted minimum for a
work environment).

B20.2.1.3 $ecial Medical Ink.rmation - For first aid information, see CPIA

394, Appendix E20.

B20.2.2 Fire and Combustion Product Hazards

Gaseous and (pure) liquid nitrogen present no fire hazard. However, it is
critical to avoid contamination with combustible materials or oxidizers if the
nitrogen is to be used for pressurizing propellant systems. In emergency
situations, liquid nitrogen may be used as a fire-extinguishing a-ent, since
it acts to exclude a!r or oxygen by forming an inert gas blanket.

B20.2.3 Explosion Hazards

Gaseous nitrogen will not explode and may even be used to dilute an explosive
atmosphere to below the lower explosive limit. If exposed to external
heating, cylinders containing gaseous nitrogen may pressure rupture.
Therefore, DOT specification cylinders are fitted with safety devices.

Pure liquid nitrogen presents no explosion hazard. Undetected contamination
with combustibles or oxygen could result in a serious explosion if the
nitroger. is introduced into a closed system containing substances with which
the contaminants react. In transfer operations, liquid nitrogen should not be
exposed to air, because oxygen from the atmosphere will condense in the liquid
nitrogen.

Pressure rupture may occur wheit liquid nitrogen is trapped in a closed system
and refrigeration is not maintained. Nitrogen cannot be kept as a liquid if
its temperature rises above 126.2 K (-232.6*F), regardless of confining
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pressure. Liquid nitrogen trapped between valves can cause the pipe or tube
to rupture violently. Loss )f refrigeration can cause a storage tank to
rupture if the pressure is not relieved by suitable devices.

B20.2.4 Environmeal Effects

None.

B20.3 RESERVED

B20.4 RESERVED

B20.5 MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT COMPATIBILITY

When handling or storing liquid nitrogen, two important factors must be taken
into account: (a) Liquid nitrogen is extremely cold, and (b) it is an
asphyxiant. It must, therefore, be stored in fixicd or mobile containers of
approved design, materials and construction and suitably housed.

The installation requirements for pressurized-gas systems are very stringent.
Particularly important are the selection of materials and equipment, the use
of adequate fabrication procedures and proper maintenance. Personnel assigned
to operate these systems must be qualified and familiar with the equipment and
proper operating procedures.

B20.5.1Maeil

When subjected to the temperature extremes of liquid nitrogen service, many
materials undergo a marked physical change. The extent of the change for a
given material should be known before it is specified for low temperatire
use. Metals used with nitrogen should be able to withstand impact shock at
low temperatures, as well as the stresses produced by the extremely low
temperature of liquid nitrogen. Their selection will be based primarily on
the intended uses, since neither corrosivity nor reactivity are factors for
consideration.

The prime consideration in selecting materials to be used with high-pressure
gases is their strength. Reactivity or coirosivity are not problems with
propellant grades of nitrogen, but are considerations in the maintenance of
purity and cleanliness for the end use of the nitrogen.

B20.5.1.1 Meta - Ordinary carbon steels and most ferritic and martensitic
alloy steels are unsuitable for liquid nitrogen service because they lack
ductility at low temperatures below 244 K (-200F). The following metals are
satisfactory for this service:

AusteniLic chrome- nickel steel (9%)
nickel steels copper-silicon alloys

stainless steel, 18-8 Monel
series aluminum

copper shredded lea'
brass titanium
bronze
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These metals and carbon steels may be used with gaseous nitrogen near ambient

temperatures.

B20.5.1.2 Nn-Metals - Non-metal materials for liquid nitrogen service must
also be selected to withstand low temperatures. The following nonmetals are
&7ttable for this service and may be used singly or in any combination:

a. Tetrafluoroethylene (TFE Teflon, TFE Halon, or equivalent)

b. Polychlorotrifluoroethylene (Kel-F, Halon CTF, or equivalent)

c. Selected types of graphite

The following non-metals are suitabte for use with gaseous nitrogen:

synthetic and natural rubbers
Teflon
Kel-F
DC-55
Fluorolube (LG-160)

B20.5.1.3 LubxicantA - Materials used in handling nitrogen must be free of
grease, oil and other combustible materials. Use special lubricants, such as
the fluorolubes or perfluorocarbons, unless aluminum is present.

B20.5.2 Equipmnt

B20.5.2.1 onjjt - Liquid nitrogen may be stored in stationary or mobile
tanks of approved materials and construction. Gaseous nitrogen may be stored
and shipped in cylinders conforming to DOT specifications. Storage tanks and
cylinders should be tested as required by applicable provisions of the ASME
Unfired Pressure Vessel Code (Reference 3) or DOT specification to ensure
against defects in material or fabrication. Materials used for pressure
vessels used at temperatures lower than 244 K (-?0F) should be impact-tested
in accordance with Paragraph UG-84, Section VITI, of Reference 3.

Containers for shipping, storing and transferring liquid nitrogen may be
fabricated in accordance with any standard which meets the structural
requirements for that container. Vacuum-insulated tanks should be used for
stozage. The insulated area between the inner and outer shells should be
maintained under vacuum and should have a pressure-relief device or a rupture
disc. The storage tank iLself should be of welded construction. It should be
equipped with a rupture disc and a pressure-relief valve that has an adequate
vent line. The vents should discharge to the atmosphere. Bottom outlets are
recommended for storage tanks, as they materially simplify the transfer-system
design and the seiection of pumping equipment.

Storage containers for nitrogen gas should comply with one of the following:

a. Designtd, constructed, and tested in accordance with appropriate
requirements of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Coae, Section
VIII, Unfired Pressure Vessels (Reference 3).

b. Designed, constructed, tested, and maintained in accordance with
DOT regulations and specifications.
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B20.5.2.2 1umys..aWnijm - Plumps for high-pressure gaseous nitrogen service
should be designed, fabricated, and installed in accordance with the pertinent
standards and codes.

Since the liquid nitrogen storage tanks may be designed with bottom outlets,
reciprocating-type or flooded-sucticn centrifugal pumps may be used when
gravity-flow or pressurn transfer is not applicable. A graphite-braided
Teflon packing is recommended as a pump-shaft seal.

For gaseous nitrogen, flexible hose should conform to military or industrial
specifications. Unless otherwise specified ir the governing code, a minimum
safety factor of 4 to burst is required. Flexible hose should only be
employed when the use of rigid tubing is impractical. The hose should be of
minimum length. When long runs are unavoidable, hose reels and other
protective devices, including hold-down weights and chain ties at end
conriections should be incorporated.

Hoses for liquid nitrogen use should be of proper design, engineered
specifically for this service.

B20.5.2.3 Lights - Any lighting which meets local electrical codes will be
adequate in areas where nitrogen is stored or transferred (Referevce 4).

B20.5.2.4 Pipes and Fittings - The pipes and fittings should be of approved
materials and construction and should be hydrostatically tested at specified
pressures. The use of welded and flanged connections is recommended whenever
possible. Threaded connections are permissible when other methods are not
feasible. TFE tape thread sealant is recommended.

Tubing may also be used for high-pressure gaseous nitrogen service. Tubing
connections will be made with standard AN or industrial, flared fittings of
like materials. Stainless steel fittings should be used with stainless steel
tubing to prevent galvanic action of dissismilar metals. The fabrication of
pipe or tube anchors, hangers, supports and tie-downs should be in accordance
with the American Society of Mechanical Engineers requirements for pressure
piping. The fabrication techniques and selection of materials for the
installation and testing of piping systems shall be in accordance with the
ASME codes. All high-pressure systems should be properly marked and
identified.

B20.5.2.5 Gaskq_•6 - Gaskets may be made of the materials listed in Section
B20.5.1. In high-pressure systems, "0" rings may also be used. Gaskets may
be flanged, serrated, laminated, corrugated or ring-joint types.

B20.5.2.6 Pressure GauM - Liquid nitrogen equipment should be monitored
with pressure gauges of approved type as required. Standard-type pressure
gauges incorporating compatible materials will be used in gaseous nitrogen
systems. In addition, gauges used in gaseous aitrogen systems should have
plastic faces and blow-out discs. In order to minimize operator reading
errors, all pressure gauges used for a common purpose should have identical
scales.
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B20.5.2.7 YjJyMa - Extended stem gate, globe and ball valves are
satisfactory for liquid nitrogen service. All valve packing and gaskets
should be of approved materials.

For gaseous nitrogen all gate and globe valves 6.35 cm (2.5 in) in size and
larger should he made out of the outsideo-screw, rising-stem type, whenever
this is practicable; valves under 6.35 cm (2.5 in) may be of the inside-screw,
rising-stem type. Plug and valves may be used instead of gate or globe
types. Plug valves for high-temperature service should be designed to prevent
galling by making the plug and the valve body of different materials, by
treating the plug to give it different physical properties, by welding
hardface overlays to the surface, or by using special mechanical designs.
Every valve shovld be plainly marked to identify the gas and valve function.

B20.5.2.8 Venting Systems andErasIaur Selief - When the maximtm allowable
inlet pressure to one or more of the pressure-reducing devices is greater than
the piping systems maximum allowable operating pressure, one or more
pressure-relief or other safety devices should bn included, e.g., automatic
shut-off valves. Suitable protective measures should be taken to prevent
injury or damage resulting from the discharge of gases from those safety
devices.

The relief valves should have a combined diacharge capacity ensuring that the
pressure rating of the lower pressure piping system will not be exceeded as
the result of an equipment failure, for instance, the pressure-reducing
valves. Pressure-reducing and relief devices should conform to the valve
requirements for the specified service conditions.

All lines and vessels in which liquid nitrogen may be trapped between closed
valves should be equipped with pressure relief valves. Associated vessels and
lines must also be equipped with rupture discs in parallel with the relief
valve.
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PROPERTY ENGLISH UNITS SI UNITS

Boiling Point -320.4F 7T.37 K

Freesing Point -346°F 63.15 K

Density (Gas) 0.0712 lb/ft2  1.14 kg/M3

at7 OF at 24.4.15 K

(I atm) (Liquid) 50.46 lb/hs 0.808 Mg/mr
at -320*F at 77.35 K

Specific Gravity - Vapor 0.067 0.957
(relative to STP air)

Critical Density 2.52 lb/gal 0.313 Mg/mrn

Critical Pressure 493 psia 3.40 MPa

Critical Temperature -232.54F 126.2 K

Vapor Pressure 20 psia 138 kPa
at -316oF at 70.8 K

52 psia 358 kPa
at -208°F at 89.8 K

113 psia 770 kPa
at -280eF at 09.8 K

214 psia& 1.48 MPa
at -252CF at 109.8 K

Coefficient or Kinematic (liquid) 2 centistokes 2 x 10-6 m2/s
Viscosity at 14.7 psia at 101 kPa

Absolute (gas) 0.01778 centipoises 1.778 x 10-1 P&-s
at 14.7 psia at 301 kPa

0.01809 centipoises 1.809 X 10-' Pas
at 294 psia at 2.027 NIPa
0.01216 centipoises 1.916 x I0o- Pas

at, 1029 psia at 7.095 MPa

Autoignition Temperature Nnn flammable

Flash Point Non flammable

Flammability Non flammable

Figure B20-1 Physical Properties of Nitrogen (MW = 28.014)
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CHAPTER B21
NOBLE GASES (HELIUM)

B21.1 PROERES

B21.1.1 ldntifiL.aion

The noble gases are comprised of the following elemental gases: helium, neon,
argon, krypton and xenon. These elemental gases are positioned to the far
right on the periodic table (References 1 through 9).

Argon, helium and liquid neon are covered by the following military
specifications:

Argon - MIL-P-27415
Helium - MIL-P-27407
Liquid Neon - MIL-P-87932

B21.1.2 General ARpearance and Common Uses

Helium, neon, argon, krypton and xenon are all colorless gases which are (with
the exception of xenon) inert. These elemental gases are used most commonly
as pressurizing agents.

B21.1.3 Phyaical and QhegMcal frotrtiaa

Refer to Figure B21-1 for the physical properties of helium.

B21.1.3.1 Soiit Helium, neon, argon, krypton and xenon are slightly
soluble in water. Neon is also soluble in liquid oxygen. Helium is absorbed
by platinum.

B21.1.3.2 Stabilit - The elemental gases (helium, neon, argon, krypton and
xenon) are inert and chemically stable.

B21.1.3.3 RjjxyjLWy - The noble gases (helium, neon, argon, krypton and
xenon) are inert, non-flammable and will not support combustion. Helium,
neon, argon and krypton will not combine with other materials. However, it is
reported that ::enon does form compowids such as xenon hydrate, sodium
perxenate and xenon diflouride.

B21.1.3.4 Environmental Fate - The noble gases are dissipated into the

atmosphere.

B21.2.1 Health Hazards

B21.2.1.1 Txjcit - Noble gases are nontoxic but may cause oxygen deficient
atmospheres, i.e., simple asphyxiants (Reference 10).

B21.2.1.2 Threshold Limit Va ue.1-_im-t W e dLAverage (TLV-3WA) - None
established. (Regarding displacement of oxygen, oxygen at 16-17 percent by
volume at 101 kPa (760 mm Hg) total pressure is the generally accepted minimum
for a work environment.)
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B21.2.1.3 Snecial Medical Information - For first aid information, see CPIA

394, Appendix E21.

B21.2.2 Fire and Combustion ProductjHazards

The noble gases are inert. They are nonflammable.

B21.2.3 Explosion Hazards

Noble gases will nflt explode and may even be used to dilute an explosive
atmosphere. If exposed to external heating, cylinders containing noble gases
may pressure rupture.

B21.2.4 Environmental Effects

The noble gases are inert. Therefore, there are no environmental effects to
be considered.

B21.3 RESMRED

B21.4 RESERVE D

B21.5 MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT COMPATIBILITY

The installation requirements for pressurixed-gas sys- .ms are very stringent.
Particularly important are the selection of materials guid equipment, the use
of adequate fabrication procedures and proper maintenance. Personnel assigned
to operate these systems must be qualified and familiar with the equipment and
proper operating procedures.

B21.5.1 Materials

The prim- consideration in selecting materials to be used with high-pressure
gases is their strength. Reactivity or corrosivity should not be problems
with propellant grades of noble gases, but are a consideration in the
maintenance of purity and cleanliness with regard to the end use.

B21.5.1.1 Metals - The followhing metals are suitable for use with noble
gases:

Austenitic chrome-nickel steels
stainless steel, series 18-8
copper
brass
bronze
copper silicon alloys
4onel
aluminum
shredded lead
carbon steel
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B21.5.1.2 N - The following non-metals are suitable for use with
noble gases:

synthetic and natural rubbers
Teflon
Kel-F

DC-55
Fluorolube (LG-160)

B21.5.1.3 Lubriant - Because noble gases are often used to pressurize
oxidizer systems, the use of petroleum-base lubricants with this gas is
prohibited. Lubricants such as the fluorolubes or the perfluorocarbons are
recommended. The fluorolubas should not be used with aluminum.

B21.5.2 Equipment

B21.5.2.1 ntainers - Storage containers should comply with one of the
following:

a. designed, constructed, and tested in accordance with appropriate
requirements of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section
VIII, Unfired Pressure Vessels (Reference 11)

b. designed, constructed, tested, and maintained in accordance with
DOT regulations and specifications

B21.5.2.2 Pumps and Hoses - Flexible hose generally conforms to military or
industrial specifications. Unless otherwise specified in the governing code,
a minimum 3afety factor of 4 to burst is required Flexible hose should only

W - be employed when the use of rigid tubing is impractical. The hose should be
ot minimum length. When long runs are unavoidable, hose reels and other
protective devices, including hold-down weights and chain tier at end
connections, should be incorporated.

Pumps for high-pressure service should be designed, fabricated and installed
in accordance with pertinent standards and codes.

B21.5.2.3 Lights - Any lighting which meets local electrical codes will be
adequate in areas where noble gases are stored or transferred (Reference 12).

B21.5.2.4 Pipes and Fittings - Either pipe or tubing may be used for
high-pressure service. Connections for tubing may be flange, thread, socket
weld or butt weld. Tubing connections will be made with standard AN or
industrial flared fittings of like materials. Stainless steel fittings should
be used with stainless steel tubing to prevent galvanic action of dissimilar
metals. Welded or brazed joints are preferred, since with flanged or threaded
joints there is - greater possibility of leakage. The fabrication of pipe or
tube anchors, hangers, supports and tie-downs should be in accordance with the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers requirements for pressure piping
(Reference 13).

The fabricotlon techniques and selection of materials for the installation and
testing of piping systems should be in accordance with the ASME codes.
High-pressure systems should be properly marked and identified.
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B21.5.2.5 Gaskets - In high-pressure systems, "10 rings may be used.
Gookets may be flange, serrated, laminated, corrugated, or ring-joint types.
The materials listed in Sections B21.5.1.1 and B21.5.1.2 may be used in the
fabrication of gaskets and seals.

B21.5.2.6 Pressure ftum - Standard-type pressure gauges incorporating
compatible materials will be used in gaseous helium systems. In order to
minimize operator reading errors, all pressure gauges used for a common
purpose should have identical scales. In addition, all gauges should have
plastic faces and blow-out discs.

B21.5.2.7 Valves - Wherever practicable, all gate and globe valves should be
of the outside-screw, rising-stem type. See Reference 19.

Plug and valves may be used instead of gate or globe types. Plug valves for
high-temperature service should be designed to prevent galling by making the
plug and the valve body of different materials, by treating the plug to give
it different physical properties, by welding hard-face overlays to the
surface, or by using special mechanical designs. Every valve shouid be
plainly marked to ioentify the gas and valve function.

B21.5.2.8 Venting Systemh and Pressumr Relitc - When the maximum allowable
inlet pressure to one or more of the pressure-reducing devices is greater than
the piping system's maximum allowable operating pressure, one or more
pressure-relief or other safety devices sh'ould be included, e.g., automatic
shut-off valves. Suitable protective measures should be taken to prevent
injury or damage resulting from the discharge of gases from those safety
devices.

The relief valves should have a combined discharge capacity ensuring that the
pressure rating of the lower pressure piping system will not be exceeded as 0
the result of an equipment failure, for instance, the pressure-reducing
valves. The reli-f or safety valve should be located next to the
pressure-reducing valve. Pressure-reducing and relief devices should conform
to the valve requirements for the specified service conditions.
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PROPERTY ENGLISH UNITS SI UNITS

Boiling Point [452OF 4.224 K

Freezing Point He freezes at 1.0 atm pressure and has no triple point.

Density (Gas) 0.078 lb/fts 16.80 kg/n'.a
at -452OF at 4.224 K

(I atm) 0.011 lb/ft3  0.176 kg/m 3

at 32OF at 273.15 K and 101 kPa

(Liquid) 7.708 lb/ft3  0.125 Mg/M 3

at -4520F at 4.224 K

Specific Gravity - Vapor 0.137 0.137
(relative to STP air)

Critical Density 4.35 lb/ft3  69.64 kg/m 3

Critical Pressure 33.2 psia 229 kPM

Critic*J Temperature -450,30F 5.2 K

Vapor Pressure 14.696 psia 101 kPM
at -452°F at 4.2.4 K

Coefficient of Absolute 0.1864 centipoise 1.864 x 10-4 Pa's
Viscosity (1 atm) at 32 0F, and at 273.15 K and 101 kPa

14.7 psia

Figure B21-1 Physical Properties of Helium (MW = 4.0026 g mol)
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CHAPTER B22
THE ALCOHOLS

B22.1.1 Identification

See Table B22-1. Their molecular weight are also listed in Table B22-1.

B22.1.2 General Appearance anld Cm•n Uses

Methyl, ethyl and isopropyl alcohols are clear, water-white, mobile liquids.
Furfuryl alcohol is a clear, amber-colored, mobile liquid. All of the
alcohols have characteristic odors. Alcohols are widely used in various
industries for a variety of purposes.

B22.1.3 Physical and Chemnical Progpeties

Major physical properties of the alcohols are provided in CPIA 394.

B12.1.3.1 SoWuJUW - All of these alcohols are miscible with water in all
proportions. They are soluble in most of the common organic solvents such as
acetone, ether, carbon tetrachloride, benzene, kerosene and gasoline.

B22.1.3.2 Stability - The only alcohol showing a tendency toward instability
is furfuryl alcohol. Furfuryl alcohol forms water insoluble products with
darkening of the solution upon exposure to heat, atmospheric oxygen, acidic
atmospheres, or upon standing for long periods of time.

B22.1.3.3 Reactivity - All of the alcohols are excellent solvents. In
addition, furfuryl alcohol may undergo polymerization. They are combustible
liquids and will react vigorously with strong mineral acids or strong organic
acids. The alkyl alcohols are not hypergolic with nonfluorinated oxidizers.
Furfuryl alcohol, however, is hypergolic with fuming itric acid.

B22.1.3.4 Environmental Fate - The alcohols are biodegradable when diluted

in water.

B22.2 HAZARDS

B22.2.1 Health 1azards

B22.2.1.1 IQxicity - The alcohols used in propulsive units have several
properties that contribute to toxic hazards:

a. They are irritant to sensitive tissues.

b. They are fat solvents.

c. When absorbid into the body, they depress the higher brain centers.
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Tr*)le B22-1 Identification of the Alcohols

NAME (MW in g mol) CHEMICAL NAME FORMULA

Methyl Alcohol, (32.04) Methanol (Wood Alcohol) CH3 0H
Ethyl Alcohol (46.07) Ethanol (Grain Alcohol) C2 HOH
Isopropyl Alcohol (60.11) Isopropanol C3 H70H
Furfuryl Alcohol (98.10 Furfurol C9 H8 0 20H

The greatest danger from alcohols is the likelihood of their consumption as a
beverage by uninformed persons. The occasional consumption of diluted but
otherwise pure ethyl alcohol will not cause other than temporary intoxication,
but because propellant alcohol is denatured with poisonous substances such as
methyl alcohol, bensene (drying agent) and other denaturants, its consumption
must be prohibited.

The defatt.,g action of the alcohol is probably responsible, at least in part,
for their ability to produce a mild irritation of the skin if allowed to
remain on the skin or clothing. In either liquid or vapor form, these
alcohols are irritating to the eyes, the mucous membranes and the lungs.

B22.2.1.1.1 Etby1.lcohol - Ethyl alcohol in liquid form cad irritate the eyes
and, to a lesser degree, the skin. In high vapor concentrations the eyes and
respiratory passages may be irritated (References 1, 2, and 3). If swallowed,
the well-known alcoholic intoxication ensues. This is the result of a
depression of the higher brain -enters, erroneously interpreted hy many as a
stimulant effect. The consumption of propellant alcohol must be prohibited
because of the poisonous compounds used to denature it.

B22.2.1.1.2 Fufarvl Alcohol - Like the other alcohols, furfuryl alcohol has a
depressant action on the central nervous system. It appears to be more
irritant to the respiratory tract than the other alcohols. Small doses
stimulate respiration. Larger doses deprews respiration, reduce body
temperature, produce nausea, salivation, diarrhea, dizziness and diureses.

B22.2.1.1.3 Isopropyl Alcohol - Isopropyl alcohol has greater narcotic action
than ethyl alcohol. Ingestion of 10 milliliters or more, or inhalation of
large quantities of the vapor may progressively cause flushing, headache,
dizziness, mental depression, nausea, vomiting, narcosis, anesthesia, coma and
death.

B22.2.1.1.4 MathylAlrohol - Methyl alcohol is so volatile that toxic
concentrations of vapor can readily build up in enclosed spaces. Moderate
exposure to the vapor causes irritation of the eyes, nose, throat, and lungs.
Severe exposures cause stupor, dizziness, depression of the central nervous
system, and gastrointestinal symptoms.

Coisumption of methyl alcohol is dangerous. In addition to excruciating
abdominal pain with nausea and vomiting progressing to convulsive spasms, some
people may suffer blindness after drinking as little as 10 milliliters.
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Methyl alcohol has a specific effect on the optic rerve. Optic nerve damage
from inhalation exposure to methyl alcohol is not encountered in
concentrations which are bearable (References 1, 4 and 5). Individual
susceptibility varies. Severe poisoning may cause a coma lasting for several
days terminated by death.

322.2.1.2 ELposure Limits
B22.2.1.2.1 Threshold Limit Values-Time Weighted Avera-e (TLI-XWA) (See

References 6, 7 and 8)

Ethyl Alcohol: The TLV-TWA is 1000 ppm (1900 mg/m 3 )
(1000 pp. is aoout the odor threshold)

Furfuryl Alcohol: The TLV-TWA is 10 ppm (40 mg/m 3 )

Skin warning. Skin exposure can contribute to inhalation type health
effects. The TLV-STEL is 15 ppm (60 mg/m 3 ) and the IDLH is 250 ppm
(1 g/m 3 )

Isopropyl Alcohol: The TLV-TWA is 400 ppm (980 mg/m 3 )
The TLV-STEL is 500 ppm (1225 mg/m 3 ) and the IDLH is 20,000 ppm (49
g/m3)

Methyl Alcohol: The TLV-TWA is 200 ppm (260 mg/m 3 )

Skin warning. Skin exposure can contribute to inhalation type health
effects. The TLV-STEL is 250 ppm (310 mg/m 3 ) and the IDLH is 25,000
ppm (31 g/m 3 )

B22.2.1.3 Special Medical Information - For first aid information, see CPIA
394, Appendix E22.

B22.2.2 Fire and Combustion Product Hazards

Combustion of the alcohols differs from the combustion of the hydrocarbons in
that the alcohol flames are difficult to see in daylight: there are no
luminous carbon particles (smoke) to make them visible. For this reason, care
must be taken in combatting open-spill fires or fires involving spills in
equipment, since fire back-flashes may occur and be unperceived by the fire
fightin& personnel. Such an occurrence could result in injury. The alcohols
are moderately flammable and water soluble. Methyl and ethyl alcohols will
support combustion, once initiated, even though diluted to less than 50%
concentration in water.

B22.2.3 Explosion Hazards

Vapors of methyl, ethyl and isopropyl alcohol readily form explosive mixtures
with air. The vapor pressure of furfuryl alcohol is lower than those of
methyl, ethyl or isopropyl alcohol, it is less hazardous under normal
conditions.

B22.3 RES.Z

B22.4 RESER-
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B22. 5 &ThUUtALL&6EQUIPM]•T C(MPATIBIL1•"

B22.5.1 •al.aiaIl.a (Reference 9)

Contact with oxidisiug materials may cause a vigorous reaction for each of

these alcohols.

Methyl alcohol becomes unstable with the addition of heat and may react with
metallic a'uminum at high temperatures. Contact with strong oxidizers may
cause fires and explosions.

322.5.1.1 fltals - Steel is very commonly used for the construction of
drums, containers, main storage tanks, and permanent storage facilities for
alcohol, although stainless steel, high-tensile steel, Monel metal, aluminum
and aluminum alloys are also used.

Steels authorized for use with thi alcohols include mild steel (hot-rolled,
cold-rolled), low-carbon steel, oFen-hearth steel, and electric steel.
Standard commercial quality is acceptable.

Several aluminum alloys are also authorized for use with the alcohols

discussed herein.

B22.5.1.2 Non-Metals - Materinls acceptable for alcohol service are:

Tetrafluoroethylene (Teflon TFE), Halon TIE, or equivalent
Chlorotrifluoroethylene (Kel-F), Halon CTF, or equivalent
Polyethylene
Polyvinyl Chloride
Fluorosilicone (FSI) 0
Neoprene, Chloroprene

Ethylene Propylene (PM, EDPM, EPT)
Silicone (SI)
Styrene Butadiene (SBR, BUNAS, GR)

Neoprene dnd rubber may be used with all alcohols except furfuryl alcohol.

F22.5.1.3 Luhraiaaa - Because all of the alcohols are excellent solvents,
specialized lubricants such as fluorinated hydrocarbons, molybdenum disulfide
and graphite-based lubricants must be used wherever $he alcohol can come in
contact ..ith the lubricant. Thread lubricants and sealants include:

Permatex No. 2
Litharge and Glycerin
Perfluoroethylene Tape

B22.5.2 Eqipment

B22.5.2.1 ont•ainers - The alcohols are shipped in dr-wms, tank trucks, and
tank cars, and may be stored in drums or main storage tanks. See Section
B21.5.1.1 for material data.
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B22.5.2.2 aJa*nIn&.J.ks• - Flooded-suction, centrifugal pumps may be used

with alcohol storage tanks designed with bottom outlets. Centrifugal pumps
equipped with a liquid reservoir to make them self-priming may be used with
alcohol storage tanks not equipped with bottom outlets. If limited space will

not accommodate a self-priming centrifugal pump, a positive-displacemmnt pump
is recommended.

Hoses used in alcohol service may be constructed of materials as listed in
Section B22.5.1.2.

B2Z.5.2.3 Ligb&tl - Temporary portable extension cords with lights, used in
inspecting the interior of containers, should be of a type approved by the
Bureau of Mines. Flash lights or storage battery lamps, where permitted for
use, should be of the safety types approved by the Bureau of Mines, or as
accepted by the current edition of the National Electrical Code (Reference 10).

B22.5.2.4 UJJp and Fittings - Pipfs and fittings must be of approved
materials (See Section h22.5.1), and must be tested for a design working
pressure of at least 1.034 NPa (150 pasig). Welded or flanged connections are
recommended; threaded connections with the proper thread sealing compound (See
Section B22.5.1.3) are purmissible.

B22.5.2.5 Gaskets - Gaskets may be made of the material listed in Section
B22.5.1.2.

B22.5.2.6 ErauiUUreGauges - Standard-pressure gauges will be used in alcohol
service and storage systems. In order to minimize operator reading errors,
all pressure gauges used for a common purpose should have identical scales.

B22.5.2.7 Valves - It is the practice of industry to use gate or globe type
valves; however, plug and ball type valves are also acceptable.

322.5.2.8 Venting Systems &nd Pressure Belile - Vent openings in the storage
system should terminate outdoors and should be protected by approved flame
arresters. Vents should be sized according to the specifications given in
Reference 12.
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CHAPTER B23
HALOCARBONS (FREONS)

B23.1 PROPETIES

B23.1.1 1dnifiato

A list of the halocarbons, divided into three sections, is presented in the
tables below. Table B23-1 lists the Halon fire extinguishing agents
(Reference 1). Table B23-2 lists the Freon refrigerants. Table B23-3 lists
halocarbon solvents (References 2, 3). Molecular weights of all halocarbons
are included in these tables.

B23.1.2 General Appearance and Common Uses

The halocarbons discussed in this chapter are used as fire extinguishing
agents, aerosol propellants, refrigerants, and solvents.

Most Freon halocarbons appear as colorless, almost odorless liquids and vapors.

The solvents, carbon tetrachloride, perchloroethylene, trichloroethane, and
chloroform are colorless liquids with ethereal odor. Methylene chloride is a
colorless, volatile liquid.

B23.1.3 khj'sical and Chemical Properties (References 1, 2, 3 and 4)

The specific chemical properties of all the halocarbons are provided in CPIA
394. Figures B23-1 through B23-5 list the properties of the Freon
refrigerants.

B23.1.3.1 Environmental Fat (References 5 and 6) - Halocarbons in the
atmosphere apparently have no tropospheric sink and diffuse into the
stratosphere where they are disassociated by short wave radiation to yield
atomic chlorine. The atomic chlorine then reacts with ozone and catalyzes its
decomposition. The reactivity of the halocarbons determines its
susceptibility to photo-oxidation. Experiments by Cox, et. al., (Refe'rence 5)
have shown that some of the halocarbons are susceptible to photo-oxidation,
but the fully halogenated compounds such as Freon 11 and 12 and carbon
tetrachloride are for all practical purposes nonreactive toward the hydroxyl
radical and thus resistant to photo-oxidation. The tropospheric lifetimes for
some of the halocarbons are give below (Reference 5):

RALOCARBON LIFETIME, YR.

Chloroform 0.19
Methylene Chloride 0.3
Trichloroethylene 1.1
Freon 12 330
Carbon Tetrachloride < 330
Freon 11 > 1000

0
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Table B23-1 Halon Fire Extinguishing Agents

CHREMICAL FORMULA
31OrT TITLE MIL SPECS (MEW,_CALNAME (kW in a mol)

Halon 1202 MIL-D-4540 Dibromodifluoromethane CF2Br2 (209.83)

Halon 1211 MIL-B-38741 Bromochlorodifluoromethane CF2 ClBr (165.37)

Halon J301 MIL-M-12218 Bromotrifluoromethane CF3Br (148.92)

Halon 2402 No Spec Dibromotetrafluoroethane C2 F4Br2 (259.83)

Table B23-2 Halocarbon Refrigerants

CHEMICAL FORMULA
SHORT TITLE NIL SPECS CHEMICAL NAME (MV) in nol )

Halon 1130 BB-F-1421 Trichlorofluoromethane CFC1 3 (137.37)
(Freon 11)

Halon 1220 BB-F-1421 Dichlorodifluoromethane CF2 C12 (120.91)
(Freon 12)

Halon 120 BB-F-1421 Dichloromonofluoromethane HCFC1 2 (102.92)
(Freon 21)

Halon 1210 BB-F-1421 Difluorochloromethane HCF 2Cl (86.47)
(Freon 22)

Halon 2330 as refrigerant Trichlorotrifluoroethane C2F3C13 (187.38)
(Freon 113) BB-F-1421

as solvent
MIL.-C-81302

Table B23-3 Halocarbon Solvents

CHEMICAL FORMULA
SHORT TITLE NIL SPECS CHEMICAL NZAML (MW in g mol)

Carbon No Spec. Tetrachloromethine CC1 4 (153.82)
Tetrachloride

Chloroform No Spec. Trichloromethane CHCI 3 (119.38)

Methylene MIL-D-6998 Dichloromethane CR2Cl 2 (84.93)
Chloride

Perchloro- 0-T-236 Tetrachloroethylene CC1 2CC1 2 (165.83)
ethylene

Trichloro- 0-T-634 CC1 2 CClH (131.29)
ethylene

Trichloro- 0-T-620 or CH2 ClCHC1 2 (133.41)
ethane MIL-T-81533
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Halocarbons can find their way into water systems by atmospheric fallout,
spills or Uirect discharge. Since these compounds are for the most part
hydrophobic and of limited solubility, they are absorbed onto bottom
sediments, clays, biomass and other organic particulates.

Halocarbons are generally slightly soluble or insoluble in water. Many are

miscible with alcohols, benzene, chloroform, ether and carbon disulfide.

B23.1.5 Stabilitj

Many of the halocarbons emit dangerous gases when decomposed at high
temperature (e.g., carbon tetrachloride emits phosgene when heated to
decomposition). Otherwise, under normal conditions, these chemicals are
considered stable.

B23.1.6 Ratvt

Methylene Chloride reacts violently with Li, NaK, potassium tert-butoxide.

Chloroform reacts viclently with acetone and a base Al, disiltne, Li, Mg,
N204 , K, (perchloric acid ard phosphorous pentoxide), (KOK and methanol),
K-tert-butoxide, Na, (NaOH and methanol), sodium methylate, NaK.

Freon 11 reacts violently with Ba.

Perchloroethylene reactl violently with Ba, Be, Li.

Trich!oroethylene reacts violently with Al, Va, N2 04 , Li, Mg, KOH, KNO3,
Na, NaOH, Ti.

Trichloroethane reacts violently with acetone, N2 04 , 02, Na, NaOH, Na-K
alloys.

B23.2 Hazrds

B23.2.1 HW th HazArdA

B23.2.1.1 Igxicity - Most of the halocarbons used as refrigerants, fire
extinguishing agents, and solvents are toxic in some degree. Since they are
generally present in sealed systems, those in the first two categories present
a lower risk than the chlorinated solvents. All are readily absorbed into the
blood stream, Refrigerant gases may cause respiratory irritation, dizziness,
unconsciousness and death. Heat arrhythmias may also be produced. The fire
extinguishing agent (Halons) can be lethal if the concentration in air is
abcve 10 percent. For safety consideration extinguisher vapor concentration
should be limited to a maximum of 7 percent. The halocarbon solvents cause
various degrees of liver damage; in this respect carbon tetrachloride is
extremely hazardous and should never be used for cleaning purposes or for fire
extinguishment. In a fire, the chlorinated solvents and refrigerants may
produce toxic products. The defatting action of halocarbons on the skin may
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cause dry skin, dermatitis, blisters and local infection. The refrigerants
may cause frostbite. Specific comments are prvided below for individual
chemicals (References 7, 10, and 11):

Halor, 1301 - Halon 1301 vapors are narcotic when in high concentrations. When
this material decomposes, toxic gases such as hydrogen bromide,
carbonyl fluoride, hydrogen fluoride, and carbon monoxide may be
released. (Also see Special Medical Information. Section B23.2.1.3)

Freon 11 - Freon 11's vapors are narcotic and at high concentrations may cause
asphyxia. Upon decomposition, it emits toxic gases and vapors such as
hydrogen chloride, phosgene, and hydrogen fluoride. (Also see Special
Medical Information)

Freon 12 - (See Special Medical Information)

Freon 21 - Freon 21 is a respiratory irritant and at very high concentrations
causes asphrxia. Upon decomposition, toxic gases such as hydrogen
chloride, phosgene, and hydrogen fluoride may be released. (Also see
Special Medical Information)

Freon 113 - (See Speciai Medical Information)

Carbon Tetrachloride - Vapors of carbon tetrachloride are narcotic. They can
cause severe damage to the liver and kidneys. In humans the majority
of fatalities due to carbon tetrachloride have resulted from renal
injury with secondary cardiac failures. Liver failure is more
frequently associated with ingestion than inhalation of the vapors.
Upon decomposition, toxic gases and vapors such as hydrogen chloride,
chlorine, phosgene, and carbon monoxide may be released (Also see
Special Medical Information). This material should be used only where
substitute solvent can not be found.

Chloroform - The vapors of chloroform act as a depressant and are toxic to the
liver and kidneys. The liquid has a defatting effect on the skin and
may cause chronic irritation with drying and cracking. It causes an
immediate burning pain and conjunctional irritation when bpiashed in
the eyes. Upon decomposition, chloroform may release toxic gases and
vapors such as hydrogen chloride, chlorine, phosgene, and carbon
monoxide. It slowly reacts to form phosgene and hydrogen chloride
gases when in the presence of air. (Also see Special Medical
Information)

Methylene Chloride - Methylene chloride is painful and irritating when
splashed in the eyes or if confined on the skin by gloves, etc. A
burn can result from such skin or eye contact. Methylene chloride has
producer slight narcosis in animals. L-treme exposure can be fatal.
Short term exposures can result in headaches, giddiness, stupor,
irritability, numbness, and tingling in limbs, fatigue, irritation of
the eyes and respiratory passage, neurasthenic disorders. Long term
exposures may damage the liver and kidneys. Long term exposures may
cause toxic encephatoses with acoustical and optical delusions and
hallucinations. Toxic effects of the methylane chloride are due in
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part to the body's capacity to mttabolize methylene chloride to CO.
Carbon monoxide and carboxyhemoglobin in the blood are produced in
humans receiving exposures. These effects have been found to be
augmented in an additive way to the effects of CO in the air.

PCE (Perchloroethylene) - (See Special Medical Information)

1,1,2-Trichloroethane - This material has a potent narcotic vapor and
considered to be carcinogenic. It may injure the lungs, liver, and
kidneys and may irritate the nose and eyes. No cases of intoxication
or systemic effects have been reported for humans from industrial
exposures. Upon decomposition, in a fire, toxic gases and vapors such
as hydrogen chloride, phosgene, and carbon monoxide may be released.
(Also see Special Medical Information)

B23.2.1.2 Easur-iLp latj.- Exposure limit data for the halccarbons is
summarized in CPIA 394 (References 7, 8, 9 and 10).

B23.2.1.3 Special Medical Information (References 10, 11 and 12) - For first
aid information, see CPIA 394, Appendix E23. Special medical information for
the individual halocarbons is given below:

Halon 1301 - Halon 1301 can affect the body by inhalation or contact with the
skin or eyes. When breathed in large concentrations, it may cause
light headedness or may cause the heart to beat irregularly or stop
(cardiac arrhythmia). It is not a known eye irritant and does not
have other adeqnate warning properties.

Freon 11 - Freon 11 can affect the body by inhalation, by contact with the
skin or eyes, or by ingestion. It may cause drowsineas,
unconsciousness, and death. Breathing high concentrations may cause
the heart to beat irregularly or stop. Prolonged overexposure may
cause skin irritation. Other symptoms include incoordination,
tremors, and frostbite (upon exposure to cold material). It is
considered to have poor warning properties.

Freon 12 - Freon 12 can affect the body by inhalation or by contact with the
skin or eyes. It can affect the cardiovascular system ani peripheral
nervous system, the symptoms including dizziness, tremors,
unconsciousness, cardiac arrhythmias, and cardiac arrest.

Freon 21 - Freon 21 can affect the body by inhalation, contact with skin or
eyes, or ingestion. The effects of long term exposure are not known,
but short term exposures may cause drowsiness, unconsciousness, and
death. It may cause the heart to beat irregularly or stop and can
affect the lungs and respiratory system by asphyxia. Skin contact
with the liquid may cause frostbite (Reference 13).

Freon 113 - Freon 113 can affect the body by inhalation, contact with skin or
eyes, and ingestion. The skin and heart can be affected, symptoms
including irritated throat, drowsiness, and dermatitis.
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Carbon Tetrachloride - This material can affect the body if inhaled or by skin
or eye contact with the liquid. Long term exposure may cause liver
and kidney damage. Long term contact of the liquid with the skin may
cause skin irritation. OSHA/NIOSH considers this material to be
carcinogenic. Short term exposures may cause drowsiness, dizziness,
incoordination and unconsciousness. Delayed eftects include heart,
liver and kidney damage. Liver damage has symptoms including yellow
Jaundice and dark urine. Eye contact with the liquid causes burning
and intense irritation (Reference 13).

Chloroform - This -wterial can affect the body if it is inhaled, contacts the
skin or eyes, o4 is ingested. Long term exposure may cause liver or
kidney damage. Long term, repeated skin contact with the liquid may
cause skin irritation. Short term exposure to chloroform vapors may
cause headache, drowsiness, vomiting, dizziness, unconsciqusness,
mental dullness, irregular heart beat and death. Liver and kidney
damage also may result. Chloroform splashed in the eyes causes pain
and irritation. Swallowing chloroform results in immediate severe
burning of the mouth and throat with abdominal and chest pain and
vomiting. Loss of consciousness and liver damage may also result from
ingestion of the liquid.

Methylene Chloride - This material can affect the body by inhalation, contact
with skin or eyes and ingestion. Symptoms include fatigue, weakness,
sleepiness, lightheadedness, numbness or tingle in limbs, nausea, eye
irritation, skin irritation, vertigo and worsen angina.

PCE (Perchloroethylene) - This material can affect the body by inhalation,
contact with the skin or eyes and ingestion. It can effect the
central nervous system, mucous membranes, eyes, lungs, liver, kidney,
heart and skin. Symptoms include irritated/burning eyes, nose and
throat, congestion, nausea, flushed face and neck, vertigo, dizziness,
unconsciousness, light narcosis, difficulty in motor coordinating,
incoordination, headache, erythemia and liver damage. It is a
possible carcinogen. When given as a hookworm anthelmintic, it
produced narcotic effects, exhilaration, and inebriation.

1,1.2-Trichloroethane - This material can affect the body by inhalation,
absorption through the skin, skin or eye contact, and ingestion.
Exposures may also cause kidney or liver damage, eye irritation, nose
irritation, drowsiness, depression, incoordination, unconsciousness,
and death.

B23.2.2 Fire and Combustion Product Hazards

Upon decomposition, toxic gases and vapors are produced by the halocarbons.
The specific toxic products for the individual chemicals are delineated under
Toxicity (Section B23 2.1.1). The Freons, carbon tetrachloride, and
chloroform, are not combustible. Methylene chloride is not combuetible based
on standaid tests but will burn under extreme conditions. Trichloroethane is
flammable and has flammability limits in air of 6 and 15.5 percent by volume.
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B23.2.3 Ealoainon %AtXgA

Generally no explosion hazards were cited for these materials.
W •• Incompatibilities that could yossibly lead to fire or exp.'Losion are listed

below:

Halon 1301 - Reacte with chemically active metals, calcium, or with powdered
aluminum, zinc, and magnesium (Reference 13).

Freon 11, 12, and 21 - Reacts with chemically active metals such as sodium,
potassium, calcium, powdered aluminum, zinc, and magnesium (Reference
13).

Freon 113 - Reacts with chemically active metals, calcium, powdered aluminum,
zinc, magnesium, and beryllium. It decomposes in contact with alloys
containing greater than 2 percent magnesium.

Carbon Tetrachloride - This material will react with chemically active metals
such as sodium, potassium, and magnesium.

Chloroform - Chloroform reacts with strong caustics and chemically active
metals such as aluminum, magnesium powder, sodium, and potassium.

Methylene Chloride - Methylene chloride has flammability limits between 12 and
19 percent. This material will react with strong oxidizers, strong
caustics, chemically active metals such as aluminum, magnesium
powders, sodium, and potassium.

PCE (Perchloroethylene) - PCE reacts with strong oxidizers, chemically active
metals such as barium, lithium, and beryllium.

Trichloro'ethane - This material reacts on contact with strong oxidizers,
strong caustics, and chemically active metals such as aluminum and
magnsilun powders, sodium, and potassium. Contact may result in fire
or Axplosion.

B23.2.4 EndxogmentpL.ffects

The persistent nature of the fully halogenated methane and the lack of
tropospheric sinks indicate that these compounds will terminate in the
stratosphere. Perchloroethylene and trichloroethylene are reactive in the
troposphere and their release can lead to the formation of phosgene which may
have an adverse effect. The release of atomic chlorine in the stratosphere
and its subsequent reaction with ozone could have deleterious effects if
significant quantities over time are released. Most of these compounds are
insoluble in water or slightly miscible. Their major transportation mode in
the environment is by air. In aqueous systems, however, the halocarbons will
absorb onto sediments "-d persist. Since these compounds are hydrophobic, one
would expect that their transport through land into groundwater reservoirs
would be limited. However, recent studies have demonstrated alarming
concentrations of halocarbons, including trichloroethylene,
tetrachloroethylene, carbon tetrachloride, 1,1,1-trichloroethane, and
methylene chlorine in ground water drinking water supplies. Many of these
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=ocpounds are suspected carcinogens, end possible health risks associated with
consugption of water with high concentrations of theme have prompted the EPA
to require treatment of such water supplies.
B23.3 RESRV

323.4 R1R3RVP

B23.5 MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT C PATTlTfl

323.5.1 M¶xaterIa1 *

The halogenated hydrocarbons may be dividad into several subgroups: the
Haloni, Freons, and the solvents.

Halon&: halon 1301, 1211, 2401 are classified as a liquified compressed gas,
for transfer storage purposes. Cylinders of approved design, construction and
propelly selected materials in accordance with 49 CFR 170-190 (Reference 16)
should b- used. Excessive heat may contribute to instability causing
containers to burst. Toxic gases and vapors (such as hydrogen bromide,
carbonyl fluoride, hydrogen fluoride, and carbon monoxide) may be released
when trifluoromonobromomethane decomposes. Halons react with chemically
active metals, calcium, or with powdered aluminum, zinc, end magnesium. A
special precaution is the possibility of liquid halons attacking some forms of
plastics, rubber and coatings.

Freon 11, 21, 22, 113 are all stable liquids or gases under normal temperature
and pressure condH.ions. These substances, however, become unstable when
heated. In general, Freons react with chemically active metals such an
sodiui, potassium, calcium, powdered aluminum, zinc, and magnesium. Liquid
Freons, also in general, attack some forms of plaLtics, rubber, and coa'.ings.

The solvents include carbon tetrachloride, chloroform, methylene chloride
(MC), perchloroethylene (PCE), trichloroethylene (TCE), and trichloroethane.

Carbon tetrachloridt is not combustible but does react with chemically active
metals such a sodium, potassium, and magnesium.

Chloroform (or trichloromethane) is slightly flaumable when expos-d to high
heat but otherwise practically nonflammable. Chloroform reacts ei,*rgetically
with strong caustics and, like carbon tetrachloride, chemically active metals.

Methylene chloride is practically nonflammable, normally stable, but unstable

at elevated temperature and pressure.

All of these solvents will attack some forms of plastics, rubber, and coatings.

The selection of materials must take into account the compatibility of the

pure dolvent with the metals or nonmetals. In addition, the selection of
materials must consider the overall compatibility of the solvent and
contaminants acquired during cleaning process.
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The presence of water or minute quantities of hydrochloric acid in the

solvents will have a corrosive action ca most metals. Continuous exposure of

zinc, aluminum, magnesium, copper, and copper alloys to solvents containing

excessive moisture under elevated temperatures should not be allowed. These

metals, however, can be cleaned in the solvent. The following metals are
suitable fcr solvent service.

a. When moisture content or acidity iu equal to or less than

specified in the solvent Military Specification.

Carbon steels

b. Under wet conditions

Stainless steels (300 series)
Nickel
Monel
Inconel

B23.5.1.2 Non-Metals - 7he effects of solvents on nonmetal (plastics or
e.'-omers) are difficult to predict or to make any generalized statement. As
an example, thi effect of a solvent on elastomers will depend on the
plasticizers, curing conditions, nature of the polymer and other variables.
Synthetic rubbers produced by some manufacturers may co'tain plasticizers
which can be extracted by the solvent. Therefore, tests should be conducted

to determine overall material suitability to .he application involved. The
effect of solvents on selected plastics and elastomers are given in CPIA 394.
The following non-metals are recommended foi solvent handling equipment:

a. Pump Packings; Graphited asbestos

b. Compressor Packiug; Square plaited graphite asbestos

c. Mechanical Shaft Se&ls; Tstrafluoroethylene polymer, high density

d. Gaskets; Compressed asbestcs, papcr stock with phenolformaldehyde
resin binder (for seivice Pelow 3U6 K [(O0*F]), pape, fiber ard
cork impregnated with solvent insoluble varnish or dope, lead
gaakets, and fluorocarbon polyuser reinforced with metal mesh.

a. Lubricants; Solvent-insoluble lubricants such as calcium soap or
soap of a ste:Tate and fluoi'olubes.

B23.5.2 Eqi •en

B23.5.2.1 fanks - Storage tanks must be liqu.K and vapor tight. Either
horizontal or vertical tanks are suitable and should bo so constructed to
facilitate removal of sludge by fushing tank bottoms. Underground storage
tanks are not recommended. Warm storage locations increase solvent
evaporation losses and should be avoided.

B23.5.2.2 fDit,_tjinganodialv•e - Piping can be welded, flanged or
threaded. Standard weight piping is satisfactory. Fittings and valves can be
of steel, wrought iron or cast iron. Gate or iron plug-cock valves will give
good service. Piping should be clea:ly identified (Reference 17).
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B13.5.2.3 Q - Whenever possible, a centrifugal pump should be usee. A
nelf-priming positive dimplacemeht pump or gravity transfer should be used if
the storage system is located below the pump.

B23-5.2.4 Vents -, All storage tanks must be provided with vents so air can
enter or leave the tank as solvent is added or withdrawn. A vent dryer
containing silica gel is recommended to remove moisture preient in the air.
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PROPERTY ENGLISH Ul' ITS SI UNITS

Boiling Point 75OF 297 K

Preezint Point -1686F 162 K

Density (Saturated vapor at b.p.) 0.366 lb/ftS 5.8 kg/m3

Liquid 12.24 lb/gal 1.487 Mg/ma
(01.58 lb/ftt )

Specific Gravity - Vapor 4.72 4.72
(relative to STP air)

Critical Density 34.6 lb/fts 0.54 Mg/mr

Critical Pressure 639.5 plea 4.41 MIP

Critical Temperature 388.49F 471 K

Vapor Presure 13.3 paol 92 ka=a
at 93 K

Coefficient of IMgmatic
V'scosity

Absolute (Gas) 0.0122 omntipoines 1.22 x 10-' PN.e
at MF at 2t3 K

(Liquid) 1.4 Cettipois" 1.4 x 10-1 Pa's
at War at 293 K

Figuze B23-1 Physical Properties of Halon 1130 (Freon 11)
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PROPERTY ENGLIZH UNITS SI U? tITS

Boiling Point -226F 243 K

Freezing Point -252QF 115.4 K

Density (Saturated vapor at b.p.) 0.395 lb/ft3  6.33 kg/M3

(Liquid) 10.94 lb/gJ 1.311 Mg/m
(81.84 lb/h.)

Specific Gravity - Vapor 4.17 4.17

(relative to STP air)

Critical Density 34.84 lb/fts 0.558 Mg/M 3

Critical Pressure 505.0 psia 4.116 MPa

Critical Temperature 233.6°F 385 K

Vapor Pressure 83.8 psia 578 kPa

at 68OF at 203 K

Coefficient ir Kinematic
Viscosity

Absolute 0.0122 centipoises 1.22 x 10-6 Pas
(Gas) at 68°F at 2.3 K

(Liquid) 1.4 centipoises 1.4 x 10- Pals
at 680F at 203 K

Figure B23-2 Physical Properties of Halon 1220 (Freon 12)
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PROPERTY ENGLISH UNITS SI UNITS

Boiling Point 113 to 140°F 317.6 to 333.2 K

Freezing Point -56 to I 158F 214.3 to 319.3 K

Density (Gas) 0.285 lb/th 4.57 kg/m 3

(Uquid) 11.40 lb/0 1.366 Mg/• 3

(8s.28 Ib/ft,)

Specific Gravity - Vapor 3.65 3.55
(relative to STP air)

Critical Density 4.17 lb/gal 04522 Mg/rm
(32.57 lb/ft')

CriticPl Prewsure 750 psia 5.172 MN

Critical Temperatur•t 35319F 461.7 K

Vapor Pressure 7.7 x 10-' psia 0.633 kPM
atSF t 203 K

Coeicient of Kinematic
Vincodty

Absolute 0.011 centipoises 1.1 x 10"9 Pa-s
(Ga.) at 77F at 298 K

(Liquid) 0.34 centipoises 3.4 x 10-4 Pa.i
at779F at 298 K

Autoignition Temperature

Flash Point 36 - 39°F 275-277 K

Flammability Limits Lower: 0.7 percent by volume in air
Urper: 12.8 ptreent by volume in ait

Figure B23-3 Physical Properties of Halon 1120 (Freon 21)
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PROPERTY ENGLISH UNITS SI UNITS

Boiling Point -41OF 232.6 K

Freewing Point -2566F 113.2 K

Density (Saturated vapor at b.p.) 0.2U5 lb/ft 4.72 kg/rm

(Liquid) 0.66 lb/gal 1.194 Mg/m 3

(74.5 lb/ItK)

Specific Gravity - Vapor 3.0 3.0
(relative to STP air)

Critical Dewsity 4.38 lb/gal 0.525 Mg/mr
(32.79 lb/f'*)

Critical Preasure 721.9 psia 4.08 MP&

Critical Temperature 204.84F 369.2 K

Vapor Pressdre

Co.effcient of Kinematic
Viscosity

Absolute 0.0122 centipoise 1.22 x l0-1 Pa's
(Gas) at ROF at 208 K

(Liquid) 1.4 cenLipoise 1.4 x 10-3 Ps*
Iatt 6 F at 0.08 K

Figure B23-4 Physical Properties of Halon 1210 (Freon 22)
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PROPERTY ENGLISH UNITS SI UNITS

Boiling Point 118 0F 320.9 K

Freezing Point -31OF 238.2 K

Density (Saturated vapor at b.p.) 0.46 lb/It' 7.38 kg/ms

(Liquid) 1.1 lb/gsal 1.5$5 Mg/m 3

(97.7 lb/It')

Specific Gravity - Vapor 6.45 6.45
(relative to STP air)

"Critical Density 4.05 lb/gal 0.593 M/r/mn
(37.04 ibifS')

Critica Pressure 408. _ psis. 3.44_ Ws

Critical Temperature 417.40F 487.3 K

Vapor Pressure 5.40 pdsi 37.9 kPa
a 680P 29•3 K

Coefficient of Kinematic
V'icomity

Absolue 0.0122 centipoige 1.22 x 10'- Pa.e
(Gas) at 8F at 208 K (101 kPa)

(Liquid) 1.4 centipoise 1.4 1 10-8 Pa.$
at6 8P at 28 K

Figure B23-5 Physical Properties of Halon 2330 (Freon 112)
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CHAPTER B24
HYDRAULIC FLUIDS

B24.1 PE.OP • --"

B24.1.1 Identification

The hydraulic fluidE discussed in this chapter arc listed in Table B24-1, with
the pertinent military specifications. These hydraulic fluids are comprised
of a petroleum base and an anti-wear agent (triorthocresyl phosphatc) in
addition to other additives (References 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5).

Table B24-1 Hydraulic Fluids

DESIGNATION MIL SPECIFICATION

C-635 (NATO Symbol) MIL-H-6083D
H-515 MIL-H-5606E
H-537 MIL-H-83282B
H-573 None
Triorthocresyl phosphate Chemical formula

(CH3C6H4 0)3

B24.1.2 General Appearasce and Common Uses

The fluids discussed above are used as hydraulic fluids and heat exchange
mediums. Triorthocresyl phosphate is a colorless, odorless liquid. The
hydraulic fluids covered by military spetifications generally contain dye for
coloration, and the petroleum base 3ives them an oil 'ppearance.

B24.1.3 Physical and Chemical Properties

The chemical and physical properties for the hydraulic fluids are provided in
CPIA 394.

B24.1.3.1 j - (Insufficient information other than to treat it as a
petroleum base product.)

B24.1.3.2 Stabili•y- Triorthocresyl phosphate is stable.

B24.1.3.3 RectiyLty - Triorthocresyl phosphate will attack some forms of
plastics, rubber, and coatings. (Insufficient information on other hydraulic
fluids.)

B24.1.3.4 Envir9nMjl.tJAU - Hydraulic fluids would most likely find their
way into the environment through spills. Phosphate esters can be hydrolyzed
in water to phosphoric acids. These acids form complexes in surface and soil
water with metals, of which the calcium salt is soluble in water. Phosphates
occur naturally; however, the effect on biostimulation of the aquatic life has
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caused restrictions on the quantities of !hosphates allowed to be released in
natural water systems. Typical sources of phosphate in natural and soil water
systems are from point discharges, particularly municipal sewage treatment
facilities, and through fertilization. Phosphates are required by living
systems for metabolism. Orthophosphate in generally considered the most
bioavailable form.

B24.2 HUARM

B24.2.1 Htsa th Ha.Ard&

B24.2.1.1 Ticity - Triorthorcresyl phosphate, a constituent compound in
hydraulic fluid, is known to be toxic. Some hydraulic fluids contain
polychloý-obiphenyl and nitrosamine which are also considered toxic.

B24.2.2 Fire and Combustion Product Hazards

Petroleum-based hydraulic fluids are highly combustible. A typical fluid may
have a flash point of 422 K (3004F) and an autoignition temperature of 533.2 K
(500'F). A fine mist is produced when oil is discharged under hfdraulic
pressure, and these burn rapidly generating large quantities of heat. The Btu
content of hydraulic oil is 37,630 MJ/m 3 (135,000 Btu/gal) or 41.9 MJ/kg
(18,000 Btu/lb) (Reference 6).

B2W, 2.3 Explosion Hazards

There are no explosion hazards.

B24.2.4 Environmental Etfects

Phosphate esters in soil and water systems would cause a stimulation of
aquatic life, or a fertilization effect. The impact would be dependent on how
easily the ester could be converted to a useable form by biota. Phosphates
would be carried as complexes in surface waters. Some would be sorbed into
sediments and taken up by aquatic life but the majority would be transported
until a termination point such as the sea or a lake is reached. Phosphates in
significant concentrations are directly responsible for lake eutrophication
through biostimulation of aquatic life.

Synthetic hydraulic fluids are insoluble in water, and in surface water
systems would be expected to collect in an upper phase. In surface water, the
fluids would sorb on plant life and have harmful effects. Eventually, they
may be slowly biodegraded.

B24.3 RESERVU!

B24.4 RESERVE

B24.5 MATERIALS AND EOUIPMENT COMPATIBILITY
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B24.5.1Maeil

The prime consideration in choosing materials for use with hydraulic fluids is
related to their solvent action on most organic matter. Corrosion associated
with hydraulic fluids at ambient temperatures is negligible for most metals.
Limitations which should be observed are outlined in this section.

B24.5.1.1 Metla - Common ferrous and non-ferrous alloys are suitable for
the fabrication of containers (fixed or mobile drums and tanks), associated
piping and fittings, pumping equipment, valves, and other metal parts. Long
term storage of hydraulic fluids may require special consideration of
compatible metal containers and associated equipment or parts.

Preferred metals for usage with hydraulic fluids include:

Aluminum alloys - 1000, 3000, 5000, 6000 series
Stainl2ss steel - 300 series

B24.5.1.2 NgnHngjt..Jj - Listed below are some of the recommended and
prohibited non-metals:

REC0MMENDED PROHIBITED

Cork, or paper gasket Acrylics
materials designed Polyisobutylenes
for this service Natural Rubber

Buna N
Fluorocarbons (Teflon,

Kel-F Halon, TFE)
Polyamides
Polyethylene
Neoprene
Vinyls

B24.5.1.3 Lubr.kjdna - Graphite-base, molybdenumdisulfide, some silicone and
fluorocarbon lubricants may be used with some hydraulic fluids.

Since hydraulic fluids may be excellent solvents for most organic matter,

petroleum lubricants are not recommn-:!ed.

Recommended sealants with hydraulic fluids are:

MIL-S-8802
Babbit No. 2
Permatex 1 and 2
X-Pando
Seal-Rite No. 5
Q-Seal, Teflon

B24.5.2 Equipnen
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B24.5.2.1 Cauaimrs - Hydraulic fluids are drummed or stored in tanks of
approved design and construction which may be either permanent or
transportable. See DOT regulations for container requirements. Portable
containers should be gas-right (See Venting, Section B24.3.2.7).

B24.5.2.2 f=mu. - Permanently installed pumps in main storage systems may

also be equipped with a liquid reservoir to serve as a primer for the pump

used to empty tank cars, trucks, and drums not equipped with bottom outlets.

B24.5.2.3 IdghtA - Temporary portable extension cords with lights, used in
inspecting the interior of containers, should be of a type approved by the
Mine Safety and Health Administration (MSHA).

Flash lights or storage battery lamps, where permitted for use, should be of
the safety type approved by the MSHA or as accepted by the current edition of
the National Electrical Code (Reference 7).

B24.5.2.4 PJ•uJ.and i,%tJSga - Pipes and fittings for liquid hydraulic fluid

should be made of approved materials (See Section B24.5.1), and should be
hydrostatically tested. Threaded connections with a recommended sealing
compound are permitted for this service; flanged or welded connections are
preferred. Top loading lines should extend into the bottom of the tank.

B24.5.2.5 Moses I aaetj - Hoses used in liquid hydraulic fluid service
may be constructed of materials as listed in Section B24.5.1.2. Gaskets may
be made of any of the following materials:

Commercial asbestos, cork or paper gasket material
Fluorocarbons (Teflon TFE, Kel-F, Halon, TFE or equivalent)
Neoprene
Polyethylene

Hoses for cryogenic fluids should be designed and engineered for this service.

B24.5.2.6 Valves - ". .eel plug valve is recommended as the most suitable
for hydraulic fluids.

B24.5.2.7 Venting Sys•rms and Pressure Relief - All openings in the storage
system should terminate outdoors and should be protected by approved flame
arresters. Vents should be zized according to the specifications given in the
National Fire Codes. All nts and pressure-relief systems will terminate at
a height and location that will give adequate protection for personnel and
buildings. Vents on atml ieric tanks should be of the pressure-vacuum type
to avoid collapse of tanks when withdrawing fuel and to relieve pressure when
filling.

B24.5.2.8 Groning - Since hydraulic fluids are flammable and
nonconductive, all stationary or mobile tanks should be bonded and grounded to
prevent fuel charging static. The ground resistance should be monitored
regularly and not exceed 25 ohms.
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CHAPTER B25
MERCURY

B25.1 PEIIIIS

B25.1.1 Identification

Mercury is identified by the chemical formula Hg. Its molecular weight is
200.59 g mol. It is also known as quicksilver (Referenacas 1 and 2).

B25.1.2 General Anpearanee and Common Uses

Mercury is a silvery, mobile, and odorless liquid. It has many uses in the
manufacture of chemicals, batteries, lamps, gauges, dental fillings, and power
tubes.

B25.1.3 Physical and Chemical Properties (Reference 3)

The specific chemical properties for mercury are listed in Figure B25-1.

The solubility of mercury in water is .002g/lOOg water at 293 K (68*F).

B25.1.5 Stability

Mercury is stable.

SB25.1.6 Reactiit

Contact of mercury with acetylene, acetylene products, or ammonia gases may
form solid products that are shock sensitive. Mercury attacks most transition
metals and their alloys. An exception is iron which is useful in containing
either pure mercury or its waste product.

B25.2 BAZ&=

B25.2.1 Health Hazards

B25.2.1.1 Toxicit - Metallic mercury is a mobile silvery slightly volatile
liquid. Although the vapor pressure is low, dangerous concentrations can
accumulate in confined spaces. Inhalation of mercury vapor can cause
headaches, cough, chest pains and tightness, and difficulty in breathing. It
-nay also cause pneumonitis, soreness of the mouth, loss of teeth, nausea, and
diarrhea. Liquid mercury may irritate the skin. Repeated or prolonged
exposure may cause, in addition to the above, shaking of the hands, eyelids,
lips, tongue or jaw, allergic skin rash, sores in the mouth, insomnia, excess
salivation, loss of memory, personality change, irritability, indecision, and
intellectual deterioration. Kidney damage has been observed. In well kept
and well-ventilated areas, exposure to mercury vapors should present no
problem under ordinary conditions. When mercury is spilled, however, the
liquid is broken into many fine droplets, which tend to collect in crevices
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and under furniture and equipment. Unless these are sought out and collected,
they represent a source of vapor contamination which will remain for many
months, and can substantially increase the mercury concentration, especially
in poorly ventilated areas. Substantially increased concentrations of mercury
ca be produced when mercury is heated, as in a fire, or by contact with
heated equipment. etc. Application of finely divided sulfur or the
commercially available mercury decontaminant, SgX, will immobilize the mercury
by formation of Mercury Sulfide, a non-volatile and insoluble solid (Reference
4).

Personal hygiene is of upmost importance in working with and handling
mercury. Since mercury crn be absorbed through the akin, extreme care should
be taken not to handle mercury or mercury contaminated components directly.
Eposed skin shculd be thoroughly washed with soap and water or suitable hand
clianer following clean-up procedures. Persons coming in contact with mercury
Q-1ould not smoke until hands are washed. Clothing xt which mercury has been
spilled should be cleaned of visible mercury, then removed, double bagged, and
disposed of as mercury waste.

325.2.1.2 Threshold LImit Value-Time W•ighted Average (3TVA) - The
TLV-TWA is 0.05 ma/m0 (Reference 5).

B25.2.1.3 Epoaurg Limit - The OSHA permissible exposure limit (PEL) for
mercury is 0.1 mg/m3. NIOSH has recommended that the PEL be changed to 0.05
mg/i 3 averaged over an eight hour shift (Reference 1).

The IDLI value for mercury is 28 mg/i 3 . The IDLH value is "immediately
dangerous to life or health," meaning that it is the maximum level from which
one could escape in 30 minutes without escape-impairing symptoms or any
irreversible health effects (Reference 6).

B25.2.1.4 a iJ cJInfqzuA•tj - Mercury can enter the body by
inhalation, skin ab3orption, in-eetion and contact with skin or eyes. It
affects the skin, respiratory system, central nervous system, kidneys and
eyes. Symptoms include cough, chest pain, dyspnea, bronchitis, pneumonia,
tremor, insomnia, irritation, indecision, headache, fatigua, weakness,
stomatities, salivation, gastrointestinal problems, anorexia, low weight,
protonuria, irritated eyes, and skin irritation (Reference 1).

For first aid information, see CPIA 394, Appendix 125.

B25.2.2 Fire and Combustion Product Razard.

Mercury itself is not combustible and does not have hazardous decomposition
products. However, "contact with acetylene, acetylene products, or ammonia
gases may form solid products that are sensitive to shock and which can
initiate fires of combustible materials" (Reference 1).

B25• 2.3 ExRlosion a azaXd

None.
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B25.2.4 Enyvronment.al Effects

Mercury and its inorganic compounds have little effect on environmenc being
intrinsic visitors within the earth's crust. However, introductiqn of
metallic mercury into receiving waters either by spill or dissolution by acid
rain subjects mercury to conversion to methyl mercury by microorganisms in the
bottom of sediment of lakes and rivers. This transformation greatly enhances
both bioavailability and toxicity. The brain is the target organ for ".ethyl
mercury, while the kidney is the target organ for inorganic mercury. Care,
therefore, should be taken to preclude release of free mercury or its soluble
compounds into the environment (Reference 7).

B25.3 BASER=

B25.4 •AE•M

B25.5 NM.RIALS AND EOUIPMFENT COMPATIBILITY

Mercury is corrosive to most non-ferrous metals and their alloys and should be
excluded from spaces where micro control components for missiles and
satellites are exposed.

Mercury forms explosive compounds with a'etylene and ammonia and sensitizes
such compounds as chlorine dioxide, methyl azide and sodium carbide into
explosive mixtures. Mercury salts form explosive compounds upon contact with
nitromethane (Reference 9).
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PROPERTY ENGLISH UNITS SI UNITS

Boiling Point 664OF 630 K

Freeting Point -384F 234 K

Density (Gas)

(Liquid) 845 lb/fts 13.55 Mg/mr
at 6VF at ".3 K

Speciflc Gravity - Vapor 6.93 6.93
(relative to STP air)

Critical Density

Critical Pressure

Critical Temperature

Vapor Presure 2.4 x 10-6 pais 1.67 x 10-4 kP&
at 580F at "3 K

Coemcient of Kinematic
Viicosity

Absolute 1.55 Centipoises 1.55 x 10-l PAs
at 68°F at 0.3 K

1.g9 Centipoises 9.9 t 10-4 P&.s
at 523 0F at 546 K

Figure B25-1 Physical Properties of Mercury (MW , 200.59 g mol)
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CHAPTER B26
COMPRESSED AND LIQUID AIR

B26.1 POERTIES

B26.1.1 Identification

Air is a mixture, the composition of which varies with the altitude at which
the sample is taken. Air is packaged commercially in various types of
cylinders at various pressures. The specification of the average composition
of dry air at surface altitudes is shown in Table B26-1. It will condense
into a bluish, mobile liquid at 84 K (-308*F) (References 1, 2).

Table B26-1 Composition of Dry Air at Surface Altitudes

MOLECULAR
WEIGHT GAS __L___

28.97 Nitrogen 78.084
Oxygen 20.946
Argon .943
Carbon dioxide .033
Rare Gases .003

(Neon, Helium, Krypton
Hydrogen, Xenon, Radon)

B26.1.2 General Appearance and Common Uses

Air, a mixture of gases, is colorless and odorless. It is a source of oxygen,
nitrogen, and rare gases. Liquid air is a bluish, mobile liquid. Atmospheric
air is used in air conditioning systems and cooling ot hot fluids with heat
exchangers. Air is the source of oxygen for burning, respiration of plants
and animals, decay, and industrial oxidations. Liquid air is used in
cryogenic applications.

B26.1.3 Physical and Chemical Properties

The specific chemical properties of air are listed in CPIA 394.

Air is only slightly soluble in water.

B26.1.5 Stability

Air is stable.

B26.1.6 Reactivit

The reactivity of air is due to its content of oxygen. Many metals are
converted to oxides when they are heated in air. Flammable materials and
organic matter which have been in contact with liquid air may explode easily.
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B26.2 HA2Dn

B26.2.1 Health Hazards

The major hazard to personnel from liquid air is frostbite due to akin contact.

B26.2.1.1 Igxjcity - (Not Applicable)

B26.2.1.2 Exposure Limits - (Not Applicable)

B26.2.1,3 Sg•jfic Medical Information - For first aid information, see CPIA
394, Appendix E26.

B26.2.2 Fire and Combustion Product Hazards

Flamable mixtures are produced with fuels.

B26.2.3 Explosion Hazards

Mixing with fuels causes a dangerous explosion hazard. Mixtures of frozen
fuel and liquid air may be shock-sensitive.

B26.2.4 Environmental Effects

Not applicable.

B26.3 RESERVED

B26.4 RESERVE

B26.4 MATEZIALS AND EQUIPMENT COMPATIBILITY

Liquid air is classified as a liquified compressed gas, for transfer and
storage purposes, end must be handled and stored in fixed or mobile containers
of approved design, materials, and construction.

B26.5.1 Materials

When selecting materials for liquid service, consideration should be given to
physical properties at low temperature, and the reactivity of the material
with liquid air. The ability to withstand stress concentrations, particularly
those resulting from sudden temperature changes, is important. Fourteen
percent oxygen in air may create a dangerous fire hazard if it escapes or
leaks into combustible materials. Compressed oxygen in compressed air in the
presence of oils and greases may cause fire (Referencc 3). Contact with
oxidizing materials may cause liquid oxygen in liquid air to explode
(Reference 4).

B26.5.1.1 Metals - Metals to be used in liquid air equipment should possess
satisfactory physical properties at extremely low operating temperatures. The
following metals are recommended for service with liquid:
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a. Aluminum and aluminum alloy types

1000 3000 5083 5454 6062
2014 5050 5085 5456 6063
2024 5052 5154 6061 7075

b. Stainless steel types

304 316 304L
310 321 304ELC

c. 9 percent nickel steel alloy

d. Copper and copper alloys

Copper Aluminum bronze
Naval brass Cupro-nickel

e. Nickel and nickel alloys

Nickel Inconel-X
Rene 41 Hastelloy B
K-None I

B26.5.1.2 n=MsA1A - The number of acceptable non-metals is small due to
the extremely low temperatures encountered. The following list contains
non-metdls known tn be acceptable:

"Tetrafluoroethylene polymer (TFE, Halon TFE, Teflon, or equivalent)0 • Unplasticized chlorotrifluoroethylene polymer (Kel-F, Halon CTF, or
equivalent)

Asbestos
Special silicon rubbers

P26.5.1.3 Lricant - Some petroleum based lubricants could be used.
Special lubricants such as the fluorolubes or the perfluorocarbons are
recommended.

B26.5.2 FYginent

B26.5.2.1 ntainers- Liquid air should be stored in stationary or mobile
tanks of approved materials and construction. Storage and shipping drums used
for other propellants are not to be used in this service. To insure against
defects in materials or fabrication, the storage tanks should be tested as
required by the provisions of applicable ASME or DOT specifications for
unfired pressure vessels (Reference 5). Materials used for pressure vessels
operating at temperatures less than 244 K (-20*F) should be impact-tested in
accordance with Paragraph UG-84, Section VIII, of the ASME Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code (Reference 5). Containers for the shipment, storage, and transfer
of liquid air fabricated in accordance with any standard that meets pertinent
structural requirements. Storage containers should be vacuum-jacketed; the
vacuum space may contain reflective insulation or powders. The storage tank
itself should be of welded construction and should be equipped with an
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adequate pressure-relief system (Section B26.5.2.8). Bottom outlets on
storage tanks are recommended, since they materially simplify the transfer
system design and the selection of pumping equipment.

B326.5.2.2 Pumonand Homesa - Since the storage tanks may be designed with
bottom outlets, flooded-suction centrifugal pumps may be used when gravity
flow is not applicable. Only pumps and shaft seals designed for liquid air
service should be used. Details on these pumps and hoses may be secured from
manufacturers of air handling equipment. Hoses should be of proper design and
engineered specifically for liquid-air service.

B26.5.2.3 Lights - Temporary portable extension cords with lights, used in
Inspecting the interior of containers, should be of a type approved by the
Mine Safety and Health Administration (MSHA).

Flash lights or storage battery lamps, where permitted for use, should be of
the safety type approved by the MSHA or as accepted by the current edition of
the National Electrical Code (Reference 6).

B26.5-2.4 LPiea and Fittings - The pipes and fittings should be of approved
material and construction, and should be hydrostatically tested at specified
pressures. The uses of welded and flanged connections, whenever possible, is
recommended. Threaded connections sealed with litharge and water are
permissible, when other methods are not feasible. Thread!ed connections may
also be sweated with soft solder. A satisfactory threaded joint seal is
produced by covering pipe threads (except for firbt three threads) with
polytetrafluoroethylene tape before making up connections.

R~26.5.2.5 Gaskets - Gaskets may be made of soft metals selected from those
listed in Section B26.5.1.

B26.5.2.6 Pres ureQagg.& - Liquid air equipment should be monitored with
acceptable LOX-clean types of pressure gauges as required. In order to
minimize operator reading errors, all pressure gauges used for a comn
purpose should have identical scales. Gauges should be protected with blowout
relief backs or plugs.

B26,5.2.7 Valves - The use of extended stem gate, globe, or ball valves
provided with venting devices is recommended.

B26.5.2.8 Venting Systms mnd Pressure Relief - The storage container itself
should be equipped with a bursting disc and a pressure-relief valve in
parallel, both discharging to the outdoor atmosphere through an adequately
sized vent line. The insulated area, between the inner and outer shells,
should be equipped with either a rupture disc or a pressure-relief device, so
that pressure cannot build up and rupture the vessel. All lines and vessels
in which liquid air may be trapped between closed valves should have
pressure-relief valves; if it is likely that the relief valve may freeze,
rupture discs should also be provided.

B26.5.2.9 9_rDJmix& - Since air supports combustion, all stationary or
mobile tanks should be properly bonded and grounded.
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CHAPTER B27
CARBON DIOXIDE

B27.1 PERIES

B27.1.1 Identification

Carbon dioxide has a chemical formula of CO2 and molecular weight of 44 g
mol. It is primarily a gas but it can be a liquid or solid.

B27.1.2 Geral ARpearance and Cognon Uses

Carbon dioxide is a nonflammable, colorless, odorless, slightly acid gas. In
high concentrations, it has an acidic taste. It is used in the carbonation of
beverages, manitfacture of carbonates, in fire suppression, in refrigeration
processes and as pcopellant in aerosols.

B27.1.3 Physical and Chemical Properties

The physical properties for carbon dioxide are listed in Figure B27-1.

B27.1.4 Solub.ility

Carbon dioxide is soluble in water (88 ml/100 ml H2 0) at 101 kPa (760 mm Kb)
at 293 K (680F). It is more soluble at higher pressures. It is less soluble
in alcohol and other neutral organic solvents.

Carbon dioxide in stable.

B27.1.6 Ratvt

Liquid or solid carbon dioxide will attack some forms of plastics, rubber and
.oatings. It is absorbed by alkaline solutions with the formation of
carbonates.

B27.2 HAZARDS

B27.2.1 Health Hazards

B27.2.1.1 Ticit - Carbon dioxide is an asphyxiant and can also paralyze
respiratory system at high concentrations. Symptoms result when sufficiently
high concentrations are present to displace oxygen in the air making it
insufficient to support life. The symptoms of this (asphyxia) include
headache, dizziness, shortness of breath, muscular weakness, drowsiness, and
ringing in the ears. Removal from exposure results in rapid recovery
(Reference 4).
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B27.2.2 Exposure Limits

The threshold limit value-time weighted average (TLV-TWA) for CO2 is 5000
ppm (9000 mg/m 3 ); th2 short term exposure limit (TLV-STEL) is 15,000 ppm
(27,000 mg/m 3 ) (Reference 5). NIOSH suggests 10,000 ppm (18,000 mg/m 3 ) as
the 10 hour time weighted average value (TWA), and 30,000 ppm (54,000 mg/m 3 )
as the 10 minute ceiling value. The IDLH is given as 50,000 ppm (5%) (90,000
mg/m 3 ) (Reference 1).

The IDLH value is "immediately dangerous to life or health," meaning that it
is the maximum level form which one could escape in 30 winutes without
escape-impairing symptoms or any irreversible health 2ffects.

B27.2.3 Special Medical Information

Carbon dioxide can damage the body due to inhalation (asphyxiation) and
contact with the solid material. Damage by inhalction is to the lungs and
cnrdiovescular system. Contact with the skin or eyes cause frostbite.
Symptoms due to inhalation include headache, dizziness, restlessness,
par-alysis, dyspnea, sweat, malaise, increased heart rate, elevated blood
pressure, pulse pressure, coma, asphyxia, and convulsions. For first aid
information, see CPIA 394, Appendix E27.

B27.2.4 Fire and Combustion Product Hazardg.

Carbon dioxide itself is not combustible, but contact with chemically acti.ve
metals such as sodium, potassium, or hot titanium may cause fire. It also
reacts vigorously with (AL + Na 2 02 ), Cs20, Ng(C 2 H5 ), Li, (Mg +
Na2 0 2 ), K, KHC 2 , Na, Na2 C2 , NaK alloy, and Ti (Reference 6).

B27.2.5 Explosion Hazards

Contact with reactive metals may produce a violent reaction. Solid carbon
dioxide, if confined, will rapidly build up extremely high pressures as it
thaws and will burst most containers.

B27.2.6 Environmental Effects

B27.3 RESERVED

B27.4 RESERVED

B27.5 MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT COMPATIBILITY

When handling or storing liquid carbon dioxide, important factors must be
taken into account:

a. Liquid or solid carbon dioxide is extremely cold, and

b. it is an asphyxiant.

It must, therefore, be stored in fixed or mobile containers of approved
design, materials and construction and suitably housed.
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The installation requirements for pressurized-gas system' are very stringent.
Particularly important are the selection of materials and equipment, the use
of adequate fabrication procedures and proper imaintenance. Personnel assigned
to operate these systems must be qualified and familiar with the equipment and
proper operating procedures.

B27.5.1 t4algri

When subjected to the temperature extremes of liquid carbon dioxide service,
many materials undergo a marked physical change. The extent of the change for
a given material should be known before it is specified for low temperature
use. Metals used with carbon dioxide should be able to withstand impact shock
at low temperatures, as well as the stresses produced by the extremely low
temperature of liquid carbon dioxide.

The prime consideration in selecting materials to be used with high-pressure
gases is their strength. Reactivity or corrosivity, with the exception of
that due to moisture where carbonic acid may be produced, should not be a
problem with carbon dioxide; but, it is a consideration in the maintenance of
purity and cleanliness with regard to the end use.

B27.5.1.1 Metals - Ordinary carbon steels and most ferritic and martensitic
alloy steels are unsuitable for liquid carbon dioxide service because they
lack ductility at low temperatures. The following metals are satisfactory for
this service:

Austenitic chrome-nickel steels nickel steel (9%)
stainless steel, 18-8 series copper-silicon alloys
copper Monel
brass aluminum
bronze shredded lead

titanium

These metals, along with carbon steels, may be used with gaseous carbon
dioxide.

B27.5.1.2 NL-Metteala - Non-metal materials for liquid carbon dioxide service
must also be selected to withstand low temperatures. The following nonmetals
are suitable for this service and may be used singly or in any combination:

Tetrafluoroethylene (TFE Teflon, TFE Halon, or equivalent)
Polychlorotrifluoroethylene (Kel-F, Halon CTF, or equivalent)
Selected types of graphite

The following non-metals are suitable for use with gaseous carbon dioxide:

synthetic and natur- .••:Abers
Teflon
Kel-F
DC-55
Fluorolube (LG-160)
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B27.5.1.3 Lukbri.kat~a - Materials used in handling carbon dioxide must be
free of grease, oil and other combustible materials. Use special lubricants,
such as the fluorolubes or perfluorocarbons, unless aluminum is present.

B27.5.2 EqupmntL

B27.5.2.1 C..ptainers - Liquid carbon dioxide may be stored in st~ationary or
mobile tanks of approved materials and construction. Gaseous carbon dioxide
may be stored and shipped in cylinders conforming to DOT specifications.
Storage tanks and cylinders should be tested as required by applicable
provisions of the ASME Unfired Pressure Vet jel Code (Reference 10) or DOT
specification to ensure againgt defects in materials or fabrication.
Materials used for pressure vessels used at temperatures lover than 244 K
(-20*F) should be impact-tested in accordance vith Paragraph UG--84, Section
VIII, of Reference 10.

Containers for shipping. storing and transferring liquid carbon dioxide may be
fabricated in accordance with any standard which meets the structural
requirements for that container. The storage tank itself should be of welded
construction; it should be equipped with a rupture disc and a pressure-relief
valve that has an adequate vent line. The vents should discharge to the
atmosphere.

Storage containers for carbon dioxide gas should comply with one of the
following:

a. Designed, constructed, and tested in accordance with appropriate
requirements of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section
VIII, Unfired Pressure Vessels (Reference 10).

b. Designed, constructed, tested, and maintained in accordance with
DOT regulations and specifications.

B27.5.2.2 P mja..ndl Jjgn -- Pumps for high-pressure gaseous carbon dioxide
service should be designed, fabricated, and installed in accordance with the
pertinent standards and codes.

For gaseous carbon dioxide, flexible hose generally conforms to military or
industrial specifications. Unless otherwise specified in the governing code,
a minimum safety factor of 4 to burst is required. Flexible hose should only
be employed when the use of rigid tubing is impractical. The hose should be
of minimum length. When long runs are unavoidable, hose reels and other
protective devices, including hold-down weights and chain ties at end
connections, should be incorporated.

Hoses for liquid carbon dioxide use should be of proper design, engineered
specifically for this service.

B27.5.2.3 Lights - Any lighting which meets local electrical codes will be
adequate in ar:ýas where carbon dioxide is stored or transferred (Reference 11).
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B27.5.2.4 Pipes and ]Eittings - The pipes and fittings should be of approved
materials and construction and should be hydrostatically tested at specified0 ~ pressures. The use of welded and flanged connections is recommended whenever
possible. Threaded connections are permissible when other methods are not
feasible. TFE tape thread sealant is recommended.

Tubing may also be used for high-pressure gaseous carbon dioxide service.
Tubing connections will be made with standard AN or industrial flared fittings
of like materials. Stainless steol fittings should be used with stainless
steel tubing to prevent galvanic action of dissimilar metals. The fabrication
of pipe or tube anchors, hangers, supports and tie-downs should be in
accordance wit-h the American Society of Mechanical Engineers requirements for
pressure piping. The fabrication techniques and selection of materials for
the installation and testing of piping systems should be in accordance with
the ASME codes. All high-pressure systems should be properly marked and
identified.

B27.5~.2.5 ~gpjsket - Gaskets may be made of the materials listed in Section
B20.5.1. In high-pressure systems, "0" rings may also be used. Gaskets may
be flanged, serrated, laminated, corrugated, or ring-joint types.

B27.5.2.6 Pressure Gauges - Liquid carbon dioxide equipment should be
monitored with pressure gauges of approved type as required. Standard-type
pressure gauges incorporating compatible materials will be used in gaseous
carbon dioxide systems. In addition, gauges used in gaseous carbon dioxide
systems should have plastic faces and blow-out discs. In order to minimize
operator reaiding errors, all pressure gauges used for a common purpose should
have identical scales.

B B27.5.2.7 V1ala - Extended stem gate, globe and ball valve are satisfactory
for liquid carbon dioxide service. All valve packing and gaskets should be of
approved materials.

For gaseous carbon dioxide all gate and globe valves 63.5 (2.5 in) in size and
larger should be of the outside-screw, rising stem type, whenever this is
practicable; valves under 63.5 mm (2.5 in) may be of the inside-screw,
rising-stem type. Plug valves may be used instead of gate or globe types.
Plug valves for high-temperature service should be designed to prevent galling
by making the plug and the valve body of different materials, by treating the
plug to give it different physical properties, by welding hard-face overlays
to the surface, or by using special mechanical designs. Every valve should be
plainly marked to identify the gas and valve function.

B27.5.2.8 Veuti~ngytm an r sr eief - When the maximum allowable
inlet pressure to one or more of the pressure-reducing devices is greater than
the piping systems maximum allowable operating pressure, one or more
pressure-relief or other safety devices should be included, e.g., automatic
shut-off valves. Suitable protective measures shculd be taken to prevent
injury or damage resulting from the discharge of gases from those safety
devices.

The relief valves should have a combined discharge capacity ensuring that the
pressure rating of the lower pressure piping system will not be exceeded as
the result of an equipment failure, for instance, the pressure-reducing
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valves. The relief or safety valve should be locked next to the
pressure-reducing valve. Pressure-reducing and relief devices should conformu
to the valve requirements for the specified service conditions.

All lines and vessels in which liquid carbon dioxide may be trapped between
closed valves should be equipped with pressure relief valves. Associated
vessels and lines must also be equipped with rupture discs in parallel with
the relief valve.
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PROPERTY ENGLISH UNITS SI UNITS

Sublimation Point .100.39F 194.68 K

Freeuing Point -. 8I2F 216.51 K

Density (Gas) 0.176 lb/ft3  2314 kg/ms
at -109.38F and 14.7 psi& at 104.65 K and 101 kP&

(Solid 17.51 lb/ft3  1582 Mg/rm 3

at -109.30F and 14.7 psi& at 194.65 K and 101 kPi

Specific Gravity - Vapor 1.52 1.52
(relative to STP air)

Critical Density 26.17 lb/ft3  0.464 Mg/mr

Critical Pressure 1071 psis 7.383 MP&
(absolute)

Critical Temperature 87.80F 304.2 K

Vapor PrteSsure 14.606 psi& 101 kPa
at -100.30F at 104.65 K

Coeflicient of Kinematic
Viscosity

Absolute 0.0148 centipoise 1.48 X 10-a Pa.$
at 70OF and 14.7 psia at .094.3 K and 101 kPM

Figure B27-1 Physical Properties of Carbon Dioxide (MW a 44 g mol)
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CHAPTER B28
NITROUS OXIDE

B28.1 ERPfiE

B28.1.1 IdmeiUfca.Lion

Nitrous oxide has a minimum purity of 98.0%, the principal impurity being
air. Average analyses show a purity of 98.5%. IL is also known as "laughing
gas" and sometimes called dinitrous oxide monoxide. It is shipped as a
liquified compressed gas under its own vapor pressure of about 5.14 MPa (745
psig) at 294 K (70*F) (Reference I). The molecular weight of nitrous oxide is
44.1 g mol.

B28.1.2 Gnera A•n pearance and Common Uses (References 1 and 2)

Nitrous oxide is a colorless, nonflammable, nontoxic gas with a slightly sweet
taste and odor. It is used chiefly in rocket fuel formulations with carbon
disulfide.

B28.1.3 Physical and Chemical Propertjie (References 1 and 2)

Nitrous oxide is nonflammable but will support combustion. It will not
combine with other materials at ordinary temperatures. Dissociation begins
above 573 K (572*F) when the gas becomes a strong oxidizing agent. CPIA 394
describes the physical properties of nitrous oxide.

B28.1.3.1 Solubilit (Reference I) - Gaseous nitrous oxide is somewhat
soluble in water and more soluble in alcohol.

B28.1.3.2 StAil.-ty (Reference 2) - Gaseous nitrous oxide is chemically
stable at room temperature.

B28.1.3.3 Reactivit - At ordinary temperature nitro-is oxide is stable and
inreactive. At elevated temperature it decomposes into nitrogen and oxygen
and becomes an oxidizer and supports combustion. Above 838 K (10490F), the
rate of decomposition becomes appreciable.

B28.2 HAZAM

B28.2.1 Health HazatI

Nitrous oxide presents no significant health hazard.

B28.2.1.1 Toxicitj - Nitrous oxide is nontoxic and nonirritating and is
extensively used a an anesthetic in medicine and dentistry. It is a rather
weak anesthetic and must be inhaled in high concentrations, mixed with air or
oxygen. When inhaled without oxygen, it is a simple asphyxiant. Inhalation
of small amounts often produces a type of hysLeria; hence its common name,
"laughing gas" (Reference 1).

B28.2.1.2 WThr31r_ Lii__Yalue-Time WeighteL-vntageAfjL-Ij(•- j - None
esLablished. (Oxygen at 16-17 percent by volume at 101 kPa (760 mm Hg) total
pressure is the generally accepted minimum for a work environment.)
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B28.2.1.3 Emergency Exposure Limits - None established.

B28.2.1.4 Special Medical InforMation - For first aid information, see CPIA
394, Appendix E29. Rapid application of oxygen may reverse the effects of
severe anoxia. Nitrous oxide is a simple asphyxiant, and consequently
symptoms are derived frost anoxia (i.e., air, hunger, nausea, vomiting,
bewilderment, loss of consciousness, etc.).

B28.2.2 Explosion Hazards

Noue established. Nitrous oxide is a strong oxidizing agent. Therefore, it
will form explosive or combustible mixtures with any fuel (Reference 3). If
exposed to external heating, cylinders containing liquid nitrous oxide may
undergo hydrostatic pressure rupture. DOT specification cylinders are
therefore fitted with safety devices.

B28.2.3 Fire Hazards

None established (See Section B28.1.3).

B28.3 RESERVED

B28.4 RESERED

B28.5 MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT COMPATIBILITY

B28.5.1 Mjttrjnla

The prime consideration in selecting materials to be used with high-pressure
gases is their strength. Reactivity or corrosivity are not problems with
nitrous oxide. Maintenance of purity and cleanliness is important for end use.

B28.5.1.1 Metals - The following metals are suitable for use vith gaseous
nitrous oxide:

Austenitic chrome-nickel steels
stainless steel, series 18-8
copper
brass
bronze
copper silicon alloys
Monel
aluminum
shredded lead
carbon steel

B28.5.1.2 NmmIA" - The following nonmetals are suitable for use with
nitrous oxide:

synthetic and natural rubbers
Teflon
Ke1-F
DC-55
Fluorolube (LG-160)
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B28.5.1.3 Jtub~r±a~A= - If nitrous oxide is used to pressurize oxidizer
systems, the use of petroleum-base lubricants with these games is prohibited.
Lubricants such as the fittorolubes or the perfluorocarbons are recommnended.
The fluorolubes should not be used with aluminum.

B28.5.2 Equai~pment

B28.5.2.1 Containers~ - Storage containers should comply with one of the
following:

a. Designed, constructed, and tested in accordance with appropriate
requirements of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section
VIII, Unfired Pressure Vessels (Reference 6).

b, Designed, constructed, tested, and maintained in accordance with
DOT regulations and specifications.

B28.5.2.2 f4jp~sandFittJings - Either pipe or tubing may be used for
high-pressure service. Connections for piping may be flange, thread, socket
weld or butt weld. Tubing connections will be made with standard AN or
industrial flared fittings of like materials. Stainless steel fittings should
be used with stainless steel tubing to prevent galvanic action of dissimilar
metals. Welded or brazed joints are preferred. The fabrication of pipe or
tube anchors, hangers, supports and tie-downs should be in accordance with the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) requirements for pressure
piping.

The fabrication techniques and selection of materials for the installation and
testing of piping systems should be in accordance with the ASME codes.

W --- High-pressure systems should be properly marked and identified.

B28.5.2.3 Gaskets and SgAUJ - In high-pressure systems, "0" rings may be
used. Gaskets may be flange, serrated, laminated, corrugated, or ring-joint
types. The materials listed in Sections B28.5.1.1 and B28.5.1_2 may be used
in the fabrication of gaskets and seals.

B28.5.2.4 Valves - Wherever practicable, all gate and globe valves, 6.4 cm
(Z.5 in) in size and larger, should be of the 'outside-screw, rising-stem type;
valves under 6.4 cm (2.5 in) may be of the inside-screw, rising-stem type.

Plug valves may be used instead of gate or globe types. Plug valves for high
temperature service should be designed to prevent galling by making the plug
and the valve body of different materials, by treating the plug to give it
different physical properties, by welding hard-face overlays to the surf ace,
or by using special mechanical designs. Every "valve" should be plainly
marked to identify the gas and valve function.

B28.5.2.5 LwpAj=n4JiQA~ - Flexible hose generally conforms to military or
industrial specifications. Unless otherwise specified, a minimum safety
factor of 4 to burst is required. Flexible hose should only be employed when
the use of rigid tubing is impractical. The hose should be o, minimum
length. When long runs are unavoidable, hose reels and other protective
devices, including hold-down weights and chin ties at end connections, should
be incorporated.
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Pumps for high-pressure service should be designed', fabricated and installed
in accordance with pertinent standards and codes.

B28.5.2.6 Pemmu e aux~jges - Standard-type pressure gauges incorporating
compatible materials will be used in gaseous nitrous oxide systems. In order
to minimize operator reading errors, all pressure gauges used for a conmmon
purpose should have identical scales. In addition, all gauges should have
plastic faces and blow-out discs.

B28.5.2.7 Vent rg Systems and Safety Relief - When the maximum allowable
inlet pressure to one cr more of the pressure-reducing devices is greater than
the piping system's maximum allowable operating pressure, one or more
pressure-relief or ether safety devices should be included (e.g., automatic
shut-off valves). Suitable protective measures should be taken to prevent
injury or damage resulting from the discharge of gases from those safety
devices.

The relief valves should have a combined discharge capacity ensuring that the
pressure rating of the lower pressure piping system will not be exceeded as
the result of an equipment failure, for instance, the pressure-reducing
vaives. The relief or safety valve should be located next to the pressure
reducing valve. Pressure-reducing and relief devices should conform to the
valve requirements for the specified service conditions.
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APPENDIX C

C.0 ITRODUTIONSYSTEM 
DESCRIPTIONS

Appendix C provides system descriptions of launch vehicles, upper stage
vehicles and satellite vehicles currently in use. The purpose of the
system description data are:

(1) To provide data on hazards in existing vehicles.

(2) Identify methods of hazard control used in existing vehicles.

(3) Provide system description data to be used in submitting new
safety documentation, such as the Accident Risk Assessment
Report or Missile Systems Pre-Launch Safety Package.

The mission scenarios provided for each vehicle are typical missions.
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APPENDIX Cl
. SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS (STS)

S~Cl.O INTRODUCTION

The following data were extracted from the national STS Program Document
"Space Shuttle Data for Planetary Mission Radioisotope Thermoelectric
Generator (RTG) Safety Analysis," JSC 08116, Feb 15, 1985, NASA, L.B.
Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas 77058. This description includes
missions carrying Centaur upper stage.

C1.1 SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM - GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The STS consists of the Shuttle, a variety of standard payload carriers,
ground integration and launch facilities, and groundbased payload
operations control centers. The ground integration and launch facilities
consist of the KSC and Vandenberg Air Force Base (VAFB) complexes,
although the latter is not yet operational for Shuttle launches. There
are three groundbased payload operations control centers located at the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC),
and the Johnson Space Center (JSC). Communications are via the world-wide
Space Tracking and Data Network (STDN), the Tracking and Data Relay
Satellite System (TDRSS), and the Orbiter and/or carrier command and data
handling system. Direct payload communication is also possible. The
Orbiter is transported between ground sites such as Edwards Air Force Base
(EAFB) and KSC atop the Shuttld Carrier Aircraft (SCA), a modified Boeing
747 aircraft.

The Shuttle Vehicle consists of the Orbiter, the External Tank (ET), and
two Solid Rocket Motors (SRM). Figures Cl-l through CI-4 show the Shuttle
Vehicle, with side, top, front, and back views. Figure Cl-5 shows the
coordinate systems.

CI.2 SYSTEMS DESCRIPTIONS, HAZARDOUS MATERIALS SCHEMATICS

CI.2.1 Orbiter

The Orbiter contains the following subsystems: structure; thermal
protection,. tht -',al control; main propulsion; orbital maneuvering;
reaction control; mechanical (including ET separation); auxiliary power
units; hydraulic; electrical power; power reactant storage and
distribution; environmental control and lifp support; purge, vent, and
drain; avionics; guidance, navigation, and control; communications and
tracking; and data processing and software. Figures CI-6 through CI-9
show the layout of the Orbiter and many of the parts of the subsystems.

C1.2.1.1 Orbiter Structure - Figures CI-1O through Cl-13 show the
Orbiter structure. Most of the Orbiter structure is of conventional
aluminum construction protected by Reusable Surface Insulation (RSI).
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C1.2.1.2 Thermal Protection System - The Thermal Protection System (TPS)
kk!eps the outer skin of the Orbiter airframe from becoming too hot during
both ascent and reentry. The TPS materials are attached to the outside of
thi primary structural shell of the Orbiter. There are several types of
TPS materials; the type used depends on the thermal environment at that
location.

The TPS is a passive system. It has been designed for ease of maintenance
and for flexibility of ground and flight operations while satisfying its
primary function of maintaining acceptable airframe outer skin
temperatures. The RSI materials are of three types: (1) ceramic LI-900,
LI-2200, and FRC'-12 materials used for HRSI ard LRSI; (2) Nomex felt
material used for FRSI; and (3) quilted fibrous silica material used for
AFRSI. Figure CI-14 shows the rPs materials and their location on Orbiter
103.

C1.2.1.3 Thermal Control Syst m - The Thermal Control Systenm (TCS)
maintains subsystems and componetrs "tin specified temperature limits
for all mission phases, including prelaunch, launch, Earth orbit, entry,
and post-landing. The integrated thermal control management uses
available heat sources and heat sinks supplemented by passive thermal
control techniques. Those techniques are primarily the use of insulation,
thermal control coatings, ane thermal isolation to attenuate heat transfer
to or from critical jpacecraft compartments and hardware. Supplemental
heaters are provided as required when these methods are not adequate to
provide the necessary temperature control.

C1.1.1.4 Main Propulsion System - The main propulsion system of the
Orbiter includes three engines, which burn for about eight minutes from
just before lift-off until slightly before attaining orbit. The rated
(sea-level) thrust of each engine is 375,000 pounds at sea level and
490,000 pounds in vacuum. The engines are gimballed for steering. The
fuel is Liquid Hydrogen (LH 2 ), and the oxidizer is Liquid Oxygen (LOX).
The propellants for the Main Engines (MEs) are in the ET.

Each Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) is a reusable, high-performance,
liquid-propellant rocket engine with variable thrust. Three engines are
clustered on each Orbiter vehicle. The nominal engine chamber pressure is
3000 psia. The nozzle exit diameter is 94 inches. Each engine weighs
approximately 6950 pounds. The nozzle is gimballed with hydraulic
actacors for steering. They are ignited on the ground prior to launch
and bv-n for an average of eight minutes during the vehicle bocst phase.
Figure Cl-15 shows the main engines and the propellant feedlines from the
ET.

C1.2.1.5 Orbital. Maneuvering System - The Orbital Maneuv2ring System
(OMS) includes two engines. The thrust from those engines carties the
Orbiter int o;bit after the main engines are shut down, provides for
maneuvering while in orbit, and retards the Orbiter out of orbit for
reentry. The nominal engine chamber pressure is 125 lb/in2 . The rated
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(vacuum) thrust of each engine is 6000 pounds. The fuel is
monomethylhydrazine (MH), and the oxidizer is nitrogen tetroxide
(N 2 •4 ).

The two OMS engines are mounted in pods at the top of the aft fuselage,
one on each side of the vertical tail. The nozzles are gimballed for
steering, with electremechanical actuators. The O0S propellant tanks in
the two pods can carry enough propellant for a change in velocity in orbit
of 1,000 ft/s when the vehicle carries a payload of 65,000 pounds.
Crossfeed lines connect the propellant tanks in the two OMS pods so that
propellants from either pod can run either engine. Also, the Reaction
Control System thrusters can burn prepellants from the OMS tanks. Figure
C1-i6 shows an OMS engine pod, which also contains parts of the RCS.

C1.2.1.6 Reaction Control System (RCS) - The RCS of the Orbiter includes
44 thrusters (38 primary, 6 vernier) tor attitude control and three-axis
translation during orbit insertion and during on-orbit and entry phases of
the Orbiter flight.

The RCS consists of three propulsion units, one in the forward module and
one in each of the aft propulsion pods. All modules are used for external
tank separation, orbit insertion, and orbital maneuvers. Only the aft RCS
modules are used for entry attitude control. The RCS employs 38
bipropellant primary thrusters and 6 vernier thrusters to provide attitude
control and three-axis translation during the orbit insertion, on-orbit,
and entry phases of flight.

The RCS propellants are N2 04 and MMII. The design mixture ratio of
propellants allows the use of identically sized propellant tanks for both
fuel and oxidizer. The nominal propellant capacity of the tanks in each
module is 928 pounds of MMH and 1477 pounds of N2 0 4 . An interconnect
between the OMS and the RCS in the aft pods permits the use of OMS
propellant by the RCS for on-orbit maneuvers. In addition, the
interconnect can be used for crossfeeding propellants between the right-
and left-hand RCS pods.

The thrust of each primary thruster is 870 pounds (in vacuum), and the
thrust of each vernier thruster is 24 pounds (in vacuum). Figure CI-17
shows the RCS.

C1.2.1.7 Pressure Tanks - The Orbiter carries many pressure tanks.
Table CI-I lists them, and Figure Cl-18 shows their locations. The index
numbers on the table refer to the circled numbers on the figure.
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Table Cl-I Pressure Tanks in Orbiter

Maximum

Operating
Index Pressure, Volume No. of Tank

Number (a) Contents Subsystem ib/in2 g in 3  Tanks Material

Air (Crew ECLSS 15 4,363,000 1 Aluminum
CaDin) Alloy

2 Ammonia ECLSS 550 3,024 Titanium

3 Breathing ECLSS 3300 8,181 1 Inconel
Oxygen (Not with
on OV-099 or Kevlar
OV-104 Mis- Winding
sion Kit only)

4 Freon-21 ECLSS 230 4,337 2 Aluminum
(CHCI 2 F)

5 Helium FRCS 4000 3,008 2 Titanium
with
Kevlar
Winding

ARCS 4000 3,008 2/Pod Titanium
with
Kevlar
Winding

OMS 4875 30,033 1/Pod Titanium
with
Kevlar
Winding

MPS 4500 29,894 7 Titanium
with
Kevlar
Winding

MPS 4500 8,122 3 Titanitun
with
Kevlar
Winding

MPS 850 500 2 Titanium
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Table Cl-I Pressure Tanks in Orbiter - Continued

•" I Maximum
Operating

Index Pressure, Volume No. of Tank
Number (a) Contents Subsystem lb/in2 g in 3  Tanks Material

6 Hydrazine APU 355 11,375 3 Titanium
(N 2 H4 )

7 Hydraulic Oil HYD 3000 98 3 Steel

HYD 135 1,850 3 Aluminum

HYD 70 98 3 Steel

8 Liquid Hydrogen PRSD 320 36,972 3-5 Aluminum
(LH 2 )(b) alloy

pressure
vessel
and out-
shell

9 Liquid Oxygen PRSD 1035 19,418 3-5 Inconel
(L0 2 )(b) pressure

vessel
and
aluminum
alloy
outer
shell

10 Monomethyl- FRCS 350 29,376 1 Titanium
Hydrazine -

N2 H4  ARCS 350 29,376 1!Pod Titanium

OMS 313 155,520 I/Pod Titanium

11 Nitrogen ECLSS 3600 8,181 4 Titanium
with
Kevlar
Winding

HYD 3165 113 3 Titanium

OMS (Eng) 3000 60 2 Titanium
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Table Cl-I Pressure Tanks in Orbiter - Contintted

Maximum
Operating

Index Pressure, Volume No. of Tank
Number (a) Contents Subsystem lb/in 2 g in 3  Tanks Material

OMS (Eng) 450 19 2 Titanium

12 Nitrogen FRCS 350 28,512 1 Titanium
Tetroxide
(N2 04 ) ARCS 350 28,512 I/Pod Titanium

OMS 313 155,520 I/Pod Titanium

13 Water APU 35 2,352 1 Titanium

APU 100 435 1 Titanium

HYD 33 4,546 3 Aluminum

14 Water (Potable, ECLSS/ 20 6,600 5 Aluminum
Waste, & Heat ATCS
Transfer)

15 Oxygen SSME
(POGO)

ACCUM)

L6 Halon 1301 Fire Ext 575 80 3 ISteel
(Port-
able)

Fire Ext 575 87 3 Stainless
(Fixed) Steel

17 Water/0 2  . EMU 15 277 3 Aluminum

18 02 EMU 1050 247 6 Stainless
Steel

EMU 7400 92 6 Inco 718
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C1.2.1.8 Mechanical Systems - The mechanical subsystems of the Orbiter
operate the aerodynamic control surfaces, landing/deceleration system,
vent doors, payload bay doors, deployable radiators, payload retention and

W payload handling subsystems, and provide for disconnecting propellant
feedlines between the Orbiter and the ET and for separating the Orbiter
from the ET.

CI.2.1.9 Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) - The auxiliary power units drive
the hydraulic pumps. The units work by decomposition of hydrazine
(N 2 H4 ).

C1.2.1.10 Hydraulic System - The hydraulic subsystem provides hydraulic
power for many of the mechanical devices in the Orbiter, for steering the
main engines, and for controlling the propellant valves in the main
engines.

C1.2.1.11 Electrical Power System - The electrical power system supplies
electricity from hydrogen-oxygen fuel cells. The power reactant storage
and distribution subsystem provides hydrogen and oxygen to the electrical
fuel cells and oxygen to the Environmental Control and Life Support
Subsystem (ECLSS). The ECLSS provides a habitable environment for the
crew. The purge, vent, and drain subsystem provides environmental control
of the Orbiter's unpressurized structural cavities, which include most of
the Orbiter areas except for the crew module. The avionics subsystem
includes all the electronic gear in the Orbiter. The guidance,
navigation, and control subsystem provides guidance commands for control,
inertial navigation, and automatic and manual control capability. The
communications and tracking subsystem provides communication between the
Orbiter and ground stations, the Orbiter and released payloads, and the
Orbiter and the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System. The data
processing and software subsystem provides computing capability for the

Orbiter.

Cl.2.2 External Tank Systems

The External Tank (ET) (see Fig. CI-19) supplies the Orbiter main
propulsion system with Liquid Hydrogen (LH 2 ) and Liquid Oxygen (LOX) at
prescribed pressures, temperatures, and flow rates. Both the LH2 and
LOX tanks are equipped with a vent and relief valve to permit loading,
pressurization, and pressure relief functions. Tank level sensors
transmit propellant loading and shutdown signals. The ET is thermally
protected with a nominal 1-inch-thick spray-on foam insulation (SOFI),
with additional SOFI and a charring super-lightweight ablator (SLA 561) in
places to withstand localized high heating. Since the ET is an expendable

element, the ET subsystems are designed for single usage to minimize costs.

The ET consists of a forward LOX tank, an unpressurized intertank, and a
LH2 tank. The LOX tank (volume: 19,500 ft 3 ) is an aluminum alloy
monocoque structure composed of a fusion-welded assembly of preformed,
chemmilled gores, panels, machined fittings, and ring chords. The LOX
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tank is designed to operate at a nominal pressure range of 20 to 22 psig.
The tank contains antislosh and antivortex baffles as well as an
antigeyser system to control conditions. A 17-inch diameter feedline
conveys LOX through the intertank and externally aft to the ET/Orbiter
disconnect. The tank's double wedge nose corie reduces drag and heating
and also serves as a lightning rod.

The intertank is semimonocoque cylindrical vented structure with stringer
and flanges for joining the LOX and LH2 tanks. The intertank contains
the Solid Rocket Booster thrust beam and fittings that distribute SRB
loads to LOX and LH 2 tanks. The intertank provides an umbilical plate
that interfaces with a ground facility arm. The umbilical plate
accommodates purge gas supply, hazardous gas detection, and hydrogen gas
boil-off during ground operations.

The LH9 tank (volume: 53,518 ft 3 ) is a semimonocoque structure
composed of four fusion-welded barrel sections, five beam ring frames, and
forward and aft ellipsoidal domes. The LH2 tank is designed to operate
after lift-off at a nominal pressure of 32-34 psia; the lift-off pressure
is 40.9-44.1 psia. The tank contains an antivortex baffle and a siphon
outlet to transmit propellant to the ET/Orbiter disconnect through a
17-inch-diameter line. The LH2 tank has provisions for the ET/Orbiter
forward attach strut, two ET/Orbiter aft attach fittings, the thrust
distribution structure, and the aft SRB/ET stabilizing strut attachments.

To reduce the ET weight and thus achieve greater payload capability,
certain changes have been made to the original ET described above. These
changes, which have reduced the dry weight of the ET by over 6000 pounds,
are incorporated in the lightweight tank (LWT) version of the ET. The LWT
first flew on STS-6 and became the standard version from STS-8 onward,
after STS-7 used the last of the original-version ETs. Among the changes
incorporated in the LWT were the elimination of five L02 slosh baffle
rings, deletion of the anti-geyser line, and incorporation of helium
inject into the main feed line.

The ET contains the Solid Rocket Motor (SRM) thrust through its intertank
and provides attach structure to the Orbiter to house the Space Shuttle
Main Engines (SSME). At lift-off, the ET contains 1.55 million pounds of
usable propellant. At Main Engine Cutoff (MECO), the ET is separated from
the Orbiter before orbital velocity is achieved. The ET then proceeds on
a ballistic reentry path for a safe impact in the ocean.

The ET is made up of two pressure tanks. The LOX tank, at the forward end
of the ET, is made of aluminum alloy. Its volume is 33,696,000 in 3

(19,500 ft 3 ), and its maximum relief pressure is 25 psia. The larger
LH 2 tank also is made of aluminum alloy. Its volume is 53,518 ft 3 .
Besides the two tanks, there are feedlines carrying propellants under
pressure, which run on the outside of the ET on the side toward the
Orbiter. Figure Cl-19 shows the two tanks of the ET.
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C1.2.3 Solid Rocket Motors (SRM)

Two SRMs burn in parallel with the Orbiter main propulsion system (MPS) to
provide initial ascent thrust. Primary elements of the booster are the
motor, including case, propellant, igniter, and nozzle; structural
systems; separation, operational flight instrumentation (OFI), and
recovery avionics; separation motors and pyrotechnics; and deceleration,
range safety destruct, and thrust vector control (TVC) subsystems. Each
SRB (steel-cased) weighs approximately 1.293 million pounds. The
propellant weight for each is about 1.1 million pounds.

Figure Cl-20 shows an SRM. Each SRM produces 2.9 million pounds of thrust
at sea level. The engines are gimballed for steering. The SRM case is
segmented. The skirts at the aft end of the SRMs sit on the mobile launch
platform before lift-off.

Two lateral sway braces and a diagonal attachment at the aft frame provide
the structural attachment between the SRM and the ET. The SRM forward
attachment to the tank is by a single thrust attachment at the forward end
of the forward skirt. The same forward skirt is used for attaching the
main parachute riser attachments.

The SRMs are released from the ET by pyrotechnic devices at the forward
thrust attachment and the aft sway braces. Eight separation rockets on
each SRM (four aft and four forward) separate the SRM from the Orbiter and
tank.

There are two versions of the SRM, and the major difference between them
is the structural material of the Solid Rocket Motor (SRM) case itself.
The initial version has a Steel Case (SC) SRM; the second version will
have a composite Filament-Wound Case (FWC). The major advantages of the
FWC-SRM is its lighter weight (about 30,000 lbs less than the SC-SRM) thus
making possible a heavier STS payload. However, because of the higher
cost of the FWC, it will only be used when its payload advantage is
needed. The Centaur planetary missions are planned to use the steel case
SRMs.

Overall, the SRM (Fig. C1-21) is 150 feet long and is 148 inches in
diameter, although the FWC diameter is slightly greater because of its
thicker case. The inert weight of SC-SRM is 190,000 pounds, which is
30,000 pounds greater than the FWC-SRM (Fig. 01-22). The major elements
consist of the structural assemblies (aft skirt, forward skirt, and nose
assembly) and the four SRM segments. The parachutes are mounted in the
nose assembly, electronics in the forward skirt, and the TVC system in the
aft skirt. The structural assemblies are designed for 40 uses, the SC-SRM
for 20 uses, the electronics and TVC hardware for 20 uses, and the
parachutes for 10 uses. The FWC-SRM is designed for single use only,
although the feasibility of reusing it is under study.
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The SRM are cast and delivered to the launch Pite in four segmentq. The
SC segments are roll-formea D6ac steel with pinned clevis joints'. Two
O-ring seals in each joint provide redundancy for the maintenance of
pressure integrity. The design and fabrication of the case are scaled-up
versions of the Titan III motor cases. Structural design factor of safety
for the SC is 1.4, typical of man-rated vehicles. Only the four straight
cylindrical sections of the FWC-SRM (Fig. Cl-21) dre actually filament
wound; the other segments are steel aE before. The materials used for the
FWC are Hercules AS4W-l2K graphite fiber (modulus 33x10 6 psi), and
Hercules HBRF-55A resin (bisphenol A epoxy, 1, 4 butanediol epoxy, and
curing agent consisting of a blend of methylere dianilinf with m--phenylene
dianiline). The FWC design safety factors are 1,4 on metal parts and
membrane structure and 2.0 on composites at joints and discontinuities.

The composite propellant is a proven PBAN propellant used in the Minuteman
and Poseidon systems. More than 200 million pounds of this propel.ant
have been produced. The propellant is vacuum cast and case bonded.

The SRM nozzle is a 20% submerged omnidirectional movable nozzle. The
throat diameter is 54 inches, and the diameter at the end of the exit cone
is 148 incnes. The nozzle has an aft-pivoted flexible bearing that
provides omniaxial TVC deflection capability of ±8 degrees. All metal
parts of the nozzle are designed for 20 uses.

The aft skirt provides attach points to the launch support structure and
support to the Space Shuttle on the Mobil Launch Platform (MLP) for all
conditions prior to SRfM ignition. The aft skirt provides aerodynamic
protection, thermal protection, and mounting provisions for the TVC
subsystem and the aft mounted separation motors. The aft skirt provides
sufficient clearance for the SRM nozzle at the fall gimbal angles. The
aft skirt kick ring provides the necessaxy structural capability to absorb
and transfer induced prelaunch loads,

The aft skirt structure assembly is a welded and boited conical shape, 146
inches in diameter at the top, 212 inches at the bottom, and 90.5 inches
in height. It is configured for left-hand and right-hand assemblies, is
fabricated using 2219 altuninum with D6ac steel rings, and weighs
arproximately 12,000 pounds.

The forward skirt comprises all structure between the forward SRM segment
and the ordnance ring. It includes an SRM/ET attach fitting, which
transfers the thrust loads to the ET, and a forward bulkhead, which seals
the forward end of the skirt. The forward skirt provides the structure to
react parachute loads during deployment and descent and provides an attach
point for towing the SRM during retrieval operations.

The forward skirt is 146 inches in di.smeter and 125 inches in height. it
consists of a 22?9 aluminum welded cylinder assembly made from machined
and brake-formed skin panels and a welded thrust post structure. The
forward skirt weighs approximately 6400 pounds.
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The ordnance ring, 146 inches in diameter, provides a plane for
pyrotechnically separating the frustum from the forward skirt during the
parachute deployment process. The ring is machined from a 2219 aluminum
ring forging and provides mounting provisions for the linear-shaped charge
used in the severance function.

The frustum houses the main parachutes, provides the structural support
for the forward separation motors, and incorporates flotation devices and
location aids (flashing light and RF beacon) for water retrieval
operations. It is fabricated using machined 2219 aluminum shear beams,
ring fittings, separation motor supportls, main parachute supports, and
7075 aluminum formed skins. The frustum weighs approximately 3800 pounds.

The nose cap houses both the pilot and drogue parachutes and is separated
from the furstum by three pyrotechnic thrusters to initiate the parachute
deployment sequence. The nose cap is an aluminum monocoque structure with
a hemispherical section at the forward end. The base is 68 inches in
diameter and the overall height is 35 inches. The structure is a riveted
asseribly of machined 2024 aluminum sheet skins, formed ring segments and
cap, and a machined separation ring. Its weight is approximately 300
pounds.

The systems tunnel is located outboard on each booster and houses the

electrical cables and linear-shaped charge of the range safety system.
The tunnel provides lightning, thermal, and aerodynLmic protection and
mechanical support for the cables and destruct charge. It is manufactured
from 2219 aluminum aud extends from the forward skirt along rhe motor case
to the aft skirt. The tunnel is approximately 10 inches wide and 5 inches

high. Its floor plate is vulcanized and bonded to each motor segment by
Thiokol, the SRM contractor. The overall weight of the systems tunnel is

"W ~ approximately 600 pounds.

The propellant for the SRMs is a co.aposite-type solid 2ropellant
formulated of polybutadiene acrylic acid acrylonitrile terpolymer binder,
ammonium perchlorate, and aluminum powder. A small amount of burning rate

catalyst (iron oxide) is added t3 achieve the desired propellant burning
rate. The propellant is in four segments; Figure CI-21 shows the segments
and their lengths. The propellant in the forward segment weighs 299,000
pounds; in each of the two center segments, 272,000 pounds; and in the aft
segment, 266,000 pounds. The total propellant weight in both boosters is
2,218,000 pounds. Each booster provides 2.9 million pounds of thrusL at
sea level.

The higher thrust level required duiing the lift-off portion of the
Shuttle flight results from increased burning surface provided by the

ll-point star configuration in the forward segment. After the lift-off
portion of the flight, the thrust is reduced with burnout of the starred
section. The thrust progress is slighter after 52 seconds. Reduced
vehicle acceleration is achieved by burning out the aftmost portion of the

aft segment and by the programmed burnout of slivers in all four segments.
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The nozzle of the SRM is gratballed for steering with hydraulic actuators.
The hydraulic power supply for the TVC subsystem consists of
hydrazine-fueled auxiliary power units on each SRM. The SRM TVC subjystem
works in conjunction with the TVC system for the Orbiter main engines and
provides the preponderance of gimbal authority for the Shuttle during the
first stage flight. Pitch, roll, and yaw commands are provided by the
Orbiter flight control system.

Each SRM carries several pressure tanks, which are parts of the hydraulic
power supply systems of the SRM. Two tanks on each booster hold
hydrazine, the fuel for the auxiliary power units. Figure C1-23 shows a
hydrazine tank c. an SRM as part of the TVC subsystem, and Figure CI-21
shows the location of the TVC subsystems on an SRM.

The forward section provides room for the SRM electronics, recovery gear,
range safety destruct system, and forward separation rockets. The
parachute deceleration subsystem consists of a pilot parachute, a ribbon
drogue parachute, and three ribbon main parachutes.

C1.2.4 SRM/ET Separation

On a nominal flight, the solid rocket motors will separate from the tank
about two minutes after lift-off.

Basically, the way of separating the SRMs from the ET is to fracture four
separation bolts on each booster and to propel the SRMs from the ET by
eight solid rocket thrusters on each booster. Figure CI-24 shows the
separation bolts and separation thrusters.

The solid propellant thrusters, four forwaid and four aft on each SRB,
propel the boosters away from the ET. Each solid propellant thruster
gives a 23,000-pound thrust.

C1.2.5 ET/Orbiter Separation

The method used to separate the Orbiter from the ET is to fracture one
bolt and eight nuts in order to sever structural and umbilical connecticns
and to use the RCS to propel the Orbiter away from the tank. Figure CI-25
shows the separation mechanism.

The forward attachment between the orbiter and the ET is a spherical
bearing with an attach-bolt. Firing either of two pressure cartridges on
the bolt will break it. There are two structural attachments aft, one on
the left and one on the right. Firing either of two pressure cartridges
on each attach-bolt will break the frangible nut and release the bolt.
There are two umbilical attachments aft, one on the left and one on the
right. Each attachment contains three attach-bolts, and firing either of
two pressure cartridges on eah bolt will break the frangible nut and
release the bolt.
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C1.2.6 Command Destruct System

The range safety command destruct system allows the intentional
destruction of the SRMs and ET if the flight deviates too far from the
nominal. Linear shaped charges (LSCs) can split the Lwo tanks in the ET
and can split the cases of the boosters on command.

The systems for the three elements (one ET and two SRMs) are connected so
that, if either SRM receives the destruct signal, all three receive it.
The system in each element is redundant to assure reliability.

On the ET, one LSC is on the LOX tank, and the other is on the LI.H2
tank. The charges sit in the cable trays on the outside of the tanks.
The charge for the LOX tank is about 8 feet long, and for the LH2 tank,
about 20 feet long, in two 10-foot sections. Figure CI-26 shows the
position of the charges on the ET: the destruct charges are on the side
toward the Orbiter.

On each SRM, the LSC is about 80 feet long, in six 160-inch sections. The
destruct charges sit in the cable trays on the outside of the booster case
on the side away from the ET. The destruct charges would split the case,
allowing the chamber pressure to drop sharply to terminate thrust. Figure
CI-27 shows the position of the destruct charge on an SRM.

Electronically, each of the SRMs and the ET carry a command destruct
receiver which will receive the arm and destruct signal from the ground
station. Electronically, the three independent systems are cross-strapped
so that a signal received by one can initiate destruct action on the other
two systems as long as normal separation has not occurred. The SRMs carry
two receivers each, and the ET has one. After inadvertent separation of

"W -" one or both of the SRMs, destruct action could still be initiated on the
separated solids and the ET unless the system is damaged. All three would
receive the signal and respond unless SRM separation is normal, in which
case the destruct systems on the SRMs are safed prior to separation.

C1.2.7 Range Safety

Range safety at the Eastern Space and Missile Center (ESMC) is based
primarily on:

i. Range Safety Manual Volume 1. AFETRM 127-1, Air Force Eastern Test
Range, September 1, 1972.

This manual defines in detail the requirements and procedures
necessary for obtaining range safety approval for missile and space
vehicle operations at ESMC; this range safety approval derives from
satisfactory review from the combined efforts of ESMC/SEO, SEM and
SEY (Missile Flight Control Division, Missile Systems Safety
Division, and Missile Flight Analysis Division), under direction of
the Director of Safety, ESMC/SE. In general, SEO/SEY are concerned
from lift-off to orbital inserLion while SEM's concerns start prior
to lift-off through orbital insertion, or after inadvertent
mainland impact.
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2. Cone, B.F.: Tttt_ United .3tates Air Force Eastern Test Range, Range
Instrumentation Handbook. AFETRM-TR-'6-04, Julyl, 1976.

This handbook describes the major instrtumentation systems now
operating on the ESMC, and also briefly discusses the equipment,
operation, and performance of each system, including the Range
Sat dty System (RSS).

CI.3 MISSION SCENARIO

The basic mission of Space Shuttle is to be a space transport, carrying
payloads into space and returning to Earth for another load. What happens
to the payloads in space depends on the mission. On some missions the
payload is released into orbit. On other missions the payload is a
spacecraft and an upperstage rocket; the rocket boosts the spacecraft into
another orbit or into an Earth-escape trajectory. On a third kind of
mission, the payload stays in the Shuttle Orbiter and is carried back to
Earth. On yet a fourth kind of mission, the Orbiter crew retrieves a
satellite already in orbit and returns it to Earth.

Figure Cl-28 shows the basic mission cycle. It starts with the launch of
the Shuttle Vehicle (with the SRBs and the Orbiter main engines firing).
After approximately two minutes, at about 26 miles altitude, the SRBs are
jettisoned and fall back to Earth for recovery. After approximately eight
minutes of flight, before the Orbiter attains orbit, the main engines are
shut down, and the ET is separatea and falls back to Earth for oceanic
termination. The orbital, maneuvering system engines thrust the Orbiter
into orbit. The mission-dependent orbital operations then ensue and, on
their completion, the Orbiter returns to Earth to be made ready for ;.ts
next flight.

CI.3.1 Operation Cycle

This section describes the operation of the Shuttle Vehicle. One
operation cycle extends from when the Orbiter lands to finish one mission
until it lands again to finish the next one. The cycle covers ground
preparation, launch, ascent, orbit, and return. Figure Cl-28 shows the
entire cycle.

The ground preparations proceed in five phases: landing; safing,
maintenance, and checkout; premate preparation; Shuttle assembly; and
prelaunch. The ultimate goal of the Shuttle program is to reduce the
preparation time to 160 hours over a two-week period.

The move to the launch pad, connecting interfaces, servicing, checkout,
and launch are planned to take a minimum of 24 working hours. The system
is designed to be capable of launch within two hours after starting the
tanking of fuels and oxidizers.
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Loading the propellants into the ET will begin 8.5 hours before launch.
This operation commences with line chilling and progresses to slow fill,
fast fill, and topping. Because topping of the ET LH 2 tanks is
essentially complete several hours before launch, it is necessary to keý.p
replenishing these tanks until a few minutes before launch.

After a successful check, the flight crew will enter the Orbiter
(approximately three hours before launch). The ground control will end 31
seconds before launch when automatic sequencing of events from the Orbiter
will begin.

The launch part of the operation cycle includes five principal events:
ignition of the main engines; sending the signal to ionize the SRBs;
lift-off; clearing the tower; and the passage of the instantaneous impact
point beyond shallow water. The main engines are started by conmands from
the orbiter onboard computers beginning at 4.6 seconds before lift-sLf,
using a staggered start sequence (Engines 3, 2, and 1 started sequentially
in that order at 120 millisecond intervals). When the computers in the
Orbiter determine that all three main engines are operating normally with
a least 90% of rated thrust, the computers send the signals to start the
SRBs. These signals are sent 40 milliseconds before lift-off. Once the
solids light, lift-off will occur with the solids and the main engines
running. After approximately seven seconds of flight, the vehicle will
clear the tower; and after approximately 34 seconds of flight, the
instantaneous impact point will be over water at least 20 fathoms deep.

The ascent part of the operations cycle includes several important events
for nuclear safety analysis. The dynamic pressure on the vehicle will
grow quite rapidly to be about 650 psf after about 40 seconds of flight,
will hold at a peak of approximately 705 psf between 50 and 60 seconds,

W and then will decline sharply to about 50 psf by the time the SRBs burn
out (about 119 seconds into the flight). Once the solids burn out
(signaled by the drop of the solid-motor chamber pressure to below 50 psf)
they will be JeLtisoned and will fall clear of the Orbiter and ET after
about 128 seconds of flight. The SRBs are lowered by parachu:es into the
ocean and are recovered and returned to the launch site for recycle.
After the solids fall away, the Orbiter and ET will continue, propelled by
the main engines.

After about 500 seconds of flight, the main engines will be shut down;
soon afterwards, the ET will be released to break up and fall into the
ocean. Approximately one or two minutes after main engine cutoff the OMS
engines in the Orbiter will be started for a short burst to propel the
vehicle to orbit altitude. After the Orbiter has coasted to the desired
altitude, it will be leveled using the RCS, and the OMS engines will be
fired again to circularize the orbit.
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"The orbit part of the operation 'cycle may differ considerably from one
mission to another. For some missions, the crew will deploy or retrieve a
satellite ard return to Earth in one revolution. For other missions, the
Orbiter -ill stay in space as long as 30 days. For the Galileo and
Ulysses mnssione, the orbital part will include releasing the spacecraft
and the Centaur upper stage, moving some distance away, staying in orbit
for several hours while the crew eats and sleeps, and then preparing to
return to Earth. The typical time profile for the Centaur planetary
missions from lift--off to cargo deployment is shown in Table CI-2.

0
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Table Cl-2 Typical Centaur/Planetary Mission Event Timeline

0 Event Time (Hr:Min:Sec)

SSME Ignition -0:00:06.6

SRB Ignition Comnand 0:00:00

First Motion/Lift-Off 0:00:00.24

Begin Roll Program (V=125 fps) 0:00:07

End Roll Program (V=300 fps) 0:00:15

begin First Throttle Down (V=428 fps) 0:00:20

Begin Second Throttle Down (V=716 fps) (Uptional) 0:00:31

Begin Throttle Up (V=1599 fps) 0:01:08

SRB Separation 0:02:05

3G Throttling Begins 0:07:39

MECO Command 0:08:34

Zero Thrust 0:08:40

ET Separation 0:08:52

OMS-l TIG 0:10:34

OMS-l Cutoff 0:13:22

OMS-2 TIG 0:46:10

OMS-2 Cutoff 0:48:29

Open Payload Bay Doors 1:15:00

IMU Realinement 3:00:00

Meal 4:00:00

Centaur/Spacecraft Checkout 5:00:00

Centaur Deploy 6:40:00

Centaur Engine Ignition 7:20:00
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The return part of the operation cycle includes firing the OMS engines to
retard the Orbiter out of orbit to glide down for a landing.

Following the completion of orbital operations, the Orbiter is oriented to
a tail-first attitude. After the OMS provides the deceleration thrust
necessary for deorbiting, the Orbiter is reoriented nore-forward to the
proper attitude for entry. The orientation of the Orbiter is established
and maintained by Reaction Control System (RCS) so that the atmospheric
density is sufficient for the pitch and roll aerody•iamic control surfaces
to be effective (about 250,000 feet altitude and 26,000 ft/s velocity).
The yaw RCS remains active until the vehicle reaches an angle of attack of
about 10 degrees (about 80,000 feet altitude).

The Orbiter entry trajectory provides lateral flight range to the landing
site and energy management for an unpowered landing. The trajectory,
lateral range, and heating are controlled through the attitude of the
vehicle by angle of attack and bank angle. The angle of attack is
established at 38 degrees for the theoretical entry interface of 400,000
feet altitude. The entry flightpath angle is -1.19 degrees. The 38
degree attitude is held until the speed is reduced to 21,200 ft/s (about
220,000 feet altitude), is then reduced gradually to 28 degrees at 17,200
ft/s (about 190,000 feet altitude); it is held at 28 degrees until speed
is reduced to 8500 ft/s (about 150,000 feet altitude) and then reduced
gradually to 6 degrees where the speed is about 1500 ft/s (about 70,000
feet altitude) at the beginning of Terminal Area Energy Management (TAEM).

During the final phases of descent, flightpath control is maintained by
using the aerodynamic surfaces. TAEM is initiated to provide the proper
vehicle approach to the runway with respect to position, energy, and
heading. Final touchdown occurs at an angle of attack of about 16
degrees. The maximum landing speed for a 32,000-pound payload, including
dispersions for hot day effects and tailwinds, is about 207 knots.

The Shuttle will not be launched if electrical fields at the launch site
exceed one kilovolt per meter or if its flightpath will Lake it into
dangerous weather. On the launch pad, the Shuttle is within the "cone of
protection" of the lightning protection system. This system consists of a
fiberglass mast with cable threaded through the top to ground points 1,000
feet away on either side.

Lightning protection is provided by the launch site until lift-off.
Thereafter, the bare 20-inch-long, 20 degree nose cone at the tip of the
ET nose cap serves as a lightning rod. The ET design incorporates
features to protect the structure and subsystems from the direct and
indirect effects of triggered atmospheric electrical discharges during
flight operations. The ET is designed to function after an initial strike
of 200,000 amperes peak at the ET lightning rod and a second lightning
strike of 50,000 ampere peak across the ET body while it is in motion.
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C1.3.2 Orbiter Safecv

This section describes plans to maintain Orbiter and cargo safety. The
Orbiter has been designed to recover safely from many failures. The crew

- can fly the Orbiter back to Earth after certain types of failures which
would not be possible for a conventional expendable launch vehicle. A
basic requirement for the Shuttle has been for it to withstand a failure
and yet be just as operational as if the failure had not occurred. It
should also be able to tolerate a second failure in a flight-critical
system and still return safely to Earth.

The Space Shuttle Vehicle is required to have an intact abort capability
for contingencies arising from certain specific failures which might occur
during the powered ascent flight phase (lift-off to post-MECO OMS
insertion). Intact abort is defined as safely returning the Orbiter,
crew, and cargo to a suitable landing site. The specific failures which
.ill result in an intact abort are the following:

a. Complete or partial loss of thrust from one SSME;

b. Loss of thrust from one OMS engine;

c. Loss of two electrical power buses;

d. Failure of two auxiliary power units;

e. Failure of some life support equipment.

Four basic abort modes have been developed to prcvide continuous intact
abort capability for Centaur missions during the ascent phase:
Return-To-Launch-Site (RTLS), Transatlantic Abort Landing (TAL),
Abort-Once-Around (AOA), and Abort-To-Orbit (ATO). The four modes are
available during different segments of the ascent flight to provide intact
abort capability. Two modes, AOA and ATO, are available after MECO in the
event of an OMS engine failure. FiSure CI-29 is an altitude/range profile
showing the relationship between RTLS, TAL, and AOA aborts. Figures CI-30
and C0-31 show the flight profiles of an AOA and an ATO, respectively. It
should be noted that for purposes of RTG concerns, both the LOX and LH2
dump system (valves, lines, etc) must fail to dump during any abort before
an explosive environment can exist with the Centaur. In other words, a
failure which prevents the successful dumping of only LOX or LH 2 is in
itself not a threat to the RTGs.
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The return-to-launch-site (RTLS) abort mode will be used in event of an
SSME failure occurring between lift-off and the end of the predetermined
RTLS interval. However, when an overlap occurs between successive abort
mode intervals, either abort mode could be selected depending upon abort
failure conditions. The basic RTLS abort flight mode may be stated as
follows. The RTLS abort mode is selected after separation from the SRBs
(second stage flight) even though the SSME failure might have occurred in
first stage flight; the vehicle will continue accelerating downrange with
the two remaining SSMEs until the MPS propellant equals the amount
required to reverse the direction of flight and propel the vehicle to the
RTLS MECO target. The RTLS MECO target is selected to provide acceptable
Orbiter/ET separation conditions, acceptable ET impact location, and
acceptable range to permit gliding safely back to the selected landing
site, whether it be at the launch site or at the weather alternate site.
Typical earliest (lift-off) and latest RTLS abort sequence of events are
defined in Table CI-3.

In the event of an SSME failure on a non-Centaur mission, the
Trans-Atlantic-landing (TAL) abort mode will be used to fill the abort gap
'hat normally exists between the "last RTLS" ana the earliest
Press-To-MECO. However, on aborted Shuttle/Centaur missions, the Centaur
propellant dump significantly reduces the payload weight, improving the
Shuttle vehicle's thrust-to-weight performance significantly--enough to
allow an overlap of the RTLS and PTM window. Therefore, the TAL abort
mode is not required for an SSME failure and would only be used for a
systems failure requiring the Orbiter either to land in the shortest
possible time (for example, crew cabin gas leak) or to avoid orbit
insertion because of a loss of deorbit capability.

The basic TAL abort flight mode may be stated as follows: After selection
of the TAL abort mode (TAL abort mode is acquired pre-MECO by selecting an
AOA on the abort select switch), the vehicle will accelerate downrange to
the TAL MECO targets. At abort initiation the OMS propellant and Centaur
propellant dumps are initiated and run to completion, if time permits, to
achieve the correct landing weight and center-of-gravity for entry. At 90
seconds before MECO the vehicle rolls to the head-up ET separation
attitude. After ET separation and after a 30-second MPS dump interval,
the onboard computers are loaded with the entry operational flight
software. The Orbiter then glides to the primary landing site or the
weather alternate landirg site. Landing sites change.as a function of
intended orbit inclination. For example, for orbit ilclinations near 28
degrees, Dakar, Senegal (on the west coast of Africa) is the primary
landing site. For inclinations near 57 degrees, Zaragoza, Spain is
currently the primary landing site. The weather alternate landing site
for both of these inclinations is Moron, Spain. A typical TAL abort
sequtence of events is defined in Table CN-4.
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Table Cl-3 RTLS Abort Sequence of Events for an
Earliest and Latest SSME Failure

Mission
Elapsed

Time (Sec) Event
Earliest Latest

0 0 Lift-off of the Space Shuttle Vehicle
L 240 SSME Failure, Engine Out Pitch Biasing Guidance Engaged

125 125 SRB Separation
150 255 RTLS Abort Selected
150 255 Centaur Propellant Dump Initiated
424 255 Power Pitch Around Initiated
424 255 OMS Propellant Dump Initiated
400 505 Centaur Propellant Dump Complete
586 425 OMS Propellant Dump Completed
704 579 Power Pitch Down
721 594 MECO
734 608 ET Separation
745 620 MPS Dump Initiation
765 640 Aft RCS Propellant Dump Initiation
900 775 Aft RCS Propellant Dump Completed
863 740. MPS Dump Completed
940 800 Mach 3.5

1400 1260 Landing
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Table Cl-4 TAL Abort Sequence of Events for an Earliest
and Latest "Systems TAL" Abort

Mission
Elapsed

Time (Sec) Event
Earliest Latest*

0 0 Lift-off of the Space Shuttle Vehicle
125 125 SRB Separation
240 35: "Systems TAL" Abort Selected
240 355 OMS Propellant Dump Initiated
240 355 Centaur Propellant Dump Initiated
480 415 Vehicle Roll-To-Heads Up Attitude
435 510 OMS Propellant Dump Completed
490 510 Centaur Propellant Dump Completed
570 520 MECO
588 538 ET Separation
600 550 +X ARCS Thruster Firing Initiated (Manual)
605 555 +X ARCS Stop, MPS Dump Initiated (Manual)
635 585 MPS Dump Stop (Auto)
685 610 Entry Flight Software Memory Load

1650 1600 Mach 3.5
2100 2050 Landing

*The latest TAL (MET=355 seconds) is defines as one which permits
Centaur residuals of 10,000 lbs at MECO (LH 2 = 2800 Ibs, LCX = 7220
lbs). There are also 2500 lbs of OMS propellant remaining. The last
TAL abort opportunity is at 425 seconds. However, excessive Centaur and
OMS residuals remain at MECO (LH2 = 5980 ibs, LOX = 27,650; OMS =
13,000 lbs). A post-MECO Centaur and OMS propellant dump is mandatory
to eliminate the hydrogen (LH 2 ) residuals prior to landing.
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Press-To-MECO (PTM) is not a specific flight mode but rather a decision to
conLinue to the nominal guided Main Engine Cut-Off (MF '0) target point
even though there has been a SSME failure. When the abort modes were
originally conceived, an AOA was used between the last RTLS capability and
the earliest ATO. The ATO was used between the last AOA and the earliest
availability of mission continuation with only two SSMEs operating.
Ascent performance analyses results have shown that if the ascent
performance dispersions were in a favorable direction (a "good dlay"), then
an ATO abort selected pre-MECO, based on the defined abort mode
boundaries, could have been a mission completion had the ATO abort not
been selected. Similarly, some AOAs could have been ATOs. Consequently,
AOA and ATO aborts are now selected post-MECO only, based on the state
vector achieved compared with the MECO target line.

However, for Shuttle/Centaur missions, if an SSME fails between the last
RTLS mode boundary and the Centaur mission completion boundary, an ATO
abort will ne selected pre-MECO. ATO selection provides for auto
initiation of both the OMS propellant dump and Centaur propellant dump
modes. The vehicle thrust-to-weight increase that ensues enables
avoidance of a TAL abort. Post-MECO evaluation of the vehicle state
vector determines whether an AOA or ATO will be selected. If an AOA is
selected, the Orbiter is oriented to the required attitude, and an OMS
burn propels the Orbiter to the OMS-l apogee target. An OMS-2 deorbit
burn will enable the orbiter to achieve the entry interface target that is
acceptable for the Orbiter glide to the landing site.

The Space Shuttle Vehicle is not required to have "contingency abort"
capability. The goal of a contingency abort is to save the crew of the
Orbiter. The safe return of the Orbiter or its cargo would be unlikely
since it would usually be ditched in the ocean or crash landed. The
selected failures which will result in a contingency abort are the
following: loss of thrust from two or three SSMEs, failure of the TVC of
a main engine or an SRB, premature separation of the Orbiter from the ET,
or failure to separate an SRB from the ET.

Specific flight procedures have been developed to maximize the crew
survival chances for multiple SSME failures from lift-off to MECO or
single SSME completion boundaries. However, a contingency abort during a
mission with a Centaur stage in the cargo bay will probably rupture the
Centaur tanks at ditching or crash landing and therefore can cause an
explosion.

This paragraph lists certain types of failures that would preclude either
an intact or a contingency abort. The types of failures that lead to a
loss of critical function are aft compartment explosion, rupture or
expinqion of the ET, burn-through of an SRB, failure of najor structure,
complete loss of guidance or control, failure of one SRB to ignite, loss
of thrust from either SRB, hardover condition of a main engine or an SRB,
failure to separate the Orbiter from the ET, failure of the nozzle of an
SRB, or premature separation of an SRB from the ET.
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Figure Cl-i Shuttle Vehicle, Side View
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Figure C1-2 Shuttle Vehicle, Top View
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Figure C0-3 Shuttle Vehicle, Front View
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Figure C1-4 Shuttle Vehicle, Back View
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APPENDIX C1 (SUPPLEMENT) - Cl(S)
SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYqTEMS (STS)

w Cl(S).O INTRODUCTION

The data of this Appendix were extracted prom the National STS Program
document "Space Shuttle data for Planetary Mission Radioisotape Thermoelectric
Generator (RTG) Safety Analysis, JSC 08116, Revision A, October 1, 1997. This
description includes IUS missions.

Cl(S).l SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYv-'M - GENERAL DESCRIPTION

This section presents a general descr.rion of the Space Transportation System
(ST '). This section contains three main subsecLijns. The first discusses the
STS as a whole. The second covers the Shuttle itself: the Orbiter, the
External Tank (ET), and the pair of Solid Rocket Boosters (SRBs). The third
covers the launch site at the Kennedy Space Center (KSC). Although any given
STS mission may %ell include an upper stage and payload, these components are
discussed in their own sections in this appendix. Figure Cl(S)-I shows the:
Galileo Shuttle launch configuration. The gross weight of the vehicle, wic '
maximum 65,000 pound payload, is nearly 4.5 million pounds.

The basic mission of Space Shuttle is to be a space transport, carrying
payloads into space and returning to Earth for another load. What happens to
the payloads in space depends on the mission. On some missions the payload is
released into orbit. On other missions the payload is a spacecraft and an
upperstage rocket; the rocket boosts the spacecraft into another orbit or into
an Earth-escape trajectory. On a third kind of mission, the payload stays in
the Shuttle Orbiter and is carried back to Earth. On yet a fourth kind of
mission, the Orbiter crew retrieves a satellite already in orbit and returns
it to Earth.

Figure CI(S)-2 shows the basic mission cycle. It starts with the laun,.h of
the Shuttle vehicle, with the SRBs and the Space Shuttle Main Engines (SSMEs)
iiring. After approximately 2 minuteo, at about 26 miles altitude, the SRBs
are jettisoned and fall bAck to Earth for recovery. After approximately 8
minutes of flight, before the Orbiter attains orbit, the SSMEs are shut down,
and the ET is sepazited and falls back to Earth for oceanic termination. The
orbital maneuvering system engines thrust the Orbiter into orbit. The
mission--dependent orbital operations then ensue and, on their completion, the
Orbiter returns to Earth to be made ready for its next flight.

In its entirety, the STS consists of the Shuttle, a variety of standard
payload carriers, ground initegration and launch facilities, and ground based
payload operations control centers. The ground integration and launch
facilities consist of the KSC and Vandenberg Air Force Base (VAFB) complexes,
although the latter is not yet operational for Shuttle launches. There are
three ground-based payload operations control centers located at the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), and the
Johnson Space Center (JSC). Communications are via the world-wide Space
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Tracking and Data Network (STDN), the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System
(TDRSS), and the Orbiter and/or carrier command and data handling system.
Direct payload communication is also possible. The Orbiter is transported
between ground sites such as Edwards Air Force Base (EAFB) and KSC a top the
Shuttle Carrier Aircraft (SCA), a modified Boeing 747 aircraft.

Cl(S).l.2 Orbiter, External Tank, and Solid Rocket Boosters.

This section describes the Shuttle Vehicle: the Orbiter, the ET, and the
SRBs. The description here contains eight principal parts: subsystems,
structures, operation cycle, propulsion, stage separation, command destruct
system, pressure tanks, and Reaction Control Subsystem (RCS).

Figures CI(S)-3 through Cl(S)-b show the Shuttle Vehicle, with side, top,
front, and back views.

In places in this document, the locations of items are given in terms of
vehicle coordinates. Figure CI(S)-7 shows the coordinate systems.

The X, Y, Z coordinate systems for the Orbiter, ET, SRB, and Shuttle System
are designated by the subscript letters 0, T, B, and S. The unit of
measurement is the inch to the required decimal place. In each coordinate
system, the X-axis zero point is located forward on the nose tip; that is, the
Orbiter nose tip location is 236 inches aft of -he zero point (at X0 236);
the ET nose cap tip location is at XT 322.5; and the SRB nose tip location
is at X. 200. In the Orbiter, the horizontal XO, YO reference plane is
located at ZO 400, which is 336.5 inches above the ET horizontal XT, Yt
reference plane located at ZT 400. The SRB horizontal XB, YB planes are
located at +Ys 250.5 and -YS 250.5. Also, note that the Orbiter, ET, and
Shuttle System center X, Z planes coincide.

From the X = 0 point, aft is positive, and forward is negative for all
coordinaLe systems. Looking forward, each Shuttle element Y-axis point right
of the centerplane (starboard) is positive, and left of center (port) is
negative. The Z-axis of each point within all elements is positive with Z f 0
located below the element, except for the SRBs in which each Z-coordinate
point below the SRB XB, YB reference plane is negative and each point
above that plane is positive.

The Shuttle System and Shuttle elements coordinate systems are related is
follows: The ET XT 0 point coincides with XS 0, the SRB XB 0 point is
located 543 inches aft, and the Orbiter YO, ZO reference plane is 741
inches aft of XS 0.

Cl(S).1.2.1 Subsystems. This section describes the subsystems of the
Orbiter, the ET, and the SRBs.

The Orbiter contains 17 subsystems. They are structure; thermal protection;
thermal control; main propulsion; orbital maneuvering; reaction control;
mechanical (including ET separation); auxiliary power units; hydraulic;
electrical power; power reactant storage and distribution; environmental
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control and life support; purge, vent, and drain; avionics; guidance,
navigation, and control; communications and tracking; and data processing and
software.

The following paragraphs describe these subsystems. Figures CI(S)-8 through
Cl(S)-Ll show the layout of the Orbiter and many of the parts of the
subsystems.

The majority of the Orbiter structure is of conventional aluminum construction
protected by Reusable Surface Insulation (RSI). Section Cl(S).l.2.2 describes
the structure in more detail.

The Thermal Protection Subsystem (TPS) keeps the outer skin of the Orbiter
airframe from getting too hot, both during ascent and during reentry. The TPS
materials are attached to the outside of the primary structural shell of the
Orbiter. There are several types of TPS materials; where each type is used
depends on the temperatures expected. The various types are as follows:

a. Coated Nomex felt Flexible RSI (FRSI) is used in areas where
temperatures are less than 750 degrees F for entry and 830 degrees
F for ascent: i.e., upper cargo bay door, mid and aft fuselage
sides, upper wing, and Aft Propulsion System (APS) pod.

b. Low-temperature Reusable Surface Irsulation (LRSI) is used in those
areas where temperatures are below 1200 detrees F and above 750
degrees F under design heating conditions.

c. High-temperature Reusable Surface Insulation (HRSI) is used in
those areas exposed to temperatures below 2300 degrees F and above
1200 degrees F under design heating conditions.

d. Advanced Flexible Reusable Surface Insulation (AFRSI) in an
alternative to LRSI and is used in those areas where temperatures
are below 1800 degrees F and above 750 degrees F under design
heating conditions. AFRSI is used extensively on later Orbiter
Vehicles and as improvements in certain locations on earlier
Orbiters.

e. Reinforced Carbon-Carbon (RCC) is used on areas such as wing
leading edge and nose cap where predicted temperature exceed 2300
degrees F under design heating conditions.

F. Thermal window panes and metal (forward) RCS fairings and elevon
upper surface rub seal panels.

g. Thermal barriers are installed around operable penetrations (egress
hatch, landing gear doors, etc.) to protect against aero thermal
heating.

The TPS is a passive system. It has been designed for ease of maintenance and
for flexibility of ground and flight operations while satisfying its primary
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function of maintaining acceptable airframe outer skin temperatures. The
basic RSI materials are of three types: (I) ceramic LI-900, LI-2200, and
FRCI-12 materials used for HRSI and LRSI, (2) Nomex felt material used for
FRSI, and (3) quilted fibrous silica material used for AFRSI. HRSI and LRSI
differ in the coatings applied for waterproofing, handling, and optical
property control. HRSI has a black ceramic coating with a design surface
emittance of 0.85 and a design solar absorbance of about 0.85; LRSI has a
white ceramic coating with a design surface emittance of 0.8 and a design
solar absorbance of 0.32. The FRSI has a pigmented silicone coating with
design optical properties the same as those for the LSI coating to rigidize
its surface without affecting its thermal properties.

Figure Cl(S)-12 through Cl(S)-14 show the TPS materials and their location on
the different Orbiters.

The Thermal Control Subsystem (TCS) maintains subsystems and components within
specified temperature limits for all mission phases, including prelaunch,
launch, Earth orbit, entry, and post-landing. The integrated thermal control
management uses available heat sources and heat sinks supplemented by passive
thermal control techniques. Those techniques are primarily the use of
insulation, thermal control coatings, and thermal isolation to attenuate heat
transfer to or from critical spacecraft compartments and hardware.
Supplemental heaters are provided as required when these methods are not
adequate to provide the necessary temperature control.

The uin pronulsion subsystem (MPS) of the Orbiter includes three engines,
which burn for about 8 minutes from just before lift-off until slightly before
attaining orbit. The rated (seA-level) thrust of each engine is 375,000
pounds. The engines are gimbaled for steering. The fuel is Liquid Hydrogen
(LH 2 ), and the oxidizer is Liquid Oxygen (LOX). The propellants for the
SSMEs are in the ET. Section CI(S).l.2.4.l describes the SSMEs in more detail.

The Orbital Maneuvering Subsystem (OMS) includes two engines. The thrust from
those en:,g ',es carries the Orbiter into orbit after the SSMEs are shut down,
provides for maneuvering while in orbit, and retards the Orbiter out of orbit
for ree-"y. The rated (vacuum) thrust of each engine is 6000 pounds. The
engin s- a gimbaled for steering. The fuel is monomethylhydrazine (MMH) and
the ox' er is nitrogen tetroxide (N 2 o4 ). Section CI(S).l.2.4.3
describe :he OMS engines in more detail.

The RCS of the Orbiter includes 44 thrusters (38 primary, 6 vernier) for
attitude control and three-axis translation during orbit insertion and
on-orbit anc entry phases of the Orbiter flight. The propellant are MMH
(fuel) and N204 (oxidizer). Section CI(S).l.2.8 describes the RCS system
in more d7 -1'.

The mechanical subsystems of the Orbiter operate the aerodynamic control
surfaces, landing/deceleration system, payload bay doors, deployable
radiators, payload retention and payload handling subsystems, and provide for
disconnecting propellant feedlines between the Orbiter and the ET and for
separating the Orbiter from the ET.
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The auxiliary power units (APUs) drive the hydraulic pumps. The units work by

decomposition of hydrazine (N2 H4 ).

"W - The hydraulic subsystem provides hydraulic power for many of the mechanical

devices in the Orbiter, for steering the SSMEs, and for controlling the
propellant valves in the SSMEs.

The electrical power system supplies electricity from hydrogen-oxygen fuel
cells. The power reactant storage and distribution subsystem provides
hydrogen and oxygen to the electrical fuel cell. and oxygen to the
Environmental Control and Life Support Subsystem (ECLSS). The ECLSS provides
a habitable environment for the crew. The purge, vent, and drain subsystem
provides environmental control of the Orbiter's unpressurized structural
cavities, which includes most of the Orbiter except fr the crew module, The
avionics subsystem includes all the electronic gear in the Orbiter. The
guidance, navigation, and control subsystem provides guidance commands for
control inertial navigation, and automatic and manual control capability. The
communications and tracking subsystem provides communication between the
Orbiter and ground stations, the Orbiter and released payloads, and between
the Orbiter and the TDRSS. The data processing and software subsystem
provides computing capability for the Orbiter.

The ET (see Figure Cl(S)-15) supplies the Orbiter MPS with Liquid Hydrogen
(LH 2 ) and Liquid Oxygen (LOX) at prescribed pressures, temperatures, and
flow rates. Both the LH2 and LOX tanks are equipped with a vent and relief
valve to permit loading, pressurization, and relief functions. Tank level
sensors provide for propellant loading and shutdown signals. The ET is
thermally protected with a nominal 1-inch thick Spray-On Foam Insulation
(SOFI), with additional SOFI and a charring Super-Lightweight Ablator (SLA

- 561) in places to withstand localized high heating. Since the ET is an
expendable element, the ET subsystems are designed for single usage to
minimize costs.

The ET reacts the SRB thrust through its innertank and provides attach
structure to the Orbiter to react the SSME thrust. At lift-off, the ET
contains 1.55 million pounds of usable propellant. At Main Engine Cutoff
(MECO), the ET is separated from the Orbiter before orbital velocity is
achieved. The ET then proceeds on a ballistic reentry path for a safe impact
in the ocean.

Linear-Shaped Charges (LSCs), one on each tank in the ET, can split the tanks
on command for range safety. Section Cl(S).2.1 describes the range safety
system in more detail.

Two SRBs burn in parallel with the Orbiter MPS to provide initial ascent
thrust. The primary elements of the SRB are the motor, including case,
propellant, igniter, and nozzle; structural systems; separation, Operational
Flight Instrumentation (OFI), and recovery avionics; separation motors and
pyrotechnics; and deceleration, range safety destruct, and Thrust Vector
Control (TVC) subsystems. Each SRB (steel-cased) weighs approximately 1.293
million pounds.
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Figure CI(S)-16 shows an SRB. The following paragraphs describe the elements

of an, SRB.

Each SRB produces 2.4 million pounds of thrust at sea level. The engines are
gimbaled for steering. Section Cl(S).1.2.4.2 describes the SRB engine in more
detail.

The SIB case is segmented. The skirts at the aft end of the SRBs sit on the
mobile launch platform before lift-off.

Two lateral sway braces and a diagonal attachment at the aft frame provide the
structural attachment between the SRB and the ET. The SRB forward attachment
to the ET is by a single thrust attachment at the forward end of the forward
skirt. The same forward skirt is used for attaching the main parachute riser
attachments.

The SRBs are released from the ET by pyrotechnic devices at the forward thrust
attachment and the aft sway braces. Eight separation rockets on each SRB,
four aft and four forward, separate the SRB from the Orbiter and the ET.

The forward section provides room for the SRB electronics) recovery gear,
range safety destruct system, and forward separation rockets. The parachute
deceleration subsystem consists of a pilot parachute, a ribbon drogue
parachute, and three ribbon main parachutes.

Cl(S).1.2.2 Structures. This section describes the structural elements of
the Orbit, the ET, and the SRBs.

CI(S).1.2.2.1 Orbiter Structure. Figures CI(S)-17 through CI(S)-20 show the
Orbiter structure.

The majority of the Orbiter structure is of conventional aluminum construction
protected by RSI.

The forward fuselage structure is composed of 2024 aluminum alloy
skin/stringer panels, frames, and bulkheads. The crew module, which is
supported within the forward fuselage by four attach points, is welded to
create a pressure-tight vessel. The module has a side hatch for normal
ingress and egress and a hatch from the airlock into the payload bay.

The mid fuselage structure, which is primarily of aluminum construction,
connects to the forward fuselage, aft fuselage, and the wing. It runs from
XO 582 to XO 1307 and provides the support for the Orbitvr payloads
including the payload bay doors. In the forward portion is the forward wing
glove fairing, which runs from XO 582 to XO 807. The side wall just
forward of the wing carry-through structure provides the inboard support for
the main landing gear. The total lateral landing gear loads are reacted by
the mid fuselage structure.

The mid fuselage skins are integrally machined except the panels above the
wing from X0 1040 to X0 1307 which are aluminum honey comb panels. The
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integrally machined skins have longitudinal T-stingers. The bottom panel
between X0 1191 and X0 1307 provides a dual function of carrying
transverse wing loads as well as body bending loads and is of waffle
construction. The side skins in the wing interface from X0 8G. to X0 1307
are also machined but have vertica) stiffeners except from X0 1278 to X0
1307, which is a waffle coafiguration.

There are 12 main frame assemblies which stabilize the mid fuselage structure
and react wing and payload loads. The frame assemblies consist of vertical
side elements and horiaontal elements. The side elements are machined, and
the horizontal elements have machined flanges with boron/aluminum time shear
trusses. In addition to the 12 main frames, there are 13 machined side wall
stub frames.

In the upper portion of the mid fuselage are the sill and door longerons. The
machined sill longerons are not only primarily body bending elements, but also
serve to take the longitudinal loads from the payloads. Attached to the door
longerons and associated backup structure are the 13 payload bay door hinges.
These hinges provide the vertical reaction from the payload bay doors, and
five of the hinges react the payload bay door shears. The sill longeron also
provides the base support for the payload manipulator arms and its storage
provisions, rendezvous sensor, and payload bay door actuation system. To
avoid excess weight, the payload manipulator arm will be removed for the
Galileo and Ulysses missions.

The mid fuselage provides the wing carry-through structure between Stations
1191 and 1307. It consists of the lower skin and upper wing box carry-through
skin and seven longitudinal rib members. The center rib is composed of
integrally machined caps, shear web, and vertical stiffeners, and the other
six have boron/aluminam tube truss members. The upper wing box carry-through
skin, X0 1191 to X0 to 1307, carries the transverse wing loads and is
machined with lateral T-stingers.

The aft fuselage includes a thrust-type internal structure of diffusion-bonded
elements that transfers the SSMEs' thrust loads to the mid fuselage and the
ET. The external surface of the aft fuselage is of standard construction
except for the removable Aft Propulsion System (APS) pods which are
constructed with graphite epoxy skins and frames. A machined aluminum plate
heat shield with therinal insulation at the rear of the vehicle provides
protection to the SSMZ systems.

The wing is of conventional aluminum alloy construction. Corrugated spar web,
truss-type ribs, and riveted skin-stringer and honeycomb covers are used. The
elevons are of aluminum honeycomb constru~ction and are split into two segments
to minimuize hinge binding and interaction with the wing.

The vertical tail is of conventional aluminum alloy construction consisting of
a two-spar, multirib, integrally machined skin assembly. The tail is attached
to the aft fuselage by bolted fittings at the two main spars. The
rudder/speed brake assembly is divided into upper and lower sections. Each
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section is also split longitudinally and individually actuated to serve as
both rudder and speed brake.

These major structural assemblies ere mated and joined together with rivets
and bolts. The mid fuselage is joined to the forward and aft fuselages
primarily with shear ties, with the mid fuselage skin overlapping the bulkhead
caps at X0 582 and XO 1307. The wing is attached to the mid fuselage and
aft fuselage primarily with shear ties, except in the area of the wing
carry-through where tne upper panels are attached with tension bolts. The
vertical tail is attached to the aft fuelage with bolts which work in both
shear and tension. The body flap, which is constructed with aluminum
honeycomb covers, is attached to the aft lower fuselage by four rotary
actuators.

Cl(S).l.2.2.2 External Tank Structure. The main parts of the ET are the LOX
tank at the forward end, an intertank, and a LH2 tank at the aft end. The
LH2 tank is about three times as large as the LOX tank. Figure CI(S)-15
shows the ET.

The ET consists of a forward LOX tank, an unpressurized intertank, and a LH2
tank. The LOX tank (volume = 19,500 ft 3 ) is an aluminum alloy monocoque
structure composed of a fusion-welded assembly of performed, chemicaled gores,
panels, machined fittings, and ring chords. The LOX tank is designed to
operate at a nominal pressure range of 20 to 22 psig. The tank contains
antislosh and antivortex baffles as well as an antigeyser system to ccontrol
conditions. A 17-inch diameter feediine conveys propellant through the
intertank and externally aft to the ET/Orbiter disconnect. The tank's double
wedge nose cone reduces drag and heating and also serves as a lightning rod.

The intertank is semimonocoque cylindrical structure with flanges on each end
for joining the LOX and LH2 tanks. The intertank contains the SRB thrust
beam and fitting which distribute SRB loads to LOX and LH2 tanks. The
intertank provides an umbilical plate which interfaces with a ground facility
arm. The umbilical plate accommodates purge gas supply, hazardous gas
detection, and hydrogen gas boil-off during ground operations. The intertank
consists of mechanically joined skin, stringers, and machined panels of
aluminum alloy. The intertank is vented in flight.

The LH2 tank (volume = 53,518 ft 3 ) is a semimonocoque structure composed
of four fusion-welded barrel sections, five beam ring fraimes, and forward and
aft 0.75 ellipsoidal domes. The LH2 tank is designed to operate after
lif,-off at a nominal pressure of 32 to 34 psig; the lift-off pressure is 40.9
to 44.1 psig.

The tank contains an antivortex baffle and a siphon outlet to transmit
propellant to the ET/Orbiter disconnect through a 17-inch diameter line. The
LH2 tank has provisions for the ET/Orbiter forward attach strut, two
ET/Orbiter aft attach fittings, the thrust distribution structure, and the aft
3RBUT stabilizing strut attachments.
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__To reduce the ET weight and thus achieve greater payload capability, certain
changes have been made to the original ET described above. These changes,
which have reduced the dry weight of the ET by over 6000 pounds are
incorporated in ti, Lightweight Tank (LWT) version of the ET. The LWT first
flew on STS-6 and became the standard version from STS-8 onward, after STS-7
used the last of the original version ETs. Among the changes incorporated in
the LWT were the elimination of five LOX slosh baffle rings, deletion of the
anti-geyser line and incorporation of helium inject into the main feed line.

CI(S).1.2.2.3 SRB Structure. There are two versions of the SRB (Figure
Cl(S)-21), and the major difference between them is the structural material of
the Solid Rocket Motor (SRt) case itself. The initial version has a Steel
Case (Sc) SRM, while the second version will have a composite Filament-Wound
Case (FWC). Although the SC-SRB is operational, the FWC-SRB is still under
development. The major advantages of the FWC-SRB is its lighter weight -
about 30,000 pounds less than the SC-SRB, thus making possible a heavier STS
payload. However, because of the higher cost of the FWC, it will only be used
when its payload advantage is needed. The Inertial Upper Stage (IUS)
planetary missions are planned to use the steel came SRBs.

Overall, the SR3 is 150 feet long and is 148 inches in diameter, although the
FWC diameter is slightly greater because of its thicker case. The inert
weight of the SC-SRB is 190,000 pounds, which is about 30,000 pounds greater
than the FWC-SRB. The propellant weight of each is about 1.1 million pounds,
and the subdivision of this total weight is described in section
CI(S).1.2.4.2. The major elements consist of the structural assemblies )aft
skirt, forward skirt, and nose assembly) and the four SRM segments. The
parachutes are mounted in the nose assembly, electronics in the forward skire,
and the TVC system in the aft skirts. The structural assemblies are designed
for 40 uses, the SC-SBM for 20 uses, the electronics and TVC hardware for '"I
uses, and the parachutes for 10 uses. The FWC-SRM is designed fcr single time
use only, although the feasibility of reusing it is under study.

CI(S).1.2.2.3.1 Solid Rocket Motor. The SRMs are cast and delivered to the
launch site in four segments. The SC segments are roll formed D6ac steel with
pinned clevis joints. Two 0-ring seals in each joint provide redundancy for
the maintenance of pressure integrity. The design and fabrication of the case
are a scaled-up version of the Titan III motor cases. Structural design
factor of safety for the SC in 1.4, typical of man-rated vehicles. Only the
four straight cylindiical sections of the FWC-SRM (Figure 1-21b) are actually
filament wound, the other segments being steel as before. The materials used
for the FWC are Hercules AS4W-.12K grephite fiber (modulus 33 X ,06 psi), and
Hercules HBRF-55A resin (bisphenol A epoxy, L, 4 butanedial epoxy and curing
agent consisting of a blend of methylene dianiline with a m-phenylene
dianiline). The FWC design safety factors are 1.4 on metal parts and membrane
structure, and 2.0 on composites at joints and discontinuities.

The composite propellant is a proven Polybutad-kene Acrylonitrile (PBAN)
propeli~nt used in the Minuteman and poseidon systems. More than 200 million
pounds of this propellant have been produced. The propellant is 'acuum cast
and case 1'onded.
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The SRM nozzle is a 20 percent submaerged, omnidirectional movable nozzle. The
throat diameter is 54 inches and the dianicter at the end of the exit cone is
148 inches. The nozzle has an aft pivoted, ficxible bearing that provides an
omniaxial TVC deflection capability of plus or minus A degrees. All metal
parts of the nozzle are designed for 20 uses.

Cl(S).1.2.2.3.2 Aft Skirt. The aft skirt provides attach points to the
launch support structure and support to the Space Shuttle on the Mobile
Launcher Platform (MLP) for all conditions prior to SRB ignition. The aft
skirt provides aerodynamic protection, thermal protection, and mounting
provisions for th. TVC subsystem and the aft mounted separation motors. The
aft skirt provides sufficient clearance for the $RI nozzle at the full gimbal
angles. The aft skirt kick ring provides the necessary structural capability
to absorb and transfer induced prelaunch loads.

The aft skirt structure assembly is a welded and bolted conical shape, 146
inches in diameter at the top, 212 inches at the bottom, and is 90.5 inches in
height. It is configured for left-hand and right-hand assemblies, is
fabricated using 2219 alumintun with D6ac steel rings, and weighs approximately
12,000 pounds.

Cl(S).l.2.2.3.3 Forward Skirt. The forward skirt comprises all structure
between the forward SRM segment and the ordnance r4 ng. It includes an SRB/ET
attach fitting which transfers the thrusL loads to the ET and a forward
bulkhead which seals the forward end of the zkirt. The forward skirt provides
the structure to react parachute loads during deployment and descent, and
provides an attach point for towing the SRB during r-.trieval operations.

Secondary structure is provided for countinF components of tht ELectrical and
Instrumentation (E&t) subsystem, rate gyro assemblies, range iafety
components, and interconnecting cables. The skirt assembly is sealed tu
provide additional flotation capability.

The forward skirt is 146 inches in diameter and 125 inches in height. It
consists of a 2219 aluminum welded cylinder assembly made from machined and
brake-formed skin panels and welded thrust post structure. The forward skirt
weighs approximately 6400 pounds.

CI(S).1.2.2.3.4 Ordnance Ring. The ordnance ring, 146 inches in diameter,
provides a plane for pyrotechnically separating the frustum from the forward
skirt during the pirachute deployment process. The ring is machined from a
2219 aluminum ring forging and provides mounting provisions for the
linear-shaped charge used in the severance function.

Cl(S).1.2.2.3.5 Frustum. The frustum houses the main parachutes, provides
the structural support for the forward separation motors, and incorporates
flotation devices and location aids (flashing light and Radio Frequency (RF)
beacon) for water retrieval operations. It is fabricated using machined 2219
aluminum shear beams, ring fittings, separation motor supports, main parachute
supports, and 7075 aluminum formed skins. The frustum weighs approximately
3800 pounds.
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Ci(S).i.2.2.3.6 Nose Cap. The .x.se cap houses both the pilot and drogue,
parachutes and is separated from the frustum by three pyrotechnic thrusters to
initiate the parachute deployment sequence. The nose cap is basically an
aluminum monocoque structure with a hemispherical section a.r the forward end.
The base is 68 inches in diameter and the overall height is 35 inches. The
structure is a riveted assembly of machined 2024 aluminum sheet skins, formed
ring segments and cap, and a machined separation ring. Its weight is
approximately 300 pounds.

Cl(S).i.2.2.3.7 Systems Tunnel. The systems tunnel is located outboard on
each SRB and houses the electrical cables and linear-shaped charge of the
range safety system. The tunnel provides lightning, thermal, and aerodynamic
protection and mechanical support for the cables and destruct charge. It is
manufactured from 2219 aluminum and extends from the forward skirt along the
motor case to the aft skirt. The tunnel is approximately 10 inches wide and 5
inches high. Its floor plate is vulcanized and bonded to each motor segment
by Thiokol, the SRM contractor. The overall weight of the systems tunnel is
approximately 600 pounds.

CI(S).I.2.3 Operation Cycle. This section describes the operation of the
Shuttle Vehicle. One operation cycle extends from when the Orbiter lands to
finish one mission until it lands again to finish the next one. The cycle
covers ground preparation, launch, ascent, orbit, and return. Figure CI(S)-2
shows the entire cycle.

The ground preparations proceed in five phases. They are landing; safing,
maintenance, and checkout; premate preparation; Shuttle assembly; and
prelaunch.

V The first actions after the Orbiter lands and which require about I hour to
accomplish are the attachment of ground cooling and towing equipment and the
removal of the flight crew. The Orbiter is then towed to the Orbiter
Processing Facility (OPF) where the vehicle is safed. Thereafter, the OMS
pods/RCS, returning payload, and OMS propellant kit are removed, and
maintenance activity on the vehicle commences. The OMS/RCS are refurbished
and reinstalled, the vehicle is checked out, the payload is installed and the
vehicle/payload interfaces checked.

The vehicle is then moved to the Vehicle Assembly Building (VAB) where it is
lifted, erected, and mated to the SRB/ET that were stacked and mated while the
Orbiter was still in the OPF. When the Space Shuttle Vehicle and the mobile
launch platform are ready to be moved, they can be moved or maintained in this
configuration for a long period.

Loading the propellants into the ET will begin 8.5 hours before launch. As
depicted in Figure CI(S)-22, this operation commences with line chilling and
progresses to slow fill, fast fill, and topping. Because topping of the ET
LH2 and LOX tanks is essentially complete several hours before launch, it is
necessary to keep replenishing these tanks until a few minutes before launch.
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Approximately 3 hours before launch, the flight crew will enter the Orbiter.
The ground control will end 31 seconds before launch when automatic sequencing
of events from the Orbiter will begin.

The aunch part ot the operation cycle includes five principal events:
ignition of the SSMhb* ending the signal to light the SRBs; lift-off;
clearing the tower; and the passage of the instantaneous impact point beyond
shallow water. The SSMEs are started by commands from the Orbiter onboard
computers beginning at 6.6 seconds before lift-off, using a staggered start
sequence (Engines 3, 2, and 1 started sequentially in that order at 120
millisecond inteLvals). When the computers in the Orbiter determine that all
three SSMEs are operating normally, with at least 90% of rated thrust, the
computers send the signals to start the SRBs. These signals are sent 40
milliseconds before lift-off. Once the SRBs light, lift-off will occur either
the SRBs and the SSMEs running. After approximately 7 seconds of flight, the
vhicle will clear the tower; and after approximately 34 seconds of flight,
the instantaneous impact point will be over water at least 20 fathoms deep.

The ascent part of the operation cycle includes several important events for
nuclear safety analysis. The dynamic pressure on the vehicle will grow quite
rapidly to be about 650 lb/ft 2 after about 40 seconds of flight, will hold
at a peak of approximately 705 lb/ft 2 between 50 and 60 seconds and then
will decline sharply to about 50 lb/ft 2 by the time the SRBs burn out (about
119 seconds into the flight). Once the SRBs burn out (signaled by the drop of
the SRM chamber pressure to below 50 lb/in2), they will be jettisoned and
will fall clear of the Orbiter and ET after about 128 seconds of flight. The
SRBs are lowered by parachutes into the ocean and are recovered and returned
to the launch site for recycle. After the SRBs fall away, the Orbiter and ET
will continue, propelled by the SSMEs.

After about 500 seconds of flight, the SSMEs will be shut do.'n; and soon
afterwards, the ET will be released to break up and fall into the ocean.
Approximately one or two minutes after MECO the OMS engines in the Orbiter
will be started for a short burst to propel the vehicle to orbit altitude.
After the orbiter has coasted to the desired altitude, it will be leveled
using the RCS, and the OMS engines will be fired again to circularize the
orbit.

The orbit part of the operation cycle may differ considerably from one mission
to another. For some missions, the crew will deploy or retrieve a satellite
and return to Earth in one revolution. For other missions, the Orbiter will
stay in space as long as 30 days. For the Galileo and Ulysses missions, the
orbital part will include releasing the spacecraft and the IUS upper stage,
moving some distance away, staying in orbit for several hours while the crew
eats and sleeps, and then preparing to return to Earth. The typical time
profile for the IUS planetary missions from lift-off to cargo deployment is
shown in Table CI(S)-I.

The return part of the operation cycle includes firing the OMS engines to
retard the Orbiter out of orbit and gliding down for a landing.
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Following the completion of orbital operations, the Orbiter is oriented to a
tail-first attitude. After the OMS provides the deceleration thrust necessary
tor deorbiting, the Orbiter is reoriented nose-forward to the proper attitude
for entry. The orientation of the Orbiter is established and maintained by
the RCS down to where the atmospheric density is sufficient for the pitch and
roll aerodynamic control surfaces to be effective (about 250,000 feet altitude
and 26,000 feet per second velocity). The yaw KCS remains active until the
vehicle reaches an angle of attack of about 10 degrees (abouL S0,000 freet
altitude).

The Orbiter entry trajectory provides lateral flight range to the lancký! site
and energy management for an unpowered landing. The trajectory, lateral
range, and heating are controlled through the attitude of the vehicle by angle
of attack and bank angle. The angle of attack is established at 38 degrees
for the theoretical entry interfaces of 400,000 feet altitude. The entry
flightparh angle is -1.19 degrees. The 38 degree attitude is held until the
speed is reduced to 21,200 feet per second (about 220,000 feet altitude), is
then reduced gradually to 28 degrees at 17,200 feet per second (about 190,000
feet altitude); it is held at 28 degrees until speed is reduced to 8500 feet
persecond (about 150,000 feet altitude), and then reduced gradually to 6
degrees where the speed is about 1500 feet per second (about 70,000 feet
altitude) at the beginning of Terminal Area Energy Management (TAEM).

During the final phase of descent, flightpath control is maintained by using
the aerodynamic surfaces. TAEM is initiated to provide the proper vehicle
approach to the run-.ay with respect to position, energy, and heading. Final
touchdown occurs at an angle of attack of about 16 degrees. The maximum
landing speed for a 32,000 pound payload, including dispersions for hot day
effects and tailwinds, is about 207 knots.

The parameters of the nominal entry just described may vary according to
individual mission requirements.

CI(S).l.2.4 Propulsion. This section describes the engine for propulsion
of the Orbiter. There are three engine systems to consider: SSMEs, SRBs and
OMS. The SSMEs and the SRBs together provide the thrust for lift-off and for
the first 2 minutes or so of ascent. After the SRBs burn out, the SSMEs
thrust the Orbiter on, almost to orbit. After the SSMEs are shut down, the
OMS engines provide thrust for attain in orbit, maneuvering while in orbit,
and decelerating out of orbits.

Cl(S).l.2.4.1 Main Engines. The SSME is a reusable, high-performance,
liquid-propellant rocket engine with variable thrust. Three engine are
clustered on each Orbiter vehicle. They are ignited on the ground at launch
and burn for an average of eight minutes during the vehicle boost phase.

Figure CI(S)-23 shows the SSMEs and the propellant feedlines from the ET.

The propellants for the SSMEs are LH2 (fuel) and LOX (oxidizer). The rated
thrust of each SSME is 375,000 pounds at sea level and 470 000 pounds in
vacuum. The nominal engine chamber pressure is 3000 lb/ini. The nozzle
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exit diameter is 94 inches. Each SSME weighs about 6950 pounds. The nozzle
is gimbaled, with hydraulic actuators, for steering.

Cl(S).I.2.4.2 SRBs. The propellant for the SRBs is a composite-type solid
propellant formulated of polybutadiene acrylic acid acrylonitrile terpolymer
binder, ammonium perchlorate, and aluminum powder. A small amount of burning
rate catalyst (iron oxide) is added to achieve the desired propellant burning
rate. The propellant is in four segments; Figure Cl(S)-21a shows the segments
and their lengths. The propellant in the forward segment weighs 299,000
pounds; in each of the two center segments, 272,000 pounds; and in the aft
segment, 266,000 counds. The total propellant weight in both SRBs is
2,218,000 pounds. Each SRB provides 2.9 million pounds of thrust at sea level.

The higher thrust level required during the lift-off portion of the Shuttle
flight results from inc:eased burning surface provided by the ll-point star
configuration in the forward segment. After the lift-off portion of the
flight, the thrust is reduced with burnout of the starred section. The thrust
progress is slighter after 52 seconds. Reduced vehicle acceleration is
achieved by burning out the aft most portion of the aft segment and the
programmed burnout of slivers in all four segments.

The nozzle of the SRM is gimbaled for steering with hydraulic actuators. The
hydraulic power supply for the TVC subsystem consists of hydrazine-fueled APUs
on each SRB. The SRB TVC subsystem works in conjunction with the TVC system
for the SSMEs and provides the preponderance of gimbal authority for the
Shuttle during the first stage flight. Pitch, roll, and yaw commands are
provided by the Orbiter flight control system.

Cl(S).l.2.4.3 Orbital Maneuvering Subsystem Engines. The OMS engines use the
hypergolic propellants MMH (fuel) and N2o4 (oxidizer). There are two OMS
engines on the Orbiter. They are in pods at the top of the aft fuselage, one
on each side of the vertical tail. The nominal thrust of each engine is 6000
pounds. The nominal engine chamber pressure is 125 lb/in 2 . The nozzles are
gimbaled for steering, with electromechanical actuators. The OMS propellant
tanks in the two pods can carry enough propellant for a change in velocity of
1,000 feet per second when the vehicle carries a payload of 65,OOC pounds.
Crossfeedlines connect the propellant tanks in the two OMS pods, so that
propellants from either pod can run either engine. Also, the RCS thrusters
can burn propellants from the OMS tanks. Figure shows an OMS engine pod,
which also contains parts of the RCS.

CI(S).l.2.5 SRB/ET and ET/Orbiter Separation. This section describes the
mechanisms for separating the SRBs from the ET and the ET from the Orbiter.
On a nominal flight, the SRBs will separate from the tank about 2 minutes
after lift-off, and the tank will separate from the orbiter about 9 minutes
after lift-off.

Basically, the way of separating the SRBs from the ET is to fracture four
separation bolts on each SRB and to propel the SRBs from the ET by eight solid
rocket thrusters on each SRB. Figure Cl(S)-25 shows the separation bolts and
separation thrusters.
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The primary mode for initiating the SRB separation sequence is accomplished
when the chamber pressure of both SRBs is equal to or less than 50 psig.
Separation cue monitoring is initiated at To+105 seconds, and the Orbiter
General Purpose Computers (GPCs) will issue an SRB separation cue plurality
signal when the voting logic has detected two pressure cue signals from both
the left and r 4 ght SRBs/ A backup cue is used if the primary separation cue
should malfunction. This backup cue is based upon mission elapsed time of
approximately 130.6 seconds from lift-off. SRB release (mechanical and
electrical) is initiated 4.0 seconds after start of the separation sequence if
the separation conditions criteria of dynamic pressure, roll rate, pitch rate
and yaw rate are not exceeded; otherwise the separation is inhibited until the
required conditions are within acceptable limits. The crew has the capability
of overriding the inhibits. Manual separation can be achieved if either the
primary separation cue (two chamber pressure cue signals from each of the left
and right SRBs) or backup separation cue (mission elapsed time of
approximately 130.6 seconds from lift-off) has been achieved.

The forward attachments between the SRB and the ET are mated fittings held
together by a separation bolt. At separation, National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA)-standard initiator pressure cartridges at the ends of
the separation bolt fire, and the resulting pressure wave drives pistons to
break the bolt. Operations of either cartridge on the bolt will break it.
The aft attachments are similar, and they work in a similar way. There are
three separation bolts in the aft attachments.

The solid propellant thrusters, four forward and four aft on each SRB, propel
the SRBs away from the ET. Each solid propellant thruster gives a
23,000-pound thrust.

W •- The method used to sevarate the Orbiter from the ET is to fracture one bolt
and eight nuts to sever structural and umbilical connections, and to use the
RCS to propel the Orbiter away from the tank. Figure CI(S)-26 shows the
separation mechanism.

The forward attachment between the Orbiter and the ET is a spherical bearing
with an attach-bolt. Firing either of two pressure cartridges on the bolt
will break it. There are two structural attachments aft, one on the left and
one on the right. Firing either of two pressure cartridges on each
attach-bolt will break the frangible nut and release the bolt. There are two
umbilical attachments aft, one on the left and one on the right. Each
attachments contains three attach-bolts, and firing either of two pressure
cartridges on each bolt will break the frangible nut and release the bolt.

CI(S).l.2.6 Pressure Tanks. This section describes the pressure tanks in
the Orbiter, the ET, and the SRBs. The Orbiter carries many pressure tanks.
Table Cl(S)-2 lists them, and Figure CI(S)-29 shows their locations. The
index numbers on the table refer to the circled numbers on the figure.

The ET carries two pressure tanks, which together essentially are the ET.
Each one by far dwarfs all the tanks in the Orbiter. The LOX tank, at the
forward end of the ET, is made of aluminum alloy. its volume is 19,500 ft 3 ,
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and its maximum relief pressure is 37 lb/in2 , Besides the two tanks, there
are feedlines carrying propellants under pressure, which run on the outside of
the ET on the side toward the Orbiter. Figure Cl(s)-I5 shows the two tanks of
the ET.

Each SRB carries several pressure tanks, which are parts of the hydraulic
power supply systems of the SRB. Two tanks on each SRB hold hydrazine, the
fuel for the APUs. Figure Cl(S)-30 shows a hydrazine tank on an SRB as part
of the TVC subsystem, and Figure CI(S)-16 shows the location of the TVC
subsystems on an SRB.

Cl(S).1.2.7 Orbiter Reaction Control Subsystem. This section describes the
RCS of the Orbiter.

The RCS employs 38 bipropellant primary thrusters and 6 vernier thrusters to
provide attittide control and three-axis translation during the orbit
insertion, on-orbit, and entry phases of flight.

The RCS consists oi three propulsion units, one in the forward module and one
in each of the aft propulsion pods. All modules are used for ET separation,
orbit insertion, and orbital maneuvers. Only the aft RCS modules are used for
entry attitude control.

The RCS propellants are N2 04 and MMH. The design mixture ratio of
propellants allows the use of identically sized propellant tanks for both fuel
and oxidizer. The nominal propellant capacity of the tanks in each module is
928 pounds of MMH and 1477 pounds of N2 04 . An interconnect between the
OMS and the RCS in the aft pods permits the use of OMS propellant by the RCS
for on-orbit maneuvers. In addition, the interconnect can be used for
crossfeeding propellants between the right and left hand RCS pods.

The thrust nf each primary thruster is 870 pounds (in vacuwn), and the thrust
of each vernier thruster is 24 pounds (in vacuum). Figure Cl(S)-31 shows the
RCS.

CI(S).1.3 KSC LAUNCH SITE

The Space Shuttle launch site at KSC is described in this section. Figure
Cl(S)-32 is a map of KSC and Cape Canaveral Air Force Station (CCAFS). The
map shows the runway for Orbiter landings; the VAB where the Shuttle will be
mated on a mobile launch platform; and launch pads 39A and 39B. These two
launch pads are shown in greater detail in Figures CI(S)-33 and Cl(S)-.34.
Figure Cl(S)-35 gives a detailed view of the area around the VAB.
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Table Cl(S)-t Typical IUS/Planetary Mission Event Timeline

Event Time (Hr:Min:S)

SSME Ignition -0:00:06.6

SRB Ignition Command 0:00:00

First Motion/Lift-Off 0:00:00.24

Begin Roll Program (V=125 fps) 0:00:07

End Roll Program (V=300 fps) 0:00:15

Begin First Throttle Down (V=428 fps) 0:00:20

Begin Second Throttle Down (V=716 fps) 0:00:31
(Optional)

Begin Throttle Up (V=1599 fps) 0:01:08

SRB Separation 0:02:05

3G Throttling Begins 0:07:39

MECO Command 0:08:34

Zero Thrust 0:08:40

ET Separation 0:08:52

OMS-1 TIG (:10:34

OMS-1 Cutoff 0:13:22

OMS-2 TIG 0:46:10

OMS-2 Cutoff 0:48:29

Open Paylj.-.. Day Doors 1:15:00

IMU Realinement 3:00:00

Meal 4:00:00

IUS/Spacecraft Checkout 5:00:00

IUS Deploy 6:40:00

IUS Engine T; 1iorn 7:20:00
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Table Cl(S)-2. Pressure Tanks in Orbiter (next 4 pages)
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Table Cl(S)-2. Pressure Tanks in Orbiter (Cont.)
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Table Cl(S)-2. Pressure Tanks in Orbi%~er (Cont.)
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Table Cl(S)-2. Pressure Tanks in Orbiter (Cont.)
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CI(S). 2.0 SAFETY PLANS

The purpose of this section is to describe the plans to protect personnel and
equipment from the conset uences of STS failures. Four major subsections cover
the safety plans for the range, launch/landing site, Orbiter and
contingencies. This section concludes with STS mission/launch rules and the
list of references used. The references should be consulted if further
details are required.

CI(S). 2.1 Range Safety

CI(S). 2.1.1 Introduction

Range Safety is intrinsic to all missions flown on a National Range such as
the Eastern Space and Missile Center (ESMC) (Reference 1). It encompasses all
safety activitiea from design through test, launch, and vehicle flight. This
section deals primarily with that portion of Range Safety having to do with
launch and vehicle flight. The flight portion safety go&l is to control and
contain the flight of all vehicles, precluding impact of intact vehicles or
pieces from an abort which could endanger human life, cause damage to property
or result in embarrassment to the U. S. Government. Altho-igh the risk can
never be eliminated completely, Range Safety attempts to minimize the risks
while not unduly restricting the probability of mission success.

CI(S). 2.1.2 Ground Range Safety Systems (RSS)

All launches carry a flight termination systems wtich, in conjunction with the
ground transmitter and tracking system, allows the Range Sufety Officer to
control launch vehicle flight by shutting down thrusting engines or destroying
a vehicle if it violates established flight destruct criteria. The ground
systems' purpose is to ensure an operating environment that permits maximum
flexibility in arhieving flight objectives while reducing the risk to
personnel, property, and the flight vehicle to an acceptable level. The
Ground RSS, which provides the Range Safety Officer (RSO) with the capability
for monitoring launches of the Shuttle, is comprised of the following:

a. Range Safety Display System (RSDS).

b. Cosunand/Controi System.

-. Vertical Wire Skyscreen (VWS).

d. Range Safety Closed-Circuit Television (TV).

e. Real Time Telemetry Display System.

f. Communications and Data Support Systems.
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Cr(S) 2.1.3 Flight Vehicle Range Safety__ysLen.

a, Each flight vehicle carries a Range Safety Flight Termination
System (FTS) which, when activated from a ground signal, can
shut down thrusting engines (not applicable to the STS) and/or
destroy the vehicle.

b. The Space Shuttle FTS allows the intentional destruction of the
SRBs and ET if the flight deviates too far from the nominal. On
command from the Range Safety Officer, Linear Shaped Charges
(LSC) split the two tanks in the ET as well as the cases of the
SRMs.

The onboard systems for the three elements (one ET and two SRBs) are connected
so that, if either SRB receives a destruct, all three receive it. The system
in each element is redundant (two parallel LSCs) to assure reliability.

Electronically, each of the SRBs and the ET carry a command destruct receiver
which will receive the arm and destruct signal from the ground system.
Electronically, the three independent systems are cross-strapped so that a
signal received by one can initiate destruct action not he other two systems
as long as normal separation has not occurred. The SRBs carry two receivers
each and the ET has otia. After inadvertent separation of one or both of the
SRBs, destruct action could still be initiated on the separated solids and the
ET, unless the system is damaged. All three would receive the signal and
respond, unless SRB separation is normal, in which case the destruct systems
on the SRBs are safed prior to separation.

On the ET, one LSC is on the LOX tank, and the other is on the LH 2 tank.
The charges sit in the cable trays no the outside of the tanks. The charge ofB - the LOX tank is about 8 feet long; for the LH 2 tank it is about 20 feet
long, in two 10-foot sections. The destruct charges are on the side next to

the Orbiter.

On each SRB, the LSC is about 80 feet long, in six 160-inch sections on the
upper three segments. The destruct charges sit in the cable trays on the
outside of the booster case on the side away from the ET. The LSCs are
initiated (top down) to split open the 0.5" thick steel case so that the top
three segments rapidly open up and depressurize (in 10 to 20 ms). As observed
in recent accidents and accompanying SRB destruct actions (STS 51L and Titan
34D-9), this causes the case to "clam" open and accelerate small and large
fragments to hundreds of feet per second away from the LSC-cut-line and into
the ET.

Based on past experience and the combined functioning of the ground and flight
portions of the Safety System, a delay of at least 4-1/2 seconds will occur
between the time a shuttle vehicle could require destruct action and when the
destruct event actually occurs. With a crew on board, it is unlikely that
this time could be cut appreciably except under very unusual circumstances
where the Range Safety Officer (RSO) could visually determine that the launch
vehicle was breaking up. In this mode, it is possible that up to a s...cond and
a half could be cut from the delay time.
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For many failure modes, such as ET aft dome failure, Orbiter main engine
fires, SRB case burn through (not explosion), etc., there should be enough
time for Range Safety action to occur. SRB case pressure rupture, SSME engine
compartment or ET innertank explosion will probably lead to ET disintegration
and destruction before range destruct action can be taken.

Therefore, if the vehicle has not already disintegrated, most of the more
probable Shuttle failure modes will allow time for Range Safety action prior
to ground impact.

CI(S). 2.2 Launch/Landing Site Safety

This subsection describes certain salient systems/efforts which contribute to
launch/landing site safety of STS missions originating at KSC. These include
the launch processing system, the sound suppression water system, Gaseous
Nitrogen (GN2 ) inerting system, meteorological systems, launch precautions,
fire detection and suppression systems, hazardous gas detection and launch
countdown abort procedures.

CI(S) 2.2.1 Launch Processing System

Launch of the STS-l on April 12, 1981 marked the first mission use of the
Launch Processing System (LPS). The LPS is a high-speed, digital, computer
operated checkout system used to support test, checkout, launch control, and
operational management of launch site ground operations. LPS consists of
three subsystems: (1) Checkout, Control and Monitor Subsystem (CCMS) (2)
Central Data Subsystem (CDS) and (3) Record and Playback Subsystem (RPS).
CDS and RPS provide support for CCMS testing in the Firing Rooms. Located in
the Launch Control Center (LCC), the LPS was responsible for most of the
orbiter, tank, and booster checkout. Specific technology accomplishments in
CCMS that enabled successful implementation of the LPS concept include
development of the Subsystem Operator Consoles, the Common Data Buffer
(CDBFR), the Processed Data Recorder (PDR) and Shared Peripheral Area (SPA),
and the Ground Operations Aerospace Language (GOAL).

CI(S) 2.2.1.1 Subsystem Operator Consoles.

Each subsystem operator position in a firing room has its own keyboard and
visual display system. EAch group of three keyboard and display systems is
considered a "console", and operates as a unit. Each console can perform
several independent tests or GOAL procedures simultaneously. For major
integrated tests, all consoles are coordinated to work t.,gether by an
integration console located in the rear of the firing room. Each console has
a small computer and on-line disk storage capacity of 80 million words, and
can hold all CCMS application procedures to be executed by its operator.

Checkout and launch functions of each console can be changed, if necessary, by
reloading data from the bulk disk via the Master Console. This provides
flexibility and redundant capability. In addition, the independence of each
console allows maximum parallel testing, thus saving serial time.
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LPS monitors thousands of measurements on the vehicle and ground support
equipment simultaneously, and compares them to predefined tolerance levels.
Measurements which are displayed are defined by the test engineer in the
application program or through the keyboard. Some measurements will be
displayed only when they go out of tolerance. This is termed "exception
monitor capability". The monitor feeds outputs to console screens to display,
in various predefined colors, conditions that must be evaluated by the test
engineer. In many cases, these computers will automatically react to
"exception" conditions and perform safing or other related functions without
test engineer intervention.

CI(S) 2.2.1.2 Common Data Buffer (CDBFR)

The CDBFR is the communication center for CCMS. All communications from one
computer to another computer pass through the CDBFR. The CDBFR is sequenced
so that each of the computers in the network appears to be the only computer
using the buffer. The CDBFR can communicate with 64 computers while
temporarily storing data, messages, and commands along with error-correcting
information. It assures proper retrieval of this information even when a
portion of the buffer is incperative as a result of failed hardware. This
assembly is transparent to the user.

Error Correction Code (ECC) is an absolute requirement to maintain system
integrity. An error is defined as a bit transposition from a 1 to a 0 or vice
versa. ECC is an interleaved, modified cyclic code developed from Bose,
Chaudhoni, Hocquenghen (BCH) code, called cyclic alpha squared code. CDBFR
hardware design requires ECC to perform the following four functions.

a. Correct single random bit errors, detect random double bit.

b. Correct at lease one of any possible double adjacent bit errors
a hardware boundary or even-odd bits.

c. Detect at least two of all possible double adjacent bit errors a
hardware boundary of even-odd bits.

d. Detect the all l's and all O's as uncorrectable errors.

Address errors are always checked by the CDBFR hardware. A CDBFR failure in
the data or command path will be either corrected or detected. Corrected and

detected errors generate messages to the console operators. The Address
Validity Module checks all write instruction addresses against the predefined
limits of each CDBFR port. An uncorrectable or out of limits address causes a
write operation to abort and an error condition to be posted to the
responsible computer. Single buffer failures can bring a segment of the CDBFR
to a halt. A failure of the Stack Control Card prevents computer-to-computer
interrupts. This condition prevents a console from issuing a request for a
command to a Front End Processor (FEP), but does not stop data from being
written into the CDBFR. A complete Master Scanner failure causes the entire
CDBFR to become inoperable.
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CT(S) 2.2.1,3 PDR/SPA

The processed Data Recorder (PDR) subsystem accomplishes data storage for
realtime and post-test data retrieval. it retains about 30 minutes of test
data on bulk disk for near-realtime retrieval on request from a console. The
amount of data recorded to disk varies with the test activity. If there is
low test activity, the disk could contain several hours of data, while high
test activity will cause as little as fifteen minutes of data to be recorded.
The CDBFR high-speed First In, First Out (FIFO) buffer sends data to the PDR
low-speed buffer via the external Direct Memory Processor. Data is then
transferred from the PDR to bulk disk. Information sent to disk is
simultaneously butfered out to tape as a permanent copy for post-test data
processing. /

The Shared Peripheral Area (SPA) subsystem is used for near-realtime data
playback. A console requests data from the SPA enabling it to perform backup
recording functions if the PDR breaks down. CDS supplements data recording
functions with the Test Data Recording and Retrieval (TDR) subsystem. The CDS
On-Line Data Bank (OLDB) provides history retrieval of all measurements in
near-realtime.

CI(S) 2.2.1.4 Ground Operations Aerospace Language

Applications programming of the Checkout, Control, and Monitoring computers
used for the STS mission is accomplished using a KSC developed high-order
computer language, known as GOAL. This usage permits computer programs to be
compiled from functional statements as they would appear in an English
language test procedure. Software engineering writes the application programs
while hardware engineering verifies the application programs to ensure changes
were implemented properly. Verification of application programs is performed
in the Ground Software Production Facility (GSPF) using a Software
Verification Procedure (SVP), similar to running an Operations and Maintenance
Instruction (OMI) during hardware testing. Upon completion of verification,
the as-run SVP is impounded by Software Quality Assurance (SQA). When SQA has
completed a review of the SVP and requirements, the application program is
considered verified and released to hardware.

CI(S) 2.2.2 Sound Suppression Water System

A sound suppression water system has been installed on the pad to protect the
Orbiter and payload from damage by acoustical energy reflected from the Mobile
Launcher Platform (MLP) during launch. The orbiter and payload in the payload
bay is much closer to the surface of the MLP than the Apollo spacecraft was at
the top of a Saturn V or Saturn IB rocket.

The system consists of an elevated tank, a valve complex, a piping system, and
spray nozzles. The valve complex consists of six 48-inch butterfly valves to
remotely control the water flow. Each valve is actuated by a piston-type,
double cyclinder hydro/pneuzrAtic actuator. To rapidly establish a minimum
flow of 500,000 gpm through the pre-liftoff system, and 400,000 gpm through
the post-liftoff system, at least two pre-liftoff and two post-liftoff valves
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must be fully opened within 4 seconds after receiving opening commands. The

peak rate of flow from all sources is 900,000 gallons of water per minute at 9
seconds after liftoff.

Acoustical levels reach their peak when the Space Shuttle is about 300 feet
above the platform, and cease to be a problem at an altitude of about 1,000
feet.

The Sound Suppression System (SSS) has successfully supported all KSC launches
with no significant failures of the SSS. The SSS has suppressed any possible
damage to the vehicle or to the payloads from the acoustic vibration created
by the vehicle main engines. If the SSS fails before main engine start (which
would be detected by the Grounid Launch Sequencer software), the launch would
be scrubbed. If the SSS fails after main engine start and before liftoff,
possible damage would occur to the vehicle or to the payload. There is very
low probability of this occurring.

CI(S) 2.2.3 Pad Environmental Control System (ECS) GN2 Subsystem

The GN2 subsystem is used at the pad to inert the orbiter with GN2 during
critical tanking oerations. The system iiAterfaces with the air system by way
of isolation valves to prevent GN2 from entering the system inadvertently
and to isolate GN2 from the cabin ECS duct. There are a minimum of two
isolation valves between the GN2 and air supply lines and the orbiter is
verified clear of personnel prior to switching from air to GN2 . Software
safeguards are also incorporated into the system.

The GN2 is used to inert the orbiter forward, payload bay, and aft
compartments through an onboard duct system consisting of three primary supplyW .. lines. The orbiter environment is normally sustained with conditioned air.
However during fuel cell tanking and pre-launch tanking of the ET, the orbiter
purge is switched from air to GN2 for inerting for fire prevention if a leak
of cryogens should occur. The second purpose is to provide a background
atmosphere required by the hazardous gas detection system to monitor cryogenic
systems for leaks. The GN2 system is also used in "standby" mode to provide
GN2 inerting to the orbiter during hypergol servicing in case a spill or
leak of fuel should occur. During the final countdown, GN2 flow is started
about two hours prior to cryogenic loading and continues through vehicle
launch.

CI(S) 2.2.4 Meteorological Systems

In addition to standard meteorological data, the following special
meteorological and instrumentation data processing systems are utilized by a
round-the-clock team of Air Force meteorologists at the Cape Canaveral
Forecast Facility (CCFF) to provide required meteorological support.

A WSR-74C weather radar has been modified to provide volumetric scan output,
including constant altitude plan position indicators, vertical cuts, echo top
maps, and extrapolated short range forecasts.
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A Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite System (GOES) ground
station receives visible and infrared imagery for display on the
Meteorological Interactive Data Display System (MIDDS).

The MIDDS provides computerized integration of the data sources available to
the CCFF into a single data base where the various types of data can be molded
and displayed together for forecaster use.

The Weather Information Network Display System (WINDS) provides data every 5
minutes from 16 instrumented towers, 9 temporary wind towers, and other
special locations. Parameters measured include wind speed, direction, and
variation, temperature, and dew point.

The Launch Pad Lightning Warning System (LPLWS) was designed to assist
forecasters in monitoring impending and current atmospheric electrical
activity. Data are sensed by 34 field mills located at the CCAFS and KSC.
The field mills measure the vertical component of the atmospheric potential
gradient at ground level. The system provides displays of the static field
during periods without lightning. During lightning activity, the LPLWS
program outputs the charge centers or source of the lightning activity in the
cloud.

The Meteorological and Range Safety Support (MARS) system provides a user
within seconds of a toxic spill, a forecas, of the direction and distance that
the material will take and the toxic corridor for evacuation to personnel. In
put to the MARS is from the WINDS, the model used is the Ocean Breeze - Dry
Gulch (OBDG).

Various computer models utilize meteorological input information to provide
data to safety personnel. In addition to the OBDG for toxic diffusion,
routine models in use include the BLAST for shock waves from inadvertent
detonations and the REEDM for rocket exhaust diffusion. For the Galileo and
Ulysses launches, a contractor is scheduled to run the EMERGE model to
forecast radiological dispersion in case of an accident.

CI(S) 2.2.5 STS Launch Propellant Loading Cleared Areas

CI(S) 2.2.5.1 Blast Danger Area Controls

A Blast Danger Area, 1367 m (4485 ft) radius around the launch pad (Figure
CI(S)-36) is established from the time liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen are
loaded onto the STS vehicle (approximately launch minus 8 hours). Only
critical launch crews (i.e., flight crew, close-out crew, and ice inspection
team) are permitted inside this area and only the flight crew is allowed
within the area at launch.

CI(S) 2.2.5.2 Impact Limit Line Controls

In addition, a Launch Impact Limit Line (Figure CI(S)-36) is established prior
to launch minus 30 minutes. For Launch Complex (LC)-39A, it extends from the
launch complex to 4572 m (15,000 ft) west of the launch pad. Approximately 90
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personnel are located inside the Impact Limit Line supporting the launch and
they are provided protectile equipment (communications, egress vehicle, gas
mask). The Impact Limit Line for LC-39B is the same line as that established
"for LC-39A.

CI(S) 2.2.6 Fire Detection and Fire Suppression

The Fixed Service Structure (FSS), Rotating Service Structure (RSS), and
Payload Changeout Room (PCR) are the three primary areas of fire concern.
Hydrogen fire and leak detection on the FSS and Mobile Launch Platform (MLP)
are also important. In general, combustible materials are prohibited on the
launch structures. Any combustible or flammable materials/fluids that are
required in preparing the STS for flight are restricted to those
type/quantities that are required to do an 8-hour task.

The Fire Detection Systems are designed to provide early warning and alarm to
the Fire Services organization. If an ali.rm is received during a major test,
the test team is immediately notified and decides test related corrective
measures.

Launch complex deluge systems are designed to extinguish hydrazine type fires
and to prevent a fire, originating on a work platform or structure, from
transmitting to the launch vehicle. In addition, egress ways are provided
with a lower density coverage egress spray. Alarm and deluge system are
further discussed in subsequent paragraphs.

CI(S) 2.2.6.1 Fixed Service Structure

a. FSS Fire Detection - A manual system comprised of Fire Alarm
"Stations is provided along the egress route of cach level,
including the Orbiter Access Arm (OAA). Automation detection. is
provided from heat activated detectors in the White Room,
Elevator Machine Room, and Hammerhead Crane. Activation of any
fire alarm device will ring fire alarms bells throughout the FSS
and RSS structure and report to the Fire Alarm Control Panel
located inside the main entrance to the Pad Terminal
Communication Room (PTCR). From the PTCR, a fire alarm is
transmitted to Safety (SF) Control.

b. FSS Fire Suppression - Electrically operated manual deluge are
provided for the following areas:

1. 75' Level - Hyper Fuel and Oxidizer Scrubbers

2. 155' Level - LOX and LH 2 Dewars

2. 195' Level - Orbiter Access Arm Egress

4. 195' Level - ET Vent and Hinge Arm

5. 255' Level - ET Gaseous Oxygen Vent Arm
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All levels can be activated remotely from the Launch Control Center (LCC), and
are activated automatically by the Ground Launch Sequencer during launch
countdown (except OAA Egress). In addition, the 75', 155', and 195' (OAA
Egress) levels can be activated locally or from the Master Deluge Panel on the
launch pad surface. No fire alarm signals are initiated by water flow on the
FSS. Fire hoRe reels are provided for first-aid firefighting on all levels.

CI(S) 2.2.6.2 Rotating Service Structure

a. Rotating Service Structure Fire Detection - Manual Pull Stations
are provided along all emergency egress routes leading from
various levels. In addition, automatic detection is provided
from heat actuated detectors in the Elevatnr Machine Room, Air
Handling Units (AHU) rooms (107' level), and on the 120' level.
Actuation of any fire alarm device wili ring bells throughout
the FSS and the Rotating Service Structure, rep3rt to the Fire
Alarm Control Panel inside the PTCR, and transmit a signal to SF
control.

b. Rotating Service Structure Fire Suppression - Separate manually
operated deluge systems are provided for the Valve Sleds not he
107' and 207' levels -- both levels have s Valve Sled on Side 2
and Side 4 of the structure. In addition, deluge protection is
provided for the Rotating Service Structure Room located at the

207' level. Dual in-line manually operated valves are installed
for initiation of wa~er flow. Each system is provided with a
pressure switch for fire alarm reporting. Fire hose reels fed
from the portable water supply are installed on the 107', 120',
130' and 160' levels.

CI(S) 2.2.6.3 Payload Changeout Room

a. PCR Fire Detection. Manual Pull Stations are provided at the
main entrances to the PCR on the 130' level. These Pull
Stations are tied into the Rotating Service Structure fire alarm
system and perform in th- same manner as the Rotating Service
Structure fire alarm devices.

h. PCR Fire Suppression. A manually activated deluge system is
provided on each platform level. Flow initiated on any level
will also cause water to flow from the ceiling nozzles located
at elevation 207'. Dual in-line ball valves are incorporated
into the design at each activation station to prevent
inadvertent water flow. A pressure switch is installed on the
182' level for fire alarm reporting. Fire hose reels are
installed on each level, except the 130' level, for first-aid
firefighting purposes. These hose reels are fed from the Firex

writer distribution system.
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CI(S) 2.2.6.4 Hydrogen Fire and Leak Detection

S Hydrogen fire and leak detectors are strategically located on the FSS and
mobile launch platform. Activation of any detect," transmits a signal to the
Firing Room. No fire alarm signal is initiated.

CI(S) 2.2.7 Hazardous Gas Detection System (HGDS)

The hazardous &aF tection system is used to detect leaking hydrogen or
oxygen in various -ompartments of the Shuttle and hydrogen Tail Service Mast
(TSM). The HGDS is made up of three subsystems: a mass spectrometer which
detects what gases are present; a sampling subsystem which draws samples from
various locations on Lhe Shuttle to the mass spectrometer for analysis; and a
control subsystem which directs the sampling and presents the data to the
console operator. The Shuttle areas which can be monitored are the ET
intertank, the payload bay (at the aft bulkhead), the LH2 tail service mast,
the Orbiter lower midbody, and the Orbiter aft fuselage. The HGDS can sample
only one area at a time but can compleLe a sample from area to area every 24
seconds if necessary.

CI(S) 2.2.8 Launch Countdown Abort Modes

The countdown procedure, OMI S0007, contains three preplanned abort modes
during the critical time frame from Shuttle main engine start through
lift-off. These aborts; RSLS abort; Backup Flight System (BFS) engage; and
SRB holdfire are described below:

CI(S) 2.2.8.1 Redundant Set Launch Sequencer (RSLS) abort can occur any time
after Shuttle main engine start command issued by the RSLS software through
T-O. The abort can be initiated by flight or ground software surveillance of
specific parameters or by operator action at the Ground Launch Sequencer (GLS)
console or NTD console.

The abort will initiate GLS safing functions. If fire detectors on "he MLP
zero level detect fire, the GLS software will automatically initiate firex
water for the base heat shield.

Significant GLS safing functions include Orbiter Access Arm extension, SRB
ignition safing and other necessary functions to establish a safe
configuration. The launch team can also exercise procedural options for
safing if necessary. After stable conditions are established, a recycle is
implemented by procedure and flight crew normal egress effected.

Cl(S) 2.2.8.2 - BFS engaged abort - a condition where the Primary Avionics
Support System (PASS) GPCs (General Purpose Computers) have halted and the
Backup Flight System (BFS) GPC which cannot support launch is controlling.
The launch team must manually take the following actions in sequence:

a. SRB power down
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b. OAA extend

C. Main engine shut down

d. APU shutdown

e. GPC and launch data buss recovery

After the above actions normal safing and recycle can be performed.

LI(S) 2.2.8.3 SRB Holdfire. Occurs if T-O is reached and SRB ignition did
not occur. The safing action is basically similar to the BFS engage abort
response.

CI(S) 2.3 Orbiter Safety

This section describes plans to maintain Orbiter and cargo safety. The
Orbiter has been designed to recover safely from many failures. The crew can
fly the Orbiter back to Earth after certain types of failures which would doom
a conventional, expendable launch vehicle. A basic requirement for the
Shuttle has been for it to withstand a failure and yet be just as operational
as if the failure had not occurred. It should also be able to tolerate a
second failure in a flight--critical system and still return safely to Earth.
There are exceptions to this requirement as noted in the Orbiter Critical
Items List (CIL). The following description of Orbiter safety plans covers
four exigencies: intact aborts, contingency aborts, loss of critical
functions, and fast separation.

CI(S) 2.3.1 Intact Aborts

The Space Shuttle Vehicle is required to have an intact abort capability for
specific failures which might occur during the powered ascent flight phase
(liftoff to post-MECO OMS insertion). Intact abort is defined as safely
returning the Orbiter, crew, and cargo to suitable landing site. The specific
failures which will result in an intact abort are the following:

a. Complete or partial loss of thrust from one SSME

b. Loss of thrust from one OMS engine

c. Loss of two electrical power buses

d. Failure of two auxiliary power units

e. Failure of some life support equipment

These failures are considered singly without combinations.

Four basic abort modes have been developed to provide continuous intact abort
capability during the ascent phase: Return-To-Launch-Site (RTLS),
Transatlantic Abort Landing (TAL), Abort-Once-Around (AOA), and Abcrt-to-Orbit
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(ATO). The lour modes are available during different segments of the ascent
flight to provide intact abort capability. Figure CI(S)-37 is an
altitude/range profile showing the relationship between RTLS, TAL, and AOA
"aborts. Figures CI(S)-38 and CI(S)-39 show the flight profile of an AOA and
ATO, respectively. Figure CI(S)-40 shows the overlapping abort regions for a
typical Shuttle mission with an SSME failure.

CI(S) 2.3.1.1 RTLS. The RTLS abort mode will be used in the event of an SSME
failure occurring between liftoff and the end of the predetemined RTLS
interval. However, when an overlap occurs between successive abort mode
intervals, either abort mode could be selected depending upon abort failure
conditions. The RTLS abort mode is selected after separation from the SRBs
(second stage flight) even though the SSME fpilure might: have occurred in
first stage flight; the vehicle will continue accelerating downrange with the
two remaining SSMEs until the MPS propellant equals Zhe amount required to
reverse the direction of flight and provide acceptable Orbiter/ET separation
conditions, acceptable ET impact location, and acceptable range to permit
gliding safely back to the selected landing site. A typical earliest
(liftoff) and latest RTLS abort sequence of events are defined in Table
CI(S)-3. Figure CI(S)-41 is a altitude/time profile for RTLS-type aborts.
Figure CI(S)-42 is an altitude/range profile for RTLS-type aborts.

CI(S) 2.3.1.2 TAL. The TAL abort mode will be used for an SSME failure
between two engine TAL capability and press-to-MECO. During the RTLS/TAL
overlap, TAL is preferred because it is more tolerant of a second SSME
failure. After selection of the TAL abort select, the vehicle will accelerate
downrange to the TAL MECO target. At abort select, the OMS propellant dump is
initiated to achieve the correct landing weight and center-of-gravity for
entry. At an I-loaded velocity (VI=15,400.ft/s) the vehicle rolls heads-up,
which decreases ET heating and places the Orbiter in entry attitude prior to
NECO (VI=23.800 ft/s). After ET separation the onboard computers are loaded
with the entry flight software and the Orbiter glides to the landing site.
Landing sites change as a function of intended orbit inclination. For
example, for orbit inclinations near 28 degrees, Dakar, Senegal (on the west
coast of Africa) is the in-plane landing site. For inclinations near 57
degrees, Zaragoza, Spain, is currently the primary landing site. The weather
alternate landing site for both of these inclinations is Moron, Spain. There
is a possibility of installing runway overrun barriers at some of the
TAL/Emergency landing sites; the barrier being considered is a net, which
would cause minimal damage to the Orbiter. A typical TAL abort sequence of
events is defined in Table CI(S)-4.

CI(S) 2.3.1.3 Press-to-MECO (AOA or ATO). If &n SSME fails after Press-to
MECO, the Orbiter continues to the nominal MECO target. On some flights, a
predetermined amount of OMS propellant will be dumped dui powered flight by
declaring ATO shortly after the SSME failure. This weight decrease,
accompanied by a small increase in thrust from the OMS engines, will increase
powered flight performance. After MECO, the energy, the OMS delta-V
remaining, and the OMS delta-V required for orbit are evaluated. If the OMS
delta-V is insufficient for orbit insertion and subsequent deorbit, an
Abort-Once-Around (AOA) will be performed with the OMS engines.
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Table CI(S)-3 RTLS Abort Sequence of Events for an
Earliest and Latest SSME Failure

Missien
Elapsed
Time as) EVENT

Earliest Latest

0 0 Lift-off of the Space Shuttle Vehicle
1 240 SSME Failure

125 125 SRB Separation
150 255 RTLS Abort Selected
312 255 OMS Propellant Dump Initiated
424 255 Power Pitch Around Initiated
586 425 OMS Propellant Dump Completed
704 579 kower Pitch Down
721 594 MECO
734 608 ET Separation
745 620 MPS Dump Initiation
765 640 Aft RCS Propellant Dump Initiation
900 775 Aft RCS Propellant Dump Completed
865 740 MPS Dump Completed
940 800 Mach 3.5

1400 1260 Landing
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Table CI(S)-4 RTLS Abort Sequence of Events for an
Earliest and Latest TAL Abort

Mission
Elapsed
Time (EVENT

Earliest Latest

0 0 Lift-off of the Space Shuttle Vehicle
125 125 SRB Separation
240 355 TAL Abort Selected
240 355 OMS Propellant Dump Initiated
480 415 Vehicle Roll-To-Heads Up Attitude
433 510 OMS Propellant Dump Completed
570 520 MECO
588 538 ET Separation
600 550 +X ARCS Thruster Firing initiated (Manual)
605 555 +X ARCS Stop, MPS Dump Initiated (Manual)
635 585 MPS Dump Stop (Auto)
685 610 Entry Flight Software Memory Load

1650 1600 Aach 3.5
2100 2050 Landing
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CI(S) 2.3.2 ContinAency Aborts

A contingency abort will result if two SSMEs fail prior to single engine TAL
capability or if three SSMEs fail prior to AOA capability. There is a
possibility of performing a Split-S abort to the KSC runway if two or three
SSMEs fail in the first 20 seconds. If three SSKEs fail during the last 30
seconds of an ascent, there is sufficient energy to glide to a runway in
Africa. All emergency landing sites being considered are longer than 10,000
feet. During the remainder of the ascent, a contingency abort will result
with the crew bailing out at 20,000 feet and the Orbiter impacting the water
at about 180 kis with an alpha of about 15 degrees; the corresponding vertical
descent rate is about 80 ft/s.

CI(S) 2.3.3 Loss of Critical Function

This section lists certain types of failures that would preclude either an
intact or a contingency abort. The types of failures that lead to a loss of
critical function are: aft compartment explosion, rupture or explosion of the
ET, burn-through of an SRB, failure of majcr structure, complete loss of
guidance or control, failure of one SRB ta ignite, loss of thrust from either
SRB, hardover condition of a main engine or an SRB, failure to separate the
Orbiter from the ET, failure of the nozzle of an SRB, or premature separation
of an SRB from the ET.

CI(S) 2.3.4 Fast Separation

Fast ET separation will be used during a contingency abort following failure
of two SSMEs and prior to single engine TAL capability, or following the
failure of three SS4Es during the first stage. It can only be selected
manually by the crew when software is in Major Mode (MM) 102, 103, or 601.
Here KMi02 is first stage ascent, MMI03 iR second stage ascent, and MM601 is
powered RTLS. The fast separation sequence will be entered if ET separation
is initiated manually in MM102 and MM601, but in MM103 it wi.ll be entered only
if a second SSME failure has been confirmed in addition.

The fast sequence shortens the time between MECO and Structural Release (SR)
by eliminating some of the timed intervals between commands which allowed the
first function to be completed before a succeeding function is commanded.
Intervals are eliminated in both the SSME Operations (OPS) and separation
sequence. The SSME OPS eliminates the interval between MLCO and MECO
Confirmed. At the latter event, the Separation Sequencer is initiated. The
time from MECO to the command ALL PREVALVES COMMANDED CLOSED is shortened from
nominal six seconds (approximately) to about 3.75 seconds. The Separation
Sequencer is shortened by elimination of delays for Pyrotechnic Initiator
Controller (PIC) arm and fire, for feedline disconnect closure, and for
umbilical door closure.

Small differences exist in the fast separation sequencer depending or, the MM
in effect when it is entered: if in MM103, the MPS gimbals are moved to the
dump position after shutdown; otherwise they are moved to the stow position.
Also, if the MMl03, the -Z Cmd is issued one cycle prior to structural
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separation; otherwise the -Z jets are fired at structural separation.
Finally, if the fast sequence is entered from MM102, the unbilical doors
remain open and latched, and a contingency propellant dump is declared.
Otherwise, the umbilical doors are closed in a normal sequence requiring about
66 seconds.

The fast separation sequence %.ill not be selected in MM0I2 while the SRBs are
burning because the Orbiter will hang up on the aft attach points and break up
aero dynamically. The only planned use in M•102 is when the SRB chamber
pressure has decayed to less than 50 psi for three SSMEs failed.
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Figure CI(S)-4 Shuttle Vehicle, Top View
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Figure CI(S)-6 Shutvle Vehicle, Back View
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APPENDIX C2

C2.0 INTRODUCTION 

TITAN 34D

The following data were extracted from the Annotated Bibliography
Document, Ref No. 015, and the Accident Risk Assessment Report (ARAR) for
Titan 34D/Transtage, MCR-82-071, Feb 1983, Martin Marietta p..soace,
Denver, Space Launch System Division.

C2.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The T34D Common Core (T34K Standard Airborne Vehicle, CI No. TIOD34K) is
designed for maximum commonality between Cape Canaveral Air Force Station
(CCAFS) and Vandenberg Air Force Base (VAFB). The Common Core is
configured with provisions for installing the unique airborne equipment of
CCAFS (CI No. T04D34D) and two solid rocket motors. The VAFB
configuration is known as T34D/Radlo Cuidance System (RGS) (SRM). Two
configurations exist for CCAFS: the T34D/IUS and the T34D/Transtage.

The Titan 34D vehicle has evolved from the basic family of Titan Launch
Vehicles: Titan III B, C, D, and E. The T34D is designed to use existing
TIII proven design to the maximum extent and consists of a long core Titan
Stage I and Stage II. A pair of f5 I/2-segment Solid Rocket Motors (SRMs)
are strapped to Stage I to provide the initial thrust at lift-off.

Stages I and II of the Titan 34D vehicle use the same storable hypergolic
liquid propellants. The fuel is Aerozine 50, a 50/50 mixture of hydrazine
and unsymmetrical dimethylhydrazine (UDMH), and the oxidizer is nitrogen
tetroxide (N2 04 ). The use of propellants storable at ambient
temperature and pressure eliminates the holds and delays inherent in
handling cryogenic propellants. This feature gives Titan the demonstrated
capability of meeting critical launch ",indows within two seconds of any
pre-established time. The hypergolic action of Aerozine 50 and N2 0 4
eliminates the need for an ignition system and related checkout and
support equipment.

C2.2 SYSTEMS DESCRIPTIONS, HAZARPOUS MATERIALS, SCHEMATICS

In referencing various parts of the vehicle, two reference systems are
used. They are the vehicle compartment 4esignators and the vehicle's
three-axis reference system. Figure C2-1 shows the alphanumeric
compartment designators. The compartment numbers indicate the associated
stage, and the letters are assigned from the top of the stage down.
Vehicle station orientation is also shown. it should be noted that
positive is in the downward direction. The vehicle three-axis reference
system with respect to Launch Complex--40 (LC-40) is depicted in Figure
C2--2. The outboard profile for T34D/1US in the Cape Canaveral Air Force
Station configuration is shown in Figure C2-3.

C2-1



C2.2.1 Titan Stage 0 (Solid Rocket Motorr

Initial thrust for the Titan 34D vehicle is provided by two
government-furnished United Technologies - Chemical Systems Division
(UT/CSD) solid rocket motors. The solid rocket motors are also referred
to as Stage 0. This stage consists of two identical, segmented, solid
propellant rocket motors. These 120-inch-diameter motors are mJunted 180
degrees apart on the Titan liquid-propellant, long-core vehicle. Each
motor consists of a forward closure, an aft closure, and five and one-half
segments (Fig. C2-4). The added 68-inch solid motor segment has replaced
the structural spacer, allowing the SRM forward attachment to mate with
the long-core vehicle at the same relative location aR on the short-core
vehicle. Other components include a single six-degree canted nozzle, an
igniter, fore and aft solid propellant staging rockets, and a
liquid-injection Thrust Vector Control (TVC) system. The TVC injectant,
nitrogen tetroxide (N204 ), is carried in a tank mounted on the side of
each motor and is pressure-fed into the nozzle exit section by gaseous
nitrogen.

The motrr case (both segments and closures) is constructed of D6ac steel
that has been heat-treated to an ultimate strength of 195,000-220,000
psi. Each joint is a pin-and-clevis type held together by 240 cylindrical
pins and is held in place by a retaining strap. An 0-ring held within the
joint maintains a propellant gas pressure seal.

Each center segment con.ains approximately 72,400 pounds of propellant
consisting of powdered aluminum fuel, ammonium perchlorate oxidizer, and a
binder of polybutadiene acrylic acid acrylonitrile (PBAN). The
case-bonded propellant grain has a circular port, tapering 10 inches
through the 10-foot length of the segment. The forward end has a smaller
port. The purpose of this taper is to provide a 10-second controlled
tailoff at the end of web-action time. The forward end of the segment is
inhibited from burning by a rubber restrictor bonded to the propellant
surface. Silica-filled butadiene acrylon;trile rubber insulation protezts
the motor case from exposure to combustion gases during motor operstion.
The insulation is thickest in the segment joint areas where there is nc
unburned propellant to protect the case walls.

The closures contain the same type of propellant as the segments, with the
forward closure having mounting provisions for the solid propellant
igniter. The forward closure has an eight-point star internal burning
grain configuration instead of the cylindrical grain shape of the segments.

The forward closure Fig. C2-5, is 95 inches long and contains 39,100
pounds of propellant. The aft closure Fig. C2-6, contains approximately
20,300 pounds of propellant in a straight cylindrical bore configuration
and projects 64 inches from the segment joint to a 57-inch-diameter boss
for nozzle attachment.
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The propellant burns alon6 the entire central port of the SRM and on the
aft of each segment between segments. The closures also burn on their
ends with three inches of clearance left between segments to permit this

W • burning. The igniter burns for approximately one second to fill the grain
bore with hot gas and ignite the motor.

The SRM oegment is described as follows:

SRM Segment

Manufacturer and Manufacturer's Part No.:
CSD, A04376-01 (A04376-03-01)

Type of Explosive and Weight:
Composite Propellant 73,400 lb (73,200 lb)

Propellant Composition (Fercentage by Weight):
Ammonium Perchlorate 68%
Aluminum Powder 16%
PEAN 10%
Additives 6%

Propellant Characteristics:
Autoignition Temperature 475" for 1 hr
Volatile (toxic) Vapors None
Static Electricity Not Susceptible

Grounding Provisions:
No Special Provisions Other Than Static Ground Strap

Storage Requirements:
Relative Humidity Uncuntrolled
Temperature 40*F Min

Classification:
DOT Class B Solid Propellant
Military - Class 2 (1.3)
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The SR•L nozzle consiats of a throat section and a two-piece exit cone
assembly. The nozzle throat section is made of high-density graphite
rings backed by a steel support shell and silica 4.nsulation bonded in a
steel housing. The nozzle middle section conAists of graphite and silica
phenolic liners bonded to a steel outer shell and contains the thrust
vector control injection ports. The exit section is an extension of the
silica phenolic liner of the middle section except that its structural

shell is an aluminum honeycomb sandwiched between steel for lighter
weight. The three sections are bolted together forming an assembly
approximately 11.5 feet long. Nozzle expansion ratio is 8:1, and the
half-angle is 17 degrees.

The thrust vector control system used for the Titan 34D 120-inch solid
rocket motor provides side forces on each motor in response to command
signals from the Titan vt-icle flight control computer. Nitrogen
tetroxide (N2 04 ) is injected into the nozzle exit cone in each of four
quadrants to provide side force in any direction normal to the flight
control system which computes, based upon actual use, the amount of excess
injectant fluid and provides the necessary valve commands to dump it.

The Thrust Vector Control (TVC) tank is 42 inches in diameter and
approximately 22 feet in length with a total tank weight of 3817 pounds.
As illustrated in Fig. C2-7, this is a single tank structure using a
ullage blowdown system. The TVC tank has a nominal load of 8424 pounds of
N2 04 and an initial pressure of 1030 psia that reduces to a minimum of
450 psia at SRM burnout.

The SRM liquid injection TVC system is capable of a vector angle of five
degrees and a maximum side for..e of 110,000 pounds per motor. The TVC
system has 24 valves located at an area ratio of 3.5:1. These valves are
uniformly spaced oa the periphery of the nozzle and operate in groups of
six per quadrant. The valves modulate from zero position to full open and
are controiled by electrical signals (0-10 volts) from the core vehicle.
Nitrogen tetroxide is supplied to the valves through a toroidal manifold

mrunted above them. A single feed line transfers the TVC injectant from
the tank to the nozzle distribution manifold.

Translation rockets are mounted perpendicular to the SRM centerline to
provide the required translation force to move it free of the core engines
upon release of the SlM-to-core attachments. Eight translation rockets
ace mounted on ear'i SFM, four forward and four aft.

The translation rocket is a cylindrical solid-propellant motor comprising
an alumintun cýAse, a canted nozzle, and a case-bonded in.ternal-burnin3
seven-point star propellant $rain, with burning on the aft end. The motor
is s.x inches in diameter and 64 inches long.

The propellant charge consist. oi a Polybutadiene AcryLic Acid
Acrylonitrile (PBAN) fuel binder, amnonium perchlorate oxidizer, and an
aluminum additive. Nomin.:l charge weight is 45 pounds. The rockets are
supplied by United Technology Center and have Ordnance Item Number
PD050003-501,
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The Titan 34D solid rocket motors use a variety of ordnance devices Lo
actuate certain internal systems and motor functions. The ordnancv
devices include motor igniter and motor, separation rockets, and destruct
charges.

Ordnance devices will be rece;ved, stored, and inspected by either United
Technologies Corporation (UTC) or the Air Force Eastern Test Range (AFETR)
Range Contractor prior to being installed or assembled in the SRM. Work
involving ordnance materials, propellant, and pressurized systems are
performed in &ccordance with detailed procedures, as in all work performed
on the solid motors. The procedures detail all requirements for
performance of each task, including specific safety requirements if
appropriate. The completed proceduzes become part of the records showing
completion of each solid motor assembly.

All solid propellants used in the booster are Class 2 and are a fire
hazard if ignited. They cannot be extinguist-ed with normally available
fire extinguishing equipment. If sufficiently confined in a closed
container, the reacting propellant can overpressurize the container and
create an explosion that may cause damage by both blast and projected
debris. Partial confinement in a vessel, such as in an assembled motor,
may result ira propulsiveness rather than an explosion. Detonation of the
propellant in the configurations present in the Titan 34D system has never
occurred.

Prevention of propellant ignition is essential. Ignition of the
propellant will result from direct contact with even a very small flame.
It can be ignited by heat generated by frictional rubbing of the
propellant and by heat generated 'from sudden impact between two surfaces
of hard material (such as metal and metal or metal and concrete).

W Ignition by static electrical spark has never been experienced, and
laboratory efforts to ignite it by this means have been unsuccessful.

Table C2-1 presents pertinent information or, the ordnance devices.
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Table C2-1
Titan 34D SRM Ordnance Items

ITEM DESCRIPTION CLASS 1  CATEGORY 2  QTY PER 3  PURPOSE OF
FLIGHT DEVICE

1 SRM Segment, 2 (1.3) - 10 Propulsion
solid grain

2 SRM half 2 (1.3) - 2 Propulsion
segment, solid
grain

3 SRM Forward 2 (1.3) - 2 Propulsion
Closure

4 SRM aft closure 2 (1.3) - 2 Propulsion
solid grain

5 Igniter/ 3 (1.2) 4 Ignite the SRM
initiator

6 S/A device, 3 (1.2) A 2 Receive the
ignitor ignition signal

and ignite the
igniter
initiator

7 S/A device, 3 (1.2) A 2 Receive destruct
destruct (motor) signals and

detonate
destruct
transfer fuses
(harnesses)

8 LSC destruct 7 (1.1) 12 Cut linear strip
(motor) from each

segment and
allow exhaust
gases to escape
and internal
pressure to
decrease rapidly

9 Jumper 3 (1.2) 20 Transmit
fuse, destruct detonation wave
(SRM/TVC) (destrL-t)

10 Transfer fuse, 3 (1.2) 2 Provide
destruct (motor) explosive link

to the LSCs
from the S/A
device

11 LSC destruct 7 4 Cut linear strip
(TVC) fvom N204 tank
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Table C2-1
Titan 34D SRM Ordnance Items

(Continued)

ITEM DESCRIPTION CLASS- CATEGORY 2  QTY PER 3  PURPOSE OF DEV'ITE
FLIGHT

12 Tube, explosive 3 (1.2) 2 Transmit
harness detonation wave

(destruct from
motor destruct
system to ?? of
TVC destruct
sysLem

13 Staging rocket 3 (1.2) - 16 Provide thrust to
motor rotate and

propel SRMs away
from core at
separation

14 Igniter, 3 1.2) A 16 Ignite staging
staging rocket rocket motor
motor

(I) Military explosive classification per AFM 127-100
(2) Category A device - EEDs which by expenditure of own energy or

initiation of chain of events may cause injury or death to people or
damage to property

(3) Two SRMs per flight
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C2.2.2 Titan Stage I

The Titan 34D Stage I airtrame (Fig. C2-8) is an all-aluminum structure
designed to contain propellants, provide support for SRMs and Stage I
subsystems, and support the upper stages. It aloo contains attachments
for the solid rocket motors ane distr0butes thrust loads from all
propulsion systems.

The Titan Stage I airframe structure consists of an extended fuel tank
with its longeinn and skirt sections, an extended oxidizer tank and its
skirt sections, and an engine heat shield. The combined extension of the
fuel and oxidizer tanks is approximately 68 inches longer than the TIIIC
configuration.

The fuel tank assembly consists of an extended fuel tank with forward and
aft skirt assemblies and an engine mount truss at the apex of the tank
conical bottom. The fuel tank wall also serves as the vehicle's exterior
skin. The tank proper is an all-welded aluminum unit with stringer and
frame-reinforced walls, conical bottom, and an elliptical dome top.
Special extruded frames join the tank walls to the top and bottom.
Through the center of the Titan Stage I fuel tank is a 13-inch-diameter
conduit which allows passage of the oxidizer feed line to the engines.

The oxidizer tank assembly includes the extended oxidizer tank with
forward and aft skirts. The forward tank structure is similar to th3 fuel
tank's forward dome. However, the oxidizer tank bottom is an inverted
dome r.ther than a cone.

C2.2.2.1 Proppel_lant Feed System - The propellant feed system for Titan
Stage I is illustrated in Figure C2-9. Both fuel and oxidizer lines
terminate at a set of electrically operated reclosable prevalves.
Propellants are loaded into the vehicle tanks through manually coerated
disconnects above the prevalves. The Titan Stage I engine feed system
also includes a set of toroidal accumulators in the fuel feed lines and
oxidizer metal bellows accumulators in the oxidizer feed lines. These
accumulators are designed to dampen pressure surges to the turbopump
assembly and thus reduce the longitudinal vehicle oscillation "POGO"
effect between the engine and the airframe.

Propellant tanks must be pressurized to maint in sufficient inlet pressure
to the engine pumps for proper pump operation. The tanks are pressurized
with gaseous nitrogen prior to engine start. The engine autogenous
(self-generating) system supplies pressurized gas to the tanks at a
controlled rate to make up for the removal of propellant from the tanks.
The fuel tank is pressurized by gas from the turbine inlet, and the
oxidizer tank is pressurized by oxiclzer that has been heated to a gaseous
state by heat exchangers in the turbine exhaust stack.
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C2.2.2.2 Stage I Engine (LR87AJ-l1) - Titan Stage I propulsion is
provided by two government-furnished Aerojet liquid rocket engines,

R87AJ-1l). The individual engines, designated Subassembly I and
Subassembly 2, are designed to operate simultaneously under a single
control system.

A summary of nominal engine performance data is given below:

Altitude Thrust 529,000 lb
Altitude Specific Impulse 301.1 sec
Total Flow Rate 1,727 lb/sec
Oxidizer Flow Rate 1,135 lb/sec
Fuel Flow Rate 592 lb/sec
Mixture Ratio 1.91
Operating Cycle 165 sec
Expausion Ratio 15:1

The engine is hydrraiically balanced and requires no thrust controls. It
is preset to operate at a certain level (i.e., consume propellant at a
fixed rate) by the use of orifices. The steady-state level is determined
by balance orifices in the propellant discharge lines and cavitating
Venturis in the gas generator bootstrap lines. The propellant flow rate
established by the discharge line orifices is a function of both upstream
and downstream pressures. The cavitating venturi establishes a propellant
flow rate that is sensitive only to up-stream pressure, maintaining a
constant flow rate over a wide range of downstream pressures. This
controlled propellant flow rate to the gas generator results in a
stabilized turbine speed.

The Titan Stage I engine consists of the following major components and
subsystems: pump suction (inlet) lines, turbopump assemblies, pump
discharge lines, thrust chamber valves, gas generator system6, thrust
chambers, autogenous pressurization system, control and instrumentation
harnesses, and engine frame.

Suction lines duct the fuel and oxidizer from the propellant tank lines to
the turbopump assemblies, each of which is driven by a turbine rated at
over 5000 horsepower. The fluid pressure is increased through the pumps
by over 1000 psi to force the propellant through the discharge lines to
the injector and into the combustion chamber. A portion of this
propellant flow is routed to the gas generator to drive the turbines to
maintain pump operation. Combustion in the thrust chambers produces gas
at pressures over 800 psia and temperatures over 5000*F. This gas is
expanded through a convergent-divergent (DeLaval) nozzle and exhausted at
supersonic velocity to produce thrust. Thrust vector control (pitch, yaw,
and roll) is achieved by pivoting the thrust chambers independently on
gimbal bearing mounts. The gimbal action of the thrust chambers is
provided by hydraulic actuators operating in response to signals from the
launch vehicle flight control systets.
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An electrical control harness carries signals to start and shut down the
engine, and an instrumentation harness carries information from the
various engine transducers to the vehicle for transmission of engine
performance data to groun~d stations.

Prior to intended use of the LR87AJ-11 rocket engine, prevalves in the0
propellant tank lines immediately above the engine interface prevent
propellant from entering the engine system. This allows early loading of
propellant tanks before launch while still protecting the engine systems
from propellant contamination. During the countdown, an arming signal is
supplied to the launch vehicle, which signal opens the prevalves and
allows fuel and c:.idizer to fill the engine.

Opening of the electrically-operated prevalves places the engine in the
fill and bleed condition as shown in Figure C2-10. Both fuel and oxidizer
fill the engine above the thrust chamber valves because of the static
pressure of the propellants in the tanks above the engine. Air entrapped
in the oxidizer lines travels through 3/8-inch flex lines up into the
oxidizer tank. Air removal from the fuel lines must be complete, as fuel
hydraulic pressure actuates the thrust chamtber valves at engine start.
Smooth operation of the valves depends upon a hydraulically hard system.
Therefore, the fuel system is bled full rather than allowing entrapped air
to bubble out under gravitational forces as in the case of the oxidizer
lines.

The fuel-operated valve actuation system consists of a rod and piston
mechanically linked to the Thrust Chamber Valves (TCV) held closed by
springs and opened by fuel pressure and acts as a pilot valve to the TCV
actuator.

While in the bleed position the Pressure Sequencing Valve (PSV) diverts

the fuel into anid through the closing side of the TCV actuator, through a
1/4-inch stainless steel vent line to an overboard manifold mounted on the0
PSV, and out an overboard drain line through a check valve which serves

only to protect the PSV from contamination. A bleed orifice located in
the drain line and PSV manifold connection controls the bleed rate to
approximately 1200 cubic centimeters per minute per subassembly. As long
as the engine remains in the fill and bleed condition, fuel is bled
overboard in the manner and at the rate described. Minimum bleed duration
prior to engine start is 30 seconds.

Start Sequence is shown in Figure C2-11. After completing the bleed
cycle, the engine is ready for operation. Titan Stage I ignition occurs
approximately 112 seconds after lift-off during SRII burn. The start
signal, Fire Switch I CFS-1), applies 28 Vdc to the initiator charges of
the solid propellant start cartridges mounted on the turbine inlet
manifold of each subassembly and initiates separation of the exit closure
from the ablative skirt. The start cartridge solid propellant ignites and
supplies gas to the turbines, causing them to accelerate. The turbine
shaft of each subassembly is connecced through a gear train to the fuel
and oxidizer pump so that pump operation also begins. Because the thrust
chamber valves are closed, no propellant flows, and pump acceleration
produces only an increasing pressure in the discharge lines and valve
actuation system.
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C2.2.3 Titan Stage II

The Titan Stage II airframe structure (Fig. C2-8) consists of the fuel
tank, its skirt sections, and the oxidizer tank and its skirt sections.

The fuel tank assembly consists of three major sections: the fuel tank,
fuel tank aft skirt, and fuel tank forward skirt. The fuel tank is an
all-welded unit with a machined barrel section, a dome bottom with engine
mount attachment, a dome top, and an oxidizer passage conduit.

The oxidizer tank is similar in construction to the fuel tank assembly.
The tank barrel is approximately 21 inches long and consists of four
machined panels. All machining is on the inner surface and has tha same
diagonal cross-grid pattern as the fuel tank skins. The aft dome assembly
is similar to the aft dome of Titan Stage I oxidizer tank. The center cap
has a six-inch-diameter outlet. The aft skirt assembly is similar in
design to the aft skirt of the Titan Stage I fuel tank. The skirt is
approximately 55 inches long and is reinforced by 36 stringers and three
ring frames. Attachment points are provided in the interface structure
for mounting of four retrorockets.

Three solid propellant retrorockets are located around the aft end
exterior of Stage II. They provide the necessary force to retard the
forward motion of the Titan Stage II at Transtage separation.

The major components of the electrical system (i.e., Stage II Inadvertent
Separation Destruct System (ISDS), static inverter, Redundant Inertial
Measurements Unit (RMU), lateral acceleration sensing system) are located
on a truss assembly in the Stage II airframe compartment (2B).

C2.2.3.1 Propellant Feed System - The propellant feed system for Titan
Stage II is illustrated in Figures C2-12 and C2-13. Both fuel and
oxidizer lines terminate at a set of electrically operated, reclosable
prevalves. Propellants are loaded into the vehicle tanks through manually
operated disconnects above the prevalves.

C2.2.3.2 Stage II Engine (LR9IAJ-ll) - Except for being somewhat
smaller, the Titan Stage II engine is similar in construction and
operation to a single subassembly of the Titan Stage I engine. This
engine is designed to produce approximately 101,000 pounds of thrust at
altitude. Pitch and yaw thrust vector control is achieved by pivoting the
thrust chamber on a gimbal bearing mount. Roll control is ptovided by
ducting turbine exhaust through a swiveled roll control nozzle.
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A summary of engine performance data is given below:

Vacuum Thrust (Including 101.000 lb
Roll Nozzle)

Vacuum Specific Impulse 318.7 sec
(Including Roll Nozzle)

Total Flow Rate 316 lb/s
Oxidizer Flow Rate 203 lb/s
Fuel Flow Rate 114 lb/s
Mixture Ratio 1.79
Operatirg Cycle 225 sec
Expansion Ratio (Nozzle) 49.2:1

As indicated in Figure C2-14 and C2-15, the Titan Stage II engine operates
identically, to one subassembly of the Titan Stage I engine. Bleed-in of
the Titan Stage II and Stage I engines occurs at the same time, because
all prevalves in the vehicle are opened simultaneously. The Titan Stage
II ignition occurs simultaneously with the Titan Stage I shutdown
command. The Stage II engine shutdown signal to the Pressure Sequencing
Valve Override (PSVOR) is issued by majority-voted liquid level detectors
in the bottom dome of the propellant depleting tank.

C2.2.3.3 Stage Ii Retro Rocket - The rocket motor consists of the
following: a thin-walled steel chamber loaded with a case-bonded solid
propellant; an aft bulkhead with graphite insert for the nozzle throat; a
steel coupling, which holds the plastic exit cone to the bulkhead; a
nozzle closure; a Pressure tap; a head cap, which serves to mount the
igniter; and a cartridge-loaded Pyrogen-type igniter (Fig. C2-16). Three
rocket motors are used. Each motor is mounted in a canister, oriented
parallel to the missile centerline and installed so that the nozzle
exhausts in the forward direction. The three rockets are fired
simultaneously to provide the desired separation velocity.

The Ordnance Item Number and Manufacturer are Rocket Motor, PD40SO001-519
by Thiokol Chemical. The motor is loaded with 4.5 pounds of Thiokol
PTE8035 propellant. Its composition is 14% Polybutadyne acrylic acid
(PBAA), 70% ammonium perchlerate, and 16% aluminum powder. Storage
specification is for normal storage for Class B explosive.

C2.2.4 Airborne Hydraulic Systems

The Stage 1, I, and III hydraulic systems provide the engine actuators
with hydraulic fluid under pressure in-flight and during Prograrm,.ible
Aerospace Ground Equipment (PACE) ground checkout of the flight control
system, Electrical signals from the flight control computer are sent to
the servovalves in the actuators. These electrical inputs control the
flow of hydraulic fluid to the actuator pistons. The pistons are
connected to the engine thrust chambers and gimbal the thrust chambers to
change the attitude of the vehicle.
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Stage I Hydraulic System - The Stage I hyaraulic system is located in
Compartment 1C. The system consists of a pressure manifold, a regulating
unit (accumulator reservoir), four linear actuators, a turbine-driven

__• pump, and electric-motor-driven pump, a filter, and the necessary
hydraulic lines.

During fill, flush, bleed, and cbtckout operations and during part of the
launch sequence, electrical PeweL from the transient bus is supplied to
the motor-driven pump (Figur •7). The pump draws fluid from the
accumulator reservoir. The pn. '.hen pumps the fluid at 3000 psi out of
the outlet port through a line to the filter, then to the pressure
manifold, and into the Accumulator side of the regulating unit. The fluid
return lines from Actuators 21, 31, and 41 return to the reservoir.
Fluid returning from actuator 11 is routed through the turbine-driven
pump to the reservoir. Returning the fluid from Actuator 11 through the
turbine-driven pump permits bleeding this p-..p during servicing.

Stage II Hydraulic System - The Stage II hydraulic system components -
located in the Stage II engine compartment (2C). This system positions
the second stage engine and the roll nozzle in response to command signals
from the flight control computer. The Stage II components are similar to
Stage I. The system consists of the linear actuators, the regulating unit
(accumulator-reserroir), a filter, a turbine-driven pump, an
electric-motor-driven pump, and the necessary hydraulic lines.

The electric-motor-driven ptump in Stage II is operated during checkout and
during fill, flush, and bleed operations. It receives power from the
transient bus. The pump draws fluid from the reservoir section of the
regulating unit (Fig. C2-18). The hydraulic fluid is then sent, under
pressure, through a filter to the main engine actuators and the roll
actuator. Fluid is returned from the main engine actuators to the
reservoir section of the regulating unit. The roll actuator fluid returns
to the regulating unit through the turbine pump. This permits bleeding of
the pump during servicing.

C2.2.5 Inertial Guidance System

The Inertial Guidance System (IGS) guides the various stages of the Titan
vehicle on a trajectory and controls Stage III velocity so that the
payload arrives at the desired location in space traveling at the desired
velocity.

To guide the vehicle on this trajectory, the IGS computer sends analog dc
steering signals to the Digital Flight Control System (DFCS) actuators and
the SRM thrust vector control system. During flight the computer also
sends discrete commands to the airborne electrical system to control such
things as engine zutoff and engine start signals.
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The guidance operation (Fig. C2-19) is accomplished only during powered
flight and assumes that the payload will follow a predictable path upon
separation from the airframe. In brief, the guidance equipment measures
vehicle acceleration from which it computes present velocity and
position. Measurements are made from an inertial reference, making
unnecessary a ground link for guidance. The computer determines steering
signals necessary to attain the proper vehicle attitude and delivers
engine cutoff signals when the proper velocity has been reached. Because
the orbital portion of flight is predictable, the guidance system need
only bring the payload to a point in space which, at the proper attitude
and velocity of the vehicle, will result in insertion into the correct
orbit.

C2.2.6 Flight Termination System

The Flight Termination System (FTS) provides the Range Safety Officer
(RSO) with the capability to shutdown the core engines or shutdown the
core engines and destroy the Titan vehicle should it become necessary.
The FTS will also automatically destroy stages of the vehicle if they
should inadvertently separate.

The FTS consists of two systems: The Con.and Shutdown and Destruct System
iCSDS) and the Inadvertent Separation Destruct System (ISDS). Either
system has the capability to destroy that portion of the vehicle to which
it is electrically connected. The CSDS has the additional capability to
shutdown the core engines withcut destruction. The CSDS responds to
commands transmitted from the ground while the ISDS is activated when
certain electrical paths are interrupted as a result of inadvertent
separation of stages in flight.

An ISDS is incorporated in each SRM, in Stage I and in Stage II, to
automatically destroy these stages should they inadvertently separate from
the Space Launch Vehicle. No ISDS is required for the Transtage because
the RSO can use the command transmitter to send the destruct signal to the
command receivers.

C2.2.7 Ordnance Items

A listing of Titan 34D ordnance items is given:

1. Stage I Destruct System - One destruct safe-arm initiator,
PD64S0336-515. Three strands of primacord MMS-N170 Type I, Form B. Six
boosters, 60E7-1 (one on each end of primacord strands). Two
bidirectional destruct charges, PD60SO135-503.

2. Stage II Destruct System - One destruct safe-arm initiator,
PD64S0336-515. Three strands of primacord MMS-N170 Type I, Form B. Six
boosters, 60E7-1 (one ona each end of primacord strands). Two
bidirectional destruct charges, PD60SO135-503.

3. Stage I Engine Start System (Aerojet) - Two engine start
cartridges, 380349. Two engine start cartridge initiators, 380162.
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4. Stage II Engine Start System (Aerojet) - One engine start
cartridge, 384386. One engine start cartridge initiator, 380162.

__ 5. Stage I to Stage II Attachment and Separation System. Twenty-four
separation-nut pressure cartridgeJ, PD60SO129-507.

6. Stage iI to Transtage Attachment and Separation System. Sixteen
separation nut pressure cartridges, PD60SO129-507.

7. Stage II Retro Thrust System - Three retro rockets, PD50SO001-519.
Three retro rocket igniters, PD50SO00-503.

8. SRM to Core Forward Attachment and Release System - Eight
separation nut pressure cartridges, PD60SO129-507.

9. SRM to Cot-, Aft Attachment and Release System - Four explosive
bolts, PD26S0022-011.

10. SRM to Core Translation System - Supplied by UTC.

Ii. Attitude Control System Valve Actuation ; Two ACS Start Valve
Cartridges, PD60S0129-507.

C2.3 MISSION SCENARIO

The Titan 34D/IUS is designed to direct/inject spacecraft/payloads into
various orbits. The minimum required Titan 34D/IUS payload capability is
4120 pounds delivered to geosynchronous orbit. The Titan 34D minimum
class booster performance capability to low-Earth orbit is 32,900 pounds
throw weight. For Cape Canaveral Air Force Missions (CCAFS) missions,
this represents the combined Inertial Upper Stage (IUS) and payload weight.

The weight delivered to each type of orbit is a function of payload
mission and design constraints. Mission constraints include launch
window, tracking and data requirements, thermal inputs, and so on; design
constraints include structural design loads, fairing jettison time, and
guidance system look angle.

Delivery of satellites to geosynchronous orbits requires a circular
altitude of 19,320 nmi in the Earth's equatorial plan. The Titan 34D
booster must achieve a minimum park orbit of 80x95 nmi in order for the
orbit to be sustained until the desired equatorial crossing is rearhed for
placement of the satellite in a preselected hemisphere. A transfer
maneuver is then initiated by the IUS, and coast is continued until
geosynchronous altitude is achieved. At this time, final plane change and
orbit circularization maneuvers are executed.
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C2.3.1 Mission and Performance Requirements

Specific Titan 34D/IUS mission and performance requirements are finalized
after the payload mission and design constraints have been identified and
after a mission flight plan has boen generated that satisfies these
constraints.

The T34D/IUS is integrated and launched at the Integrated-Transfer-Launch
(ITL) Area of Cape Canaveral Air Force Station. Under the ITL concept,
different parts of the vehicle are assembled and checked out in different
areas and transferred to the point where they are integrated with the rest
of the vehicle as illustrated in Figure C2-20.

C2.3.2 Flight Control System Operation

Initial vehicle rollout to launch azimuth is provided by a Flight
Programmer and timed open-loop roll torquing program and is fine-tuned by
the IUS guidance system. The basic vehicle trajectory shaping is provided
by a time-based pitch program generated in the Titan Flight Control System
(FCS). Approximately 80 seconds after lift-off and prior to Stage I
engine ignition, the IUS Guidance System will provide closed-loop yaw/roll
steering. After Stage 0 separation, the IUS guidance system provides
closed-loop steering in the pitch, yaw, and roll axes.

The T34D/IUS analog Flight Control System (FCS) provides stable vehicle
control by accepting, scaling, mixing, and filtering attitude and rate
acceleration sensor inputs and issuing thrust vector commands. In-flight
gain and dynamics changes are programmed as a function of stage and flight
time in order to satisfy the vehicle stability requirements.

The FCS shall sequence in-flight events required to satisfy the open-loop
tr jectory shaping requirements, maintain vehicle stability, and command
,a.?Ztain flight critical functions, such as staging and engine start.
(Fig. C2-21)

.!: SRM ignition an Aerospace Ground Equipment (AGE) discrete will uncage
'ie three-axis reference system (TARS) gyros which function as
-. splacement gyros providing the flight control vehicle attitude

ference. Simultaneously, the AGE will also issue a discrete to the
flight control computer to start the first of five SRM TVC injectant fluid
dump levels. TVC dump improves performance by augmenting solid thrust and
dec easing vehicle weight. The remaining four dump levels are sequenced
by ýtage 0 gain change discretes.

AL .iftoff, the flight control computer is in the initial Stage 0 gain and
dynamic state. Additional gain and dynamic changes are then sequenced in
flight as required to maintain vehicle stability margins.

During the middle portion of Stage 0 flight, the Lateral Acceleration
Sensing System (LASS) loop of the FCS is closed to provide structural load
relief through the maximum dynamic load (Max Q) region of the atmosphere.
After transition through the region, the LASS channel is disabled. Near
the end of Stage 0 flight, the FCS enables the ordnance power bus to
provide primary power for all subsequent staging functions. The first
flight-critical function sequenced by the FCS is Stage I engine start.
After a fixed time, the Staging Timer and Flight Programmer B redundantly
issue discretes to command Stage 0/I separation.
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The Stage I engine shutdown, Stage I/II separation, and Stage II engine
start signals are issued simultaneously when either of the Stage I engine
thrust chamber pressure switches senses a reduction in chamber pressure.

The physical Stage I/11 separation (staging connector disconnect) sends a
discrete to the FCS to change the computer gains and pitch rate and to
start the second time bases of Flight Prograimmer A and the Staging Tinmer.
A fixed time after separation, the Flight Programmer and the Staging Timer
issue the prime and backup Payload Fairing (PLF) unlatch and separation
signals.

When the IUS guidance system determines thAt the vehicle has achieved
predetermined orbital parameters, it issues a discrete which shuts down
the Stage II engine and safes the Stage II destruct systems. After a
predetermined time delay, the discrete for Stage II retrofire is issued by
the IUS guidance system. At t~his point, the Titan portion of the mission
is completed.
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Figure C2-4 Solid Rocket Motor Components
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Figure C2-10 LR87AJ-11 Propellant Fill and Bleed Schematic
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APPENDIX 03

C3.0 INTODUCIONATLAS 
F (HGM16F)

The following data were extracted from the Annotated Bibliography
document, Ref. 244.

C3.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The HGM16F Missile Weapons System is composed of an integrated system of
equipment, personnel, and facilities to support, maintain, test, check
out, and launch the HGM16F Missile. Supply and maintenance support are
provided by Systems Support Manager Prime Air Materiel Areas and by the
contractors as required. Additional logistical support is provided by the
parent airbase of the faci.lity. An operational strategic missile squadron
consists of 12 launch complexes located at varying distances from the
parent airbase and one squadron mai ntenance area located at the parent
airbase. Additional launch complexes (one each) are Operational System
Test Facility - 2 (OSTF-2), '576-D, and 576-E, located at Vandenberg Air
Force Base (VAFB), California. (See Table C3-1)

03.1.1 Launch Complex

A typical launch complex consists of two underground structures (launch
control center and silo). In addition, the OSTF-2 Launch Complex also
contains an instrumentation building and utility building (See Fig.
C3-0). The structures within the launch complex contain the equipment
required to perform tests, checkout, and launch functions on the missile.
The launch complex is capable of performing propellant loading exercises
(et countdowns), simulated countdowns, and tactical countdowns. Training

launches may be performed, in addition, from the Vandenberg complexes
only. In propellant loading exercises, the missile and launch countdown
equipment are cycled through the countdown sequence except for starting
the rocket engines. The exercise is aborted in the final phase of
countdown.

03.1.2 Missile

The missile is shown in Figure C3~-2. It consists of three major
sections: a nose section, a tank section, and a booster section. The
nose section consists of the re-entry vehicle and adapter and houses the
payload of the missile. It also contains circuits and components required
to accomplish re-entry vehicle separation, arming, and fuzing.

The tank section consists of a thin-walled stainless-steel monocoque
structure which maintains its rigidity by pressurization and is separated
into two tanks by an intermediate bulkhead. A sensor still-weil assembly
of the propellant utilization system is located within each tank. The
forward end of the tank section contains provisions for mounting the
re-entry vehicle. The aft end contains provisions for mounting components
of the hydraulic and propulsion subsystems. Equipment pods are located
externally on the tank section to house missile electrical e'quipment
(battery and inverter), flight control system equipment, retarding
rockets, guidance system equipment, propellant utilization computer
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Table C3-1 HGM16F Missile Weapon System Description

EQUIPMENT PARTICULARS

HIGM16F Missile:

Length Approximately 80 feet
Diameter Tank section: 10 feet, tapering to 70.5

inches (48 inches with re-entry vehicle
adapter)

Booster section: 10 feet, flaring to 16 feet

Propellant capacities:

Fuel tank Approximately 12,000 gallons
Liquid oxygen tank Approximately 19,000 gallons
Propellants RP-l fuel and liquid oxygen
Propulsion system Five rocket engines:

Two booster engines: 330,000 pounds
thrust
(sea level)

One sustainer engine: 57,000 pounds
thrust

Guidance system Inertial guidance(salv )

Range Greater than 5500 miles

Launch complex. Underground hardsite:
One silo
One launch control center

Silo:
NO. of crib levels 8
Depth 173.5 feet
Diameter 52 feet

Purpose Provides facilities for test, checkout,
countdown, and launch of the HGM16F Missile

Launch control center:

NO. of floor levels 2
Height 33 feet
Diameter 44 feet
Purpose Provides personnel facilities,

communications equipment, and equipment for
checkout, countdown, and launch control
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assembly, and instrumentation equipment. Two decoy pods contain
penetration devices. These devices are jettisoned at preset intervals
during flight to cause false indications in detection equipment attempting
to plot the course of the missile. The forward end of the tank section
contains a bulkhead and access plate to allow entry into the oxidizer
tank. Also mounted on the bulkhead are the liquid oxygen boilof f valve
and the re-entry vehicle adapter.

The booster section contains assemblies of the propulsion, pressurization,
and hydraulic subsystems used during the booster stage of missile flight.
It also contains rise-off disconnect fittings to connect hydraulic,
pneumatic, and propellant lines to the missile from ground supply
sources. The booster section is coupled to the tank section by four
special staging disconnect couplings. Thrust is transmitted from the
booster section to the tank sectior. by a thrust ring welded to the aft end
of the tank section. The booster section is jettisoned during the staging
portion of missile flight. Staging is accomplished approxcimately 120
seconds after missile launch.

C3.2 SYSTEMS DESCRIPTIONS, HAZARDOUS MATERIALS, SCHEMATICS

C3.2.1. Propulsion System

The missile propulsion system consists of two booster engines, two vernier
engines, one sustainer engine, a vernier solo tank system, and associated
subsystems. All engines are of the single start type and use RP-l fuel
and liquid oxygen. The combined thrust of the five engines at iea level

is approximately 389,000 pounds.0 - The engines are started during countdown by the launch control system.
For starting and progression into mainstage operation, the following
sequence of events occurs: The booster and sustainer engines each uses a
solid propellant gas generator and are controlled by a fuel pressure
ladder sequence. During start, an engine start signal fires the solid
propellant gas generator initiators, forcing hot gases produced by the
burning of 'the solid propellant to the turbopuxnp turbines. (See Fig.
C3-3). This provides the initial drive to the turbopumps,. The flow of
hot gases from the solid-propellant gas generators causes the pumps to
force liquid propellants from the missile tanks directly to the thrust
chambers and liquid propellant gas generators. Electrical signals and
fuel pressure-control the various propellant valves. Combustion is
initiated by hypergolic combination in all thrust chambers. Pyrotechnic
igniters, electrically fired, ignite the propellants as they flow into the
liquid propellant gas generators. The got gases produced by the liquid
gas generators sustain mainstage operation after starting and until the
engines are shut down.

The vernier engines start shortly after the booster and sustainer engines
reach mainstage (approximately 3.5 seconds) and operate on propellants
supplied from the sustainer engine. Pressurized spherical vernier solo
tanks contain and supply the small amounts of fuel and oxidizer necessary
for vernier solo operation.
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When the rocket engines enter the ignition stage, the ENGINE START
indicatcr on the commit patch will illuminate green. From this point, all
sequencing and operation of the booster and sustainer engine components
are governed by a fuel pressure ladder sequence and, therefore, are
independent of the launch contro!. center. 0
The ability to shut down the propulsion system with direct circuitry is
maintained until umbilical separation at iaunch. However, after ENGINE
START, only a malfunction will shut down the propulsion system; no manual
control is possible. When the propulsion system develops sufficient
thruaL to lift the missile from the launcher platform, a signal is sent to
eject umbilicals P:,d illuminate the MISSILE AWAY indicator on the commit
patch of the launch control console.

After certain programmed flight conditions are met, signals from the
missile guidance system cut off the booster engines and separate the
booster section from the missile. The sustainer engine is similarly cut
off &t a later time, but remains attached to the missile. Vernier engines
continue to operate on propellants from the vernier correction phase; the
vernier engines are cut off; and the missile is separated from the
re-entry vehicle by a signal from the missile guidance system.

Each booster engine is a fixed-thrust engine consisting of a
solid-propellant gas generator and liquid-propellant gas generator driven
turbopump, and a lightweight, tubular-wall, gimbal-mounted thrust
chamber. The turbopump is fastened to a support bracket that incorporates
mounting points for attachment to the missile and thrust chamber gimbal.
The various control valves, gas generator, and interconnecting ducting and
electrical cables are fixed in position to the turbopump and thrust
chamber.

The turbopump delivers liquid oxygen and fuel to the thrust chamber and
consists of two centrifugal pumps driven by a high-speed turbine through a
reduction geartrain. The initial power to turn the turbopump and bring it
up to sufficient speed to supply propellants to the thrust chamber and the
liquid propellant gis gene- .or is supplied by a solid-propellant gas
generator. The high-velocity gas that provides the sustained power for
the turbine is supplied by the liquid-propellant gas generator. The gas
generator consists of a combuster, where liquid propellants are burned,
and the valves that control propellant flow. The propellants are supplied
under pressure and are originally ignited in the liquid propellant gns
generator by pyrotechnic igniters. The resultant combustion gas is
directed to the turbopump turbine impellers. The turbopump gears and
bearings are lubricated with oil supplied under pressure from an oil
pump. The oil supply tank mounted on the thrust chamber is pressurized
with helium to ensure adequate oil flow to the oil pump.
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The booster thrust chamber is bell-shaped. Tubes run lengthwise from the
top of the thrust chamber to the bottom of the skirt, forming a
cylindrical combustion chamber converging into a narrow throat and then
diverging to a wide-mouthed expansion chamber. During countdown, inert
fluid is injected into the booster thrust chamber by the inert fluid
injection system. The inert fluid reduces the pressure surge that occurs
when the booster engines are started. Before fuel is fed into the
combustic hamber, it passes through the tubes and cools the walls of the
chamber. -A circular injection plate at the top of the thrust chamber
introduces both fuel and liquid oxygen into the combustion chamber. Fuel
for ignition passes through an ignition fuel valve and a hypergolic fluid
container to six orifices in the injector plate. The propellants are
ignited in the combustion chamber by ccntact of hypergolic fluid and
liquid oxidizer. A gimbal mount transmits thrust loads, developed in the
thrust chamber, to the missile. The gimbal mount permits both yaw and
pitch axis-thrust chamber movement.

The sustainer engine is an integral, gimbal-mounted, fixed-thrust unit
installed on the thrust cone of the missile fuel tank. The engine
consists of a liquid-propellant gas generator, turbopump, thrust chamber,
and control and lubricating components. The sustainer solid-propellant
gas generator, liquid-propellant gas generator, and turbopump are similar
to the corresponding booster components. The turbopump supplies
propellants to the vernier engines and to the sustainer engine during
operation. The sustainer thrust chamber is similar to the booster
chamber, except that the sustainer combustion chamber is smaller.

The two vernier engines are bi-thrust (two-rated thrust level) units
installed on the missile as separate and complete engines. The vernier
thrust chambers are double-walled, with the inner and outer walls leing
separated by a solid spiral coil that forms a passageway for fuel flow.
The passageway allows fuel to flow from a fuel inlet manifold at the exit
nozzle of the chamber to the injector housing at the head, cooling the
inner wall of the chamber. A pnematically actuated propellant valve
controls propellants to the thrust chambers. The thrust chambers are
mounted on gimbal shafts that turn in response to hydraulic actuators.

The vernier solo tank subsystem includes the vernier solo oxidizer and
fuel tanks and the necessary vernier control components. The subsystem
provides propellants for vernier engine solo operation and control of the
vernier propellant valves after sustainer cut-off. After the sustainer
engine reaches mainstage, the vernier engines are started. The vernier
engines then use propellants supplied from the main missile tanks by the
sustainer turbopump. During mainstage, the vernier solo tanks are filled
with propellants from the sustainer turbopump. The filled solo tanks
provide the propellants used by the vernier engines during solo operation.
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The missile helium supply furnishes the pneumatic power for actuating the
vernier engine control valve and for pressurizing the vernier solo tanks
and engine lubricating oil tanks during operation. Missile hydraulic
poweor is used to operate the sustainer propellant-flow-regulating

components.

C3,2.2 Propellant Utilization System

When a missile is launched, the propellant tanks contain fuel and liquid
oxygen at a specified weight ratio. During missrile acceleration, the
heavier (more den-e) liquid oxygen has a tendency to be supplied to the
engines at a faster rate than the less dense RP-l fuel. This tendency is
equalized by the propellant utilization system, which regulates propellant
flow in such a manner that both tanks empty evenly.

The propellant utilization system monitors the propellant level ratio and
controls the propellant flow ratio to the sustainer engine during flight.
(No such control is needed for booster and vernier engines.) To provide
indications of propellant consumption, ultrasonic sensors are installed on
still-wells at discrete propellant levels (stations) in both the fuel and
oxidizer tanks. (See Fig. C3-4). These sensors relay changes in
impedance as the propellant Levels pass each sensor station. The stations
are located so that similarly numbered sensors in both tanks are uncovered
at the same time when the flow ratio is within limits.

-- Time differences in the signals received from a matching pair of sensors
as they are uncovered indicate a discrepancy in the volume of flow. The
propellant utilization compute.. assembly receives the impedance changes
from the sensors and generates correcting signals, which are compared to
servocontrol feedback signals from the propellant utilization valve
transducer. A resulting control conmmand signal is then sent to the
propellant utilization servocontrol valve, which adjusts the fuel flow
rate to produce the proper level in the tank at the next sensor station.
To maintain a constant propellant flow, any change in the fuel flow rate
causes an inverse change in the liquid oxygen flow rate through activation
of the head suppression valve.

C3.2.3 Flight Control System

The flight control system (Fig. C3-5) consists af the autopilot subsystem
and the inertial guidance subsystem. It has the function of steering and
stabilizing the missile during the powered portion of flight so that when
the re-entry vehicle separates from the tank section and enters free fall,
it will continue in a ballistic trajectory to intersect the designated
target area. The autopilot controls missile attitude during flight by
issuing steering commnands to the servovalves of the engine thrust chamber
hydraulic actuators. The hydraulic actuators, in turn, regulate the
angular displacement of the thrust chambers, thereby controlling the
direction of forces acting upon the missile.
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The combined actions of the flight control system control the four flight
phases of the missile. The powered portion of flight consists of the
booster, staging, sustainer, and vernier phases. During the first portion
of this puriod, the ineitial guidarce subsystem supplies the roll voltage
to the autopilat subsystem. The missile rotates about its roll axis to
establish the yaw axis of the missile in a vertical plane through the
desired cutoff trajectory. At the end of the roll maneuver, Vernier
Engine 2 is oriented on the side facing the target. A missile pitchover,
which lasts until staging, is then programmed to direct the missile toward
the target.

The inertial guidance subsystem continuously corrects the missile flight
attitude in order to select, incrementally, the optimum trajectory for
successful accomplishment of the mission. Targets are preselected while
the missile is on the ground by inserting specific target constants boards
into the missile guidance computer.

The autopilot subsystem consists of a programmer package, a gyroscope
package, and a filter-servoamplifier package. The programmer package
contains electronic timing and switching circuits that generate signals to
control the programmed functions of missile flight. Assisted in part by
discrete commands from the inertial guidance subsystem, the preset
switching circuits of the autopilot programmer control the sequencing of
the following major inflight operations: missile roll maneuver and pitch
program; booster engine cutoff and booster section jettison; sustainer and
vernier engine cutoff; re-entry vehicle separation; firing retarding
rockets; and destruction of the missile tank section.

Th•ere are a total of six displacement and rate gyroscopes in the gyroscope
package. Displacement gyroscopes provide signals proportional to the
amount of missile angular displacement from the yaw, roll, and pitch
reference planes; rate gyroscopes provide signals proportional to the rate
(angular velocity) of displacement fiom the yaw, pitch, and roll reference
planes. Pitch, yaw, and roll displacement gyroscopes and the roll rate
gyroscope are contained in a canister in the B-2 equipment pod. The pitch
and yaw rate gryoscopes are housed in a canister mounted in the cable
fairing, forward of the B-2 equipment pod, to compensate for bending modes
in the pitch and yaw planes.

Missile attitude deviations from the programmed flight path are sensed by
one or more of the rate and displacement gyroscopes. Each displacement
gryoscope senses deviations tn its particular reference plane (pitch, yaw,
or roll). Displacement gyroscope reference planes are controlled by
torque signal amplifiers, which are changed for steering purFoses. Ra~e
gryoscopes. are in fixed reference planes; they se,' he rate of missile
attitude changes. Gyroscope output, in the form ot error voltages, is fed
to the filter-servoamplifier package.
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The filter-servoamplifier package contains the electronic circuitry to
convert gyroscope error signals into input date for the servoamplifiers.
These servoamplifiers operate the servovalves of the engine actuators,
enabling the hydraulic system to gimbal the engines in the proper
direction to counteract the deviations sensed by the gryoscopes. Feedback
transducers on the actuators send back signals to the filter-amplifier
package that are proportional to engine displacement. Such a feedback
signal opposes the gyroscope output signal, causing the engine to return
to the null position during an attitude correction sequence.

The airborne inertial guidance subsystem shown in Figure C3-6 consists of
a missile guidancz control, an inertial guidance sensing platform, and a
missile guidance computer. Aerospace ground equipment components, which
include the Inertial Guidance Alignment-Countdown Set A/(GJQ-12, maintain
the airborne equipment in a state of readiness so that its objectives can
be achieved.

C3.2.4 Missile Hydraulic System

The missile hydraulic system furnishes power to the engine thrust chamber
actuators to provide pitch, roll, and yaw control of the missile during
flight. Hydraulic p:essure from the system is also used to operate the
sustainer propellant valves and gas generator valves during sustainer
engine operation. There are three separate hydraulic subsystems
operational during the various flight phases: the booster subsystem, the
sustainer-vernier subsystem, and the vernier solo subsystem.

The booster hydraulic subsystem (Fig. C3-5) provides hydraulic pressure to
gimbal the two booster engine thrust chambers for pitch, yaw, and roll
control from missile launch until staging. During this period the
sustainer-vernier hydraulic subsystem provides pressure to gimbal the
vernier engines for roll control only. Following booster engine cutoff,
che sustainer engine is gimbaled briefly for pitch and yaw control; then
it is locked on center to permit jettisoning of the booster section. The
sustainer-vernier hydraulic subsystem is again enabled after staging and
until sustainer engine cutoff to gimbal the sustainer engine for pitch and
yaw control and the verniers for roll control. After sustainer engine
cutoff, the vernier solo subsystem supplies pressure to gimbal the vernier
engines for the remaining seconds of powered flight.

Figure C3-5 shows the booster hydraulic subsystem only. Operation of the
sustainer-vernier and vernier solo subsystems is similar. The booster and
sustainer-vernier hydraulic pumps are operated by the booster and sustainer
engine turbopumps respectively. Vernier solo hydraulic actuators are
operated, after sustainer engine cutoff, by a hydraulic-pneumatic
Accumulator that has been pressurized with gaseous nitrogen. The
hydraulic accumulator and hydraulic pumps supply hydraulic fluid to the
servovalves and hydraulic pistons that gimbal the engine thrust chambers.
Feedback transducers, physically connected to the hydraulic actuators,
sense the amount of thrust chamber movement from the null position and
feed back a cancellatior signal to the flight control system. The
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hydraulic tank serves as a fluid reservoir and is pressurized with gaseous
nitrogen prior to flight and helium during flight to supply a positive
head, preventing system cavitation. Accumulators, pressurized with
gaseous nitrogen, are provided to prevent momentary line pressure drops if
system demand exceeds pump capacity and to absorb pressure drops.

There are two hydraulic actuators mounted on each engine thrust chamber
for gimbaling purposes. Each hudraulic actuator consists of a hydraulic
controller and linear-motor feedback transducer. The booster and vernier
engine controllers contain an electro-hydraulic servovalve, hydraulic
actuator, and hydraulic flow limiter valve. Suatainer engine hydraulic
controllers consists of an electro-hydraulic servovalve and a hydraulic
actuator. The hydraulic actuators use hydraulic energy to produce
mechanical motion. One end of an actuator is secured to the missile
structure, and the other end is attached to a thrust chamber outrigger.
The piston rods of booster and sustainer actuator assemblies are connected
to lever-arm linkages that transfer piston movement to thrust chamber
movement. Vernier actuators consist of two single-ended pistons connected
by a rack. The rack turns a pinion gear on the shaft, which rotates the
vernier engine thrust chambers.

The hydraulic actuator servovalves are two-stage, electro-hydraulic,
four-way transfer valves that control a flow of hydraulic fluid
proportional to the amount of net direct current received from the
filter-servoamplifier canister of the flight control system. Direction of
valve motion is controlled by the direction of armature deflection;
direction of armature movement is controlled by the direction of net
current flow in the valve coil. Flow limiter valves on the vernier and
booster electro-hydraulic servovalves regulate the flow of hydraulic fluid
to prevent the actuators from moving too rapidly.

Turning the COMMIT START key switch on the launch control console and then
the COMMIT SWITCH on the ALCO COM/CONTROL panel initiates evacuation of
the airborne hydraulic fluid tanks. The reservoir shutoff valves close,
and the evacuation chamber shutoff valves are opened. The application of
2000-psi hydraulic pressure forces the evacuation chamber piston to the
nitrogen end of the chamber. This action draws approximately 65 cubic
inches of fluid from each missile hydraulic fluid tank, providing space
for fluid expansion or pressure surges. In normal countdown sequence, the
turboptumps that drive the missile hydraulic fluid pumps start a few
seconds after evacuation is completed.

C3.2.5 Missile Pneumatic System•

The missile pneumatic system (Fig. C3-7) provides inflight pressurization
fcr the fuel and liquid oxygen tanks from the time the pressurization is
transferred to internal during the commit sequence of countdown through
missile flight. Pressures in the propellant tanks are regulated and
maintained at flight pressure by pressure regulators and the missile
helium supply. The missile pneumatic system is protected from
overpressurization by relief valves.
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The missile pneumatic system contains two basic subsystems, the primary
supply subsystem and the secondary supply subsystem. The primary supply
subsystem consists of six shrouded helium bottles, control valves, and
interconnecting tubing. It controls and distributes helium at a regulated
pressure to the propellant tanks during the booster stage only and is

jettisoned at staging with the booster section. The secondary supply
subsystem, which consists of a single airborne ambient helium bottle,
valves, and Irterconnecting tubing, supplies helium to activate the
vernier control valves.

At launch, when thp missile separates from ground connectionxs, missile
lines are sealed by spring-loaded valves in all but two of the missile
halves of the connectors. The two liquid-nitrogen connectors have no
valves; consequently, these lines remain open allowing liquid nitrogen in
the shrouds of the helium bottles to drain. After rise-off, the airborne
helium supply furnishes inflight pressurization for the propellant tankh,,
airborne hydraulic fluid tanks, and the engine lubrication tanks. The
helium bottles are cooled by the liquid-nitrogen-filled shrouds prior to
launch, enabling a greater volume of the gas to be contained in the
bottles. An airborne heat exchanger, located in the No. 2 booster en~gine
turbopump exhaust, heats and expands the chilled helium as it passes
through the heat exchanger coil. The helium is then routed through
regulators to the propellant tanks for pressurization.

The oxidizer tank pressure sensing line actuates a pressure regulator to
furnish helium pressure, as needed, to maintain the oxidizer tank at
approximately 26 psi. In similar fashion, fuel tank pressurization is
maintained at approximately 62 psi. Helium pressure, also regulated to
approximately 60 psi, is supplied to pressurize the hydraulic fluid tanks
and engine lubrication tanks.

The shrouded helium bottles, heat exchanger, oxidizer tank pressu're
regulator, and the fuel tank pressure relief valve and pressure regulator
are located in the booster section. When the booster section stages,
these components are jettisoned. Jettisoning is accomplished by the
release of separation latches, which are actuated by pressure from the
ambient helium bottle. The four connectors in the propellant tank lines
and the one connector in the ambient helium bottle line contain
spring-loaded valves which close at staging, sealing the pressure in the
sustainer section systems. Liquid oxygen tank pressure is maintained by
boiloff vapor. The fuel tank has sufficient pressure for the remainder of
flight. After staging, the sustainer engine lubrication tank and
hydraulic tanks continue to receive pressure from the fuel tank pressure
line. The vernier pneumatic manifold is pressurized throughout flight by
the ambient helium bottle in the sustainer section.
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C3.2.6 Missile Electriral System - The missile electrical system (Fig.
C3-8) consists of the missile battery, 400-cycle missile inverter (1),
power changeover switch, and interconnecting cabling and harnesses. It
distributes ac and dc power to the various missile systems during standby,
countdown, and flight. During standby and the first part of countdown,
the power required by the missile is supplied from ground sources (except
for power for the re-entry vehicle, which is supplied by a separate
battety located in the nose section). The missile battery is activated,
and the 400-cycle inverter is started during countdown. After the power
changeover switch transfers power from ground to internal (airborne)
during the commit sequernce, the missile battery provides dc power, and the
batter inverter cowbination provides ac power to missile systems. Both
the battery voltage and the 400-cycle missile inverter output are checked
before switching the missile to internal power.

The main missile battery consists of 20 silver-zinc-oxide cells, a battery
activation mechanism, and a thermostatically controlled heater. Enclosed
in a rectangular canister, the battery is located in the B-2 equipment pod
along with the 400-cycle inverter and the power changeover switch. The
battery is stored in a dry-charge state. It contains a squib activation
circuit that permits remote energizing of the battery cells during
countdown. Activation occurs when a signal from the launch control system
is applied across the pins of the activation squib, resulting in the
production of pressurized gas that ruptures two diaphragms, allowing the
electrolyte to flow to the battery cells. The battery can supply 28 volts
at 170 amperes for a maximum of 10 minutes.

The 400-cycle missile inverter is contained in a sealed canister and
consists of a motor-driven inverter, a magnetic amplifier, a voltage
regulator, and a frequency regulator. It converts 28 Vdc from the ground
source or the main missile battery to 115-volt, 3-phase, 4 00-cycle, ac
power.

The missile power changeover switch assembly is housed in a sealed
canister and consists of a motor-driven switch and associated circuitry,
seven receptacles, and a groundinr plate. It distributes power to the
airborne systems whether the source is from ground or missile generation
equipment. The 28-Vdc motor in the unit drives the switching mechanism to
close make-before-break dc contacts and breok-before-make ac contacts on
the switching mechanism, providing smooth traasition from ground to
missile electrical system power.

Ground power reaches the missile power changeover switch assembly through

an umbilical connector. The umbilical plug contains a solenoid-triggered
spring-loaded ejector mechanism that ejects the plug from the missile
receptacle at rise-off. Should this electrical signal fail, a lanyard
triggers the mecnanism to eject the plug from the receptacle as the
missile rises.
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The frequency of the alternating current that operates missile loads must
be held to a close tolerance. The two sensors that determine the
frequency of the power applied to these loads is a part of the launch
control equipment. One is connected to the missile ground power ac
source. After the airborne inverter has been started on ground power, the
output of the frequency sensor is automatically switched to the launch0
control indicator. When the inverter output is sensed to be within
tolerance, the launch control equipment sends the changeover signal.

The motor-driven power changeover switch connects the missile battery to
all dc loads on the missile, with the exception of the re-entry vehicle
system, and then disconnects the missile ground power dc source from the
loads. rt next disconnects the missile ground powe- ac source and, a few
milliseconds later, connects the loads to the inverter. It then sends a
signal to the ground, indicating that these sequences have been
completed. Main missile loads are powered by the missile battery and by
the inverter during the period between changeover and the firing of
retarding rockets, following separation of the re-entry vehicle.

C3.2.7 Missile Explosives

The missile is equipped with explosive and hypergolic devices to initiate
various functions in a predetermined sequence during countdown, launch,
and flight. These functions include activating the main missile battery,
starting rocket engines, initiating booster separation, retarding the
missile tank section after re-entry vehicle separation, and destroying the
missile tank section after re-entry vehicle separation or (VAFB only)
destroying the missile if range safety is threatened during a training
launch. Figure C2,-9 shows the location of missile explosive assemblies.

The main missile battery is energized at the start of countdown by a
squib. Activation of the squib results in the production of gas, which
upon expansion cuptures the plastic diaphragms containing the battery
electrolyte, forcing it under gaseous pressure into the cells. After the
electrolyte is forced into the cells, the gas escapes through a small
orifice to a vent. The battery cannot be recharged. If the launch is
aborted, the battery must be removed from the icissile within ten hours
following activation.

Four types of devices are used to start missile engines: solid propellant
gas generators, solid propellant gas generator initiators, gas generator
igniters, and hypergolic igniters. The solid propellant gas gene;:ators
provide power to start the turbopumps supplying propellants to the booster
and sustainer engines. Ignition of the gas gener&tors takes place when an
engine start command is sent from the launch control system, tiring the
solid propellant gas generator initiators that produce hot particles and
gases to fire the solid propellant gas generators. The solid propellant
gas generators, in turn, produce hot gas that drives the booster and
sustainer turbopumps up to the speed and pressure required to feed liquid
propellants to the engine thrust. chambers and to the liquid propellant gas
generators. The liquid propellant gas generators power the engine
turbopumps after the solid propellant gas generators have burned out.
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Gas generatoe igniters are pyrotechnic devices that start the burning of
propellant mixtures in the combustion chambers of the liquid propellant
gas generators. Two igniters are installed in each liquid propellant gas
generator. They are fired electrically by signals from the launch control
system. Sustainer gas generator igniters are fired simultaneously with
the sustainer engine lock-in signal, and the booster gas generator
igniters are fired simultaneously with the solid propellant generators
that start the booster turbopuznps. The pyrotechnic material from the
igniter cartridges is already burr-ing when the gas generator propellant
valves admit the flow of liquid propellants, causing immediate ignition.

Hypergolic igniters start combustion in the booster, sustainer, and
vernier engine thrust chambers. Each igniter consists of a casing
containing a slug of hypergolic fuel held in place by burst diaphragms.
The hypergolic fuel burns spontaneously upon contact with oxygen. When
the turbopumps start, a portion of the fuel being pumped to the engines is
sent through ignition. fuel valves to the hypergolic igniters. There, fuel
pressure ruptures the burst diaphragms, forcing a slug of hypergol into
each trust chamber. The hypergol combines with the liquid propellants,
which instantly ignite, starting the engines.

Booster section separation at staging is activated by the separation
explosive valve assembly, consisting of two explosive valves mounted and
wired in parallel. The firing of either valve activates the booster
separation mechanism, which consists of four hook-type latches on the skin
structure of the booster section that mate with four stirrups on the tank
section. At staging, an electrical impulse from the flight control
autopilot subsystem programmner fires the separation explosive valves,
driving a plunger through a diaphragm, which releases pressurized helium
gas for distribution through a manifold to the four latches. All latches
open simultaneously, and the booster section separates from the missile
body. The booster engines are shut off just bcf 're actuation of the
separation explosive valves.

A single retarding rocket is located in a fairing forward of each vernier
engine, and two retarding rockets are installed in the forward end of the
B-2 equipment pod. The thrust chambers of these rockets point toward the
front of the missile. The retarding thrust generated by the rocket slows
the forward velocity of the missile body, enabling the re-entry vehicle to
move away from it without interference. Two seconds after re-entry
vehicle separation, the retarding rockets fire upon receipt of a signal
from the flight programmner. The missile body is fragmented by a tank
fragmentation explosive assembly; the re-entry vehicle continues on its
planned trajectory to the target.

The tank fragmentation explosive assembly ccnsists of a metal case, two
squibs, two booster charges, the main explosive charge, and associated
wiring. A destruct command signal received from the automatic pilot
subsystem fires the explosive assembly at a preselected time after
re-entry vehicle separation. Detonation of the unit ruptures the
intermediate bulkhead between the fuel and oxidizer tank, fragmenting the
missile.
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C3.3 MISSION SCENARIO

C3.3.1. Launch Vehicle

The HGM16F missile can deliver a thermonuclear warhead or other re-entry
vehicle payloads to a target area farther than 5500 miles away. Boosting
and guiding of the re-entry vehicle into the desired ballistic trajectory
are accomplished by the basic missile with five rocket engines, a flight
control system, an inertial guidance subsystem, and associated subsystems.

The missile guidance control is located, in the lower portion of the
missile guidance rijd. It functions as an interconnecting and switching
point between the airborne elements of the subsystem and provides
amplification and power for the operation of the inertial guidance sensing
platform.

The coordinate system is established and maintained prior to missile
launch by leveling the platform with the pendulums and aligning the X-axis
accelerometer to the target azimuth. The y- and z-axis accelerometers are
thus oriented to sense lateral and vertical accelerations respectively,
while the x-axis accelerometer senses down-range accelerations.

Stabilization of the sensing platform assembly during standby is needed to
prevent the accelerometers from sensing mE light accelerations that are
not parallel to the axes of the reference coordinates. Two two-DOF
gyroscopes maintain this orientation after missile launch. The gyroscopes
are at their null position when the accelerometer axes correspond with the
axes of the reference coordinates. Any tendency of the platform to
deviate from its original launch point oriintation is sensed by the
gyroscopes,, which dispatch signals to servoamplifiers, which power
servo-motors to maintain the stable position.

The missile guidance computer is located in the upper portion of the
missile gul~dance pod. The X, Y, and Z output signals from the
accelerometers and the elapsed time furnish the data from which the
computer calculates the re-entry vehicle release point. To determine
missile position and velocity, the computer processes these output signals
together with precomputed target constants and time. Computer output
signals (discrete and steering) are sent to the autopilot subsystem to
accomplish yaw steering, booster staging, sustainer engine cutoff, and
vernier engine cutoff.

During powered flight, from the moment of launch until vernier engine
cutoff, the computer continuously calculates missile position and
velocity. Position is considered in the three dimensions (X, Y, and Z).
From missile position and velocity calculations, the computer determines
where the re-entry vehicle would strike the Earth's surface 'if all engines
were shut off and the re-entry vehicle were allowed to enter free fall.
The computed impact point is compared to the desired impact point.
Continuous calculations of range error functions (REF) and cross-range
error functions (CEF) are made during flight. Cross-range error function
(CEF) is the error in azimuth which would result if the missile maintained
its course. To bring the missile back on course when CEF varies from the
programmed flight path, yaw steering signals are generated.
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While the engines are operating, the velocity of the missile is constantly
increasing, changing the calculated impact point. The calculated impact
point thus comes closer to target point, and REF decreases as the missile
traverses its trajectory.

Engine cutoff occurs in three stages. When the missile guidance computer
determines that missile range velocity (Vx) has attained a specified
value, it generates a signal to accomplish booster bagine cutoff and
staging. The sustainer and vernier engines continue to propel the
missile. As the free fall point (re-entry vehicle separation) comes
closer, and at a specified value of range error function, the computer
generates a signal for sustainer engine cutoff. Missile velocity
increases very slowly after sustainer engine cutoff because only the
vernier engines are still uperating. When the calculated range error
function approaches a predetermined point, the computer generates a
vernier engine cutoff signal. The re-entry vehicle then separates and
enters a free-fall trajectory to the target.

C3.3.2 Re-Entry Vehicle - The Mark IV re-entry vehicle houses the missile
payload, protects it during re-entry into the atmosphere, fuzes and arms
the warhead, and transports the payload to the target area during the
final portion of flight. It is of the ablative type, structurally
consisting of a noze section, center section, and aft section. Functional
systems include a separation system and an arming-fuzing system.
Prearming of the warhead occurs during flight upon receipt of a signal
from the flight control system when the missile has reached a
predetermined position. When the ideal release point is reached, the
re-entry vehicle separates from the missile tank section for its final
plunge to the target.

After separation, the re-entry vehicle is rotated on its longitudinal axis
at a slow spin rate for stability. Retarding rockets in the missile tai~k
section are fired to decelerate the airframe to prevent the possibility of
interference with the planned Lrajectory of the re-entry vehicle. The
warhead (if installed) is detonated above the target (air burst) or on the
target (ground burst) as determined by preselection. The ground burst
capability also serves as a backup in t-he event of an airburst selection
failure.

C3.3.3 Missile Flight Safety System (Vandenberg Air Force Base (VAFB)
Only)

A missile flight safety system is provided in training launch missile for
intentionally destroying the missile should the missile have an erratic
f light which may endanger populated areas. Transducers aboard the missile
monitor critical pressures, temperatures, velocities, and attitudes. The
output signals of the transducers are adapted for transmission to ground
control stations for evaluation. Beazon tracking signals and electronic
(radar) surveillance data are used by the ran-a safety officer in reaching
a missile destruct decision. Should the range safety officer decide to
destroy the missile, a destruct push-button on the range safety officer
console is depressed, which causes the command destruct transmitter to
send a coded signal to the missile, igniting primers of an explosive
charge mounted near the fuel and oxidizer tank bulkhead. Detonation of
this explosive charge destroys the missile.
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C3.3.4 Countdown Exercises - Six different and separate launch exercises
may be performed with the weapon system.

I.. Tactical Launch Co~untdown. A tactical launch countdown shall be
initiated at an alert status complex upon receipt of a valid and
authenticated launch order. The complex is prepared for alert status
using appropriate maintenance flow diagramis and is maintained on alert
through daily inspection, servicing, and repair.

2. Training Launch Countdown. A training launch cu~ntdown may be
initiated only after appropriate preparation. These exercises are
performed to checg functional integrity of the launch complex, missile,
and combat crew personnel. Preparation for countdown and mission are
diffe~rent than that of a tactical launch; bowever, the countdown sequence
is identical.

3. Propellant Loading Exercise Countdown (PLX). A propellant loading
exercise countdown may be initiated only after appropriate preparation.
These exercises are performed to check the (a) functional integrity of a
launch complex and missile on EWO alert status, (b) evaluation of
combat-ready crews in performance of countdown procedures, and (c)
training of combat crew personnel. Countdown sequence to the point of
launch is identical to that of a tactical countdown.

4. Maintenance Countdown. A maintenance countdown may be initiated
only after appropriate preparation. These exercises are performed in
support of maintenance functions.

5. Launch Signal Responder Countdown (LSR). A launch signal responder
countdown may be initiated only after appropriate preparations. These
exercises are performed in support of maintenance and evaluation/training
of missile combat crew personnel. Countdown sequence as it appears in the
launch control center is identical to a tactical or PLX countdown.

6. Simulated Countdown (Tank Through). A simulated countdown may be
initiate at any time with no special preparation, as no systems are
activated. These exercises are performed to train and maintain countdown
proficiency of the missile combat crew members.
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APPENDIX C4
ATLAS/CENTAUR

C4.0 INTRODUCTION

The following data were extracted from the Countdown Summary, Launch/Hold
Criteria, and Flight Events, ac-63, (Intelsat VA Mission F-10), Convair
Division of General Dynamics, San Diego, CA, Feb 1985 and the Atlas/
Centaur Configuration, Performance, and Weight Status Report, compil. d by
H.D. Nilsen, General Dynamics, Convair Division, Mar 1985.

C4.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Atlas/Centaur (See Fig. C4-1) is 41.9 Meters (137.6 feet) tall and 3
meters (10 feet) in diameter. With payload, it weighs approximately
163,523 kilograms (360,500 pounds) at liftoff. Thrust of the Atlas is
1,950,074 newtons (438,416 pounds) at liftoff, and thrust of Centaur is
146,784 newtons (33,000 pounds) in a vacuum.

C4.1.1 Launch Vehicle

Atlas/Centaur vehicles are built by General Dynamics/Convair (GD/C) and
launched by a combined NASA/GD/C team. This two-stage, liquid-fueled
vehicle has been used to launch a variety of scientific and technological
spacecraft. These have included Surveyors to the moon; Mariners to Venus,
Mercury, and Mars; and Pioneers to Jupiter/Saturn. It has placed
Applications Technology Satellites and COMSTAR, INTELSAT, and FLTSATCOM
communications satellites into geosynchronous transfer orbits. Orbiting. Astronomical Observatories weighing up to 2,268 kilograms (5,000 pounds)
have been placed in orbits as high as 740 kilometers (460 statute miles)
above the earth. The Atlas/Centaur is the most powerful unmanned vehicle
now launched by NASA. In 1984 it was upgraded by lengthening the Atlas
stage to provide larger propellant tanks. The Centaur stage has been
improved by substituting attitude control thrusters powered by hydrazine
(used as a monopropellant) for ones powered by hydrogen peroxide and by
replacing the oxygen and hydrogen propellant pumps by pressure-fed systems.

C4.1.2 Atlas Stage

The 23.3-meter (76.3-foot) first stage is an uprated version of the
flight-proven Atlas vehicle used in the national space program since
1959. The Rockwell International/Rocketdyne MA-5 engine system burns
RP-I, a highly refined kerosene, and liquid oxygen. The MA-5 uses two
main engines, a 1,679,120-newtons (377,500-pound) thrust booster engine
with two thrust chambers and a smaller sustainer with a single thrust
chamber that produces 266,900 newtons (60,000 pounds) of thrust. The
sustainer nozzle is located between the two larger ones of the booster
engine. Two small vernier engines that help control the vehicle in flight
are also burning at liftoff for a total thrust of 1,950,074 newtons
(438,416 pounds). Total weight at liftoff is about 163,523 kilograms
(360,500 pounds).
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An unusual feature of the Atlas vehicle is its "stage-and-a-half"
construction. All five thrust chambers are burning at liftoff. After
more than 2.5 minutes of flight, the booster engine cuts off and its
suppQrting stru.~ctures are jettisoned, deleting a large portion of the
structural weight of this stage. The sustainer and vernier engines
continue to burn until the propellants are gone, at about 4.75 minutes.
This means that an Atlas retains most of the weight reduction advantage
gained by jettisoning a used-up stage but does not have to ignite its
engines in flight as a separate stage must.

The only radio frequeaicy system on the Atlas is a range safety command
system consisting of two receivers, a power control unit, and a destruct
unit. The Atlas can be destroyed in flight by ground control if
neces~sary, but otherwise receives all its control directions from the
Centaur stage.

C4.1.3 Centaur Stage

The Centaur stage sits above the Atlas on a barrel-shaped interstage
adapt~er. The Atlas and Centaur separate two seconds after the Atlas burns
out. Eight small retrorockets near the bottom of the Atlas fuel tank then
back this stage away from the Centaur.

The Centaur stage is 9.1 meters (30 feet) in length without the fairing on
top. Exclusive of payload, it weighs about 17,700 kilograms (39,000
pounds) when loaded with propellants. The main propulbion system consists
of two Pratt and Whitney engines burning liquid oxygen and liquid
hydrogen, producing 146,784 newtons (33,000 pounds) thrust in the vacuum
of space in which they are designed to operate.. These engines can be
stopped and restarted, allowing the Centaur to coast to the best point
from which to achieve its final trajectory before igniting for another
burn. W~hile coasting, the stage is controlled by 12 small thruster
engines, powered by hydrazine. These hold the stage steady said provide a0
small constant thrust to keep the propellants settled in the bottoms of
their tanks, as needed for a second or third burn.

A cylindrical nose fairing with a conical top sits on the Centaur and
protects the spacecraft. Total vehicle height is 41.9 meters (137.6
feet). Both stages are three meters (10 feet) in diameter.

An adapter on top of this module connects to the payload adapter on the
bottom of the spacecraft. These electronic packages provide an integrated
flight control system that performs the navigation, guidance, autopilot,
attitude control, sequence of events, and telemetry and data management
functions f or both the Atlas and Centaur stages. The heart of this system
is a Digital Computer Unit (DCU) built by Teledyne. The DCU sends
commiands to control most planned actions, including all but items one,
two, and five in Table C4-1. The DCU receives guidance information from a
combination of sensors called the Inertial Measurement Group, built by
Honeywell, and sends steering commands to all Atlas and Centaur engines.
The Centaur also has a ground-controlled destruct system, similar to that
on the Atlas, in case the vehicle must be destroyed in flight.
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The Centaur uses the most powerful propellant combination available, has a
lightweight structure, and has an engine burn time of up to 7-1/2 minutes,
the longest of any upper stage now in service. This gives it the most
energy for its size of any stage yet built. (See Figs. C4-2 through C4-5
for configurations) (See Table C4-1 for a performance summary for the
FLTSATCOM mission.)

C4.2 SYSTEMS DESCRIPTIONS, HAZARDOUS MATERIALS, SCHEMATICS

C4.2.1 Atlas Stage

1. Stage Identification - EID69-0050

2. Vehicle Structures
Atlas G Configuration (81 inches longer than Atlas D)
Additional Thermal Protection (B1 and B2 pod noses with cork
insulaticn and chemseai on aft nacelle in area of kick strut
fitting)

3. Propulsion System
Rocketdyne MA-5 system (two booster engines, two vernier
engines, one sustainer engine)

a. Atlas Booster Engines
- 370K Thrust Biased:

Thrust, lb 377,500
Isp, sec 258.98
Mixture Ratio 2.25

* b. Atlas Sustainer Engine

- 60K Thrust Biased
Thrust, lb 60,5U0
Isp, sec 220.008
Mixture Ratio 2.22

c. Atlas Vernier Engines

- Thrust, lb 922.1
SIsp, sec 178,538

- Mixture Ratio 1.5324

(See Figs. C4-6 through C4-9 schematics)

Sustainer L02 reference pressure regulator modified to sense constant
sea-level reference pressure during flight

Minimum residual propellant sensors

Engine relay box (mounted in equipment pod)
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Table C4-1 Performance Summary for FLTSATCOM Mission, ac-67

FLTSATCOM
MISSION CURRENT PREVIOUS CHANGE

Nominal Centaur Burnout Weight (BOW) 9,472 9,471 +1

Centaur Mission Peculiar Jettison Weight 4,240 4,224 +16

Basic Jettison Weight 4,142 4,124 +18
Spacecraft Adapter 86 86 0
Centaur-LVMP (Launch Vehicle Mission

Peculiar) 12 14 - 2

Payload Systems Weight Commitment

(PSWCMT) 5,112 5,114 - 2

Payloed System Weight Capability (PSWC) 5,112 5,114 -2

Payload System Weight (PSW) 5,112 5,114 - 2

Separated Spacecraft 5,014 5,014 0
Spacecraft Adapter 86 86 0
Centaur LVMP 12 14 - 2

Nose Fairing LVMP 55 55 0

Net Payload Capability Margin (PCM) 0 0 0

Centaur Propellant Ecess (PE) 218 233 -15

Flight Performance Reserve (FPR) 212 220 - 8
Launch Vehicle Contingency (LVC) 6 13 - 7
Centaur Propellant Margin (PM) 0 0 0
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4. Hydraulic System

Booster hydraulic pump accumulator, hydraulic fluid tank, and
four engine actuators.

Sustainer/vernier hydraulic pump, accumulator, hydraulic fluid
tank, and six engine actuators (vernier yaw actuators locked
and non-operating).

Fuel/hydraulic interface valve

(See Fig. C4-10 schematic)

5. Pneumatic System

Tank pressurization - refrigerated heliutm storage
Eight bottles, 34.1 ft 3

Engine controls - one ambient temperature helium bottle,
2.69 ft 3

L02 tank venting - single boiloff valve

Programmed L02 tank pressurization

Propellant Densities (Tanking)

- Atlas RP-l, 49.81 lb/ft 3 at 77.7°F (mean annual)
- Atlas RP-l, 49.69 lb/ft 3 at 82.57*F (June)
- Atlas RP-l, 50.05 lb/ft 3 at 67.58-F (March)
- Atlas L0 2 , 69.40 lb/ft 3 at 25.C0 psia

Atlas Tanking Pressures (Minimum and Maximum)

- RP-l tanking, Phase i
LO2 tank, 6.55 - 7.45 psig
RP-l tank, 14.65 - 16.10 psig

- L02 tanking, Phase II
L02 tank, 9.50 - 11.00 psig
RP-l tank, 67.45 - 69.20 psig

- Phase III
L02 tank, 28.50 - 30.20 psig
RP-I tank, 67.45 - 69.20 psig

- Flight/Internal
L02 tank, 26.0 29.0 psig t = 0 to 20 sec

33.0 - 35.0 psig t = 20 to 60 sec
32.0 - 35.0 psig t = 6C sec up

RP-l tank, 64.0 - 67.0 psig

(See Fig. C4-11 schematic)
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6. Propellant Utilization

LO2 and fuel mercury manometer matched set

Propellant Utilization Unit (PUU)

Tank Volume, Nominal (Including Lines)

- Atlas G
RP-1, 1911.69 ft3

L02 , 3078.72 ft 3

Ullage Volume (Nominal at TankingO

- Atlas RP-l, 19.61 ft 3

- Atlas L0 2 , 28.36 ft 3

(See Figs. C4-12 and C4-13 schematics)

7. Electrical System

Single 28-Vdc main vehicle battery

Single phase inverter (combined with servo in SIU)

Power changeover switch (dc only)

Pyrotechnic control unit (mounted in B-1 equipment pod)
Programmed pressurization - one box
Booster section separation - one box

Retrorocket pyro control unit (mounted in B-2 equipment pod)

8. Range Safety Command

Two RSC receivers
Two 28-Vdc RSC batteries
One destruct unit

Power control unit

Hybrid junction

Two antennas (one in each equipment pod)

9. Instrumentation and Telemetry System

PCM signal conditioner

Remote multiplexer
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9. Separation Systems

Booster thrust section - ten pneumatically operated separation
fittings

Atlas/Centaur - eight retrorockets at Sta 1133
(See Fig. C4-14 for Atlas/Centaur Separation Instrumentation

and Antenna Locations.)

10. Flight Control

2-R ate gyro package mounted at Sta 454

Servoamplifier combined with inverter (SIU)

Derived roll rate signal from Centaur

Position reference from Centaur

Isolation transformer

(See Figure C4-15 for Atlas flight control system block
diagram.)

C4.2.2 Centaur Stage

I. Vehicle Structures

Centaur D-! configuration without booster pumps.

Equipment module for electronic packages and payload support

LH 2 tank baffle not installed

2. Stub Adapter

Approximately 25-inch-high aluminum skin and stringer
cylindrical structure (approximately 120-inch diameter) with
cork and hinge beef-up.

3. Equipment Module

Approximately 119 to 68-iiuch-diameter aluminum skin and
stringer conical structure for mounting electronic packages and
payload adapter support.

4. Payload Support

Convair adapters - aluminum skin and stringer construction:
INTELSAT, 18.75-inch-high conical
FLTSATCOM, 23.6 inch-high cylinder
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5. Insulation

Forward bulkhead - multilayer insulation blankets

Aft bh-.ikhead - thermal radiation shielding

Cylindrical section - four jettisonable fiberglass sandwich
panels

6. Payload Fairing

Approximately 29-foot-high conical/cylindrical fiberglass nose
fairing attached to a 56-inch aluminum skin and stringer split
barrel.

7. Propulsion System

Centaur Main Engines RLIOA-3-3A performance
(Two engines)

Nominal at 5:1 Mixture Ratio with silver throat.
Thrust, lb 32,823
Isp, sec 448.37

Centaur Engine prestart impulse
First Burn, lb-sec 2,670
Second Burn, lb-sec 2,540

Centaur Engine start impulse (MES to MRS +3.0 sec)
First Burn, lb-sec 34,940
Second Burn, lb-sec 34,940

Centaur Engine Shutdown Impulse (MECO to MECO + 0.5 sec)
First burn, lb-sec 3,407
Second Burn, lb-sec 3,127

Centaur Engine Leakage (Parking Orbit Coast)
LH2 W lb/min 0.0026
L02 W, lb/min 0.0378

(See Fig. C4-16, Centaur engine propellant flow)

9. Reaction Control System (RCS)

Two clusters - four 6-lbf thrusters per cluster
Two clusters - two 6-lbf thrusters per cluster
One hydrazine bottle with 170-lbf storage capacity
Associated valves
Heated feed lines
Hydrazine control panel with heaters

(See Fig. C4-17, Centaur Hydrazine RCS)
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10. Hydraulic System

Hydraulic power units (one on each engine)

Four engine actuator assemblies

(See Fig. C4-18, for Centaur hydraulics system schematic:)

11. Pneumatic System

a. Helium bottle supply (tank + engine controls)

(I) Titanium (19,380 in 3 total)
one 4650 in 3 bottle
two 7365 in 3 bottles

(2) Composite (16,362 in 3 total)
two 8181 in 3 (minimum) bottles

b. Inflight purge system - single helium bottle supply 4650
in 3 in ISA

c. Zero-g purge on L02 standpipe

d. Tank venting

(I) Dual LH' tank vent valves, both with locking
capability

(2) Single LO2 vent valve

(3) Dual LH 2 vent ducts

e. ?re-MES tank pressurization (helium)

(1) Pressurization of vehicle tanks controlled by DCU/SCU
using three analog pressure sensors in each tank

(2) LH 2 tank pressurization - two valves in parallel

(3) L02 tank pressurization - two valves in parallel

(4) Control valve upstream of the primary solenoid valves

f. Tank pressurization during engine firings

(1) Pressurization of vehicle tanks controlled by DCU/SCU
using three analog pressure sensors in each tank

(2) LH 2 tank pressurization
GH2 bleed pressurization

(a) Two parallel legs with two valves in series

(b) One leg with constant flow orifice
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(3) LO Tank Pressurization
Helium pressurization (same system as pre-MES
pressurization)

Centaur Tanking Pressures

Regulating Range (minimum and maximum)
L02 vent valve range, 29.0 - 32.0 psia
LH2 primary vent valve range, 19.0 - 21.5 psia
LH2 secondary vent valve range, 24.8 - 26.8 psia

Propellant Densities (Tanking)

Centaur LH2 , 4.20 lb/ft 3 at 21.80 psia
Centaur L02, 68.6 lb/ft 3 at 30.30 psia

(See Figs. C4-19 and C4-20 for Centaur Pneumatic System.)

12. Propellant Level Indicating System

Probe mounted sensors internal to L02 and LH 2 tanks

13. Propellant Utilization

PU electronics incorporated within SIU

L02 and LH2 tank probes

Two servopositioners

Tank Volume, Nominal

Centaur 0
LH2 , 1268.22 ft 3

L02, 376.94 ft 3

Ullage Volume

Centaur LH2 , 11.20 ft 3

Centaur L02 , 6.60 ft 3

(See Figs. C4-21 and C4-22 for Centaur Propellant Utilization
System.)

14. Guidance and Flight Control

Digital computer unit (DCU) (contains PCM central control unit,
random access core memory)

Inertial measurement group (IMG) (consists of inertial
reference unit and systems electronics unit)

Servo inverter unit (SIU)
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Sequence control unit (SCU)

15. Range Safety Command

Two RSC receivers
Two 28-Vdc RSC batteries
Power control unit

Hiybrid junction

Two tank-mounted antennas

Safe/arm iuitiator mounted on Centaur

High-explosive block charge

MDF (from H.E. charge to S/A initiator)

(See Fig. C4-23 for Centaur Range Safety System.)

16. Tracking System

C-Band transponder

Two tank mounted antennas

17. Electrical System

Single 28-Vdc main vehicle battery (100 A-Hr)
with Lightweight Case

Static inverter
Combined with SCU

Power changeover switch
Combined with SCU

Umbilicals
Three Centaur
Payload umbilical (one)

18. Instrumentation and Telemetry System

Ring Coupler

Two S-Band antennas mounted on stub adapter

PCB Telemetry
S-Band transmitter
Remote multiplexer (I)

Signal conditioner
Add instrumentation for insulation panels separation.

R&D Instrumentation
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19. Interstage Adapter

Aluminum skin and stringer structure

20. Pyrotechnic Systems

Centaur to booster separation

One pyrotechnic control unit in ISA
Shaped charge and detonator installation
Fired by Atlas vehicle battery

Insulation panel separation
One pyrotechnic control unit in nose fairing
One pyrotechnic control unit in ISA
Shaped charge and detonator installation
Fired by Atlas vehicle battery/pyrotechnic batteries

Insulation ranel vent/equipment module vent actuation
One pyrotechnic control unit in nose fairing

Nose fairing separation

Four pyrotechnic control units in nose fairing

Two pyrotechnic batteries

Explosive bolts

Payload pyrotechnic functions
Pyrotechnic control unit

Pyrotechnic shutoff valves
Pyrotechnic control unit mounted in interstage
adapter (fired by Atlas battery)

Pyrotechnic hydrazine isolation valves
Pyrotechnic control unit mounted in ISA
(fired by Atlas battery)

(See Fig. C4-24 for Atlas/Centaur Separation Pyrotechnic
Diagram.)

C4.3 MISSION SCENARIO

Figure C4-25 gives a mission summary for the INTELSAT VA (FIO),
which places a communication satellite into geosynchronous orbit.
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C4.3.1 Lau iich Countdown Automatic Sequence Functions

I. Automatic Sequence Prerequisites

The major operational events required to complete the launch
control relay network for entering the final "automatic sequence"
portion of the launch countdown (at T-31 seconds) are listed in
Table C4-2. These prerequisites begin on F-I Day and end with
automatic sequence start enable at T-40 seconds.

Table C4-2 Automatic Sequence Prerequisites

Event Time (Nominal)

A. TCC Prestart Ladder Preparation
I. Launch/Test Switch to Launch T-900 Min (F-I Day)

All Engines Null T-120 Min
Holdown and Release Ready T-100 Min
Eject Ready T-90 Min & Holding
CCLS Ready T-6 Min
2nd Stage Engines Ready T-5 Min
Boom System Ready T-4 Min
1st Stage Power Ready T-4 Min
Water System Ready T-4 Min
2nd Stage Pressure Ready T-3 Min
1st Stage Tanking Ready T-2 Min 35 Sec
2nd Stage Power Ready T-2 Min
1st Stage Range Safety Ready T-2 Mir.
2nd Stage Range Safety Ready T-2 Min
Range Ready T-1 Min 30 Sec
2nd Stage Tanking Ready T-75 Sec
1st Stage Pressure Ready T-70 Sec
Hydraulics Ready T-55 Sec

2. Prestart Ladder Complete T-40 Sec

B. Atlas Engines Preparation
1. Atlas Eng Gas Gen Fuel & L02 Purge On T-5 Min
2. Engine Control Arm Switch to Arm T-2 Min 35 Sec
3. Atlas Engines Prep Complete T-2 Min 35 Sec

C. Vehicle Preparation Complete
Contingent Upon:

Atlas Engines Prep Complete
TCC Prestart Ladder Complete

0C
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2. Automatic Sequence Events

The automatic sequence events that can cause a launch abort/recycle
from T-30 sec to T-0.60 sec are listed in Table C4-3

Table C4-3 Automatic Sequence Events

Event Time (Nominal)

DCU Count Started T-29.9 Sec
Arm-Safe SW-I Armed Monitor T-29.8 Sec
Ari-Safe SW-2 Armed Monitor T--29.8 Sec
LH 2 Vent Valve Closed T-29 Sec
A/B Instillation Panel Purge OK T-10.5 Sec
Flight Mode Accept T-9.2 Sec
10 2 Start. Tank Pressurized T-9.1 Sec
Fuel Start Tank Pressurized T-8.9 Sec
Insulation Panel Vent and Equipment Module Doors Open T-8.0 Sec
Cent Upper Umbilicals and Aft Plate Eject Command T-4.4 Sec
Cent Upper Umbilicals and Aft Plate Ejection Complete T-3.8 Sec
T-O Umbilicals Mated T-3.8 Sec
Flight Mode Accept Removed T-3.10 Sec
Gas Generators Ignition T-3.08 Sec
Atlas Main Stage T-2.10 Sec
Ma~n Engines Complete T-0.77 Sec
Release Signal T-0.60 Sec

3. Atlas/Centaur INTELSAT Flight Mark Events

The major flight events (called Mark Events) to be reported in real time
during the launch by ETR and/or KSC personnel on TOPS Channel 2 are
presented in Table C4-4. Figure C4-26 presents a Flight Events Profile.
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Table C4-4 ac-63/INTELSAT VA (F-I0) Mark Events

Mark Event Time from Liftoff Altitude Range Velocity
No. Description (Sec) (Min:Sec) (n.mi.) (n.mi.) (ft/see)*

0 Liftoff 0 0:00.0 0 0 0
I BECO 153.6 2:33.6 31.5 46.8 7,976
2 Booster Jettison 156.7 2:36.7 33.0 50.7 8,222
3 Panels Jettison 178.6 2:58.6 43.0 79.1 8,596
4 Nose Fair Jett. 226.9 3:46.9 61.5 150.2 10,056
5 SECO 284.2 4:44.2 78.7 253.0 12,563
6 A/C Separation 286.2 4:46.2 79.2 257.1 12,579
7 MESI 296.8 4:56.8 81.8 278.1 12,542
8 MECOI 615.2 10:15.2 83.1 1185.4 24,207
9 MES2 1379.8 22:59.8 162.4 4241.9 24,657
10 MECO2 1469.9 24:29.9 187.1 4632.3 31,703
11 Start Cent. Spin 1588.9 26:28,9 255.2 5212.2 31,345
12 S/C Seoaration 1604.9 26:44.9 266.7 5282.5 31,282
13 End Cent. Spin 1614.9 26:54.9 275.0 5329.3 31,259
14 Start Centaur 1619.9 26;59.9 279.2 5352.7 31,215

Retro Turn

*Velocity is relative to a rotating earth.

Data Source: GDC Report No. GDC-SP-85-002, "Firing Tables for the
INTELSAT VA Mission, Atlas/Centaur ac-63," dated January
1985.. NOTE: The final velocity of 34,783 kilometers (21,613 miles) per hour

places the spacecraft in a transfer orbit with an apogee of 35,818
kilometers (22,256 miles) and a perigee of 311 kilometers (193 miles).
INTELSAT then assumes control of the spacecraft. At an apogee chosen by
INTELSAT controllers, the onboard apogee kick-motor will be fired to
circularize the orbit at geosynchronous altitude, 35,789 kilometers (22,238
miles) above the equator. It will then be "drifted" to its assigned place
in the INTELSAT global network. The spacecraft will have a final velocity
of about 11,071 kilometers (6,879 miles) per hour. It will complete one
orbit every 24 hours and so remain above the same spot of the equator.
Figure C4-27 presents a Mission Trajectory Profile.
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C4.3.2 Nonstandard Sequencing

Nonstandard sequencing is provided by the DCU sequencer software if an
abort situation presents itself, if the Centaur engines do not ignite, or
if premature MECO occurs.

1. Abort Sequence

If a pre-liftoff test. fails prior to GO-INERTIAL Plus 6.00 seconds (T-4.00
sec), the first program will immediately enter the abort sequence,. If
liftoff is not detected by GO-INERTIAL plus 59.98 seconds (T+49.98 sec),
the flight program will initiate the abort sequence.

2. Restart Sequence

Six seconds after a MES command, acceleration level is checked to see if
the engines started. If acceleration is below 6 ft/sec2 , it is assumed
that the engines did not start. The sequencer then goes through a restart
sequence resulting in a second MES command 10 seconds later for MES11 and
80 seconds later for MES2.

Only one restart attempt is made per MES event. If the restart is
unsuccessfu" the failure is treated as a premature MECO. The spacecraft
is not released if MESI restart is not successful. Failure of the MES2
restart attempt will result in a sequence advance to MECO2, which will be
followed by normal sequencing, including spacecraft separation.

3. Premature MECO

Seven seconds after an MES command, assuming a successful MES, the
sequencer began looking for a premature thrust decay (aT 6ft/sec 2 ).
If this occurs, the sequencer will issue all remaining discretes in the
phase at 60-millisecond intervals and continue normal sequencing from
there.

4. Tumble Recovery

Tumble recovery is enabled during parking orbit coast, transfer orbit
coast, and MESI restart sequences. During these times, the sequencer
tests attitude error against a preset limit (20 degrees in all phases
except transfer orbit and post-tumble recovery maneuver, which test
against a 30-degree limit). When this limit has been exceeded for three
consecutive 20-millisecond intervals, the vehicle is considered to be
tumbling. Null steering vectors are then issued until acceptable vehicle
rates are attained. Once the vehicle has recovered (rate I deg/sec),
normal vehicle control returns the vehicle to the desired attitude.

5. Insulation Panel Jettison Backup Sequence

If the insulation panels have not been jettisoned prior to SECO -Il
secotids, the sequencer will unconditionally set Switch 33 to jettison the
panels at this time. Two seconds later Switch 33 will be reset. This
sequence ensures that the panels will be jettisoned prior to SECO.
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NMISSION SUMMARY

"MISSION DESIGNATION

MISSION OBJECTIVE PLACEMENT OF COMMERCIAL COMMUNICA.
TION SATELLITES INTO GEOSTATIONARY
ORBIT.

MISSION FINAL ORBIT STATIONARY IN EARTH EQUATORIAL
PLANE.

FINAL STATIONARY POSITION TO BE SELECTED BY INTELSAT (DESIRED

POSITIONING ACHIEVED BY COMBINED USE
Oi MULTIPLE REVOLUTIONS IN LAUNCH
TRANSFER ORBIT PLUS POST.APOGEE.BURN
DRIFT ORBIT).

LAUNCH PHASE PARAMETERS
LAUNCH COMPLEX ESMC COMPLEX 3SB
LAUNCH MODE PARKING ORBIT ASCENT (TWO BURN)LAUNCH AZIMUTH 103.0 DEGREES

CENTAUR PARKING ORBIT
PERIGEE/APOGEE ALTITUDE 801657 NAUTICAL MILES
ORBIT INCLINATION 28.5 DEGREES
COAST TIME IN ORBIT 12.7 MINUTES

CENTAUR SECOND BURN
LOCATION OF BURN4 FIRST EOUATDRIAL CROSSING
BURNOUT ALTITUDE (MEC02) 187 NAUTICAL MILES

SPACECRAFT TRANSFER ORBIT
AT SPACECRAFT SEPARATION

PERIGEE ALTITUDE 168 NAUTICAL MILES
ORBIT INCLINATION 23.36 DEGREES
ARGUMENT OF PERIGEE 178.40 DEGREES

AT FIRST APOGEE
APOGEE ALTITUDE 19.324 NAUTICAL MILES
ORBIT PERIOD 633 MINUTES

SPACECRAFT APOGEE BURN
LOCATION OF BURN AND INTELSAT WILL COMMAND SIC APOGEE
BURNOUT LONGITUDE BURN VIA RF L!NK AT ONE OF THE TRANS-

F ER ORBIT APOGEE OCCURRENCES (YET
TO BE SELECTED).

SPACECRAFT FINAL ORBIT
PERIGEE/APOGEE ALTI TUDE 19,324/19,324 NAUTICAL MILES
ORBIT INCLINATION 0 DEGREES
ORBIT PERIOD 23.935 HOURS

*NOMINAL PARAMETERS FOR EARTH STATIONARY ORBIT. ACTUAL INTELSAT
V/VA SPACECRAFT FINAL ORBITS MAY HAVE SLIGHT VARIATION IN ALTITUDE
AND/OR INCLINATION ANGLES.

Figure C4-25 Missioni Sunmmary
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APPENDIX C5

DELTA

C5.0 INTRODUCTION

The following data were extracted from the Annotated Bibliography
Document, Ref 241.

C5.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The Delta Launch Vehicle was developed for the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) by the McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company
(MDAC) and has been actively utilized since 1960 for launching spacecraft
into Earth, lunar, and solar orbits. Operations are conducted from the
Eastern Space and Missile Center (ESMC) and the Western Space and Missile
Center (WSMC). The Delta Program is managed for NASA by the Delta Project
Office located at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). The Delta
Project Office has overall responsibility for design, procurement, and
launch of the Delta Launch Vehicle. The NASA Kennedy Space Center (KSC)
is responsible for launchsite operations. MDAC is the prime contractor
for launch vehicle design, manufacturing, and checkout at their plant in
Huntington Beach, California, and for launch services at the iaunchsites.

By continuing modification or replacement of the respective stages, the
Delta vehicle performance capability has been periodically upgraded. The
growth history is depicted in Figure C5-1 for the evolution of ehicle
configurations through the 3920/PAM configuration for geosynchronous
transfer orbit useful load (which includes the payload attach fitting).

The Delta Launch Vehicle DSV-3P-IIE/F is a vertically launched space
vehicle. The first stage consists of a liquid propellant booster with
nine Thiokol Corporation Castor IV solid propellant rocket motors attached
for thrust a-igmentation. The second stage consists of a liquid propellant
propulsion system. The third stage consists of a Thiokol Corporation
TEM-M-364-3, -4, or -14 solid propellant rocket motor. Figure CS-2
depicts this configuration, showing a PAM third-stage and attach fitting
and the Aerojet AJ10.-llSK second-stage engine.

C5.2 DESCRIPTION OF SAFETY CRITICAL SUBSYSTEMS, HAZARDOUS MATERIALS,
SCHEMATICS

C5.2.1 Liquid Propellant Systems (First Stage)

The first-stage propulsion system consists of u liquid bipropellant (LOX
and kerosene fuel) main engine, two liquid bipropellant (LOX and kerosene
fuel) vernier engines, nine solid propellant thrust augmentation motors,
associated tanks, interconnecting lines, and controls. The main engine
provides prime vehicle thrust and control during the first-stage powered
flight wiLh thrust of about 205,000 pounds at liftoff. Six of the nine
solid propellant thrust augmentation motors are ignited at liftoff, and
the other three are ignited after the six ground-start motors have burned
out. Total thrust is approximately 625,000 pounds with six
solid-propellant motors firing at liftoff and 493,500 pounds with three
solid-propellant motors firing.

C5-I



The main engine consists of the following subsystems and major
assemblies: turbopump lubrication subsystem; pneuimatic control subsystem;
gas generator and exhaust subsystem; electrical subsystem; main propellant
subsystem; and combustion chamber.

A. The two vernier engines, each contributing 1200 pounds of thrust 0
during pump-fed operation and 925 pounds during tank-fed operation,
provide rull control during first-stage powered flight.

b. The fuel tank subsystem is comprised of a fuel tank, valves,
fittings, and connections that control the filling and pressurization of
the main fuel ta:,& (see Fig. C5-3).

C. The liquid oxygen subsystem is composed of a liquid oxygen tank,
valves, fittings, and connections that control the filling and the
pressurization of the main liquid oxygen tank.

d. The electrical subsystem is an electrical control and utility
system that provides the necessary circuitry and electrical units to
control main engine components and operate heating elements. The heaters
protect critical components in or near the liquid oxygen from freezing.
Heaters are provided on tht main liquid oxygen valve, pneumatic regulator,
turbopunp gearcase, and fuel additive blender unit (FABL).

e. The main engine and vernier engine ignition subsystem consists of a
container holding pyrophoric chemicals that ignite spontaneously when
combined with oxygen. These hypergolic igniters are installed in che fuel
flow lines to the combustion chambers and are isolated by burst d i aphragms.

C5.2.2 Liquid Propellant Systems (Second Stage)

The second-stage propulsion system for the 391X or 392X vehicles consists
of a gimbal-mounted thrust chamber assembly, propellant systems, gaseous
helium propellant pressurization system and retro thrust system (if
required), interconnecting plumbing, gimbal actuation system,
gaseous-nitrogen-powered flight roll control and coast flight attitude
control system and restart propellant settling system, forward tank skirt,
and necessary airframe structures. (See Figure C5-4).

The thrust .:hamber assembly used on the 391X Vehicle is the TRW TR-201
Engine. The engine used on the 392X Vehicle is the Aerojet Improved
Transtage Injector Program (ITIP) Engine. Both thrust chamber assemblies
are ablatively cuoled. A summary of the significant propulsion system
parameters is shown below.
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Table CS-I Propulsion System Parameters

Piir;,mettr 391X 3)^X

Propellant Tank
Pressure (Nominal), psig 255 231

Propellant Weight, lb 10,000 13,200
Delivered Specific Impulse (see) 301.4 319.2
Thrust, lbs 9,425 9,443
Mixture Ratio 1.6 1.9
Area Ratio, AE/AT 46:1 65:1
Chamber Pressure, psia 105 125

The propellant system consists of an oxidizer tank and a fuel tank
separated by a common bulkhead that has the dome on the oxidizer side of
the tank. rhe propellents of this system are nitrogen tetroxide
(N204 ) as the oxidizer and Aerozine-50 (A-50) as the fuel. The
propellants are loaded into their respective tanks through a fill port
that consists of a fill valve and interconnecting plumbing to the tanks.
The propellant is pressure--fed to the engine through flexible hose
assemblies containing turbine-type flowmeters and using helium gas as
described in the helium system section. The remainder of the system
consists of a fuel vent valve (FVV) and an oxidizer vent valve (OVV) and
two drain disconnect ports.

The propellant system schematic and some of the major component schematics
of this system are shown in F'igure C5-4.

The helium system consistý. of a helium fill quick disconnect (QD) assembly
and check valve, which is used to fill the gaseous helium spherical
bottles, and a pressure regulator, which provides a common pressurization
supply to both propellant tanks, and one each oxidizer and fuel tank
ý-essurization shutoff valve. This system also includes a helium vent
valve (HVV), which is used to vent the helium pressurization system
through the vent QD at the umbilical upon receiving a ground command; a
squib-fired retro valve, used for retro function on vehicles where it is
required after the third stage separation; atid the oxidizer and fuel tank
ground service systeem, used during propellant loading to provide monitor
capability for propellant overflow. All the plumbing on the helium system
is 4.nterconnected witn brazed joilits except for a few connections that
require disconneztion ro support checkout.

The pressurization system uses gaseous helium stored at 4350 + 50 psig.
The helium system scheiztic anti some of the major component schematics of
this system are shown in Vigure C5-4. The nitrogen system schematic and
some of the major componert schematics of this system are shown in Figure
C5-5.

The nitrogen system consists of a gaseous nitrogen fill QD, fill checkt
valve, and one 1.27 ft 3 spherical bottle that stores gaseous nitrogen at
a pressure of 4150 psig for 391X vehicles and 4365 psig for 392X
vehicles. The Attitude Control System (ACS) consists of a regulator to
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provide 255 + 20 psig nitrogen gas press~ure, a relief valve set at 380 to
400 psig, two control modules (each of which contains six
solenoid-actuated controls and nozzles) and a propellant-settling system
that contains two integrally mounted valves and two settling nozzles.

The ACS provides thrust to control the stage in roll during engine
operation and in pitch, yaw, and roll planes during coast periods. In
addition, the ACS provides positive thrust for settling the propellants in
their respective tanks and for removing entrapped gas from the propellants
prior to each engine start. The ACS is controlled by the Delta Inertial
Guidance System (DIGS). The control valves within the ACS are redundant
to the extent that if a malf.nction is detected in the primary control
bank of valves, the pneumatic and electronics will be switched to the
backup bank of solenoid valves. The pneumatic switchover is caused by the
firing of an explosive squib on the control module, which moves the spool
to route the pneumatics from the primary bank of solenoid valves to the
backup bank of solenoids. The attitude control modules are located on the
Quad I and Quad III positions of the second-stage propulsion unit (SSPU).

C5.2.3 Solid-Propellant Systems (First Stage)

The first stage solid-propellant propulsion system consists of nine
Thiokol Castor IV solid motors used to augment the thrust of the main
booster engine. Each motor consists of the basic solid rocket motor, a
pyrogen igniter assembly, and two thru-bulkhead initiators (TBIs). Six of
the nine Castor IV motors (TX526-2) are ignited on the ground; the
remaining three (TX526-3) are ignited in the air. The TX526-2 motors have
an 11-degree canted nozzle; the TX426-3 motors have a 7-degree canted
nozzle. The ignition system consists of redundant electric detonators and
explosive transfer assemblies.

NAME: SOLID PROPELLANT MOTOR
PART NUMBER: Thiokol Corporation Castor IV

(TX526-2 and TX526-3)

MILITARY HAZARD CLASSIFICATION: 1.3
MILITARY STORAGE CO•MPATIBILITY: C
DOT CLASSIFICATION: B
EXPLOSIVE COMPOSITION AND WEIGHTS:

EXPLOSIVE WEIGHT %
A. Ammonium Perchlorate 70
B. HA Polymer and Binder 16
C. Aluminum 14

Total Propellant Wt. 20,500 lb per motor
QUANTITY PER VEHICLE: 9
MA.NUFACTURER: Thiokol Corporation, Huntsville Div.
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The solid-propellant motor (Model No. TX526-2 or -3) has a 53.9-second
-ominal web burning time; 84,900 pounds average thrust; a total impulse of
4,22,900 pounds-seconds; and a propellant specific impulse of 229.0
poun conds/pound at 80@F and sea-level conditions. The motor case is
fabricated of 4130 steel. The nozzle is a convergent-divergent type with
either an ml-,lgree or a 7-degree cant angle and is fabricated from steel
and omnposite pLasti i materials. Nom i nal motor assombl Iy dimet2nsions (niose
cone included) are 439.4 inches overall length and 40 inches case
diameter. The motor is attached to the booster by means of two ball and
socket and spring thruster arrangements. A sketch of the motor attachment
features is shown in Figure C5--6. The TX526-2 and 3 motors use an
ammonium perchlorate-hydrocarbon propellant cast in the motor case. The
internal surface of the motor case is lined with a polyisoprene insulating
material to protect the case from overheating during propellant burning.

C5.2.4 Pyrogen Igniter Assembly

The pyrogen unit is a small rocket motor located at the forward end of
each of the TX526-2 and -3 solid propellant motors and serves to ignite
the motor. It is installed in the motor by the motor manufacturer.

The pyrogen unit, when initiated by either of the two TBIs, projects
high-temperature flame along the surface of the solid motor propellant and
ignites the solid motor propellant grain.

NAME: PYROGEN IGNITER ASSEMBLY
PART NUMBER: R54334
MILITARY HAZARD CLASSIFICATION: 1.3
MILITARY STORAGE CLASSIFICATION: C
DOT CLASSIFICATION: B
DOT SHIPPING NOMENCLATURE: Jet Thrust Unit, Class B Explosive
EXPLOSIVE COMPOSITION AND WEIGHTS:

EXPLOSIVE WEIGHTS
A. PBAA Propellant 2700 grams
B, BKNO 3 Pellets 35 grams
QUANTITY PER VEHICLE: 9
MANUFACTURER: Thiokol Corporation

C5.2.5 Solid-Propellant Systems (Second Stage)

The second-stage solid-propellant systems consist of as many as eight
solid-propellant spin rockets. These spin rockets rotate the third stage
prior to separation to a predetermined rotational velocity to stabilize
the third stage for orbital entry.

C5.2.6 Solid-Propellant Systems (Third Stage)

The third-stage solid-propellant propulsion system consists of a
TE-M-364-3, -4, or -14 solid-propellant motor and an E25393 motor
igniter. The third-stage motor provides the thrust to position the
spacecraft into the proper transfer orbit.
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NAME: THIRD STAGE SOLID PROPELLANT MOTOR
(TE-M-364-3, TE-M-364-14)

PART NUMBER: Thiokol Corp.
E18518-20(-3), E31586-01(-14)

MILITARY HAZARD CLASSIFICATION: 1.3
MILITARY STORAGE COMPATIBILITY: C
DOT CLASSIFICATION: B
EXPLOSIVE COMPOSITION AND WEIGHTS:

EXPLOSIVE WEIGHT
PBAA Composite Propellant 1440 lb (-3), 1230 lb (-14)
(TP-H-3062)

QUANTITY PER VEHTCLE: 1
MANUFACTURER: Thiokol Chemical Corp, Itkton, MD

The TE-M-364-3, as shown in Figure C5-7, is a solid-propellant rocket
motor with 43.6 seconds nominal burn time and 9480 pounds average thrust,
provides a total impulse of approximately 418,000 pound-seconds and a
propellant specific impulse of approximately 290.4 pound-seconds/pound
(vacuum conditions). The motor uses a composite-base propellant grain.
It is mounted in the spin table at the forward end of the second stage and
is held in place by a V-clamp. The motor has 18-inch- and
37-inch-diameter forward support rings to interface with spacecraft
attachment fittings.

The TE-M-364-14 motor is identical to the TE-M-364-3 motor with the
exception of the propellant load. The motor has a 39-second burn time, a
9160-pound average thrust, a 209.4-second propellant specific impulse, and
a 357,200-pound-second total impulse.

C5.2.7 Third-Stage Solid Propellant Motor Igniter

The third-stage motor igniter, as shown in Figure C5-8, is located in the
forwacd dome of each of the TE-M-364-3, -4, and -14 solid propellant
motors. Dual initiators provide redundancy for ignition. The flame from
the igniter is dispersed along the surface of the propellant of the
TE-M-364 motor for rapid and uniform ignition of the motor propellant.

NAME: THIRD STAGE SOLID PROPELLANT MOTOR
IGNITER (TE-M-364-3, -4, AND -14)

PART NUMBER: Thiokol Corporation E25393
MILITARY HAZARD CLASSIFICATION: 1.3
MILITARY STORAGE COMPATIBILITY: C
DOT CLASSIFICATION: B
EXPLOSIVE COMPOSITION AND WEIGHTS:

EXPLOSIVE WEIGHT
A. PHAA Composite (TP-H-3062) 277 grams
B. Boron-Potassium Nitrate 19.0 grams
QUANTITY PER VEHICLE: 1
MANUFACTURER: Thiokol Corp, Elkton, MD
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C_.2.8 Electrical Systems (First Stage)

Guidance and control for the booster is provided by the second-stage Delta
Inertial Guidance System (DIGS), which maintains vehicle stability and
guides the vehicle through the desired trajectory. The DSV-3P-.l5A
Guidance Computer and DSV-3P-14 Delta Redundant Inertial Measurement
System (DRIMS) form the DIGS for the first stage. The DIGS, with an
applicable flight program, provides inertial sensing and issues the
necessary steering signals to the DSV-3P-12 Electronic Package installed
in the booster center section. The Electronics Package, in turn, controls
the ,,1. and vernier engines by the gimbal actuation system. The DIGS
also provides discrete commands to the Booster Ordnance Sequence (BOS) Box
and the Electronics Package for booster sequencing.

The BOS Box initiates the sequencing for the solid motor ground ignition
and flight ignition, solid motor separation, MECO enable, VECO and I/II
stage separation. For the DSV-3P-lIE and DSV-3F-llF vehicles, six Castor
IV solid-propellant motors are ignited at liftoff. The three remaining
solid motors are ignited at predetermined time after liftoff. Shortly
after flight ignition, the six expended solid motors are separated in
groups of three by means of pyro-delay (Solid Motor Separation 1). The
remaining three solid motors are separated after burnout at Solid Motor
Separation 2.

The instrumentation system and range safety system installed in the
first-stage center section consist of two multicoders, transmitter,
command destruct receiver (CDR), associated antennas, and telemetry
battery. The instrumentation system converts signals from transducers and
monitor systems aboard the first stage to RF signals for transmission to
ground stations. The range safety system provides first-stage engine
cutoff and destruct of the first stage in event of mission failure.

C5.2.9 Electrical Systems (Second Stage)

The guidance compartment of the second stage houses the major components
of the power distribution system, sequencing system, instrumentation
system, range safety system, and the DIGS.

The DSV-3P-15A Guidance Computer, DSV-3P-14 Delta Redundant Inertial
Measurement System, and DSV-3P-13 Electronics Package interface together
to form the DIGS. The DIGS serves the same function for the second stage
as for the first stage to achieve the required mission trajectory. During
powered flight, pitch and yaw control are achieved by gimbaling the
engine; roll control is provided by gas jets initiated by DIGS commands.
During the coast phase, the vehicle is attitude-controlled by pitch, yaw,
and roll jets actuated by DIGS commands.

The Guidance Computer, Power and Sequence Box, Engine Battery, Control
Battery, and Instrumentation Battery make up the power distribution system
and sequencing system. The power distribution system provides power to
all electrical components in the guidance compartment. The sequencing
system distributes the power and ordnance power at predetermined times by
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stored discrete commands issued by the guidance computer. The discrete
commands drive relays, which in turn switch power to arm ordnance buses
and to fire ordnance sqUibs.

The instrumentation system and range safety system installed in the
second-stage guidance compartment consist of two command destruct
receivers, transmitter, instrumentation telemetry package, associated
antenna systems, and telemetry battery. The instrumentation system
provides to ground stations the vehicle status data gathered from
transducers and monitor systems aboard the second stage. The range safety
system aboard the second stage provides the first- and second-stage engine
cutoff and destruct of first, second, and third stages in case of mission
failure. The range safety system consists of two command destruct
receivers, range safety box and safety box and safe-arm devices.

C5.2.10 Electrical Systems (Third Stage)

All third-stage ordnance sequencings are implemented by the second-stage
guidance computer. The ordnance systems receive power from the
second-stage engine battery via third-stage ordnance buses.,

C5.2.11 Propellant Pressurization Systems (First Stae)

The first-stage propellant pressurization system pressurizes the start and
main propellant tanks to permit flow into the combustion chamber before
startup of the turbopump. After MECO the pressure in the start tanks
supply the vernier engines for an additional nine seconds to depleti-n.
The propellant pressurization system consists of gaseous nitrogen (GN2 )
tanks, valves, regulators, and pneumatic lines and is shown schematically
in Figure C5-9. The component data in Table C5-2.
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Table C5-2 Propellant Pressurization System Component Data

Calculated
Min imum Tank

Iem Material Pressurant OperatinZ Proof Burst Capaci tY

GN2 Tanks(4) 4130 StI GN2 3000 4000 4800 2eOO in. 3

FABU Tank 6061 T 6510 Fuel 650 1200 N/A 156 in. 3
Al. Alloy

LOX Start 7075-T6 GN2 650 1125 2090 1517 in. 3
Tank Al. Alloy

Fuel Start Al. Alloy GN2 650 1125 1500 130b in. 31
Tank

Fuel lank 2014-T6 GN2 30 43.65 57.8 1130 ft3

LOX Tank 2014-T6 GN2 36 62.55 72.6 1753 ft3
Al. Alloy

Pneumatic 2014-F GN2 650 4500 N/A
Regulator Al. Alloy

Pneumatic CRES GN2 3000 4500 12,000

Lines
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C5.2.12 Propellant Pressurization Systems (Second Stage)

The second - stage propellant pressurization system uses gaseous helium
(GHe) stored at 4400 psig for 391X vehicles and 4415 psig for 392X
vehicles. The helium system consists of a helium fill quick-disconnect
"Issembly and chee-k valve used to fill the gaseous helium spherical
bottles, a pressure regulator that provides a common pressurization supply
to both propellant tanks, and both an oxidizer and fuel tank
pressurization shutoff valve. This system also includes a helium vent
valve (HVV) used to vent the helium pressurization system through the vent
QD at the umbilical on receipt of a ground command; a squib-actuated
retrovalve is used for retro function after the third stage separation.
The oxidizer and fuel tank ground service system is used during propellant
loading to provide monitor capability for propellant overflow. All the
plumbing Dn the helium system is interconnected with brazed joints except
for a few connections that require disconnection to support checkout. The
helium schematic and some of the major component schematics of this system
are shown in Figure C5-4 for the 392X vehicle.

A gaseous nitrogen (GN2 ) system provides for attitude control of the
second stage through the Redundant Attitude Control System (RACS). The
nitrogen system consists of a gaseous nitrogen fill QD, fill check valve
and one 1.27--ft 3 spherical bottle that stores gaseous nitrogen at a
pres-oure of 4200 psig for 391X vehicles and 4415 psig for 392X vehicles.
The attitude Control System (ACS) consists of a regulator to provide 255 +
20 psig nitrogen gas pressure, a r~lief valve set at 380 to 400 psig, two
control modules (each of which contains six solenoid-actuated control
valves and nozzles) and a propellant settling system containing two
integrally mounted valves and two settling nozzles. A schematic of the
RACS is shown in Figure C5-5. The component data are presented in Table
C5-3:
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Table C5-3 RACS Component Data

I Pressure Level - psig
Cal-
culated

Fluid Minimum Tank
Item Material Pressurant Operatinp Proof Burst Capacity

Helium Tanks Titanium GHa 4,415 5,065 + 15 5,910 6,440 in.3
(2)

Helium Tank Titanium GHe 4,415 5,200 5,904 2,200 in.31(1)

Nitrogen Titanium GN2 4,415 5,200 5,904 2,200 in.3
Tank (1)

Fuel Tank 410 CRES GHe 230 + 8 256 + 2 289 82.89 ft.3

Oxidizer 410 CRES GHe 230 + 8 256 + 2 289 98.02 ft.3
Tank

GCe CRES GRe 4,415 7,250; 11,000
Reguiator** 259 800 4,800*

GN2 CRES GN2 4,415 7,250; 11,000;
I Regulator*:A 300 800 4,800*

0

0-
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C5.2.13 Vehicle Hydraulic Systems (First Stage)

The first stage hydraulic system supplies the hydraulic power required to
position the first-stage main and vernier engine thrust chambers during
powbred flight. The hydraulic system consists of a pressure-compensated
variable displacement hydraulic pump; accumulator/reservoir assembly (a
module containing a bootstrap reservoir, accumulator, filter, high
pressure relief valve, low pressure relief valves, check valve, and
assbciated instrumentation); six hydraulic actuator assemblies (two for
each engine); hydraulic fluid; and hydraulic lines, fittings, and control
components as required. Quick disconnect fittings on the airframe aft
closure structurc and associated hydraulic lines are provided for
connecting the hydraulic system of the vehicle to ground source of
hydraulic power.

Each of the six actuator assemblies consists of a servo valve, an actuator
(cylinder and piston), and a position Feedback potentiometer. The
hydraulic actuators can gimbal the main and vernier engines in the pitch
and yaw planes in response to control signals to the servovalves from the
dc amplifiers of the flight control system. Actuator position fe2edback
voltage is provided to the flight control system by the feedback
potentiometers mechanically driven by the actuators.

C5.2.14 Vehicle Hydraulic Systems (Second Stage)

The sccond-stage hydraulic system provides the power to position the
engine thrust chamber in response to commands from the flight control
system. This positioning is accomplished by two linear-motion hydraulic
actuators. The hydraulic system for the 391X vehicle also contains a
hydraulic actuator used to position the propellant flow control valves in
open or clooed positions. This actuator is delivered to MDAC-HB as part
of the sec,.id-stage engine, manufactured by TRW. All other components are
manufactured or subcontracted by MDAC-HB.

The two gimbal actuators consist of a cylinder, piston, servo-valve, and
potentiometer. The flow control valve actuator for the 391X vehicle
consists of a cylinder, piston, and solenoid valve. The other hydraulic
system components are an electric-motor-di'iven hydraulic pump, a
reservoir, an accumulator, connecting lines, a check valve, a relief
valve, and two quick disconnects.

C5.2.15 Ordnance Systems (First Staj_)

The first-stage ordnance systems perform three functions: destruct, solid
motor ignition and separation, and turbopump startup. The destruct system
is initiated by an electrical signal to redundant safe and are devices.
The explosive output from the safe and arm devicec is transmitted by
various detonating fuse harnesses to the various destruct charges located
around the booster tanks and in the solid motors. The detonating fuse
circuits are duplicated and interconnected for reduidancy.
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C5.2.L6 Ordnance Systems (Second Stage)

The second-stage ordnance systems perform the following functions:

a. Second-stage destruct;

b. Second-stage destruct;

c. Attitude control system isolation;

d. Retro-valve operation;

S. •pacecraft fairing separation;

f. Third-stage spin-up;

g. Third-stage seoaration.

C5.2.17 Ordnance Systems (Third Stage)

The third-stage ordnance systems perform the following functions:
destruct, third-stage solid motor ignition, and spacecraft separation.

C5.3 MISSION SCENARIO

The main engine provides pitch and yaw control by gimbaling in the pitch
and yaw planes during powered flight phase. The vernier engines are
gimbaled to provide roll attitude control prior to main engine atoff
(MECO). The vernier engines also provide roll, pitch, and yaw attitude
control from MECO through vernier engine cutoff (VECO).

Six of the Castor IV solid propellant motors (TX526-2) are ignited at
lift-ofE. The three Castor IV (TX526-3) motors that are not ignited at
lift-off are igtuited at a predetermined time after li~t-off. The six
motors ignited at lift-off are jettisioned during the early portion of the
air-start motor operation. After the air-start solid-propellant motors
burn Out, they are jettisoned simultaneously.

The boooter liquid propulsion system has a burn time of approximately 226
seconds. Each TX526-2 solid motor has a total burn time of 57.4 seconds.
Each TX526-3 solid motor has a total burn time of 57.4 seconds.

The second-stage sequence of events, for the 392X vehicles, begins at Main
Engine Cutoff (MECO) plus 13 seconds. At MECO plus 13 seconds, the tank
shutoff pilot valve (TSPC) is energized and pneumatically opens the
oxidizer and fuel tank shutoff valves for pressurizing the second-stage
prcpellant tanks.

At the same time, the second-stage engine is given a start command. The
oxidizer and fuel tank shutoff valves remain open throughout the first
burn (approximately 7 minutas). At the first second-stage engine cutoff
(first SECO), the tank shutoff valves are closed and remain closed for the
duration of the mission. The retro function, after third-stage
separaticn, reduces the helium supply bottle pressure to zero.

The _,urrent start sequence is:

MECO + 13 SEC - Tank shutoff valves open and engine start.
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The third-etage sequence of events is dependent on the third-stage motor
employed.

The TE-M-364-3 third stage consists of a Thiokol Corporation TE-M-364-3

solid propellant rocket motor with an action time of 44.1 seconds.

The TE-M-364-4 third stage cotnsists of a Thiokol Corporation TE-M-364-4
solid propellant rocket motot with an action time of 43.6 seconds.

The TE-M-364-4 third stage consists of a Thiokol Corporation TE-M-364-14
solid propellant rocket motor with an action time of 39 seconds.

0
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C6.0 INTRODUCTION

The following data were extracted from Technical Manual, USAF Model
LGM-25C, Missile Weapon System Operation, T.O. 21M-LGM25C-l, 1 Feb 1976,
revised 15 May 1984, OO-ALC/MMED, Hill AFB, Utah 84056. For additional
information see supplemental publication T.O. 21M-LGM25C-1-2
(classified). Data were also extracted from Technical. Manual, USAF Model
LGM-25C, Propellant System, Missile Weapon System, Z.O. 2lM-LGM25C-2-Lt-2,
7 May 1` 2, revised 28 Oct 1983, 00-ALC/MMED, Hill AFB, Utah 84056.

C6.1 LGM-25C MISSILE - GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The LGM-25C ballistic missile consists of a two-stage rocket-engine-
powered vehicle and a reentry vehicle (RV). Provisions are included for
in-flight separation of Stage II from Stage I, and separation of the RV
from Stage II. The Stage I and Stage II vehicles each contain propellant
and pressurization, rocket engine, hydraulic and electrical systems, and
explosive components. In addition, Stage II contains the flight control
system and missile guidance set. Figures C6-1 and C6-2 illustrate the
major characteristics of the LGM-25C missile.

The launch complex (Fig. C6-3) includes both above-ground and hardei~ed

underground facilities. Hardened facilities include the missile silo,
control center, blast lock, interconnecting cableways, emergency escape

hatch, and hardened communications equipment. Above ground. nonhardened
facilities include vehicle parking areas, security fencing and lighting.
propellant and electrical connections, static grounding system, commercial
power lines, a transformer, cooling tower pits, access portal, nonhardened
antennas, soft water storage, area security surveillance system, and
weather instruments.

The missile silo (Fig. C6-4) is a reinforced concrete structure with
inside dimensions of approximately 146 feet in depth and 55 feet in
diameter. A launch duct, constructed with a sound-attenuating lining, is
located in the center of the silo. Associated installed equipment and
structures include a silo closure door, retractable work platforms, hazard
sensing devices, and a small equipment and personnel elevator operating
between Levels 2 and 8. Two exhaust ducts carry missile exhaust and
ingested air from the flame deflector through deflecting cascade vanes to
the surface. Equipment areas are located between the launch duct and the
missile silo walls on nine separate levels.

The launcn silo closure door consists of the closure door, wheel trucks,
track rails, buffers, and a door actuating system. The door actuating
system consists of rail bridge jacks; door locks; a drive unit; cables; a
pneudraulic power system; and electrical, hydraulic, and pneumatic
controls.

Personnel safety is maintained throughout the launch complex by hazard
sensing and warning equipment, protective clothing and equipment, safety
equipment, and safety requirements. Because of the hazardous conditions
that could exist in the launch complex, personnel must be familiar with
safety procedures and the use of safety equipment.
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Hazard sensin. and warning equipment is located throughout the launch
complex for h.qzard sensing and warning of personnel and for controlling
propellant vapor level and fires. Hazard elimination, using water spray,
air purge, or foam, is actuated automacically by the hazard system in
critical areas.

C6.2 SYSTEMS DESCRIPTIONS, HAZARDOUS MTERIALS, SCHEMATICS

C6.2.l Airframe

The airframe (Fig. C6-5) is a two-stage aerodynamicaily stable structure
that houses and protects the airborne missile equipment during powered
flight. The missile guidance set enables the shutdown and staging enable
relay to initiate Stage I separation. The missile guidance set initiates
Stage i1 and RV separation. Each stage is 10 feet in diameter and has
fuel and oxidizer tanks in tandem, with the walls of the tanks forming the
skin of the missile in those areas. External conduits are attached to the
outside surfaces of the tanks to provide passage for wire bundles and
tubing. Access doors are provided on the missile forward, aft, and
between-tanks structures for inspection and maintenance. A manhole cover
for tank entry is located on the forward dome of each tank.

The Stage I airframe consists of an interstage structure, oxidizer tank
forward skirt, oxidizer tank, betweeu-tanks structure, and fuel tank. The
interstage structure, oxidizer tank forward skirt, and between-tanks
structure are all fabricated assemblies using riveted skin, stringers,,and
frame. The oxidizer tank is a welded structure consisting of a forward
dome, tank barrel, aft dome, and feedline. The fuel tank, also a welded
structure, consists of a forward dome, tank barrel, aft cone, and internal
conduit.

Stage II airframe consists of a transition section, oxidizer tank,
between-tanks structure, fuel tank, and aft skirt. The transition
assembly, between-tanks structure, and aft skirt are all fabricated
assemblies using riveted skin, stringers, and frames. The oxidizer tank
and fuel tank are welded structures consisting of forward and aft domes.

C6.2.2 Rocket Engine System

The missile rocket engine system consists of a Stage I rocket engine
(LR-87-AJ-5) and a Stage II rocket engine (LR-91-AJ-5). The Stage I
rocket engiae is designed to operate with a rated thrust of 430,000 pounds
at sea level; Stage II rocket engine is designed to operate with a rated
thrust of 100,000 pounds at an altitude of 250,000 feet. An autogenous
propellant tank pressurizaLion system is part of the rocket engine system.

The Stage I rocket engine (Fig. C6-6) consists of two independent
subassemblies mounted on a single engine frame. Each subassembly contains
a thrust chamber assembly, a turbopump assembly, a gas generator, and an
engine start system. The two subassemblies have an integrated electrical
system for simultaneous operation.
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Stage I rocket engine operation is initiated by the launch-command signal
from the LCCFC. Prior to Stage I rocket engine operation, the missile
prevalves are opened to allow propellarnt to flow through the suction lines
to the rocket engine. AL countdown T-zero, a 28-Vdc signal is applied to
the two solid-propellant starter cartridge initiators. ignition and
burning of the gas pressure generator produces hot gases that are directed
through an inlet nozzle to the turbopump assembly turbine for initial
acceleration and running of the turbine. The turbine, through a gear
train, drives the fuel and oxidizer pumps. The fuel and oxidizer pumps
deliver propellants through discharge lines to the thrust chamber valves.
When fuel discharge pressure within the fuel discharge lines reaches 310
psi, a pressure-actuated valve (thrust chamber valve pressure sequencing
valve) opens. Through mechanical coupling, the thrust chamber fuel and
oxidizer valves open; fuel flows down the thrust chamber coolant tubes and
back up into the injector and is emitted into the combustion chamber.
Oxidizer flows directly through the injector into the combustion chamber.
The propellants ignite hypergolically, and the flow ot expanding gases
from the nozzle produces thrust. Rocket engine sustained operation
depends on bootstrap operation involving the turbopump assembly and the
gas generator. Simultaneously with the flow of propellants to the thrust
chamber, a small amount of fuel and oxidizer is drawn off below the thrust
chamber valves into gas generator fuel and oxidizer lines. Cavitating
venturis, located in the gas generator lines, control propellant flow to
the gas generator. Propellant pressures open the check valves installed
in the lines, allowing propellant to enter the gas generator. The
propellants ignite hypergolically, and & fuel-rich gas is produced, which
gas enters the turbine inlet, drives the turbine, and thereby sustains
turbopump assembly operation. An autogenous pressurization system is used
for inflight propellant tank pressurization.

The oxidizer tank is pressurized by directing a small amount of oxidizer
into an autogenous system super-heater where the oxidizer is heated and
converted to a gas. The expanding gas is directed to the oxidizer tank
for inflight tank pressurization. Engine shutdown, at the end of Stage I
flight, occurs when either oxidizer or fuel is depleted, causing a
subsequent drop in thrust chamber pressure that is detected by the thrust
chamber preosure switch. When this lower pressure is sensed, a signal is
sent to the thrust chamber pressure sequencing valve to initiate closing
of the thrust chamber valves, thereby terminating rocket engine
operation. Simultaneously, a signal is sent to the Stage II separation
nut squibs and gas pressure generator to initiate Stage II separation and
rocket engine start.

The Stage II rocket engine (Fig. C6-7) consists of a thrust chamber
assemtly with ablative skirt, turbopump asserr,' gas generator, fuel tank
autogenous pressurization system, roll control assembly, and engine
control system.
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Except for minor differences, the Stage II rocket engine operates the same
as the Stage I rocket engine. The initial start signal for the Stage II
rocket engine is transmitted from the thrust chamber pressure switches
located on the Stage I rocket engine. At Stage I engine shutdown, a
signal is transmitted from the Stage I pressure switches to initiate the
Stage [f solid-propellant starter cartridge and separation nut squibs.
The rocket engine self-sustaining and shutdown operations are similar to
those of Stage I; however, the shutdown signal for Stage 11 is initiated
by the missile guidance set. A roll control nozzle using exhaust gas from
the gas generator is incorporated in the system to provide roll control of
the missile during Stage II operation. The roll control nozzle is
connected to a hydraulic actuator installed between the missile and the
roll control assembly. The flight control system receives guidance
signals from the missile guidance set and sends control signals to the
actuator. Pressurization of the Stage II oxidizer tank is noc required in
flight. The Stage HI fuel tank is pressurized using cooled exhaust gas.

C6.2.3 Airborne Propellant System

The airborne propellant system (Fig. C6-8) consists of fuel and oxidizer
tanks, disconnects, pressure transducers, storage valves, and
pressurization and vent piping. The primary purpose of the propellant
system is to load the missile with propellants and initially pressurize
the missile propellant tanks to lockup pressures. The system has the
facilities for unloading the missile propellant tanks; pressure-testing,
purging, and blanketing missile piping; and conditioning propellants.
Normal and special unloading consists of connecting mobile equipment aad
transferring propellants.

Fuel supplied by the propellant system is hydrazine-UDMH 50/50 mixture
(MIL-P-27402), and oxidizer is nitrogen teLroxide (MIL-P-26539A). Gaseous
nitrogen (MIL-P-27401A) is used to pressure-test, purge, and blanke,.
system tanks, lines, and components. Air pressure from the facility air
system is used to actuate pneumatically operated valves in the launch silo.

The Stage T fuel and oxidizer fill-drain and Storage Valve 2 drain
disconnects are located in the Stage I engine compartment. The remaining
Stage I and Stage II disconnects are located at various points on the
outer skin of the missile. The disconnect ground halves are connected to
these disconnects to direct the flow of propellants and gases to and from
the missile tanks. The disconnects are self-sealing and must be manually
connected and disconnected.

Pressure transducers are located in the dome of each missile propellant
tank. The output of these transducers is connected to a digital meter
mounted on a facilities console indicating the selected propellant tank
pressure in pounds per square inch gauge (psig). The transducer output is
also used to operate related propellant system equipment if structural
pressure limits are exceeded during loading or unloading operations. This
function is accomplished by conversion of the transducer output to a
28-Vdc control signal in the Propellant Transfer System (PTS) structural
pressure control unic.
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There are six storage valves: four in the Stage I engine compartment and
two in the Stage 11 engine compartment. These valves are gas-pressure
(squib) actuated butterfly valves with zero-leak diaphrigms. The 0 0

diaphragms prevent propellants stored in tne missile tanks from entering
the engines. Each valve has .- positive locking device that automatically
locks the valve in the open position when the valve is actuated.
Fill-drain disconnects are directly connected to one fuel valve and one
oxidizer valve in Stage I. Two other Stage I valves have dIisconnects used
to drain propellants trapped above the valves during unloading
operations. Fill-drain disconnects are connected to Stage 11 valves by
flex hoses.

The pressurization and vent piping for the Stage I fuel and oxidizer tanks
and the Stage II fuel tank consists of flex hose between the tnn nf each
tank and disconnects on the skin of the missiles. The Stage II oxidizer
tank pressurization and vent piping is a flex hose between the bottom of
the tank ano a disconnect on the missile skin. These systems are used to
safely vent gasis away from the missile during loading operations ai-d to
pressurize the missile tanks to flight pressure after loading. They are
also used to pressuc.ze the missile for leak :heck, purging, blanketing,
and propellant unloadiig.

C6.2.4 System Equipment

The propellant system is divided into airborne equipment. fixed equipment,
and mobile equipment.

Propellant system airborne equipment consists of disconnects, pressure
transducers, storage valves, and piping.

Airborne half disconnects permit connecting ground half disconnects and
hoses to the mnissile and allow flow of prcpeilants and gases to and from
the missile propellant tanks. Stage I fuel and oxidizer fill-drain and
storage valve drain disconnects are located in Stage I engine
compartment. Other Stage I and II disconnects are located at various
points on the missile skin. The disconnects are self-sealing and must be
manually connected and disconnected from the ground half disconnects.

A pressure transducer mounted on the dome of each propellant tank provides
a voltage proportional to tank pressure. This voltage is applied to the
Propellant Tank Pressure Monitor Unit (PTPMU) located on top of che Launch
Control Complex Facilities Console (LCCFC). The PTPMU enables an operator
to mcnitor any individual propellant tank pressure whcn the appropriate
pushbutton switch is pressed. The tank pressure is indicated in psig on a
digital read-out meter. Out-of-tolerance tank pressures may be predicted
and subsequently corrected and avoided by scheduled monitoring and
recording of tank pressures. To prevent structural damage to the missile
during propellant transfer operations, the pressure transducer output
voltage is applied to the Propellant Transfer System Control Uni.
(Prscu). During propellant loading, structural overpressure is prevented
when the pressure transducer output voltage proportional to the structural

overpressure limit causes the PTSCU to apply a close signal to the
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propellant loading control valve. During propellant loading, structural
overpressure is prevented when the pressure transducer output voltage
proportional to the structural overpressure limit causes the PTSCU to
apply a close signal to the propellant loading Lontrol valve. During
propellant unloading, structural underpressure is prevented when the
pressure transducer output voltage proportional to the structural
underpressure limit causes the PTSCU to apply a shutdown signal to the
propellant unloading pump.

Four storage valves are Located in the Stage I engine rompart mt n• :11t1d two
in the Stage 1I engine compartment. Storage valves are gas-pressure-
cartridge actuated butterfly valves with zero leak diaphragms. The
diaphragms prevent propellants in the missile tanks from entering the
engines during loading, unloading, or storage of propellants. The valves
are Locked in the open position when actuated. Stage II storage valves
are connected to the fill-drain disconnects by flexible hoses. One fuel
szorage valve and one oxidizer s orage valve in Stage I are connected
directly to the fill-drain disconnects. The other Stage I valves have
disconnects (dead-leg drains) that drain propellants trapped above the
valves aucing unloading operations. The coded switch system butterfly
valve lock (refer to T.O. 21M-LCM25C-2-26) is installed on the valve
actuator shaft of the Stage I Oxidizer Storage Valve 2 (oxidizer valve
with dead-leg drain). Any maintenance operation on this valve or tasks
performed near this valve, after the butterfly valve lock has been
installed, must be performed in strict adherence with Stage I/Stage II
airborne fuel or oxidizer components replacement sequence requirements of
T.O. 21M-LGM25C-ISC-l.

Pressurization and vent piping are used to vent gases from the missile
propellant tanks during loading operations and to pressurize the tanks to
lockup pressures after loading. The piping is also used to pressurize the
missile propellant tanks for leak checks, purging, blanketing, and
unloading. Stage I fuel and oxidizer tanks and Stage II fuel tank piping
consists of a flexible hose from the top of each tank to disconnects on

the missile skin. Stage II oxidizer tank piping consists of a flexible
hose from the bottom of the tank to a disconnect on the missile skin.

Stage I fuel and oxidizer and Stage II fuel autogenous system piping
consists of pressure fittings, flexible hoses, rigid piping, and rupture
discs. Stage Ii oxidizer tank does not have autogenous system piping.
The rupture disc prevents propellant vapors from entering the autogenous
system piping.

Fixed equipment consists of stationary propellant system equipment in the
launch complex. Fixed equipment is located at fuel and oxidizer
hardstands, fuel and oxidizer vent areas, and in the control center and
launch silo.

C6.2.5 Propeliant System Safety Requirements

Additional requirements for fuel handling and transfer are outlined in
AFOSH Standard 161-13 (Attachment 7 for Titan II). These requirements
include establishing temporary restricted areas, posting of caution signs,
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and additional requirements for support agencies. Permissible exposure
limits for missile propellants are contained in AFOSH Standard 161-8.
Where the M26AI is used as Category V protection in a confirmed A-S0
environment, the canister will be disposed of at the end of the duty
shift. For instances where this device is planned for use as protection

against NDMA, the me-ical service will ensure that the users have been
properly trained on all aspects of the documented respiratory protection
program.

Spills or small puddles of fuel in the silo should be wet down with water
instea,0 of being allowed to evaporate, in order to minimize evolution of
A-50 to NDMA vapor.

Discourage access to silo air exhaust for a reasonable time during and
following any fuel (liquid or vapor) release in the silo and to fuel vent
release point during and following venting.

The following chart depicts the minimum required weather conditions for
each listed operation. These minimum conditions must exist and should be
expected (forecastad) to remain throughout the operations. However, if
propellant flow (load/unload) has started and prevailing weather
conditions deteriorate beiow minimum requirements, the operation,
including pressure drain of fixed system, will be completed. The 3-30
knots average wind requirements are determined by using a 10-minute
recoeded wind trace. The average trace during this period must be 3 knots
or greater, but must not exceed 30 knots.

Task Required Conditioas

Fuel/Oxidizer Negative Delta T
Load/Unload 3 to 30 knots Wind

Daylight Hours
No Precipitation
No Thunderstorm within 3 Miles

Pressure Drain Negative Delta T
and Purge of 3 to 30 knots Wind
Fueled/Oxidizer No Precipitation
Fixed System No Thunderstorm within 3 Miles

Purge Oxidizer No Restrictions When OVB
Fixed System Is Used

Rough and Final Negative Delta T
Adjust 3 to 30 knots Wind

Daylight Hours
No Precipitation
No Thunderstorm within 3 Miles
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Task Required Conditions

Propellant Sampling Negative Delta T
3 to 30 knots Wind
Daylight Hours
No Precipitation
No Thunderstorm within 3 Miles

liquid Truinsfer Negative Delta T
Between Trailers 3 to 30 knots Wind

Daylight Hours
No Precipitation
No Thunderstorm within 3 Miles

Missile Oxidizer No Restrictions When
Tank Purge (Does Not OVB Is Used
Apply to Purge for When OVB Is Not Used the
Dewpoint on Purged Following Conditions Apply:
Missiles) Negative Delta T

3 to 30 knots Wind

Missile Fuel Tank Negative Delta T
Purge (Does Not 3 to 30 knots Wind
Apply to Purge for No Thunderstorm within 3 Miles
Dewpoint on Purged
Missiles)

Missile Oxidizee No Restrictions When
Tank Vent OVB Is Used

Missile Oxidizer Negative Delta T
Tank Vent fcr 3 to 30 knots Wind
Component Replacement Daylight Hours
on Loaded Missiles No Precipitation

No Thunderstorm within 3 Miles

Missile Fuel Tank Negative Delta T
Vent for Component 3 to 30 knots Wind
Replacement on Loaded Daylight Hours
Missiles/Preparation No Thunderstorm within 3 Miles
for Unloading

Fixed System Venting Controlled To
Component Replacement Allow Sufficient Vapor Dispersion

Connect/Disconnect Daylight Hours
or above Ground Hoses No Precipitation

Vent to Allow Sufficient
Vapor Dispersion
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Task Required Conditions

Component Replacement Negative Delta 1
on Contaminated 3 to 30 knots Wind
Trailers Daylight Hours

No Precipitation
No Thunderstorm within 3 Miles

Missile Tank Venting Venting Controlled To Allow
for Overpressure/ Sufficient Vapor Dispersion
Underpressure

Purge Oxidizer No Restr'ction When OVB Is Used
Fixed System for When OVB Is Not Used, the
Deactivation Following Conditions Apply:

Negative Delta T
3 to 30 knots Winds

The Titan II propellants are pcwerful corrosive chemicals and quickly
degrade most organic materials. Nitric acid is formed in various
concentrations wheii nitrogen tetroxide mixes with moisture in the launch
duct air. This combination of missile propellant leaks and launch duct
humidity could cause structural damage to missile airframes, e'ngines, and
electrical or electronic components. Quick response to propellant leaks,
high humidity, clean-up of propellant spills, and treatment of corrosion
is required to prevent excessive equipment damage.

Facility vent quick disconnects will not remain connected to a loaded
missile tank anytime a qualified Category I team is not on complex.
Failure to disconnect vent quick disconnect can result in release of
vapors into the lauinch duct because of overpressurization or component
failure.

Area Hazard

Fuel Hardstand, Contact with liquid fuel (UDMH)
Fuel VenL Area, and and fuel vapors mur be avoided.
Launch Silo

Physical contact with liquid fuel

can cause irritation of the skin
and eyes. Inhalation of fuel vapors
can cause severe injury to tha
tespiratory system. Liquid fuel
is particularly hazardous, since
toxic effects are encountered by

skin absorption as well as
inhalation. Toxic effects,
encountered through either inhalation
or absorption, can result in death.
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Area Hazard

Oxidizer Hardstand, Contact with liquid oxidizer (nitrogen
Oxidizer Vent Area tetroxide) and oxidizer vapors must

be avoided. Physical contact with
liquid oxidizer can cause severe burns
to the skin and eyes. Although inhalation

of the oxidizer vapors may cause no
immediate discomfort, death or serious
delayed damage to the respiratory system
can result.

Launch Silo If fuel and oxidizer lines are
disconnected at the same time,
fire may result. Products of
oxidizer and fuel combustion
are toxic. (Refer to safety
precautions for oxidizer and
fueled hazards.)

Launch Silo, Fuel Removing components containing
Hardstand, and fuel or oxidizer can result in
Oxidizer Hardstand injury to personnel and equipment.

(Refer to safety precautions for
oxidizer and fuel hazards.)

Control Trailer, Electrical equipment can cause shocks,
Propellant Transfer burns, electrocution, and fire.
System Receptacle Pit,
Fuel Hardstand,
Oxidizer Hardstand,
Control Center, and
Launch Silo

Launch Silo Fire near warhead or re-entry
vehicle causes danger from high-
explosive detonation.

C6.2.6 Special Safing Procedures

This section contains special procedures for safing the propellant system
when leaks, spills, or other malfunctions occur. However, because of the
vast number of malfunctions that could occur, only the most common
situations are covered by detail procedures. Personnel involved in
propellant-related operations or malfunctions must exercise three basic
actions: First, safe the system and evacuate nonessential personnel from
the immediate area. Second, contain vapors within the complex area and
evacuate personnel from the projected corridor. Finally, ensure that
personnel have been evacuated prior to implementation of corrective action
directed by special procedures or the Missile Potential Hazard Team
(MPHT), which procedures could result in a vapor release.
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Special procedures in T.O. 21M-LGM25C-2-12 will be used by the PTS team
chief for all unexpected vapor hazards that occur during PTS operations
performed in the silo by personnel in Category I clothing. All topside
propellant vapor hazards will be handled by the PTS team chief using T.O.
21M-LGM25C-2-12. Hazards other than propellant hazards will require MCCC
Lo use emergency procedures contained in T.O. 21M-LGM25C-1. Emergency
procedures in T.O. 21M-LOM25C-1 and special procedures in T.O.
21M-LGM25C-2-12 will noL be used for LCCFC indications that normalLy
result from maintenance activities, e.g., OXI VAPOR LAUNCH DUCT flashing
on LCCFC when disconnecting Stage II oxidizer disconnect from missile.
Prior to performing any action that may result from indications as
described above, the MCCC will be advised. The MCCC will announce on the
VSS that the KLAXON may sound and that the silo need not be evacuated
unless otherwise directed. If the PTS team chief determines that a
hazardous condition exists, personnel will immediately initiate the
appropriate special procedures. The DMCCC notifies the Wing Command Post
(WCP) of the abnormal situation and planned corrective action. The PTS
team chief will report the result of team actions and advise the MCCC that
the abnormal situation is corrected/controlled or that special procedures
must be continued; the DMCCC notifies WCP of these results. Request for
Missile Potential Hazard Team assistance is submitted to WCP, if
applicable. After MCL 3ZD2, during special procedures implemented in this
technical order, the MANUAL SELECTOR switch on VDAP will be positioned as
directed by the PTS team chief to isolite vapor hazard and ensure proper
automatic corrective action.

If Blast Door 9 cannot be opened because of overpressure condition and
Blast Damper 2 has been closed, open and close Blast Damper 2 to relieve
overpressure condition.

Oxidizer propellant leaks/spills in the silo and topside present a
two-fold problem. If the leak/spill occurs inside the silo and is small
enough that oil/foam suppression procedures would be impractical, the
oxidizer must be diluted with a minimum of 20 parts water to one part
propellant by volume before neutralizing procedures can be performed.
This may be accomplished by water hose, fire water, or sound suppression
water at the discretion of the PTS team chief. A considerable amount of
heat will be generated by the exothermic reaction of water and oxidizer.
A large quantity of vapor will be emitted iinto the silo and above ground
area when the water is introduced. Tie resulting vapor release must be
taken into consideration by personne calculating the Operational Toxic
Corridor or other evacuation corridors/cordons. For large oxidizer
leaks/spills that occur topside, foam should be used to cover the
leak/spill and suppress the oxidizer vapors, and then dilution water
should be applied by a gentle spray.

If the leak/spill is of sufficient quantity that water dilution would
create a greater hazardous situation, oil suppression procedures may be
initiated at the discretion of the MPHT.

0
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Fuel propellant leaks/spills can be diluted with water or covered with
foam to control the explosive and flammable properties of the fuel. Under
no conditions will the LDAC switch on the FPCB be set to the OFF position
during a fuel leak. The Vapor Detector Annunciator Panel will be
monitored throughout all in-silo leak/spill situations. All personnel
must evacuate the silo area immediately if fuel vapor level approaches
12,000 ppm or the rate of rise of fuel vapor concentration equals or
(x,'cr4,I ; I , 00. 1)1)111 per III il[IIt I . I t Vapor conveiit rat ion 1)11 chatdi s * ,00()0 p ill
and the in-silo team has been evacuated, the fire water system should be
activated to suppress vapors. When the leak/spill has been contained and
diluted, maintain the liquid in the flame deflector and proceed with
sampling and fuel neutralization. When the leak/spill has occurred in the
fuel pump room, maintain the liquid in the silo equipment area sump;
following dilution, proceed with sampling and neutralization.
If the oxidizer/fuel leak/spill has occurred in the pump room, contain and
dilute the leak/spill using sump sprays CV-2E-010-0 and CV-2E017-0 on silo
equipment area, Level 8.

C6.2.7 Autogenous Pressurization System

Autogenous pressurization systems (Fig. C6-9) are used for the inflight
propellant tank pressurization of both stages of the LGM-25C missile.
Stage II incorporates a fuel tank autogenous pressurization system only.
Immediately after propellant loading of the missile, the Stage II oxidizer
tank is pressurized with nitrogen and sealed. No additional inflight
pressurization is required. The Stage I autogenous pressurization system
consists of a fuel tank pressurization system and an oxidizer tank
pressurization aystem. After loading, the Stage I fuel and oxidizer tanks
and the Stage II fuel tank are pressurized and sealed. The fuel tank
pressurization system consists of a gas cooler, hot gas bypass orifice,
flow control orifice, sonic nozzle, burst diaphragm, and connecting
tubing. The oxidizer tank pressurization system consists of a
super-heater, oxidizer bypass orifice, cavitating venturi and filter, flow
control orifice, burst diaphragm, and connecting tubing.

The fuel tank autogenous pressurization systems urer, on both stages of the
LGM-25C missile are identical. Both systems cool the hot exhaust gas from
the gas generator from +1600 degrees F to +200 degrecs F in the gas
cooler. The cooled exhaust gas is used to maintain the required fuel tank
pressure of 24-29 psia on Stage I and 49-54 psia on Stage II. Gas
enthalpy control is provided by installing orifices of proper size in the
bypass lines of the gas cooler. The amount of gas fed to the fuel tank is
regulated by the use of a sonic flow control nozzle installed in the line
between the gas cooler and the fuel tank. When pressure within the system
reaches approximately 300 psig, the burst diaphragm, installed upstream of
the gas cooler, ruptures, allowing flow of cooled exhaust gases to the
missile fuel tank.
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The oxidizer tank autogenous pressurization system uses hot gases from the
turbine exhaust to vaporize oxidizer obtained from the discharge side of
the oxidizer pump; this is accomplished by a super-heater. When pressure
within the system reaches approximately 300 psig, the burst diaphragm,
installed downstream of the super-heater, ruptures, allowing flow of
vaporized oxidizer to the oxidizer tank to maintain the required inflight
pressure of approximately 24-29 psia. A cavitating venturi, installed in
the oxidizer supply line to the super-heater, maintains a constaint
oxidizer flow rate. Control of the gas enthalpy is accomplished by a
bypass orifice in the center-tapped portion of the super-heater. The size
of this orifice determines the amount of partially heated liquid to be
used as the cooling agent for the hot vaporized gas passing through the
upper portion of the super-heater. The amount of gas flowing to the
oxidizer tank is regulated by a backpressure orifice installed in the line
between the super-heater and engine. A burst diaphragm installed in the
oxidizer tank supply line prevents tank pressurization loss during storage
and engine start.

C6.2.8 Airborne Hydraulic System

The airborne hydraulic system (Fig. C6-10) supplies pressure to gimbal the
thrust chambers of the rocket engines, roll control nozzle, and vernier
rocket motors. Each stage has a closed-loop system consisting of
hydraulic pumps, accumulators, hydraulic filters, actuators, and
associated plumbing to produce the required hydraulic pressure. Each
stage has a separate electric motor-driven pump to supply hydraulic power
when the rocket engines are not firing.

The Stage I hydraulic system provides hydraulic pressure to the Stage I
servo actuators. Prior to flight, the Stage I hydraulic system is powered
by an electric-motor-driven pump that receives ground electric power
through an umbilical connector. During flight, this system is powered by
a pump driven by a turbine pump assembly on the Stage I engine. Hydraulic
pressure generated by the Stage I pump is used by the servo actuators to
gimbal the thrust chamber during Stage I flight.

The Stage II hydraulic system provides hydraulic pressure to the Stage II
engine, roll control, and vernier actuators. During sustainer engine
firing, the hydraulic system is powered by the turbine pump-assembly-
driven pump. At sustainer engine shutdown, the electric-motor-driven pump
starts and supplies hydraulic power to the vernier rocket motor
actuators. The electric motor receives power from the vernier hydraul.ic
power supply (VHPS) battery located in the Stage II equipment
compartment. The battery power switch is closed by a signal from the
Stage II sustainer engine shutdown relay during flight.

C6.2.9 Airborne Electrical System

The airborne electrical system is composed of the accessory power supply
(APS) battery, the VHPS battery, motor-driven switches, relays, hydraulic
pump motors, wire distribution, connectors, disconnects, and distribution

0
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buses. Miscellaneous electrical equipment includes such items as
umnbilical connectors, diodes, resistors, timers, terminal boards, and
wiring. The e ýctrical system is monitored and verified for operational
readiness before launch by the LCS.

During a controlled flight, electrical power is supplied by the APS
battery and the VHPS battery located in the guidance bay of Stage 11. The
APS battery is activated by the LCS during launch countdown and supplies
28-Vdc power to missile equipment during launch and flight. The VHPS
battery is also activated by the LCS during launch countdown and supplies
28-Vdc power to Stage II hydraulic pump motor, relays, and motor-driven
switches. Powetr from the VHPS battery is routed through the VHPS power
switch, which is closed by a signal from the Signal I[ engine shutdown
control relay. Fig. C5-1l displays the sequence of basic functions of the
missile electrical system during launch countdown and flight.

C6.2.10 Explosive Components

Explosive components are devices used within the missile to produce
thrust, supply ignition, permit missile staging, and activate components.
Explosive components include gas pressure generators, vernier rocket
motors, pitch rockets, igniters, and initiators. Gas pressure generators
are used to open Stage I and Stage II propellant storage valves, release
staging nuts, and terminate vernier rocket thrust. Two solid-propellant
vernier rocket motors are mounted inside the Stage II engine compartment.
The pitch rockets are two solid-propellant rockets mounted in the
between-tanks area of Stage II, equidistant from one another. Pitch
rocket nozzles are protected by external fairings ejected by the rocket
blast at ignitiun. Initiators are used to start the vernier rocket motors
and activate engine gas pressure generators. Igniters are used to start
pitch rockets. The APS and VHPS batteries are activated by squibs sealed
inside the battery cases.

An ordnance safety switch (OSS) locks out all electrical signals to
explosive components except signals to Stage I storage valve gas pressure
generators. A signal from the LCS closes the OSS, activating the missile
batteries and Stage II storage valve cartridges, and closes the Stage I
engine start switch, igniting Stage I engine gas pressure generators.
Upon receiving a signal from the thrust chamber pressure switches, the
launch control set ignites the hold-down nut cartridges to release the
missile. During missile flight, explosive components receive initiation
signals fromi the missile guidance computer.

Another explosive component on the missile is the butterfly valve lock
(BVL); however, unlike the other explosive components, the explosive
charges within the BVI. have no function during a missile launch. The
purpose of these charges is to prevent unauthorized entry into the BVL for
the purpose of enabling an unauthorized launch.
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C6.2.1l Flight Control System

The flight control system (Fig. C6-11) consists of the Stage I rate gyro
package, Stage II autopilot system, and servo actuators. The flight
control system receives guidance steering signals from the missile
guidance set; converts them into stabilized control comaiands which are
transmitted to the appropriate system. Most of the flight control system
is located in the Stage II between-tanks area; it contains circuitry
necessary to receive pitch, roll, and yaw steerim: signals from the
missile guidance set. It mixes these signals with signals from the rate
gyros, and transmit the resulting signals to the appropriate servo
actuators to control missile attitude about the pitch, roll and yaw axes.
In addition, the autopilot system contains the Stage II rate gyros and an
inverter for supplying power to the magnetic amplifier and rate gyros.
The servo actuators convert autopilot control signals into mechanical
movement for positioning of the Stage I and Stage II rocKet -ngines, thtl
roll control nozzle, and the vernier rocket motors. Each actuator is a
self-contained position servo mechanical piston feedback to balance
actuator position. During Stage I flight, the guidance signals are mixed
with the Stage I and Stage II rate gyro signals and transmitted to the
Stage I engine actuators. A gai n-change-discrete signal is also sent from
the missile guidance set to the flight control system. When a staging
signal is received from a thrust chamber pressure switch, the Stage I rate
gyro signals are disconnected from the autopilot circuitry. During Stage
II flight, the guidance signals are mixed with the Stage II rate gyro
signals and transmitted to the Stage ii engine actuators. During vernier
flight, the signal flow is identical to Stage II flight.

C6.2.12 Missile Guidance Set

The missile guidance set (Fig. C6-12) is located in the between-tanks
sections of Stage II and consists of the IMU and the MGC. The IMU is a
sensing device that feeds information into the MGC. The MGC, in turn,
uses this information to perform guidance and discrete functions.

The IMU is enclosed in a pressurized rigid aluminum structure designed to
allow passive cooling by radiation and conduction. It consists of an
inertial reference unit and inertial measurement unit electronics. The
inertial reference unit uses a four-gimbal assembly to support a rotating
platform stabilized at a reference attitude. It contains the gyros,
accelerometers, motors, synchros, and resolvers for stabilizing the
platform and producing signals proportional to changes in missile attitude
and velocity. The inertial measurement unit electronics contains all the
power supplies and electronics for the stabilization loops, accelerometer
loops, gyro torquing, moding, fault isolation, and temperature control.
The inertial measurement unit electronics is composed of printed circuit
boards, which are divided by function to simplify maintenance.

Three accelerometers and three stabilization gyros are mounted on the
platform axis so that their input axes are mutually perpendicular. The
instrument axes are identified as x, y, and z. When the platform is
erected, the z axis is vertical while the x and y axes are in the
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horizontal plane. The "onstruction of the inner gimbal assures that the z
instrmnent axis and inner gimbal axis remain parallel at all times.
However, :-otation of a portion of the inner gimbal about its axis varies
the angular relationship of the x and y axes to the middle and outer axes
of the inertial reference unit. The inner gimbal is mechanized as a
two-part .issembly, the Z platform ind the x-y platform. Durh ,g pt.raLioOl,
the z platform is prevented trom rotation around the inner gimbail .ixis
:xcel)t for rotation due to earth rate and gyro drift. A synchronous

motor, mouinited on the z platLorin, drives the x-y plattorm around the i nltr
gimbal axis at a constant rate of t/4 revolution per minute with respect
to the z platfoxsi. Platform rotation enables separation of inertial
instrument error from external influences.

C6.3 MISSION SCENARIO

Cb.3.L Missile System

The LGM-25C Weapon System consists of an inertially guided liquid-fueled
airborne weapon and associated ground equipment necessary to maintain and
launch the airborne weapon. The weapon system is capable of destroying
enemy targets over 5000 nautical miies distant. The launch complex is
designied to maintain an operational readiness condition with no outside
support after sustaining an attack that destroys all nonhardened
facilities. For maximum safety and effectiveness, individual laun'h
complexes are separated by distance of seven to ten nautical miles. All
in-commission missiles are maintained in a constant alert condition and
may be counted down individually or simultaneously. Safety rules for the
LGM-25C (Titan T[) MK6 RV/MK53 Weapon System (U) are contained in AFR
122-22.

Squadron maintenance areas provide facilities for supply, administration,
operations, and maintenance necessary to maintain the launch complexes in
a constant state of readiness.

Target coefficients and IMU coefficients are loaded in the Missile
"Guidance Set (MGC) memory through the punched tape reader in the MGACG.
The target coefficients are based on particular launch complex and target
location characteristics such as gravity variations. The IMU coefficients
are values that compensate for the varying characteristics of gyros and
accelerometers within the unit. These coefficients, either established at
the factory or obtained during the calibrate test, together with the
attitude and velocity inputs from the unit, enable the MGC to perform
velocity-to-be-gained steering computations in the later portions of
flight and to accompiish the roll and pitch programs during booster
flight. The resulting steering commands are dc voltages. The direction
and amount of corrective movement which the missile experiences as a
result of these commands depend polarity and magnitude of the commands.

The MGC goes into a flight program as soon as the IGS has progressed to
the inertial mode during a launch sequence. This is called time zero and
is the base for all timed functions initiated during flight by the MGC.
Actual lift-off occurs several seconds later. As the missile rises
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vertically during Stage I flight, the MGC issues steering signals that
roll the missile until the missile is aligned in azimuth with the aim
point. When azimuth alignment has been accomplished, the missile is
pitched toward the aim point by steering signals from the MGC. Also
during Stage I flight, the MGC issues two discrete signals. Like all
other discrete signals issued during the flight program, these signals are
issued only after the successful accomplishment of prior programmed
events. The first signal is the control-system-gain-change-discrete
signal, which alters the gain of the engine actuator control circuitry.
This gain change is necessa--y because aerodynamic resistance decreases as
altitude is gained. The second signal is a shutdown-and-staging-
enable-discrete signal that energizes a shutdown and staging enable
relay. When the relay is energized, it applies 28 Vdc to the coil )f the
staging control relay. The staging control is not energizud until a
Circuit ground is provided. When either of the Stage I engine thrust
chamber pressures drops due to tack of propellant, a thrust chamber
pressure switch closes and completes the staging control relay circuit by
providing the ground. When energized, the staging control relay applies
28 Vdc to the Stage I staging and shutdown switch, which initiates Stage I
engine shutdown, stage separation, and Stage II ertgine start.

Stage II engine operation begins immediately after booster shutdown.
During the later portion of Stage II flight and throughout the remainder
of powered flight, the MGC performs velocity-to-be-gained steering
computations. The MGC compares the actual position and velocity of the
missile with the position and velocity which the missile would have in a
previously calculated trajectory. On the basis of this comparison, the
MGC issues pitch, yaw, and roll steering commands that alter the attitude
of the missile and, in effect, change its velocity along the three
mnutually perpendicular computational axes. When the MGC issues a
sustainer-engine-cutoff-liscrete signal, Stage II flight is terminated and
vernier flight is initiated. During this phase of flight, the MGC
continueb t1 make fine adjustments in missile velocity. Vernier flight is
then terminated by a vernier-cutoff-discrete signal.

Vernier cutoff is the beginning of ballistic flight. From this point, the
RV, after separation from Stage II, pursues a trajectory that will land it
on target. Just before separation, the RV receives a prearm-discrete
signal from the MGC, wihich permits arming of the warhead at the proper
time. This signal is followed by an RV release-discrete signal that
separates tne RV from Stage II. After separation, the RV falls free whie
the remaining Stage II section is sent into a different tra ectory to

further minimize detection of the RV. This is accomplished by firing
pitch rockets. Firing of these rockets is accomplished by two
computer-discrete signals, namely, ignite-pitch-rocket-i and
ignite-pitch-rocket-2.

C6.3.2 Re-Entry Vehicle

(For classified information on the RV, refer to the 1IN series Technical
Orders.)
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C6.3.3 Launch and Alert Operations

This section consists of launch and alert operations. Launch opt-!rat ionS
include procedures for launching a missile aad returning the launch
complex to a hardened condition. Alert operations include standard
operating procedures necessary for normal shift operation. AmipIif id
checklists are provided for those functions that mu.st be performed as a
demand-response procedure. Procedural tables are provided for func.i.oas
that may be performed without direct reference to the respective
prouduire. Where -ippropriate, procedures for performing some routine
functions tiave been provided ir, the descriptive paragraphs below.

Launch operations include EWO or peacetime launch procedures and
post-launch shutdown and facility hardening procedures.

The Launch checklist covers operations based on receipt of a valid
execution message from JCS, which executes the missile. After the message
has been received, acknowledged, and processed, the operate code word is
entered into the CSS at the BVLC, and the launch sequence is ini.tiated and
monitored by the missile combat crew.

The Post-Launch checklist consists of actions required to shut down
equipment and harden the launch complex facilities. The procedure,
performed as soon as liftoff is verified, involves removal of operating
power and closing of the silo closure door to afford maximiun protection to
the launch crew. Unit disaster control directives will be followed for
crew survival after launch.

Alert operations include: daily entry and shift verifications, crew
changeover, briefings, launch complex surveillance, missile and launch
verifications, and most other operating procedures required for normal
shift operation.

C6.3.4 Checklists

Emergency checklists are the actions that must be performed to ensure
safety of personnel, prevent damage to equipment, and ensure launch
capability. These checklists are designated as launch emergency
checklists and hazard emergency checklists.

Emergency checklists are listed in demand-response format. The STEP
columns of the checklists indicate the sequence in which steps are
perforrmed.

The MCCC from the LCCFC directs the actions of the DMCCC, BMAT, and MFT in
performing emergency checklists. The MCCC performs all required actions
unless otherwise specified in the checklists. The MCCC dispatches
personnel to other parts of the launch complex, as required, to perform
corrective actions or to verify or estimate hazard conditions. Personnel
will enter hazardous areas only at the direction of the MCCC and will be
briefed by him before entering such areas.
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Launch emergency checklists are the actions required to return equipment
to a safe condition, and provide entry into malfunction isolation and
maintenance checklists. Checklists indicate actions for determining
whether a hold exists, reporting the malfunction to the command post, and
:iterrinlg into malftiuntion isolation. Holds are conditions that stop the
I :tinch sequence aIter opt-rate power is on (CMG-I) and hefore the ABORt' or
1.1l"T-O"Fl uindicators lighL. Normal holds are indi'ated by red intioatcrs
localed inl the laumi:cl control and monitor I)L (,k ol the I:.1:".

When a hold condition is indicated during a launch countdown, the MCCC
immediately refers to the Launch Sequence Hold checklist. If any
indicators necessary for malfunction analysis fail to light during lamp
test, replace the bad indicator prior to shutdown.

When an ABORT occurs, the MCCC immediately refers to the Launch Sequence
Abort checklist.

Hazard emergency checklists are the actions required to eliminate
hazardous or possible launch degradation conditions within the weapon
system. The checklists permit the missile combat crew to monitor and
control the hazard until support base personnel arrive. Hazard emergeocy
checklists are classified in three categories: propellant vapor hazards,
fire hazards, and miscellaneous hazards.
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Figure C6-1 LGM-25C Missile
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COMPONENT DIMENS ION

Stage I length 67 feet

Stage II length 29 feet

Re-entry vehicle length 14 feet
(including spacer)

Stage I diameter 10 feet

Stage Ii diameter 10 feet

Re-entry vehicle diameter 8-1/3 feet
(at missile interface)

Stage I weight (less propellants 9522 pounds

Stage I weight (with propellants 267,300 pounds

Stage II weight(less propellants) 5073 pounds

Stage II weight(wich propellants 62,700 pounds

Stage I engine thrust 430,000 pounds

(sea level)

Stage II engine thrust 100,000 pounds
(250,000 feet)

Vernier thrust (silo) 950 pounds

Figure C6.-2 Missile Characteristics
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APPENDIX C7

C7.0 INTRODUCTIONSCU

The following data were extracted from the Annotated Bibliography
Document, Ref 242,

C7.1 GENERALDESCRIPTION

The Scout vehicle is a solid-fuel four-stage guided rocket capable of
boosting orbital, probe, or re-entry- space research payloads of varying
sizes. Vehicle equipment includes an ignition system, an automatic and
command destruct system, a preprogranmmed guidance and attitude control
system, a telemetry system, a payload separation system, and a tracking
system. Standardized design and component interchangeability permit a
variety of vehicle stage configurations to meet a broad range of mission
requirements. At liftoff, the vehicle weighs approximately 45,000 lb and
is approximately 73 feet long.

The four-stage vehicle as shown in Figure C7-1, consists of a finned Base
A assembly at the aft end, four rocket motors, three transition sections
connected alternately in tandem, and a payload separation assembly at the
forward end. Each section is divided into upper and lower parts at the
aft end of the adjacent motor nozzle, and the dividing planes between
these parts are the separation planes for each vehicle stage. Frangible
diaphragms, which are ruptured by motor blast to provide stage separation
at ignition, join Stages 1 and 2 and Stages 2 4nd 3. Stages 3 and 4 and
Stage 4 and the payload separator are joined by clamps secured with

explosive bolts that separate when the bolts are ignited.

The vehicle first stage consists of a Base A, a first stage motor, and
lower B section. The second stage consists of an upper B section, a
second-stage mo~tor, and a lower C section. The third stage includes an
upper C section, a third-stage motor, and lower D sectioa&. The fourth
stage consists of an upper D section, a fourth-stage motor, and a payload
separation system consisting of a payload adapter and a fourth-stage
module. Systems equipment is installed in the transition sections and
Base A. An ejec:able fiberglass~ heatshield equipped with a steel nose cap
is attached to the forward end of lower D payload separator and the
payload. Fiberglass tunnel covers attaz~cd to the exterior of the vehicle
cover the connecting wiring between stages and the externally Mounted
destruct system components.

For specific missions, such as highly elliptical or solar orbits, a
standard fifth 3tage is available and consists of an F transition section,
a fifth-stage motor, and a payload adapter. A fourth- and fifth-stage
attitude correction system (ACS) is also available for improved accuracy
and performance.
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C7.2 SYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS, HAZARDOUS MAfERIALS. SCHEMATICS

C7.2.1 Ignition System

First-stage ignition is obtained from an external power supply upon
command from a launch sequencer. Except for electro-explosive devices
(EEDs) in the payload separator, initiation of 11 EEDs in the first four
stages of the Scout vehicle is accomplished by programmed commands from
the guidance system timer. Two 30 volt batteries provide ignition power
to the dual (redundant) ignition systems. These batteries are dry-charged
silver zinc remotely activated units.

C7.2.2 Destruct System

A command destruct system provides thrust termination. Two linear-shaped
charges are mounted longitudinally along each of the first three-stage
motors (Algol, Castor, and Antares) to provide thrust termination by case
rupture upon initiation of destruct action. Ignition circuits for the
fourth stage are also interrupted by the detonation of the third-stage
linear-shaped charges.

An autodestruct system is initiated by premature separation. Destruct
action occurs automatically on the first and second stages in the event of
premature separation of the first and second or second and third stages.
Stage separation is sensed by switches located in first- and second-stage
wiring tunnels. These switches operate when the lanyards routed across
the separation planes are pulled at separation. If separation occurs
prior to motor ignition or during burning, a headcap pressure switch in
series with the lanyard-operated switc 's allows destruct to occur thr.ough
closed contacts. During normal operation, the contacts of the pressure
switch open as the motor pressure decays so that destruct will not occur
at stage separation.

The linear-shaped charges and safe-arm units used in the autodestruct
system are the same ones used in the command destruct system. Power for
these EEDs is provided by separate batteries located in first- and
second-stage wiring tunnels.

C7.2.3 Reaction Control System

Hydrogen peroxide (90% concentration) is the propellant used in the
second- and third-stage reaction control systems (Fig. C7-2 and Fig.
C7-3). Each system is separate and independent. The H2 02 is forced
through motor chambers and silver screens, which cause it to decompose
into superheated steam and oxygen. The hot gases expand through a
Venturi-type nozzle, producing reaction forces that are used to control
the vehicle around its three major axes.

Four 4O-pound roll motors, two 500-pound pitch motors, and two 500-pound
yaw motors are used in B Section. Four 14/3-pound roll motors, two
2-pound pitch motors, two 48-pound pitch motors, and two 48-pound yaw
motors are used in C Section. The 48-pound pitch and yaw motors are also
used as retro motors to aid separation of the third and fourth stages at
the proper times.
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If the third stage utilizes the Antares IIB motor, all 48-pound motors are
replaced by 60-pound motors.

- Flow of H102 through the B and C section control motors is controlled
by on-off solenoid valves, one valve being used for each motor. These
valves fire the control motors in response to the guidance system error
signals to keep the vehicle within predetermined deadbands around its
three major axes.

During flight, the H202 system operates at a pressure of about 550
psi. This pressure is provided by gaseous N2 stored onboard in tanks at
3000 psi. A combination on-off vent regulator valve reduces the N2
pressure to the operating range required and provides a means of
controlling the pressurization and venting of the system. Note that this
valve allows venting of the low-pressure N2 system only and does not
vent H202. The H202 system in each transition section has a
relief valve to protect the system in the event of overpressurization.
The B section valve relieves at approximately 700 psi and the C section
valve at approximately 600 psi.

The reaction control system leak tests on B and C sections are performed
in the Ordnance Assembly Building (OAB) during second- and third-stage
buildup before these stages are placed on the cransporter. Both the
nitrogen (N2 ) and hydrogen peroxide (H202) systems are pressurized
for these tests with N2 . No H202 is used in the 0AB,

The nitrogen system tubing is tested at the factory to the following
pressures:

Working Press., Proof Press., Burst Press., Reference
psi psi psi LTV Drawing

3000 4500 7500 23-000321

The volumes and working pressures for the steel tanks used to store N2

at a pressure of 3000 psi in B and C sections are shown below:

Section Tanks Working Press., Proof Press., Burst Press., Vol per Tank
per Sect psi psi psi in. 3

B 2 3000 5000 6667 386

C 2 3000 5000 6667 68
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The Hydrogen Peroxide System tubing is tested at the factory to Lhe
following pressures:

Working Pressure, Proof Pressure, Burst Preosure, Reference
psi psi psi LTV Drawing

550 825 1375 23-000321

The aluminum tanks used to store H202 in B and C sections contain a
silastic bladder to separate the N2 and 1202 and to pro-,ide a means
for expelling the H202 from the tank. The volumes and working
pressures for these tanks are shown below:

Section Tanks Working Press., Proof Press., Burst Press., Vol per Tank

.per Sect psi psi psi in. 3

B 10 550 825 1375 18.2

C 2 500 750 1250 9.1

C7.2.4 Hydraulic Control System

The hydraulic control system consists of pump, valves, tubing, reservoir,
and a servo actuator.

The hydraulic pump delivers 2-gpm hydraulic flow at 3000 psi and can be
electrically driven from an internal or external 28-Volt dc source.

The high-pressure relief valve will actuate at 3650-psi maximum and reseat
at 3350-psi minimum.

The low-pressure relief valve is rated to provide a flow of 2 gpm at 150
psi and will reseat at 100 psi.

The reservoir has a volume of 50 in. 3 and fill level of 40 in. 3 for
the hydraulic fluid at 3000-psi rated pressure. The extra 10 in. 3

provides allowance for thermal expansion.

The servo actuators drive the control surface torque tubes.

Six external biced fittings are located in the high points of the plumbing
to allow purging the system of air.
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The test pressures for the lines used in the hydraulic system are shown
be.'ow':

Material Tubing 0.D. Work Press., Proof Press., Burst Press., Ref Spec
&X Spec & Wall, in. p3i psi psi LT'J

Corrosion 1/4 x 0.028 3000 6000 12000 308-12-5
Resistant
Steel Type 3/8 x 0.035 3000 6000 12000 308-12-5
304 Seamless

First-stage control is attained through the use of the hydraulic
servo-actuator assemblies, which position aerodynamic and jet-vane control
surfaces as directed by guidance signals from the poppet valve electronics
package. These signals are first amplified and modulated; then the
outputs from the servo amplifier-modulators energize the servo-actuators
installed in each of the four fins. Each servo-actuator displaces a set
of control surfaces consisting of a movable tip located at the outer end
of the fixed fin and a jet vane immersed in the exhaust of the Algol
motor. Two servo-actuators located in the pitch plane are combined
electrically for synchronized operation and respond to pitch error signals
only. The two remaining actuators in the yaw plane respond to both the
roll and yaw error signals.

C7.2.5 Payload Separation System

Astandard payload separation assembly is provided with the Scout vehicle
to separate the payload from the burned-out fourth stage. At fourth-stage
separation, microswitches mounted on the fourth stage start timers on the
fourth-stage module. After a nominal time period of five minutes, the
timers fire explosive nuts on the payload adapter which release the Marman
band retaining the payload. Six spriaigs then eject the payload with a
velocity of about three feet per second (for a 150-lb payload).

C7.2.6 Attitude Control System

Under certain requirements dictated by the mission of the vehicle, it is
sometimes necessary to correct the attitude of the spinning upper stages
oi Szout through a pre-programmted maneuver after fourth-stage burn-out and
before fifth-stage ignition. The addition of the Attitude Correction
System (ACS) in the fourth stage provides this capability. It is a
self-contained system activated by a single relay closure from the Scout
third-stage guidance system.
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The fourth-stage attitude correction system is mounted on the fourth-stage
TM ring and within the modified 'F" transition section. The ACS consists
of a sensor assembly, a control electronics package, and a reaction
control subsystem (RCS). Figure C7-4 presents a block diagram of the
fourth stage ACS. The ACS provides pitch and yaw attitude information,
control forces to provide reorientation maneuver and attitude hold
capability, the necessary signal processing circuitry for these functions,
and telemetry and ground readouts. A standard Scout fourth-stage module
(ring) telemetry system is used for vehicle performance and is modified to
transmit critic~l ACS parameters. Timing for the ACS functions is
provided by an internal ACS timer initiated by the vehicle third-stage
guidance intervalometer.

Control of the spinning fourth stage and fifth stage is provided by a
single nitrogen control motor nozzle. The nozzle is fired at the
appropriate roll position to provide both pitch and yaw control forces.
S'sitching logic for firing the nozzle at the correct roll position is
contained within the ACS.

The nitrogen supply reservoir for the ACS is a toroidal tank that stores
300 cubic inches at 3600 psig. It is mounted just forward of the
telemetry ring. The gaseous nitrogen is routed through a pressure
regulator to the nozzle.

C7.2.7 Scout Rocket Motors

Summary data for the Scout Rocket Motors are listed below.

1. Algc' IIC rocket motor.

2. Algol III rocket motor.

3. Castor II rocket motor.

4. Antares rocket motor.

5. Altair II-(X258) rocket motor.

6. Altair III rocket motor.

7. Alcyone rocket motor.

8. MARC-4 Spin rocket motor.

9. IKS75 Spin rocket motor.

The following definitions will be used in the following discussions:

1. Bridge - a high resistance wire that forms the heating element in a
squib.
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2. Squib - an electrically initiated device that contains a* pyrotechnic charge.

3. Initiator - a squib that is used to ignite an igniter.

4. Igniter - a device that heats the propellant to the ignition
temperature and near operating combustion chamber pressure.

C7.2.7.1 ALGOL IIC Rocket Motor - The Algol IIC rocket motor, designated
by Aerojet-General Corporati,.i as the 45KS-100,000, is a high-thrust,
medium-duration motor. The 45KS-100,000 may be broken down as follows:

45 Duration of thrust, in seconds, at sea level at 70"F

K Oxidizer and fuel code symbol

S Solid propellant charge

1000,000 Thrust, in lb, at sea level at 70*F

The rocket motor'6 major components are a chamber, a single propellant
grain, a fixed nozzle, and an igniter.

The chamber consists ot a thin-walled elongated steel cylinder with
semi-elliptic forward and aft closures. An igniter boss in the forward
closure is provided for installation of the igniter. The aft end of the
chamber is r "hined to accept a light-w'eight nozzle. Welded skirts,
forward and aft, have 24 holes for attachment of lifting ri*ngs. The
&k-k'rts also serve as a means of attaching vehicle transition sectione.

The propellant charge is an internal-burning, case bonded, polyurethane
propellant grain cast in a four-point star care configuration. This grain
is bonded to a chamber linear that is bonded to the chamber. Propellant
weight is 21,165 pounds. The TNT equiualent weight is 1, 4 b0 lb based on
71 propellant oeight.

The nozzle, which has a machined graphite/phenolic thrust insert, is
constructed of composite materials (steel-glass-epoxy). It is 40.01-in,
long and has an exit: 33.66-in. diameter. Thirty-six equally spaced bolts
secure the nozzle to the aft end of the chamber.

The igniter is sealed into the forward closure with a packing and secured
with a snap-ring. It consists of an adapter, two single bridge-wire
initiators, a basket, an initiator charge, a booster charge, and a main
body charge. Igniter propellant weight is 5.3 lb.
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The igniter elecLrical specifications are:

1. 3ridge Wire Resistance 1.05 + 0.10 ohms

2. Bridge Wire Current Requirements
a. Maximum No Fire 1.0 A for 5 min.
b. Minimum All Fire 3.5 A
c. Recommend Fire 5.0 A

Storage data for the Algol lIC motor include:

1. Temperatures
a. Motor Storage Range 50'F to 901F
b. Igniter Storage Range 30°F to 100'F
c. Initiator Storage Range 65"F to 160*F
d. Propellant Auto-Ignition 450"F
e. Tgniter Auto-Ignition 995"F
f. Flame 5489F

2. Storage Time Limits
a. Motor 5 yr
b. Igniter 3 yr
c. Initiator • yr

C7.2.7.2 ALGOL III Rocket Motor - The Algol III rocket motor is a
high-thrust, medium-duration motor built by United Technology Center.

The rocket motor's major components are a chamber, a single propellant
grain, a fixed nozzle, and an igniter.

The chamber f:onsists of a thin-walled elongated steel cylinder with
semi-elliplic forward and aft closures. An igniter boss in the forward
closure is provided for installation of the igniter. The aft end of the
chamber is machined to accept a light-weight nozzle. Welded skirts,
forward and aft, have 24 holes for attachment of lifting rings. The
skirts also serve as a means of attaching vehicle transition sections.

The propellant charge is an internal-burning, case bonded,
polybutadiene-acrylic acid-acrylonitrile terminated propellant grain cast
in a four-point star core configuration. This grain is bonded to a
chamber linear that is bonded to the chamber. Propellant weight is :7,986
lb. The TNT equivalent weight is 1,959 lb based on 7% of the propellant
weight.

The nozzle, which has a machined graphite/phenolic composite insert is
constructed with a steel housing, silica/phenolic forward insulator, and
compound carbon/phenolic and silica/phenolic exit cone. It is 40.01
inches long and has an exit 33.66-inch diametec. Thirty-six equally
spaced bolts secure the nozzle to the aft end of the chamber.
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The igniter is sealed into the forward closure with a packing and secured

with a snap-ring. It consist3 of two single bridge-wire initiators, an

in'tiator charge, and a main body charge. The igniter propellant weight

is 2.3 lb.

The igniter electrical specifications are:

1. Bridge Wire Resistance 1.05 + 0.10 ohms

2. Bridge Wire Current Requirements
a. Maximum No Fire 1.0 A for 5 min

b. Minimum All Fire 3.5 A
c. Recommend Fire 5.0 A

Storage data for motor include:

I. Teneratures 306F to 1O0*F

a. Motor Storage Range 30"F to 1O0*F

b. Igniter Storage Range -65*F to 160*F

c. Initiator Storage Range 683*F @ 30s

d. Propellant Auto-Ignition 5771F @ 30s

e. Flame 5575°F

2. Storage Time Limits
a. Motor 3 yr
b. Igniter 3 yr
c. Initiator 5 yr

C7.2.7.3 Castor II Rocket Motor - The Castor I! rocket motor, designated

by Thiokol Chemical Corporation as the TS-354-3, is a solid propellint

motor. It consists of a motor case loaded with solid propellant

(essentially a pressure chamber); insulation that bonds the propellant to

the case and protects the case from heat; nozzle assembly that provides

proper restriction and subsequent expansion of exhaust gases; and a

pyrogen igniter system.

The chamber is a welded assembly consisting of a forward dome section, a
cylindrical section, and an aft closure section. Attachment (thrust)
flanges welded to the forward dome and aft closure sections are used for
missile assembly. At the extreme forward end of the motor case, an
opening is provided for insertion of the pyrogen igniter system, and a
bolt flange is provided at the aft end for nozzle attachmnv..

The propellant is polybutadiene acrylic acid, ammonium perchlorate, and
aluminum. Its grain configuration is a cylindrical port with two radial
slots. This grain is bonded to a chamber liner that is bonded to the
cham'Ner. Propellant weight is 8.217 lb. TNT equivalent weight is 575 lb

based on 7% of propellant weight.
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The nozzle, a convergent-divergený type, is made of steel with pressed-in
graphite inserts to form the ncssle throat. An insulation material
surrounding the graphite insert acts as a heat barrier between the
graphite insert and the steel body. The joint between the chamber and
nozsle is sealed by a gasket and TH-L21 (Thiokol) sealing compound. The
erit cones are coated with an ablative material commercially named
ROKIDE. The nozzle, which has a closure that may be removed for
inspection, is attached to the chamber by 32 bolts.

The igniter, designated TK-463-l, contains two 23-003793 initiators. It
is a small rocket motor ignited by redundant single bridge wire initiators
threaded into its head end. When ignited, the igniter, by means of i:s
exhaust, ignites the propellant in the TX-354 motor. Igniter weight is
3.1 lb.

The igniter electrical characteristics are:

1. Bridge Wire Resistance 1.05 ± 0.1 ohms

2. Bridge Wire Current Requirements
a. Maximum No Fire 1.0 A for 5 min
b. Minimum All Fire 3.5 A
c. Recommend Fire 5.0 A

Storage data for motor include:

1. Temperature!
a. Motor Storage Range 30OF to 1100F
b. Igniter Storage Range 304F to 1106F
c. Initiator Storage Range -650F to 160*F
d. Propellant Auto-Ignition 325"F @ 60 min
e. Igniter Auto-Ignition 300*F
f. Flame 6000*F

2. Storage Time Limits
a. Motor 5 yr
b. Igniter 5 yr
c. Initiator 5 yr

C7.2.7.4 Antares Rocket Motor - The Antares rocket motor is a
case-bonded, composite modified double-base solid propellant system, Ir
is built by Hercules, Inc in two configurations, the 259-B3 (Antares IIA)
and 259-B4 (Antares IIB). Reinforced pLastic and aluminum are used for
all major inert components: chamber, nozzle, and igniter.

The chm6mer is a filamett-wound, glassfiber-reinforced epoxy resin
structure with cvaloid forward and aft domes. It incorporates integrally
wound forward and aft adapters of high-strength alwninum. The chamber is
30.11 in. in diameter and 76.1-in. long. Nominal wall thickness of the
chamber cylinder is 0.14 in. Vehicle attachment to the chamber is
accomplished with aluminum skirt rings attached to glass fib,'r skirts at
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the cylinder-to-dome transition on both ends of the chamber. The forward
skirt ring contains 24 equally spaced happed holes, and the aft skirt ring
contains 48 tapped hcles.

The chamber is tilamant-wound directly over a destructible plaster mandrel
containing a forward and aft insulator of asbestos-filLed BHuj-N rubber.
The thickness of the insulator in any particular region is proportional to
the time that it is exposed to the propellant gases.

The propellan", is a double-base, nitrocellulose, nitroglycerin propellant
with a single perforated four-slot design with ovaloid-ahaped forward and
aft ends that conform to the chamber contour. It is cast into and bonded
directly to the chamber and insulators. Propellant weight is 2,562 lb.
TNT equivalent weight is 2,570 lb based on 100% of propellant weight.

The nozzle, a molded exit cone, has a graphite cloth phenolic liner on its
inner surface and an asbestos-phenolic liner on its outer surface. It is
also reinforced on the outside with filament-wound structure similar to
that used in the chamber. The nozzle has an asbestos-phenolic, nozzle
retainer ring with an integral aluminum attachment ring and a graphite
(IIA) or graphite-phenolic (liB) throat insert and is attached to the
chamber aft adaptor with 24 bolts.

The nozzle closure, an internal plug that is press-fitted and bonded in
place, is fabricated from high-density styrofoam (8 lb/ft 3

density-foamed polystyrene).

The Antares II A igniter is a rocket type charged with DGV propellant.
Two initiators (Hercules SD60EO) are used in ignite a 25-grain B-KN0 3
pallet initiating charge. Each initiator has two bridge wires and
incorporates a 22021-8-4S connector. Ignition delay time is 1.7 + 0.2
sr.conds. Igniter propellant is 7.9 lb.

The Antares IIA igniter electrical characteristics are:

1. Bridge Wire Resistance 1.4 + 0.4 ohms

2. Bridge Wire Current Requirements
a. Maximum No Fire 1.0 A for 5 m
b. Minimum All Fire 3.5 A
c. Recommend Fire 8.5 + 3.5 A

Storage data for motor include:

I. Temperatures
a. Motor Storage Range 40*F to 100"F
b. Igniter Storage Range 40"F to 100"F
c. Initiator Storage Range 30*F to 100"F
d. Propellant Auto-Ignition 392"F @ 12.7 mm
e. Igniter Auto-Ignition 350"F @ 7.7 mm
f. Flame 6384"F
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2. Storage Time Limits
a. Motor 7 yr
b. Igniter (Antares IIA) 86 mo
c. Initiator 5 yr

Changes that have been incorpurated into the Antares 1IB igniter include
the following: DDP-80 propellant, two single bridge-wire Apollo standard
initiators (SBASI) that do not incorporate a delay function. 12-gram

GKN0 3 pellOt charge, and reduction of weight by approximately 60%.
Igniter propellant weight is 2.0 lb. Bridge wire resistance is 1.05 + 0.1
ohms, and igniter storage time limit is 5 years. Initiator storage time
limit is 7 years.

C7.2.7.5 Altair II (X258) Rocket Motor - The Altair rocket motor
(manufactured by Hercules, Inc) is a composite-modified double-base solid
propellant system. Reinforced plastic and aluminum are used for all major
inert components; these componenzs are a chamber, a nozzle, and an igniter.

The chamber is a filament-wound glass fiber-reinforced epoxy resin
structure with ovaloid forward and aft domes. It incorporates integrally
wound forward and aft adapters of high-strength aluminum. The chamber is
18.04 in. in diameter and 42.82-in. long. Nominal wall thickness of the
chamber cylinder is 0.085 in. Vehicle attachment to the chamber is
accomplished with aluminum skirt rings attached to glass fiber skirts at
the cylinder-to-dome transition on both ends of the chamber. The forward
and aft skirts rings contain 24 equally spaced tapped holes.

The chamber is tilament-wound directly over a destructible plaster mandrel
containing a forward and aft insulator of asbestos-filled Buna-N rubber.
The thickness of the insulator in any particular region is proportional to
the time that it is exposed to the propellant gases.

The propellant is double-based introcellulose nitroglycerin type of
single-perforated design with four major slots and eight additional minor
slots. The forward and aft ends are ovaloid to conform with the chamber
interior contour. It is cast into and bonded directly to the chamber and
insulator. Propellant weight is 506 lb. TNT equivalent weight is 506 lb
based on 100% of propellant weight.

The nozzle, a molded exit cone, has a graphite cloth phenoalic liner on its
inner surface and an asbesLos-phptinlic liner on its outer surface. It is
also reinforced on the outside with filament-wound structure similar to
that used in the chamber. The nozzle has an asbestos-phenolic retainer
ring with an integral aluminum attachment ring and a graphite throat
insert, and is attached to the chamber aft adapter with 16 bolts.

The nozzle closure is fabricated from high-density styrofoam (8 lb/ft 3

density foamed polystyrene). It is an internal plug bonded to the
graphite insert and asbestos-phenolic retainer ring with an epoxy adhesive.
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The Igniter is a rocket-type charged with DGV propellant. Two initiators
(SD60AI) are used to ignite a tengrain B-KNO 3 pellet initiating charge.
Each squib has two bridge wires and incorporates a PTO6-P-8-4P connector.
Ignition delay time is 6.35 + 85 seconds. Ignite propellant weight is 2.1

lb.

The igniter electrical characteristics are:

1. Bridge Wire Resistance 1.4 + 0.4 ohms

2. Bridge Wire Current Requirements
a. Maximum No Fire 1.0 A for 5 ,an
b. Minimum All Fire 3.5 A
L. Recommend Fire 8.5 + 3.5 A

Storage data for motor include:

1. Temperatures
a. Motor Storage Range 40°F to IOO*F
b. Igniter Storage Range 40"F to 100*F
c. Initiator Storage Range 30*F to I00°F
d. Propellant Auto-Ignition 392*F @ 12.7 mm
e. Igniter Auto-Ignition 350"F @ 7.7 mm
f. Flame 6384*F

2. Storage Time Limits
a. Motor 7 yr
b. Igniter (Antares IIA) 86 mo
c. Initiator 5 yr

C7.2.7.6 Altair III Rocket Motor - The Altair III rocket motor,
manufactured by United Technology Center as the 5A0032, is a composite
solid-propellant motor. It consists of a glass fiber epoxy pressure
vessel (case), a nozzle, and an igniter.

The chamber is a filament-wound, glass-fiber-reinforced epoxy resin
structure with ovaloid forward and aft domes. It incorporates integrally
wound forward and aft adapters of high-strength aluminum. The chamber is
19.66 in. in diameter and 40.38-in. long. Nominal wall thickness of the
chamber cylinder s 0.080 in. Vehicle attachment to the chamber is
accomplished with aluminum skirt rings attached to glass fiber skirts at
the cylinder-to-dome transition on both ends of the chamber. The forward
and aft skirt rings contain 24 equally spaced tapped holes.

The propellant (UTP-3096A) is a composite PBAN-Ainnonium
Perchlorate-Aluminum type. It is cast in a transversely slotted circular
port design. Propellant weight iE 610 lb. TNT equivalent weight is 46 lb
based on 7% of propellant weight.
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The nozzle has a compression-molded exit cone covered with 0.01-in.-thick
stainless steel for reinforcement and a graphite throat insert. It is
attached to the aft motor adapter by an integral aluminum attach ring.

The igniter is a rocket type initiated by the two SD60A1 initiators with a
6.35 + 0.85-sec pyrotechnic delay train. These initiators fire into a
B-0NO 3 pellet charge; the charge then ignites the UTP-1095 propeLlant,

which is similar to the propellant used in the motor. igniter propellant
weight is 0.4 Lb.

The igniter electrical characteristics are:

1. Bridge Wire Resistance 1.4 + 0.4 ohms

2. Bridge Wire Current Requirements
a. Maximum No Fire 1.0 A for min
b. Minimum All Fire 3.5 A
c. Recommend Fire 8.5 + 3.5 A

Storage data for motor include:

I. Temperatures
a. Motor Storage Range 30OF to 110*F
b. Igniter Storage Range 30*F to 110*F
c. Initiator Storage Range 30*F to 100*F
d. Propellant Auto-Ignition 635*F @ 30s

or 775"F @ lOs
e. Igniter Auto-Ignition 657*F @ 10s
f. Flame 5400*F

2. Storage Time Limits

a. Motor 3 yr
b. Igniter 1 yr
c. Initiator 5 yr

C7.2.7.7 Alcyone (BE-3-A9) Rocket Motor - The Alcyone rocket motor was
designed and developed by Hercules Incorporated, Bacchus Works, Magna,
Utah. The BE-3-A9 Rocket Motor is a composite modified double-base solid
propellant system capable of vacuum ignition and operation and will
operate while being spun on its longitudinal axis at speeds up to 600
rpm. The motor has an overall length (with igniter) of 33.84 inches and a
total weight of 216.2 pounds.

The chamber is a filament-wound fiberglass structure with a cylindrical
length of 5.25 inches, skirt to skirt length of 10.24 inches, and outside
diameter of 18.25 inches. The forward and aft closures are ovaloid shaped
with integrally wound aluminum adapters for installation of the igniter
and nozzle assemblies. Vehicle attachment is accomplished through
aluminum skirt rings at the cylinder-to-closure transition at both ends of
the chamber. Each skirt ring contains 24 equally spaced holes.
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thr propellant grain configurotion is case bonded, six slotted. The
O .. •peLlant usen is a modified double base designated DDP-0. ?Propellant
.,eight is 191 Lb. TNT equivalent weight is 19L lb based on .Jo% of
!.--opt Iatit weight.

The .iozzle is .-onical with an initial expansion ratio of 13.0 Lo I and a
" i haif ingLe. A molded phenolic-silica "abric exit cone structure is
ov:rwrapped with epoxy fiberglass. rhe HLD-S5 graphite throa: is pinued
With phenolic-silica fabric pins to retain the throat in position after
L)urnout. The nozzle is attached to the motor by 16 steeL 1/4-in.-diameter
:-.Li pins. The exit diameter is 12.20 incnes. The length is 18.04 inches
) which approximately 3.9 inches is submerged in the aft end of the motor.

:he i-niter is sealed into the forward closure with a packing and secured
:yv 'L.niier shaft nuts. The igniter is an assembly containing two Apollo
ý .anoard Initiators (ASI), an initiating :harge, a pentaerytnritol
aecranitrate (PEIN) mild detonation fuse, and a propellant basket

.:ontaining boron potassium nitrate pellets. the ASI assemblies are
Located external to the motor and are removable for shipping and storage.
.ach initiator has two bridge wires and incorporates a PT-C6E-8-4P
.onnector. The igniter does not have a built-in detay. From application
., •ower to pressure rise is normally 0.0035 seconds. Igniter propellant
-wignt is 0.81 lb.

The igniter electrical characteristics are:

Bridge Wire Resistance 1.05 + 0.10 ohms

2. Bridge Wire Current Requirements
a. Maximum No Fire 1.0 A for 5 min
b. Minimum All Fire 3.5 A
c. Recommend Fire 5.0 A

Storage data for motor include:

1. Temperatures
a. Motor Storage Range 30*F to 1100F
b. Igniter Storage Range 40OF to 1004F
c. Initiator Storage Range Z5'F to 105°F
d. Propellant Auto-Ignition 390°F
e. Igniter Auto-Ignition 400F

f. Flame 6562OF

2. Storage Time Limits
a. Motor 8 yr
b. Igniter 3 yr
C. Initiator 5 yr
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C7.2.7.8 MARC-4 Spin Rocket Motor - The MARC-4 spin rocket motor,
manufactured by Atlantic Research Corporation, is a miniaturized
high-precision control rocket. Two types (IKS40 and 0.6KS40) are used an
Stout.,

The motor case and nozzle are an integral unit machined from lightweight,
high-quality steel; case thickness in the cylindrical section is 0.04 in.
A graphite insert prevents excessive erosion of the nozzle throat during
burning. Overall length of the motor case and nozzle is approximately 5
in., and the dih, meter of the cylindrical section is approximately 1.5 in.
A silicone rubber nozzle plug is press-fitted into the nozzle and retained
at the throat diameter. Its function is to keep foreign material from
enttering the interior of the motor.

The propellant is high-performance Arcite 362M. Its form is an
inside-outside burning cylinder bonded to the head of the motors. Weights
for the IUS40 and 0.5US40 are 0.21 lb and 0.12 lb, respectively.

Tho igniter (U.S. Flare 3025C) is mounted in the head-end of the motor
case. It consists of two U.S. Flare 90SA squibs that detonate a main
charge of 1.4 g of B-KNO3 pellets when initiated. Each 908A squib has
an ixternal case of aluminum, two lead wires, and a single 2.5-mii
Ni-Chrome bridge-wire. The lead wires are shieloed and sleeved with a
mylar outer jacket that terminates in a PT06P-8-4P connector.

The igniter electrical characteristics are:

i. Bridge Wire Resistance 0.78 + 0.12 ohms

2. Bridge Wire Current Requirements
a. Maximum No Fire 0.7 A for 15 s
b. Minimum All Fire 1.2 A
c. Recommend Fire 3.0 A

Storeee data for motor include:

1. Temperatures
a. Motor Storage Range 10"F to 1206F
b. Propellant Auto-Ignition 350*F for 8 hrs
c. Flame 4Z63"F

2. Storage Time Limits 5 yr

The above data apply to both the IUS40 and the 0.6US40 except that the
Bridge Wire Resistance is 0.79 + 0.14 ohms for the 0.6US40.

C7.2.7.9 1KS75 Spin Rocket Motor - The 1KS75 spin rocket motor,
manufactured by Atlantic Research Corporation, is a miniaturized
high-precision control rocket. Its major components are a steel motor
case with integral nozzle, nozzle plug; a slotted, inhibited solid
propellant grain; and an igniter assembly.
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The motor case and nozzle are an integral unit machined from H-1i or D6A
steel. Case thickness in the cylindrical section ranges from 0.028 in. to
0.030 in. A graphite insert prevents excessive erosion of the nozzle
throat during burning. Overall length of the motor case and nozzle is
approximately 5 in., and the diameter of the cylindrical section is
approximately 1.5 in. A silicone rubber nozzle plug is press-fitted into
the nozzle and retained at the throat diameter. Its function is to keep
foteign material from entering the interior of the motor,

The propellant (Arcite 428B) is an extruded composite type shaped in
tubular form. It has a single longitudinal keyhole slot along the full
length of the grain to provide required performance characteristics. The
outside diameter and a portion of one end of the grain is inhibited with
gum rubber stock. A rubber insulator embedded in the inhibitor at the
slot area provides insulation, and a cellular rubber bumper bonded to one
end of the grain keeps it under compression within the operational
temperature range of the assembly. Weight is 0.31 lb.

The igniter (U.S. Flare 501B) is permanently installed as the forward
closuvi of the motor. Two parallel-wired squibs (U.S. Flare 908B) are
used to ignite approximately 0.5 g of B-KNO3 pellets. The igniter cable
is shielded four-wire 22-gage copper and is Teflon insulated and jacketed.

The igniter electrical characteristics are:

I. Bridge Wire Resistance 0.83 + 0.17 ohms

2. Bridge Wire Current Requirements
a. Maximum No Fire 0.7 A for 15 s
b. Minimum All Fire 1.2 A
c. Recommend Fire 3.0 A

Storage data for motor include:

I. Temperatures
a. Storage Range 101F to 120*F
b. Auto-Ignition 300*F @ 2 hrs
c. Flame 5627°F

2. Storage Time Limit 5 yr

C7.2.8 Scout Explosive Devices

The explosive devices used on Scout consist of shaped charges, safe-arm
units, and various electro-explosive devices (EEDs). A brief description
of these explosive devices and their functions is presented here.

The shaped charges, which are manufactured by the Vought System Division,
a division of LTV Aerospace Corporation, contain 180 grains of RDX
(cyclotrimethylene-trinitramine) per inch. They are formed by loading the
RDX into standard 3/8-in. aluminum hydraulic tubing of the required length
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and then rolling the tubing to form a 60* angle. After rolling, which
nearly doubles the density of the RDX, retainer caps are pressed into the
endA of the shaped charges to obtain the desired end density and to seal
the ends; then standard hydraulic nuts and sleeves are attached to the
ends of the shaped charges as required.

The Thiokol Model 2125, electromechanical safe-arm unit features as a
safe-arm mechanism, an explosive firing train with dual electric primers,
and explosives capable of detonating two attached shaped charges. The
safe-arm mechanism can be safed either electrically or manually, but it
can only be ar'.ed electrically. The cross-firing train is provided by a
booster assembly of RDX, which increases the reliability of the unit.

The safe-arm unit is installed in the vehicle with the indicator flag
fully retracted into housing. It is armed by removing the safety pin and
then stepping the rotor to the arm position by commanding an electrical
irm signal from the blockhouse. After arming, the safe-arm unit can be
fired by initiating the primers with an electrical signal. The ignition
of the primers results in the ignition of the explosive detonators and
cross-firing train; the detonators then ignite the booster charges.

Electro-Explosive Devices (EEDs) are used to perform various functions
during flight. They are electrically initiated and include power
cartridges, separation cartridges, ballistic cartridges, gas generators,
and initiators. Electrical specifications of the EED primers are shown in
Table C7-I.
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Table C7-1 Specifications for Scout Electro-Explosive Device

MANUFACTURER INSULATION CURRENT - FIRING DATA RATED STORAGE 1SHELF
DEVICE & BRIDGE PINS TO MAX NO NIN ALL RECON TEMP TEMP LIFE
APPLICATION PART NUMBER RESISTANCE CASE FIRE FIRE ALL FIRE LIMITS LIMITS

SAFE ARM 23-003933 .19 +.03 100 MEGS 1.0 A 2.3 A 5.0 A +176*F ÷120*F
FOR OHMS MIN @ for OF O*F 5 YR
DESTRUCT 500 VDC 5 min.
HEAT SHIELD 339B670055-1 i.05 ±.10 2 MEGS 1.0 AMP 3.5 AMP 5.0 A +2001F 5 YR
SEPARATION OH1S 0 250 VDC OOF
CARTRIDGE
4TH & 5TH STG 23-002981 1.05 ±.10 2 MEGS 1.0 AMP 3.5 AMP 5.0 A ÷160"F 5 YR
SEPARATION OHMS 0 25OVDC for O*F
CARTRIDGE I min.
POWER CART- HISHEAR 1.1 +.1 2 MEGS 1.0 A 3.5 A 5.0 A +1750F .120"F 5 YR
RIDCO FOR PC-33 POWER OHMS @ 500 VDC for 01F - 20*F

*PAYLOAD CART 5 MIH.

SEPARATION
DESPIN CABLE SPACE 1.05 _.IO 2 MEGS 1.0 AMP 3.5 AMP
CUTTER, EG & ORDNANCE OHMS @ 500 VDC FOR 5 5.0 A *k.05F 5 YR
C PAYLOAD SO1-266-4 MIN. I25'F
SFIIARATION I I
IGN-DEST 23-002583-2 .65 +.1O 500 MEGS 0.01 AMP 2.0 AMP 5.0 A +i7OF +100*F •"--%'R
bATTERY OHMS - 32"F + 35'F
INIT:A'OR
STH STAGE 23-003665-1 .05 TO 10 MEGS 2.0 A 9.0 A +176*F +160OF 2 YR
IGM BATTERY .18 MIN @ 706F o0F

_ _ OHMS 500 VDC 0
POWER CART- HISHEAR 1.1 +.1 ! MCCA 1.0 AMP 3.5 AIP 5.0 A +120F 5 YR

RIDGE FOR PC 19-009 OHMS FOR VDC FOR 5 - 20F
PAYLOAD POWER CART NIN.

,SEPARATION
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C7.2.9 Guidance and Control System

The Scout Guidance Control System proviedes an attitude reference and
stabilizes the vehicle around its three major axes. It consists of:

1. Guidance unit whose three single-axis miniature integrating gyros
are secured directly ("strapped down") to the vehicle airframe.

2. Rate gyro unit to provide rate signals.

3. Power Control Relay Box to provide power and ignition switching.

4. Intervalometer to provide scheduling of events during flight.

5. Programmer to provide pitch or yaw gyro torquing voltages.

6. 400-cps inverter and battery power supplies.

7. Poppet valve electronics to switch the valves that control the
"on-off" reaction jet stabilization system.

8. Hydraulic servocontrol amplifier to amplify the stabilization
system error signals for first stage control.

9. Yaw-roll compensation unit to compensate for errors in roll due to
yaw displacements and in yaw due to roll displacements that occur during
pitch program.

The guidance unit provides three gain conditions to maintain stability and
attitude control from lift-off to fourth-stage separation: Gain I during
first-stage controt; Gain II during second- and third-stage burn control,
and Gain III during third-stage coast control.

C7.3 MISSION SCENARIO

The Mission Scenario was covered only briefly in the reference document
(reference the General Vehicle Description, Paragraph C7.1.)

Activation of the ignition batteries is accomplished during courtdown by
firing the gas generators with a command from the blockhouse. Gas
pressure then forces electrolyte from the reservoir into the cells. A
relief port is provided in each battery case to vent gases when the
differential pressure exceeds 5 psi.
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Ignition times vary depending upon mission requirements, but the following
sequence will always be valid:

T- First-Stage Ignition frnm Ground Command

T- Second-Stage Ignition

*T2  Heetshield Ejection

**T 2  - Third-Stage Ignition Command and Heatshield Ejection

*T3- Third-Stage Ignition

**T3- Third-Stage Ignition (through a 1.7 + 0.2 second

squib delay)

***T4 - Establish Fourth-Stage Attitude Correction System

Reference

T5  - Fourth-Stage Spin Motor Ignition and Fourth-Sta,ýe
Ignition Command

T6 - Fourth-Stage Separation

T7  - Fourth-Stage Ignition (through 6.35 + 0.85 second
squib delay), *** and start of Fifth-Stage Timer

T8 - Fourth-Stage Burnout

***T9 - Payload Separation

Activate Attitude Correction System

***Ti0 - Deactivate Attitude Correction System

***Tll Fifth-Stage Ignition

***Tl 2  - Payload Separation

* Applicable only when Antares IIB motor is used for third stage.
** Applicable only when Antares IIA motor is used for third stage.

*** Applicable only when Fifth Stage and ACS is used.
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APPENDIX C8
TITAN IV

C8.0 INTRODUCTION

The following data were extracted from the Standardized Launch Vehicle X
documents, "Executive Summary, Volume I," P84-45031-1, and "Technical
Proposal, Volume III," P84-45031-3, August 1984, Martin Marietta
Aerospace, Denver Aerospace, P.O. Box 179, Denver, CO 80201.

C8.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION

A three-body launch vehicle was selected to meet TIV requirements as shown
in Figure C8-I. The vehicle consists of a two-stage liquid propellant
core vehicle, two strap-on solid rocket motors (SRM), a high-energy
Centaur upper stage, and a payload fairing (PLF). The overall vehicle
length is 204 ft, and lift-off weight is 1,910,499 lb.

The TIV vehicle performance is 10,565 lb to GSO (requirement is 10,000
Ib). This is accomplished by using the boost vehicle (SRMs and core
vehicle) to position the Centaur and payload on a trajectory from which
the Centaur provides the final velocity to achieve an 80 x 95-nmi park
orbit and then delivers the payload to the GSO. The PLF protects the
payload and Centaur during the atmospheric portion of the boost flight and
ensures that TIV payload environments are comparable to the Space
Transportation System (STS). In addition, the Centaur upper stage
physical and functional interfaces with the satellite vehicle (SV) are
equivalent to the STS.

The TIV airborne vehicle configuration (Fig. C8-2) is a standard three-
body vehicle consisting of a core vehicle, dual strap-on solid rocket
motors (SRM) and a high-energy Centaur upper stage. The TIV vehicle
includes a 200-in.-diameter by 86-ft-long payload fairing that encloses
the Centaur stage and provides a 15X40 ft dynamic payload envelope.

C8.1.1 Core Vehicle

The core vehicle consists of two 10-ft-diamzter liquid propellant stages.
Stage I is 86.5 ft long and contains 341,000 lb of propellant (nitrogen
tetroxide and Aerozine 50). Stage II is 32.6 ft long and contains 77,000
lb of the same propellants. The Stage I dual-subassembly engines provide
546,000 lb of thrust and are gimbaled to provide pitch, yaw, and roll
steering control. The Stage II single subassembly gimbaled engine
provides 104,000 lb of thrust and, in conjunction with a roll control
nozzle, provides the stage-steering capability. Both stages use an
autogenous pressurization system that contains no operating components. A
four-axis gimbaled inertial measurement unit and digital computer provide
the boost vehicle guidance and control functions. Other core vehicle
avionics include a remote multiplexed instrumentation system, a 10-W
S-band transmitter and antenna, a dc battery-powered sequence system, and
a range safety destruct and inadvertent separation destruct system (ISDS)
in each stage.
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C3.1.2 Booster Modifications

The low-risk booster TIV design is an extension of the operationally
proven Titan 34D vehicle and the STS Centaur design. The TIV boost
vehicle is a natural growth configuration of the Titan family that started
with the Titan 11 Weapons System and grew through the Titan [tIC (added
SR~s), Titan 24B (stretched core vehicle), Titan [lIE (Centaur upper
stage) and 14.5-ft-diameter payload fairing (PLF) and T341) (sLrutched
SRMs). The TIV Centaur upper stage is a modified version of the STS
Centaur G Prime configuration with Centaur G avionics. Figure C8-3 shows
an outboard profile of the boost vehicle along with an identification of
major changes from established vehicles.

The strap-on SRMs are 10 ft in diameter by 112.9 ft long and are loaded
with UTP-3001B solid propellant. The total thrust of the two SRMs is 2.95
x 106 lb. The SRM web action time is 110.5 seconds, and each SRM
provides a cotal impulse of 159.7 x 106 lb-s. The SRM thrust vector
control, which is driven by the core guidance system, injects nitrogen
tetroxide into the motor exhaust stream, thereby producing angular
displacement of the exhaust streams to produce vehicle steering. The SRMs
carry remote multiplex units (instrumentation pickup units) and command
and inadvertent separation dentruct hardware.

The Centaur is a single-stage liquid-oxygen and liquid-hydrogen vehicle
that is 170 in. in diameter (max) and 29.3 ft long. The stage consists of
oxygen and hydrogen pressure-stabilized propellant tanks that contain
46,136 ib of propellant. The stage contains a dual-subassembly engine
with multiple-start capability that delivers a 33,000 lb thrust. A
hydrazine reaction control system provides for coast-phase steering
control. A gimbaled inertial platform and digital computer provide
guidance and control functions. Command control receivers enable range
engine shutdown and destruct, and a C-band tracking transponder is
provided. The stage has an instrumentation system that is compatible with
payload user needs, including an encryptor and a multiple antenna S-band
telemetry system. This stage also provides the payload physical and
functional interface.

The final TIV element is the payload fairing (PLF) that protects the upper
stage and oayload from aerodynamics during the boost phase. The PLF is an
all-metal isogrid construction that is coated externally and internally to
reduce the effects of aeroheating and flight acoustics and vibration. The
PLF environment and spatial conditions are compatible with the STS.

The TIV design incorporates payload accommodations equivalent to the STS
(Fig. C8-4). These accommodations assure that DOD payloads designed for
STS/Centaur missions will require, at most, minimal design modifications
to fly on the TIV and are key to assuring that the TIV complements the
STS. The TIV payload capability of 10,565 lb for the GSO mission is
equivalent to the predicted Centaur G STS performance of 9,413 lb. The
TIV/Centaur payload interfaces are the same as the STS/Centaur interfaces
because identical interface hardware is used.
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A modified ITL concept for the flow of TIV segments from receipt at CCAFS

through assembly and launch from LC-41 is shown in Figure C8-5.

C8.1.3 Alternative Upper Stages

A trade study will determine criteriL and criteria rank and will evaluate
potential alternative upper stages.

Candidate upper stages zre shown in Figure C8-6 which considers upper
stages that could perform the TTV ILC and TIV reduced mission payload.
The selection criteria anC alternative upper stage candidates will be
reviewed with the Air Force in April 1985.

After determining which alternative upper stages meet the mandatory
criteria, the relative performance of each stage will be evaluated against
the other critqria. A significant portion of the effort will required to
refine structural changes (Figure C8-7) and to update the estimated
payload load capabilities shown in Table C8-I.

Table C8-1 Payload Capability for Other Upper Stages

Alternative
Upper Stage

Centaur 4-Tank Transtage
Mission G Prime Centaur G TOS/AMS Transtage AMS IUS

Geostationary 10,56:, 8,050* 5,773* ** 5,970 4,950
12h, 63.4-deg

Inclination 17,819 15,190* 11,021* ** ** *

24h, 65-deg
Inclina:ion 10,918 2,548* 6,103* ** ** **

* Capability will be refined by IR&D study.
** Capability will be defined by IR&D study.

C8.1.4 Loads

TIV equivalent axial loads range from no change up to 64% greater than '.or
Titan 34D. TIV maximum airloads analysis results indicate that the Stag2
I and Ii structure must be strengthened to withstand the increased loads
caused by the larger PLF and stretched core. A static elastic loads
analysis was performed for a QT of 1000 psf-deg using a rigid Centaur
upper stage and a 10,000-lb payload.

Table C8-2 compares the equivalent axial loads (PEQ) for the TIV with
those for the Titan 34D. The increases range from no change to a 64%
increase, with the larger increase occurring in the Stage II structure.

PLF loads were estimated more conservatively to protect PLF design
deflection requirements and were based on a QT of 1400 psf-deg. Table
C8-3 presents the PLF distributed loads.
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Ible CS-2 Equivalent Axial Loads (PEQ) for TIV vs. Titan 34D

Z Change
PEQ TIV PEQ T34D 'I TIV

Station F06 lb 106 lb , L- PEQ T34D

108 0.81 1.08 -25
165F Fwd 0.81 1.08 -25
165A Oxidizer 1.71 1.08 +58
203 Skirt 1.77 1.98 +h4
283F 1.90 I1.1 +62
283A Stage II 1.90 1.17 +62
312F Oxidizer 1.94 +62
312A 2.07 +59
409 2.13 l., +56
4.0F Stage II 2.12 1.38 +54
430A Fuel 2.20 1.44 +53
500F 2.17 1.50 +45
500A 2.18 1.50 +45
650 2.04 1.37 +49
812 Stage I 1.94 1.25 +55
975F Oxidizer 1.70 1.13 +50
975A 2.29 1.66 +38

1070F 2.09 1.61 +30
1070A Stage 2.09 1.58 +32
1211 Fuel 1.77 1.86 No Change
1351F 1.46 1.94 No Change
1351A 1.77 2.24 No Change

Table C8-3 PLF Distributed Loads

jP * Limit TLimit Limit Limit Limit

Station Shear VEQ* PAxial Moment _ MR PEQt
(kips) (kips) (kips) (106 in.-lb) (106 Ib)

1032 2.88 3.17 18.8 0.0 0.0188
950 10.75 11.83 45.0 0.236 0.0553
869 21.95 24.15 60.4 1.107 0.0931
787 31.20 34.43 70.2 2.907 0.1355
705 38.38 42.22 72.2 5.465 0.1913
624 43.28 47.61 74.3 8.574 0.2588
542 45.92 50.51 76.3 12.120 0.3354
460 47.06 51.77 78.5 15.890 0.4169
379 47.42 52.16 81.0 19.700 0.4996
297 47.48 52.23 83.6 23.590 0.5840
215 47.56 52.32 87.4 27.480 0.6697

52 47.18 51.90 107.0 35.220 0.8530
0 46.89 51.58 121.8 37.690 1 1.4480

VEQ = FUIlt(VR + IMX) = FUlt(l.l VR) = Fult(Li)

Ult Dia

PEQ = FUlt 1.06 PAxial + 2(1.05 MR) f FUl,(Lim)
Ult Rad
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Figure C8-8 shows the TIV critical flight events that will be analyzed.

C8.2 SYSTEMS DESCRIPTIONS, HAZARDOUS MATERIALS, SCHEMATICS

C8.2.1 Solid Rocket Motors (SRM)

The UT-CSD 7-segment SRM was selected to take advantage of the existing
qualified design and development testing done for the MOL program.

The TIV Stage 0 consists of two 7-segment SRMs developed and qualified by
CSD (Fig. C8-9). Four static test firings, including thrust vector
control testing, were completed for the Manned Orbital Laboratory (MOL)
program, thus providing a low-cost and low-risk design for the TIV SRM.

Stage 0 consists of two identical segmented 120-in.-diameter SRMs mounted
180* apart on the core vehicle. Each SRM has a sea-level thrust of
1.475x10 6 lb, an IN of 269.8 a, a web action time of 110.5 s, and a
total impulse of 15 .7x106 lb-s. The propellant (UTP-3001B) is
PBAN-bascd and contains 84% solids (16% aluminum and 68% ammonium
perchlorave, plus additives and an iron oxide catalyst). The nozzle
assemblies use a 9.18 to i expansion ratio and are canted 6 deg. Thrust
vector control is provided by a nitrogen-pressurized ullage blowdown
liq, *d injection system. The N2 04 injectant is pressure-fed to 24
electromechenical valves mounted on each nozzle. Forward and aft staging
rockets provide the separation forces. Each motor segment is 130 in. long
and constructed of D6aC steel.. The same material is used for the forward
and aft closures. Each 7-segment SRM has a dry weight of 94,259 lb and a
loaded weight of 695,386 lb.

Increased Stage 0 perfcrmance is achieved by replacing 5-1/2-segment SRMs
with 7-segment SRMs and by designing a lighter aft support skirt:
assenibly. The transition from 5-1/2 to 7 segments requires the
following: Using UTP-3001B propellant rather than UTP-3001 and a 40-in.
longer forward closure.; replacing the 1/2 segment with two full segments;
and using a larger throat and nozzle assembly. The result is the basic
configuration that was designed, built, and qualified for the MOL program,
(Fig. C8-10).

A modified T34D design for the aft support skirt is shown in Figure
C8-1l. This design results in a lighter skirt assembly than that proposed
for MOL. No TVC modifications are required because the current system was
designed for a 7-segment configuration.

Transition to the 7-segment configuration results in additional propellant
and dry weight increases associated with the added segments.

The 301 total impulse increase is a result of the 127,500-lb additional
propellant per SRM. Burnout weight increases by 13,800 lb (17%), which
includes the 2600-lb weight decrease per SRM due to the lighter skirt.
Table C8-4 summarizes major SRM characteristics.
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Table C8-4 Major SRM Characteristics

The TIV 7-Segment Performance is Comparable to the MOL 7-Segment Design.
T-34D 51/2 MOL *** 7- TIV 7-

Parameter (60*F Nominal) Segment Segment Segment

Maximum (Initial) Sea Level
Thrust *, lb x 106 1.273 1.442 1.475

Delivered Isp*, s (VAC) 265.2 269.8 269.8

Web Action Time, s 104.1 113.4 110.5

Action Time, s 113.7 124.5 121.2

Duration (Total) Impulse* 123.1 158.6 159.7
lb-s x 106 (VAC)

Max ** Expected Operation
Pressure (MEOP), s 935.0 866.0 888.0

Propellant Wt, lb x 103 464.3 589.1 592.0

Inert Wt Expended, lb 5000 7000 7000

* Nozzle Centerline
** Value Represents 3-sigma Maximum Pressure at 90*F
*** MOLSRK 1207-3
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As shown in Table C8-5, most structural components wdll require strengthening
to meet the higher loads. In all cases, Titan-34D-approved materials will be
used for construction.

Table C8-5 Core Vehicle Structural Modification

Design Step
Modification Description Design Impact Performanc-

Impact

Stage I Barrel Section Skin Length & Thickness +350 lb
Fuel Tank Stretched 43.8 in.

& Increase in
Strength for
New Loads

K Frame Resized Up* +227 lb
Y Frames Resized Up*
Forward Skirt Components

Resized Up*
External Conduit Lengthened*
Internal Conduit Lengthened*
Oxidizer Feeline Lengthened

ige 1 Barrel Section Skin Thickness, Length, +409 lb
Oxidizer Stretched 51.2 in & Stringer Webs, & Flanges
Tank Stretch Increased in Resized Up

Strength for
New Loads Y Frames Resized Up * +532 lb

Aft Skirt Components Resized
Up*

Forward Skirt Components
Resized Up*

External Conduit Lengthened*

Rf. , Ale Skirt Strength is Skin, Frames, & Stringers + 32 lb
Ski. Increased for New Resized Up in Thickness
Resi' , Loads

SRM Attachment Point Structure -141 lb

Deleted at Sta 500 & Moved to
Sta 370.6; Basic Internal
Structure Remains Same;

Local Support Structure Deleted*

Stage 1, Barrel Section Skin Thickness Resized UP + 74 lb
Fuel Tank Stretched 9 in &
Stretch Increased in

Strength for
New Loads
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Table C8-5 Core Vehicle Structural Modification
(Continued)

Design Step
Modification Description Design Impact Performance

Impact

Y Frames Resized Up* +318 lb
Aft Skirt Components

Resized Up*
Internal Conduit Lengthened*
External Conduit Lengthened*
Oxidizer Feeline Lengthened*
Feeline Dome & Cone Inlet &

Outlet Angles Changed*
SRM Electrical Cable Umbilical

Structure Deleted from Aft Fuel
Skirt*

Stage II Barrel Section Skin Thickness Resized Up + 83 lb
Oxidizer Stretched 9 in &
Tank Increased in
Stretched for New Loads

Y Frames Resized Up +478 lb
Aft Skirt Components

Lengthened*
External Conduit

Lengthened*
SRM Electrical Cable

Umbilical Structure Added to Aft
Skirt*

Fourth Retrorocket Package Added + 21 lb
to Aft Skirt

Centaur Increases Length Forward Oxidizer Skirt Skin +210 lb
Upper Stage Forward Oxidizer Strengthened 43,1 in. &
Requirements Skirt; Addition Resized Up in Thickness

of Thermal Barrier
to Skirt; PLF Separation, Electrical Neglible
Change in Skirt Umbilical Connections & Upper Weight
Vending Stage Connection Revised* Change
Requirements Provisions for Attaching

Thermal Barrier Added to Skir't,
Similar to One Used on
Titan D-IT
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Table C8-5 Core Vehicle Structural Modification
(Continued)

Design Step
Modification Description Design Impact Performance

Impact

Existing Triangular Vert Holes +722 lb
Deleted; New Circular Vent
Holes Added in New Location

Field Splice Added at Two Places
Stringers & Frames Resized Up*
Payload Falring Attach

Points Added (36 Places)*

7-Segment Relocation of SRM SRM Attach Fittings, Frame & +174 lb
SRMs Attach Points on Local Support Structure Added

Vehicle to to Stage II Forward Fuel Skirt
Sta 370.6

Avionics Add two Trusses in Additional Truss Tie Points, Negligible
Revisions Compartment 2A & Hardware, & Access Doors Weight

Delete Truss from Added to Forward Fuel Skirt
Compartment B Truss, Tie Points, Mounting

Hardware & Access Doors
Deleted from Stage II
Forward Fuel Skirt

Minitrusses Added to Forward +10 lb
Skirt to Support DestrucL
Initiator & Destruct Charges*

* Design impacts are secondary effects caused by primary modifications.
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C8.2.2 Core Vehicle Structures

The ll2.-in. tank stretch provides for an additional 46,000 lb of
propellant in Stage I and 8300 lb in Stage II. Stage I dry weight
increases by 2125 lb and Stage II by 2704 lb to accommodate tank stretch
and structure strengthening. These weights also include the relocation of
the SRM attach points from Stage I to Stage 1I, the PLF and Centaur attach
points at the Stage II forward oxidizer skirt, and the thermal barrier
between Stage I1 and the Centaur.

The TIV core vehicle is a 10-ft-diameter-by-Il9.1-ft-long, two-stage
liquid propellant vehicle. The primary structure consists of aluminum
alloy barrel skins with stringers and ring frames. To minimize cost and
risk, the T34D structure was used as the basic design for TIV, and the
T34D configuration was extended by 112 in. to accommodate additional
propellant requirements.

The core vehicle is the basic TIV building block because the two 7-segment
SiMs strap onto the core, and the Centaur upper stage and PLF attach to
the Stage II forward oxidizer skirt. In addition, the core vehicle
structure provides the tankage for the liquid rocket engines and provides
trusses and mounting for avionics equipment.

The Stage I and II rocket engines are the uprated versions of the
ATC-LR-87-11 (Stage I) and ATC-LR-91-ll (Stage II) to be used on Titan
34D-1E. For TIV, the Stage 1I engine thrust will be increased 5% for
added system performance.

Both stages will retain the Titan III hypergolic propellants and

simplified autogenous pressurization system.

C8.2.3 Core Vehicle Propulsion

The TIV core propulsion system uses the latest uprated T34D engines
coupled with longer burn durations because of the extended propellant
tanks.

Stage I and II propulsion is provided by the LR87-AJ-11 and LR91-AJ-11
engines developed by Aerojet Tech Systems Company (ATC). dy using the
latest Titan 34D version of these engines coupled with the stretched core
propellant tanks, a low-r~sk, mature TIV core vehicle propulsion system is
provided (Fig. C8-13).

The ATC engines meet the requirements of the core propulsion system
(Fig. C8-14A) and have exceeded the performance and extended burn
durations needed for TIV operation on previous test firings.

The core propulsion is provided by two tandem-mounted liquid stages using
storable hypergolic propellants. The fuel is Aerozine 50 (50/50 blend of
hydrazine and UDM) and the oxidizer is N2 04 . Stage I uses twin
turbopump-fed engine subassemblies with 15 to 1 nozzle expansion ratios.
Stage I nominal performance is 546,000 lb of thrust, and Isp of 302.6 s,
and a burn time of 190 s (341,000 lb of propellants). Gas generators on
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each subassembly drive the engine turbopumps. A solid pcopellant start
cartridie on each subassembly initiates pump operation. Thrust vector
control (pitch, yaw, and roll) is provided by gimbaling the
subassemblies. Stage 11 uses a single gimbaled turbopump-fed engine
subassembly with a 49.2 to I expansion ratio nozzle. Stage 1I nominal
performance is 104,000 lb, has an Isp of 316s and burn time ot 232s
(77,000 lb of propellant). The Stage II engine will be balanced to a
thrust level 5% higher than the current Titan 34D engines. Roll control
is provided by ducting turbine exhaust through a swiveled roll control
nozzle. Tank pressurization for both stages is provided by an autogenous
(self-generating) system and requires no transducers, valves, or active
control systems. Both stages shut down upon propellant depletion. Except
for the changes associated with the longer propellant tanks (longer
oxidizer feedlines, longer pressurization lines), this is the same flight-
proven design used on the Titan III/34D programs..

Additional performance is provided to the TIV over the T34D configuration
by stretching Stage I and II propellant tanks 95 and 17 in.,
respectively. Stage II thrust is uprated 51 by re-orificing the gas
generator circuit.

The core propulsion system design is shown in Figure C8-14 with the
modifications summarized in Figure C8-14A. Tank stretch is accomplished
by additional barrel length. The Stage II 5% thrust increase is
accomplished by increasing pump speed. This technique has been
successfully demonstrated on the Stage I engines on several previous
uprates. This technique has also been successfully demonstrated during
previous engine testing when the engine was operated at a thrust level of
105,314 lb (+71) for 250 seconds. Therefore, the 5% increase is well
within the capability of the engine. In addition, the Stage I engine burn
time increases 25 seconds to a total of 190 seconds (nominal), and Stage
II increases 13 seconds to a total 232 seconds (nominal). Both increases
are well within current demonstrated engine capabilities.

Iacreased tank length results in longer engine burn times and requires
corresponding length changes in the oxidizer feedlines and autogenous
pressurization lines. Analyses have shown that even with the increased
liquid height caused by the stretched tanks, feed system pressures will be
at or slightly below current pressure because of reduced acceleration
levels. The only burn-time-limiting components on the engines are the
ablative skirts. To restore operating margin, the Stage II ablative skirt
liner will be machined to add approximately 0.020 in. to the nominal
thickness (from 0.400 to 0.420 in.). All other Stage II components and
all Stage I components are qualified for durations in excess of TIV
requirements. The fuel tank aft thrust cone structure will be modified
for the higher Stage II engine thrust, and some minor increases in engine
propellant line flange thickness and a gimbal bolt material change may be
incorporated to restore operating margins.
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An additional 46,000 lb of propellant is added to Stage I resulting in ÷25
seconds of burn time. The Stage I1 propellant increase of 8300 lb,

coupled with the increased flow rate from the 52 high, balance resilts in
a net increase of 13 seconds burn time.

because of the additional line lengths, a pressure drop analysis will be
accomplished and the results incorporated into the system performance
analysis. A stress anaiysis of the Stage II combustion chamber will be
performed to verify margins because of the added mass on the engine skirt.

The Stage I nominal burn time increase from 165 seconds (T34D) to 190
seconds (TIV) is within the 200-second engine qualification levels and
well below the demonstrated level of 300 seconds. The Stage II nnminal
burn time increase from 219 seconds (T34D depletion shutdown) to 232
seconds (TIV) is slightly longer than the 225-second engine qualification,
but well below the demonstrated level of 250 seconds. Aa mentioned
earlier, Stage II operating margins will be restored by increasing the
thickness of the ablative skirt liner.

C8.2.4 Core Vehicle Flight Controls

The flight control system (FCS) uses the flight-proven T34D/TS
configuration to enhance launch availability while maintaining vehicle
stability.

The FCS of the TIV is an adaptation of the flight-proven T34D/TS digital
configuration (Fig. CS-ISA). The modifications are cost eftective and
feasible as shown by frequency domain analyses and time domain
simulations. a pitch/yaw steering scheme is implemented in the software
to maximize launch availability by using launch-day measured winds.
Launch availability is enhanced by using a load relief autopilot that
complements the wind biasing technique.

This configuration balances the increased aerodynamic loading caused by
the bulbous PLF with an increased control capability primarily due to the
revised thrust and mass distribution of the 7-segment SRMs (Fig. C8-15B).
The potential stability degradation caused by distributed aerodynamics
that occur for large flexible boosters is understood, and unique analysis
techniques and tools have been developed to analyse this phenomena. For
the TIV configuration, analysis has shown this degradation to be
acceptable with reductions of 0.46 and 0.98 dB, respectively, in the
aerodynamic gain margins of pitch and yaw at the max-Q time point.

Significant parameters affecting vehicle stability show strong similarity
between the TIV and T34D/TS (Fig. C8-15D). The TIV open-loop frequency
response is shown in Fig. C8-15E for the pitch channel at the max-Q time
point. The T34D/TS open.-loop frequency response, shown in the same
figure, is very similar to that for the TIV. Thus, FCS design tools and
techniques developed for Titan are directly applicable to the TIV.
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Stability analyses were conducted for all three channels (pitch, yaw, and
roll) for the TIV Stage 0 flight phase. Resuitq of these analyses, which
includmd the wind tunnel test aerodynamic parameters, show th; - the FCS
configuration meets or exceeds the stability margin requiremen'- and
objectives. For example, the stability analysis results for t: e pitch
plane rhow that all stability margin objectives are exceeded.

FCS analy4is toots are sophisticated and have been verified by :ontinunl
use on v.WouS ritat, programs. rhese tools (Fig. Co-tsF) in,',Aide high-
fidelity %-ath models necessary for FCS design for a large, flexible
booster.

To alleviate concerns over t0 validity of the aerodynemic data, a wind
tunnel test was completed using a 2.8% scale model of the TIV. These
results were used to verify stability margin requirement compliance with
SS-ELV-401 end to dtvelop Stage 0 FCS parametera for use in 6-DOF
simulations.

C8.2.5 Core Vehicle Avionics

The core vehicle avionics system requires no new design and only minor
modifications to existing components.

The core vehicle avionics system must meet the requirements of SS-ELV-401
and derived requirements that allow TIV to perform the specified
missions. It must provide guidance, navigation, control, and electrical
sequencing during the boost vehicle (BV) portion of flight. It must also
provide adequate telemetry information and meet the range safety
requirements of AFETRM 127-1.

The TIV core avionics (Fig. C8-16) uses the Delco Systems IGS, consisting
of a missile guidance computer (HOC) and a four-axis gimbaled inertial
measurement unit (IMU) to provide guidance, navigation, control, and
sequencing of the BV independent of the Centaur. Electrical power in
provided by silver-zinc primary batteries. The distributed sequencing
system is a subset of the Transtage system using identical components, and
electrical isolation is maintained between the BY and Centaur. The SCI
remote multiplexed instrumentation system (RMIS) provides 384 kbps of BV
telemetry to allow accurate analysis of all BV systems. The telemetry
data are transmitted via a 10-W S-band transmitter and a single broad beam
antenna. The telemetry system is alzo completely independent of the
Centaur. TIV tracking is provided by a C-band pulse beacon in the
Centaur. Command control receivers in the CentaLtr provide shutdown and
destruct corm~ands to th• BV. The Centaur commands are isolated from the
BV electrical system, which provides power to the shutdown and destruct
circuits. Inadvertent separation destruct systems are included in both
core vehicle stages and in each SRM.

The primary core vehicle avionics modifications (Tabi '8-6) are from a
T34D/Transtage baseline.

Table C8-7 lists the major system components. The majority of the
components are located on two trusses in Stage II Compartment 2A.
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Table C8-6 Avionics Modifications

Design Performance
Modification Description Design Impact Impact Constraints Risk

Eqpt Transtage Transtage None- Modified Original
Location avionics eqpt trusses must Baseline guidance truss design

relocated be redesiSned truss was subject
to Stage II to mount in dynamic to the same
compartment new location. charac- constraints

teristics must
be analyzed
for
compatibility
with the IGS.

Cordage Modify cordage Must resize None- Lack of data Similar
to acconmodate critical Baseline on Centaur & designs &
new eqpt ordnance PLF inter- installa-
locations & circuits & face. tions have
stage lengths. analysis been

new clearane successfully
& installation accommodated
constraints. on T34D.

Flight Delete Modify soft- Reduced BV Autopilot Previous
Control compartment ware to Dry Weight adequacy must studies
System 2B truss, LASS resolve IMU (Approx be proved by & preliminary
Sensors & Stage II RGS sensed 90 Ib) analysis. analysis

acceleration indicate
into body acceptable
coordinates, margins.
Redesign
autopilot.

Tracking & The BV Must add Reduced Lack of data Centaur system
Flight contains no required BV on Centaur is being
Safety C-band shutdown & Dry Weight interfaces & added for
System tracking aid destruct (Approx flight safety TIV

& no command interface with 34 ib) system design. application
control Centaur. & will be
receivers. Centaur has designed to
These C-band beacon accommodate
functions are this approach.
Provides by
Centaur

Note:
Design impacts are secondary effects caused by the primary design modification.
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Table Cb-l Use of flight-proven T34D components minimizes
development risk.

FI Ifni Previous Model tIons la______ lrldI un 1. [_

itsstil Guidance Digital Copoputer 11'40/ Magic 3SZ miinor", elco
Coltnr (HGC) Memory: 16k Tranttagite (,L,

Wd'r4 SMil: 24-b1t Caore$)
Type: Fixed Point
Throughput: 100 kips
I/0: Tailored to T-Ill

Inertial Measure- 4-Axis Qlialled T 3e40/ Carousel-ViI honor" Slco
aent Unit (14111 Inertial Flatform Transtageo (NIL.

AIMO: 6.4S 1`ru (]O4 (Thermal
ASOa; 1.02 seruig Switch.
A-'col S.F.: 181 pom Relay)
Accel 9t4s: 7 PO e

Sta4g I P5s 2-AxiS Rate Gyro i T340 C4801030040 None Martin
Range: 1 20 Glg/s Marietta

Hydraulic Actuators Linear. Mechanical Stage 1:4 T140 P04640008 Nono"
Feedback, Hydraulic Stage It:; T143 P0455002
Actuators tagei IR:I T3l'4 P0465000 T

Tumbint-Orivtn flight Myd Pip Sttage 1:1 T34" QAGSS0619 Hone Maw York
Hydraulic P" Stage I: IS 2oa Stage 1:: .540 I P041$0087 Airbrake

t'Stage It: S DP

Motor-Drtven Ground Checkot. yd 2 1340 P048S0084 Hone Vickcrs
Hydraulic Pump "Pup. 3 gp

ACCumlAtor Maintains systemn Z T34 P041SO090 None Cadillac
R$ser+oir Hydraulic Pressure & Gage",evel J

IMIS Converter PaIO Programa1e 1 T3114 - IInor Sr.I
instrumentat ioA2124)
Converter unit

.I41S 3041 Rmte to Multiplexer 9 T240 - None SCI
Unit. 32-Channtl

10-V PumIr Supply IPS I T340 P094SO016 NO"e Gulton

S-band Transitter t0" transmitter I T40 P000474 Noae Yale-

APS/IGPS Battery 40-Ai Battery 1 TI4N P01400063 HOn lagll

IPS/TPS/CCPS 4*Aim Batteries 1T340 P0ogSO0za None " agleBatteries FiPchor

(elay Asbfle y 29-Relay Package 2 fT40 4I60025000 None MartinI HMarietta1

static inverter Provides 14O 111, 1 IT40 16000170 (~lot Martin2 vac Power to A0S Marie *tta1
I-Minor PMdilieaLti t- --~l ---------ffr Rlamft l Oo•vtlblyo Irrnt-Parts

The autonomous IGS was chosen for the BY as a result of a trade study thatevaluated the cost, weight, risk, and technical merit of several

candidates (Table C8-8). The proposed digital system provides more
flexibility in control system and load alleviation design than the analog
system, minimizes the interfaces with Centaur, and minimizes the schedule
impact on critical Centaur hardware and software. This configuration
provides flexibility for integrating and flying alternative upper stagesor payloads requiring no upper stage. The BV/Centaur interface is limited

to the flight safety system.
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Table C8-8 The Delco Systems Transtage IGS

Delco USGS Analog FCS Centaur Centaur
Factors (Transtase) (T-IIIE) IGS IGS/MGC

Cost $5.5M $1.OM $2.2M $5.2M
Weight 246 lb 130 lb 109 lb 168 lb
Schedule Risk Low Moderate High High
Autopilot/Load Good-Digital Poor-Analog Good- Good-Digital

Relief Flexi- A/P has A/P is Digital A/P has max
bility max flexi- inflexible A/P has flexibility

bility max flex-
ibility

Complexity of None-No Func- Moderate-9 High-33 Moderate-3
Centaur I/F tional Functional Functional Functional

Interfaces Interfaces Interfaces Interfaces
S/W Impact Low Low High Moderate
S/W Margins Good Good Poor Good
New H/W None Added Relays Major Mod Major Mod to

in Centaur to Centaur Centaur DCU
DCU and/or or IMG
New I/O
Unit

C8.2.6 Core Vehicle Software

The TIV core vehicle software evolves from the flight-proven Titan
34D/Transtage flight plan XV.

The core vehicle software is derived fror. the T34D/Transtage software by
deleting Transtage-unique functions and adding pitch and yaw bias
equations. The transition to TIV software will employ proven code
development methods and verification and validation testing tools.

The core vehicle software provides guidance and control to the boost
vehicle and is designed to meet all mission requirements, maximize day of
launch availability, and support the launch timetable and window.

The design approach is the Titan "flex launch" coucept that was proven
with 14 flights using a single flight program version that flew five
different mission-peculiar parameter sets.

New aspects to the software include a technique adapted from the Titan
IIIE program for tailoring the Stage 0 steering profile to the premeasured
winds aloft and derived body rates and accelerations from the core IMU
data that permit the removal of the Stage II rate gyro and LASS
equipment. These modifications provide pitch and yaw bias that enhances
performance and alleviates aerodynamic loads. Addition of the identified
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software features erodes the current available spare memory. To provide
safe margins of spare memory and to accommodate any further requirements,
all Transtage-unique equations will be deleted. This deletion is minimal
risk, and design analyses indicate that this approach will increase spare
memory margins from 8 to 11%. This solid foundation, coupled with Titan
proven development and test methods, will provide a low-risk flight
software package.

Newly programmed equations will be executed in ICS with nominal and
max/min data :o assure that coding precision is maintained. The
integrated boost vehicle flight program and parameters over the range of
TIV missions will be validated using MSSS, ICS, and the Scientific
Simulation Lab/Guidance Control Lao (SSL/GCL) real-time test bed. Delco
will perform the IV&V of core vehicle software.

This design was selected because of the flexibility to minimize vehicle
loads through use of a digital autopilot and guidance techniques tailored
to the launch-day wind environment. It provides low development risk by
minimizing impact on Centaur Software and interfaces (see Tables C8-9 and
C8-10 and Figures C8-17 and C8-18).
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Table C8-9 Software Changes from Vehicle Configuration
and Performance Improvements

Oa$ sgn.i•Sign
""o Performance Lim tations/
CAtIJKn • nfilan 1i"et ln•tI-e Rnlrst isk

"plote Remove Transtage- - Increases spare WIA - Affect POO - dewres

franitage related guidance j amory by 9S• Vol 1. it possibility
flight control words. only. a, e1ecuting
equatit•ns. ded cod.

Stage 0 lIncorporate attitude - Replaces exist- - Mfinimizes aera - Polynomial Fit - Technique is5
steering polynomial as func- Ing tie" load% due to through Par&- drieao froam

"tion of altitude for palynominal. winds. mlterized Titan ,fIt.

loads alleviation. - Requires dey- - Ennances launch Altitude
ot-lautch availability. land%.
parameter - Related to
up1nk. Launch-lay

(nvirament.

LASS/Stage Derive body rates 9 - Rmoves LASS A - Provides - Data Supplied - Low.
2 Rate Gyro accelerations from rate gyro hard- avionics at Wg.as rate. aTthough
"Meletion RHU data. ware. savings. - Lear QUality sam in-

- Compute - Improves pay- Rate for A/P crease in
inertial to load capability. Comensation. lag & sig-
body trans- - Timing a nal noist
formation in Sizing Impact, is intro-
software. Rut Nave duced.
Software smu- Adequate Mar-
lates I ar fIo.
vehicle check-
out.

Payload Plove jettsaon time Changes sepear- - Increases pay- - Satisties SV - Low because
fairing 1.om Stege I. tion criteria, lead capability F con€o- Jettison is
Separation by $3O lb. straintS, well before

- Reduces FNi Stage I/Xl
dispersions at separation.
separation.

ParMtt*r Uplink day-of-launch - Requires off- - Enhances launch - #eqMires day- - Low because
Uplink pzramsters deried line gemera- availability. ef-launch Is ipie-l

from wid• data. tion/verify - Stag e steering wind data. mented like
network tailored to - Aequires T)4O/TS CAT
Modifies winds aloft. dequate tiem Uplink.
launchday for genera-
procedures. loe.1 uplink.
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Table C8-10 TIV Booster Software

•IWT34D/TS TIV

S/W Baseline NetFunction Increase New/Modified ILems

G&N 4,830 +80 Inst Stage 0 Pitch/Yaw Steering
(PRD Vol 1) +120 Data as Function of Altitude.

No Change Modify PLF sequence.
+100 Inst Derive body rates & accel

due to LASS & rate gyro
removal.

-503 Inst Delete transtage-unique
-88 Data equations.

-291 Net Chg

Flight 4,400 +45 Inst Modify equations affected by
Controls LASS, rate gyro removal.
(PRD Vol II) -243 Iust Delete Transtage-unique

-121 Data equations.

-319 Net Chg

Ground 5,038 +40 Inst Modify existing uplink rou-
C/O +5 Data tine to accept winds aloft
(?RD Vol III) derived Stage 0 steering

parameters.
+20 Inst Vehicle checkout affected

+5 Data by rate gyro deletion.
+20 Inst Add logic to verify uplink

+5 Data parameter load.

,+95 Net Chg

Other Pro- 757 No Change
gram Data 1,359 +515
Spare
Locat+ons (8.3%) (11.4% of Memory)

Total 16,384 16,384
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C8.2.7 Centaur

The TIV Centaur is the NASA STS Centaur G Prime design modified to fly
various Earth-orbit missions and to interface with the satellite vehicle,
core vehicle, and Launch Complex (LC)-41.

Modifications to the Centaur G Prime include structural modifications to
interface with the core vehicle and the SVs; propulsion modifications to
provide sufficient commodities for a three-Larn mission and to fit launch
complex orientation; and avionics modifications to perform multiburn
missions and mc.t tracking and range safety requirements. Software
modifications account for the differences in configuration and mission
profile between TIV and STS Centaur vehicles.

Table C8-11 is a summary of the modifications required to achieve the TIV
Centaur configuration. The Centaur G Prime forward adapter is replaced
with the Centaur G forward adapter that is lengthened approximately 17
in. The G adapter acsommodates the three SV mechanical attachment
interfaces, and the modification incorporates provisions for the forward
bearing reactor (FBR) system. An interstage adapter (ISA), based on the
Titan IIIE/Centaur Dý-T design, provides the interface with the core
vehicle and the linear-shaped charge (smne as used on Titan IIIE/Centaur
D-IT) separation system. The LH2 tank insulation system is modified to
take advantage of the reduced TIV thermal environment as compared to the
STS operation. One of the two layers of polyimide foam blankets used on
Centaur G Prime is removed, resulting in a weight reduction of 30 lb.

TIV Centaur multiburn missions require an additional hydrazine tank and
two additional helitm storage bottles compared to G Prime. The hydrazine
tank, support system, and piping designed for Centaur G are incorporated
into the TIV Centaur. The two 26-in.-diameter helium bottles do not fit
within the space limitations of the engine compartment and are located
external to the L02 tank and are supported from L02 tank fore and aft
rings. Piping modifications are made to connect the added tanks to the
existing two helium tanks in the Centaur G Prime pressurization system.
For STS operation, all umbilicals are routed to disconnect panels adjacent
to the separation plane where they mate with systems on the Centaur
integrated support system (CISS). For TIV operation, umbilicals are
reoriented to be compatible with the launch complex. Along with the
reorientation, a 95-lb weight savings (95-lb payload gain) is realized by
eliminating the external fuel and oxidizer fill and drain piping to the
CISS interface and using tank-mounted disconnects at the tank penetrations
as used on Titan IIIE/Centaur D-IT vehicle. An additional weight saving
is realized by deleting the zero-g vent systems from Centaur G Prime and
using Centaur D-lT vent systems. Deleting the LH2 thermodynamic vent
system and the LOZ jet pulse mixer results in a 135-lb weight savings
(135-lb payload gain).

TIV Centaur draws heavily from the STS Centaur G and G Prime vehicles.
Both of those vehicles are scheduled to complete development and fly
missions in one and two years, respectively, before the initial
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Table CO-li Modifications to Centaur for TIV

Design Modifiastion Desription Design Impact Performance Impam" Constraints

Forward Adapter Replace with lcigth. Incovasi cylinder sec. Baseline for SLV.X Mounting Space for
ened G adapter with t'on by approx 17 in. Added Avionics Com-.
provisions to.- FP . Add FOR suppt & ponents a FOR sead&

reov trs support inle
Wfiteml.

Intergag Adaptsw New adapter usimilar Strengthent adaptor for Weigist Reduction None
to Contaur CW1 will% higher load... redesign *I 50.b Payload
ordnance opepration umbilical supports. &
system a sto" It tooa mbilical & too-
Interface, ration System.

L.14 Tank Insulation Remove one layer of Radiation Shield Weight Reduction None
feam. ccometry Change. +304b. Payload

Inceasea Nydrauine lncorp ase Cantaur Existing Cantaur G *aaallne for SLV-X None
capacity G hydramnse tank. Oraign
Increasa Helium Add tso 264n. dia Support Structre &i Baseline (eq SLV.X Louts external to
Capacity halivem Wheree. Pb. Routing tha L.02 tankt. Verify

tank capability.

Replace FillIDrain &. Delute external pipe Umbilical Chute in Weight Reduction Use 0.IT umbilical
Dump Sys with 0.1 T & use saiik-mountad 'Payload Fairing +S$4b Payload design ooncepta. Test
Umbilical System disconnects. Is verify.

use D.IT Vent Sy*. 0 ewlete trwsl &iex. Payload Fairing Vent Weight Redtiction Melt 0-iT ventting do-
oams tWas! as" "ant Pin & ISA Panetration #125-lb Payload sign eancepti.

, m1ment & "eat
0, G Ha s few D-1T.

Dele" STSAJ~lqua Celete CUSTAS & Wiring., Hanew. Reut- flaosline for SLV-X Verily minli.. seem-
Avionics Pacitages sWarsam. ng* .&sea Mountin racy with no attitude

Add Py" Firing Replace PICUa with PYCs have morn USavina foe SLV-X None

Add emwvd Tanmin4 Add C~nd system Miing, Homes Rous. Basein for SLVA Pre~ddes12d@ sale

Capability tiM1er Is Centaur ing. & Sax Mounting aisa4e..neleas ratio

sainthrough pr
"orbt lONIoetn.

Add Rang SaOet Add oecohroeernten- Wiring. Name.. Rout. Basaline (eq SLV.X Space for nwsatbsng
Commanod Ca.pability d%. batteries, 11 ing & flea Mounting pecallaes.
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operational capability for TIV. The limited modifications required for
TIV to the STS G and G Prime versions of Centaur minimize the technical
risk assoclated with the Centaur upper stage.

The TIV upper stage baseline combines the Centaur G Prime tanks,
structure, and propulsion with Centaur G forward adapter and avionics.
The Centaur G Prime tanks and engines are used without change (Fig. CS-19).

The Centaur G forward adapter, which includes the required multiple
satellite vehicle (SV) mechanical attachments, will be lengthened to clear
the LH 2 tank dcwe and will be installed on the Centaur G Prime tank
structure. A modified Titan IIIE Centaur D-IT interstage adapter (ISA)
will provide the interface with the booster Stage II and include the
ordnance system for separating the Centaur stage. Electrical and fluid
umbilicals will be modified t, be compatible with the orientation of the
vehicle on Launch Complex 41.

The TIV Centaur stage design is based on proven hardware and software
developed for the Centaur G and G Prime vehicles. Figure C8-20 shows the
TIV Centaur configuration with major subsystems and features identified.
The stage is 29.3-ft long with a maximum diameter of 170 in. Dry weight
of the stage is 6,120 lb, and loaded weight is 52,585 lb. Major hardware
items are summarized in Table C8-12.

The stage uses L02 and LH 2 cryogenic propellants with two Pratt and
Whitney RLlOA-3-3A engines delivering 16,500-lb thrust, each with an Isp
of 446.3 s. The pressure-stabilized tanks are of welded high-strength
stainless steel construction with propellant capacity of approximately
46,000 lb. The hydrazine reaction control system (RCS) consists of twelve
6-lb thrust units and two positive expulsion tanks with 340-lb hydrazine
capacity.

The stage is attached to the TIV core vehicle through an interstage
adapter. The LH2 tank insulation system consists of a single 3/4-in.
polyimide foam blanket with aluminized Kapton/fiberglass laminate
radiation shield.

Missions specified require a three-burn capability for TIV Centaur and
derive requirements for additional helium pressurant and hydrazirle RCS
propellant.

The TIV Centaur uses the DOD STS Centaur G avionics system with minor
augmentations to meet range requirements. Use of the Centaur G avionics
system (which is configured to meet DOD requirements) for the TIV Centaur
assures compliance with DOD functional requirements. The TIV Centaur
avionics system includes electrical power, guidance, navigation, control,
instrumentation, secure telemetry, tracking, and range safety command
destruct subsystems. The system (Fig. C8-21) is configured around the
digital computer unit (DCU), the inertial reference unit (IRU), the
sequence control unit (SCU), and the servo inverter unit (SIU).
Propellant use and tank venting and pressurization are also controlled by
the avionics system.
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Table C8-12 STS Centaur can be adapted for TIV with only
limited modifications

Fl ight Previous Model Modi fications !
Comonent/Assembly vDescription Quantity Use Number IRaauired_ lSuoliLer

Propellant Tanks 120-in. Dia L02 S One Set STS G Prime None GOC170-in. Dia LH Centaur

Pressure-Stabifized
Tanks

Main Engines 16,500 lbf at 446-3S Two STS G Prime None Pratt I
Iap Centaur Whitney

Forward Adapter Modified Centaur G One STS
Centaur 6 Add 16.88 in. to GOC

Length & Prov. forn
FBR: Delete Truss I
Supt Sys

Aft Adapter/ Cylindrical Structure One T-IIIE 0-IT Reduce Length & GOC
Znterstage Adapter between LO Tank & Strengthen for

Stage I1 with Sep Sys :TIV Loads

Tank Insulation Purged Foam Insulation One STS G Prime Remove One Layer GOC
System with Radiation Shield Centaur of Foam

Reaction Control Hydrazine with Twelve One STS G Prime Increased Hydra- GCC
System 6-1bf Thrusters & Centaur zine Storage Same

340-lbm Propellant As Centaur G
Capacity

Fluid Umbilicals Piping & Disconnects One T-IIIE O-IT Reroute Piping & GOC
Interfacing with Relocate Discon-
Ground Systems nects

I vioni~cs System Computer-Controlled One STS
nInertial System with Centaur G Use Centaur A Sys GOC

Battery Power, C-Sand with C-Band &
Tracking. Encrypted Range Safety
PCM Telemetry, & Range Command Destruct
Safety Command from Centaur D-1A

iFlight Software Modularized Suftware One ýTS G Use Centaur G Sys IGOC
in Which Each Module Centaur with STS-Unique
Performs Specific ModulEs Deleted &
Functions Specific Modules

for Configuration I
-_J& Mission

Seven pyrotechnic initiator control units (PICU) in the Centaur G system
are replaced with a like number of pyrotechnic control units (PYC) used in
the Centaur D-lA. PYCs provide more ordnance firing channels for the SV
interface and are lighter than PICUs. PICU additional safety circuitry
and telemetry interfaces required for STS operation are not necessary for
TIV. The C-band tracking system and the range safety command destruct
system from the Centaur D-lA are added to provide ground tracking and
range safety control capability. Mounting provisions are included for
three 150-Ah batteries and a power transfer unit for spacecraft power.
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The TIV Centaur uses the basic Centaur G software system and flight
modules. Modifications to software modules account for the vehicle
configuration and mission differences between Centaur G and TIV Centaur.
STS-unique modules, such as navigation update, strapdown torquing,
attitude update, and predeployment check, are removed for TIV Centaur.
TIV Centaur software module derivation La shown in Table C8-13. The table
identifies the modules that (1) normally require mission-peculier
modification; (2) are unique to TIV Centaur; (3) are eommon to Centaur G
and TIV Centaur; and (4) are deleted from the Centaur G baseline.

The flight soft-aire is structured in modules where each module performs a
unique function. Individual modules are selected from a configuration
controlled library and assembled into an integrated flight program. Table
C8-14 lists the flight modules for an TIV geostationary mission with their
estimated DCU memory requirements. Target orbit constants (such as
apogee, perigee, inclination) are loaded into the DCU from a constants
tape. This permits the generalized guidance equations to accomplish a
broad range of missions by specifying the appropriate target data. The
sequencer module issues time-related discretes for both hardware and
software. The design is such that most changes can be accomplished by a
change of constants in the sequencer table.
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Table C8-13 Flight software requires minimunm change
from STS Centaur G baseline

Il Mod
Mission for TIV/G

Function Peculiar TIV Common
Operating System
- I/O, Discretes, Executive,
Math Routines X

Navigation Functions
- Navigation X
- Niavigation Update Delete
- Platform Rotation X
- Strapdown Torquing Delete
- Attitude Update Delete
- Accelerometer Bias

Calibration X
Guidance Functions
- Powered Phase X
- Coast Phase X
- Post Injection X
- Steering Interface X
Autopilot Functions
- Attitude Error & DDR X
- Powered Phase X
- Coast Phase X
Sequencing Functions
- Sequencer X
- Discrete Priority X
Vehicle Controls & Monitors
- CCVAPS X
- Propellant Utilization X
- Hydrazine Monitor X
Telemetry
- PCM For,.atter X
- Submultiplex Formrtter X
- Antenna Selection X
- Telemetry Recovery X
- Vehicle Telemetry X
Flight Initialization X

Slack Task. X
Predeployment Checks Delete

Constants __X
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Table C.8-14 TIV Centaur software uses modules from
configuration-controlled library

Core Storage Required,
Memory Cells

Flight Module Nonalterable Alterable

Attitude Error & DDR 133 19
Coast Autopilot 305 51

Coast Guidance 576 67
Nonalt Constants & Sequence Data

Table !,356 0

Computer-Controlled Vent &
Pressurization 889 150

Flight Initialization 174 1

Powered Guidance 1,689 253
Hydrazine Monitor 72 12
Navigation 536 142
Powered Autopilot 234 35
Vehicle Telemetry 250 0
Post Injection 135 3
Platform Rotation 149 22

Propellant Utilization 269 31
Discrete Priority 77 1

Operating System 1,400 640
Steering Interface 776 118
Telemetry Recovery 100 100

Vehicle Sequencer 1,112 53

Antenna Selection 250 5
Accelerometer Bias Calculation 160 25
Slack Task 22 5

PCM Telemetry Formatter 1,024 0
Telemetry Formater

(Submultiplexer) 192 679

Total 11,880 2,412

Available 12,288 4,096
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C8.2.8 Payload Fairing (PLF)

The TIV payload fairing (PLF) is an all-metal structure of isogrid
construction.

The PLF is 200 in. in diameter and 86 ft long (maximum) and weighs t2,07'.
lb, including 1,089 lb of acoustic blankets.

The PLF is required to provide Shuttle bay equivalency with optional
lengths to accommodate 20- to 40-ft-long payloads and to satisfy payload
and Centaur requirements.

The PLF is a trisector design that consists of two primary sections
(Centaur and payload compartments), a biconic nose, and a
contamination-free thrusting-joint separation system (Fig. C8-22).

The fairing is constructed of aluminum isogrid.

Nose, cylinder, and aft-body sec.ions bolt together to form three fairing
segments that run from nose to tail. These segments are mated together by
the fairing separation system in the same manner 4s the Titan 34D

fairing. In flight, an ordnance-initiated gas-bellowt expands and
separates the fairing into three sections and provides the required
separation velocity. The major design changes from Titan 34D are the
addition of a strand of linear charge and additional and larger separation
studs at the base section. Chutes will be p:ovided co house Centaur
umbilical lines for air conditioning, electrical lines, and propellant
fill and drain.

C8.2.9 Payload Environments

TIV payload environments are equivalent to or more benign than the

STS/Centaur environments.

TIV is designed to produce payload environments equal to or less severe
than those experienced on the Shuttle. Figure C8-23A compares the payLoad
acoustics environment for TIV with the system specification requirement
and the STS levels. The predicted TIV levels are below both the STS and
the required specifications. The overall level of 136.1 dB versus the STS
value of 138.0 dB assures the payload an TIV level that is within the
design limits for STS.

The shock level induced on the payload by the separation shock events is
the same for TIV as a payload would experience on STS/Centaur. Figure
C8-23B shows th,. the shock level for the TIV will peak at 2000 g's at
approximately 5000 Hz, which is lower than the 7500 g's a payload must
withstand if flying on the STS/IUS.
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The thermal environment produced by the TIV is moderate when compared to
the STS. Figure C8-23C compares the TIV and STS prelaunch and flight
payload thermal environments. The TIV prelaunch environment is. selectable
over the range of 50 to 80*F. The internal wall temperature of the PLF
reaches a moderate maximum temperature of 98*F at the 250s PLF jettison
time. This compares to the 150 to 210*F orbiter payload bay temperature
that a payload must experience for a minimum of I h and up to 3 h before
the bay doors are open. The free molecular heating rate at time of PLF
jettison will be less than the nominal value of 100 Btu/h-ft 2 . The
thermal orientation during park and transfer orbits is selectable by the
user and provides flexibility in keeping the payload at moderate
temperatures.

The reduced exposure time and contamination sources of TIV minimize the
contamination concern for the payload (Fig. C8-23D).

The TIV Stage II retrorockets are approximately 43 ft aft of the TIV/SV
interface, and the payload will be blocked from the impingement by the
14-ft diameter of the Centaur. The remainder of the flight is similar to
the free-flight portion of the STS/Centaur mission.

Figure C8-23E compares the pressure decay rates of the payload
compartments for the TIV and the STS. Because the STS vent door does not
open until 10 s into flight, the STS maximum decay rate of 0.5 psi/s is
calculated for the TIV. Therefore, payloads that can tolerate the STS
rate will be compatible with the TIV pressure decay rate.

The limited number of RF sources (Fig. C8-23F) on the TIV simplifies the
ErC/EMIF concerns for the user. While the Shuttle uses numerous
transmitters and antennas, the TIV will employ only the BV S-band, the
Centaur S-band and the Centaur C-band sources. The maximum expected level
of 11.3 V/m for the TIV is less than the 18.0 V/m expected on the STS.

Dynamic loads are another environment that is a Concern to the user.
Figure C8-23G provides flight event load factors for the TIV payloads.
The -3.2-g axial load factor for the STS is more severe than the -3.0 g
for the TIV, while the lateral load factors are identical. Other TIV load
events are potentially less severe than STS loads. Satellite vehicle
basic structures designed to withstand the STS loads will be compatible
with the TIV.

C8.2.10 Payload Interfaces

TIV uses interface hardware identical to the STS/Centaur G. The TIV
payload mechanical and electrical interfaces are essentially identical to
those provided on the STS/Centaur G. The three options for the mechanical
payload adapter interfaces of the TIV are presented in Figure C8-24A.

The eight-hole pattern accommodates payload designed for either the
Traistage or the IUS.
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The physical access to the electrical interfaces is prcvided by the 10
electrical interface cunnectors listed in Figure C8-24B. These connectors
provide the interface for the mission-unique harness.

The electrical interfaces are summarized in Figure C8-24C. The TIV
provides electrical interfaces for payload power, communications,
discretes, ordnance firing, telemetry, and power and data to the payload
AGE through a TIV umbilical.

TIV accommodates up to 8.4 kWh total of SV electrical power compared to
the requirement of 6.0 kWh. This power is provided by three batteries
that are single-failure tolerant, and weight of the batteries is
chargeable to the SV.

To provide event command to the payload, the TIV has the capability to
issue up to 16 discretes. These discretes can be referenced to mission
time or to other mission events. The TIV also provides 10 primary and 10
backup ordnance firing circuits to activate payload pyrotechnics. Details
of the discrete and the ordnance power are shown in Figure C8-24C.

C8.2.11 TIV Mass Froperties

There is high confidence in mass property predictions because 80% of the
TIV dry weight is based on extensions to existing systems.

Table C8-15 summarizes TIV weights and percent change from previous
existing Titan programs. As shown, the TIV lift-off weight is 1,910,499
lb and represents an increase of approximately 25% over a typical Titan
34D launched from CCAFS.

Table C8-15 TIV Weights and Percent Changes from Previous Existing
Titan Programs

Existing
Existing Titan Wt. lb TIV-X Wt lb System,

System Item Total Item Total %
SRM 1,104,038 1,390,772
- Dry Wt 157,088 188,518 83
- Expendables 946,950 1,202,254
Core (Step 1) 314,136 3L9,155
- Dry Wt 16,270 18,395 88
- Expendables 297,366 340,760
Core (Step 2) 74,101 85,913
- Dry Wt 6,280 8,871 71
- Expendables 67,821 77,042
Centaur Upper 34,984 52,585

Stage
- Dry Wt 3,795 6,120 62
- Expendables 31,189 46,465
Payload Fring 4,759 12,074 39
Satellite 10,000

Vechicles
Total Vehicle 1,910,499__
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TIV mass properties comply with MIL-M-38310B requirements. The approach
to mass properties control for TIV is the same as that used on current
Titan programs. The TIV mass properties reference diagram (Figure C8-25)
complies with MIL-M-38310B and defines the step/stage relationship used in
defining mass properties.

There is high confidence in TIV mass property predictions because most
tomponent/assembly weights and dimensions are based on calculated or
measured values.

Table C8-16 Predicted TIV Mass Properties

Weiaht. lb
Dry VeAiht

Reference Total
Measured Delta Dry

TIV Dry Weiahts I WeLaht Leioht Weiaht I Remarks

Step 0 (Solid Rocket Motors) 1S7.088(i) (+31.430) 188.S18 Note:
- S 1/2 to 7-Segment SRM +31.430
Step I (Core lst Stage) 16.270(1) (+2.12S) 18.39S (1) Reference weights
- Oxidizer & Fuel Tank Stretch +759(2) extracted from T340 RGS
- Structural Beef-Up +1.S07(3) status report no. 13
- SRA Attach Kit Removal -141 (MCR-80-113).
Step I! (Core 2nd Stage) S,972(0) (+2.899) 8,871 (2) Estimate based on 51.2
- Forward Skirt Stretch & Beef-Up +932(4) in. increase in Oxidizer
- Oxidizer & Fuel Tank Stretch +157(S) tank length and 43.8 in.
- Structural Beef-Up +796(3) increase in fuel tank
- SRk Attach Kit Addition +174 lengths.
- Centaur I/F Hardware +213 (3) Estimate based on
- Transtage IGS & Powar Gen +132(6) required PEo/stress
- InStrumentation Additions +17(7) analysis belt-up.
- PLF Backup Structure +297 (4) Estimate based on skirt
- Separation & Destruct Moods +14(8) stretch of 43.1 in.
- Themal Barrier +135(8) (S) Estimate based on 9-in.
- Ablative Skirt & S% Thrust Inc +32 increase in Oxidizer
Paylbad Fairing tank length and 8-in.
- 86 ft by 16.7 ft dia 4.759 +7.31S(9) 12.074 increase in fuel tank.
Step III (Centaur Upper Stage) 6.570(lC) -450 6.120 (6) Extracted from Titan 340
- Cehtaur Weight Reductions -450(11) Transtage weights for
Satellite Vehicle 10.000(12) 10.000 IGS & power generation.

includes 2nd truss.
(7) RGS modified to include

minitruss.
(8) Based on Titan 23E

weights.
(9) Estimated based on

Titan 340 standard fair-I
ing (10 1/2-ft dia)
isogrId.

(10) Centaur G Prime Control
Weight.

(11) Estimate based on
centaur G Prime weight
reductions.

(12) Spec required for GSO
mission.
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Weight growth is included in the performance margin calculations and were
established for dry weight as defined in Table C8-17. Because extensions
to existing hardware are used, the delta weights between the existing
design and new TIV design are known. To protect against uncertainties,
weight growths of up to 13% for new or modified TIV designs are provided.
Based on previous Titan experience, their growths are more than adequate.
However, because Centaur weight growths translate almost directly to
payload capability and only a 4% growth is provided for Centaur, the
Centaur dry weight has been identified as a medium risk to the TIV program.

Table C.8-17 TIV Weight Growth Values

Weight Growth

Previous Titan TIV
Concept-to Delta New Wt

Item Dry Weight Actual Percentage Wt.lb Design, % Growth, lb

Step 0 (SRM) 1 31,430 II 3,369
Step I 6 2,125 7* 151
Step II 4 2,591 9* 223
Step III (Transtage) 7 (Info) - - -
Payload Fairing No Growth 7,315 13 966
Step III (Centaur) No Growth 2,3251 4 100

*Resultant percent based on 10% of TIV new design without barrel length
weights included.
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C8.3 MISSION SCENARIO

C8.3.1 Performance

The TIV exceeds the required payload weight capability requirement. The
TIV nominal payload weight capability is 10,565 lb for the GSO mission;
17,819 lb for the 12-hour inclined mission; 10,918 lb for the 24-hour
inclined mission; and 10,565 to 12,790 lb for the mission range of final
orbit eccentricity and inclination as shown in Figures C8-26A and C8-26B.
This exceeds the minimum required performance and includes allowances for
flight performance reserve, launch temperature variations, 3-DOF to 6-DOF
simulations variations, and capability excess for class-to-TAG vehicle
variations. The specification columns in Figure C8-26A present
performance for missions specified in the RFP. Alternate missions
consider conditions listed in the bottom of the table. Alternate 1 for
the 12-hour inclined mission used a launch azimuth that minimizes range
safety hazards by positioning the impact points farther from the east
coast and through less dense population areas on the European continent.
Alternate 2 used the same launch azimuth but imposes an argument-of-
perigee constraint of 270 degrees. The alternate for the 24-hour inclined
mission also used a different launch azimuth and part orbit inclination.
A 3-DOF trajectory optimization program, incorporating Titan IIIC and
Titan 34D/Transtage trajectory shaping concepts, was used for performance
determination.

The flight performance reserve (FPR) 3-DOF analysis considered 11 major
vehicle dispersions based on previous Titan studies and an allowance for
lesser effect items not simulated. For each dispersed booster vehicle
parameter, the change in Centaur first-burn propellant was determined.
These were adjutsted for 3-DOF to 6-DOF simulation effects and made
equivalent to Centaur third-burn propellant. Figure C8-26C shows these
quantities and the resulting FPR for the three missions.

A contingency allowance for growth and analysis is shown in Figure
C8-26D. The boost-vehicle weight growth is approximately 10% of the
modified structure for SRMs, Stages I and II, and PLF. The analysis
contingency for the SRMs is equivalent to a 1/2-sigma dispersion in web
action time; the liquid rocket engines are approximately 50% of the
performance improvements in Stage II thrust from Titan 34D. Total Centaur
contingency is 100 lb. These contingency values, when combined, provide
the total TIV concept-to-design values at the bottom of the table.

Combining the FPR and contingency requiremerts with reserves for
target-to-le.unch, 3-DOF to 6-DOF simulation differences, and class-to-TAG
effects, the total Centaur propellant margin requirements are as shown in
Figure C8-26E. The effects these requirements have on payload weight
capability are included in Figure C8-26A.
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C8.3.2 24-Hour Geostationary Mission

The TIV configuration and mission profile data established as the
performance baseline for the 24-hour jeostationary mission are defined in
Figure C8-27A. The lofted profile of the TIV allows separation of the
payload fairing during Stage I burn and compliance with all of the Figure
C8-27B guideline constraints. The angle of attack and dynamic pressure
constraints at Stage 0/I separation are values currently used on other
Titan programs. The aerodynamic heating indicator (AHI) limit of l00 x
106 ft-lb/ft is 10 to 15% lower than the value for other CCAFS Titan
launches. This is to ensure that a dispersed heating profile will be
within design capability. The 900-psf maximum dynamic pressure constraint
is compatible with the hardware design and was selected to satisfy the
air-load indicator design constraint guideline of (QT) 1000 psf-deg for
a nominal 6D vehicle simulation incorporating winds. The QT 1000-psf-
deg guideline minimizes structural weight required by aerodynamic loads.

Figures C18-27C and C8-27D provide time, altitude, and velocity data for
the GSO mission boost and orbit trajectories. This trajectory is similar
to other Titan program trajectories except that it separates the payload
fairing in Stage I and exhibits a slightly more lofted profile.

The guidance injection accuracy data of Figure C8-27E are from the GDC
proposal and incorporate a 4-fps velocity uncertainty to account for
system performance dispersion effects.

The TIV ground track for the geostationary mission is provided in Figure
C8-27F (boost flight) and Figure C8-27G (orbit flight). This ground track
is similar to those of other Titan GSO missions and compatible with
requirements for range safety flight plan approval. The vacuum
instantaneous impact points of the jettisoned bodies (Figure C8-27F) are
within safety requirements for the dray impact footprintc for this mission.

The TIV boost flight profile allows tracking station visibility for the
required portions of flight with the exception of the last 100 s of the
boost flight (Fig. C8-27H). During this time (Centaur buru into park
orbit), the tracking station elevation angle is less than 5 degrees, and
an ARIA aircraft may be required to support data acquisition. Similarly,
the data of Figure C8-271 show that additional tracking support will be
required for the Centaur transfer orbit burn (Centaur second burn). The
orbit flight after transfer orbit inject through payload separation is
visible to tracking stations for this first equatorial crossing trajectory.

C8.3.3 Inclined Missions

The baseline performance vehicle for the inclined missions is the same as
the GSO baseline identified in Section C8.3.2. With the exception of
flight azimuth, park orbit, and final orbit parameters, the mission
profile ground rules of Section C8.3.2 also apply to the inclined missions.
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Figure C8-28A presents the boost ascent profile that is representative for
both the 12-hour and 24-hour inclined missions, because both missions use
approximately the same park orbit. The orbit profiles are different for
the two missions, and they are presented in Figure C8-28B (12-h mission)
and Figure CS-28C (24-h inclined mission). The data in Figure C8-28D show
design trajectories for both the 12-h and 24-h inclined missions to be
acceptable for flight environment and vehicle design. They also provide a
performance capability that exceeds requirements.

The Centaur injection accuracy data for the inclined missions are
contained in Part 3, Volume 4, of the proposal submitted by GDC. These
injection-accuracy data incorporate a 4-fps uncertainty in velocity at
final orbit to account for vehicle performance dispersions.

The boost and orbit ground trace (Fig. C8-28E) contains vacuum
instantaneous impacts points (liP) for the 12-h mission with a park orbit
inclination of 55 degrees. Figure C8-28F contains a boost and orbit
ground trace for a suggested alternate flight plan to the specified
12-hour mission. The suggested alternate flight plan achieves the
specified final orbit but requires less overflight of land mass and no
boost overflight of Soviet Bloc countries. Also, the impact of jettisoned
bodies occurs farther from land masses.

Figure C8-28G presents a boost-and-orbit ground trace with vacuum IIPs for
the specified 24-hour inclined mission. For the same reasons that
pertained to the 12h mission, we have presented a suggested alternate
24-hour inclined mission that Pchieves the same final orbit as the
specified mission but uses a different park orbit inclination. The boost
and orbit trace for the 24-hour alternative mission is provided in Figure
C8-28H.

Figures C8-28I and C8-28J provide boost and orbit tracking station
elevation angle data for the specified 12-hour mission. Similar data are
presented in Figures C8-28K and C8-28L for boost and orbit portions of the
24-hour inclined mission. These charts show that an Advanced Range
Instrumentation Aircraft (ARIA) or some other tracking aid will be needed
to provide tracking coverage for some portions of the mission. The
tracking station elevation angle data for the suggested alternatives to
theze missions exhibit only slight variance with these data.

C8.3.4 Mission Capability

TIV payload capability to GSO and inclined orbits exceeds STS/Centaur G
capability. TIV provides STS/Centaur equivalent payload capability.
Figure C8-29 presents the equivalence for payload performance, envelope,
and structural capability. The TIV delivers 10,565 lb to a GSO as
compared to the 9413 lb delivered by the SrS/Centaur G and the TIV
specification requirement of 10,000 lb. TIV capability to a 12-hour orbit
inclined at 63.4 deg is 17,819 lb compared to the STS/Centaur G capability
of 9,459 lb and the TIV specification requirement of 11,500 lb. The TIV
will deliver a 10,918 lb payload to a 24h orbit inclined at 65 degrees.
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TIV provides an allowable payload dynamic envelope of 15 ft in diameter by
40 ft in length. This is equivalent to the available STS envelope when a
payload uses the Centaur G. Figure C8-2• also shows that there is
additional payload envelope in the payload fairing nose cone.

TIV can accommodate SVs wtighing 5,000-11,500 lb with the cg 150 in.
forward of the TIV/SV interface, and 10,000 lb with the cg 160 in. forward
of the interface. The SV cg lateral offset can be up to 8 inches from the
SV centerline. The STS/Centaur accommodates the same SV mass properties.
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Stag. II

Tan REQUIREMENTS MATRIX
a(
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Mixtur Rati 1.90Electical.

W- tctoton 905Instrunmentation

MAJOR COMPONENTS

Component/Aseembly Description Pligh Quantity Prewiou Use Modifications Required
Stagel I
- Engine Assembly LR 87-AJ-11 1 Each Till 11. C. 0. non

- Propellant Tanks Fuel Tank 213 ft3  E. &i T340D n
Oxidzer ank25&3ft351 in. Longer

- Feed System Prevalwee. Accumudetoma 4 Preelves Oxidizer Fesdine " In. Longer
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Staoe I I
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Oxidizer N304 49.300 lb II

Figure C8-13 TIV Stage I and II Propulsion
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APPENDIX C9

CENTAUR G PRIME

0 C9,U INTRODUCTION

The following data were extracted from the National STS Program Document
"Space Shuttle Data for Planetary Mission Radioisotope Thermoelectric
Generator (RTG) Safety Analysis," JSC 08116, Feb 15, 1985, NASA, L.B.
Johnson Space Center, Houston. Texas 77058.

This wide-body version of the standard Centaur Vehicle is being developed
by General Dynamics/Convair Division for NASA as a high-performance STS
upper stage for such missions as the Galileo mission to Jupiter and the
Ulysses (formerly the Internaticna] Solar Polar) Mission (ULS). The
NASA-unique Centaur G-Prime Vehicle is the "long" derivative of the
DOD-unique Centaur G Vehicle; both versions are designed as components of
the STS.

C9.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The Centaur Vehicle, a high-performance STS upper stage, (Figs. C9-1 and
C9-2) consists af a 10-foot-diameter liquid oxygen tank that transitions
to a 14-2-in.-diameter hydrogen fuel Lank. The overall vehicle is 29.1
feet long. The cryogenic tanks are insulated with combinations of
helium-purged foam blankets and insulation shields. The forward end of
the vehicle consists of a bolted-on forward adapter comprised of a
cylindrical section and a conical section. This adapter provides mounts
for all electronics packages. The aft end of the vehicle consists of a
cylindrical aft adapter and a pyrotechnic separation ring.

The Centaur avionics system performs the functions necessary for
autonomous control of the Centaur Vehicle from a predefined safe
separation distance following Centaur deployment from the Orbiter through
post-separation maneuvers.

The Centaur is provided structural, fluid, and avionics support in the
Orbiter prior to deployment by means of airborne support equipment
designated as the Centaur Integrated Support System (CISS). The CISS
consists of Centaur Support Structure (CSS), a deployment adapter, and
associated electronics and fluid lines.

C9.2 SYSTEMS DESCRIPTIONS, HAZ.qDOUS MATERIALS, SCHEMATICS

C9.2.1 Centaur Structural System

The components of the Centaur structural system are the propellant tanks,
adapters, and the Centaur Support Structure (CSS). The propellant tanks
consist of a liquid-oxygen oxidizer tank and a liquid-hydrogen fuel tank,
as illustrated in Figure C9-3. The tank volumes are designed to provide
total propellants of 46,000 lb at a burn mixture ratio of 5.0 to 1.0
oxygen to hydrogen. Besides containing the main engine propellants, the
tanks establish vehicle primary structural integrity and support vehicle
systems and
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components. The tanks are of monocoque conntruction formed by a series of
short stainless steel cylinders weldnd together. The basic tank material
is 301 CRES. Ends of the tanks are formed by stainless steel bulkheads.
The fuel and oxidizer tanks are separated by a double-walled intermediate
bulkhead. The tank skin is stabilized at all times by iiternal pressure
or by the application of mechanical stretch. During assembly and certain
checkout operations, support is provided by applying stretch to ground
handling adapters attached to the forward and aft cylindrical tank rings.
After erection, structural integrity is provided by pressurization gas
supp!ied to the tanks from external sources. With propellant in the
tanks, pressure is maintained by propellant boil-off.

The liquid oxygen tank, Figure C9-4, consists of a 120-inch-diameter
cylindrical section closed at each end by an ellipsoidal adapter. The
forward end of the cylindrical section terminates at the junction of the
intermediate bulkhead and aft end of the liquid hydrogen tank cone
section. The aft end of the liquid oxygen tank cylindrical section
terminates at the junction of the aft bulkhead. The aft bulkhead has
welded brackets and fixtures that support propellant lines, helium and
hydrazine bottles, main engines, electrical boxes, and radiation shields.

The liquid hydrogen tank, Figure C9-4, consists of a 170-inch-diameter
cylindrical section closed by an ellipsoidal forward bulkhead and conical
aft bulkhead. The aft bulkhead attaches to the forward buldhead
cylindrical section joint of the liquid oxygen tank.

The two propellant tanks are insulated to prevent excessive propellant
boil-off. Figure C9-5 shows the insulation system. The liquid hydrogen
tank insulation consists of the forward bulkhead insulation and tank
sidewall insulation. The liquid hydrogen tank forward bulkhead insulation
consists of a three-layer thermal radiation shield and a two-layer focm
blanket. The tank sidewall insulation is made up of a thermal radiation
shield and two layers of foam insulation extending along the tank. The
liquid oxygen tank has an aft bulkhead and sidewall thermal radiation
shield but no foam insulation blankets.

Two adapters, a forward and aft adapter (Fig. C9-6), are mounted to the
Centaur tanks and serve as structural interface support and transition
members. The forward adapter is installed on the forward liquid-hydrogen
tank ring. The cylindrical section is a graphite/epoxy structure 170
inctes in diameter and 25 inches long. The conical section of a forward
adapter is a conical aluminum skin stringer alloy structure with a 170-
inch-diameter base. It is 47 inches long and 108 inches in diameter at
the forward end. The forward adapter serves as a mount primarily for the
avionics boxes and as a structural interface with the spacecraft mission-
peculiar adapters.

The aft adapter is a 10-ft-diameter, 11.2-inch cylindrical graphite/epoxy
structure with attachment rings at each end. The adapter distributes
Centaur Integrated Support System (CISS) support loads into the Centaur
tank and provides an interface for attaching the separation system. The
forward ring bolts to the liquid oxygen tank aft ring and the aft ring,
attachea to the separation ring.
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Support structure is mounted on the aft adapter for the vehicle separation

springs, field and electrical disconnect panels, radiation shields, and
wiring.

C9.2.2 Centaur Support Structure

The Centaur Vehicle and spacecraft are supported within the Orbiter by the

CSS. The support structure remains within the Orbiter after deployment.

As shown in Figure C9-7, the support structure consists of semicircular

aluminum beams connected by longitudinal side beams and a keel beam. This

construction supports the deployment adapter to which is bolted the aft

end of the Centaur. Loads are transferred from the CSS to the Orbiter by

means of steel trunnion pins. Additional CSS trunnions extend from the

Centaur equipment module to latch the forward portion of the Centaur to

the Orbiter. The CSS also provides support for helium storage bottles and

the CISS avionics system.

The deployment adapter 's a cylindrical structure, 10 feet in diameter and

44 inches high, which supports the aft end of the Centaur. During the

Centaur deployment sequance, the deployment adapter rotates around the CSS
trunnion support pins to bring the Centaur to the desired separation

attitude. The deployment adapter includes the separation ring and also

supports the fluid system and electrical disconnect panels. The CISS

electronics hardware is also supported on the deployment adapter.

The separation ring portion of the deployment adapter contains the

pyrotechnic Centaur separation mechanism designated as the Super*Zig

system. The separation ring is a 10-foot-diameter, 5-inch-long aluminum

cylinder. The rings bolt to the aft adapter (Fig. C9-8) of the Centaur

and the CISS deployment adapter. When the pyrotechnic Super*Zip explosive

cord is fired, the separation ring is fractured, and a spring system

pushes the Centaur away from the Orbiter. Should both the primary and

backup Super*Zig pyrotechnic devices fail to operate, the Centaur would be
lowered back into the payload bay.

C9.2.3 Centaur Propulsion and Hydraulic Systems

Primary thrust is provided to the Centaur by two Pratt & Whitney
RLlOA-3-3A engines developing 33,000 lb of total thrust. These engines
are regeneratively cooled and turbopump fed. Each propellant (liquid
hydrogen and oxygen) is injected into the throat chamber where combustion
is initiated by an electric spark igniter. Heat of combustion vaporizes

the fuel as it passes through the thrust chamber tubes. This expansion of

gas is the energy source that operates the turbine. A propellant

utilization system controls the liquid oxygen flow rate to ensure that
bcth propellant tanks will be emptied simultaneously. Sensor probes to
detect the propellant liquid levels are mounted within the tanks. The

engines operate at a 5:1 mixture ratio of oxidizer to fuel and have a

specific impulse of 446.4 seconds. Tank pressurization maintains an
adequate flow of propellants to the turbopumps. Control pressure is
isolated from the propellant prevalves and engine inlet valves by
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redundant pyro valves that also provide two-failure toleraiLce against
inadvertent engine operation. The pyro valves will be fired open after
Centaur is deployed a safe distance from the Orbiter.

Two identical and separate hydraulic power supply systems provide the
force to gimbal each of the main engines. A power package assembly and
two actuators are the main components of the system. Each power package
contains an engine-driven pump that supplies pressure to the actuatars.
This pump is coupled to the fngine turbine drive end operates during the
burn phase when the engines are firing. During the coast phase, a
recirculation pump circulates hydraulic fluid through the system. A
diagram of .ne hydraulic system is shown in Figure C9-9.

C9.2.4 Reaction Control System

The Reaction Control System (RCS) is a system of small rocket engines
mounted on the periphery of the Centaur liquid oxygen tank. This engine
system provides thrust for attitude control, settling of propellants, and
for making separation and orientation maneuvers. The system consists of
12 6-lb thrust units, a positive expulsion tank with 170-lb hydrazine
capacity, two parallel sets of pyro valves, one fill!drain valve, two
pneumatic checkout valves, and heated feedlines. The pyro valves are
fired open, pressurizing the system and allowing hydrazine flow to the
thrusters after Centaur is deployed a safe distance from the Orbiter. The
arming mechanism is provided by the dual-failure-tolerant arm/safe
sequence (DUFTAS)(See Fig. C9-16) and is two-failure tolerant against
inadvertent -peration.

C9.2.5 Fluid Systems

Figure C9-10 is a stylized schematic of the Centaur Vehicle pneumatic
system, which consists of the propellant tank pressurization system,
pneumatically actuated valve control system purge systems, helium supply,
and the inter- diate bulkhead relief system. All cf these individual
pneumatic systems with the exception of the bulkhead relief system are
interconnected and function as a single system.

The pressurization system, Figure C9-11, consists of valves, tubing, %nd
components for pressurizing tht' propellant tanks. The Digital Computer
Unit (DCU) provides helium presourant control before engine starts and
liquid oxygen trnk pressurization during engine burns. The liquid
hydrogen tank is pressurized during engine burns by gaseous hydrogen
diverted from the main engines. Tank pressures are monitored by the DCU
from outputs of redundant transducers in each tank. Preprogrammed logic
defines the desired pressure level in the tanks and sequences for pressure
changes throughout the mission. 3efore the Centaur is deployed,
pressurization of the two propellant tanks is controlled by the five
computer control units located on the CISS.
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The pneumatic-actuated valve control system consists of tubing and valves
that provide actuation pressure for the tank fill/dump valves, backup tank
vent valves, and the four liquid hydrogen tank zero-g vent system valves.

The purge system, Figure C9-12, consists of solenoid valves, flow control
orifices, tubing and components to direct helium purges to various vehicle
systems at various timses during the mission. The capability exists, for
example, to supply a helilun purge to the hydrogen tank insulatiun blarket
during a post-abort landing. A helium purge is provided to the blanket
during prelaunch operations. The LO2 tank sensing line it: purged with
helium gas to remove impurities. Two helium bottles mounted on the
Centaur aft bulkhead contain the gaseous helium, required for purging and
pressurization.

Vent systems on the Centaur provide the redundant ground, ascent, aud
on-orbit venting of the propellant tanks to maintain safe pressure
levels. The system consists of valveo mounted on ducts that extend from
the tanks to disconnects located on the Centaur/CISS propellant tanks as
shown in Figure C9-13.

The fill/dump system (Figure C9-14) is designed to ensure Centaur
compatibility with all Shuttle abort modes that occur before vehicle
deployment. The system has been sized to provide single-failure-tolerant
propellant dump capability within 250 seconds. With this system a
simultaneous dump of liquid hydrogen and oxygen can be accomplished while
the Orbiter ii above 100.000 feet altitude. The fill/dump system is a
foam-insulated duct system with a redundant set of normally closed dump
valves. The ducts interconnect the propellant tanks to self-sealing
disconnects in the Cenlaur/CISS umbilical panels. Propellant loading and
dumping are accomplished through the same system. The Centaur fluid
interfaces with Orbiter are shown in Figure C9-15.

Corresponding to the Centaur fluid systems, interconnecting systems are
provided in the CISS. The CISS fluid systems provide interconnecting
ducting from the Centaur to Orbiter interfaces and monitor/control the
Centaur fluid systems prior to deployment. The CISS propellant tank vent
system, for example, consists of valves and ducting that connect the
Centaur propellant vent lines with the associated Orbiter overboard
ports. The vent lines join at the umbilical panels located on the CISS.
At deployment, separation of the CISS vent lines from the Centaur lines
occurs along the umbilical panel plane. The CISS fill/dump systems and
pneumatic systems are similar in design and operation to the vent system.

C9.2.6 Centaur Vehicle Avionics

The Centaur avionics system integrates many hardware functions into the
airborne computer software. These functions include attitude control,
sequencing, telemetry formatting, propellant management, steering,
navigation, and guidance. Most of the Centaur airborne avionics
components are located on the forward adapter as shown in Figure C9-16.
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The principdl element of tie avionics system is the Teledyne Systems
Company Digital Computer Unit (DCU). The DCU is stored program
•andom-accees core machine. The task of the DCU is to receive data

measurements, process this data in accordance with a prestored program,
and output reapnnse information and comands. Functions performed by the
DCU include navigation, guidance, vehicle control, Orbiter axes transfer
aligni.ent update (if used), platform rotation to remove accelerometer
biases, star-scanner operations (if used), sequencing, propellant
utilization, propellant tank pressurization, telemetry formatting, and
coimiunications to and from the Orbiter.

The control system provides vehicle attitude stabilization and points the
vehicle in response to guidance steering commands. Thes2 control
functions are performed on the basis of analog attitude errors, which are
the differences between the actual and commanded attitudes of the
vehicle. In response to these errors, thrust vector actuator control
signals are generated by the digital autopilot in the DCU. The analog
engine actuator commands are sent from the DCU to the servo inverter unit
(SIU). The SIU is a mechanical engine-control device that positions the
engines oased on the DCU actuator commands. Signals from the SIU to a
hydraulic servovalve causes hydraulic fluid flow and engine gimbaling
auring the burn. During the coast phases, attitude control signals are
also generated by the DCU based on the input attitude. Commands are
digitized on-off commands sent from the DCU to the Sequence Control Unit
(SCU). The SCU switch commands activate the reaction control thrusters
mounted on the perimeter of the Centaur. The thrusters provide rotational
torques that balance the vehicle during coast to hold it in a rate-
displacement-limit cycle.

The SCU is an interface device that converLs signals from the DCU into
switched and/or timed commands that can be used by the requisite vehicle
systems.

Propellant utilization management function of the DCU controls the
propellant mass flow rate to ensure that the oxygen and hydrogen tanks
will be depleted simultaneously. Sensors mounted inside the tanks provide
indication to the DCU of the propellant residuals. Flow rates are
adjusted based on the ratio of the residual liquid masses.

Pressurization control of the propellant tanks is provided by the computer
controlled vent and pressurization system (CCVAPS) functions of the DCU.
This function also optimizes helium use and provides failure detection and
corrective action for the redundant tank pressuzization components. The
DCU selects valid tank pressure level measurements, compares actual t.nk
preusures to predetermined values, and commands actuation by appropriate
valves to achieve the desired pressure levels.

The electrical power system provides electrical power and distribution for
the operation of the avionics and other systems of the vehicle. The
system consists of a primary battery, a power changeover switch to select
between internal and external power, electrical rise of umbilicals located
on the CISS and wiring harness comprising the distribution system.
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C9.2.7 CISS Avionics System

The CISS includes avionics support and structural support of the Centaur
within the Orbiter. Figure C9-17 is a diagram of the Shuttle/Centaur CISS
nvionics system. The CISS avionics system provides all Centaur-to-Orbiter
electrical interfaces, computer control for all safety function.- prior to
deployment, electrical power and power control, instrumentatior and
telemetry, pyrotechnic control for ;entaur separation, and monitoring of
propellant tanking levels.

The computer control avionics subsystem is made up of five microprocessor
Control Units (CUs), two control distribution units, and a diital
computer unit. The function of the subsystem is to actively control all
safety-related Centaur vehicle operations up through deployment (such as
sequencing, pressurization and vent control, and deployment operations).
Each of the safety functions (such as tank pressurization) is monitored
independently by each control unit. Commands for a function by the
control units are executed only when the control units are in majority
agreement. A Centaur DCU located on the CISS provides PCM data from all
control units to the ground and to the Orbiter. The DCU is also used in
the instrumentation and telemetry subsystem.

Electrical power for the CISS and Centaur prior to deployment is supplied
by the Orbiter. In the event of failure of Orbiter power, power could
still be supplied from the two silver-zinc batteries located on the CISS.
The electrical distribution unit provides power control for both Centaur
and CISS loads.

The CISS instrumentation and telemetry systems record vehicle tank
pressurization and avionics data and transmit these data to ground
stations.

C9.2.8 Centaur Integrated Support System Mechanisms

The rotation system and umbilical detachment mechanism are two mechanical
system installations on the CISS consisting of identical primary and
backup deployment adapter rotation systems. These systems meet the intent
of the two-failure-tolerant requirements. Both the primary and backup
systems are tolerant to single failures of the drive motors and clutches,
and either can rotate the deployment adapter under maximum expected
loading conditions. The rotation system rotates the Centaur from the
stowed position 4n the cargo bay to 45 degrees for deployment.

If deployment is aborted, the Centaur is rotated hack to the stored
position by reversing the drive unit direction. The forward latches of
the Centaur are then relatched, and the Centaur cryogenic propellants are
dumped prior to reentry and landing.
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In the deployment sequence, the Super*Zip is fired, and deployment springs
accelerate the vehicle away prom the deployment adapter at a separation
velocity of one foot per second. This motion causes separation of the
umbilical panel disconnects for the fill, drain, dump, and vent lines
mounted on the panels. Following Centaur deployment, the payload bay
doors may be closed eith the deployment adapter in any position betveen 0

a. ',,! h,, ,,r,.es.

C9.2.9 P~yotichnir System

Pyrotechnic devices are employed in conjunction with certain CISS and
Centaur aviun'2s functions. Thes' devices are used for fluid isolation
control and pyrotechnic deployment sequences. The CISS pyrotechnic
functions include firing of the SuperAZip detonation cord for Centaur
sepazation and activation of helium purge pyro valves. The helium pyro
V'alves provide capability to supply tank insulation purge during an abort
landing.

Pyrotechnic functions are also used during the Centaur flight phase.
Reaction control system and pneumatic pyro isolation valves provide
two-failure-tolerant protection against inadvertent Centaur iperation
following deployment. These valves are fired open prior to Centaur main
engine Centaur startup. Pyro d&vices are used to preclude premature RF
antenna deployment. After Centaur separation, the RF antennas, which are
spring loaded and located on the equipment module, are rejeased by the
firing of redundant pyrotechniic pin pullers. 5pacecraft separation
involves a pyrotechnic deployment sequence, including firing of a
Super*Zip detonation cord and actuation of springs to accelerate the
spacecraft awry from the Centaur. Pyrotechnic valves installed in the
balanced thrust vent puths assure no venting into the or biter cargo bay
prior to deployment. These valves are fired open after deployment.

C9.2.LO Centaur/Spacecraft Weight Summary

W-ight estimates for the Centaur/spacecraft combination are tabulated in
this subsection. These estimates are for the Ulysses and Galileo missions
because these are the first two missions which will use the Centaur
G-Prime upper-stage vehicle.

An initial weight estimate for Centaur with the Galileo spacecraft appears
below:

Spacecraft Separated Weight 5,302 lb
Orbiter Mounted Items 2,900 lb
Centaur Integrated Support System 6.900 lb
Centaur Jettison Weight 6.818 lb
Centaur Propellants 43,029 lb
Hydrazine 49 lb
Helium 2 lb
Total Loaded Weight 65,000 lb
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An initial weight estimated for Centaur with the Ulysses spacecraft
appears below:

Spacecraft Separated Weight 805
Orbiter Mounted Items 2,900
Centaur Integrated Support System 6,896
Centaur Jettison Weight 6.639
Centaur Propellants 45,209
Hydramine 49
Helium 2
Total Loaded Weight 62,500

Weights of individuAl major components on the Centaur integrated support
system are as follows for Galileo and Ulysses:

Galileo Ulvssas
Centaur Support Structure 2,417 lb 2,417 lb
Deployment Adapter 637 lb 637 lb
Fluid System Dry 1,451 lb 1,451 lb
Avionics 1,513 lb 1,509 lb
Rotation System 461 lb 461 lb
Separation System 184 1b 184 lb
CISS LVMP Hardware S7 lb 97 lb
Helium 120 lb 120 lb
Trapped Propellant 20 lb 20 lb
Centaur Airborne Support

Weight (lbs) 6,900 lb 6.896 lb
Orbiter Payload Chargeable

Items 2,900 lb 2,900 lb
total 9,800 lb 9,796 lb

C9.3 MISSION SCENARIO

C9.3.1 Prelaunch Timeline

As indicated in Figure C9-18, loading of the Centaur propellants begins
shortly after initiation of STS External Tank (ET) loading. Ground chill
for the Centaur LOX tank generally starts as the ET LOX tank starts fast
fill. (The numbers in parentheses after each Centaur operational phase in
Figure C9-18 indicate the approximate time in minutes for each phase.)
Tanking of the Centaur's LJ2 begins when the Centaur LOX tank is
approximately 75% filled. This is performed to assure that the common
bulkhead between the LOX and LH2 tanks does not reverse because of
adverse pressures.

Before any tanking operations begin, the payload bay (PLB), Lower Midbody
Compartment (LWR MID), and Aft Fuselage (AFT VlS) of the Orbiter are
purged of air by flowing GN2 into the compartments. The exhausting
gases leave the Orbiter via any of tte vent doors on both left and right
sides, which have been commanded onen. For the Centaur missions, all vent
doors will be closed at the start of tanking operations.
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At ths initiation of tanking of the Centaur LH2 , Vent 6 is closed to
that all the GN2 flow is forced into the aft fuselage through relief
ports in the aft bulkhead at Station 1307. This v%rnt configurAticn
accommodates close scrutiny of potential GH2 leakage by the Hazardous
Gas Doetection System (HGDS), which has sensors located at several of the
atft bulkhead rtlief ports.

As can be seen in Figure C9-18, the HGDS is used to monitor only the
payload bay and lower midbody during a check of the Centaur system
integrity against GH2 leakage at four hours before launch. The check is
performed with the Centaur tanks temporarily pressurised to the higher
lift-off preusures. After a successful check, the flight crew will enter
the Orbiter (approximately three hours before launch). The ground control
wi!l end 31 seconds before launch when automatic sequencing of events from

the Orbiter will begin.

C9.3.2 Typical Mission Event Timeline

The orbit part of the operation cycle may differ considerably from one
mission to another. For some missions, the crew will deploy or retrieve a
satellite and return to Earth in one revolution. For other missions, the
Orbiter will stay in space as long as 30 days. For the Galileo and
Ulysses missions, the orbital part will include releasing the spacecraft
and the Centaur upper stage, the orbiter moving some distance away,
staying ir orbit for several hours while the crew eats and sleeps, and
then preparing to return to Earth. The typical time profile fo: the
Centaur planetary missions from lift-off to cargo deployment is shown in
Table C9-1.

C9.3.3 Abort Modes

Four basic abort modes have been developed to provide continuous intact
abort capability for Centaur missions during the ascent phase:
Return-To-Launch-Site (RTLS), Transatlantic Abort -anding (TAL),
Abort-Once-Around (AOA), and Abort-To-Orbit (ATO). The four modus are
available during different segments of the ascent flight to provide intact
abort capability. Two modes, AOA and ATO, are available after MRVO in the
event of an OMS engine failure. Figure C9-19 is an altitude/range profile
showing the relationship between RTLS. TAL, and AOA aborts. Fig-are C9--20
shows the overlapping abort regions for a typical Shuttle/Centaur mission
with an SSME failure. Figures C9-21 and C9-22 provide a more detailed
timeline for Centaur Li2 residuals versus abort scenarios. It should be
noted that for pu-poses of RTG concern& on the gralileo and ulysses
missions, both the LOX and LH2) dump systems (valves. lines, etc) must
fail to dump during any abort before an explosive environment can exist
with the Centaur. In other words, a failure which prevents the successful
dumping of only LOX or LH2 is in itself not a threat to the RTGs.
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Table C9-i Typical Centaur/Planetary Mission Event Timeline

EVENT TIME (HR:MIN:SEC)

SSME Ignition -0:00:00.b

SRB Ignition Command 0:00:00

First Motion/Lift-Off 0:00:00.24

Begin Roll Program (V=125 fps) 0:00:07

End Roll Program (V=300 fps) 0:00:15

Begin First Throttle Down (V=428 fps) 0:00:20

Begin Second Throttle Down (V=716 fps) (Optional) 0:00:31

Begin Throttle Up (V=1599 fps) 0:01:08

SRB Separation 0:02:05

3G Throttling Begins 0:07:39

MECO Command 0:08:34

Zero Thrust 0:08:40

ET Separation 0:08:52

OMS-1 TIG 0:10:34

tMS-I Cutoff 0:13:22

OMS-2 TIG 0:46:10

OMS-2 Cutoff 0:48:29

Open Payload Bay Doors 1:15:00

IMU Realignment 3:00:00

Meal 4:00:00

Centaur/Spacecraft Checkout 5:00:00

Centaur Deploy 6:40:00

Centaur Engine Ignition 7:20:00
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The basic TAL abort flight mode may be stated as follows: After selection
of the TAL abort mode (TAL abort mode is acquired pre-MECO by selecting an
AOA on the abort select &witch), the vehicle will *accelerate downrange to
the TAL MECO targets. At abort initiation the OMS propellant and Centaur
propellant dumps are initiated and run to completion, if time permits, to
achieve the correct landing weight and center-of-gravity for entry. At 90
seconds before MECO the Orbiter rolls to the head-up ET separation
attitude. After ET separation and after a 10-second MPS dump interval,
the onboard computers are loaded with the entry operational flight
software. The Orbiter then glides to the primary landing site or the
weather alter iate landing site. Landing sites change as a function of
intended orbit inclination. For example, for orbit inclinations near 2S
degrees, Dakar, Senegal (on the west coast of Africa) is the primary
landing site. For inclinations near 57 degrees, Zaragoza, Spain, is
c:urrently the primary landing site. The weather alternate landing site
for both of these inclinations is >Moron, Spain. A typical TAL abort
sequence of events is defined in Table C9-2.

A successful Centaur mission can be achieved from A Press-tc-MECO (PTM)
situation if the achieved orbit is at least 110 rnm (Centaur propellant has
not been dumped). An acceptable orbit is achieved with a PTM point at or
after approximately 100 seconds prior to nominal MECO and is identified as
the Centaur mission completion boundary on Figure C9-20.

Specific flight procedures have been developed to maximize the crew
survival changes for multiple SSME failures from lift-off to MECO or
s3ingle SSME comipletion boundaries. However, a contingency abort during a
mission with a Centaur stage in the cargo bay will probably rupture the
Centaur tanks at ditching or crash landing and therefore can cause an
explosion.

Centaur deployment is assumed to occur during the fifth orbital
revolution, at lift-ofF plus 24,084 seconds (or 6 hours, 41 minutes, 24
seconds) for the Galileo mission.

The Shuttle flight sequence up to Centaur deployment is divided into two
phases to facilitate the overpressure analysis: (1) the ascent phase,
including OMS-I burn and the early coast phase with the payload bay doors
closed, and (2) the portion of orbital coast phase prior to Centaur
deplovment when the payload bay doors are open. The payload bay doors are
open from 4,980 seconds to 24,084 seconds (with Centaur onboard).
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Table C9-2 TAL Abort Sequence of Events for an Earliest and
Latest "Systems TAL" Abort

Mission
Elapsed

Time (sec)
Earliest ljatest* Event

0 0 Lift-off of the Space Shuttle Vehicle
125 125 SRB Separation
240 355 "Systems TAL" Abort Selected
240 355 OMS Propellant Dump Initiated
240 355 Centaur Propellant Dump Initiated
480 415 Vehicle Roll-To-Heads Up Attitude
435 510 OMS Propellant Dump Completed
490 510 Centaur Propellant Dump Completed
570 520 MECO
588 538 ET Separation
600 550 +X ARCS Thruster Firing Initiated (Manual)
605 555 +X ARCS Stop, MPS Dump Initiated (anual)
635 585 MPS Dump Stop (Auto)
685 610 Entry Flight Software Memory Load

1650 1600 Mach 3.5
2100 2050 Landing

*The latest TAL (MET=355 seconds) is defined as one which permits Centaur
residuals of 10,000 lbs at MECO (LH 2 = 2800 lbs, LOX - 7220 lbs). There
are also 2500 lb of OMS propellant remaining. The last TAL abort
opportunity is at 425 seconds. However, excessive Centaur and OMS
residuals remain at MECO (LH 2 = 5980 lb, LOX = 27,65n lb; OMS = 13,000
Ib). A post-MECO Centaur and OMS propellant dump is mandatory to
eLiminate the hydrogen (LH2) residuals prior to Landing. Figures C9-19
and C9-10 are altitude/tine and altitude/range respectively for a typical
TAL abort.

C9.3.4 Centaur Failure

For Centaur Category I failures occurring with the payload bay doorLý open,
ambient conditions on orbit cAnnot support a LO2 /LH 2 explosion. Tank
conditions would be:

LH2 tank: 21.5 psia, 40"R, saturated vapor
L02 tank: 30 psia, 180'R, saturated vapor

while the triple point values are:

hydrogen: 1.02 psia, 25*R
oxygen: 0.02 psia, 98°R

With the bay doors open, the ambient pressure drops to less than 0.1
psia. Freezing of the hydrogen can reasonably be expected to occur at
pressures below the triple point pressure of 1.02 psia. Should rupturing
of the tanks occur, vapor would blow out of either tank at supersonic
velocities. Immediately after E'iting the tank, solid (slush) H2 or
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0. would form due to isentropic expansion. This solidification acts to
prevent or reduce the mixing and interaction of the propellants necessary
for explosion. Some solid formation would occur even in the event of a
CBM accident. By the time tank pressures are reduced, in just a matter of
secondE, solids would also form inside the propellant tanks, and the
degree of hydrogen/oxygen mixing would be greatly reduced.

C9.3.5 Centaur Secondary Failure

A Centaur secondary failure is defined as the response of the Centaur
vehicle to Sh.dttle failures. These are also termed as sympathetic or
interactive Centaur failures. In certain ET failures, the explosive yield
fron a primary Shuttle accident is so large that it completely overwhelms
the explosive contribution of the Centaur. That is, since a shock wave
emanating from an ET explosion would encounter the Centaur tank axially
rather than frontally, the Centaur propellants would more likely disperse
and burn rather than mix and explode. Intervening Orbiter structures are
here assumed to offer no blast wave blockage.

In instances of a low equivalent yield from a Shuttle accident, a
high-yield Centaur explosion with significantly higher shock wave
overpressures can be produced at the RTGs owing to their proximity to the
Centaur.

A timeline representation of an RTLS maneuver is shown on Table C9-30
beginning with the start of Centaur propellant dump and terminating when
the residual liquid hydrogen has boiled off. At the end of Centaur dump,
it is estimated that 50 lb of LH2 and 600 lb of L02 residual fluid
propellants remain. The LH2 should be boiled off within 50 minutes
after touchdown.

Table C9-3 RTLS Timeline

Event Time, Delta, Interval,
Mission Event sec sec sec

Centaur Start
Dump T + 255 - -

Centaur End
Dump T + 505 250

1005

Orbiter Touch-
down T + 1260 755

Centaur LH 2
Boil-Off
Complete T + 4440 3180 3180
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After the 250-eec Centaur propellant dump is compleLed, about one percent
of the total propellants remain during the RTLS maneuver. Given an
intermediate bulkhead rupture, the remaining LH2 propellants could be
expected to be driven into the L02 tank where an explosion can occur.
The predicted overpressure, based on PYRO reference curves, is less than
100 psi. The center of explosion distance is estimated to be about 25
feet. After touchdown, with the Orbiter in a horizontal attitude, the
residual liquid propellant is no longer in direct contact even with
intermediate bulkhead rupture. Moreover, within 50 minutes, the remaining
LH 2 fluids will have vaporized. Modification to the dumping procedures
are planned to further reduce the luantity of Centaur residual propellants.
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Figure C9-4 Propellant Tank Configuration
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Figure C9-5 Tank Insulation System
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Figure C9-17 Shuttle/Centaur CISS Avionics System
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APPENDIX C10
INERTIAL UPPER STAGE
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APPENDIX C10
INERTIAL UPPER STAGE (IUS)

C10.0 INTRODUCTION

The following data were extracted from the Annotated Bibliography
Docwiuent, Ref No 016, (Attachment A, IUS ARAR, BAC Doc D290-10017-1,.

CIO.L GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The Inertial Upper Stage (IUS) vehicle is to be an integral part of the
Space Transportation System (STS), which is to serve the operational space
requirements of the Department of Defense (DOD) and the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) in the 1980 decade and
beyond. The IUS system will also be used in conjunction with the Air
Force Titan 34D expendable launch vehicle.

The IUS baseline vehicle is a two-stage solid-propellant rocket upper
stage. It consists of a propulsion module, an avionics module, airborne
support equipment, and associated structures and mechanisms. Figure C10-1
shows the IUS Vehicle and airborne support eqnipment. Basic dimensions
for the two-stage vehicle are shown in Figure C10-2.

C10.2 SYSTEMS DESCRIPTION, HAZARDOUS MATERIALS, SCHEMATICS

CI0.2.1 Propulsion Module

The propulsion module consists of two solid rocket motors (SRMs), a thrust
vector control (TVC) subsystem, and a reaction control subsystem (RCS).
The SRMs contain a maximun of 27,400 lb of Class II propellant in the
two-stage configuration. The two SRM combinations currently planned are
shown in Figure C01-2. The baseline IUS vehicle for STS incorporates an
extendible exit cone (EEC) on the second stage. The EEC is not included
on the baseline vehicle for T~tan, but it may be added.

CIO.2.l.l Propulsion System - A vectoring nozzle provides for directional
control during motor burn. For greater adaptability to various missions
and payload weights, the motor is designed for a variable propellant
loading range of 50-100% of maximum capacity. The motor propellant is
cast hydroxy terminated polybutadiene (14%), aluminum (18%) and ammounium
perchlorate (68%). The case material is a filament-wound composite of
epoxy-bonded Kevlar (aramid) fibers. The flame-side of the nozzle is
fabricated from carbon/carbon-composite materials of an axisymmetric
three-dimensional structure for the throat and entrance sections and a
two-dimensional rosette structure for the exit cone.

The functional interfaces and overall dimensions of the rocket motors are
shown in Figures C10-3 and C10-4. Coaxial cylindrical skirts are provided
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forward and aft for bolt attachment to !US structure provisions are made
for attachment of Thrust Vector Control (TVC) actuators at two places, 90'
apart.

The Rocket Motur consists of the following: (a) loaded motor case, (b)
nozzle and seal assembly, (c) TVC actuator bracket (2 each), (d) igniter
(e) safe and arm device (2 each), (f) ignition ordnance trai~n (2 each),
(g) Extendible Exit Cone (EEC) on SRM-2 only.

Maximum and target weight values are given below for large motors with the
two nozzle configurations and the full propellant loading. Weight given
includes the actuator brackets and the ignition system (with safe and
arm). The allowable weight for offloaded motors is reduced by the change
in igniter and/or nozzle weights: (a) with the two-stage nozzle, the
target weight is 22,607 lb and the maximum~ allowable is 22,757 lb (generic
1,onfiguration is the 60-inch first-stage nozzle); (b) with the short
nozzle, the target weight is 22,563 lb and the maximum allowable is 22,715
lb. Fully loaded. the small motor carries 6002 lb of propellant and the
large motor 21,404 lb.

The propellant has a Cl~ass II explosive classification and will not ignite
when conditioned to 2dýVF for a period of eight hours. Propellant
physical properties and bond strength at the
propell~ant/liner/insu~lation/case is adequate to withstand all stresses
induced by motor firing and/or by specified environmental conditions at
any time during the useful life.

The rocket motor is designed to sustain design limit loads without
experiencing detrimental deformations or stresses in excess of the yield
strength of the structural material. Design limit load is defined as the
maximum load resulting from exposure to the acceleration, shock, and
vibration environments and self-induced thermal and pressure loads. The
unit is designed to sustain ultimate loads without failure. Ultimate load
is defined as the limit load times the design ultimate factor of safety.
For the attacnments and associated structure, the ultimate factor of
safety is 1.25 for free-flight load c:onditions remote from the orbiter,
1.4 for captive flight loads and when near the orbiter, and 1.5 for ground
handling and transportation load. For thermal conditions, the minimum
design margin above and below the expected operating temperatures is
ll*C. In addition to the above factors of safety, a fitting factor of
1.15 is also applied.

All pressurized components except the nozzle throat and exit cone are
subjected to a proof pressure equal to 1.05 times the maximum expected
operating pressure of the component without experiencing detrimental
deformation or stresses in excess of the yield strength of the structural
material. Minimum burst (ultimate) pressure of 1.25 times the maximum
expected operating pressure will be withstood without the failure or
rupture. The nozzle throat and exit cone is designed for an ultimate
factor of safety of 1.25 for the worst-case combination of pressure loads,
thermal stresses, and TVC actuator loads, considering the reduction in
shell strength to be expected from temperature and erosion effects. When
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packaged for shipment, the rocKet motor and the ignition system will be
undamaged 'by sawtooth shock pulses of 20 g terminal amplitude and 11
milliseconds duration, applied to the shipping container in any lateral
direction or in an upward direction, with respect to the intended shipping
attitude.

The motor (cylindrical shell) structure is designed to withstand the
ultimate net section design loads shown below for bending momenL, torsion,
and transverse shear loads applied concurrently with either the
compression or tension axial load.

I. Bending moment 12.8 x 106 in-lb

2. lorsion 6.1 x 106 in-lb

3. Transverse shear 174.0 x 103 in-lb

4. Axial compression 270.0 x 103 lb

5. Axial tension 140.0 x 103 lb

The rocket motor nozzle is capable of angular deflection in any direction
to an angle of four degrees for SRM-l anA seven degrees for SRM-2, over
the full range of motor chamber pressure and with the least favorable
combination of manufacturing tolerances. The nozzle wiill withstand,
without damage, the worst-case ccmbination of actuator force,
gravitational load (one & environment, motor axis horizontal), and impact
loading during ground checkout and predeployment tests of the thrust
vector control system with no chamber pressure in the motor. Stall force
developed by each actuator may be as high as 750 lb and actuator driving
velocity as high as 7.9 inches per second. In the normal operation life
of the motor, nozzle vectoting is expected to be equivalent to ten ground
checkout duty cycles and one mission duty cycle.

A closure is fitted to the nozzle to seal the motor interior untiU
ignition occurs. The closure will fail at ignition and leave the nozzle
contour unrestricted. It is designed for a normal (internal minus
external) pressure differential of 25 psi and a reverse (external minus
internal) differential of 5 psi (limit load conditions).

The motor is fired by application of electrical firing impulses to
redundant safe and arm devices after electrical arming of the devices has
been accomplished. Propagation of energy via explosive trains to the
igniter results in initiation of propellant combustion.

The ignition system is illustrated schematically in Figure C10-5. The
ordnance trains provide redundant energy transfer channels from the
electro-explosive initiators in the safe and arm to the igniter. For each
SRM, they consist of: (a) through-bulkhead initiators (two required), (b)
shielded mild detonating cord assemblies (two required), (c) explosive
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transfer manifolds (two required), and (d) confined detonating fuse
assemblies (4 required). Ordnance train components shall not autoignite
when subjected to a temperature of +250'F minimum for two hours.

The through-bulkhead initiator (TBI) design provides duration transfer
through a bulkhead that is integral with the TBI body. Explosive material
is packed intimately against both sides of this bulkhead in a manner that
will ensure detonation propagation through the bulkhead but not adversely
affect the integrity of the bulkhead. The TBIs are designed for
installation in ports in the base of the igniter with provisions for
sealing against the chamber pressure. The output section of the TBI is
also hermetically sealed. When tested, the leakage will not exceed I x
10-6 cc/sec of He at 1 atm.

Each shielded mild detonating cord (SMDC) assembly includes a detonating
c:ord completely enclosed in stainless steel tubing, with end fittings for
attachment to the mating components. The confined detonating fuse (CDF)
is similar to SMDC, but it is flexible. Tip booster charges will ensure
reliable propagation across component interfaces.

The Explosive Transfer Manifold (ETM) has a Y or T junction where the dual
SMDCs from each Safe and Arm converge into a single SMDC, which continues
to one TBI. It has physical interfaces for attachment of the SMDC end
fittings and a means for mounting the ETM to vehicle structure.

All small solid rocket motors used on Orbiter launched missions employ an
extendible exit cone (EEC) to increase the effective nozzle length,
thereby improving thrust. The EEC is deployed just before motor ignition
by the EEC deployment mechanism. The preliminary concept of the EEC
deployment mechanism (Fig. C10-6) uses four furlable thin-foil extension
booms which extend the telescoping nozzle exit cones approximately 40
inches aft to the latched-up position, then rotate away to provide
clearance for nozzle vectoring. The deployment mechanism is comprised of
four boom extension units equally spaced around the motor nozzle, a motor
drive unit, and a cable system. Each extension boom is fabricated by
welding two preformed thin-foil sections together to form a somewhat
circular cross-section with flanges on opposite sides as shown in Fig.
C1O-6. After heat treatment and flange preparation. the boom is flattened

and coiled on a storage hub in the boom extension unit. Recessed in the
boom end is an adapter receptacle that engages the aft exit cone incerface
fitting. At EEC deployment, the coiled boom is drawn from the storage
drum and driven out by two sprocket wheels. As the boom straightens, it
assumes a circular shape and becomes rigid. Sprocket wheel torque is
provided by a cable drum keyed to the sprocket shaft. The drum in each
extension unit is prewound with approximately 90 inches of aircraft cable
with the free ends attached to cable take-up sheaves in the motor drive
unit. Rotation of the drive unit applies equal tension to all four
sprocket drum cables, thereby providing synchronous boom extension. The
drive unit is comprised of dual motors on a common shaft, drive reduction
gears, and the drive sheaves. The EEC dual drive motors are powered by
squib-activated thermal batteries.
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CI0.2.1.2 Reaction Control System (RCS) - The RCS is a monopropellant
blowdown system that uses hydrazine as the propellant. It is housed in
the avionics bay of the IUS, surrounding the upper dome of the second-
stage SRM. The RCS contains multiple positive expulsion near-soherical
propellant tanks and multiple thrusters with dual series inlet valves and
80* nozzles. The feed system is manifolded with sufficient filtering to
provide the required propellant to each thruster inlet. The thrusters are
arranged in pairs as Reaction Engine Modules (REM). The RCS consists of
one to three titanium tanks and associated control valves and piping to
the thrusters. Each tank contains 122 lb (nominal) of hydrazine,
pressurized by 380 psig GN2 over an expulsion bladder. Each tank is
isolated by an ordnance-actuated valve from the feed system manifold
piping. RCS isolation valves are activated after deployment from the
orbiter or after separation from the T-34D. RCS thruster operation is
controlled by the IUS computer.

The Reaction Control System operational requirements include orienting the
vehicle before solid rocket motor firings, roll control during the motor
firings, vernier corrections for motor impulse variations, attitude
controi and maneuvering during transfer orbit coast period, payload spinup
if required, and attitude control and maneuvering after payload separation.

The RCS is shown schematically in Figure CI0-7. A modular tankage
approach was selected to maximize flexibility for altering propellant
capacity. Fach tank is self-contained and pre-serviced before IUS
installation in the Orbiter and requires no Orbiter interfaces. To
minimize leakage potential, propellant is isolated in each tank until IUS
deployment and system activation. Redundant pitch-and-yaw thrusters face
aft to preclude spacecraft plume impingement. Roll thrusters operate in
pure-couple pairs and are located at the same tangential location as the
yaw thrusters. The tanks are initially pressurized to 380 psig with an
85% nitrogen/15% helium gas mixture. Isothermal propellant explusion
results in 100 psig at depletion. The system is designed for a burst
pressure of 1720 psig and provides a design factor of four to permit
normal personnel operations arcund the preserviced tanks.

The RCS Power Distribution Schematic is shown in Figure C10-8. The REM
valves and isolation valve squibs receive power from the utility
batteries, and the REM, tank, and line heaters are powered by the avionics
battery. The power levels will be 32 Vdc initially, decaying to
approximately 24 Vdc at the end of the mission.

A three-view drawing of the Hamilton Standard IUS REM shown in Figure
C10-9 depicts the two thrusters mounted side-by-side, each with 800
nozzles and series redundant Valcor solenoid valves. A single Dynatube
inlet fitting pL.vides propellant to both thrusters. The key features of
the IUS thruster designs are simplicity and low-cost fabrication
compatible with the IUS life and duty cycle requirements. Typical of the
approach being taken is the configuration of the REM. Six REMs, each with
a pair of thrusters, are used on each IUS. A single design was made
possible by specifying a near-right-angle nozzle. Figure C10-9
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illustrates how a pitch module can be converted to a roll/yaw module by
merely clocking one of the thrusters 900. No changes in either mechanical
or fluid interfaces are required.

The [US mission times and thruster duty cycles allow the use of warming
pulses to maintain minimum propellant valve and catalyst bed temperatures
during the mission without prohibitive expenditure of propellant. For the
L2 thrusters on IUS and 10-hour thermal-time requirements, the propellant
valves can be maintained above 40 0 F with about 3 lb of propellant. The
warming pulse concept has been selected over individual catalyst bed and
valve electric heaters. Low wattage heaters will be installed on the REMs
to keep propellant passAge temperatures above freezing during the period
prior to RCS activation. These heaters will be on for early Orbital
operations, particularly during the time that the Orbiter payload doors
are open and the IUS is still in the payload bay. At RCS activation after
deployment, the REM heaters will be turned off and will not be
ce-energized.

The RCS is the only pressurized element of the IUS vehicle. This system
consists of Reaction Engine Modules (REMs) connected by redundant valves
to a distribution manifold. The manifold is connected to propellant tank
assemblies (PTAs), separated from the manifold by explosive-actuated
isolation valves. The manifold is pressurized to 25 psig to prevent
intrusion of external gases. The RCS design accommodates either two or
three 21-inch-diameter spherical tanks with a usable capacity of
approximately 122 lb of propellant each.

The installation approach is illustrated in Figure CI0-10. Tank material
is 6AI-4V titanium, and the elastromeric positive-explusion diaphragm is
AF-E-332. Mounting is on trunnions at the poles of each hemisphere, with
gas and liquid ports located in the trunnions.

Tank modules consisting of tank, GN2 and N2 H4 fill valves, isolation
valve, and related plumbing are welded and tested as an assembly. The
tank modules are installed in the IUS by connecting the mechanical fitting

to the feed manifold and bolting the tank module to the trunnion mounts.

The feed system as shown in the RCS Schematic, Figure CO0-7, consists of
service valves, filters, and the hydrazine manifold. The propellant tank
service valves are used only on the ground to prefill the tanks with
hydrazine and pressurant. The valves are closed and capped after the
servicing operation. The isolation valves keep the manifold dry until the
[US is deployed from the Orbiter payload bay, thus minimizing leakage.
All fittings upstream of the isolation valves are welded. Mechanical
fittings downstream of the isolation valves permit tank installation,
removal, and replacement. System filters are in-line units installed in
the manifold downstream of the isolation valves. A manifold fill and
drain valve is provided to allow pressurizing the manifold for connector
leak tests and REM valve checkout. The circular manifold and the lines to
the tanks are l/2-inch-O.D. 304L stainless steel tubing. The REM legs are
3/8-inch-O.D. 304L tubing.
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Thermal control provisions consist of propellant tank heaters and
insulation blankets, propellant linc heaters and insulation blankets, REM
heaters and REM "Warm" pulsing. The tank and line heaters are low-wattage
redundant element units that are energized for the entire mission. The
REM heaters are provided to keep the REM propellant passages above the
freezing point of hydrazine prior to deployment, particularly while the
Space Shuttle payload bay doors are open. After the RCS is activated, the

thrusters will be pulsed periodically to maintain valve temperatures above
freezing. Table C1O-I summarizes the electrical interface data.

C10.2.2 Avionics Module

The avionics module includes the following subsystems: computer, antenna,
power, and command and control. The avionics module is connected through
umbilicals to the Airborne Support Equipment (ASE) and to each spacecraft
(S/C).

Redundant progLammable computers support guidance, navigation, data
management, and housekeeping functions. The computer monitors pertinent
equipment for status, which is used in housekeeping functions and/or
transmitted to the Orbiter and/or ground control.

Antennas are located on opposite sides of the IUS. The antenna subsystem
is composed of a transponder, power amplifier, RF switch, diplexer, and
the antennas.

There are four sources of power for the IUS from Orbiter liftoff until
safe separation distance has been achieved; namely, the avionics battery
set, the utility battery set, ASE batteries, and orliier power. The
avionics batteries are used primarily as a source of power for
electronics. This is unregulated; however, a dc-.dc converter is available
as a kit if required by the S/C. The utility batteries provide a separate
power source for TVC motors, RCS valves,, motor-driven switches, and all
vehicle ordnance devices except for the destruct charge on Titan
missions. This reduces the probability of conducted interference to the
electronics. AS atteries and orbiter power are external to the IUS
vehicle and pi..I.uae power before deployment from the Orbiter.

The power subsystem provides for the distribution, control, and regulation
of orbiter or ground power to the IUS vehicle/spacecraft combination.
Further, this subsystem supplies battery power to supplement Orbiter power
on a preplanned basis. The power subsystem consists of a power control
unit, an orbiter power control panel, ASE cables, ASE batteries, and
dc-to-dc converters. The ASE power control fuicticnal interface is shown

in Figure CIO-Il.
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Table CIO-l RCS Electrical literface Data

REM Input Voltage Required 22.5-32 Vdc
Thruster Requirements

Valve Pull-In 15 Vdc max
Valve Drop-Out I Vdc miin
Max Power, per Thruster

(28 Vdc) 72 Watts

Heater Power Allotments (28 Vdc)
REM Heaters 3.2 Watts Each (Two per REM)
Tink Heaters 5.8 Watts Each (Two per Tank)
Line Heaters 2.7 Watts Each

IUS vehicle and spacecraft power is supplied by IUS batteries. The IUS
power subsystem can also use electrical power supplied by the ASE
batteries, Orbiter power or ground power. The power subsystem provides
for switching and distribution of electrical power to the IUS vehicle and
spacecraft. Dual buses ensure that no single failure can disable both A
and B channels of avionics. For the two-stage vehicle, three batteries
(two avionics, one spacecraft) are carried in the first stage; five
batteries (two avionics, two utility, and one spacecraft) are carried in
the second stage; and three batteries are mounted on the ASE. All relays
and switches used on IUS ara hermetically sealed.

The Power Distribution Unit (PDU) provides for electrical power transfer
switching between ASE power and internal IUS battery power. Separate
avionics and utility power buses are provided in each of the two PDUs for
the redundant IUS avionics subsystems.

The Power Transfer Unit (PTU) provides the Stage 1 and Stage 2 S/C battery
and ASE input power switching fur.Ltions. An interface is provided for
optional inclusion of a dc-to-dc converter if regulated power is required
by the spacecraft. Current and voltage sensing of the S/C power bus is
also provided.

The Pyro Switching Unit (PSU) provides power for all ordnance events
except Flight Termination. Ordnance Bus A receives power from Utility
Battery A and is controlled through a motor drive switch. Ordnance Bus B
is similarly arranged. The PSU provides for ordnance safety interlocks,
event unable, and firing of EED bridgewires to initiate desired ordnance
events.

The major IUS software areas encompass the verification and validation
simulator software (V&VSS), the mission operations segment (MOS) data load
software and the MOS post-processing software. Errors in any of these
software systems or their associated translators, compilers, loaders host
various enable/disable flags; start and stop times; and process selection
commands:

i. Plot parameter values
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2. Plot bilevel parameter line-charts

3. Plot single-parameter distribution/histogram

4. Plot multiple distributions/histograms

5. Tabulate parameter values

6. Monitor for out-of-limits parameters

7. Record reduced parameter file

8. Perform SRM burn vehicle-weight calculations

9. Perform parameter change calculations

10. Perform velocity change loss calculations

11. Perform RCS burn calculations

12. Perform RCS burn time delay penalty calculations

C10.2.3 Airborne Support Equipment (ASE)

The IUS ASE is a subsegment of the IUS system segment. Spec4 fically, the
IUS ASE provides for support of the IUS vehicle (with attached spacecraft)
while in the STS Orbiter payload bay, as shown in Figure C10-1. The IUS
ASE consists of the structure, batteries, electronics, and cabling to
support the IUS vehicle/spacecraft combination, to enable the deployment
of the combined vehicle, to provide and/or distribute and controlelectrical power to the IUS vehicle and spacecraft, and to provide

* comunication paths between the IUS vehicle and/or spacecraft and the

Orbiter. A discussion of each of the subsystems follows.

The ASE for the IUS STS vehicle/spacecraft consists of a cradle assembly
whose structural and mechanical components are used to hold, tilt, and
release the joined IUS vehicle/spacecraft from the STS Orbiter payload
bay, Figure CO0-11. The major components of the cradle assembly are the
forward frame and aft frame. The forward frame engages the IUS trunnions
with payload retention latch assemblies. The forward frame in turn is
engaged by fittings on the Orbiter. The aft ASE frame provides the means
of tilting the IUS to the checkout and deploy positions and releasing the
IUS from the payload bay. The secured cradle assembly can withstand,
without failure, the Orbiter-imposed ultimate environments of RCS loads,
pressure, temperature, acoustics, shock, and vibration during all phases
of shuttle operations, including emergency landing of the Orbiter. The X,
Y, and Z deflections resulting from the various imposed loads are allowed
to occur in certain attachments by the use of sliding surfaces and are
restrained in other attachments. Stops are designed into the system,
which stops limit cravel so that the IUS system is contained within the

geometrical design limits set forth in ICD-D-EO001. When tilted with the
[US, the cradle assembly can withstand Orbiter vernier RCS loads without
failure.
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Cl0.2.4 Structures and Mechanisms

Structures include Stage 1 and 2 assemblies, equipment support structure,
interstage structure, and aft skirt structure. Mechanisms include staging
equipment and mechanical elements, including ordnance initiated separation
devices.

C10.2.5 T34D/IUS Flight Termination System

The T34D/IUS Flight Termination System (Fig. C10-13) is designed to
destroy the pressure integrity of the IUS solid rocket motors in the event
of inadvertent SRM ignition, premature stage separation, or issuance of a
command destruct signal to the T34D by the Range Safety Officer. The
major components of the FTS are the Titan Interface Unit (TIU),
breakwires, utility and destruct batteries, Safe and Arm device, Explosive
Transfer System train, and the motor case cutter (linear-shaped charge).
Each stage of the [US contains the required FTS hardware to operate
independently of the other.

C10.3 MISSION SCENARIO

The IUS vehicle will be configured to support various DOD and NASA
missions, which are primarily geosynchronous orbit insertion. The
baseline vehicle is a two-stage system that supports the geosynchronous
mission. With the exception of sizing the solid propellant stages and
hydrazine quantities, the risks are similar for all vehicles exclusive of
spacecraft. The sequence of events from launch complex arrival until a
safe distance from the Orbiter is achieved following deployment is the
same for all vehicles, except for a spacecraft integration. The IUS
Mission Profile is shown in Figure C10-14, and Figure C10-15.
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APPENDIX Cl2

ORBITAL TRANSFER VEHICLE

SC C12.0 INTRODUCTION

The following data were extracted from the OTV Concept Definition and
oystem Analysis Study, System Design Concepts," presented at a midterm
review to NASA-MSFC by Martin Marietta, 4-7 March 1985, authors Glen
Dickman - Cryogenic, and Art Inman - Storable; and also from the "OTV
Concept Definition and System Analysis Study, Operations," presented at a
midterm review to NASA-MSFC by Martin Marietta, 4-7 March 1985, authors
Charlie Garner - Ground, and Jack Mitchell - Flight.

Presented here are the design concepts for a ground-based cryogenic OTV, a
space-based cryogenic OTV, a ground-based (STS aft cargo carrier) storable
propellant OW• (orbiter launched), and two-stage (Space-Station-based)
servicing OTVs (manned and unmanned).

C12.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION

C12.1.1 Ground-Based Cryogenic OTV

The general arrangement and weight breakdown of the ground-based cryogenic
OTV is shown in Fig. C12-1. The four-tank single advanced technology
engine configuration fits easily into the Aft Cargo Carrier (ACC). The
40-foot-diameter aerobrake folds forward while stowed in the ACC. It is
discarded after flight and not stowed in the orbiter bay for retrieval.
The aluminum/lithium propellant tanks are designed by engine inlet
pressure requirements. Their thinnest gauges are 0.018 in. for the L02
tank and 0.014 in. for the LH2 tank. The tanks are insulated with
multilayer insulation. The hydrogen tanks are removed on-orbit and, with
the core system (L02 tanks, structure, avionics, and propulsion), are
stowed in the orbiter bay for retrieval after mission completion. The
propulsion and avionics subsystems reflect the component counts previously
discussed. The structure is of lightweight graphite epoxy. The
propellant load was selected to enable full use of projected STS lift
capability on GEO delivery missions. Note that the resulting payload
capability is in excess of any identified mission model requirements.

The ideal OTV program would begin operations in a ground-based mode and
shift to a space-based mode with no changes in the flight vehicle design.
In this way, the vehicle could be flight proven in a familiar launch
environment, and the stage development could be decoupled from the
development of space-basing operations. This ideal situation is not
realizable primarily because the ground-based system cannot be designed to
perform advanced space-based missions within the limitations in the lift
capability (size as well as weight) of the STS.

A compromise evolutionary approach meets several practical criteria:
Basic subsystem designs should be proven while ground-based; commonality
of hardware and operations should be maximized throughout the OTV family;
the efficiency of the ground-based vehicle should not be penalized
unnecessarily; capability should be added to a flexible system concept as
required to meet advancing mission requirements.
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Growth to achieve greater mission capability is accommodated through
addition and modernization of avionics components within the modular
architecture introduction of larger propellant tanks and introduction of
more capable aeroshields. Two changes are necessary to achieve
space-basing. One is the use of a more open general arrangement to
support space maintenance; the other is to add meteoroid shielding to the
propellant tanks to protect against long-term exposure. The open
arrangement has a profound effect on the appearance of the space-based
configuration and makes it necessary to use redesigned support structure.

C12.1.2 Initial Space-Based Cryo OTV

The initial space-based cryogenic OTV is derived from a ground-based
concept, but there are several important differences. Propellant capacity
has been increased to 55,000 pounds to enable GEC delivery capability to
20,000 pounds of payload. Minimum tank gauges have been reduced to 0.010
in. on the L02 tank and 0.012 in. on the LH2 tank, reflecting lower
engine inlet pressure requirements. Meteoroid shielding has been added to
the tanks. The gnneral arrangement has been opened up to permit servicing
at the Space Station, when necessary, by a space-suited astronaut.
Redundancy, including two main engines, has been added to increase mission
reliability. Avionics units have been mounted on an avionics ring at the
forward end of the vehicle to simplify space-based maintenance. The
aeroshield is designed to withstand a peak pressure of 35 psf, enabling
retrieval of the unmanned servicing spacecraft.

C12.1.3 Growth Space-Based Cryo OTV

The general arrangement and weight breakdown of the Growth Space-Based OTV
is shown in Figure C12-2. In most respects, this vehicle is identical to
the initial space-based OTV. The basic structure is identical; the level
of subsystem redundancy is the same. Because the electrical power
subsystem and reaction control subsystem are fed from the main propellant
tanks, no subsystem changes are needed to accommodate different mission
durations. Design variation does result from changes in propellant load
and heating environment resulting from the delivery and retrieval of
heavier spacecraft. Tank size is increased to accommodate an 81,000-pound
propellant load. This is large enough to perform the largest lunar
missions in a two-stage configuration without excessive compromise in
meeting the manned GEO sortie mission requirement. Since the manned
return increases the retrieved payload to 14,000 pounds, the peak design
pressure of the aerobrake is increased to 63 psf. This results in an
increase in TPS thickness and aerobrake structural strength.
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C12.1.4 Ground-Based ACC-Storable OTV

The aft cargo carrier configured storable OTV as shown in Figure C12-3 is
built around a subsystem module and an airframe truss. The subsystem
module provides mounting space for the avionics components and support for
the main propellant tanks. The airframe truss supports the tanks
laterally and provides the attachment for the main engines and the
aerobrake. Both the subsystem module and the airframe truss will be
constructed of graphite epoxy composite materials to minimize weight. The
main tanks are sized to contain 37,300 pounds of storable propellants and
will be constructed of 15-3-3-3 titanium. The tank size selected is
adequate to perform the mission model missions in 1993 and 1994 within the
projected 72,000-lb lift capability of the Space Transportation System
(STS) in that timeframe. The main propulsion system engines are two
XLR-132 engines scaled up to 7500 pounds thrust. Extendable exit cones
will be provided to an exit ratio of 600 to 1. The nozzles will be
extended through the aerobrake while firing and retracted inside the brake
contour during the aerobraking maneuver. The selected aerobrake is 23
feet in diameter and will be constructed of a multilayer -Abric material
of Nicalon, Q-felt, and Nextel sealed with RTV. The fabr7. will be
supported on a graphite polyimide frame or honeycomb. The center section
will contain the door through which the engine nozzles will extend and
retract. The physical dimensions and weight of the storable OTV require
the aerobrake to be no more than 23 feet in diameter. This allows the
fully deployed aerobrake to fit within the dimensions of the aft cargo
carrier. No deployment mechanisms will be required. At the end of the
mission the outer torus of the aerobrake will be jettisoned, and the
remainder of the OTV will be installed in the Orbiter bay for return to,
Earth. No further disassembly of the OTV is required to fit within the
envelope of the P/L bay. The with statement is given in Table C12-1(a).

C12.1.5 Ground-Based P/L-Bay-Storable OTV

A minimum-length OTV as shown in Fig. C12-4 has been designed. It will
fit within the envelope of the STS P/L Bay and still leave adequate space
for the longest payloads identified in the Mission Model. The overall
length has been held to approximately 13.5 feet, which leaves 46.5 feet
for payload and ASE. The four main propulsion propellant tanks, sized for
37,300 pounds of storable propellant, are of 15-3-3-3 titanium alloy and
are supported in a truss and skin structure of graphite epoxy. The
subsystem equipment is fitted into the quadrants between the tanks. The
main propulsion system will use the XLR-132 engines with 3750 pounds of
thrust. Fixed nozzles with an expansion ration of 400 to I. were selected
to minimize length. A 23-ft-diameter deployable aerobrake was selected
using the same multilayer fabric selected for the ACC OTV aerobrake design
over graphite polyimide support structure. The center support structure
is honeycomb, and the outer portion is rib construction. At the end of
the mission, the outer portion of the brake will be discarded, and the
remainder of the OTV will be installed in the Orbiter P/L bay for return
to Earth. The weight statement is given in Table C12-1(b).
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Table C12-1 Weight Statement

(a) Ground-Based ACC Storable

Structure / 826 lb
Subsystem Modules 208 lb
Airframe Truss 120
Tanks 218
Engine Mounting 101

Other 179

Aerobrake Assembly (23 ft Dia) 538
Environmental Control 117
Main Propulsion System 939
Reaction Control System 116
Electric Power System 510
Avionics System 422

Dry Weight 3468
Contingency (15%) 520

Total Dry Weight 3988 lb

(b) Ground-Based Orbiter P/L Bay -

Structure 1348 lb
Airframe 410 lb

Tanks 458
Engine Mount 375
Other 105

Aerobrake Assembly (23-in Diameter) 542
Thermal Control 117
Main Propulsion System 975
Riaction Control System 116
Electric Power System 422
Avionics System 510

Dry Weight 4030
Contingency (15%) 605

Total Dry Weight 4635 lb
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C12.1.6 Space-Based - (GEO) Delivery Vehicle

Either evolving from an initially ground-based geosynchonous OTV as shown
in Figure C12-5 or starting as a space-based OTV the basic configuration
of a storable space based OTV should be essentially the same. The
subsystem module/airframe truss forms an efficient structure to support
the main propulsion system, propellant tanks, and avionics and electric
power system equipment. Repackaging of the avionics and propulsion
components is necessary to accommodate the space-based maintenance
activities involving a limited number of technicians for a minimum time.
Accessibility to the equipment both by astronauts 4n EVA gear and by
robotics has been a consideration in configuring the space-based
vehicles. The ground-based vehicle and the space based vehicles have much
in common. The avionics components are the same except for added
redundancy. The main engines and feed system are the same
7500-pound-thrust XLR-132 engines and feed system selected for the ACC
ground-based OTV. The main propellant tanks are sized for the more
ambitious missions identified for later years when the Space Station will
be operational. The tank diameter is the same as selected for the
ground-based ACC OTV in order that new tooling will not be required and
that the assembled OTV can be delivered to the Space Station in the
orbiter payload bay. The OTV configuration selected for delivery of
payloads to GEO is shown on Figure C12-5. The vehicle will operate as a
perigee stage, and an expendable AKM will be provided to insert the
payloads into geosynchonous orbit. The aerobrake is constructed of the
same materials as the ground-based ACC brake. The size has been increased
commensurate with the return weight of the vehicle. Although shown with a
25-foot-diameter brake, this vehicle can be a 32-foot-diameter brake when
required to return with additional equipment, such as the multiple payload
carrier after delivering multiple payloads.

C12.1.7 Space-Based Unmanned Servicing Vehicle

The unmanned servicing missions to GEO will be performed with a two-stage
vehicie, as shown in Figure C12-6, made up of the GEO delivery vehicle,
described earlier, as the first stage and a smaller propellant capacity
stage as the second stage. The first stage will perform the perigee burn,
separate from the second stage and payload, coast out to GEO altitude,
return for the aerobrake maneuver, and return to the Space Station. The
second stage will continue the mission with the apogee burn to insert the
payload into GEO orbit. The stage will stay in the vicinity of the
servicer through the duration of the mission and then perform the deorbit
burn to bring the servicer back to the Space Station. The smaller second
stage is configured similar to the first stage but with smaller tanks and

shorter airframe truss structure. The subsystem module, engines and feed
system, avionics equipment, and electric power system are the same for
both stages. Tanks for the EPS fuel cell reactants will be larger for the
second stage because of the longer duration of the Stage 2 mission. The
diameter of the tanks for the second stage are the same as the first stage
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tanks in order that the tooling for the domes can be common. By'welding
th* domes of the fuel tanks together with no barrel section and by adding
a ahort barrel section in the oxilizer tanks, the propellant capacity for
the second stage is approximately 25,400 pounds. The aerobrake for the
second stage is siued at 32 feet in diameter to bring the unmanned
servicer back through the aeromaneuver. Construction of the brake is the
same for both stages.
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Table C12-2 - Weight Statement

> (a) Space-Based GEO Delivery Vehicle

Structure 915 lb
Subsystem Module 208 lb
Airframe Truss 153
Tanks 209
Engine Mount 120
Other 225

Aerobrake Assembly (25 ft Dia) 590
Maintenance Provisions 272
teteroid Protection 157
Thermal Control 96
Main Propulsion System 1198
Reaction Control System 177
Electric Power System 460
Avionics System 569

Dry Weight 4434
Contingency (15%) 665

Total Dry Weight 5099 lb
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Table C12-2 - Weight Statement

(b) Space-Based Unmanned Servicing Vehicle

Stage I Stage 2St tuctut'u ')1% lh ?62 lb
Subsystem, Module 208 lb U08 lb
Airframe Truss 153 113
Tanks 209 106
Engine Mount 120 110
Other 225 225

Aerobrake Assembly (25'/32° Dia) 590 887
Maintenance Provisions 272 272
Meteroid Protection 157 108
Thermal Control 96 96
Main Propulsion System 1198 1098
Reaction Control System 177 177
Electric Power System 460 480
Avionics System 569 569

Dry Weight 4434 4449
Contingency (15%) 665 667

Total Dry Weight 5099 lb 5116 lb
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table C12-2 (Cont)

(c) Space-Based Manned Servicing Vehicle

Stage 1 Stage 2

Structure 1218 lb 915 1b
Subsystem Module 208 lb 208 lb
Airframe Truss 224 153
Tanks 392 209
Engine Mount 169 120
Other 225 225

Aerobra4e Assembly (32'x41' Dia) 887 134-
Maintenance Provisions 480 272
Meteroid Protection 226 164
Thermal Control 152 96
Main Propulsion System 1941 1198
Reaction Control System 197 177
Electric Power System 460 498
Avionics System 569 569

Dry Weight 6130 5232
Contingency (15%) 920 785

Total Dry Weight 7050 lb 6017 lb
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C12.1.8 Space-Based Manned Servicing Vehicle

The manned servicing missions to GEO will be performed with a two-stage
vehicle as shown in Figure C12-7 made up of the GEO delivery vehicle,
slightly reoutfitted. The first stage has a larger propellant capacity
stpge. The first stage will perform the perigee burn, separate from the
second stage And manned capsule, coast out to GEO altitude, return for the
aerobrake maneuver, and return to the Space Station, The second stage
will continue the mission with the apogee burn to insert the manned
payload into GEO mission and then perform the deorbit maneuvers to bring
the servicer back to the Space Station. The larger first stage is
configured for maximum. commonality with the second stage. As for the
small stage for the unmanned servicing vehicle, thb major difference is in
the tank length and the airframe truss. The tai.Ks are lengthened but
retain the same diameter for tooling commonality LO provide capacity for
90,000 pounds cf propellant. Because of the mass of the complete
vehicle/payload stack, two additional engines have been added. The
four-engine arrangement uses the same 7500-pound thrust XLR-132 engine but
will require a different feed system. The 53,000-pound propellant
capacity second stage is the same basic stage as the GEO delivery vehicle
and the first stage of the unmanned servicing vehicle except with a larger
diameter aerobrake and larger capacity fuel cell reactant tanks. The fuel
cell rcactant tanks are sized for support of the 24 -day manned mission.
The aerobrake is increased to 41 feet in diameter because of the weight of
the returning stage and manned capsule.

C12.1.9 OTV Launch Operations

Launch operations analy....s have been performed for the following:
- a ground-based OTV launched from KSC in the dedicated ACC (DACC)
(cryogenic and storable propellant versions analyzed together with
differences noted)
- a ground-based storable propellant OTV launched from KSC in the orbiter
payload bay
- a space-based cryogenic propellant OTV (KSC ground processing)
- a slace-based storable propellant OTV (KSC ground processing)
- a space-based (cryogenic or storable propellant) OTV (Space Station
p.. ,ssing,

C12.1.10 Space-Based OTV Ground Processing

The ground processing flow, Figure C12-8, shows the facilities used for
"vertical processing." It was assumed for this analysis that this was the
desirable mode, because it intersects the STS flow later in the count.
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The space-based OTV presents a minimum amount of ground processing because
the major buildup, test, and servicing will be performed at Space Station.

If the space-based OTV evolved from a ground-based program, it is likely
that the space-based OTV would continue to use the same dedicated OTV
facility.

C12.1.11 OTV Flight Operations Support

OTV flight operations, Figure C12-9, will involve a number of ground
operations centers as well as several spaceborne capabilities. Nominal
operations for ground-based missions will tie the OTV into operations
centers at JSC, aSFC, and JPL as well as an OTV operations center. It may
be possible to use a JSC payload MPSR for OTV control functions.
Comimunications capabilities between the OTV, TDRS, DSN, and orbiter will
be used. Navigation data will be derived by use of the GPS sa..ellites for
missions carrying DOD satellites. Tie-ins with the CSOC and/or the STC
will also be necessary.

For space-based missions, additional involvement will include Space
Station support for initial and final mission phases.

C12.2 SYSTEMS DESCRIPTIONS, HAZARDOUS MATERIALS, SCHEMATICS

C12.2.1 Avionics and Power Equipment - CryoStages

The avionics and power equipment used in the selected family of cryogenic
stages is stummarized. The component redundancy levels are indicated. The
level required for the short-duration ground-based missions is somewhat
less than that necessary for the space-based vehicles. In the space-baLed
vehicles, the redundancy required by man-rating (a failsafe return
philosophy) is somewhat greater than the redundancy suggested by mission
"lost cost" considerations. Man-rating redundancy is incorporated in all
space-based configurations as indicated in the space-based column of the
chart because the analyses indicated it was not economically desirable to
maintain two different avionic configurations in the space-based program.

Guidance and navigation information is provided b; an IMU supported by
star-sensed attitude and global positioning system position updates. Ring
laser gyros will be used in space-based configurations because of their
long-term stability. Data management is provided by redundant central
computers and mass memories. A condition monitor is provided for
space-based vehicles. Command and data handling is single string in the
ground-based vehicle, redundant in the space-based vehicles. A redundant
deployment timer provides safe deployment from the orbiter in the
ground-based case, but is not involved in the Space Station deploy'ient
scenario. Communications and tracking equipment support a communications
interface through both STDN and TDRS. Fuel cells fed from the main
cryogenic propellant tanks provide power--redundant radiators are required

for the space-based vehicle. The ground-based vehicle requires
end-of-mission cryo storage tanks to provide power after main propellant
tanka are purged for return into the orbiter.
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Tabl C12-3 -. Avionics and Power SysLem Equipment - Cryo Stages

NUMBER OF COMPONENTSSUBSYSTEM, COMPONENT GROUND BASED SPACE BASED

GUIDANCE STAR SCANNER 1 N/A
NAVIGATION STAR TRACKER N/A 2
AND CONTROL IMU 1 DTG 2 RLG

GPS RECEIVER 1 1
GPS ANTENNA - LOW ALT 2 2
GPS ANTENNA - HIGH ALT 1 1
FLIGHT CONTROLLER 1 2DATA MANAGEMENT EXECUTIVE COMPUTER 2 2
CONDITION MONITOR N/A 1TELEMETRY COMMAND & DATA HANDLING 1 2AND TLM POWER SUPPLY 1 2

COMMAND DEPLOY TIMER 2 N/A
COMMUNICATIONS STDN/TDRS XPONDER 1 2

AND 20W RF POWER AMP 1 2TRACKING S-BAND RF SYSTEM 2 2
ELECTRIC FUEL CELL (FC) 2 2POWER FC RADIATORS 1 2

SYSTEM EOM REACTANTS TANKS 1 SET N/A
FC WATER STORAGE 1 1
POWER CONTROL & DISTRIBUTION 2 2

0
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C12.2.2 Propulsion System Equipment - Cryo Stages

The propulsion system component count for ground and space-based cryogenic
stages is summarized. The basic redundancy philosophy followed in the
propulsion aystem is analogous to that used in the avionics subsystems.
Specific identification of components is presented.

The cryogenic stages selected use advanced technology engines delivering
7500 pounds of thrust at a specific impulse of 487.8 seconds. One engine
is used on the ground-based vehicle, two on space-based. Both ground and
space-based vehicles use an autogenous pressurization subsystem and a
thermodynamic vent subsystem. The proipellant feed and venting subsystems
on the ground-based vehicles require more valves than the space-based
vehicles because the hydrogen tanks are purged and removed for retrieval
in the orbiter on each flight. The pneumatic control subsystem on the
ground-based vehicle is powered by compressed helium, while pressurized
hot oxygen and hydrogen from the RCS provides pressure gas for the
space-based system. The component count in the ground-based RCS subsystem
is particularly low because it uses a simple monopropellant hydrazine
system. A more complex main tank fed bi-propellant RCS system was
selected for the space-based vehicle because of its more demanding
attitude control requirements.

C12.2.3 Ground to Space Evolution - Storable OTV

The goal of identical stages for both modes of operation, is not fully
realizable. The limitations of STS lift capability as well as the
confines of the ACC and the Orbiter Payload Bay dictate certain
compromises in the ground-based configurations. As a result, we have
developed an evolution philosophy that will capture many of the advantages
of developing and flight proving the stage in the familiar ground
envirornment while not requiring such sweeping changes when transforming to
space operations.

The philosophy can be stated as follows: Prove basic subsystems while in
the ground-based mode; do not penalize stage efficiency unnecessarily;
incorporate redundancy and capacity as mission requirements develop; and
maximize commonality of hardware and systems for all stages in the OTV
family.

Implementation of the ground to space-based evolution incorporates
standardization of structural configurations in the supporting structure
and tanks. The tanks for the ACC and all space-based configurations are
the same diameter and vary only in the barrel section length. This will
allow development of common tooling for production of all tanks. All
aerobrakes are blunt body with lift vector pointing and constructed of the
same materials. Commonality in the main propulsion system is built around
the standard XLR-132 engine with a configuration and all space-based
c~onfigurations except the 90K stage, which has a four-engine arrangement.
Avionics commonality and flexibility is achieved by incorporation of a
modular architecture with a plug-in box capability for adding redundancy
and advanced technology at the box level when available.
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"TABLE C12-4 - Propulsion System Equipment - Cryo Stages

NUMBER OF COMPONENTSSUBSYSTEM COMPONENT GROUND BASED SPACE BASED

MAIN ENGINES COMPLETE ASSEMBLY 1 2PRESSURIZATION CONTROL VALVES 16 16
SCREENS & FILTERS 6 6
QUICK DISCONNECTS 2 8VENT VALVES & FILTERS 40 34
QUICK DISCONNECTS 3 6
THERMODYNAMIC VENTS 4 4PROPELLANT VALVES & FILTERS 20 17FEED QUICK DISCONNECTS 4 12
PROP UTrLIZATION PROBES 4 4
TOTAL ACQUISITION DEVICE N/A IPNEUMATIC CONTROL VALVES & FILTERS 47 47

CONTROL HELIUM BOTTLES 1 N/AREACTION VALVES & FILTERS 39 94
CONTROL TANKS 1 3

GH2 /GO2 CONDITIONING N/A 2
RCS THRUSTERS 14 14
QUICK DISCONNECTS 3 30

NOTE: GROUND BASED RCS IS MONO-HYDRAZINE,
SPACE BASED IS MAIN TANK FED BI-PROP

0
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When the OTV operation is moved to the Space Station, certain changes
become mandatory to support the space-based operation. For instance,
maintainability in the apace environment requires component mounting and
location compatible with robotics and EVA access. The longer-duration
missions defined for the space-based OTV require the addition of
protection from long-duration meteoroid exposure. The more ambitious
space-based missions, in terms of duration and weight as well as adding
man to the payload, dictate increased redundancy, greater tank capacity,
and two-stage operation for round-trip servicing missions.

C12.3 MISSION SCENARIO

C12.3.1 Cryo Configuration Summary

Figure C12-10 shows the family of cryogenic stages recommended for a
nominal mission model from 1993 to 2010. The ground-based stage is sized
at 45,000-pound propellant capacity to fully use STS payload capability
when launched in the aft cargo carrier. It will be used to perform
single-number and multiple-delivery missions from 1993 until the initial
space-based configuration is introduced in 1995. We reconmend that this
stage employ a single 7500-pound-thrust advanced technology engine. The
configuration is tightly packaged to fit assembled in the aft cargo
carrier and uses a foldable 40-fo,)t-diameter fabric-covered aerobrake.
The aerobrake is designed to support empty stage return at a maximum
surface pressure of 23 psf.

The initial space-based configuration is derived from the ground-based
stage. Its 55,000-pound propellant load was selected to support the
driving 20,000-pound delivery mission. It uses two engines of the same
type and most of the same avionics components as the ground-based
vehicle. We believe that the arrangement must be opened up to facilitate
maintenance in space. Mission duration is increased to 10 days to support
the unmanned servicing mission. A 44-foot aerobrake is required to
protect the open configuration, and its 35-psf design pressure supports
return with the unmanned servicer.

A growth stage is needed to support manned GEO and the larger lunar
missions. Both initial and growth stages will be maintained at the Space
Station from IOC of the growth stage (1997, per the nominal mission model)
throughout space-based operations. The growth stage's 81,000-pound
propellant load was selected to support the driving Manned Lunar Sortie in
a two-stage configuration. This is slightly larger than the 75,500-pound
load required to perform the Manned GEO Sortie, but our preliminary
progranmmatic trades indicate that the selection of the slightly larger
stage is cost effective. The mission duration of the growth stage is up
to 24 days as required by the Manned GEO Sortie. A 44-foot aerobrake
designed for a 63-psf peak pressure enables return with a manned capsule.
The two-stage configuration is required to support the Manned Lunar
Sortie, where 65,000 pounds of payload is delivered in conjunction with a -

15,000-pound round-trip manned sortie.
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This table C12-5 is a listing of the major components of the electrical
and avionics systems and shows a comparison of the quantities for the
ground-based and space-based stages. Additional components are added in
the space-based stages to increase the probability of mission success and
satisfy the man rating requirement of "no single failure preventing safe
return of the astronauts." A condition monitor is added in the
space-based systems tc facilitate space monitoring and maintenance.

Table C12-5 Avionics and Power System Equipment - Storable Stages

Number of Components
Subsystem Component Ground-Based Sace-Based

Guidance Star Scanner 1 N/A
Navigation Star Tracker N/A 2
and Control IMU 1 DTG 2 RLG

GPS Receiver 1 1
GPS Antenna - Low Alt 2 2
GP5 Antenna - High Alt 1 1
Flight Controller 1 2

Data Management Executive Computez 2. 2
Condition Monitor N/A 1

Telemetry Command and Data Handling 1 2
and TLM Power Supply z
Command Deploy Timer i N/A

Communications STDN/TDRS Xponder 2
and 20W RF Power Amp 1 2
Tracking S-Band RF System 2 2

Electric Fuel Cell (FC) 2 2
Power FC Radiators 1 2
System FC Reactants Tank3 2 2

FC Water Stolage D 1
Power Control & Distribution 2 2
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Table C12-6 presents an approximate count of the propulsion components for
the gound-based and space-based storable OT configurations. The
differences are the number of engines on the stages and the number of
quick disconnects requi.red to facilitate space maintenance of the
systems. For the ground-based configurations, the ACC version has two

XLR-232 engines with 7500-lbf thrust while the orbiter payload bay
configuration has four XLR-132 engines with 3750-lbf thrust. The orbiter
payload bay UTV also requires additional valves for the dump system
required for abort conditions. Total propellant acquisition devices have
Also been added in the propellant tanks of the space-based stages to
assist in propellant handling at the Space Station propellant terminal.
The selected reaction control system is a monopropellant hydrazine system
for the ground-based stages and a main-tank-fed bi-propellant s:stem for
the space-based stages. Use of a bi-prop system for space-based stages
eliminates an extra commodity to be handled at the Space Station.
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Table C12-6 Propulsion System Equipment - Storable Stages

Number of Components
Subsystem Component Ground Based Space Based
Main Enginvt 2 4 2 4

Pressurization Control & Check Valves 17 17 21 21
and Vent Filters & Diffusers 5 5 7 7

Quick Disconnects 5 5 9 9
Tanks 1 1 1 2

Propellant Valves, Filters, & Screens 18 30 14 18
Feed Quick Disconnects 2 4 10 14

P.U. Probes 4 4 4 4
Total Acquisition Device 0 0 4 4

Pneumatic Control Valves 6 10 6 10
System Accumulators 1 I 1 1

Quick Disconnects 0 0 2 4

Reaction Valves & Filters 39 39 68 68
Control Quick Disconnects 3 3 16 16
System ACS Thrusters 14 14 14 14

Tanks 1 1 2 2

Note; Ground-based RCS is mono-hydrazine; space-based is main tank fed
bi-prop.

0
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C12.3.2 GEO/HEO Delivery Capability - Ground-Based Cryo

GEO delivery capability with STS projected lift capability (72,000 lb;
East launch to 140 nmi; JSC; Aug 1984) is in excess of 16,500 pounds.
This capability is in excess of maximum requirement derived from the

mission model. This capability reflects a flight performance reserve of
2% on all required mission velocity requirements; fluid residuals at
burnout of 1.5% of loaded propellant; mission expendables totaling 738
pounds over a 3-day mission; net trajectory shaping losses of 358 ft/sec;
and an advanced engine delivering 7500 pounds of thrust at a 487.8-second
specific impulse.

A summary of the high Earth orbit (HEO) capability of the selected
ground-based cryo is presented. The GEO capability is in excess of 16,500
pounds. The Lunar delivery capability reflects the same general ground
rules as the GEO delivery mission, that except total mission duration is
increased to 21 days and mission expendables to 1611 pounds. An
approximate 17,000-pound payload capability results. The planetary
delivery mission reflects a mission plan that drives the OTV and its
payload (spacecraft plus kickstage) to a C3 of 9 (km/sec) squared; retros
the OTV into a 4-day return orbit; uses a two-burn technique to turn the
OTV into the regressed orbiter orbit; and returns to the orbiter using an

aeroassisted maneuver. An approximate 18,000-pound payload capability to

C3 = 9 results.

C12.3.3 Manned GEO/HEO Sortie Capability - Growth Space-Based Cryo

The selected GEO stage size has a capability in excess of 15,500 pounds.
The propellant penalty for the selected stage size with 14,000-pound
spacecraft is approximateiy 170 pounds. Our preliminary programmatic
analyses indicate that this is an acceptable compromise. These data were
generated with the same general ground rules that were used for the
initial space-based vehicle. The total mission expendables budget needed
for the 24-day manned lunar sortie is estimated at 1886 pounds. The net
trajectory shaping losses were 203 ft/sec. As in the initial space-based
cryo, propellant for the electrical power subsystem and the reaction
control subsystem is largely retrieved from MPS boiloff.

A summary of the HEO capability of the selected Growth Space-Based Cryo is
presented. The growth space-based OTV is capable of rountripping a manned
sortie spacecraft weighing in excess of 15,500 pounds. Lunar and
planetary groundrules were as described for the initial space-based cryo.
Lunar-one stage delivery capability is nearly 39,000 pounds. In its
two-stage configuration, this vehicle was sized to perform the mission
requirements of the Manned Lunar Sortie mission: 80,000 pounds up, 15,000
pounds bacx. The one-stage capability to a planetary (C3 = 9 (km/sec
squared) mission is approximately 44,00 pounds.
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C12.3.4 Storage ConfiSuration Summary

Figure C12-11 is a pictorial presentation of the complete storable OTV
family of high potential stages. This family of stages will perform the
missions identified in the Mission Model with the exception of the heavy
lunar missions in the post 2006 timeframe. Two configurations for the
early ground-based OTV are defined on the left of the chart: one carried
aloft in the ACC and the other configured to fit in the Orbiter Payload
Bay. Both are sized to take advantage of the total lift capability of the
STS in the early 1990c and are outfitted to deliver unmanned single or
multiple payloads, as identified in the Mission Model, to GEO operating as
a perigee stnge. The space-based family is built around three stages with
propellant capacities carefully selected to most efficiently perform the
broad range of identified missions. The 53,000-Ibm capacity stage is the
workhorse configuration that has an applization in all GEO missions.
Operating as a perigee stage, it is the GEO delivery vehicle for single
and multiple payloads. For unmanned round-trip servicing missions, the
53,000-lbm stage is combined with the 25,000-lbm stage to form a two-stage
vehicle. For the demanding requirements of the manned trips to GEO, the
53,000-lbm stage is mated to the 90,000-Ibm stage to form another
two-stage configuration. The 53,000-lbm stage will be fitted with
appropriately sized aerobrakes for the size and weight of the body being
returned from GEO. When only the stage is returning, as from delivery
missions, only a 25-foot-diameter brake is required. When returning from
delivery of multiple payloads, the multiple payload carrier returns with
the stage, and therefore the required brake size is 32 feet ir, diameter.
Bringing the manned capsule back from the manned servicing mission is the
most demanding mission for the 53,000-Ibm stage and requires a
41-foot-diameter brake. The 90,000-lbm stage is sized for the first-stage
application on the manned servicing vehicle; however, it will be the
primary vehicle for performing the plrnetary missions in the mission
model. Some of the less demanding planetary missions can be performed by
the 53,000-Ibm and ground-based stages. The identified application for 0
the 25,000-Ibm stage in the current mission model is for the second stage
of the two-stage unmanned servicing vehicle.

C12.3.5 Ground Based - ACC/P/L Bay Storable - Performance

A comparison of the performance capability of the ground based ACC OTV and
the lift capability of the STS shows that the main propulsion system
propellant capability is for payloads of 10,000 to 14,000 pounds delivered
to GEO transfer orbit. Since the Storable OTV operates as a perigee stage
for delivering payloads tc GEO, the performance calculations have
considered the impact of a solid apogee kick motor (AKM) to provide the
energy to insert the payload into geosynchonous orbit. The "STS Cargo"
curve includes the weight of the loaded OTV in the Aft Cargo Carrier and
the weight carried aloft in the ACC and the Payload bay, the weight that
remains in the orbiter during the mission, and the weight that returns to
Earth in the Orbiter. The intersection of the "STS Cargo" and the "STS
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Lift Capability" curves indicate that a payload of 13,150 pounds plus its
AKM can be delivered to LEO, and the OTV can deliver the payload and AKM
to transfer orbit using approximately 35,400 pounds of propellant. The
propellant quantity considers the quantity required to return the OT0
through the aerobraking maneuver and circularizing at an altitude for
pickup by the Orbiter for return to Earth.

A comparison of the performance capability of the ground-based OTV
designed to be carried to LEO in the Orbiter payload hay and the Lift
capability of the STS shows the main propulsion system propellant
capabilities for payloads of 10,000 to 14,000 Ibm delivered to
GEO-transfer orbit. Since the Storable OTV operates as a perigee stage
for delivering payloads to GEO, the performance calculations have
considered the impact of a solid AKM to provide the energy for insertion
nf the payload into geosynchonous orbit. The "STS Cargo" curve includes
the wefight of the loaded OTV, the payload, and the ASE in the Orbiter P/L
Bay. The "STS Lift Capability" curve is 72,000 pounds for a 140-nmi orbit
as defined by NASA for use in this study. The intersection of the "STS
Cargo" and the "STS Lift Capability" curves define the maximum payload
(13,500 lb), along with its AKM, that can be carried with the loaded OTV
by the STS. The OTV, with approximately 35,000 pounds of propellant, can
deliver the payload and AKM to GEO-transfer orbit and return for pickup by
the Orbiter for return to Earth.

C12.3.6 HEO Capability - 53K/90K Space Based Storable

The capability of the selected 53,000-pound storable stage is to deliver,
with the assistance of an expendable AKM, payloads to high-altitude
circular orbits with an inclination of 28.5 degrees. It is significant to
note the extremely heavy payloads that can be delivered to orbits up to
5,000 nautical miles. In excess of 60,000 pounds can be delivered to a
2,000-nmi circular orbit.

The capability of the selected 90,000-lb storable stage is to deliver,
with the assistance of an expendable AKM, payloads to high altitude
circular orbits with an inclination of 28.5 degrees. Of interest is the
extreme capability to the lower circular orbits. This stage can deliver
in excess of 109,000 pounds of payload to a 5,000-nmi orbit or as much as
62,000 pounds to a 10,000-nmi circular orbit. The GEO-transfer capability
for the 90K stage is 38,700 pounds of payload plus an appropriate AKM.
Lunar orbit capability when the stage is operating as a single stage is
approximately 22,500 pounds. For planetary missions, the 90K stage has
the capability of delivering 29,200 pounds to a C3 - 9 (kw/sec) squared.

C12.3.7 Planetary Missions With Storable OTVs

Performing planetary missions with a recoverable OTV requires complex
flight maneuvers. Our scenario involves delivering the planetary
spacecraft to C3 - 9 (km/sec) squared with the OTV and theft returning
the UTV to the space station. The remaining energy required for the
spacecraft will be provided by an expendable kick motor. Planetary
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Lissions in the Mission Model can be accomplished with a single-stage
storable OTV using one of the stages in the space-based family.
Evaluation of the planetary missions indicate that approximately 25,000
Ibm to 76,000 lbm of storable ?ropellant will be sufficient to accomplish
each mission. Either the ACC-# or the payload-bay-configured ground-based
OTV has adequate capability to perform the near-Earth asteroid rendezvous
mistson In 1993 (approximaLely 25,000 Him h t fpropellant tor thoe
ACC-configured OTV). The later planetairy missions will require eiLher the
space based 53,000- or 90,000-Ibm stages for sufficient propellant
capucity to perform the missions.

C12.3.8 Lunar Missions With a Storable OT0

A scenario for performing the lunar missions in the mission model with
storable or a combination of storable and minimum-development cryo stages
is presented. The early lunar missions involve delivering payloads of
5,000 and 20,000 pounds to either a lunar orbit or to the vicinity of the
moon. The heavy missions for manned sorties and lunar base delivery do
not start until the year 2006. Evaluation of the capability of the
storable stages in the space-based inventory shown that the early missions
can be performed quite efficiently with a storable single-stage vehicle.
The 53K storable OTV will perform the early 5,000-pound missions with just
under 42,000 pounds of propellant. The 20,000-pound mission can be
performed with the 90K stage using a little over 84,000 pounds of
propellant. The post-2006 manned and lunar base missions will require a
new development first stage to provide the energy to send the payload with
a storable stage into translunar orbit. The stage can be a minimum
development stage using the avionics components available on the storable
stages and two existing cryogenic engines, such as the current
RL-10A-3-3A. The 53,000-pound propellant capacity storable stage is
adequate to perform the lunar maneuvers and return the spacecraft to
Earth. The propellant quantities are shown for this combination of stages
to perform the heavy lunar missions.

Lunar Base and Manned Mission (Post-2006)
Use 2 Stage OT0

Storable Stage 2
Min Development Cryo Stage 1

Stage I Stage II Total
Cryo Storable Propellant

80,000 lb P/L to Lunar Orbit 147,561 Ibm 31,178 Ibm 178,739
80,000 lb up and 15,000 Return 157,994 lbm 39,422 Ibm 197,174
80,000 lb up and 10,000 Return 154,500 ibm 36,674 lbm 191,174
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C12.3.9 Ground-Based OTV Mission

The mission scenario developed for the ACC-launched OTV shown in Figure
C12-l2 differs in several important respects from that of a typical
payload-bay-launched payload.

The orbiter OtS-2 burn establishes a 130-nmi intermediate rendezvous orbit
at 45 minuter MET. This altitude was selected as a compromise to maximize
injected payload weight while keeping drag on the orbiter at an acceptable
level for subsequent LEO operations. At 1 hr 25 min MET the OTV completes
a series of burns to circularize at 140 nmi and await rendezvous by the
orbiter. A standard orbiter rendezvous sequence is initiated by an OMS
burn at 4 hrs 9 min MET. At 6 hrs 24 min the orbiter achieves a stable
nosition approximately 8 anii behind and co-orbital with the OTV.

On the second mission day the orbiter accomplishes the final phase of the
rendezvous. The OTV is grappled by the RMS after an approach that brings
the orbiter from behind the OTV to a position 1000 ft ahead of the OTV
before final closure to grapple range. The OTV is stabilized for payload
mating by attaching it to the payload installation and deployment aid
(PIDA) using the RMS.

Following OTV and payload mating operations as well as final
pre-deployment checkout, the payload and OTV are released by the RMS. The
orbiter performs maneuvers to provide safe separation distance and return
to a 130-nmi orbit to await eventual retrieval of the OTV. The OTV
performs a series of burns to place the payload in its mission orbit.
At the proper time for orbital alignment and phasing, the OTV performs a

deorbit burn, which establishes the proper trajectory for aerobraking.
The burns and aeromaneuver result in an OTV orbit at 140 nmi with the OTV
phased properly for subsequent orbiter rendezvous.

Orbiter rendezvous is accomplished in a manner similar to the activity at
the beginning of the mission. After grappling and placement on the PIDA,
the H2 tanks (for a cryo propellant OTV) are removed and stowed in the
payload bay. The remainder of the OTV is then stowed for return to the
launch site. For storable propellant OTVs, no disassembly is required.
They can be stowed in the bay immediately after grapple without use of the
PIDA.

Assessment of the ccmputer--generated RMS motions for the OTV grapple
through payload mating and redeployment indicate that there are no
incompatibilities with the RMS. h forward bulkhead-moutied CCTV camera
can provide visibility of the PIDA and OTV payload interface attachment
areas.
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Ku-band antenna blockage will be a problem for most orbiter attitudes, but
the s-band communications capability should provide adequate back-up
communications. The thermal environments induced on the OTV and orbiter
while the OTV is mounted on the PIDA do not appear to ceise problems for
either vehicle. Propellant slosh effects on RMS operations have not been
analyzed but could be alleviated by tank design if necessary. The
operations appear to be feasible based on a development program for the
P[DA.

C12.3.10 Sr~ce-Based OTV Mission

OTV missions originating from the Space Station shown in Figure C12-13
share many aspects with ground-based missions. There are also significant
differences in a number of areas. The OTV is initially delivered to the
Space Station in major subassemblies which are put together and checked
out in the OTV hangar at the station. The STS continues to provide
logistics support and ferries OTV payloads from the ground to the
station. After payload mate and checkout, the OTV is fueled and deployed
from the Space Station. Upon reaching a safe distanc from the station,
the OTV performs transfer and circularization burns to place the payload
in the desired mission orbit. At the appropriate time for orbit alignment
and rendezvous phasing, the deorbit burn, aeropass, and return orbit
maneuvers are performed to bring the OTV back to the vicinity of the Space
Station for retrieval and servicing for its next mission.

Several options for OTV deployment and retuirn ,,ave been investigated.
These include deployment by OMV, by tether, and by 0T aeparation
mechanism and RCS thrusting. Return options include OMV and tether
rendezvous.

Tethered deployment of the OTV and payload offers En opportunity to reduce
the 0TV's mission velocity requirement and hence the propellant used.
This deployment inethod involves the attachment of the OTV to the end of a
tether on a payload interface module (PIM). The tether iL reeled out to a
length of as much as 80 nmi. The time required to deploy the tether is
expected to require four to six hours.

The PIM releases the OTV and payload, which are instantaneously placed
into 342 x 801 nmi orbit. At the same time the Space Station orbit is
reduced to 204 x 261 nmi. It should be noted that the Space Station will
probably be in an orbit 40 nmi higher than shown, assuming tether
operations will also be used to assist deorbiting of the Shuttles.

After release by the tether, the OT/ performs state vectoc and attitude
updates in preparation for its transfer orbit burn at the next perigee
passage.
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C12.3.11 Ascent Profile

The ACC-launched OTV ascent, Figure C-12-14, is based on a standard STS
trajectory leaving the ET suborbital at MECO. Performance estimates have
shown a gain o' several thousand pounds of payload when compared with a
scenario which places the ET into urbit with the orbiter. The OrJ is
protected from ascent atmospheric environment effects by the ACC shroud,
which is jettisoned shortly after SRB separation.

The OTV deployment sequence begins at STS MECO. The STS and attached OTV
are in a Ix80 nmi sub-orbital trajectory designed to accommodate ET
disposal. A coasting delay follows while the STS nulls out shutdown
attitude transients. Downward-firing aft RCS jets are inhibited until
after OTV is separated in order to prevent plume impingement on the
exposed OTV located directly beneath the orbiter boattail. The OTV is
separated by springs that provide a 2 ft/sec retrograde relative
separation velocity. After 30 seconds of coast, sufficient clearance
exists to re-enable the inhibited orbiter RCS jets. A normal ET
separation sequence follows with ET impact occurring safely downrange.

C12.3.12 OTV/Orbiter Trajectory Plot

Figure C12-15 depicts a polar view of the orbiter and OTV trajectories
leading to the initial rendezvous. As previously described, the orbiter
completes OMS burns shortly after MECO to establish itself in an
intermediate 130-nmi parking orbit.

Following navigation update using the GPS and stellar attitude update, the
OTV completes burns that result in a 140-nmi orbit with proper phasing for
subsequent orbiter rendezvous. NH-I, NC-3, and NH-2 orbiter burns result
in an orbiter position 8 nmi behind the OTV at the same orbital altitude.

C12.3.13 Ground-Based Planetary Mission

Planetary missions flown by the OTV in a ground-based mode, Figure C12-16,
will begin from an orbit with an inclination and launch window optimized
to achieve the desired hyperbolic velocity vector. After deployment and
separation from the orbiter, the OTV mair. engine burn places the OTV and
spacecraft on a hyperbolic escape trajectory. The OTV then separates from
the spacecraft and increases the separation rate by performing a small RCS
burn. About 15 minutes after separation, the OTV performs another burn to
place itself in a highly elliptical orbit. Three additional burns are
performed on this ellipse prior to the aerobraking maneuver. Two of these
burns accomplish a plane change to align the OTV's trajectory with the
orbiter rendezvous plane, which is regressing relative to the OTV orbit.
The third burn (actually the second burn in sequence) lowers the perigee
of the ellipse to the appropriate altitude for the aerobraking maneuver.
The plane change maneuvers are designed to minimize the energy required to
transfer to'the rendezvous plane.
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C12.3.14 Ground-Based 12-Hour Circular Mission

Orbit transfer to hiSh inclination orbits must also account for rendezvous
orbit precession. The problem of deploying payloads to different inertial
planes adds additional complexity. The orbiter is launched at the proper
time and into the proper inclination so that the OTV makes an in-plane
transfer to the first satellite plane. The plane change between the two
inertial planes is optimized by employing a three-burn strategy. The
first burn recircularizes at the payload deployment orbit altitude.
Following deployment of the second payload, the OTV performs a small burn
to set up proper phasing for rendezvous. A combined deorbit and plane
change burn sets the OTV on a trajectory leading to the aerobraking
maneuver and, ultimately, the rendezvous with the orbiter.

C12.3.15 Manned/Unmanned Servicing Mission

Other variations on the GEO mission are the GEO manned and unmanned
servicing missions, Figure C12-17. The OTV is used in these missions as a
basic orbit transfer vehicle to transport autonomous manned or t.manned
servicing vehicles to a desired location in the GEO arc. Locations within
abou2 230 longitude can be achieved by selection of the proper nodf. for
the perigee burn. Fine tuning is accomplished by using two perigee
burns. The first perigee burn places the OTV and servicing vehicle on a
phasing orbit with a period (90 to 180 minutes) selected to shift the
nodal location for the second perigee burn to the longitude appropriate
for the GEO orbit target.

Additional propellant can also be loaded to allow transfer between
locations on the GEO arc.

0112.3.16 Space-Based Planetary Mission

The space-based planetary mission, Figure C12-18, uses a strategy similar
to the ground-based mission. The difference is in the launch window and
orbital inclination of the OTV deployment orbit. Because the Space
Station is in a 28.50 inclined orbit, the OTV launch window will be
determined to minimize the total plane change required to change planes
and allow rendezvous in the Space Station orbit plane.

C12.3.17 Lunar Missions

Lunar missions using the OTV are accomplished stage vehicles. Two perigee
burns are employed to reduce velocity losses for translunar orbit
insertion. The second stage accompanies the lunar payload into lunar
orbit and supplies necessary mid-coucse circularization iii lunar orbit and
Earth return velocity. Strategies for which stages t, combine for the
range of lunar missions have been previously discussed for cryo and
storable propellant OTVs.
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C12.3.18 Deorbit, Aeropasss, and Recovery Orbit

The return leg for space-based missions. Figure C12-19, is a variation of

the previously described ground-based mission. In this case the OTV exits

the atmosphere in an orbit with a 245-nmi apogee. The phasing orbit

provides an opportunity to correct inclination and relative phasing with

the Space Station.

At the appropriate time the OTV does a Hohman transfer to the Space

Station orbit.
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APPENDIX C13

PAYLOAD ASSIST MODULE - DELTA (PAM-D)

C13.0 INTRODUCTION

The following data were extracted from the Annotated Bibliography
Document, Ref. 049.

The Payload Assist Module-Delta class (PAM-D) was developed by MDAC to
interface with the STS and meet the needs of the satellite (hereinafter
referred to as "spacecraft") users for increased launch vehicle
performance.

The PAM-D system flight hardware consists of two major assemblies: the
expendable vehicle (EV) and the airborne support equipment (ASE). An
exploded view of the PAM-D flight hard'are is shown in Figure C13-1.

C13.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION

C13.1.1 Expendable Vehicle

The expendable vehicle segment of the PAM consists of two main elements:

Payload Attach Fitting (PAF)

Solid Rocket Motor (SRM)

C13.1.2 Payload Attach Fitting (PAF)

The PAF provides the structural mounting of the spacecraft at its forward
end and provides the load paths to the SRM and to the ASE cradle assembly
while attached to the Orbiter. The PAF is cylindrical and has two
triangular fittings that provide the load-carrying paths to the cradle
forward restraints. These restraints are retracted to permit spin-up of
the PAM and spacecraft before deployment from the Orbiter.

The PAF also provides the mounting accommodations for the PAM functional
subsystems, such as the spacecraft separation clamp band, separation
speings, pyrotechnic assemblies (safe and arm device, explosive transfer
assemblies, spacecraft separation ordnance, and yo-weight system
ordnance), batteries, and the electrical control assemblies as portrayed
in the block diagram shown in Figure C13-2.

C13.1.3 Solid Rocket Motor (SRM)

The SRM constitutes the propulsive element of the PAM-D stage. It is a
Thiokol STAR-48 motor, which comes in different modec containing varying
quantities of propellant from approximately 3833 to 4410 pounds. The SRM
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contains through bulkhead initiators (TBIs) that interface with the
internal toroidal igniter and provide the means of ignition from the
remote safe and arm device via the explosive transfer assemblies (ETAs).

C13.1.4 Airborne Support Equipment (ASE)

The safety requirements specified in Paragraph 216, Reflown Hardware, NBH
1700.7A will apply to the ASE. The major elements of the ASE consist of:
cradle structure assembly, spintable assembly, and ASE avionics.

C13.1.5 Cradle Structure Assembly

The cradle is an aluminum structure that mounts in the Orbiter cargo bay
at four longeron and one keel attachment points: the cradle supports the
PAM-D stage and the spacecraft through the spintabla pallet at the bottom
and through the forvard restraints as shown in Figure C13-1. The forward
restraints engage the fittings projecting from the PAF and are the main
paths for carrying lateral loads to the Orbiter.

The cradle structure assembly includes a thermal control system (TCS)
consisting of (1) thermal blankets and heater panels mounted on the cradle
to provide thermal protection for the PAM-D, and (2) a passive sunshield
mounted on the cradle to control solar input to and heat loss from the
spacecraft when the orbiter bay doors are open. The TCS is shown in
Figure C13-3.

C13.1.6 Spintable Assembly

The spintable assembly provides the structural and electrical interface
between the cradle and the SRM; provides upperstage spin stabilization
using spin system electrical drive motors, and provides Orbiter-to-PAM
separation. The assembly includes a rotating cylinder to mate with the
SRM using a "V" Block separation clamp band. The assembly also includes a
fixed adapter that mates with the cradle, a spin bearing, separation
springs, and spin drive system (including spin motors, braking and
indexing mechanism, electrical disconnect brackets, and slip-ring
assembly). The braking and indexing mechanism provides for reindexing of
the PAF in the event of an aborted deployment.

C13.1.7 ASE Avionics

The PAM-D avionics system is shown in a functional layout in Figure
C13-4. This system interfaces with the STS Orbiter, the PAM stage, and
with the spacecraft and its ASE avionics. The ASE avionics system is
designed to be largely self-contained and to impose a minimum requirement
on the Orbiter for commands or crew actions. The system provides
monitoring of all functions and has the capability for crew override to
implement any actions required outside the normal sequencing. The ASE
avionics derives raw power from the Orbiter and distributes it to the
PAM-D system and to the spacecraft and its ASE.
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C13.2 DESCRIPTION OF SAFETY CRITICAL SUBSYSTEMS, HAZARDOUS MATERIALS,

SCHEMATICS

C13.2.1 Electrical System Description

The PAM-D electrical system consists of two major subsystems: Electrical
Airborne Support Equipment (ASE) and the Expendable Vehicle Electrical
System.

The electrical ASE consists of all the reusable hardware elemerts
installed on the cradle and spin table. The electrical ASE performs the
following functions:

A. Control and monitor the electromechanical subsystems which
mount, protect, condition, and operate the expendable vehicle
atid spacecraft from lift-off through deployment from the
Orbiter;

B. Control and monitor the expendable vehicle electrical systems
as required to ready the vehicle for deployment;

C. Provide the power, command, and monitor interfaces with the
Orbiter as required for in-Orbiter flight and ground operations
of the PAM and Spacecraft systems.

The ASE is designed to be as self-contained as possible, thereby
minimizing dependence on Orbiter or crew functions for its operation.
Closed-loop automatic operation of most systems is provided by the ASE,
while the Orbiter is required to command the start of each sequence.

The Expendable Vehicle electrical system consists of two major
subsystems: Sequencing System and Telemetry System. The Sequencing
System provides those timed functions required after deployment of the
vehicle from the Orbiter.

A. Ordnance system arm

B. PAM motor ignition

C. Spacecraft separation

D. Yo-weight deployment

E. Spacecraft commands

Initiation of the Sequencing System is accomplished by physical separation
from the Orbiter. Sequencing is strictly a timed function, with no
up-link capability required.

The vehicle telemetry system, which is a mission option, includes a PCM
encoder and an S-band transmitter/antenna in order to provide
post-deployment data radiated back to the Orbiter or to ground stations.
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The PAM electrical system is designed to meet the Orbiter safety
requirements through the use of series functional elements in critical
circuits, with crew interaction as required. Parallel redundancy is
incorporated for mission reliability, with the design objective that no
single failure will cause loss of the missiou.

C13.2.2 PAM/Orbiter Interface

The interfaces between the PAM and the Orbiter are shown in block diagram
form in Figure C13-5. These interfaces are designed in compliance with
JSC-14005, Shuttle Orbiter/Payload Assist Module - Delta Class Cargo
Element Interfaces.

C13.2.3 Spin Drive, Brake, and Index

C13.2.3.1 Mechanical Subsystem - The mechanical aspects of the PAM
spintable subsystem include the following vendor-procured components:

1B99574-1 Brake Assembly (one required)

1B99517-1 Solenoid Index Assembly (two required)

1B99801 Spin Motor (two required)

Each spin motor is a 0.75-HP, 28-Vdc, gear-reduced assembly driving a
5.20-inch-diameter pinion gear through a Sprague-type clutch to drive the
52.0-inch-diameter ring gear attached to the rotating portion of the
spintable assembly. The two mot .rs are redundant, operation of either one
satisfies the spin-up requirement. The Sprague-type clutch allows the
alternate motor to operate independent of a "frozen' armature on the
second motor.

The primary functions of the single brake assembly and two solenoid
assemblies are to stop the spintable and to indec and lock the spintable
into the original prelaunch position in the event of an aborted PAM
mission after spin-up. The brake is a multiple disc (alternate bronze
inner and hardened steel outer discs) electric-coil-activated assembly
driven from the spintable by a 5.20-inch-diameter pinion gear bolted to
the freely rotating spider end-cap. Current applied to the coil forces
the stacked discs together, creating sufficient friction to slow the
pinion gear/spider assembly and bring the spintable to a stop. With no
current to the brake coil, internal springs release the multiple disc
stack, permitting the gear/spider to idle essentially free of frictional
torque forces.

Each solenoid index assembly consists of two coils (push, pull) activating
a rod end that, when extended, engages slot provisions in the bottom
surface of the spintable ring gear. The solenoid assemblies provide
talkback Zor each position (engaged, disengaged). This index provides the
correct repositioning of the spintable after de-spin, permitting
reinsertion of the payload restraints into the payload attach fitting
(PAF). The solenoids are not engaged during initial shuttle launch and
orbit.
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C13.2.3.2 Spintable Clamp Band - The solid motor is atta to the
spintabln by a two-piece "V" Block clamp band which is secured by two
bolts. Separation is effected by actuation of ordnance cutters which
sever the two bolts. The clamp band release system is redundant, and
c',tting of either bolt will permit upper-stage separr'ion. A retention
syste-m is provided to retract and retain the clamp in the open position
after release.

C13.2.3.3 PAM Spintable Spring Separation System - The spring separation
system consists of four self-contained spring ti'ators of 1400 pounds
preload. They are bolted to the outside of ti. :'ard spintable
structure. A guided shaft in the actuator acts .,ainst a reaction fitting
bolted to the bolid motor. The spring actuator assemblies are preloaded
against the motor push pads after mating.

Upon release of the spintablo clamp band, a relative velocity is imported
to the PAM expendable vehicle/spacecraft to deploy it from the Orbiter buy
at approximately 2.5 ft/s.

C13.2.3.4 Payload Restraint Mechanism - The payload restraint subsystem
pLovides for the restraint of the payload (spacecraft) for launch, boost,
reentry, and landing loads.

The complete release of the restraint mechanism allows for the
pre-deployment spin-up of PAM. The restraint assembly also provides the
capability to resecure the payload after de-spin in case of an abort.

The restraint mechanism consists of two (180-degree opposed) three-link
actuating assemblies. Each assembly is actiated by an electromechanical
rotary actuator. The actuator is powered by redundant electrical motors
coupled to a single actuator output shaft by separate gear trains through
a differential assembly. With one motor operating and the other motor
stalled or de-energized, the actuator can perform the required operation.
Redundant limit switches, positioned at each end of the restraint
mechanism stroke, control the linkage travel in both directions. The
limit switches also provide an indication of the position of the restraint
mechanism. e.g., inserted or retracted. Control and monitor of the
sequence of the events that retract the support mechanism and, in case of
abort, reinsert the support -'chanism, is achieved by the sequence control
assemblies (SCAs). In the case of an SCA failure, the backup SCA can
control the entire spin abort/rebdcure system.

C13.2.4 Propulsion Subsystem

The STAR-48 PAM rocket motor, Figures C13-6 and C13-7, incorporates a
high-performance solid propellant, a thin-walled titanium case, and a
semisubmerged nozzle that includes a 2-D carbon/carbon exit cone and a 3-D
carbon/carbon throat insert.

The major motor components include a 6A1-4V titanium case, silica-filled
ethylene propylene diene monomer (EPDM) internal insulation, TP-H-3340
hydroxylterminated polybutadiene (HTPB) propellant containing 89-percent
total solids and 18-percent aluminum in a head-end web grain, an expansion
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nozzle that incorporates & toroidal aft-end igniter, and twin initiator
assemblies (one redundant) each with a through-bulkhead initiator (TBI).
A remote safe-and-arm assembly and twin explosive transfer assemblies
(ETAs) are provided with the motor.

Features of the STAR 47 motor include:

A head-end-web grain design;

An 89% solids propellant;

A cartoa/carbon nozzle exit cone, high-strength titanium case, and
low-density elastcmeric insulation;

An aft-end toroidal igniter.

C13.2.4.1 Interfaces - The spacecraft attachment flange on the forward
dome provides 24 equally spaced 5/16-24 UNF-3B holes on a 37.456-inch
diameter. A "V" Block clamp-band flange for PAM spintable attachment is
provided on a 46.100-inch nominal diameter on the aft dome, 41,500 inches
aft of the forward dome apex. A handling with a 49.602-inch diameter is
located in the case cylindrical section. The motor maximum diameter of
49.910 inches is located at a series of tabs 21.188 inches forward of the
nozzle attachment boss.

C13.2.4.2 Case - The case is a 6AL-4V titanium sphere with a 6.5-inch
cylindrical section. Its principal diameter is 48.970 -. ches. The c&se
has integral antenna flanges, yo-weight tabs, and spring tabs located on
the exterior of the motor case. The nozzle attachment flange has 44
mounting holes (5/16-24UNF-3B) located on a 17.392-inch diameter circle.
A payload attachment flange, located on the forward end of the motor case,
provides 24 holes (5/16-24UNF-3B) or. a 37.456-inch diameter circle. A "V"
Block flange with a 46.110-inch maximum diameter is an integral part of
the aft hemisphere. An attachment flange for mounting the case handling

ring with a maximum diameter of 49.602 inches is located in the case
center section.

The motor case is fabricated from solution heat-treated and aged 6AL-4V
titanium. Each hemispherical dome is machined from a closed-die
hemispherical forging and the cylindrical section from a rolled-ring
forging. The three sections of the case are joined by circumferential
welds using the tungsten inert gas process. A single opening is machined
in the aft hemisphere to admit the bolt-on nozzle igniter assembly. The
'abs and flanges are machined and milled.

Cases are heat-treated to provide a minimum ultimate tensile strength of
165,000 psi and minimum yield strength of 155,000 psi. The case was
designed to accommodate 1.25 times the maximum expected operating pressure
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(MEOP) of 688 psia. The hydrostatic proof test pressure level for each
case is 725 to 735 psig. These design criteria are summarized below:

Hydroproof pre3sure, equivalent to:

(1.05) (MEOP) at 100*F + 10 psig 725 to 735

MEOP at 1IO*F, psia 688

Minimum design burst at room temperature,
equivalent to (1.25) (MEOP at llO*F), psia 860

C13.2.4.3 Insulation - The rocket motor case is internally insulated with
silica-filled EPDM rubber to provide thermal protection for the pressure
vessel during motor operation and to maintain the external surfaces of the
case below 700*F during thermal soak. The case insulation consists of
forward and aft internal insulators.

The aft insulator incorporates a boot to provide stress relief for the
propellant grain shrinkage during cooldown from propellant cure
temperature and during thermal cycling.

The interior and exterior of the aft closure and toroidal igniter housing
components of the nozzle are also insulated with this material.

C13.2.4.4 Propellant and Liner - TP-H-3340 is a composite ammonium
perchlorate propellant that uses HTPB fuel binder, isophorone diisocyanate
(IPDI) curative, an imine (HX-752) bonding agent, and an aluminum fuel
additive.

The line (TL-H-318) has the same elastomeric binder system as the
propellant and uses a carton-black filler. The liner is brush-coated onto
the internal surfaces of the insulated case and then cured prior to
propellant loading.

C13.2.4.5 Propellant Grain - The STAR-48 rocket motor has an
internal-burning, case-bonded, cast-in-place, radial-slotted propellant
grain (Fig. C13-8) with a nominal web thickness (including insulation) of
20.47 inches for the fully loaded configuration and 17.97 inches for the
off-loaded configuration. A 7-inch section of the fully loaded grain,
located just forward of the radial slot, is formed in a 10-point star to
provide the surface area to achieve pressure-time neutrality early in
operation.

A fully loaded STAR 48 contains 4410 pounds of TP-H-3340 propellant and
the off-loaded version for PAM contains 3833 pounds of TP-H-3340.

C13.2.4.6 Nozzle - The rocket motor has a 39.7:1 (short exit cone) or a
54.8:1 (long exit cone) expansion ratio nozzle assembly (Fig. C13-9) with
an integral toroidal igniter. Principal components of the nozzle assembly
are a 3-D carbon/carbon throat insert, 2-D carbon/carbon exit cone, an
exit cone carbon phenolic support insulator, a throat pack retainer and
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insulators of carbon phenolic, and an aft closure and igniter housing of
bAl-4V titanium. EPDM rubber insulates internal and external titanium
surfaces, while the exit cone i& covered with carbon-felt insulation. As
shown in Fi3ure Cl3-10, the toroidal igniter chamber is formed by the
igniter housing and exterior of the insulated aft closure. Exhaust gases
flow through twelve silica-phenolic exhaust ports from the toroid chamber
onto the motor propellant grain.

C13.2.4.7 Initiator Assembly_- Two initiator assemblies, one of which is
redundant, are used to ignite the toroidal igniter propellant. The
initiator uses a TP-H-3174 propellant grain bonded into a paper-phenolic
tube. The body and headcap are made of titanium (6A1-4V). The initiators
thread into the aft closure. Initiator exhaust gases are channeled into
the toroidal igniter by a small stainless-steel tube.

C13.2.4.8 TBI and ETA - A through-bulkhead initiator (TBI) ignites each
initiator assembly. The TBI contains PETN as donor and receptor charges
and a pyrotechnic output charge. It mates to the explosive transfer
assembly on one end and to the headcap of the initiator assembly on the
other.

C13.2.5 Pyrotechnics Subsystem

The pyrotechnics subsystem is composed of the following elements:

A. Safe and Arm Device: Provides protection against inadvertent
activation of the explosive train used to ignite the SRM and,
conversely, ensures the timely ignition of the SRM when
required.

B. Bolt Cutter Assembly: The bolt cutter assemblies have two
applications:

1. To release the clamp band assembly that secures the PAM to
lie spintable assembly for separation of the PAM from the
STS (ASE).

9. To release the clamp band assembly that secures the
spacecraft to the PAM to provide for separation of the
.-pacecraft.

C. Cabie Cutter Assembly: To release the cable, allowing the
yo-weight to deploy after spacecraft/PAM separation to tumble
the ex -ided PAM.

C13.2.5.1 Safe and Arm Device, P/N E29609 - The PAM S&A device, Thiokol
P/N #29609, is i in the PAM solid motor ignition system. It is
remotely located, and motor ignition takes place via redundent explosive
transfer assemblies (ETAs) that initiate through bulkhead initiators
(TBIs) installed in the pyrogen igniter in the aft end of the motor.
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Table C13-1 - PAM-D Non-Electric Ordnance Devices

Name: PAM-D Solid Rocket Motor (SRM)
Part Number: 1B98497
Milita.-y Hazard Classification: 1.3
Military Storage Compatibility: B
DOT Classification: B
Propellant Composition and Weight:

Propellant Weight
TP-H-3340 3833 to 4410 lbs

Quality Per Vehicle: 1
Manufacturer: Thiokol

Name: Through Bulkhead Initiators (TBI)
Part Number: Thiokol E25446-02
Military Hazard Classification: 1.4
Military Storage Compatibility: B
DOT ulassification: C
Explosive Composition and Weight:

Explosive Weight
PETN 0.130 grams
Titanium Cupric Oxide 0.610 grams

Quantity Per Vehicle: 2
Manufacturer: Teledyne McCormick Selph

Name: Explosive Transfer Assemblies (ETA)
Part Number: Thiokol E31115
Military Hazard Classification: 1.3
Military Storage Compatibility: B
DOT Classification: C
Explosive Composition and Weight:

Explosive Weight
HNS-I, Grade A 62-68 Milligrams
HNS-II, Grade A 31-39 milligrams

Quantity Per Vehicle: 2 Long/2 Short
Manufacturer: Teledyne McCormick Selph
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The S&A explosive train consists of two electrical detonators, two RDX
transfer leads, and one crossover charge (consisting of a length of MDF
with PETN-filled stainless-steel cups secured to each end of the MDF).
The crossover charge provides a croestrain for redundancy. The S&A is an
electro-mechanical d~evice that prevents inadvertent motor ignition by
providing mechanical interrueotinn of (I) the electrical circuit, and (2)
the explosive train. In the safe posiaonn, the firing circuit is open
(see Fig. C13-11) and the detonator leads are shurted together and
grounded to the case. The explosive train interruption is provided by a
mechanical b~rrier resulting from the rotation of the RDX tranafer leads
out of alignment with the detonators. The rotary switch and mechanIcal
barrier (rotor assembly) are mounted on an integrated system of gears and
clutch-driven shafts. Motive force is provided by a reversible DC motor.
Additional S&A characteristics are indicated as follows:

A. The S&A can only be armed electrically but can be safed either
manually or electrically.

B. A safety pin is provided to prevent inadvertent arming of the
S&A. With the safety pin in place and the S&A electric motor
energized, the pin is locked in place to prevent arming and to
prevent pin removal.

C. A visual indicator and monitor circuits are provided to
indicate "SAFE" or "ARM" status.

D. The S&A will not fracture or crack when initiated in either the
safe or armed position.

E. All fragments of the explosion are contained within the S&A
housing when initiated.

The device is rated at i amp - i watt for five minutes. In addition, it
includes a safety design feature of protection for 25,000 volts
electrostatic discharge (ESD), and each detonator is tested in accordance
with the ESD procedure set forth in MIL-STD-1512, without the series 5,000
ohm resistor and with the pins shorted. The device satisfies the intent
of USAF range safety requirements for S&A devices as specified in
Paragraph 3.6.9.7 AFETRM 127-I and NASA's requirements specified in
Paragraph 5.3.3, JSC 08060.

A comparative investigation reveals that the detonators used in the S&A
device are similar to NASA's standard initiator (NSI-l). The header,
bridgewire, and initiating charge cup design, materials, and construction
are identical to the NSI-1. Identical procedures for assembly and loading
of the pyrochemical materials are used. The case configuration and
adaptation of the output detonating charge are modified to facilitate
internal installation in the S&A device. The electrical characteristif.s
are also identical to the NSI-l.
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C13.2.6 Structures Subsystem

The structural subsystem is comprised of two major eloments:

A. The airborne sjupport equipment that is flown, returned, and
refurbished for subsequent missions. The cradle assembly is the
primary structural element between the STS and PAM/spacecraft with the
forward restraint system providing support for launch, Loost, entry,
and landing. The spintable assembly is the mating point: of the
PAM/spacecraft to the STS and induces spin stabilization of the PAM
and separation from the STS.

B. The expendable vehicle is the solid ro:ket motor (SRM) and the payload
attach fitting. The payload attach fitting is :he interface between
SRM and the spacecraft. The PAF also contains zhe reaction fittings
that attach to the cradle assembly for transfer of internal loads.

C13.2.7 Thermal Control System

The PAM system (expendable vehicle and ASE) will be exposed to the
external environment after the Orbiter payload bay doors are opened in STS
orbit. Exposure of the PAM system to such an envircnment has led to the
need for a thermal control system (TCS).

C13.2.7.1 Cradle-Mounted Thermal Control System (CTC,i - The purpose of
tbe CTCS is to keep the solid motor, the electrical equipment in the ASE
compartment, and the PA4 vehicle at a proper temperature level. The
system consists of multilayer insulation (MLI) blanket.a and heater
elements attached to the inside of the MLI blankets. 7he MLI blankets
enclose the cradle.

C13.2.7.2 Cradle-Mounted Sunshields - Two cradle-mounted sunshields are
available to provide thermal protection to the spacecraft when the payload
bay doors are open. The first, designated the "standari" sunshield, has
flown on early PAM-D missions. The second, designated the "large"
sunshield, is adjustable for spacecraft between 103 and 115 inches in
diameter.

lie two sunshields are functionally identical, and the following
description is applicable to both.

The sunshield will be in the open position when the payload bay doors are
closed and will be closed after these doors are opened on orbit, except
during the time that PAM is being readied for deploymert. The sunshield
will be opened just prior to spin-up and closed inmmediately after PAM is
deployed.

Multilayer insulation blankets of the same construction as previously
described for the CTCS are used on the sunshield to p-ý-)vide passive
thermal protection to the spacecraft and PAM components.

The normal positions for the sunshield are:

Open during orbiter ascent;
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Closed within 25 minutes after orbiter payload bay doors are opened;

Open again before deployment of expendable PAM-DII/spacecraft;

Closed again after yepmol .- t,

Open again before orbiter payload bay doors are closed for reentry.

C13.3 MISSION SCENARIO

The STS PAM-D system providr:s the necessary injection velocities to place
payloads (spacecraft) into thei.r required orbits above the low-altitude
parking orbit attainable from ihe STS. The aominal STS PAM-D flight
sequence of events will be initiated at a preplanned time in the STS
mission. This selected time will depend on the spacecraft requirements
for perigee location and the requirements for other cargo scheduling.
When the selected point of deployment is approached, a typical
first-mission sequence of eve.-is, tabulated below, will be initiated.
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TaLle C13-2 - PAM-D Mission Timeline

Time et
(min-sec) Event

T - 60:00 Turn on STS PAM-D power

T - 45:00 PAM-D system status check complete

T - 40:00 Start maneuver to.deployment attitude

T - 28:30 Achieve PAM/spacecraft deployment attitude

T - 15:00 Start mechanical sequence

T - 12:00 Start spin sequence

T - 11:30 Spin-up complete and verified

T - 3:00 Start terminal sequence

T - 0 Deploy PAM
Initiate sequencing system by separation
switches

T + 45:00 Achieve separation distance required by STS

T + 45:00 PAM motor ignition

T + 46:28 PAM motor burnout

T + 48:20 Fire PAMispacecraft separation bolt cutters

T + 48:23 Fire tumble system yo-weight bolt cutters

The STS PAM-D ignition time is 45 minutes after separation, which
results in a coast phase of about one-half an orbit period.
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Figure C13-3 PAM-D Thermal Control System
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APPENDIX C14

TITAN 34D TRANSTAGE

C14.0 INTRODUCTION

The T34D/TS system is a combination of the Titan IIIC Transtage and the
Titan 34D!IUS programs. The T34D/TS launch vehicle uses the T34D core,
previously safety assessed, and the flight qualified Titan IIIC third
stage or "trAnstage."

C14.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The T34D Coumon Core (T34K Standard Airborne Vehicle, CI No. TIOD34K) is
designed for maximum commonality between Cape Canaveral Air Force Station
(CCAFS) and Vandenberg Air Force Base (VAFB). The Common Core is
configured with provisions for installing the unique airborne equipment of
CCAFS (CI TOID34D and CI T05D34D) or VAFB (CI T04D34D) and two solid
rocket motors. The VAFB eonfiguration is known as T34D/Radio Guidance
System (RGS). Two co-figurations exist for CCAFS, the T34D/IUS and the
T34D/Transtage.

In referencing various parts of the vehicle two reference systems are
used: the vehicle compartment designators and the vehicle's three-axis
reference system. Figure C14-1 shows the alphanumeric compartment
designators. The compartment numbers indicate the associated stage, and
the letters are assigned from the top of the stage down.

The transtage family for Titan, as well as STS, is depicted in Figure

C14-2. STS transtage receipt-to-launch flow is depicted in Figure C14-3.

S C14.2 SYSTEMS DESCRIPTIONS, HAZARDOUS MATERIALS, SCHEMATICS

C14.2.1 Titan Stage III - Transtage

The Transtage rocket engine is a multiple-restart, pressure-fed liquid
propellant engine using the storable propellants Aerozine-50 and nitrogen
tetroxide to develop 8000-lb thrust in vacuum. Three versions of the
Transtage engine are available. They are designated AJ10-138 standard,
AJ10-138A, and AJIO-138 modified. The T34D uses the AJIO-138A engines,
called Improved Transtage Injector Pattern (ITIP). The purpose of the new
pattern is to improve engine performance. Two of these engines comprise
the propulsion system for Stage III (Fig. C14-4); each engine is a
separate entity being unified only through common propellant feed and
electrical supply systems and a common mounting frame supplied as a part
of the vehicle. The engine located toward the target side of the vehicle
is Subassembly 4; the engine on the flight-up side of the vehicle is
Subassembly 5. Two spheres contain helium at an initiai pressure of 3280
psig to maintain tank pressure at approximately 160 psia to force
propellants from the tanks into the *ngine. The engines consists of a
thrust chamber assembly, propellant lines, control harness, and
instrumentation.
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The Transtage propulsion system may be used during the boost phase of
vehicle flight to reach higher orbits, modify an established orbit, and to
rendezvous with other space vehicles. The engine is designed for a
minimum of three restarts. Before starting under zero-gravity conditions,
the attitude control engines must be fired to provide forward thrust to
settle the liquid propellant in the main engine tanks.

The engine start sequence is initiated by applying a 28-Vdc signal to the
pilot valve solenoid. With the pilot valve energized, fuel is ported
through the pilot valve to a cavity behind the bipropellant valve power
piston. The force resulting from the fuel pressure on the power piston is
sufficient to evercome the spring and friction forces holding the valve in
the closed position. This force moves the common fuel poppet and oxidizer
piston stem assembly to the open position, causing propellants to flow
through the bipropellant valve to the injector. Openiing time is
controlled by an orifice located between the pilot valve and bipropellant
valve. Propellants from the bipropellant valve flow into the fuel and
oxidizer manifolds of the injector and are injected into the thrust
chamber where hypergolic ignition occurs. The valve design provides an
oxidizer lead. Propellant flow rates to maintain the design mixture ratio
for the engine system are controlled by balance orifices located at the
bipropellant valve inlets. Ninety percent of rated thrust is achieved
within 0.4 second after receipt of the electrical signal at the pilot
valve. The pilot valve solenoid draws approximately 1.6 amps to sustain
engine operation.

Termination of the 28-Vdc signal to the pilot valve allows the
bipropellant valve power cavity to be vented through the pilot valve
overboard vent tube. The bipropellant valve spring then forces the fuel
poppet and oxidizer stem assembly to the closed position, terminating fuel
and oxidizer flow to the thrust chamber. Bipropellant valve closing time
is controlled by an orifice in the pilot valve overboard vent tube.

A summary of AJIO-138A Rocket Engine configuration is provided in Figure
C14-5.

C14.2.2 Propellant Tanks

The Transtage propellant tanks are constructed of titanium. The forward
domes are elliptical and the aft domes conical. Incorporated into each of
the tank barrels are two longerons to facilitate support of the tanks on
the truss (Fig. C14-6).

Transtage pressurization and vent system is shown in Figure C14-7. The
pressurization figures are shown in Table C14-1. The transtage propellant
feed system is illustrated in Figure C14-8, and the figures for the
pFopellant feed system are shown in Table C14-2.

The oxidizer tank is 140.7 inches long with a diameter of 63.1 inches.
Although the basic thickness of the tank .is 0.057 inehes, there is one
area, just below the intersection of the barrel and the core (in the
radius area), where the -hickness is only 0.029 inches.
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Table C14-1 T34D/Transtage
Pressurization and Vent System
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Table C14-2 T34D/Transtage Propellant Feed System
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The fuel tank is 165.9 inches long, with a diameter of 46.5 inches. Its
average thickness is 0.046 inches, the thinnest section being 0.021
inches. It is located in the same area as the thinnest section of the
oxidizer tank.

The oxidizer tank has a volume of 176 cubic feet. It is pressurized to a
nominal pressure of 92 psia on the ground. In flight, the operating
pressure of the tank is increased to 161 psia. The fuel tank operates at
the same pressures, but has a volume of about 141 cubic feet.

C14.2.3 Attitude Control Systems (ACS)

The Transtage multipurpose ACS (Fig. C14-9) contained in the control
module is a blowdown, storable, liquid-monopropellant variable-pulsewidth
rocket engine control system. The propellant is anhydrous hydrazine
(N2f 4 ), and the pressurant is gaseous nitrogen, which are both stored
in a single tank separated by a rubber diaphragm. The system has no
single nonstructural mode of failure and performs a wide range of
,propulsion functions, including vehicle pitch, yaw, and roll control; main
tank propellant settling; orbit adjust, maneuvering, and vernier control;
and multipayload deployment and controlled dispersion. Total impulse of
50,000 lb-sec is provided. There are six engine modules, each having two
thruster assemblies. Each thruster assembly contains series-redundant
propellant valves. A Shell 405 catalyst bed is provided in each
thruster. The two thruster assemblies provide redundancy; two thruster
malfunctions are required before engine module failure occurs. Thrust
chamber firing is initiatpd by a command signal from the guidance system
through the digital flight control system.

Components for the ACS system are shown in Figure C14-10 and Table C14-3.

Attitude Control Pressurization System - Gaseous nitrogen (GN2 ) is
stored at a pressure of 355 + 2 psig in a spherical pressurant tank. The
tank is made of titanium and has a nominal capacity of 3.55 lb of GN2.
Included in the pneumatic module is a manual fill valve.

C14.2.4 Inertial Guidance System

The Inertial Guidance System (IGS) guides the various stages of the Titan
vehicle on a trajectory and controls Stage III velocity so that the
payload arrives at the desired location in space traveling'at the desired
velocity.

To guide the vehicle on this trajectory, the IGS computer sends analog DC
steering signals to the digital flight control zystem (DFCS) actuators and
the SRM thrust vector control system. During flight the computer also
sends discrete commands to the airborne electrical system to control such
things as engine cutoff and engine start signals.

The guidance operation (Fig. C14-11) is accomplished only during powered
flight and assumes that the payload will follow a predictable path upon
separation from the airframe. In brief, the guidance equipment measures
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vehicle acceleration, from which it computes present velocity and
position. Measurements are made from an inertial reference, making
unneceseary a ground link for guidance. The computer determines steering
signals necessary to attain the proper vehicle attit-de and delivers
engine cutoff signals when the proper velocity has been reached. Because
the orbital portion of flight is predictable, the guidance system need
only bring the payload to a point in space which, at the proper attitude
and velocity of the vehicle, will result in insertion into the correct
orbit.

C14.2.5 Airborne Hydraulic Systems

The Stage I, II, and III hydraulic systems provide the eng4.ne actuators
with hydraulic fluid under pressure in flight and during PACE ground
checkout of the flight control system. Electrical signals from the
DFCC-VDAs on the flight control computer are sent to the servo valves in
the actuators. These electrical inputs control the flow of hydraulic
fluid to the actuator pistons. The pistons are connected to the engine
thrust chambers and gimbal the thrust chambers to change the attitude of
the vehicle.

C14.2.6 Transtage Hydraulic System

The major component of the Transtage hydraulic system is an integrated
motor pump/reservoir unit (Fig. C14-12). The other components are the
hydraulic disconnect and four linear actuators.

The integral motor pump/reservoir is a variable delivery pressure
compensated hydraulic pump enclosed by a reservoir and immersed in fluid.
The pump is driven by a 28 volt compound wound DC motor with an integral
RF filter. Operating pressure is 2250 to 2400 psi with a 2.0 gpm delivery
capability. The motor pump/reservoir assembly also has an integral check
valve, filter, pressure transducer and fill and bleed disconnects. The
entire unit has a 24 in 3 oil capacity, weights 19.0 lbs.

C14.2.7 Flight Termination System

The Flight Termination System (FTS) provides the Range Safety Officer
(RS0) with the capability to shutdown the core engines, or shutdown the
core engines and destroy the Titan vehicle should it become necessary.
The FTS will also automatically destroy stages of the vehicle if they
should inadvertently separate.
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Table C14-3 T34D/Transtage Attitude Control System
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C14.2.8 Inadvertent Separation Destruct System (ISDS)

An ISDS in incorporated in each SRM, in Stage I and in Stage II, to
automatically destroy these stages should they inadvertently separate from
the Space Launch Vehicle. No ISDS is required for the Transtage because

the RSO can use the command transmitter to send the destruct signal to the
command receivers.

C14.2.9 Command Shutdown and Destruct System

The CSDS receives and responds to ground originated radio commands for
either engine shutdown only or for engine shutdown together with vehicle
destruct. The command system consists of an omnidirectional antenna
system, two command receivers, engine shutdown circuitry, destruct
circuitry, and associated power systems. This equipment provides two
types of signals. The first shuts down all core engines, and the second
destroys the propellant tanks of all stages that are electrically mated to
the Transtage.

Engine shutdown is in response to engine shutdown command from the RSO.
Each command receiver issues a nominal 28-volt output signal that
energizes the thrust chamber valve overrides in both Stages I and II and
deenergizes the propellant solenoid valves in the Transtage.

C14.Z.10 Hazardous Material Data

Stage I, II, and Transtage all use the same storable, hypergolic, liquid
rocket propellants. The fuel is Aerozine-50, an approximately 50/50
mixture of hydrazine and unsymmetrical dimethylydrazine (UDMH). The
oxidizer is nitrogen tetroxide. The use of propellants storable at
ambient temperature and pressure eliminates holds and delays. The
hypergolic property of spontaneous ignition upon contact with one another
eliminates the need for an ignition system and related checkout and
support equipment.

Transtage propellants should be considered as fire, explosion, toxic, and
corrosion hazard producers, and it is extremely important that personnel
involved in the handling of or working near the propellants have a sound
knowledge of their characteristics. Correct handling and storage
procedures must be used to minimize the hazards to personnel and equipment.
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014.2.11 LOCATION OF PYROTECHNICS

The Titan 34D/Transtage uses many types of ordnance itews. Figure C14-13
indicates the approximate location of vehicle ordnance. Table C14-4
corresponds to the figure and identifies the type oi Transtage EED.

Table 14-4
Transtage Ordnance Items

1. Transtage Destruct System - One destruct safe-arm initiator,
PD64S0336-515. Three strands of primacord M9S-N170 Type I, Form
B. Six boosters, 60#7-1 (one on each end of primacord strands).
Two bidirectional destruct chaýSes, PD60S0135-503.

2. Stage II to Transtage Attachment and Separation System. Sixteen
separation nut pressure cartridges, PD60SO129-507.

3. Attitude Control System Valve Actuation - Two ACS Start Valve
Cartridges, PD60S0129-507.

4. Transtage Pressure System Valve - Two crossover valve preasure
cartridges, PD60S0129-507.
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C14.2.12 Pressure Cartridge

(1.) Description - The cartridge is an electrically initiated,
hermetically sealed powerpack consisting of a dual bridgewire0 embedded in an explosive primer mix adjacent to a booster
charge for ignition of a base propellant. It produces a hot
gas under high pressure of short duration.

(2) Ordnance Item Number and Manufacturer PD60S0129-507 -
McCormick-Selph Associates

(3) Quantity Per Flight - 64

(4) Purpose of tht ievice - Actuation of the following:
Forty-eight separation nuts, PD33SOO07-005, and -003, for
attachment and release of Stage I to Stage II, Stage II to
Transtage, arnd SRM forward outrigger to core. Six P/F release
cable cutters (two cartridges per cutter). One transtage
pressure system crossover valve for venting helium system (two
cartridges). One ACS valve (two cartridges).

(5) Type of Explosive and Weight

Primer 90-mg zirconium/annonium perchlorate
and borium chromate

Loose Booster 346-mg boron/potassium nitrate
Booster Pellet 84- to 89-mg boron/potassium nitrate
Grain Sustainer 186- to 200-mg ammonium nitrate composite

(6) Testing Specifications - Bridge circuits (pin numbers) - Pins
A-D and B-C Circuit resistance - Each circuit 0.22 to 0.32
ohms; maximum test current - 0.02 amperes; maximum no-fire
current - 1.0 amp for five minutes; minimum sure-fire current -

2.2 amps; firing voltage - 25.0 vdc minimum; minimum
pin-to-case resistance - 2 megohms.

(7) Grounding Provisions - Modified connectors 81D28P8-4S will be
used for shorting the pressure cartridge bridgewires.

(8) Storage Specification - Normal storage for Class C explosive.

C14.3 Mission Scenario

A typical mission(s) scenario is described in Figures C14 thru C17.
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Legenid:
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2 Oxidizer Propellant Feed Line
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5 Thrust Chamber
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Figure C14-5 Engine Components
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APPENDIX C15
DEFENSE SATELLITE COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS (DSCS)

9 . C15.0 INTPODUCTION

The following data were extracted from the Annotated Bibliography
Document, Ref. 016, Section 7.1 of the ARAA, Volume II, DSCS II/III
Payload Annex; DSCS ARA7, General Electric Space Division, Valley Forge
Space Center, Philadelphia, PA, SVP1027B, April 1983; and DSCS Launch Base
Test Plan, General Electric Space Division, Valley Forge Space Center,
Philadelphia, PA, SVP3021, 15 Mar 1983.

C15.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The goal of the PSCS III program is !o provide an operational network of
long-life milits-y communications satellites.

The satellite can be commanded both at SHF (X-band) and S-band to allov-
routine housekeeping, orbit maintenance, and covauunicaticn subsystem
reconfigurations by the Air Force Satellite Control Facility and DSCS
grourd stations. It can also autonomously receive multiple distributed
SHF user inputs and provide rejection of jammer interference.

The Satellite is designed for launch from the Air Force Eastern Launch
Site (ELS) on a Titan 34D as a dual la,,nch in combination with a DSCS II
or as a singlz or dual DSCS III launch -a the Space Shuttle.

The DSCS Payload consists of a DSCS II (II-El5) and a DSCS III (III-A2)
Satellite (including the bipod adapter assembly), launched in tandem,
using a TITAN 34D/TS launch vehicle with a MDAC Payload Fairing as
illustrated in Figure C15-1. The DSCS II Satellite is the "Forward"
satellite of the stacked configuration, with •he DSCS IIT Satellite being
the "Aft" satellite. The launch will take place from Cape Canaveral Air
Force Station using the Integrate-Transfer-Launch Complex-40.

5.2 SYSTEMS DESCRIPTIONS, HARDOUS MATERIAI.S SCHEMATICS

C15.2.1 S.tructure Subsystem

The structure subsystem provides the framework to support and hou.e all
the DSCS satellite equipments. It alho includes the mechanism for:

1. Joining the stacked satellite assembly to the Launch Vehicle;

2. Retention and separation of the forward and aft satellites;

3. Retention, release, and deployment of the solar array and Gimballed
Antenna;

4. Rotation of the deployed solar arrays to follow the sun.
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The structural function of che subsystem is achieved by the following

assemblies that house or support the spacecraft equipments:

1. Equipment Bay Structure

2. North/South Panels

3. Antenna Supports

4. Solar Array Substrates

5. Launch Vehicle Adapter

6. Propulsion 1odule Adapter

Other structural elements inciude the graphite epoxy tube trusses and
fittings to support the propulsion subsystep, the solar array assembly
yoke, and the aluminum-honeycomb-sandwich substrates for the solar arrays.

Separation of each satellite is achieved by the pyrotechnic release of
four preloaded captivated separating nuts and matched separation springs
to achieve a separation velocity between 1 and 2 fps with tip-off rate of
less than 1 degree er second.

Release and deployment of Lhe solar arrays are obtained by the pyrotechnic
actuation of four preloaded nuts and hinge torsion springs with
synchronization mechanisms to sontrol unfolding of the two panels and yoke.

C15.2.2 DSCS II

The DSCS II satellite is made up of a spinning section that provides
gyroscopic stabilization and a despun sectio upon which the Earth-
oriented antennas are mounted (see Fig. C15-2). The satellite is nine
feet in diameter and approximately six feet high. It contains the
following subsystems:

1. Communications Subsystem

2. Telemetry, Tracking and Command Subsystem

3. Attitude Control Subsystem

4. Electrical Power Subsystem

5. Electrical Distribution Subsystem

6. Thermal Control Subsystem

" 7. Propulsion Subsystem
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The entire communications payload equipment and the narrow beam antenna
gimbal drives, a deployable mass boom, primary power isolation modules, a
PCM telemetry multiplexer, and the switching logic assembly are located on
the despun platform.

Four pressure-fed propellant tanks are mounted one in each quadrant so
that their combined center of gravity is along the spin-axis of the
satellite. Two solid-propellant spin rockets, attached to the primary
structure members below the lower solar array support ring, provide
initial spinup after separation.

C15.2.3 DSCS III

The DSCS III satellite is an integrated design configured to support the
high-performance communications payload. The satellite has 3-axis
attitude control and stabilization, a fixed payload antenna platform, a
gimballed antenna, large north/south viewing panels for passive heat
rejection, and an oriented solar array for efficient power operation. The
structurally integrated design is completely modular for ease of assembly,
test, and maintenance. Communication subsystem components are mounted on
the north panel with the housekeeping subsystem components and SCT
components mounted on the south panel. This grouping arrangement
minimizes cable weight and waveguide runs, takes advantage of structural
shielding for hardening, and provides an equivalent Faraday Cage around
the component electronics for satellite charging and system-generated
electromagnetic pulse protection. See Figures C15-3 and C15-4 for further
configuration description.

The DSCS III satellite consists of the following subsystems:

S I Structure

2. Communications

3. Telemetry, Tracking, and Command

4. Single-Channel Transponder

5. Propulsion

6. Attitude Control

7. Electrical Power and Distribution

8. Thermal Control

Table C15-1 lists the various performance parameters and design attributes
of ti.e DSCS III satellite and its subsystems.
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Table C15-I DSCS III Satellite Description

SYSTEM DEFINITION 4
"o Type Satellite 6 channel SHF Comm. Relay with anti-

jam protection and nuclear hardening
o Launch Vehicle TITIC, T34D/IUS, T34D/TS
"o Launch Configuration I DSCS II + DSCS III
"o Launch Site Eastern Test Range - LC-40
"o Operational Scenario

Nominal Oper. Longitudes 56-E, 175-E, 16-W 135-W
Ground Control AFSCF and DSCS Control Stations

"o DSCS III Satellite III-Al, II-A2
"o Ground Storage 2 years
"o Launch Window Daily (Minimum one hour per day)

THERMAL CONTROL

"o Type Passive with heaters
"o Heater, Number 114
"o Heater Power 157 Watts (24 hour average)

PROPULSION

"o Type Monopropellant Hydrazine
"o Tanks, Number 4
"o Tanks, Type 22 inch Spherical
"o Pressurant He Unregulated Blowdown
"o Diaphragm Elastomeric
"o Engines, Thrust Level 1 lb. each of 16 engines at

beginning of mission, 12 for
Pitch, Roll, Yaw and 4 for
N,S station keeping

"o Propellant Tank Capacity 608.6 lbs

ELECTRICAL POWER

"o Batteries
Number/Amp Hours/Cells 3/32 each/16 each
Depth of Discharge-No Failure
/1 Batt. Failed 65%/801

"o Power Controllers I North Panel, I South Panel, 1 SCT
"o Ordnance Controller-Controls 13 Primary EED's

13 Backup EED's
"o Harness Shielding 2 Nil Mylar + 2 Nil Aluminum
"o Grounding Multi-point
"o Solar Array 980 Watts End of Mission
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C15.2.4 Communications Subsystem

The Communications Subsystem (COMM) is composed of a transponder panel
containing six independent RF channels, a multibeam receiving antenna, two
Earth-coverage horn receiving antennas, two multibeam and two Earth
coverage horn transmitting antennas, a gimballed dish transmitting
antenna, and supporting interfaces.

Two channels are dedicated to Earth coverage reception and transmission;
the remaining four channels have the commandable option of choosing either
Earth coverage or multibeam antenna inputs. However, for transmission,
each high-power channel is connected to a transmitting multibeam antenna,
and each low-power channel has the option of Earth coverage or of sharing
a multibeam antenna with a high-power channel. In addition, both of the
high-power channels and one low-power channel are switchable to a
high-gain gimballed antenna for purposes of enhanced effective isotropic
radiated power (EIRP) )erformance.

C15.2.5 Propulsion Subsystem

The DSCS III Propulsion Subsystem is designed to deliver the impulses
required to perform the following orbit adjust and attitude control
functions:

I. Orbit Adjust Functions
a. Removal 3f Injection Velocity Errors
b. Initial Orbital Circularization and Station Attainment
c. East-West and North-South Stationkeeping
d. Satellite Longitudinal Repositioning

2. Attitude Control Functions
a. Initial Stabilization of the Satellite
b. Momentum Wheel Unloading
c. Attitude Correction during Delta Velocity Maneuvers

The Propulsion Subsystem is a monopropellant hydrazine system consisting
of a propellanc storage and expulsion section, a propellant distribution
section, and a rocket engine section. The propulsion subsystem provides
the following:

1. Storage of Propulsion Subsystem propellant;

2. Distribution and metering of propellant to the Propulsion Subsystem
engines.

3. Thrusting of sufficient magnitude and duration to satisfy all
satellite maneuvering and momentum exchange functions.

4. Telemetry signals sufficient to monitor the status of propulsion
subsystem equipment and propellant and to detect propulsion
subsystem failure.
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5. Execution of commands received from the TT&C.

The Propulsion Subsystem module structure assembly supports the propellant

tanks, the thruster modules, and the propellant distribution component
modules. The structure assembly and handling and support equipment shown 4
in Figure C15-5 are manufactured by GE and sent to Hamilton Standard for

assembly of the propulsion components, plumbing, and test harness
attachment directly on to the structure. After completion of assembly and
test of the propulsion subsystem, the completed propulsion module assembly
is returned to GE, where it is then ready for installation into the
satellite. lastallation is performed by lowering the PS module onto the
satellite center body structure.

The subsystem, shown schematically in Figure C15-6, is a mass expulsion
hydrazine propulsion system using helium pressurant operating in a
nonregulated blowdown mode. Two component sets, each capable of
performing all mission functions, in a block redundant manner, are
maintained as separate protected entities by means of normally closed
latching isolating valves located in the propellant transfer lines.

The propellant and pressurant are stored in four spherical positive
expulsion propellant/pressurant tanks. Each tank has a pressurant fill
and vent valve and a propellant fill and drain valve, which permits
preferential selection of the tanks, thereby consuming unequal quantities
of propellant to maintain satellite balance. Utilization of individual
pressurant fill and vent valves allows each tank to be capped individually
after pressurization to prevent t'ansfer of propellant between tanks.

Propellant is normally fed from either of two diagonally opposed tanks or
all four tanks. The propellant and diaphragm are oriented to expel the
fluid toward the center of the satellite. All these considerations were
necessary to minimize the center of mass transfer durinn any mode of
propellant use.

Propellant from each tank is filtered through a high-capacity, low-micron
rating etched disc filter. The system filters are located upstream of the
isolation valves and thrusters to provide contamination protection for
these components. Latching isolation valves are used to isolate
propellant flow from each tank to each set of thrusters. The latching
valve arrangement permits isolation of any tank or either thruster group
so that no single-point failure results in loss of more than approximately
one-fourth the mission propellant. Inlet filters are also included in
each latching valve and thruster valve to provide protection from
contamination. Co-extruded titanium-to-stainless steel transition joints
are installed between the system filters and the latching isolation
valves. This allows the use of low-weight titanium tanks and propellant
lines with stainless steel valves and pressure transducers.

The propellant feed system components, consisting of the latching valves,
filters, and pressure transducers, are packaged into two modules. Each
module is supported by an aluminum bracket that also provides satellite
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mounting interfaces. Locating these propellant feed system components
inlao a modular group permits mounting the assemblies at only two satellite
interfaces, simplifyirxg the support structure, minimizing heater power
requirements, and providing common access regions for assembly, checkout,
and maintenance.

Thrusters are positioned on the satellite in packages called Thruster
Modules (M). A TM consists of thruster and propellant valve assemblies
(see Fig. C15-7), thermal control features, mounting hardware, and
supporting structure. The TM support structure is a precision-machined
bracket whose configuration satisfies the specific satellite miounting and
thruster assembly thrust vector orientation requirements. By using Ths,
the mechanical interface with the satellite is reduced to a simple bolted
flange at each of the TM locations. The thruster arrangement requires the
use of only two types of TMs. The roll thrusters are installed in two
two-thruster Tt~s, while the pitch, yaw, and north-south thrusters are each
packaged into two six-thruster TMs. Each of t~ie TM arrangements is
designed to interface with the satellite's bulkhead structure.

Each thruster is controlled with a pair of normally closed
series-redundant solenoid-operated propellant valves. The thrusters have
redundant-thrust chamber heaters to provide an elevated chamber
temperature. Temperature sensors are mcunted on all the thrusters and on
each of the propellant tanks.

There are eight thrusters in each component set, each operating at an
initial thrust level of 1.0-pound force. These eight thrusters provide
the satellite with north-south and east-west orbit adjustment and
three-axis attitude control.

In operation, the Propulsion Subsystem is controlled by means of the
attitude control subsystem (ACE), which contains the valve driver
electronics. Ground control is used to energize the ACE into e..thet the
"Operational" or the "Orbit Adjust" thruster control modes, depending on
whether the satellite function of initial stabilization, wheel
desaturation, ur orbit adjustment is required. When operating in the
"orbit adjust" mode, in-track and cross-track velocity corrections are
accomplished by operating pairs of thrusters designated MIorth, South, East
or West. Thruster catalyst bed heaters are ground-commuand activated "on"
100 minutes prior to thruster rise and are turned "off" after the use is
completed.

During the "Operational" mode of ACS control, where wheel unloading is
required, six thrusters and their six respective thrust chamber heaters
are energized automatically in readiness for momentum wheel desaturation.
The appropriate pitch, roll, or yaw axes thrusters are automaitically
selected by the ACS for accomplishing wheel unloading.

Table C15-2 provides the Propulsion Subsystem fill and drain requirements
for flight. Hydrazine is a toxic fluid; therefore, personnel restrictions
and safety precautions are impose~d during filling or draining operations.
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Table C15-2 Propulsion Subsystem Fill and Drain Requirements

Fluid Hydrazine (N 2 H4 ) Helium
MIL-P-274O1, Supp. I

Pressure Load As Required 350 + 10 psia
Mass Load 600 lb. 1.0 lb.
When: Fill T-11/12 days T-:11/12 days

Drain Only for Abort Only for Abort
Pressure T-11/12 days T-11/12 days

Temp Loaded Ambient Ambient
System Oper, Press. 350 psia 350 psia
Where: Fill PAD PAD

Drain PAD PAD

Table C15-3 lists the materials selected for the DSCS III propulsion
subsystem. The sealed components, including the latching valve torque
motors, the valve coils, and the electrical portion of the pressure
transducer, have not been tabulated because they are protected from the
hydrazine.

Table C15-3 Propulsion Subsystem Materials Summary

1. Materials in Contact with Liquid N2H4

304 Stainless Steel (SS)
304L SS
17-7PH
430 SS
AF-E-411 Ethylene Propylene Terpolymer (EPT)
302 SS
6AL-4V-Ti; titanium alloy
AF-E-322

2. Materials in Contact with Two-Phase (Gas and Liquid) N2H4

Inconel 600
Haynes 25 (AMS 5759)
304 SS

3. Elements in Contact with Hot Decomposition Gases

Inconel 625
Haynes 25 (AMS 5759)
304 SS
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C15.2.6 Thermal. Control Subsystem (TCS)

The Thermal Control Subsystem (TCS) is designed to maintain equipment
temperatures during the launch and orbital phases of the mission,. To
perform this task within specified limits, the TCS uses a passive control
design that employs thermal blankets, thermal coatings, insulation
spacers, RF transparent thermal shrouds, heater assemblies, and increased
panel thickness.

The batteries, installed on the South Panel, are independently temperature
controlled by conductively isolating them from the panel. with insulating
spacers and radiation, isolating them from the satellite with insulation
blankets. The batteries radiate directly to space from their baseplate,
which has a sized insulation window and OSR thermal coating.
Thermostatically activated electrical redundant heaters maintain minimum
temperature levels.

C15.2.7 Attitude Control Subsystem (ACS)

The attitude control subsystem is a three-axis active zero momentum
stabilization system using an Earth sensor and sun sensor for active
attitude sensing and reaction wheels (with propulsion subsystem assist) to
provide satellite control torques. All electronic processing to provide
control of the subsystem is performedi by the attitude control electronics
(ACE).

The ACS orients and stabilizes the satellite, provides attitude control
during initial stabilization and inclination correction, maintains
pointing during payload operations, and controls satellite attitude during
orbit adjust operations. The subsystem consists of the following:

i. Redundant Earth Sensors
2. Redundant Sun Sensor Assemblies
3. Four Reaction Wheels
4. Yaw Rate Gyro
5. Attitude Control Electronics (ACE)

The ACE interfaces with all ACS components and prov-4es subsystem
electrical interface functions with ocher satellite subsystems. The ACE
controls the positioning of the Solar Array Drive and the Gimballed
Antenna. The ACE provides the interface control between the telemetry;
tracking, and coammand (TT&C) and the Beam Forming Network. All ACS
functions, from booster separation through on-orbit operation, are
controlled by a Firmware program stored in the ACE. By using combinations
of ground-issued discrete and message commzands, functional modes required
for each mission phase are selected. Mode changes and selections of
functional blocks are implemented by discrete commands. Selected program
constants are chanled by serial messages. The ACS can operate for a
minimum of 30 days without ground coimmanding after iaitial stabilization.
Inf light monitoring of the ACS performance is provided by analog, bilevel.,
and serial digital telemetry data.
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After separation, the solar arrays are deployed in the "noon" position;
i.e., the solar cells face along the minU3 yaw axis, away from the
multibeam antennas (MBAs). The sun sensors mounted on the solar array
yokes provide pitch and roll data to the ACE, which activates the
Propulsion Subsystem engines to rotate the satellite until the negative
yaw axis faces the sun within the ACS error bands. After noon,
stabilization to Earth is initiated. Ihe two-axis sensor provides pitch
and roll data to the ACE, which activates the proper engines to remove the
pitch and roll errors. The gyro senses rates around the yaw axis. The
gyro signals are processed by the ACE to drive the yaw axis thrusters to
reduce the rates. The solar array is advanced to the proper angle
corresponding to the satellite position in orbit and is clock synchronized
to orbit rate. Yaw acquisition is initiated when proper vehicle orbit/sun
geometry is attained. The array-mounted sun sensors now provide yaw
information. Reaction wheel control is then initiated. Four wheels are
nominally employed to fulfill ýae momentum exchange function, although any
three can provide the required capability. Unloading of the accumulated
secular angular momentum is accomplished once a day, permitting the
propulsion subsystem to be disabled most of each orbit.

C15.2.8 Electrical Power and Distribution Subsystem (ZPDS)

The EPDS is a direct-energy-transfer design consisting of a sun-oriented
solar array, three 32-amphour batteries and a +28 Vdc boost regulator.
The power subsystem shall provide the following:

1. Generation and storage of electrical power (energy);

2. Distribution of conditioned power to users from internal or
external sources;

3. Distribution of electrical signals (excluding RD signals) between
equipments and protection of such interconnecting cabling from
effects of electromagnetic interference;

4. Protection of the power bus from detrimental transient loads,
shorts, and effects of load sequencing and removal;

5. Detection of electrostatic discharge (ESD) phenomena and provision
of ESD detector signals to the TT&C Subsystem;

6. Telemetry signals sufficient to monitor the EPDS status and to
diagnose EPDS faults;

7. Execution of cormnands received from the TT&C Subsystem.

The EPDS provides for the convervion of solar energy to electrical power,
the regulation and distribution of power to the satellite subsystems
(load), and the battery storage of a portion of the electrical energy for
subsequent use during periods when the solar array capability is
inadequate. The EPDS provides the electrical power for all subsystem
modes of operation from prelaunch checkout, through launch, and through
complete mission life.
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Batteries provide power during prelaunch, launch, and ascent for on-orbit
eclipse operations and provide fuse blow current to clear faults. Three
32 ampere-hour sealed nickel cadmium 16-cell batteries satisfy the total
energy storage requirements with conservative depths of discharge to
provide the ten-year design life. The batteries are safely charged using
four selectable voltage limit functions that are modifind by sensed
battery temperature. Each battery has dedicated charge and reconditioning
circuitry. A reconditioning cycle can be initiated by ground command.
The discharge can proceed to a battery terminal voltage of 1 Vdc.

The redundant electronic power conditioning circuits are inherently
on-line for use without relay or contactor transfer, and the transition
from battery discharge to battery charge to shunt occurs without a
disturbance to the regulated bus.

C15.2.9 DSCS II/DSCS III (A-2) on Titan 34D/Transtage

The following is a description of the DSCS II/DSCS III/T34D configuration
and its interfaces:

The satellite Is configured to take advantage of the Titan T34D maximum
payload envelope and to provide efficient and straightforward launch
vehicle interfaces and satellite-to-satellite interfaces (DSCS II/DSCS
III). The major external interfaces of the structural subsystem are with
the T34D launch vehicle and between satellites. The T34D launch vehicle
interfaces are defined in the Interface Specification. The DSCS II to
DSCS III interface has been established and is defined in the DSCS II/III
Interface Specification and the DSCS II/III Mechanical Interface Drawing.
In addition to resolution of physical interface, the analytical interfaces
between the DSCS II Satellite Contractor and Launch Vehicle Contractor
have been established and verified by the DSCS IU/III - T34D Verification
Loads Cycle Analysis.

The electrical interfaces between the launch vehicle and the satellite
consists of three categories:

1. The forward-satellite (DSCS II) separation signals to DSCS III

Ordnance Controller.

2. The aft satellite (DSCS III) separation EED power.

3. Forward and aft satellite separation indication.

The launch vehicle provides signals to the DSCS III ordnance controller to
initiate separation of DSCS II from DSCS III. The launch vehicle also
provides power to the DSCS-III-supplied EEDs that release the DSCS III
satellite from the bi-pod adapter on the launch vehicle. The payload,
comprised of DSCS II, DSCS III, and the bipod adapter, provides signals to
the launch vehicle that indicate separation of the forward and aft
satellites.
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Upon receipt of discrete signals from the launch vehicle, the DSCS III
ordnance controller provides a current pulse from each of two batteries to
each of eight EEDs for DSCS II satellite separation. See Figure C15-8,
satellite separation signals block diagram of the interfaces between
launch vehicle and DSCS III and between DSCS III and DSCS II.

The ordnance controller contains the relays Lo switch power from the
batteries to the electro-explosive devices (EEDs) used for separation of
the forward satellite from the aft satellite and for deployment of the
solar array wings and gimballed antenna. Redundant EEDs are used for each
of the separation events, which results in the following number of EEDs
associated with each function.

Function EEDs Fired Explosive Nuts

Satellite-to-Satellite Separation 8 4
Deploy North Solar Array 8 4
Deploy South Solar Array 8 4
Deploy Gimballed Antenna 2 1

C15.3 MISSION SCENARIO

Approximately 5-1/2 hours after lift-off, the DSCS II (forward) satellite
is separated from the DSCS III (aft) satellite using ordnance power
supplied by the aft satellite upon receipt of discretes from the
transtate. Satellite separation activates separation switches, which in
turn start the ordnance sequences within the EIQ. These sequences time
the arming and firing of the following ordnance functions: omni antenna
release at separation plus 11.06 seconds; despin platform release at
separation plus 13.01 seconds; and spin-up rocket operations at separation
plus 22.76 seconds. Arming and firing of the narrow-coverage-antenna
release ordnance and the mass-boom deployment ordnance are accomplished
through ground command.

C15.1.1 DSCS II Satellite System

The DSCS II satellite consists of two sections: a cylindrical spinning
section and a despun platform. The satellite spin axis is oriented
perpendicular to the near-equatorial orbit plane such that sun impingement
is within +27.5* of being orthogonal to the cylindrical solar array.
Spinning provides a gyroscopically stabilized satellite and tends to
distribute heat input from the sun such that a benign thermal environment
is produced for internal components. The nominal satellite weight in
orbit after spinup and antenna deployment is about 1360 lb. The satellite
has a favorable moment of inertial ratio, being about 1.2 at beginning of
life with antennas deployed, decreasing to about 1.1 at end of life. The
despun platform, containing the communication equipment, is servoed about
the spin axis to direct its Earth-coverage receive-and-transmit antennas
continuously toward the Earth. In addition, twn gimballed parabolic
narrow-beam antennas also mounted on the despui, platform are continuously
pointed to any selected visible ground area.
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015.3.2 DSCS III Satellite System
I

The DSCS III satellite provides a 6-channel SHF communications relay
satellite continuously operable in a synchronous equatorial orbit at any
longitudinal station.
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APENDIX C16

DEFEN3E SYSTEMS PROGRAM (DSP)

C16.0 INTRODUCTION

The following data were extracted from the Annotated Bibliography
Document, Ref. 112.

This section addresses the DSP 5R/6R payload being integrated to the
T34D/TS Launch Vehicle at Launch Complex 40, Cape Canaveral Air Force
Station (CCAFS), Florida.

C16.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Figure Cl6-1 shows the relative size and shape of the satellite with solar
paddles stowed in the launch mode.

Key requirements driving Satellites 0005R and 0006R are as follows:

o - Accommodation of Sensor Evolutionary Development (SED) sensor

o - Five-year lifetime design goal

o - T34D!IUS or T34D/Transtage launch vehicle compitibility

o - High-power option of Link 1.

Incorporation of the SED sensor with its new capability leads to the
requirement for improved pointing accuracy, reduced Jitter, and an
addicional IPAD orthogonal to the previously existing one. The SED sensor
also leads to the requirement for more power, and because of its increased
mass it contributes to the requirement for a larger reaction wheel. More
power results in larger solar array paddles.

The five year lifetime design goal, in combination with the primary
mission, means that the orbit inclination must be controlled after about
three years. This resu.ts in the requirement for larger propellant tanks
on these satellites than on previous DSP spacecraft.

Figure C16-2 depicts Satellites 005 and 006 retrofit configuration.

C16.2 DESCRIPTION OF SAFETY CRITICAL SUBSYSTEMS, HAZARDOUS MATERIALS,
SCHEMATICS

C16.2.l Spacecraft Structure Subsystem

The spacecraft structure subsystem is the basic framework of the satellite
providing physical space and attachment points for mounting ail other
spacecraft subsystems and equipment (see Fig. C16-3). In addition, the
structure provides a rigid reference for installation and alignment of
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nossles. jets, sensors, deployable antennas, and the reaction whe*4 At
Its upper 9ted the structure interfaces with the ASSC sensor. The lower
end interfaces with the TS through the booster adapter. The subsystem
also provides mechanism for separating the satellite from the TS,
deploying the aolar paddles and antennas, and adjusting satellite inertia
properties.

The structure is designed to have sufficient strength and rigidity to
withstand the maximum (limit) loads and environments induced during the
prelaunch, launch/ascent, and on-oroit phases of the mission. The most
critical loads on the structure o'cur as responses to dynamic loading
condition3. The ultimate factor 6f safety for all mission phases is 1.25.

The stiffness characteristics of the spacecraft structure are primarily
predicated on the requirement to avoid excessive loads. This is
accomplished by designing the satellite to natural frequencies that
minimise dynamic couplii. 5 with the booster and between major satellite
components. Acceptability of the selected resonate frequencies were
-fetified by dynamic Itads analyses, which combine analytic models of the
satellite and booster, and by a modal survwy on a full-scale satellite.
Other stiffness considerations in structural design are to prevent
satellite deflections from violating the fairing dynamic envelope and to
minimize sensor pointing errors and jitter.

The primary structure consists of an eight-strut tubular truss and a
compartment assembly (See Fig. C16-4). The octagonal upper section of the
compartment contains a horizontal platform and eight vertical panels for
mounting electrnaic equipment. The lower section is circular in shape and
provides support for a separable propulsion module and the reaction wheel
truss. Support from four sides of the propulsion section are platforms
containing the P)ADEC II and other spacecraft equipment.

C16.2.2 Propulsion Subsystem

This section contains a brief description of the 5R/6R propulsion
subsystem (P$S) and certain PSS components.

The 5R/6R PSS, shbetn schematically in Fig. C16-5 and thown in Fig. C16-6,
is a monoizopellant hydrasine system that provides the satellite with
orbit and attitude control and spin rate adjustment capability. The PSS
concists of two propellant tanks, four 3.5-lbf monopropellant (catalytic)
engine assemblies, one gas generator assembly, eight gas thrusters, four
letching isolation valves, four fill and drain solenoid isolation valves,
cvo liquid and two gas pressure transducers, two liquid filters, one gas
filter, thermal c',n.rol equipment, propcllant feedlines, and mounting
brackets.
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The delta V and high-level attitude control thrustert. are identical,
nominally rated at 3.5 pounds of thrust, but capabke (it roducing 4.1
pound;. of thrust at "OO-psi propellant tank pressure. The delta V
monopropellant hydrasine rocket engine assemblies provide velocity
increments to the satellite for orbital vilocity changes. Each thruster,
when commanded, fires one pulse per satellite revolution. Two high-level
attitude contrrl thrusters are positioned on the satellite to provide high
torque. High-J'vel thrusters can be operated at command pulse widths of
0.025 to I second. Delta V thrusters can be operated at command pulse
widths of 0.2 and 1.6 seconds.

The eight low-level jets are contained in two assemblies, four in each,
and operate in pairs to form a low-torque couple for attitude control and
spin-speed correction.

the gas generator is a monopropellant hydrazine thruster that does not
heve a throat and expansion nossle. It is used to pressurize a spherical
phenum tank with warm gas. A 3-watt gas generator chamber heater is
hard-wired to maintain catalyst-bed temperature close to 70*F. In
addition, a pre-pulse circuit is employed to operate the gas generator for
0.05 second, followed by a 1.0-second delay each time the gas generator
valvy receives a command to oper.. This results in a pre-warming of the
catalyst bed and provides for smooth starts. The gas generator
temperature is monitored via telemetry, and the thermistor is mounted to
the generator-to-plenum interiace flange.

The propulsion subsystem also includes two spherical propellant tanks
containing 352 pounds of hydrasine with GN2 as pressurant. The tanks
are interconnected ana operate in a blow-down mode. Pressure tranducers,
Oelectrical harness, system plumbing, isolation valves, and thermal control
equipment are also part of the subsystem. All the propulsion components
are mounted to the propulsion platform.

Vernier velocity maneuvers are performed using radially oriented hydrazine
thrusters that are pulsed at the appropriate point in the satellite
rotation relative to sun-line crossings to build up the desired delta V.
The ACS provides the timing and pulse command functions. Because of
possible misallgrments of the delta V thrusters from the satellite center
of mass, larger than normal pointing and spin-speed disturbances can arise
when they are pulsed. During this time, the spin jets are activated to
constraint mowentum buildup, and the high-level hydrazine thrusters are
substituted for the low-level control jets in order to maintain stronger
control. ACS pointing requirements are relaxed during the infrequent
vernier-velocity maneuvers.
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C16.2.3 Attitude Control Subsystem

The attitude control subsystem (ACS) operates in conjunction with the
propulsion subsystem to execute the point-ing, payload scanning, and
vernier velocity functions of satellite operation. The subsystem uses the
power, telemetry, and commnand provisions of tho power and electrical
distribution subsystem and the commnunication And commsand subsystem. The
ACS relies upon the structural subsystem for critit'al alignment of
assemblies; provides attitude determination signals to the payload and
sequencing signals to the electrical distribution subsystem; and operates
in a test mode in connection with the electrical operating ground
equipment. The attitude control subsystem is designed to perform for a
period of at least three years on-orbit with a goal of five years.

The attitude control subsystem consists of the following units:

Sun Sensors
Earth Sensor Assemblies (ESA)
Control Electronics Assemblies (CEA)
Rate Gyro Assembly (RGA)
Attitude Control Converter (ACC)
Reaction Wheel Assembly (RWA)
Reaction Wheel Electronics Assembly (RWEA)

The attitude control subsystem functional block diagram is shown in Figure
C16-7.

The ACS consists of non-redundant reaction wheql and rate gyro assemblies,
and redundant sun- and earth-sensor assemblies. The assemblies are
managed by means of the dual attitude converter. Redundant control
electronics assemblies process the sensor data to produce thruster
conmmands in the various control modes. The thruster commands are
amplified by redundant valve-drive electronics for application to the0
thruster solenoids. Satellite spin is effected by the reaction wheel,
which has two redundant motors run by one of the redundant reaction wheel
electronic assemblies. The capability exists to use one or both motors
for reaction wheel run-up.

C16.2.4 Electrical Power and Distribution Subsystem

The primary objective of the power portion of the subsystem is to provide
adequate electrical power to all satell!ýte electrical equipment during all
operational phases.

The power subsystem is fully self-contained in that it supplies electribal
energy from bolar array and battery sources, is thermally integrated,
monitors its own operation, and provides signals for telemetry. It
provides onboard automatic control and commnand capability for override or
backup control. It also provides protection of the subsystem and other
selected spacecraft loads essential to mission success.
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The configured items comprising the power portion of the subsystem as
shown in Figures C16-8 and C16-9 are a solar cell array, three batteries,
a power control unit (PCU), five shunt element assemblies (SEA), the solar
array transient suppression assembly (SATSA), the array switching unit
(ASU), and 12 battery reconditioning discharge resistors and associated
circuitry. The same design characteristics for these components are
summarized in Table C16-1.

The solar cell array converts in:ident solar energy during periods of
illumination to electrical energy that is used to supply the satellite
loads and to recharge the batteries. During periods of launch, eclipse,

or peak power demand in excess of solar array capability, the batteries
supply all or part of the load, as required. While on the launch pad,
power is supplied by the Power and Ordnance Test Set until T-220, at which
time the inflight jumpers are installed and the spacecraft is on internal
power. The SATSA provides limiting of the solar array bus voltage to 42V
and filters high frequency oscillations in the solar array power, shunt,
and return lines. The ASU connects (or dicconnects) strings of solar
cells on the solar paddles and base panels to (or from) the primary bus
and return bus.

Since the solar array power capability at the required operating voltage
can exceed the demand, dissipative SEAs, which are controlled by the PCU,
are used to limit the array voltage. The maximum SEA dissipation occurs
under conditions of minimum spacecraft load and battery trickle charging
and maximum solar array output.

C16.2.5 Thermal Control Subsystem .(TCS)

The spacecraft is exposed sequentially to four periods.of differing
thermal environments: (1) on-stand, where fairing air conditioning is use
to maintain satisfactory component temperatures, (2) launch to satellite
separation, (3) from separation to earth acquisition, and (4) normal
orbit. The function of the thermal control system is to maintain all
spacecraft equipment within acceptable temperature limits throughout the
post-launch phases of the mission. This is accomplished pzimarily by
passive means using combinations of thermal hardware, including super
insulation, second surface mirrors, and thermal coatings.
Thermostatically controlled heaters are employed in a few locations to
achieve optimum operating temperatures or to prevent equipment damage or
propellant freezing during worst-case cold conditions. The worst-case
on-orbit cold condition occurs at equinox (430-Btu/hr/ft 2 solar
constant) with a maximum eclipse of 1.2 hours. The worst-case hot
condition occurs during winter solstice (445 Btu/hr/ft 2 ). A description
of the thermal envitonments following launch is continued in the
environmental specification, SYI-72.
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Table C16-1 -Electrical Power Confi!guration for Phase II Upgrade

Equipment

"a Solar Array

Number of Panels 20
Number of Cells 90,288
Type of Cells N-on-P;

2 x 2 cm
Cover Material 0.0006-inch fused silica or

ceria doped glass
Area 517 sq. ft
Weight 343 pounds (maximum)

"o Batteries

Number of Batteries 3
Type Nickel-cadmium
Cells per Battery 22
Capacity (each) 24 amp-hr
Size (each) 850 in.3 (11.9" x 8.7" x 8.2")
Weight (each) 53.0 pounds
Heater Control 45"F (thermal switch)

"o Power Control Unit

Primary Bus Control Low voltage limit at 31.4 + 0.2 Vdc
High voltage limit at 31.8 + 0.2 Vdc

Battery Charge Control Set 0o temperature limits for tickle
or full charge

Load Control Undervoltage at 24.0 + 0.5 Vdc
Size 570 in.3 (9.0" x 7.0" x 6.4")
Weight 10.9 pounds

"o Shunt Element Assembly

Number of Units 6
Maximum Total Shunt Power 432 Watts
Area (each) 1.0 ft2
Weight (each) 4.2 pounds

"o Solar Array Transient Suppressor Assembly

Number of Units 1
Size 12"L x 7"W x 2.25"H
Weight 3.4 pounds

"o Array Switching Unit

Number of Units 1
Size 9.55"L x 7.5"W x 7.5"W x 8.C"H
Weight 5.0 pounds
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Almost all spacecraft heat dissipating components are located in either
the main equipment compartment or the two RADEC II compartments. During
an orbit, the spinning satellite causes the compartments to assume all
attitudes with respect to the solar vector. To minimize the thormal

S'effects of such varying levels of solar irradiation, the external surfaces
of the compartments are completely covered with multilayer insulation
blankets, except for local radiating areas. These areas are covered with
second surface mirrors having high reflectivity. By appropriately sizing
the radiating areas, satisfactory temperature levels are established for
the compartments.

C16.2.6 Communication and Cotmnand Subsystem

The communication and command subsystem (CCS) transmits sensor mission
data and satellite housekeeping data to the ground stations, receives and
processes commands, and provides ranging signals for orbit determination.

C16.2.7 Ordnance Subsystem

Ordnance devices provide the following functionb:

Separation of the satellite from the booster system;
Deployment of the two high-gain antenna assemblies;
Solar paddle retention/release;
Deployment of the four oolar paddles;

The separation function uses a separation nut (128381). The two
deployment functions are accomplished by pin pullers (117720). Both
ordnance devic.', i.e., the separation nut and the pin-pullers, are
powered by the TRW pyrotechnic cartridge SP7210.

From a functional point of view, the ordnance devices are composed of
pyrotechnic-powered cartridges which, when triggered by an appropriate
electrical pulse, produce a self-sustaining chemical reaction whose
procucts actuate a mechanical device.

The ordnance devices used in the structure subsystem consist of the
separation nuts, the pin pullers, and their associated circuitry. The
purpose of the ordnance component is to actuace a separation system to
separate the satellite from the booster and a deployment system to deploy
two-high gain antenna assemblies and four solar paddles. All of these
functions take place in response to ordnance control circuitry.

The TRW ordnance control and firing circuits control the spacecraft
post-separation sequence by automatically activating the deployment
ordnance devices. As a backup, all ordnance functions may be activated by
ground command.
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C16.2.8 Separation Nut (Separation System)

This ordnance device is similar in design and function to the C117634
separation nut, which has performed successfully in the DSP, DSCS, P-74,
HEAO, and TDRSS programs. It is based on an improved design that
incorporates a sealed [ressure cavity and provides reduced shock to nearby
components.

C16.2.9 Shock Reduction

The sho'ck imparted to the surroundings via the mounting structure of this
separation nut is reduced by minimizing direct impact of moving parts on
adjacent structures, by compensating motion of internal parts, and by
using a relatively low pressure and a small free volume that results in
low piston velocities.

C16.2.10 Pin Puller (Deployment System)

This ordnance device has been used on the DSP program on previous
launches. The 117720 pin puller has performed successfully on all
previous launches of the DS' and the DSCS, P-74, HEAO, and TDRS. It is
based on a proven design that incorporates a dual cartridge (SP7210),
either of which will activate a piston so as to remove a pin from a clevis
or ocher mechanical fixture, thus releasing an assembly vital to
performance of the satellite.

The satellite components that require deployment after satellite
separation from the launch vehicle are the four restraining assemblies,
four solar paddles, and two high-gain'antenna assemblies. The deployment
system consists of torsion springs and pin puller assemblies.

C16.3 MISSION SCENARIO

Satellites 0005R and 0006R are contract itema (CIs) consisting of the SED
sensor segment, which detects IR sources to accomplish Mission A; the
RADEC segment, which accomplishes Mission B, and the spacecraft segment
which provides an orbiting platform for the sensor segments. Advanced
RADEC I is assembled with the SED sensor by AESC to form the SED Sensor
CI. RADEC II is assembled with the spacecraft by TRW to form the
spacecraft CI.

Satellites 0005R and 0006R are built to be launched on either the T3&D/IUS

or the T34D/Transtage. Satellites 0005R and 0006R are Phase II satellites
retrofitted with some multi-orbit-satellite/build-to-print (MOS/PIM)
features and modifications rnsulting from new requirements.

For further details see Transtage (TS) Upper Stago Vehicle Mission
Scenario.
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APPENDIX C17

GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS)

C17.n INTRODUCTION

The following data were extracted from the "SSD 83-D152-1 Phase 2 Accident
Risk Assessment Report for NAVSTAR Block II Production Satellite GPS-O013
and PAM-D II Upper Stage Cargo Element," Rockt'ell International, Satellite
Systems Division, approved by Eyman and Inokuchi, September 1984.

C17.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The Global Positioning System (GPS) provides navigational signals to the
navigation user community for the purpose of determining position,
velocity, and time. It also provides an orbiting platform and support for
IONDS Global Segment (IGS) payload operations.

The Space Segment (SS) consists of the aggregate hardware, software,
analyses, materials, services, and data required to design, develop,
produce, and test a satellite constellation supported by the Control
Segment (CS) and providing global navigation signals to the GPS User
Segment (US) and signal data to the IGS user subsegment. The SS
configuration includes the Space Vehicle (SV), Support Equipment (SE), and
Flight Support Computer Programs (FSCP). The SS functional areas are
identified in Figure C17-1. Two types of space vehicles may be on orbit
in the GPS constellation: Block I Navigation Development Satellites (NDS)
and Block II Satellites. This document describes the Block II Satellite
only, since Block I satellites are launched from expendable boosters.

The space vehicle consists of two payloads and supporting subsystems.

The spacecraft (configuration shown in Figures C17-2, C17-3, and C17-4) is
composed of the following subsystems:

a) Structures Subsystem
b) Thermal Control Subsystem (TCS)
c) Electrical Power Subsystem (EPS)
d) Attitude & Velocity Control Subsystem (AVCS)
e) Reaction Control Subsystem (RCS)
f) Orbital Insertion Subsystem (OS)
g) Telemetry, Tracking and Command Subsystem (TT&C)
h) L-Band Subsystem (L-Band)
i) Integrated Transfer Subsystem (ITS)

The payloads to be flown on and supported by the GPS spacecraft are:

a) Navigation Payload (NAV)
b) Global Burst Detector (GBD)
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C17.2 SYSTEMS DESCRIPTIONS. HAZARDOUS MATERIALS, SCHEMATICS

C17.2.1 Telemetry, Tracking, and Command (TT&C) Subsystem

This subsystem provides telemetry, tracking, command, and navigation
upload capabilities to support vehicle operations in conjunction with the
Air Force Satellite Control Facility (AFS2'7) and the Control Segment.

The TT&C S-Band antennas consist cf three 1,rna elements connected to
redundant transponders via the RF assenbl •.onical spiral/bicone
assembly ip mounted on an articulated deployacle mast that extends from
the forwartt bulkhead. Another conical spiral element is mounted on an
articulated deployable mast that extends from the aft bulkhead. Both
antennas are functionally operable in their stowed positions with reduced
pattern coverage. No space vehicle RF transmissions through these
antennas will occur during Shuttle countdown, ascent, and descent. Prior
to SV/PAM deployment, the TT&C transmitter will be enabled by Orbiter GPC
comnanding, via the PAM ASE, of the appropriate load control unit (LCU)
relay.

C17.2.2 L-Band Subsystem (LBS)

The L-Band subsystem will generate, amplify, and transmit radio signals at
the L1 , L2 , and L3 carrier frequencies. The subsystem consists of
three functional assemblies: (1) the navigation RF assembly (NFRA), (2)
the L3 transmitter assembly, and (3) the antenna assembly. This
subsystem is not activated during Orbiter ascent and descent. Inadvertent
operation is controlled by three independent inhibits, as are the TT&C and
ITS subsystems.

C17.2.3 Integrated Transfer Subsystem (ITS)

The integrated transfer subsystem provides for the radio transfer of data
between its equipped GPS Satellites. A single UHF antenna is used for the
transmitting and receiving functions. Since simultaneous transmit and
receive operations are not required, the antenna is switched between
transmitter output and receiver input by transmit/receiver switch in the
RF and Digital Unit (RFDU). The antenna is integrated into the navigation
Entenna and comprises a ring array of eight dipole elements and feed
network to provide a RHCP split-beam antenna pattern. The subsystem never
operates while the CE is in the Orbiter payload bay; therefore, it does
not pose a radiation hazard to STS operations.

C17.2.4 Ionizing Radiation Data

This section provides ionizing radiation (radioactive) source data for
identified reportable sources associated with operations to be conducted
at ESMC and/or KSC.

Phase 0/1/2 The Radiological Safety Analysis Summary and Radiation
Protection Plan for the Rubidium Frequency Standard CDRL 049A2 Contract
F04701-78-C-0153 is provided as radioactive source data for Rubidium-87.
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The cesium frequency standard (CFS) uses Cesium 133, which is a natural
and ?table (nonradioactive) source and does not emit radiation or thermal
energy. rn accordance with AFR 122-16, Nuclear Safety Review Procedures
for Space of Missile Use of Radioactive Sources, A Rad;iological Safety
Analysis Summary and Radiation Protection Plan are not required for Cesium
133.

The Department of the Air Force-Headquarters Air Force Systems Command
Aerospace Safety Division has granted Nuclear Safety Approval for NAVSTAR
Block II Satellites with Rubidium-87 physics packages to be placed in
Earth orbit aboard the Space Transportation System.

Requirements for radioactive sources to verify compliance with Eastern
Launch Site (ELS) data requirements will be provided at a later date. The
necessary forms required by the Radiation Protection Handbook, KHB i860.1,
and by ESMC Regulation 160-i will be provided during later submittals.
JSC Form 44, ionizing radiation source data sheet for space flight
hardware, will be prepared by the NAVSTAR Joint Program Office AFSC-SD/YE.

Each NAVSTAR Block II Satellite contains two Rubidium Frequency Standards
(See Fig. C17-5) manufactured by Collins Communication Systems Division
(CCSD), Rockwell international Corp, using a radic-tive physics package
supplied by Efratom Systems Corporation. This physics package includes
two glass cells which contain approximately 600 micrograms of Rubidium
metal vapor enriched in the isotope Rb-87. The lamp cell and its
resonance cavity cell contain approximately 300 micrograms each. The
thickness of glass used in the lamp cell and resonance cavity cell is 0.12
+ 0.03 cm. This is greater than the range of the beta particles emitted
by Rubidium-87 and will not therefore give rise to a beta radiation dose
outside the cell. The gamma ray dose at the face of the physics package
is less than 10-3 millirem per hour.

The worst-case potential hazard that could occur would be the release of
Rubidium-87 from both sets of the lamp and resonance cavity cells. The
amount of Rubidium-87 released would be less than a milligram (0.12
nanocuries).

The composition, probable chemical form, and fraction of permissible body
burden of the total activity that may be released is summarized below:

Probable
Radioactive Chemical Total % Maximum Permissible
Material Form Activity Burden for Total Body

Rubidium-87 Soluble 0.12 1.5 x 10-4

The maximum body burden is defined as that amount of an internally
deposited radioisotope which imparts the maximum permissible dose, 5000
millirem per year. The added dose due to human ingestion of the total
available Rubidium-87 activity would be:

8736 hrs/yr x 0.03 mr/hr x 100 a 5.24%
5000 mr/yr
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In the event of a worst-case potential hazard, the rubidium would probably
be released to the environment as a respirable oxide, and inhalation would
be the route of ingestion *ith long term deposition in the lung. This
could lead to proportionally higher exposure to lung tissues (maximum
retention a 12%) and decreased exposure to other body tissues. Rubidium
uptake mechanism in the body closely resembles that of potassium with a
slightly slower transport. The skeletal and heart muscles form the chief
store-house, followed by liver and gall bladder. Nonradioactive Rubidium
is not known to be toxic to humans. Muscle tissue may acrumulate Rubidium
up to concentrations of 20-60 pircent higher than those of potassium with
very little adverse effects on the body. Rubidium is present in nearly
all iron ores, in some mineral springs, and ij fairly abundant in food
elements, especially beans, barley, and soft tissue of most animals.

There is no conceivable event in which one person could receive an intake
of Rubidium-87 which is a sigvificant fraction of the annual limits if all
the lamp or resonance cavity cell& are broken and the released material is
inhaled-ingested. The internal radiation dose equivalent from intake of
Rubidium-87 as a consequence of damage to cells in the payload will be
negligible.

C17.2.5 Radiological Safety Data

The lamp cell and resonance cavity cell of the Rubidium Frequency Standard
contains a Group 1 silvery-white, soft, alkaline Earth Metal: rubidium,
ia which the radioactive Isotope Rubidium-87 has been enriched to about
601. The Rubidium-87 decays to stable Strontium-87 with the emission of a
beta particle. The following data summarize the pertinent parameters for
the radioisutope contained in the vehicle:

Maximum
Permissible Maximum Allowable

Emitted Half Burden in Occupational
Radiation Life Total Body* Concentrations*a

Radioisotope Decay Mode (vrs) (u ci) (u ci/mi)

Rubidium-87 B- 4.7x1010  200 In Air In Water
5xlO 3xlO--

*Permissible Dose for Internal Radiation; International Comnission
on Radiological Protection

Beta particles can penetrate the epidermis of the skin and irradiate the
radiation sensitive dermis layer of skin. The following shielding data,
based on U.S. Public Health criteria and on information by manufacturer of
GPS Rubidium Frequency Standard should be considered:
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Equivalent
Shielding for Half-Value

Maximum Complete Absorption Layer
Radioisotope Energy of Beta Particle Thickness

Rubidium-87 0.274 MeV 0.01 cm, Pb 0.002 cm*
0.05 cm, Glass**
0.1 cm, Tissue**
0.1 cm, AI*
80 cm, Air**

*U.S. Public Health criteria (Radiological Health Handbook, 1970
revised edition); minimum thickness of commercially available sheet
lead is 1/64 inches (0.40 mm.).

**Information furnished by Efratom Systems Corporation.

Beta radiation sources that are outside the body lead to exposure of the
skin. If taken into the body through inhalation or ingestion, they can
lead to exposure of the whole body. Dose equivalent limits for
occupational radiation exposure are:

Annual Dose
Equivalent Limit*

Organ _REMS)

Whole Body 5
Hands and forearms; feet 75

And ankles
Sk' of whole body 30

CFR 20;

C17.2.6 Special Range Safety Considerations

The Rubidium Frequency Standards contain an extremely small quantity of
radioactivit in the physics package and do not require dosimeters to be
worn by pers anel. The level of radioactivity at the face of the Rubidium
Frequency Standard is essentially undetectable by portable dosimeters.
Wipe test , a is not required, because no removable contamination would
be present on the sealed physics package. The probability of
leakage/release of radioactive material is remote.

The minor radioactive source contained in the physics package does not
present an external radiation hazard because of the limited quantity of
Category C Minor sources available. In the event of an uncontrolled
release of the isotope, a very minor local contamination and airborne
radioactivity might exist if the release occurred in a relatively small
volume. There is no significant radiobiological hazard associated with a
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release of the material on-pad or above the Earth. No unique or special
handling procedures of the Rubidium-87 minor radioact4ve source/frequency
standard is required.

A launch pad fire involving the liquid and solid fuel would create
temperatures near 50001F, which would vaporize the sources. The
Rubidium-87 will mix with the very large vapor cloud and move downwind.
The wide distribution of 120 picocuries within this vapor cloud will not
create a significant radiological health hazard. In fact, if all 120
picocuries were to be inhaled by one individual, it would be much less
than the maximum permissible body burden of 200 micocuries set by the
Inter•nationAl' Commission on Radiological Protection.

C17.2.7 Description of Minor Radioactive Sources

Rubidium-87 is incorporated into vehicle design as a source of ionizing
radiation required by the NAVSTAR'S navigation time - frequency standard
subsystem.

a. Radionuclide, mode of decay, and assoziated intensities and
energies:

Maximum
Radioisotope Decay Mode Half life (yrs) Eneriy

Rubidium-87 B- 4.7 x 1010 0.274 MeV
(decays to
stable
Strontium-87)

b. Activity:

Activity Loc WIN Total No. Total
Radioisotope per Source Freg Std Sources Radioactivity

Rubidium-87 0.030 Nanocuries Lamp Cell 2 0.06 Nanocuries

Rubidium-87 0.030 Nanocuries Resonance 2 0.06 Nanocuries
Cavity Cell

Total Activity 0.12 Nanocuries

c. Manufacturer: Efratom Systems Corporation

d. Source identification number: Efratom Model FRK-HM80
Rubidium-87

e. Cross-Sectional Sketch: See Figure C17-6
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F. Source holder and material or construction:

The Lamp Cell source holder is constructed of glass
0.05 + 0.02 cm thick.

The resonance cavity cell source holder is constructed of glass

0.12 + 0.03 cm thick.

g. Physical Form: Silvery-White-Colored Metal

h. Chemical Form: Group 1 Alkaline Earth Metal

i. Date, Type, and Result of Last Wipe Test: Not Applicable

J. Method of Sealing To Prevent Leaks: Glass Encapsulated

k. Radioisotope Location in Satellite: See Figure C17-7.

1. Type of Protective Cover Material: Not Applicable

m. Radioisotope Soluble in Water: Yes

C17.2.8 Propulsion Data

Two propulsion subsystems are identified for use on the space vehicle.
One is an orbital insertion subsystem (OIS), and the other is a reaction
control subsystem (RCS). The OIS will incorporate a solid rocket motor,
and the RCS will utilize liquid propellant hydrazine thrusters.

GPS Space Vehicle Ordnance System Data

"Manufacturer: Thiokol Corp, Elkton, Maryland
Item: Solid-propellant rocket motor - STAR 37XF
Part No: TE-M-714-8
NEW: 1795 lbs
Chemical Composition: TP-H-3340 propellant (89% HTPB)
DOD Class: 1.3C
DOT Class: Rocket Motor, Class B Explosive
RF Susceptibility: TBD

The STAR 37XF motor is located on the centerline of the Z axis within the
thruý;t cylinder and cone of the space vehicle structural body assembly.
The rocket motor provides the impulse at the transfer orbit apogee to
circularize the orbit, simultaneously providing a plane change of 25.05
degrees. The rocket motor is being developed as an apogee motor for the
Intelsat V spacecraft and incorporates an 89 percent solids HTPB
propellant in a high-strength titanium case and a submerged nozzle with
integral torodial igniter and carbon/carbon exit cone. The only
electrical power required by the rocket motor is for thermal control
heaters. (See Fig. C17-8).
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Autoignition sensitivity of the propellant is time and temperature
dependent. Instantaneous ignition will occur at temperatures above
500*F. Autoignition will not occur when exposed to temperatures of up to
2506F for up to eight hours.

Manufacturer: Thiokol Corp, Elkton, Maryland
Item: Igniters - S&A/ETA/TBI/Initiator/Toroidal Pyrogen
Part No: Model 2134A (S&A)
NEW: 1.5 grams (S&A Detonators Only)
Bridgewire resistance: 0.90 to 1.10 ohms
Max. Safe-No-Fire: I amp/l watt for 5 minutes
Minimum-Firet 5.0 amp
All-Fire: 3.5 amps 20 milliseconds
RF Susceptibility: TbD
DOT Class: Nozzle & Toroidal Igniter - Igniter, Rocket Motor,

Class B Explosive
Pyrogen Igniter TP-H-3174 Propellant - Propellant
Explosive (solid), Class B

DOD Class: Nozzle & Toroidal Igniter - 1.3C
Pyrogen Igniter TP-H-3174 Propellant - 1.3C

The safe and arm (S&A) device and motur ignition train are designed to
preclude any inadvertent ignition of the rocket motor propellant grain
caused by static electricity, human error, or lightning while the GPS
space vehicle is in the orbiter cargo bay. The S&A will be located on the
f -ward face of the aft space-vehicle bulkhead. The S&A contains all
Lagmentation from the igniter ignition and will not cause damage to
adjacent components. (See Fig. C17-9).

The S&A rotor assembly is powered by a 28-Vdc motor with an integral
planetary gear speed reduction unit. The rotational power of the ac motor
is transmitted to the output shaft through spur gears and a slip clutch.
If the motor is activated with the safety pin in place, the slip clutch
will prevent motor damage. The explosive rotor assembly, visual
indicator, and rotary switches are located on the output shaft. The
rotary switches control the electrical circuitry, including motor control,
remote monitoring, detonator circuit shorting, and firing signals. In the
safe position, the rotor assembly provides a physical barrier in the flow
path between the detonators and the explosive transfer assemblies (ETA).
When arming current is applied and the safety pin has been removed, the
output shaft rotates 90 degrees to align the rotor lead assembly with the
explosive train flow path. The S&A is remotely armed and safed
electrically. (See Fig. C17-10)

C17.2.9 Reaction Control Subsystem

The reaction control subsystem (RCS) shall be provided to effect the
required spacecraft maneuvers during the SV/PAM-D transfer orbit
operations, SV drift orbit operations, and SV on-orbit operations. The
RCS shall be a blowdown system using monopropellant hydrazine pressurized
by gaseous nitrogen. The subsystem shall consist of a
propellant/pressurant storage (PPS) assembly, a propellant distribution
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and control (PDC) assembly, and the rocket engine assembly module (REAM).
The PPS components consist of two propellant tanks, each equipped with
positive expulsion diaphragm, two propellant fill and drain valves, two
pressurant fill valves, and two temperature transducers. The PDC
components consist of two pressure transducers, two filters, and two
latching isolation valves. The REAM components consist of twenty 0.44N
(0.1 lbf) thrusters and two 22.2 N (5 lbf) thrusters, each equipped with a
temperature sensor, thruster valve heaters, and catalyst bed heaters.
(Fig. C17-11.)

C17.2.10 Interface Description

The interfaces of the cargo element are the GPS/PAM-DII interfaces and
interfaces with the GBD and STS Orbiter considering the present mission
planned for the GPS. The cargo element is comprised of:

PAI-DII (cradle, restraint mechanism, payload attach fitting, spintable
and expendable vehicle)

Global Positioning Satellite

Global Burst Detector

C17.2.11 Interface Control Drawings

The interface controls specify the flight vehicle interface agreements
among the contractors and agencies involved in the integrated program.
The effects of the design and operation of the airborne elements and
ground-based elements of the GPS/PAM-DII systems are contained in the
following documents:

Shuttle Orbiter/Payload Assist Module-DII (PAM-DII) Interface Control
Document (ICD) IDC-A-18413, dated 15 May 1984

Navstar GPS Space Vehicle/PAM-DII Interfaces, MH08-00004-600, dated 15 May

1984

GPS/Global Burst Detector (GBD) Interfaces (Block II), dated 22 August 1982

These documents serve as the instruments for contractuel control of the
Cargo Element interfaces.

C17.2.12 Interface Configuration

PAM-DII avionics is shown in Figure C17-12. Figure C17-13 depicts the
cargo element. It is the GPS, with GBD installed, mounted on the
PAM-DII. Figure C17-14 shows the integrated system with relation to the
thermal protection by the sunshield.

The interfaces of primary concern consist of a physical/mechanical
attachment at all interfaces and the associated loads therein; an
electrical/avionics interface concerned with ordnance systems, separation
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systems, electrical power and command discretea; a thermal interface; and
EIC interfaces. Of secondary concern are interfaces where ionizing
radiation, toxic materials, and flammable materials may be involved as
well as considerations for possible operator error.

C17.2.13 Global Burst Detector

The global burst detector (CBD) consists of an optical sensor (BDY), a
data processing unit (BDP) and either an x-ray sensor (BDX) or a dosimeter
(BDD). The system operates onboard a global positioning system (CPS). In
the configuration where the BDP, BDY, and BDX are connected, the GBD
detects nuclear events. In the configuration where the BDP, BDY, and BDD
are connected, the CBD detects background radiation and nuclear events.

The sensor outputs are processed, and the data is delivered to the IONDS
global segment (IGS) portion of the satellite by the BDP. The BDP also
accepts GPS timing signals from the satellite for time-tagglng the event
detection and formats the vent data for transmission by wae of the GPS L3
data link. In addition, 27-volt power, timing signals, discrete commands,
and other signals are received from the satellite. The GBD
state-of-health (SOH) information is input to the satellite PCM unit for
transmission on an S-Band telemetry link. Figure C17-15 defines the
interface between the GPS and the GBD.

C17.2.].4 Ignition of Flammable Materials

The GBD does not contain batteries or other energy sources which could
ignite flammable materials. In addition, the CBD is turned off at all
times while in the payload bay. Two faults would be required to turn the
GBD on and provide an ignition source.

C17.2.15 I nition of Flammable Atmospheres

There are no mechanical switching devices in the GBD that would provide
sparks or arcs. The system is off while in the payload bay.

C17.2.16 Radiation, Ionizing/Non-Ionizina

There is no source of ionizing or non-ionizing radiation in the GBD.

1. There are no transmitters in the GBD equipment.

2. There is no radioactive material in the GBD equipment.

C17.2.17 Venting of Sealed or Unsealed Components

Adequate venting is provided in the GBD electronic equipment enclosures.
All enclosures are contained within the GPS main structure.
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C17.2.18 Hazardous Voltage Sources

All sources of hazardous voltages are of extremely low current. Positive
barriers are provided for all circuits in the GBD, and, in addition:

I. The GBD is in the off condition during prelaunch, launch, ascent,
descent, and abort. A 27-volt power source is provided by the GPS
spacecraft through the load control unit. The following actions
are required by the Jround system to turn on the GBD:

LCU power to GBD must be turred on;
Magnitude command must be sent to the GBD (GND CMD);
NDU Power must be commanded on (GND CMD);
FSDU Power must be commanded on (GND CMD';
Frequency standard must be commanded on (GND CMD);

2. The 27-volt GPS input to the GBD is fused on the spacecraft side
with two medium-speed 2-amp fuses in parallel. This interface

limits the input current to a maximum of 4 amps. If the GBD were
commanded on while in the STS payload bay and a short existed in
the GBD, the maximum current would be carried by the #26 and #28
wire. This current would be insufficient to ignite the insulation
or to raise temperatures to 352'F.

C17.2.19 Toxic Materials

There are no toxic materials in the GBD.

C17.2.20 Ordnance

There is no ordnance in the GBD.

C17.3 MISSION SCENARIO

The GPS space vehicle has two missions. The first mission is to enhance
user performance by providing a worldwide signal environment which will
give three-dimensional position and velocity and time information to
suitably equipped users. The GPS accomplishes this mission through the
use of three segments, i.e., space segment, control segment, and user
Eegment. The Block II space vehicle's navigation payload and L-Band
subsystem provide the user segment with pseudorandom noise (PRN)
navigation signals on the primary (L 1 ) and secondary (L 2 ) frequency
bands.

The second mission is the nuclear burst mission. A nuclear detonation at
or above the Earth's surface is detected by the GBD mounted on the Block
II space vehicle. These data are processed in the burst detector
processor, chipped, encoded, then bi-phase modulated at 200 bps with the
navigation P(Y)-code and transmitted on the L3 carrier frequency of
1381.05 MHz to IGS user terminals. The IGS user terminal integrates the
detected burst data from four or more satellites to determine the Earth
location of the nuclear detonation.
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C17.3.1 GPS Production Space Vehicle Processing

The SV will arrive at the CCAFS skid strip aboard a 747 cargo airL raft
without the orbit insertion motor installed. The SV will then be
offloaded from the aircraft to a low-bed air-ride trailer and transported
to the NPF airlock where it will be unpacked, the shipping bag cleaned,
and the SV inspected for damage. If damage is detected, discrepancy
reports will be initiated and dispositioned before processing the SV. The
SV will then be moved into the SV checkout bay and connected to the GSE;
air conditioner cooling ducts will be installed; and batteries will be
charged in preparation for functional testing. The SV will then undergo a
postfactory f.nctional test, solar array illumination test, AFSCF
compatibility test, control segment test, pin puller test and connection
for flight, EED installation and verification, and OIS ordnance and safe
and arm device functional test. The SV batteries are reconditioned and
left discharged until delivery to the launch pad.

The Navstar Launch Base Processing Flow is shown in Figure C17-16.

C17.3.2 GPS Mission Phases

Fig. C17-17 defines the mission phases required to perform the
Shuttle-launched GPS mission. The beginning and ending events for each
mission phase and the associated time bases are defined in Figure C17-18.
The time base is used from time zero and shall be the means for
establishing the time performance of each event or sequence within a given
mission phase.

C17.3.3 Preflight Operation Phase

This phase begins when the SV arrives at the Eastern Space and Missile
Center (ESMC), initiating Time Base 1. This time base is a countdown
keyed with the Shuttle launch countdown operations. The SV and PAM are
either supplied from their respective production phases or are returned
from the Orbiter landing site after an aborted flight. The SV will
undergo checkout, servicing, and integrated checkout with the PAM cradle
at ESMC. The SV/PAM/ASE/Orbiter Interface will be verified,
containerized, and transported to the Shuttle launch pad, where it will be
installed into the Orbiter payload bay. SV status checks will be made
prior to payload bay door closure.

C17.3.4 Shuttle Ascent Phase

This phase begins with Orbiter payload bay door closure and initiates Time
Base 2. This time base is composed of two time segments: The first is
coincident with the Shuttle launch countdown and is terminated at solid
rocket booster (SRB) ignition; the second segment commences at SRB
ignition and is terminated when parking orbit insertion is achieved,
resulting in orbital maneuvering subsystem (OMS) engine cutoff.
Propellant for the main engines is loaded into the external tank (ET)
after the payload bay doors are closed, and the Shuttle vehicle is
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sequenced to launch status. First-stage ascent is accomplished under
thrust from both SRBs and the three main engines. Second-stage ascent
occurs under main engine power. The ET is separated after the delta-V
conditions have been realized and after the main engines shut down. The
OMS engines then provide thrust to insert the orbiter into the parking

orbit. Normal phase termination occurs at OHS engine cutoff. An aborted
flight can be initiated any time after SRB separation and before OHS
engine cutoff at parking orbit insertion. Return to launch site (RTLS) is
the first abort mode and will result in an Orbiter landing at KSC. Abort
onc.e around (AOA) is the second abort mode and will result in an Orbiter
landing at KSC. Abort to orbit (ATO) is the third abort mode and may
place the Orbiter in a lower orbit than the desired parking orbit.
Orbiter landing could occur at KSC, Edwards AFB, or Vandenberg AFB.

C17.3.5 SV/PAM/Orbiter Parking Orbit Operations Phase

This phase begins with the Orbiter OMS engine cutoff and initiates Time
Base 3. The Orbiter reconfigures for orbital operations by opening the
payload bay doors, initiating radiator cooling, and increasing electrical
power and cooling capability to onboard payloads as may be required.
SV/PAM status check and preparation operations will be conducted to
determine flight readiness using the STS communication network and
tracking and data relay satellite system (TDRSS) in conjunction with
onboard ASE control functions. The Orbiter will then cooperatively
maneuver to the attitude required for SV/PAM/Orbiter separation and SV/PAM
PKM ignition. The PAM spin table will then spin the SV/PAM to 75 + 3.75
rpm. The SV/PAM separation is initiated from the aft flight deck of the
Orbiter to fire a pyrotechnic separation device on the PAM cradle. The
SV/PAM is ejected from the PAM cradle under a spining load to terminate
the phase. An aborted flight can be initiated prior to SV/PAM Orbiter
separation. Orbiter landing could occur at KSC, Edward AFB, or Vandenberg
AFB.

C17.3.6 SV/PAM Transfer Orbit Operations Phase

This phase begins with SV/PAM Orbiter separation and initiates Time Base
4. The SV/PAM is spin-stabilized about its PKM thrust axis upon leaving
the Orbiter and is oriented in the attitude required for the transfer
orbit injection burn. The orbiter will perform a series of maneuvers in
accordance with the NASA PAM separation sequence to obtain a safe
separation distance. The PAM PKM will be fired when the programmed
orbital point has been achieved and will thrust until burnout to inject
the SV/PAM into an elliptical transfer orbit having an apogee altitude
close to the operational orbit altitude. SV PAM separation will be
commanded via the PAM sequencer following the PAM PKM burnout. The SV
will continue its flight in the spin-stabilized mode. The SV will undergo
an inversion procession maneuver to generally align the OIS motor axis
with the expected drift orbit insertion thrust vector. The SV-attitude
and transfer-orbit state vectors will be determined by the AFSCF and trim
maneuvers performed as necessary to accurately align the OIS motor axis
with the required orbital insertion thrust vector. The AFSCF will preform
state-of-health (SOH) checks and maintenance as required.
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C17.3.7 SV Drift Orbit Insertion Phase

This phase begins near apogee when the SV OI3 motor is commanded to fire
and initiates Time Base 5. The OIS motor thrusts to burnout to insert the
SV into the initial drift orbit. The AFSCF will monitor the orbit
insertion delta-V for satisfactory performance.

C17.3.8 SV Drift Orbit Operations Phase

This phase begins when the SV OIS burn is complete or when the decision is
made to make an on-orbit storage vehicle operational and initiates Time
Base 6. The SV, under control of the AFSCF, shall be despun about its Z
axis, in increments, to a rate of approximately 25 rpm, (not applicable
for on-orbit storage vehicles). If the angle of sun incidence on the
stowed solar array panels does not provide adequate power and thermal
control, the SV will then be precessed toward a more favorable attitude.
A drift orbit correction maneuver (or maneuvers) may be necessary to
correct for any PAM burn errors so that the final drift orbit will
coincide with the desired drift orbit. A "horizontal" precession maneuver
will be performed, as required, prior to any drift orbit correction
maneuvers to modify SV attitude for correct delta-V fire alignment. The
delta-V is performed with :ontinuous firing of one five-pound thruster.
The SV will then be processed, if required, such that the +Z axis will be
nadir pointing at the planned time for Earth acquisition. Following this
nadir maneuver, the SV will be despun, in multiple steps, to a final rate
of approximately 1.2 rpm. The pitch and roll thrusters will be enabled
and controlled by the combined Earth sensor (CES) control from
spin-stabilized to two-axis-stabilized and thus effect "Earth
acquisition." The -Y solar array wing will be deployed, and the SV
rotation about the yaw axis will be stopped under control of the solar
array boom-mounted yaw sun sensor. This will result in the vehicle being
3-axis stabilized, with the -Y solar array wing continuously tracking the
sun under the control of its pitch sun sensors. Electrical power will be
applied to the navigation payload and L-band subsystem heaters and a
portion of the NAV payload equipment to thermally stabilize certain
circuits. The +Y solar array wing will then be deployed and continuous
tracking of the sun commenced. The L1 and L2 portion of the L-band
subsystem and the remainder of the NAC payload will be powered up. An
initialized NAV message shall be commenced on the Ll and L2 RF
downlinks. Jet controls will be deac'ivated, leaving autonomous attitude
control of the SV to reaction wheels and commandable magnets. The AFSC
Camp Parks Facility may be used to evaluate the Ll and L2 RF
parameters for comparison with the S-band NAV telemetry received at the
STC. Following this series of events, the AFSCF will relinquish control
of the SV to the Control Segment.

C17.3.9 SV Operational Phase

This phase begins with the transfer of SV control from the AFSCF to the
control segment and initiates Time Base 7. Once the CS has received the
SV orbital parameters from the AFSCF, the monitor stations will acquire
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the SV L1 and Lo downlinks for transmission to the CS. The CS will
use the data received from the MSs to continue NAV performance evaluations
and make any necessary NAV adjustments. The S-band SGLS shall be used to
uplink commands and data. The CS will preform the necessary station
acquisition delta-V maneuvers to place the SV into the final, on-station,
operational orbit and will continue all orbit maintenance operations. The
NAV payload will then be uploaded, placed into operation, and the GBD will
be made operational. The GBD will undergo a less-than-one-week period of
sensor trigger level adjustment and a characterization of sensor
response. The expected L3 transmission time for these operations will
be less than 10 minutes per day. Normal GBD operating time will be
approximately five minutes per day following the calibration period. The
SV will be able to support GBD operation for a maximum of 2 hours per
day. The L3 link will be monitored by the IGS control subsystem
co-located with the GPS control segment. The CS will check the SV health
and status and perform all SV on-orbit maintenance operations. The AFSCF
may be required to periodically perform and/or monitor S-band SOH supports
on each SV to maintain the proper level of SV knowledge and operational
proficiency necessary to perform contingency operations should the CS
require assistance in the support of an ailing SV. The AFSCF will retain
the backup capability to reset and upload NAV messages to the SV.

C17.3.10 Orbiter Descent Phase

This phase begins when the abort or deorbit decision is made and initiates
Time Base 8. The Orbiter reconfigures for deorbit, when parking orbit
operations are terminated, by decreasing electrical power and cooling
capability to onboard payloads, initiating flash evaporator cooling, and
closing the payload bay doors. The orbiter performs the deorbit delta-V
and then orients to the atmospheric entry attitude. The atmospheric
entry, terminal area energy management, and approach and landing subphases
are used to control the orbiter vehicle on an entry profile to reduce the
entry velocity and land at the designated landing site. This phase is
terminated when the orbiter vehicle landing rollout is complete.

C17.3.11 SV/PAM/Orbiter Post-Landing Operations Phase

This phase begins when the orbiter vehicle landing rollout is complete and
initiates Time Base 9. The landing site for nominal and abort flights
will be KSC, or Vandcni.erg AFB, or Edwards AFB for flight safety and
logistical reasons. Post-landing operations will be performed in
accordance with an operational timeline. Orbiter and SV/PAM post-landing
secure operations will be performed as necessary. The Orbiter vehicle
will be placed on external electrical power and cooling shortly after
landing and towed to a closed area. The payload bay doors will be opened
using ground support equipment. The SV and PAM will be safed, then slings
will be attached to the PAM cradle. The PAM ASE or the SV/PAM ASE will
then be hoisted out of the payload bay and inerted into a protective
shipping canister. The loaded canister will then be transported to either
Seal Beach or the ESMC facility for processing for the next mission.
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C17.3.12 On-Orbit Storage Operations Phase

Certain space vehicles may be placed into on-orbit storage in each of the
six operational orbiý planes to foreshorten the response time for
replacing a vehicle that has failed. These vehicles may remain in orbital
storage for as long as 2.5 years before their operational activation.
On-orbit storage vehicles will be spin stabilized, their solar arrays will
remain in the stowed position, and they will be monitored and maintained
on a periodic basis.

Subphase operations for this phase commence after the SV OTS burn is
complete. Despin to 25 rpm, attitude and orbit determination, and
horizontal maneuver operations are identical with those defined for the SV
drift orbit operations phase.

Vehicles selected for placement as on-orbit spares will be identical to
operational vehicles. The mission operations for a spare SV will be
identical with the normal deployment up to the time of drift orbit
insertion. The initial drift orbit of the SV will not be corrected by DOC
maneuvers until the SV is brought out of storage and is assigned to a
specific location within its orbital plane.

Following the AFSCF checkout, the SV control will be transferred to the
Cs, which will maintain the vehicle until activation to operational status
is desired. During this maintenance period the SV AVCS will be
deactivated, and attitude control will be maintained by spin stabilization
and passive mutation damping., SV configuration during the storage period
is identical to the launch configuration except that the TT&C S-band
telemetry system is enabled for the automatic turn on/off (ATO) mode of
operation.
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APPENDIX C18
P80-1 SPACE VEHICLE SYSTEM

(INCLUDING ION AUXILIARY PROPULSION SYSTEM (IAPS))

C18.0 INTRODUCTION

The following data were extracted from the Annotated Bibliography
Documents, Ref 024 (August 1984, update), and Ref 043 (June 1983, Rev. B,
update). Also used were data from the P80-1 program, Formal Training
Space Vehicle Syste:,, Overview Document, Rockwell International, Satellite
Systems Division, Feb. 1985.

C18.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The P80-1 Space Vehicle System, consisting of a spacecraft and required
Airborne Support Equipment (ASE), has been developed and prepared by the
United States Air Force to meet Space Transportation System (STE) safety
requirements. It will be launched aboard the Space Shuttle from the NASA
Eastern Launch Site. See Figures C18-I, C18-2, C18-3, C18-4, and C18-5.

C18.2 SYSTEMS DESCRIPTIONS, HAZARDOUS MATERIALS, SCHEMATICS

C18.2.1 Structures

Major P80-1 structures include the ASE cradle, propulsion modu]a, the
spacecraft, and associated experiments.

C18.2.2 Propulsion Subsystems

Orbi ajection Subsystem (Propulsion Module) - This system injects P80-1
into final orbit. See Figures C18-6 through C18-10.

C18.2.3 ldydrazine Reaction Control (HRC) System

The function of the HRC system shown in Figure C18-11 is to provide
control during orbit injection system burn.

C18.2.4 Cold Gas Reaction Control System

The cold gas reaction control system shown in Figures C18-12 and C18-13
provides 3-axis attitude control after Orbiter separation through on orbit
reaction wheel turn on. It consists of two tanks which contain 10 pounds
of GN2 each, at 3700 psi.

C18.2.5 Electrical Power Subsystem (EPS)

The electrical power subsystem (EPS) shown in Figures C18-14 and C18-15 is
comprised of components that store energy (batteries) and charge (solar
arrays) and that control and distribute power. The EPS functions are the
following:
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1. Spacecraft Fowe7 Requirements
- Solar Array Power Generation
- Battery Energy Storage for Eclipse and Peak Power Requirembnts
- $us Voltage Control
- fault Protection, Switching, and Distribution to Loads

2. Special Power Raquirements
- 51-90 Vdc to lAPS Experiment

o %O Mode A, 30% Mode B, 10% Mode C
O 7-10 Days Cuntinuous Operating Capability for One Thruster

3. Special Control Functions
- E•IV Power Control (On in Eclipse, Off in Sunlight-with Override)
- Sun Safe Indication of Sunlight on Array

4. Safing, Arming, and Firing Circuitry for Electroexplosive Devices
and Non-Kxplosive Initiators

5. Airborne Support Equipment Electrical Ftuctions
- Battery Energy Storage
- Fault Protection, Switching, and Distribution
- Display and Control Panel Capability
-- Deployment EED Safing, Arming, and Firing

C18.2.6 Attitude Control and Determination Subsystem (ACD$)

The ACDS provides for attitude sensing, logic, and control to maintain
satellite orientation and provide rate-of-chango information.

C18.2.7 Telemetry, Trackina, and Command (TT&C) Subsyrteis

The TT&C subsystem provides telemetry, tracking, and command functions to
support the operations.

C18.2.8 Thermal Control Subsystem (TCS)

The TCS maintains all components within their prescribed tempetature
limits. It has the following elements: coatings and paint, insulation,
and heaters.

C18.2.9 Airburne Support Equipment (ASE)

The ASE for the P80-1 cargo element consiits of the satellite support
structure and a control panel in t2t Orbiter aft flight deck, all of -hich
remain with the Orbiter dfter spececraft separation.

C18.2.10 ION Auxiliary PropulsiontSysem (IAPS)

The UAPS experiment is a mercury ion th;:uster system. Two units, mounted
on the spacecraft, each contain about 19 pounds of mercury at -15 pain.
The UAPS is built by Hughes Aircraft Compary. (See Figures C18-16 through
C18-19).
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C18.2.11 IAPS System Configuration

As delivered to the spacecraft contractor, the lAPS Experiment consists of
a number of Hughes-furnished items, which have been installed in two
Rockwell-furnished lAPS Module structures. One of these structures is to
be mounted on the -Z surface of Lhe P80-1 spacecraft, and the other is to
be mounted on the -X surface. Each module contains a mercury feed
system. Each mercury feed system, as shown schematically by Figure 1,
includes a mercury reservoir, a pressure transducer, a solenoid-operated
bi-stable latching valve, and a mercury feed line. The spherical portion
of the reservoir (Item (1)) and the feed line (Item (II)), up to the
closed latchi.g valve (Item (8)), contain mercury. This volume of mercury
is under a lower pressure (35 psia) resulting from the gaseous nitrogen
pressurant (Item (4)) in the gas pressure shell of the mercury reservoir
(Item (5)). The pressurant is introduced through the gas fill/vent valve
(Item (6)). A pressure transducer (Item (7)) is provided to monitor
mercury feed system pressure during ground operations and during in-orbit
operation. By means of a mechanical joint (Item (9)) the mercury feed
system connects to the inlet fitting of the thruster, gimbal, beam shield
unit.

C18.2.11.1 IAPS Mercury Tanks - Two mercury reservoirs are used on the
IAPS flight experiment. Each has ar. approximate volume of 80 in. 3

(0.064 ft. 3 ), of which 48% (approx. 38.4 in. 3 ) is occupied with
mercury. The remaining 41.6 in. 3 is filled with pressurant gas (100%
N2).

The Propellant Tank operates at 35 psia (20.3 psig) maximum, and has been
proof-tested to 50 psig, 2.46 times the maximum operating pressure. Burst
pressure calculations for the reservoir indicate the minimum turst
pressure to be 559.7 psi.

This assessment indicaces that the IAPS mercury tanks do not present a
hazard from to explosion/implosion and/or debris due to the ascent/descent
depressurization/repressurization of the Orbiter.

All lAPS containers were determined to have a minimum safety factor of
2.5. Structural collapse of the IAPS containers considered the containers
as evacuated. The containers were considered unpowered during ascent, on
orbit, and during an aborted landing, therefore not performing a safety
critical function and not presenting a hazard to the Orbiter.

None of the !APS containers analyzed are consilered sealed containers,
none contain safety-critical inhibit circuits, and none contain fluids
which can present a hazard to the Orbiter. Upon venting, the gases
expelled are the normal atmospheric constituents.

This assessment indicates that no IAPS-supplied container will present a
hazard from exploaion/implosion or debris due to the ascent/descent
depressurization/repressurization cycle of the Orbiter. This structural
design analysis indicates that there are no failure modes in these mission
phases.
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C1.8.2.11l.2 Background Information (Mercury) - Some potential hazard exists
because of the elemental mercury contained within the IAPS experiment (8.6
Kg in each of two reservoirs). However. because the design of the
equipment and the manner in which it is to be handled and tested, the
probability of this potential hazard becoming a reality is extremely low
if handling, assembly, and test operations are conducted with reasonable
care. Mercury is a metal that Is liquid at room temperature. It is
silver in color and extremely heavy. For comparison, a gallon of mercury
weighs approximately 112.8 lb, while a gallon of water weigh-
approximately 8.3 lb. Table C18-1 summarizes properties of mercury.

As temperature increases, the mercury vapor pressure increases. The vapor
pressure of mercury is more than doubled by each 10*C increase in local
temperature. The amouni of vapor produced varies directly as the surface
area, if all other conditions remain constant.

In still air, the heavy vapor formed at. the surface of the liquid collects
close to the exposed mercury surface and opposes further vaporization. In
this case, the mercury vapor concentration near the exposed liquid mercury
surface would be high (at or near saturation), while the concentration
just a few inches above the surface would be at or near zero. In the
presence of convective air currents, the vapor concentration--at any given
location--would be substantially lower than saturated conditions, but the
contaminating vapors would be disseminated over a much larger volume.

Clean mercury is readily divided into globules, but these globules
coalesce whet' brought together again. On the other hand, mercury soiled
by grease and dust will divide into minute globules which do not
coalesce. The resulting separate particles are so minute that they cannot
be seen with the naked eye, and the mass assumes A dull grayish color. A
comparatively small amount of mercury (in an almost invisible state of
subdivision) may present an exposed surface equivalent to that of a large
mass of mercury coalesced in a dish or a pan. The vapor has neither taste
nor odor to give warning of it's presence.

It has been determined that prolonged exposure to mercury vapor
concentrations of no more than 0.05 milligrams of mercury per cubic Witer
of air will not result in any health hazard to personnel. Brief exposures
to higher concentrations are not injurious, but poisoning May occur in
workers exposed to concentrations above 0.05 mg/rn3. In addition to
inhalation of mercury vapor in air, exposure may result from inhalation of
a mist of the metal or from liquid mercury being absorbed directly through
the skin or being ingested.

Paragraph 5.4.3.7 of MIL-STD-25886A (USAF), mercury and many compounds
containing mercury can cause accelerated stress cracking of aluminum and
titanium alloys.
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Table C18-1 Properties of Mercury

Chemical Formula Hg

Flammability Nonflammable, but mercury forms
explosive combinations with ammonia and
with nitric Lcid and ethanol.

Odor None

Natural State at Normal Liquid
Temperatures aad Pressures

Molecular Weight 200.61

Specific Gravity 13.534 at 250C

Boiling Point 357.3°C

Melting Point -38.9°C

Vapor Pressure 0.000775 mw at 10C
0.00182 mm at 20*C
0.00407 mm at 30*C

At 25*C and 760 mm Hg 1 ppm of vapor: 0.0082 mg/liter
I mg/l: 121.5 ppm

Solubility Insoluble in water; soluble in
inorganic acids.

Corrosiveness Mercury is not considered corrosive in
the ordinary sense. However, many
metals dissolve in or amalgamate with
mercury.
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C18.3 MISSION SCENARIO

The flight operations for the P80-1 program are addressed in the DOD-STS
P80-1 Mission Plan, SAMSO-LV-0032, dated October 1982. The following-4
paragraphs provide a summary of operations. Mission Overview is shown in

Figure C18-20.

During the prelaunch terminal countdown, the health of the P80-1 and the
STS are verified. The P80-i is powered off during ascent; therefore no
P80-I. statue Lelemetry is available. Following verification of a safe
park orbit, the Orbiter GPCs are reconfigured to the OPS-2, the on-orbit
configuration.

Once the SSV is on station, P80-1 deployment operations can begin as
summarized below:

The payload bay doors are opened and thermal radiators activated
approximately 01:15 mission elapsed time (MET). Accomplishment of these
two sequences is critical to avoid a mission abort contingency due to
Orbiter payload by heating constraints.

The crew then performs an IMU alignment, and the Orbiter Ku-Band antenna
is deployed on a non-interference basis of P80-1 for potential contingency
operations. The Ku-band system wi3l nominally remain off until P80-1 is
TBD ft away from the Orbiter. It is assumed that the orbiter is now in an
RCS attitude hold. Therefore, tracking of the coherent S-band Doppler via
TDRS generates meaningful orbit-determination data for resetting of the
PS0-1 onboard clock. Power is applied to P80-1 via the Orbiter AFD panel
approximately 01.48 IET. A TT&C clock reset is performed at 01:50 MET.

At approximately 01:51 MET, the P80-I predeployment checkout is initiated
via a pass over TCS.

A final "Go for deployment" is received at 04:45 MET, and at 05:15 MET the
deployment sequence is initiated. Physical separation is accomplished at
05:17 MET with separation springs providing a minimum separation velocity
of 1.0 ft/sec. P80-1 enables a cold-gas attitude control system to arrest
any satellite tipoff rates during deployment.

Approximately five minutes after deployment, the Orbiter performs a
separation maneuver (approximately 29 ft/sec) to provide a safe separation
distance within 45 minutes from deployment.

After verification of the separation maneuver, full operational control of
PS0-1 is assumed by the AFSCF. The P80-1 PIM enable is sent via ground
command (NHS) at 06:23 MET for a perigee btrn at C6:L3 MET. At. 06:35 MET
the Orbiter maneuvers to a preferred orientation to minimize particulate
damage to the Orbiter; Following the P80--1 perigee burn, the Orbiter
resumes on-orbit activities.
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APENDIX C19
SGALILEO SPACECRAFT AND ULYSSES SPACECRAFT

.V C19.0 Inroducton

'The following data were extz-acted from the National STS Program Document
"Space Shuttle Data for Planetary Mission Radioisotope Thermoelectric
Generator (RTG) Safety Analysis," JSC 08116, Feb 15, 1985, NASA, L.B.
Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas 77058.

The Galileo and Ulysses spacecraft, which are scheduled to be flown on the
Space Transportation System, carry Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generators
(RTCs) to provide el ctrical power for their respective planetary
missions. RTGs pos' a potentially haxardous condition in the event of a
catastrophic explosion of the vehicle and its payload (Centaur) during
applicable phases of the mission.

The mission goal is to obtain more detailed scientific data on Jupiter and
its satellites. To obtain such data, a Jovian Orbiter and a Jovian
atmospheric probe will be used, both being parts of the Galileo
spacecraft. The overall scientific objectives of the Galileo mission are
to conduct comprehensive investigations of the Jupiter planetary system by
making in situ and remote measurements of the planet, its environment, and
its satellites. Close-up study of the planet and its principal satellites
will greatly extend our knowledge of the role of the Jovian system in the
complex and analogous relationships existing between the Sun aid its
planetary system.

C19.1 GALILEO SPACECRAFT GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The Galileo spacecraft (S/C) consists of a Jovian Orbiter and an
atmospheric probe and weighs over 2500 kg; it is mounted atop a Centaur
upper stage. Figure C19-1 shows the Galileo Shuttle launch
configuration. The grosa weight of the vehicle, with a maximum 65,000-lb
payload, is nearly 4.5 million lbs. Figure C19-2 depicts the S/C in its
stowed configuration; Figure C19-3 depicts the S/C in its cruise
configuration. Separation of the spacecraft (S/C) from the Centaur occurs
shortly after the Centaur burn, which impels the S/C from Earth orbit
toward Jupiter. The S/C is controlled by the Orbiter during the cruise to
Jupiter. During this cruise, both status telemetry and occasional probe
checkouts are powered by the Orbiter. The probe and Orbiter remain an
integral unit until about five months before arrival at Jupiter, when the
probe begins to operate on iLs own internal power just prior to separating
from the Orbiter.

C19.2 ULYSSES GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The UlyssesI (ULS) mission is a joint effort by European Space Agency (ESA)
and NASA. The European contribution to the ULS consists of the provision
and operatioa of the spacecraft and about half of the experiments. NASA
will be responsible for providing the launch by the STS/Centaur, the
remaining experiments along with the RTG, and mission support using the
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DSN. The primary scientific objectives of the ULS are to investigate, as
a function of solar latitude, the properties of the solar corona, the
solar wind, the structure of the sun-wind interaction, the heliospheric
magnetic field, solar and non-solar cosmic rays, solar radio bursts and
plasma waves, and the interstellar/interplanetary neutral gas and dust.
Secondary science objectives of the mission include interplanetary physics
during the initial Earth-Jupiter or ecliptic phaso and measurements of the
Jovian magnetosphere during the Jupiter flyby phase.

Although the original ULS plans included both a European and a NASA
spacecraft, subsequent cancellation of the latter has left the European
entry as the sole surviving spacecraft. This spacecraft is illustrated in
Figure C19-4.

Prominent characteristics of the spin-stabilized spacecraft are the large
diameter (1.65 m) parabolic High Gain Antenna (HCA) -M top oi the
spacecraft, the RTG, the 5.5-meter radial boom that provides an
appropriate environment in terms of electromagnetic cleanliness for
certain experiments, and the 7.5-meter-long axial boom. The body of the
spacecraft contains all of the subsystems and science instruments with the
exception of those experiment sensors mounted on the 5.5-meter boom. All
internally mounted units are carried on a honeycomb center panel that also
supports the hydrazine fuel tank. In general, the experiments that are
more sensitive to nuclear radiation are mounted on the portion of the
spacecraft farthest from the RTG, while the less sensitive subsystems are
nearer to it.

Mass properties and balance of the spacecraft have been a driver in the
design. Requirements on the launch configuration and for the HGA pointing
are met. The spin axis of the launch configuration is the geometric
centerline Z-axis of the spacecraft. The electrical axis of the HGA will
be aligned with the theoretical orbital spin axis. The tilt angle of the
principal axis with maximum inertia has been minimized (0.10 degrees half
cone). In order to ensure quasi-omnidirectional coverage for at least
near-Earth operations, two low-gain antennae (LGA) have been chosen to
complement the HGA.

C19.3 GALILEO SYSTEMS DESCRIPTIONS, HAZARDOUS MATERIALS, SCHEMATICS

The design of the Galileo Orbiter is based on experience gained with
several previous satellite and planetary spacecraft programs. Table C19-1
presents the Orbiter subsystem design base.
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Table C19-1' Orbiter Subsystem Design Base

Subsystem Design Base

Engineering

Structures Mariner/Voyager/New

Antennas Voyager/TDRSS

Radio Frequency Voyager

Modulation/Demodulation Voyager

Power/Pyrotechnics Voyager/Modified Viking

Control and Data New/Voyager

Attitude Control New/Modified Voyager

Propulsion Symphonie

Temperature Control Voyager

Data Storage IRAS

Mechanical Devices New/Voyager

0- Science

Payload Voyager/Maiiner Venus
Mercury/lelio/New
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C19.3.) Galileo Description

The Galileo Orbiter (Fig. C19-3) is a dual-spin spacecraft. Part of the
3pacecraft will be three-axis stabilized to provide a steady base for the
remote-sensing instruments. These instruments must be precisely pointed.
The despun section carries its related electronics. The main portion of
the Orbiter will spin at three revolutions per minute to provide stability
and to allow its instruments to continuously sweep the sky to make their
measurements. The spun sertion contains both the high- and low-gain
antennas, the RPM for all propulsive and attitude maneuvers, the nuclear
power sources, most of the electronics, most of the command and data
equipment, an, the fields and particles science instruments.

The RPM is being built by Messerschmitt-Bolkow-Blohm GmbH near Munich,
Federal Republic of Germany, and is managed by Deutsche
Forschungsund-Versuchsanstalt fur Luft-und Raumfahrt e.V (DFVLR), a German
research agency under the aegis of the German Ministry for Research and
Technology. The RPM has one 400-newton engine and two clusters of
10-newton thrusters that are used for attitude control and the smaller
propulsive maneuvers. Because of minimum burn size and total wetted
lifetime constraints, the 400-newton engine will be used only for the
deflection maneuver lfter probe release, orbit insertion, and the perijove
raise maneuver. Interplanetary maneuvers will be performed using the
10-newton thrusters.

Galileo will use a 4.8-meter-diameter (16-foot) furl. •Il antenna to
communicate with Earth. This antenna is sinmilar to the one developed for
NASA's Tracking and Data Relay Satellites. A small (i-meter) relay
antenna will ride on the despun portion of .the Orbiter to receive data
from the probe for relay to Earth.

Since Jupiter is too far from the Sun for solar cells to provide eraough
electrical power, Galileo will use radioisotope thermoelectric generators
(RTGs) similar to those flown on the two Voyagers. These nuclear power
sources are developed by General Electric Company for the U.S. Department
of Energy.

The despun section of the Orbiter carries four remote-sensing
instruments: a solid-state imaging system, a near-infrared mapping
spectrometer, a photo-polarimeter radiometer, and an ultraviolet
spectrometer. They are mounted on a scan platform attached to the despun
section. Five instruments--a magnetometer, instruments to study plasma,
energetic particles, plasma waves, and a dust detector--ride, the spinning
section of the Orbiter, most o! the instruments mounted on a single boom.
In addition, the spacecraft radio is used to perform celestial mechanics
and radio wave propagation experiments. The purpose of each of the
instruments mentioned is given in Table C19-2. Seven of the nine
instruments are extremely sensitive to contamination and, therefore, have
protective covers that are latched during launch. Six of these
instruments use bellows actuators for unlatching (the star scanner
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Table C19-2 Orbiter Scienci Investigaticns

Instrument Name Objectives
Remote Sensing Instruments

Solid Stage Imaging (SSI) Image Jupiter and its
satellites for studies of
atmospheric dynamics and
physical geology.

Near Infrared Mapping Study mineralogy of satellite
Spectrometer (NIMS) surfaces and morphology and

structure of Jovian clouds.

Photopolarimeter Radiometer Study photometric and thermal
(PPR) properties of satellite surfaces

and cloud and haze properties
in Jovian atmosphere.

Ultraviolet Spectrometer (UVS) Study composition and structure
of high neutral atmosphere of
Jupiter and Galilean satellites.

Fields and Particles Instruments

Magnetometer (MAG) Study magnetic field of Jupiter
and search for magnetic fields
associated with the satellites.

Plasma (PLS) Study Jovian plasma.

Plasma Wave (PWS) Study time-varying electric and
magnetic waves in the Jovian
plasma.

Energetic Particles Detector Measure detailed ensrgy and
(EPD) angular distribution of protons,

electrons, and ions.

Dust Detector (DDS) Study physical and dynamical
properties ef small dust
particles in the Jovian
environment.

Radio Science (RSS)

Celestial Mechanics Study the space environment and
gravity fields of Jupiter and
its satellites.

Radio Propagation Study structure of atmospheres
of Jupiter and satellites by use
of radio signals from Orbiter
and probe.
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uses the same concept), while the seventh uses a -',,3 pellet. Although
most covers give little concern in case of premature release, they are all
designed to be two-fault tolerant. Single-watt radioisotope heater units
(RHU), used throughout the spacecraft (105 total), also are used in
several of the instruments (Fig. C19-5). The energetic particles detector
also contains several small radioisotope calibration sources. The only
other potential hazard that the instruments might impose results from the
use of high voltages in four of the instruments. These instruments are
not operated during the launch phase.

C19.3.2 Orbiter Communications Subsystem

Commands are received via an S-Band transponder, and telemetry is returned
to Earth using either a 10/30-watt S-Band Traveling '4ave Tube Amplifier
(TWTA), or a 10/22-wat.t X-Band TWTA. The S-Band system can use either the
Low-gain antenna or the high-gain antenna, while the X-Band operates only
over the high gain antenna. The S-Band transmitter is turned on after
separation from the Shuttle orbiter. During the Centaur burn, the
high-gain antenna's 4.8-meter reflector is in a folded condition,
enveloping the high-gain feed system. The nonexplosive initiators (NEI)
and the motor required for release of the r 'lector are controlled by the
Orbiter CDS and are not operated until after the Centaur burn. Both the
motor and the NEI are designed to be two-fault tolerant against premature
activation.

C19.3.3 Command and Data Subsystem (CDS)

The CDS is an active, red:'ndant microprocessor-based system with a total
of 176K words of memory that uses data buses for interaction with other
engineering subsystems, the science instruments, and the probe relay
receivers. Its functions are uplink comnind processing, sequence control,
fault protection, downlink data collection and formatting, and onboard
intercommunications, i.e., movement of data between subsystems.

C19.3.4 Attitude and Articulation Control Subsystem (AACS)

The AACS is the other major Galileo Orbiter subsystem that is
computer-controlled and contains redundant 31K, 16-bit words in Random
Access Memory (RAM), and 1K in Read-Only Memory (ROM). Its functions are
pointing the S/C for Earth communications, controlling trajectory
correction maneuvers and pointing for probe release; pointing the
instruments mounted on the scan platform; spin rate control of spun
section and clocking of despun section containing the scan platform and
the probe relay antenna; and thruster firings. The AACS receives commands
and program updates from the ground via the CDS and receives commands
directly from CDS programs. It uses inputs from gyros, accelerometers,
star scanner, Sun acquisition sensor, spin bearing, and scan actuators
position encoders for control.

Propulsion control consists of latching isovalve control, drive signals to
the 400-N main engine and to the 12 10-N thrusters, and heaters on the two
thruster clusters. No pyro valves are controlled by the AACS.
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The subsystem operates in five different modes, including the launch mode,
with mode selection by CDS'ccmmand. Dfiring the launch mode, all
propulsion and control drive signals are inhibited by software, and only
monitoring and fault protection functions are active. Transition to the
next, or deployment, mode does not occur until about 55 minutes after
separation from the Shuttle. The primary function here is the RPM vent
sequence, during which CDS commands AACS to open al.l latching isolation
valves and thruster valves in order to bleed the RPM fuel and oxidizer
lines.

C19.3.5 Power Subsystem

The Galileo Orbiter power source is a two-component SI-Ge 580-watt general
purpose heat source (GPHS) RTG that provides 30 Vdc to all subsystems.
The two RTGa (290W each), in which heat from the radioisotope fuel
(plutonium-238 oxide) is converted to electricity by silicon-germanium
thermoelectric converters, are located on the spun portion of the
Orbiter. The RTGs are connected in parallel and isolated via diodes. The
30 Vdc is maintained via a shunt regulator, which dissipates excess RTG
power in shunt heaters located near the RPM propellant tanks. The Orbiter
also uses 2.4 kHz ac generated from the dc bus. During cruise, RTG power
is routed to the probe for telemetry and checkout.

The RTGs are installed after the S/C is in the cargo bay, and power is on
from then on. An RTG shorting function is implemented automatically in
parallel with the Centaur prope:' nt dump in the event of at. abort. This
function will shunt RTG power out of the S/C and thereby provide extra
thermal margin on the propellant tanks during or after an abort. No
post-abort spacecraft hazard exists after the Shuttie Orbiter is connected
to ground purge of the cargo bay with cooled air. While the RTS is in the
cargo bay, water cooling is provided by the STS auxiliary cooling system.
These cooling lines are purged just prior to payload release from the
cargo bay. They are routed to the S/C via the Centaur, so separation
occurs at cargo separation from tha Shuttle Orbiter.

The acLivation of the RTG pressure release devices is controlled by a
sequence initiated at the STS-Centaur separation event. The Centaur,
using the appropriate timer, also removes the pyro short-and-arm inhibits.

Power to all subsystems is provided via latching relays that are
controlled by the CDS. A second se! of relays provides additional
safeguards for pyro, RF transmitters, HGA deployment motors and probe
power on, and instrument cover releases.
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A power suimany with RTG capability requirements I.s provi.ded in Table

C19-3.

Table C19-3 Orbiter Power Summary, Watts

Mission Event Power Required*

Launch 409

Jupiter orbit insertion 495

Orbital criise 496

Jupiter occultation 460

Satellite encounter 473

RTG capability requirements

At Beginning of Mission ................ 580 W, Minimum

At End of Standard Mission
(37,000 hours or 4.2 years) ........ 506 W, Minimum•

At End of Backup Mission
(50,000 hours or 6.3 years) ........ 488 W, Minimum

*Per Galileo Quarterly Power Report No. 27, August 15, 1984

C19.3.6 Pyrotechnic Subsystem

Two pyro units (one spun and one despun) provide the energy necessary to
fire all S/C electro-explosive devices and nonexplosive initiators. Each
unit employs capacitor banks for energy storage and silicon controlled
recitifiers (SCRs) for pyro initiation. The capacitor banks are shorted
and unarmed in the Shuttle Orbiter. Centaur signals from two of three
45-minute timers initiated by independent STS-Centaur breakwire signals
are required to remove the capacitor short and to arm the pyro switching
units. Power to the pyro switching units and fire coamands are controlled
by the CDS, with critical functions requiring two separate comaaauds, one
to enable the firing circuit, and one to trigger the SCR. Critical
enables for probe release and 400-N motor firing require ground commands
to actuate.

NSIs are used for all functions except Radioisotope Thermoelectric
Generator Pressure Release Device (RTG PRD) and S-Band/X-Band Antenna
(SXA) unlatch, which are NEIs and subsystem cover deploy functions, which
use bellows actuators.
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C19.3.7 Retropropulsion Module (RPM)

The RPN provides all of the propulsive maneuvers of the spacecraft
occurring after ýentaur separation. The RPM is a mechanically separable
self-contained module integrated as a load carrying part of the spacecraft
spin section.

The RPM is a bipropellant pressure-fed subsystem usiag the hypergolic
propellant combination of MMFU and a mixture of N204 with a small
fraction of nitric oxide added. Its four propellant tanks have a maximum
usable capacity of 935 kilograms. The unified feed system supplies a
central 400-N engine for the large deterministic maneuvers and twelve 10-N

thrusters for teajectury and attitude control.

The RPM consists of the following main elements:

a. Structure
1. Central structure (S/C load-carrying part)
2. Two booms/clu.ster housings (for mounting of six 10-N

thrusters each)

b. Four propellant tanks

c. Two pressurant tanks

d. One 400-N engine assembly (mcunted on S/C-provided spin bearing
asrembly (mounted on S/C-provided spin bearing assembly with an
associated support structure)

e. Twelve 10-N thrusters

f. Pressurization and feed system
1. Two pressurant control/propellant isolation assemblies

(?CAs/PIAs) on two opposite equipment panels (part of
central. structure)

2. Tubing

g. Thermal control
1. Boom/cluster thermal blankets and electrical heaters
2. 400-N engine thermal shield and electrical heaters

h. Electrical cabling
1. Pyro cabling
2. Main harness (for valve control, electrical heaters, and

housekeeping)

C19.3.8 Galileo Jovian Atmospheric Entry Probe

The baseline Jovian probe, is a stage vented system which consists of a
deceleration module and descent module. The deceleration module consists
primarily of structure and heat shields, vhile the descent module contains
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the science instruments, probe electronics and power source and is vented
to the Jovian atmosphera. Hughep Aircraft Company was selected as the
probe source.

The general appearance and dimensions of the probe are shown in Figure
C19-6. Figure C19-7 displays a cross-section of the probe descent module
to highlight the features of the design as it has evolved to date. The
two-shelf design of the vented descent module has the heavy lithium
battery pack on the front of the forward shelf to provide both a stable
location of tne center-of-gravity of tho probe and shielding of the
instruments located between the two shelves. The communication equipment
is located on the rear of the aft shelf. The current estimate of the
probe spacecraft mass by major subsystems is shown in Table C19-.4.

A parachute is used to separate (stage) the descent module from the
deceleration module and to control the probe descent rate in order to
provide ample time for science measurements (see Fig. C19-8). In-situ
science measurements will be made before and during high speed entry and
while descending through the atmosphere to a depth corresponding to at
least 10 bars of pressure.

Environmental protection will be provided as necessary to assure the
functioning of all required systems until a pressure level of at least 10
bars is reached. A battery will provide probe power during autonomous
operation; the Orbiter will supply probe power during interplanetary
cruise. The probe science data will be transmitted to the Orbiter for
subsequent transmission to Earth.

C19.3.9 Probe Structure Subsystem

The descent module structure consists of a mainshelf of aluminum honeycomb
27.5 inches in diameter and 2.0 inches thick. The aft compartment is
circular with titanium honeycomb panels 25 inches in diameter, supported
by three titanium bipods. The areofairing system is comprised of a
titanium forward dome and six midfairing panels. The forward dome is
attached to the downturned ring flange of the shelf interface ring. There
are eight penetrations for scientific instvumentation, five sensors, and
three atnospheric inlets. For thermal protection, multilayered aluminised
Kapton insulation blankets are used.

The deceleration module consists of the aeroshell/heatshield, aft cover,
and parach-Ate. The aeroshell is a 45' blunt cone with a 49.8-inch
diameter and an 8.75-inch nose radius. A carbon phenolic hee'shield is
bonded to the aluminum ring-stiffened monocoque structure. An
8.1-foot-diameter conical ribbon main parachute made of daceon is deployed
by a 2.4 foot diameter pilot chute, which is mortar ejected. The aft
covir provides thermal protection with a phenolic nylon shield.
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Table C19-4 Probe Spacecraft .4ass Estimate*

System/Subsystem/Item Mass, kg

Probe System

Descent Module

Science Instruments 29

Engineering Subsystems 90

SubTotal 119

Deceleration Module 218

Sub-Total 337

Contingency 2

Total Probe Launch and Entry Mass 339

Radio Relay Hardware (Orbiter- 21
Mounted)

Probe-to-Orbiter Adapter 7
(Orbiter-Mounted)

SubTotal

Contingency 2

Total RRH + Probe Adapter Allocation 30

*Per Galileo Quarterly Mass Report 26, August 15, 1984
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The adapter assembly is made up of the hardware that provides the
mechanical interface between the probe and the Orbiter. The primary
elements are three titanium bipods, each having a female shear cone on the
probe interface side and two clevises on the Orbiter side. Each female
shear cone interfaces with a carbon phonolic cone on the probe, and the

cones are held together by an explosive nut and bolt. The clevises on the
Orbiter side interface with tangs on the Orbiter structure, and a bolt is
installed in each fitting to complete the tie.

Each bipod is designed with provisions for accommodating the explosive nut
and separation springs. Furthermore, two of the bipods also hold the
redundant separation switches that indicate when the probe is separated.
The bipod nearest the main umbilical harness also has provisions for
supporting the cable cutter.

C19.3.10 Probe Communications Subsystem

The communications system is a redundant system of two solid-state power
amplifiers, each providing 23-watt modulated outputs of 1387.0 and 1387.1
MUs. The RF carriers are generated by two exciter drivers, a stable
oscillator, and a temperature-compensated crystal oscillator. The two
channels, which transmit nearly redundant telemetry information from the
data command processor unit, are radiated from a crossed dipole cup
antenna. The signals are each frequency multiplied to RF and biphase
modulated by the exciters amplified by the transmitter, which in turn
drives the antenna. When the probe is attached to the Orbiter, it is
checked out via a hardvire from the exciters to the receiver input. While
the probe is attached to the Orbiter, the transmitter is inhibited from
turning on.

C19.3.1L Probe Pyrotechnic Subsystem

Eight pyrotechnic functions are controlled by the probe through the pyro
control unit (PCU). This unit contains three arm relays that provide
series-parallel redundancy for connecting the main battery (Li/SO2 ) to
the pyro bus, which fires the thermal battery and the neutral mass
spectrometer squibs. Each thermal battery squib is fired from a
series-redundant pair of current-limiting squib drivers. The firing
circuit for the neutral mass spectrometer functions is within the
instrument, and the PCU merely provides a voltage source. Once the
thermal batteries are initiated, the PCU has ten seconds to fire the
squibs for the following functions in the order listed:

1. Deploy pilot parachute (mortar)

2. Separate cable to aft cover (cable cutter)

3. Release aft cover (separation nuts)

4. Separate cable to aeroshell (cable cutter)

5. Release aeroshell (separation nuts)

6. Deploy nephelometer optical unit sensor (pin puller)
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The squib firing circuits in this portion of the PCU are similar. Each
squib is fired through two series-redundant current-limiting squib
drivers. The thermal battery outputs are not cross-strapped, preventing
any short from pulling down both thermal battery modules. Hence, this is
a block-redundant squib firing system for all stging events and
nephelometer sensor deployment.

C19.3.12 Probe Ileitrical Power Subsystem

The Galileo probe electrical power subsystem uses a lithium-sulfur dioxide
(Li/SO2 ) battery as its energy source. The battery is comprised of
three ident!cal modules, each module containing 13 series-connected
Li/SO2 D-sise cells and bypass diodes for each cell. Should any cell
develop an open, the bypass diode will permit the continued use of the
module, albeit at a reduced voltage. The bypass diode prevents reverse
current flow in the ceils that discharge first in any given string. The
batteries are also relay isolated in series with the diodes. The battery
provides nominal 33.8 volts to 38.C5 volts during the mission.

The Galileo probe thermal battery is a primary battery comprised of two
14-cell stacks wired in parallel. It is a molten-salt electrochemical
device using calcium/calcium chromate thermal cells. The thermal battery
is a completely iaert device (no voltage potential) until the internally
contained squibs are initiated. Firing one or both squibs will
imediately ignite the internal heat paper (sirconium-barium chromate)
and, within one second, the battery will be at full potential
(approximately 39 volts). The initiators are 1-amp/I-watt no-fire, 3-amp
all-fire squibs qualified to military sperification MIL-I-23659C.

C19.3.13 Safety DesiSn Features

The most significant of the Galileo design features implemented to meet
the STS safety requirements are described in the following subsections.
Specific safety features of the probe are not emphasised except with
regard to the probe interface with the Orbiter.

C19.3.13.l Electrical Inhibits - One of the key spacecraft design features
driven by the STS safety requirements is the two-fault tolerant-electrical
inhibit scheme. The purpose of the inhibit scheme is to prevent premature
activation of spacecraft events potentially catastrophic to the STS. It
is implemented by placing three independent electrically controlled
inhibits in series between the power source and the spacecraft event in
question.

The safety inhibitn are implemented in the following four areas of the
spacecraft design:

a. Spun pyrotechnic used to unlatch the magnetometer boom, HGA, and
science instrument covers and to actuate pyro valves for RPM
pressurisation.
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b. Despun p:yrotechnic used to unlatch RTG and science booms, scan
platform, despun electronics, and science instrument covers and to fire
the spacecraft-Centaur separation and the probe release devices.

c. Probe power used to enable firing of the probe pyrotechnic devices
(including the probe parachute).

0. Protected power loads consisting of the aF S-Band exciters, the HGA
deployment motors, and the 7nergetic Particle Detector (EPD).

Figure C19-9 shows a functional block diagram of the two-fault tolerant
safety inhibits and the related power circuits. Figure C19-10 shows an
overview of the safety inhibit relays and their interfaces with Centaur.

The purpose of the electrical inhibits for the spun and despun
pyrotechnics is to protect against premature actuation of spacecraft pyro
events, e.g., boom deployment, RPM pressurization, cover release, etc.
The firing energy for all spacecraft-commanded pyrotechnic functions is
provided by two pyro switching units (PSU). one on the spun and one on the
despun section of the spacecraft.

Two separate CDS commands (power distribution and pyro fire) are needed to
activate a spacecraft pyro event, plus one more command (pyro enable) for
certain mission-critical pyro events (e.g., probe release and 40O-nGwtot.
engine start).

All three spacecraft pyro inhibits will remain in place until 45 minutes
after separation from Shuttle. At this time, three independent Centaur
timers, initiated by separate STS-Centaur breakwire signals, will remove
two of the inhibits (PSU safe/arm and PSU short/uashort), using a
two-of-three voting scheme. The two-of-three voting is implemented
together with redundant wiring to provide single-fault tolerance, as
required by Galileo project policy for mission success. About 10 minutes
later, at Centaur Main Engine cutoff (MECO), a Centaur discrete signal
will initiate a stored sequence in the CDS, which will power on PSU and
start the spacecraft boom deployment sequence.

The Centaur PSU arm and PSU unshort signals will also remove the two probe
power inhibits, located in the spacecraft fuse and bleed assembly (FBA),
and the two protected loads inhibits, located in the spacecraft memory
power jubassembly (MPS).

The purpose of probe power inhibits is to ensure two-fault toleranice
against premature power turn-on for three potentially catastrophic
spacecraft loads:

a. S-Band Exciter. While in the Shuttle bay, premature turn-on oi rne
S-Band exciter with the traveling wave tube amplifier (TWTA) inadv'ýrts,•'
powered would result in RF radiation potentially hazardous tn -he S..;. °
crew.
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b. HGA Deployment Motors. If HGA deployment is initiated while in the
Shuttle, the antenna or pieces broken from it may become lodged in the
opening/clo4ing mechanisms of the Shuttle bay doors. As a resutlt, the bay
doors may not be able to close properly for reentry.

c. EPD Instrument. The EPD cover is released by actuation of a wax
pellet commanded by CDS. Power to the wax pellet is inhibited when EPD
instrument power is off. If EPD is powered while in the Shuttle bay and
the wax pellet is inadvertently actuated by CDS, the cover may break loose
and, like the broken antenna pieces, cause the Shuttle bay doors to jam.

C19.3.13.2 RTG Cooling - Spacecraft electrical power is provided by the
two radioisotope thermoelectric generators (RTGs). While in the Shuttle,
each RTG generates 225W of electrical power and radiates almost 4200W of
thermal energy. To prevent overheating of the Shuttle while on the launch
pad and during flight, the Shuttle is equipped with an RTG active cooling
system (ACS) to cool the RTGs.

The RTG ACS is a water coolant system capable of removing 85-90% of the
thermal energy generated by the RTGs (up to 15,000 Btu/hr/RTG). The RTG
ACS maximum operating pressure is about 85 psi, and the nominal flow rate
is about 930 lb/hr. Figure C19-11 shows a schematic of the RTG cooling
system.

The RTG cooling loop is filled and activated following installation of the
RTGs, about five days before lift-off. At lift-off the cooling supply
will switch from ground support equipment (GSE) to internal Shuttle supply
using the Shuttle flash evaporators which will be fully activated within
four minutes after lift-off. About six minutes before spacecraft/Centaur
separation from Shuttle, the ACS cooling pump will be stopped and the
cooling lines purged with dry nitrogen.

Two pyro-activated separation devices (one for each RTG) and the cooling
lines connecting the RTGs to the ACS are mounted on the spacecraft-to-
Centaur adapter. The separation devices, which are actuated by spacecraft
pyrotechnics before spacecraft separation from Centaur, will disconnect
the cooling lines at the RTGs.

Failure of the RTG cooling system at lift-off will not by itself cause
damage to the Shuttle or require the use of STS abort/emergency
procedures. Furthermore, the spacecraft is designed to accommodate a
worst-case hot abort condition with loss of RTG cooling at lift-off,
without causing a hazardous situation to the Shuttle and the crew.

C19.3.13.3 RTG Shorting - One of the most significant safety-related
design features on the Galileo spacecraft is the ability to short the RTGs
in case of a mission abort and thereby eliminate power to all spacecraft
loads except CDS and AACS memories. This ability is required to protect
against possible overheating and rupture of the RPM propellant tanks for a
worst-case hot abort condition.
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Heating of the RPM tanks is provided by a 30-Vdc shunt regulator that
regulaceu the spacecraft power and dissipates all excess power into a set
of shut heaters mounted near the RPM propellant tanks. However, in case
of a failure, all switchable spacecraft power loads can be turned off.
The RPM shunt heaters would then dissipate about 300W itito the RPM.
Thermal analysis for a worst-case hot abort condition shows that at this
(maximum) rate of heating, the RPM propellant tanks could exceed their
rupture temperature of 62*C (based on elastic tank model) within 48 hours
after touchdown. RTG shorting was incorporated to divert all power from
the RPM shunt heater in case of an abort, thus preventing this unsafe
condition.

The RTG shorting function is provided by a set of four latching relays
located in the MPS and actuated by Centaur. RTG shorting will be
performed by the Centaur as part of the Centaur abort sequence, which also
dumps the Centaur propellant load overboard the Shuttle in case of an
abort.

To ensure that post-landing RPM propellant tank temperature will remain
below 62"C indefinitely, air-conditioned purge of the cargo bay after
touchdown is required at all primary and contingency landing sitas.

For nominal operations, STS safety requires a factor of safety equal to or
greater than 1.5 for the RPM propellants tanks. For an abort, the factor
of safety is required to remain above 1.0. The RPM tank temperatures
t;orresronding to factors of safety equal to 1.0 and 1.5 are about 620C
(elastic)/55"C (rigid) and 45*C, respectively. Under nominal launch
conditions the RPM tank temperature is expected to be between 20*C and
300C.

C19.3.13.4 Structural - All structural elements of the Galileo spacecraft
are designed with an ultimate factor of safety greater than or equal to
1.4, as required by STS safety. The structural loads and thermal
environment used in the design of the spacecraft structure represent
worst-case launch and abort landing conditions. The design loads are
derived from simulated Shuttle/Centaur launch and landing dynamics
adjusted at some frequencies to reflect STS-2 flight data. The design
thermal environment reflects a worst-case hot abort condition with loss of
RTG cooling at lift-off and no opening of the payload bay doors.

In addition, STS safety requires that all fracture-critical elements are
reviewed specifically to prevent structural failures due to crack
formation and growth. This task is accomplished through an extensive
fracture mechanics and stress corrosion cracking review process involving
all structural parts of the rs'cecraft.

C19.3.13.5 Flammability - STS safety requires minimum use of flammable
materials. Wherever flammable material cannot be avoided, spacing from
potential ignition sources (e.g., electrical wiring) must be provided to
prevent flame propagation.
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To meet these requirements, extensive use of nonfiammable materials has
been emphasized in the spacecraft design process. For example, almost all
electrical wiring is insulated with Kapton, which is considered
nonflammable (flash temperature is about 900*C). In a very few cases,
exclusively within the RPM and the probe, Raychem-insulated wires (with a
lower flash temperature) are used in place of the more rigid Kapton-
insulited wive type. The Raychem-insulated wires are either not powered
while in STS or fused and current limited to prevent ignition in case of a
short.

In general, all switchable power loads on the spacecraft are turned off
while in the Shuttle unless they are required to ensure proper functioning
of the epacecraft, e.g., to maintain thermal control.

C19.3.13.6 Nuclear and Electromagnetic Radiation - Use of radioactive
materials is limited to the following three areas of the spacecraft
design: radioisotope thermoelectric generators (RTGs), radioisotope
heater units (RHUs), and radioisotope calibration targets. Both the RHUs
and the calibration targets are vacuum encapsulated to prevent leakage,
and have radiation levels not hazardous to the STS crew. The total number
of RHUs is 105. The RHUs are used in place of electrical heaters, where
applicable, to remain within spacecraft electrical power constraints.

The only major radioactive sources are the RTGs. Special handling and
installation procedures have been developed for the RTGs to limit
radiation exposure.

While in the Shuttle bay, STS safety requires that electromagnetic
radiation from spacecraft RF sources does nct exceed certain power
levels. The two-fault-tohL:ant electrical inhibits, which preclude power
to the S-Band exciters accommodate this requirement and hence ensure crew
safety.

C19.4 ULYSSES SPACECRAFT SYSTEMS DESCRIPTION, HAZARDOUS, MATERIALS,
SCHEMATICS

Although the original plans included both a European and a NASA
spacecraft, subsequent cancellation of the latter has left the European
entry as the sole surviving spacecraft. This spacecraft is illustrated in
Figure C19-4.

Prominent characteristics of the spin-stabilized spacecraft are the
large-diameter (1.65m) parabolic high gain antenna (HGA) on top of the
spacecraft, the RTG, the 5.5-meter radial boom that provides an
appropriate environment in terms of electromagnetic cleanliness for
certain experiment-, and the 7.5-meter-long axial boom. The body of the
spacecraft contains all subsystems and science instruments with the
exception of those experiment sensors mounted on the 5.5-meter boom. All
of the internally mounted units are carried on a honeycomb center panel
that also supports the hydrazine fuel tank. In general, the experiments
that are more sensitive to nuclear radiation are mounted on the portion of
the spacecraft farthest from the RTG, while the lest sensitive subsystems
are nearer to it.
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Mass properties and balance of the spacecraft have been drivers in the
design. Requirements on the launch configuration and for the HGA pointing
are met. The spin axis of the launch configuration is the geometric-
centerline Z-axis of the spacecraft. The electrical axis of the HGA will.
be aligned with the theoretical orbital spin axis. The tilt angle of the
principal axis with maximum inertia has been minimized (0.10 degrees half

cone). In order to ensure quasi-omnidirectional coverage for at least
near-Earth operations, two low gain antennae (LGA) have been chosen to
complement the HGA.

C19.4.1 St~ucture Subsystems

The spacecraft structure is a bor. structure with two overhanging balconies
and a single aluminum honeycomb platform. Sidewalls are also aluminum
honeycomb c~vered externally with multilayer insulation. The platform
provides sufficient area to mount all electronic units of the scientific
and spacecraft subsystems, most of the sensors, and the propellant tank.

The axial boom is mounted on the bottom plate, which serves as a thermal
cadiator. The redundant TrWTAa are also mounted on the bottom on a
thermally decoupled bracket.

Four vertical longerons provide the box cover supports and the interface
attachment points to the adapter. They also form the hoist points for
hoisting the spacecraft.

C19.4.2 Mechanism Subsystem

The mechanism subsystem consists of:

a. A radial boom to deploy the experiment sensors to a distance from
the spacecraft body compatible iith magnetic and radioactive requirements;
there are two separated holddown points for support of the boom during
launch. Deployment will take place after separation from the Centaur by
activating a pyrotechnic cable cutter at each position.

b. A pair of radial extending wire booms to form a dipole for the
plasma experiment; they are stowed during all launch phases; deplcyment
will occur after TCM-2.

c. An axial boom, deployed on the -z axis, to form a monopole antenna

for the plasma experiment; deployment will take place after TCM-2.

C19.4.3 Thermal Subsystem

Thermal control is achieved by passive means and the operation, by
commands, of internal/external power dump system and heaters applied to
individual spacecraft units, such as reaction control elements and some
experiments. The most stringent requirements on the thermal subsystem are
to guarantee at all times a temperature above 5C for the hydr&zine in the
reaction control equipment and a temperature lower than 35*C for all
solid-state detectors used by experiments.
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All insulated spacecraft walls are covered with blankets closely fitting
around sensor apertures, and all units external to the spacecraft are
therrAlly decoupled from the interior. Heat rejection is performed by the
-Z radiator panel, where the TWTAs are located.

The thermal blankets consist of 20 or 12 layers of aluminized mylar or
Kapton; the outermost layer ir Kapton-coated with a transparent conductive
coating (TCC).

C19.4.4 Power Subsystem

The energy source is an RTG. The power subsystem conditions this power
and delivers it to the subsystems and experiments at 28V, plus or minus
21. Regulation is achieved by an active shunt regulator with linear and
fixed internal/external dumpers. Secondary voltages for the data handling
subsystem and the Attitude and Orbit Control Subsystems (AOCS) are
generated by DC/DC converters with regulated output voltages. The power
subsystem distributes the power through parallel redundant main switches
to the experiments and through latching current limiters to the S/C
subsystems. The main switch is associated with an over-current protection
that provides an OFF command after a few milliseconds of excess current.
Power to S- and X-Band transmitters; pyro subsystem; and all AOCS,
Reaction Control Equipment (RCE) components, and axial and wire booms are
inhibited by separation switches or break connectors during the launch
phase.

C19.4.5 Pyro Subsystem

The pyro subsystem provides the circuits for radial boom and experiment
cover release. There are a total of 10 redundant firing circuits. The
subsystem is inhibited during launch by the separation switch. After
separation from the Centaur, power and arming of the subsystem is
perfornmed by ground commands.

C19.4.6 Attitude and Orbital Control Subsystem

The primary operational functions of the AOCS are to maintain the S/C spin
axis Earth-pointing and to control the spin-rate. Additional operational
functions are dictated by TCMS, nutation damping, experiment-required
measurements, and control of the spin-rate and spin-phase reference
signals.

The main components are:

a. Attitude measurement units consisting of redundant X-beam sun
sensors that allow measurement of spin-rate and solar aspect angle in the
range of 1.5 degrees to 110 degrees solar aspect angle; meridian sensors
to determine the spin-rate in the range of 90 degrees to 150 degrees solar
aspect angle; and a CONSCAN system to measure the angle between the axis
of the HGA and Earth.
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b. Control electronics that perform closed-loop control via CONSCAN,
spin, and solar aspect angle. Open loop maneuvers can also be executed by

ground command.

c. Ine reaction control equipment includes a single hydrazine bladder
tank, mounted on the launch center-of-gravity, feeding eight two-newton

catalytic decomposition thrusters arranged on two manifolds and isolated

by latch valves.

d. Three nutation dampers are carried for reasons of redundancy. The

dampers are of the fluid-in-.ube type and are mounted with the damper axis
in a plane normal to the spin axis.

The AOCS power is inhibited during the STS-flight by separation switches
until separation from the Centaur.

C19.5 GALILEO MISSION SCENARIO

The mission goal is to obtain more detailed scientific data on Jupiter and
its satellites. To obtain such data, a Jovian Orbiter and a Jovian
atmospheric probe will be used, both being parts of the Galileo spacecraft.

The overall scientific objectives of the Galileo mission are to conduct
comprehensive investigations of the Jupiter planetary system by making
in-situ and remote measurements of the planet, its environment, and its
satellites. Investigations of the Galilean satellites of Jupiter will
constitute a major objective of the mission. Close-up study of the planet
and its principal satellites will greatly extend our knowledge of the role
of the Jovian system in the complex and analogous relationships existing
between the sun and its planetary system.

The Orbiter mission encompasses an equatorial tour of the planet system
and multiple encounters with the satellites Europa, Ganymede, and
Callisto. An lo encounter is possible before orbit insertion. The
Orbiter will conduct a synoptic study of the Jovian atmosphere, determine
the distribution and stability of trapped radiation, and define the
topology and dynamics of the outer magnetosphere, magnetosheath, and
bowshock.

The probe will seek to determine the physical structure and chemical
composition of the Jovian atmosphere to a pressure depth of at least 10
bars, the location and structure of the Jovian clouds in the troposhere,
and the thermal balance of the planet. It also will characterize the
upper atmosphere and the nature and extent of the cloud particles.

C19.5.1 Mission Phases

Figure C19-12 shows the major phases of the Shuttle missions that include
RTGs in their payloads. At T-45 hours to T-8 hours, the RTGs are
installed on the payload in the Orbiter payload bay. This presents
certain hazards related to the installation and the ground servicing
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equipment. From T-8 hours to T-31 seconds the ET and the Centaur
propellant tanks are fille'd and the Centaur leakage test is performed. At
T-31 seconds, the STS launch sequence becomes automatic and controlled by
the onboard general purpose computers (GPCs). Problems arising with the
propellant storage, propulsion, or control systems during the period of
T-31 seconds to T-0 would be controlled in a predetermined manner.
Depending on the timing and the event, serious failure modes are
possible. During this period, the SSMEs are ignited, the SRBs are
ignited, the final ground connections are broken, and the launch pad
tiedowns are released. Safe mission abort is possible up to SRB ignition
and the release of the tiedowns. From T-0 through SRB separation
(first-stage ascent), the following critical events occur: (I) clearing
the launch tower, (2) passing the max (dynamic pressure), (3) separating
and avoiding the SRBs and (4) remaining within the flight termination
boundary as specified by range safety.

The second-stage ascent phase is from SRB separation through main engine
cut-off (MECO). The critical 3vents during this phase are heeding range
safety boundaries and accomplishing MECO. Following MECO, the ET is
separated from the Orbiter, thereby engendering the critical event of
possible recontact. The OMS-l and OMS-2 burns respectively provide the
thrust for orbit insertion and orbit circulari3ation. Each of these
creates occasion for propellant and propulsion hazardous events. The
preparation for the payload deployment involves opening the payload bay
door and erecting the Centaur to launch position. The Centaur, with its
payload containing the RTGs, is deployed during orbit number five. A
successful deployment from the Orbiter terminates the NSTS responsibility
for the -izardous event of releasing nuclear material from the RTGs.

SC19.5.2 Launch to Jupiter Arrival

The STS launch initiating the Galileo mission is illustrated in Figure
C19-13. The Centaur G-Prime vehicle will be used to boost the spacecraft
from the low-altitude Earth orbit attained by the Shuttle. Although
direct trajector;is to Jupiter in 1986 require launch energy (C1) in
excess of 84 km2 /s 2 , broken plane trajectories can be flown with lower
values of C3 with the spacecraft supplying additional delta V to change
the heliocentric orbit plane. The Centaur will accelerate the Galileo
spacecraft from the Shuttle deployment orbit (i.e., parking orbit) to a
C3 of about 80 km2 /s 2 .

Figure C19-144 i.llustrates the time of the opening of the launch window for
each launch date during the primary launch period for Galileo. Curves are
shown for several possible C3 's (launch energies). The baseline launch
energy for Galileo is 80 km2 /s 2 ; however, more optimistic estimates of
the launch energy have also been examined to provide more comprehensive
data.
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C19.5.3 5eparation from Shuttle and Centaur

Galileo launcti mode telemetry will be available in near-real time via the
STS-TDRS comunications link f~rom lift-off to Shuttle-Centaur separation.
Based on the telemetry data, a decision to continue with the planned
flight to Jupiter must be made by launch plus approximately 6 hours so
that the Centaur will be rotated; a second decision must also be made by

Launch plus approximately 6.5 hours so that the Centaur will be separated
from the Shuttle. If a "go" decision's made, the Shuttle-Centaur
separation should occur during the fifth Shuttle orbit, at about 6.75
hours after launch. On the more favorable days of the launch period, the
separation could be delayed until approximately the 14th orbit without
jeopardizing the objectives of the Galileo mission. After separation, a
Centaur S-Band link can be used to rout* data between the spacecraft and
Shuttle or TDRS. The maximum useful range of the Centaur-to-Shuttle link
is L0 kilometers.

About 45 minutes aftir Shuttle-Centaur separation, the Centaur main engine
will burn for approximately 10 minutes. After MECO, the Centaur will
initiate a slow thermal roll of 0.1 rpm, and the Galileo spacecraft will
start deployment of the RTG and science and magnetometer booms. The
spacecraft transmitters will then be turned on to provide a downlink
through the deep space network (DSN) just prior to Centaur-spacecraft
separation. Centaur will turn the spacecraft to point 9 degrees to the
Earth side of the Sun and will spin-up the spacecraft to 2.9 rpm. The
spacecraft will then separate from Centaur, which will maneuver to avoid
the same trajectory path as the Galileo spacecraft. The spacecraft
transponder will now be the only means of exchanging data between the
Earth and the spacecraft.

Table C19-5 briefly describes *vents for the Galileo spacecraft while
on-orbit.

Table C19-5 Galileo Spacecraft On-Orbit Activities

On-Orbit Events (Nominal Time)*

1 001:23:00 MET. Open payload bay doors.

2 001:45:30 MET. Send Centaur Discrete Command Set A to start S/C
thermal control sequence. The 'SIC Thermal Control Seq' will:

- Enable selected fault protection algorithms for temperature
control.

- Turn on selected heaters to maintain thermal control and

prevent instrument contamination after cargo bay doors open.
Nominal 3-min-36-sec duration.

3 U6:17:30 MET. Activate Deployment Adapter Rotation.
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Table C19-5 Galileo Spececraft On-Orbit Activities - Concl

On-Orbit Events (Nominal Time)*

4 P6:19:00 MET. Send CTR iiscrete CMD Set B to start S/C PWR sharing
sequence. The 'S/C PVWER SHARING SEQ' will turn off selected
heaters to meet RTG power constraints as the RTG coolant pump is
turrcd off and the RTG power decreases. (Nominal. 14-seec duration).

5 06:29:00 MaT. JPL Go/No-Go foL separation.

6 06:29:24 MET. Stop RTG cooling pump and start purge of RTC cooling
lines. RTG powev output will decrease to a minimum within 20 min.
After that, RTG power output will increase gradually.

7 06:41:24 MET. Fire Super*Zip. S/C-Centaur payload separates from
Shuttle Orbiter.

8 07:26:02 MET. ARM and LNSHORT SiC PSU 1 and PSU 2. The two
"ide>endent safety inhibits (AIRM and UNSHORT PSU I & 2) are removed
45 min after separation. Centaur Main Engine is also enabled at
this time.

9 07:31:24 MET. Centaur 'lain Engine Start (nominal burn of 9 min 36
sec).

10 07:41:10 MET. Seaxd Centaur Discrete Command Set C to stact S/C
deployment Phase I Sequence (nominal 24-min-38-sec duration).

11 07:42:28 MET. Deploy RTG & Science ?oms.

12 07:49:10 MET. Deploy Hag Boom.

13 08:01:50 MET. S-Band TWTA on.

14 0:06:42 MET. Centaur turn to Sun and spin-up to 2.9 rpm.

15 08:08:42 MFT. Begin acquisition S/C DSN S-Band Downlink (nominal.).

16 08:11:12 MET. Send Centaur Discrete Command Set D to scart S/C
deployment Phase 2 sequence.

17 08:11:24 MT. S/C-Centaur s~p&.atior.

18 08:36:28 MET. Deploy HGA.

19 "08:36:26 MET. Pressurize RPVI.

20 09:05:16 MET. S/C back-up SuL acquisition.

• Reference: For details, see JPL PD 625-205, GLL 3-120, Launch Sequence
of Events
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C19.5.4 Post-Seoorationt..to Jupiter rrival - Immediately after
separation, t i high-gain antenna will be deployed and the retropropulsion
module (RPM) pressurized. After RPM pressurization, the Galileo
space:raft will perform a su" acquisition (approximately one hour after
Centaur-spacecraft separation).

About eight months after launch, the spacecraft propulsion system will
impart a delta 4 of about 200 to 300 m/s using its RPM 1O-', thrusters.
The purpose of this aneuver is to change slightly the heliocentric
inclination so that the spacecraft will intercept Jupiter at the desired
arrival date. The position of Jupiter at the nominal arrival date is
about one degree below the ecliptic. Ballistic trajectories without this
plane change maneuver require large heliocentric inclinations at launch.
The plane change maneuver thus reduces the C 3 significantly, because the
spacecraft trajectory departing the Earth lies nearly in the ecliptic.

The interplanetary cruise operations activities (e.g., cruise science,
navigation, spacecraft monitoring, etc) on the Earth-to-Jupiter trajectory
will be comparable to thooe planned for the previous Galileo missions.
The trajectory must be targeted for a Jupiter arrival no earlier than
August 1988 in order to satisfy the probe-to-Orbiter relay link geumetry.
Arrival dates between mid-September and late October are excluded so that
probe separation does not occur near the time of solar conjunction.
Therefore, arrival at Jupiter will probably occur sometime between early
August and mid-September.

During the cruise to Jupiter, the probe will be in a non-energized
condition with both power and command capability inhibited except for
periods of prubed checkout. After a cruise period of about 675 days, and
about 150 days prior to arrival at Jupiter, the Orbiter and probe will be
spu•i up to 10 rpm and the probe separated from the Orbiter. Except for a
timer, the probe is passive during the 150 day coast towards Jupiter. The
probe is targeted to a daylight entry within a few degrees from the
equator. At an altitude of 450 km above 1-bar pressure, it will have a
nominal spee4 of less than 47.8 km/s and flight path angle of -8.6'
relative to the atmosphere. Deceleration from this point to sonic
velocity will take place over a period of about two minutes, during which
the probe will experience a nominal peak deceleration of about 250g and
peak heating rates approaching 500 Mw/m 2 . At approximately Mach 1, a
pilot parachute will be deployed by a mortar whose pyrotechnics firing
signal is derived from measurements of the deceleration profile. Tne
pilot parachute, in turn, will remove the deceleration module aft cover
and deploy a win parachute. The main parachute then will separate the
descent module from the deceleration module and contrcl the speed of the
descent module throughout the rest of the mission. Those instruments and
subsyst2ms which had not been actuated prior to entry will be turned on at
the time of descent module separation. Instrument data acquired prior to
time of descent module separation will be transmitted to the Orbiter
together with data acquired during the remainder of the descent through
the atmosphere. The probe is designed to operate to a pressure level of
at least 10 bars.
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C19.5.5 Abort Operations

In the event of problems incurred while on-orbit, it would be possible to
abort the Galileo mission and still return with the spacecra-t in the
Shuttle payload bay. Table C1,1-6 gives an overview of the operations
planned for after landing shouLd such an abort be necessary.

In the event of a Centaur main engine failure, the main engine will
automatically attempt to fire a second time. Should the second attempt to
fire fail, the Centaur will automatically step through its normal
post-MCO sequence of events on a speeded-up time scale so that the
Galileo spacecraft will separatt from the Centaur in the event of a main
engine failure.

This would leave the Galileo spacecraft in a low Earth orbit, the
Shuttle's 130-nm parking orbit, with a low lifetime on the order of 10 to
20 days. At this point, Galileo is fully loaded with propellant that
would be used to boost the spacecraft into a higher, longer-lifetinme
orbit. The available propellant in the spacecraft will provide a delta V
of approximately I km/s. This delta V will allow the spacecraft to
achieve a circular orbit of approximately 2000-km altitude which his a
lifetiide on the order of thousands of years. This maneuver would most
likely be achieved with the 10-Newton thrusters because the 400-Newton
engine is blocked by the probe. Two sets of multiple burns would be
requirad: the first set to achieve an elliptical orbit with an apogee of
approximately 2000 km altitude and the second set to circularize this
orbit.

C19.5,6 Jovian System Exploration

About 150 days after separating from the probe, the Orbiter will fire its
retro engine, thereby entering orbit around Jupiter. Following orbit
insertion and the perijove raise (PJR) maneuver necessary to reduce the
radiation dose the Orbiter will receive, a series of close encounters with
the Galilean satellites will be targeted. These encounters will not only
permit close-in scientific investigations, they will also provide gravity
assists to the Orbiter, providing the necessary trajectory shaping
required to reach subsequent satellites in the tour. The remaining
Orbiter propulsive capability is used primarily for navigational purposes.

Multiple encounters with the same satellite over the duration of the
satellite tour will allow exploration of both equatorial and polar
regions. In addition, the satellite tour will allow intensive scientific
measurements of Jupiter and its magnetosphere. The nominal mission will
end 20 months after orbit insertion.

C19.5.7 Asteroid Encounter Option

NASA is considering the option of having the Galileo spacecraft encounter
the asteroid Amphitrite on the way to Jupiter. If a trajectory to enable
this option is selected, the arrival date at Jupiter will change from
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Table C19-6 Galileo Spacecraft Abort Post-Landing Activities

Spacecraft in Shuttle Bay (doors closed): @ 1

- Verify RTGs condition and radiation Levels around Orbiter
bay.

- Monitor propulsion condition for evidence of leaks.
- Monitor temperature and humidity levels in Orbiter bay.

Note: S/C can be without air conditioning for about 30 hours.
RTGs are shorted in abort case.

2 Spacecraft in Shuttle:

- Inspect S/C for evidence of physical damage.
- Safe pyrotechnics super-sip.
- Remove RTGs and place in shipping container.
- Move RTG to a storage area and secure away from all

personnel.

Note: Capability must exist to remove RTGs (KSC stands).

3 Centaur/Spacecraft removed and placed on Payload Special
Handling Stand:

- Vent propulsion helium tanks
- Initiate science purge and probe cooling.
- Safe pyrotechnics (Galileo Orbiter).
- Remove spacecraft from Centaur and place on transporter.
- Remove SXA from spacecraft.
- Remove lower adapter from spacecraft.
- Depressurive and defuel RPM.
- Make preparations to transport spacecraft and equipment.
- Transport to KSC.
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August to December 1988, and a slight change in the launch geometry will
therefore be required. The launch period will be up to two acurs later
than the baseline times.

C19.5.8 Galileo lission Functions

The mission functions of the Galileo Jovian ý-biter are as follows:

a. Deliver the probe to the designated release p.nt near Jupiter and
relay the probe measurements.

1. Provide radio relay link/command/power functions dui 4 ng the
launch-to-injection phase.

2. Conduct periodic status checks (every six months) of the prob.
system and adjust S/C attitude when required during cruise phaie (which Is
about 660 days).

3. Perform final probe check, provide required pointing or
attitude at release, and release the probe approximately ISO to 100 days
before encounter.

4. Perform a deflection maneuver after probe release.

S. Configure for data acquisition, receive probe data transmitted
for a period of at least 60 minutes, simultaneously store and retransmit
data in real time.

6. Playback stored data.

b. Accomplish a scientific investigation of Jupiter, its satellites,
and its environment.

c. Perform:

I.. Trajectory correction maneuvers (TCN)

2. The broken-plane TCM

3. Jupiter erbit insertion (JOI)

4. Orbit trim maneuvers

C19.5.9 Galileo Jovian Atmospheric Entry Probe

The probe will seek to determine the physical structure and chemical
composition of the Jovian atmosphere to a pressure depth of 10 bars or
more, the composition and structure of the Jovian clouds in the
troposphere, and the thermal balance of the planet. It will also
determine the nature of the ionosphere and upper atmosphere and the
trapped radiation near the planet. The probe will separate from the
Orbiter about 150 to 100 days before entering the Jovian atmosphere, where
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for 60 minutes the instruments will make measurements down to a pressure

of about 10 Earth atmospheres, relaying data to Earth through the Orbiter
communications system.

Before separation from the Orbiter, the probe will be spinning at 10 rpm
in order to achieve stability. It will be released with an attitude for
atmospheric entry at nominally zero degrees angle of attack and an initial
entry angle of -8.5* relative to the atmosphere. These conditions are to
assure that the probe will be aerodynamically stable during entry and
descent.

The probe science payload has been selected to satisfy the scientific
objectives of determining by in-situ measurements the physical structure
and chemical composition of the atmosphere, the composition and lacation
of the clouds in the troposphere, and the thermal balance of the planet.
The basic complement of atmospheric-dedicated probe instruments was
augmented by supplementary pre-entry science instruments to determine the
nature of the ionosphere, upper atmosphere, and the trapped radiation near
the planet.

The scientific payload consists of six scientific instruments with a
combined weight of 64 lb and a volume of 1715 in 3 . These instruments
require 72 watts of electrical power and a total of six serialdigital, six
analog, and eight bilevel telemetry channels. A total of 35 discrete
commands from the sequence programmer and 35 discrete commands and one
quantitative command from the Orbiter (for checkout during transit via the
probe data/command processor) are provided for the instruments. Of the
six instruments, three have sensors mounted external to the descent
module, and three have inlets Lo admit atmospheric samples. The purpose
of each instrument is given in Table C19-7.

C19.6 ULYSSES MISSION SCENARIO

The Ulysses (ULS) mission is a joint effort by European Space Agency (ESA)
and NASA. The European contribution to the ILS consists of the provision
and operation of the spacecraft and about half of the experiments. NASA
will be responsible for providing the launch by the STS/Centaur, the
remaining experiments along with the RTG, and mission support using the
DSN. The primary scientific objectives of the ULS are to investigate, es
a function of solar latitude, the properties of the solar corona, the
solar wind, the structure of the sun-wind interaction, the heliospheric
magnetic field, solar and non-solar cosmic rays, solar radio bursts and
plasma waves, and the interstellar/interplanetary neutral gas and dust.
Secondary science objectives of the mission include interplanetary physics
during the initial Ear-i Jupiter or ecliptic phase and measurements of the
Jovian magnetosphere ducing the Jupiter flyby phase.

More specifically, the primary scientific objectives are to perform
investigations as a function of solar latitude of the following:

a. The physics of the inner and outer corona of the sun.
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b. The origin and acceleration of the solar wind.

c. The internal dynamics of the solar wind, of waves of shock, and of
other discontinuities.

d. The propagation and acceleration of energetic particles.

e. Source locations of solar radio and x-ray bursts.

f. The acceleration, transport, and storage of e~iergetic particles in
the solar atmosphere.

g. The energy spectra, composition, and anisotropies of galactic
cosmic rays.

h. Source locations of interstellar gamma rays.

i. The neutral component of interstellar gas/solar wind interaction.

Table C19-7 Probe Science Investigations

Instrument Name Objectives

Atmospheric Structure Determine state properties (tempera-
Instrument (ASI) ture, pressure, density, and xol.e-

cular weight( of Jovian atmosphere

Neutral Mass Spectrometer Determine chemical and isutopic
(NMS) composition of Jovian atmosphere.

Helium Abundance Detector Perform precision determination of
(HAD) (HAD) helium abundance measurement

in Jovian atmosphere.

Nephelometer (NEP) Determine microphysical character-
istics (particle size distribution
number, density, and physical struc-
ture) of Jovian clouds.

Net Flux Radiometer Measure vertical distribution of net
flux of solar energy and planetary
emissions.

Lightning and Radio Emission/ Study lightning in the Jovian atmos-
Energetic Particle Detector phere and energetic particles near
(LRD/EPD) Jupiter.

Radio Science Study composition and structure of
Jovian atmosphere.
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j. The origin and behavior of interplanetary dust.

W. Radio science and gravitational wave investigation.

There is good reason to believe thaL the conditions found in the narrow
band of heliographic latitudes sampled by spacecraft confined to the
ecliptic plane are not representative of the inner heliosphere as a whole,
ind yet attempts to understand the basic physical processes occur:ing
within this environment have so far been based on observations made in the
ecliptic plane. ULS will for the first time permit measurements to be
rdade in-situ away from the plane of the ecliptic and over the poles of the
sun, its unique trajectory taking the spacecraft into the uncharted third
dimension of the heliosphere.

C19.6.1 Nominal lission

lthe Ulysses spacecraft will be launched at the ELS by the STS with a
Centaur upper stage and will then travel nearly in the ecliptic plane to
Jupiter. The gravitational field of Jupiter will be used to deflect the
Spacecraft into an out-of-ecliptic trajectory. After Jupiter flyby, the
spacecraft will travel in a heliocentric out-of-ecliptic orbit, passing
over the polar regions of the Sun. The choice whether to travel north or
south after Jupiter shall be made no later than June 1986, so that as much
information about the new solar cycle as is possible to collect may be
considered in the decision. Figurp C19-15 depicts the nominal ULS
trajectory.

C19.6.2 Launch and Iniection

The launch and injection phase begins with Shuttle lift-off and continues
kmtil spacecraft separation from the Centaur. Deep space network (DSN)
*cquisition occurs within 10 minutes of spacecraft separation (nominal
deployment on Rev 5).

The daily launch window is one hour from 15 May 1986 to 7 June 1986 for
injections from 15 May 1986 to 8 June 1986, respectively. The baseline
C3 is 133 km2 /sec 2 , but it could be as high as 136 or as low as 130
to maximize performance. Launch times for these C3s are within eight
minutes of baseline C3 launch time versus launch data curve.

An additional contingency launch period after the Ulysses secondary launch
period is being considered. It is preliminary at this time.

Major activities in this phase include launch, Shuttle ascent, Shuttle
orbit, Centaur/CISS/Ulysses checkout, Centaur deployment and separation,
Centaur coast, Centaur burn, reorientation to separation attitude, spin-up
Ulysses separation, Centaur collision and contamination avoidance maneuver
(CCAM), and DSN acquisition.

A more detailed summary of these events is listed in Tables C19-8 and
C19-9.
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. Table C19-S Ulysses Launch-to-Injection Sequence of Events (Centaur)

_ _ _ _Centaur Events

Item Time, h:m:s, h:m Event Duration, h:m

I 01:51:10 MET CISS/Centaur Checkout 03:00

2 02:30:00 MET Accelerometer Bias Calibration 15:00

03:43:56 MET Gyro Platform Rotation 02:00

3 06:40:00 MET Centaur Separation 0 to 06:00

4 SEP + 05:00 Arm Centaur RCS

5 SEP + 05:25 Tail-to-Sun Attitude Maneuver 04:30

6 SEP + 45:00 Arm Centaur Main Engine

7 MES - 05:00 Reorient to MES Attitude 02:00

8 MES + 00:00 Centaur Burn 10:00

9 MECO + 05:00 LH2 Tank Venting Phase 05:00

10 MECO + 05:00 ULS Separation Attitude 01:30
Maneuver

11 MECO + 07:30 Spin up to 4.7 rpm 01:40

12 MECO + 09:11 Ulysses Separation

13 MECO + 09:16 Centaur Despin 00:54

14 MECO + 10:10 Reorient to CCAM Attitude 01:10

15 MECO + 11:20 CCAM Phase, LH2-LOX 06:00
Blow Down

16 MECO + 17:20 Centaur Coast
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Table C19-9 Ulysses Lautch-to-Injection Seqtuence of Events

_... . -Ulysses Events .__

Item Time, h:m:s, h:m Event Duraticn, h:m Ref.

1 02:00:00 MET Spacecraft Checkout, (75i'
Rcconfi=:re RTG Power

IDump 75 Minutes Total,
interrupted

2 06:40:00 MET Centaur Separation 0 to 06:00

3 MECO + 09:11 Ulysses Separation
(USEP)

4 USEP + 10:00 Ulysses Coast, DSNAcquisitionI

Note: Item 1 depends on TDRS coverage. Cneckout is not continuous but in
blocks of time whienever available.

Until Centaur separation from the Shuttle, spacecraft-to-ground
communications will be through the STS. Predicted and actual Centaur MECO
state vectors will be sent from the Centaur Payload Operations Control
Center (CPOCC) to JPL, and JPL will generate DSN predicts.

CPOCC will send the time of lift-off to JPL via voice and FAX so that
acquisition predicts can be generated from launch polynomials supplied by
LeRC (Centaur).

C19.6.3 Near-Earth

The near-Earth phase is from OSN acquisition until approximately day 30.
During this phase, two trajectory correction maneuvers (TCM) will take
place. The TCM-l will occur nominally 10 days after separation from the
Centaur and will be followed by TCM-2, which should occur about 30 days
after launch. During this phase, spacecraft and science instrument
chcckouts and calibrations will be performed. DSN support tracking for
navigation will be continuous. Orbit determination (OD), maneuver
strategy, and control software verification will be emphasized during this
phase. Tracking will be 24 hours per day with 64-m antenna coverage
during TCMs.

C19.6.4 Earth-Jupiter

The Earth-Jupiter phase is post-TCM-2 to just prior to Jupiter encounter
(J-25). After TCM-2, DSN support will be maintained at the nominal
mission schedule of eight hours per day, seven days per week. A superior
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conjunction will occur nominally on day 310 of the mission, with potential
loss of command/telemetry capability of tip to 15 days around conjunction.
At this time, enhanced DSN support is required for radio science.

C19.6.5 Jupiter Flyby

The Jupiter flyby is J minus 25 to J plus 1. About 15 days prior to TCM-3
(J minus 10), navigation will be emphasized in support of the TCM. At
close approach to Jupiter, radiation-sensitive science instruments may be
put in a safe state. DSN coverage will increase with required 64-m
coverage. Passage through the Jovian radiation belts will be a major
environmental hazard during the mission. This factor has been taken 4nto
account in both spacecraft sutsystem and experiment design. The distance
of closest approach to Jupiter will be 6-7 Jovian radii, and the radiation
dose is expected to be slightly lower than that encountered by PioneerF 10
and 11 and by the two Voyager spacecraft.

C19.6.6 Out-of-Ecliptic

There are four out-of dcliptic phases:

a. From post-Jupiter flyby to the beginning of the first soi.r pass
above 70 degrees heliographic latitude;

b. The first solar polar over-flight phase;

c. From the end of the first solar over-flight, through the ecliptic,
to the beginning of the second solar pass above 70 degrees;

d. The second solar polar over-flight phase.

Although all four phases are of high scientific importance, the two polar
over-flight phases have been formally declared as being of the most
significant value.

C19.6.7 Mission Summary

A precis of the mission has been given as follows. The inecliptic mission
phases are particularized by:

a. Launch Period: May 15 - June 8, 1986

b. Launch Energy: 133.0 km2 /s 2

c. Jupiter Encounter: July 18 - August 23, 1987

d. Closesc Approach to Jupiter: 6.0 Jovian radii

The uut-of-ecliptic mission phases are characterized by:

a. Perihelion Date: 13 June 1990

b. Perihelion Distance: 1.2 AU
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C. Mlaximum Solar Latitude: S5*

d. Total Time above 70" (South First): 235 days

e. Total Time above 70* (North First): 172 days

f. Heliocentric Range at Maximum Latitude: 1.9 - 2.0 AU

g. Mission Termination: March 31, 1991

C19.6.8 Mission Abort Operations

In the event of problems incurred while on orbit, it would be possible to
abort the Ulysses mission and return with the spacecraft in the Shuttle
payload bay.

In the event of a Centaur main engine failu,'e, the main engine will
automatically attempt to fire a second time. Should the second attempt to
fire fail, the Centaur will automatically step through its normal
post-MECO sequence of events on a speeded-up time scale so that the
Ulysses spacecraft will separate from the Centaur.

This would leave the ULS spacecraft in a low-Earth orbit (the Shuttle's
130-nm parking orbit) with a low lifetime on the order of 4 days. The
spacecraft would have an available propellant mass that could provide a
delta V of approximately 214 m/sec. Preliminary analysis indicates that
this delta V would allow the spacecraft to achieve a circular orbit
altitude of 330 unm, which is sufficient to provide an orbit lifetime of
approximately 3 years.

The spacecraft propellant could also be used during spacecraft reentry to
modify the reentry velocity to control the point of reentry, such as over
a large body of water, if it can be demonstrated that reentry calculations
can be accurately predicted. No study of this application of the
spacecraft propellant has been initiated.
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